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VI PREFACE

mencement of the work. We have consistently sought to av nd dupli-

cation or repetition, wherever this could be accomplish^u without

marring the cohesion of the particular chapters or sections. The

special interest attaching to the question of the responsibility for the

outbreak of the Crimean War, as affecting the judgment of contem-

porary and subsequent British policy with regard to Russia and’ the

Near East, seemed, however, to warrant the inclusion in a chapter of

this volume of a recapitulatory^ section covering some of the ground

already dealt with in the preceding chapter. Moreover, it appeared

to us desirable that, while the causes of the Crimean War should be

discussed in their connexion with our general Foreign Policy in the

preceding period, its relations to the origins of that War, and to its

course should be treated consecutively by the same hand.

The unavoidable delay in the issue of our Second Volume has,

we fear, caused inconvenience to some of the writers of Chapters and

Sections included in it. We have every reason for expecting tliat

the publication of the Third and concluding Volume will follow with

greater speed.

A. W. W.

G. P. G,
October, 1922.
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CHAPTER I

GREAT BRITAIN AND THE
CONTINENTAL ALLIANCE

1S16-1S22

“ NGLAND ,’* wrote Vattcl in the middle of tlic eighteenth

i--^Tcntur\%
‘

\hns the honour to hold in herjiands_thc balance^of

430wcr, and she is careful to keej) it in equilibrium.” This had been

the instinct of British statesmen before the time of William III, and

their avowed policy ever since; and the insular position of England,

unassailable herself and aiming at no conquests on the Continent,

had enabled her to play with success tlie part of the Puissance Mddia-

Iricc of Europe—to quote Montesquieu’s phrase. It was this policy,

aiming of course primarily at the security of Great Britain and her

empire, which inspired Pitt and his successors in their implacable

struggle against French imperialism, and the efforts of the British

Government to reestablish a “jr[st equilibriun'ri’ in Europe after tlie

downfal l of Napoleon.

The pea^ settlement of 1814-1815, whatever may be said of its

justice
,
didm fact establish a reasonable Balance of Power, secured

in the mit_instance_by lhe Treaties of Paris and of Vienna. The
suggestion put forward by Castlereagh at Vienna, that the settlement

effected by the Treaties should be placed under the general guarantee

of the Allied Powers, did not, indeed, bear fruit; but Article VI of the

Treaty of Alliance of November 20th, 1815, supplied the nucleus of

an international system by providing for meetings of the Sovereigns

or their Ministers at stated intervals, for the purpose of debating and

taking action on any subjects of common interest. A month earlier,

the Emperor Alexander I of Russia, by the Act of the Holy Alliance

proclaimed at the great review held near Chalons on September 26th,

had sought to give a high moral sanction to the Alliance, and to extend

its scope by embracing in a league of Christian fraternity all States

willing to join it. In considering the attitude of Great Britain towards

the Continental problem during the succeeding years it is important

to distinguish between these two conceptions of the Alliance : namely,

the Quadruple Alliance, based upon the Treaty of Chaumont as

modified by that of November 20th, 1815, and the shadowy “Uni-
versal Union” which the Emperor Alexander’s idealism sought to
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establish on the basis of the Act of September 26th. For the moment,

it suffices to say that under none of these instruments was a.nY, pei:-

manent^machinen^ established for the peaceful settlen^nt of inter-

nationd disputes comparable with that which the Treaty of Versailles

instituted in the League of Nations in 1919. The Council ofAmbassa-

dors in Paris, indeed, met regularly, and efforts were made later to

invest it with something of the character of an international court of

appeal; but its mandate was primarily to watch over the affairs of

France, and the attempt to give it general,powers was successfully

resisted
,
notably by Great Britain. For the rest, the task of restoring

and maintaining peace fell upon the old diplomacy, working through

the traditional channels; though attempts were made—notably by

Castlercagh—to infuse into it a new spirit of mutual goodwill, diplo-

matic agents being conceived no longer as representing the interests

of their Sovereign alone, but as charged also with the duty of watching

over the general “European” interests as defined in the Treaties'.

The task witli which diplomacy was confronted at the beginning

of 181C was, indeed, formidable enough, though it may seem child’s

play compared with that which it was called upon to face in 1920.

A . The Treaties of Paris and Vienna covered only the territories affected

by the vicissitudes of the great War, that is to say, a large part of

Europe and the colonial possessions of the Powers concerned in it;

and, even tyitiiin these comparatively narrow limits,_owing_to ffic

hurried winding-up of the Congress of Vienna, the settlement had not

I . been comjik^c. The organisation of die ^rman Confederation
,
which

was considered in some sort as the key-stone of the European arch,

was delayed owing to the acrimonious dispute between Austria and

Bavaria on the question of exchange of territory—a dispute comjili-

cated by the further question of the succession of the Hochberg line

in Baden—and by the no less acrimonious dispute between Austria

and PruS’da, which had disturbed the harmony of the great Congress,

^
as to the garrisoning of the Fedend fortresses. Even more dangerous.

"
’ though intrinsically less important, was the elairn of Eugene Beat!-
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harnais, ex-Viceroy of Italy, to compensation at the cost of Naples

under the Treaty of Fontainebleau
;
for this claim was supported by

his kinsman the Emperor Alexander, and strenuously resisted by

Austria, in pursuit of her general policy of protecting Naples and

resisting any increase of Russian influence in Italy^. Lastly, Spain, •

angered b)' her exclusion from the councils of the Great Powers, was

delaying her accession to the Treaties, pending the settlement in her

favour of her claim to the reversion of the Italian duchies assigned to

Marie-Louise, ex-Empress of the French.

Apart from such unsettled questions as these, there were in-
g

numerable seeds of trouble in the practical application of the terms

actually agreed upon. The question of the suppression of the Slave

Trade, in which the British public alone was deeply interested, though

settled in principle at Vienna, was more diflicult to carry out in

practice, and was the subject of an interminable diplomatic corre-

spondence”. The restoration of the” legitimate” Sovereigns,moreover
,
C

had , in many cases, not.led.to.jthe results intended_an_d„pxp_ej^ed

—

the Stilling of rcvolut^ona^^’Lunrest. British statesmen, especially^

regarded with dismay reactionar)'^ follies_which_not_only_ brought the

Alliance into (flspre4it_at ,home , but, by reviving old and creating

new discontents
,
tended everywhere to keep alive that revolutionary

;
spirit whi.chj:hev regarded, not unnaturally, as the principal menac^

;
to the world’s peace . They had fought the Revolution, which for

.them meant sheer militarism and the ruin of European society as

established upon acknowledged rights
;
firm believers in the superiority

of British institutions, and inclined to regard them as a universal

remedy for political ills, they had no sympathy with attempts to

revive obsolete privileges and to restore ancient tvrannies.~THey

watched Avith special solicitude the progress of the Constitutional

experiment in France, the success of which seemed at the outset to

be imperilled by the violence of the Ultra-royalist party which the

elections of 1815 had made dominant in the Chamber of Deputies.

In addition to all these subjects for anxiety which were the

immediate concern of the Allied Powers under the Treaties, there

^ Castlereagh pointed out that Mettemich had signed a Protocol with Prussia
and Russia at Vienna demanding “50,000 souls” from Naples within a month of
'3 Treaty guaranteeing the possessions of His Sicilian Majesty. To A Court,
January ist, 1816 (draft). F.O. Sicily, 74. The writer is indebted for this and for
several other references to the F.O. Records to Professor C. K. Webster, who
kindly allowed him the use of his typescript copies.

" It occupies 229 volumes of the Foreign Office Records (F.O. 84) covering the
period from the Conference of London, in August, 1816, to December, 1837.
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were other questions, outside the Treaties, which loomed increasing!)'^

. large. The long-continued struggle beUveen the Spanish Colonies

. and the mother country threatenedTcTBraw' t^ United States into

a contest between tl^ Njew World and ^he Old. The attack by ISrazil

on the territor}’- of the River Plate, and the occupation of Montevideo,

2. so embittered relations between Spain and Portugal as to threaten

a new Peninsular War, which might easily involve all Europe^.

^ Relations betweeri G^t_Britain and tlie United States were clouded

by mutual suspicions of aggressiv^de^gn's nTTLatm Arherica
;
by

boundar}' disputes and the beginnings of the controversy as to the

sovereignty over the Oregon territory; and by a sei'ies of difficult

questions arising out of the late War and the interpretation of the

terms of the Treaty of Ghent (1S14). But more perilous to the world’s

peace tlian any of these questions _was the situation._creatcd by the

stubborn refusal of Turkey to carr)^ ouy thc_terrns of the Treaty

signed with Russia at Bucharest in 1812, and thc cnigmatjc attitude

oCibS.2p3PCf9LAi'"^?’'^Acjl?i\‘trds3his_j:cfusjil.

kjvn^Jndccd^ precisely this cnign\atic,attitudc ofjhc.Tsar, jiat

towards the question of. Tu.r.key_._only,,_which kcpt_thc European
chanceries in a flutter of cxcitcmcntyand jqyjrehcnsiop. His talk was

of peace; but he maintained his huge armies in being and concen-

trated, for the most part, on the western and the Balkan fronts of

his empire. lie preached unctuously the gospel of fraternity and

mutual trust; but his agents were mcanwhilo carryiiig on dark in-

trigues in ever)' Court and country in Europe; .and it is not .surprising

that to Austria, n\ost timid of Powers, he seemed, to quote Baron

Vincent, to be “disguising tmder the language of evangelical sclf-

abncg.iticm scherncs of^far-renching ambition.” British hinvoy.s abroad

shared this view of his designs, and the dt'spatchcs sent home by them
were fdlcd with evidence of Russian machinations. 7'he perplexity lay

in the nature <if these machinations; for while, for instance. Count
Capod’Istriau'as urging on the Xc.rpolitatr Govcrnmeiu the tloetrines

of pure Ltber.\1s^in,and Alex.-mdcr h.im^elf was reproving the vir>lence

of the Ukr.e5 in I'rance, Banm '1 atishchefl’, the Um sian Arnh.issador

a* M.ulrid. wa'i e.irning the distinction of the Golden Meecc bv sub-

ten ietKc to the vieVi ^ of hcrdinarul I and his rc-K timuiry casmu'iila.

I’l'.e r\i‘Jeficr, tlunu'h imp-.-riectly pieced together, ;.eemcd in appre-

!irn'i'.e minds, to po'm.t to hut one lohuion. IntrigiU"- in Xap!e«, irt

-.ix.-.

O t

. tt*"* i, lU
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the Ionian Islands, in Spain—^whence came rumours of a projected

Russian occupation of the Balearic Islands—the sudden resolve of the

Tsar to put an end to the scandal of the Barbary pirates : what could

it all mean but that Alexander was meditating a separate alliance with

the Bourbon Powers and the establishment of Russian sea-power in

the Mediterranean, so as to protect the flank of the armies which he

had destined for the invasion of Turkey? The publication, in January,

i8i6, of the text of the Holy Alliance heightened these alarms; for

it was read at Constantinople as a sort of European excommunication

of the Sultan, who, as a Mohammadan sovereign, could have no

place in a Christian league.

Amid these rumours and alarms Castlereagh kept his judgment

clear. He had stated the object of British policy to be “tp^bring back

the world. to. peaceful habits,”; and he perceived that this could only

be done by keeping the Alliance together, and therefore by con-

tinually insisting on the common interests of the Powers, as infinitely

more important than those “points of secondary policy” which

threatened to divide them. He understood Metternich^s fear and

suspicion of Russia, which, to a certain extent.Jie-jshared ; but he

believed that the best way of curbing Alexander’s ambitions was, not

to attempt to form combinations against him, still less to meet

intrigue with counter-intrigue, but to make an honest appeal to the

better side of his nature , and perhaps to his vanity, and so. by holding

him to the solemn engagements he had enteredJntOLatJEaris^-toJkeep

him securely “grouped.” It was this which led him to wish to

moderate, in the case of Austria more especially, “that ai de bureau

against Russia, which must in a measure exist in all Governments

towards a State so powerful as Russia has lately become^.” “Local

cabals,” such as those which the British Minister reported from

Naples, might easily shalce the Alliance, which remained “indis-

pensable to Europe, in order to conduct France to a stable order

of things.” “We ought not,” he said, “to be too susceptible in our

minor relations to the hazard of the great machine of European

safety, which if it does not consist of the four Powers is shaken to

its foundations 2.”

In a letter to the British Minister in Berlin, dated December 28th,

1815, Castlereagh very clearly defined his attitude in these matters.

The tension between Austria and Russia was a peril to the Alliance.

^ To Lord Stewart, July 9th, 1816. F.O. Austria, 125.
^ To A Court, January ist, 1816. F.O. Sicily, 74.
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and he desired “to guard our missions abroad against the danger of

accelerating, if not producing, a conflict for influence between the

t^vo States.” It was possible, he said, that the existing state of

European relations might pass away with the danger wliich had given

birth to them
;
but it was the duty of Great Britain to retard a return

to “a more contentious order of things,” while tlie comparative

safety due to her insular position enabled her to pursue “a more

generous and confiding policy.” In the actual state of Europe, it was

the province of Great Britain “to turn the confidence she inspired

to the account of peace, by exercising a conciliatory influence between

• the Powers, rather than put herself at the liead of any combination

of Courts to keep others in check.” The necessity for such a system

might recur; but this necessity should no longer be problematical

when acted upon. “The immediate object to be kept in view is to

inspire the States of Europe, as long as we can, with a sense of the

dangers which they have surmounted by their union, of the hazards

they will incur by a relaxation of vigilance,...and that tlieir true

wisdom is to keep dovTi the petty contentions of ordinary times, and

to stand together in support of the established principles of social

ordcr^”

The substance of tliis letter was embodied by Castlcrcagh in a

CirC-ular, dated Januar)'' ist, i8i6, sent to all British Ministers abroad

with directions to communicate it to the Governments to whom they

were accredited, and to request that these Governments should send

j:/^imilar instructions to their agents at foreign Courts. The Circular

contained a suggestion not mentioned in the earlier letter, namely, in

the event of the failure of other means of keeping the peace, “ to

^mhine the Powers of Europe against that State whose pcrv'crted

policy or criminal ambition shall first^rnenace the repose in tvlu’ch

have a common interest-,” It was a revival of the idea of

anned guarantee which he had suggested at Vienna .six months
before.^

'fhe immediate object of Ca.stlercagh was to ease the dangerous

tem^ion that %v;’s ansing between Austria and Ru-'^sia owing to their

rival activities in Italy and the Near East, and he saw well that the

fault l.iy on both s'uics. In tist gre.u issues at stake, the preservation

peace and the curhinc of Utudan autbitiuns, there was -as Lord

I ffj, 'n ri'-.tc-'.u:

tts! ' ’ll uj p 3e^
t5!:h ? ) zzii 5. 1*1,

in tfiT r rttf'.liij
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Stewart put it

—

complete identit}^ of principles and aims between

Great Britain Austria^,” and to the end Castlereagh studied to

preser\^e relations of the most perfect confidence with Prince Metter-

nich. But this by no means blinded him to tlie peculiar dangers arising

from tlie defects of Metternich’s character and the tortuous methods

of liis diplomacy”. It was *‘
the succession of subordinate questions to ^

which the Austrian policy has given birth ” wHTch had caused “much
of our late diplomatic embarrassments”—“Parma, the Valtelhna,

Simplon, the proposed Italian league, her contradictory engagements

vith the Allies and the Court of Naples on Eugene’s point, her

exchanges wth Bavaria and, as a consequence, the existing claims

upon Baden.” In all these “small questions of contest” Austria

appeared as tlie assailant, and so gave to Russia the character of

protectress of the lesser States, and consequently multiplied those

Russian ties in Italy and Germany of which Austria was so naturally

jealous Great Britain desired to see Austria predominate in Italy,

“liberalised however in some of its views and better adapted to the

prejudices of the countr}’’”
;
but it was at the same time ess_erij:ialJ:here

as elsewhere, not to appear to separate British interests from those

of Russia ^. The diplomatic problem involved taxed all Castlereagh *s

skill. From St Petersburg Lord Cathcart reported that, though the

Emperor Alexander had approved the British Circular of January ist,

and commanded similar instructions to be sent to his agents abroad,

his irritation against Austria had not abated. Apart from his personal

dislike of Metternich, which at Vienna had led to an open breach,

he complained of his domineering policy in Italy, was annoyed by

the negotiations proceeding at Turin for a separate Austro-Sardinian

alliance, and continued to champion the claims of Beauharnais on

Naples®. Meanwhile, Lord Stewart reported from Milan that Russian

emissaries continued to arrive in Italy; that great alarm was felt at

the concentration in Bessarabia of 130,000 Russian troops under

Bennigsen, which seemed like a meditated attack on Turkey; and that

some sensation had been caused by the Emperor Alexander’s publica-

tion of his “Sacred Treaty” (the Holy Alliance), with the Austrian

Emperor’s name heading the list of signatories—^which “ operated as

^ To Castlereagh, Vienna, June 23rd, 1816. F.O. Austria, 127. No. 51.
® “With all my partiality for the Austrians I know by experience that they are

fond of insinuating alarms, to strengthen their local influence.” To A Court,
January ist, 1816. F.O. Sicily, 74.

® To Stewart, July 9th, 1816. F.O. Austria, 125.
* To A Court, January ist, 1816. F.O. Sicily, 74.
® Castlereagh to Stewart, April i6th, 1816. F.O. 7. 25.
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a shock of thunder on the Emperor Francis, who is under die most

lively apprehension tliat he %nll be considered as religiously mad by

his faitliful subjects, as his Imperial brother^.”

Casticreagh himself looked upon Russia as the Power in Europe

which, witiiout essentially exposing herself, was most capable of

mischicG; he knew that she would “never omit to cultivate by

intrigue in Italy, in Spain, in truth in ever)* Court of Europe to be

used according to circumstances**’”
;
but, at the moment, the im-

portant question was whether the Emperor Alexander had “any

immediate dangerous purpose in doing so.” This he did not believe

to be the case. To seek for sinister meanings in the Act of the Holy

Alliance was idle; the engagements taken in it were “perfectly laud-

able and innocent”; though they were “clothed in language not

suited to diplomatic transactions'*.” To Lord Stewart, who reported

hlcttcmich’s alarms from Vienna, he pointed out the favourable

effect which his Circular ofJanuar}* ist may have had on thcEmperor s

mind, insisted that the true interests of Russia must dictate to him

a pacific policy, while the solemn pledge he had taken in the face of

the world was “an additional obstacle to a dificrent course.” The
important thing, however, was not to raise up comparatively un-

important questions which might give him an excuse for adopting

another system^.

S\ich a wise and conciliatory policy was above all needed in the

question of I'lirkcy. Stewart wrote from Milan that the “increased

reports of the march of Russian troops and the alarm at Constanti-

nople” made it urgent that Great Britain and Austria should come to

a confidential understanding as to the Instructions to be given to their

representatives at St Petersburg and Constantinople, in order to

avert war'’. Castk-reagh had, in fact, already defined his policy in

Instructions U) Bnrtlc I'rerc, British Minister at Const.mtinoplc, which

b.e forwarded to .Stewart under living seal, in order that they might be

conimutiicued to Metternich. ‘i'his policy was to induce the Porte to

ccug.duci its tiisciissions with Uu'-sja in such a way as to avoid giving

that PtrAcr any jtg-t, or even pl.nisihle. motive Sor war. Pc.tcr, hV

urijed. v,u<- of more importance to 'I'urkey tb.an any or all i>f the points

' So-. At! ».v > 5 :!*!!, ri-'nisj-y xilh.. m O'. », I’-:., Ar^hne*, 14;
t’O, Avv.'hs. m”'. N--' 4'.
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on which it was at issue with Russia, and it would be better for the

Porte to make some sacrifices than to risk a war which, once begun,

might—in view of “the imposing state of military power in which

Russia finds herself placed ”—be pushed to extremities, and in which

Turkey could not expect the armed assistance of Great Britain,

Austria and France, all ofwhom were “ too exhausted with the fatigues

and expenses of the war to feel disposed to come to her aid.” This

view of a
“
complying policy ” was not to be communicated to the

Russian Minister; but Jt^rere was to offer good offices in concert with

the Austrian and, if possible, the French and Prussian, Ministers.

There was reason to believe that the Emperor Alexander, for his part,

would not prove intractable. He had told the Ottoman Minister in

Paris that, if the Porte behaved reasonably towards the Serbians,

which was a point of honour with Russia, the Turkish Government

would find him disposed to be conciliatory on the question of the

Asiatic frontiers^.

In commenting on these Instructions to Stewart, Castlereagh

dwelt on the principle that, while the Austrian and British Ministers

should act in concert, they must be careful not to appear as adversaries

of Russia, “or as separating their actions from those of the French

and Prussian Ministers, who must feel an equally strong interest that

a Turkish Question should not be suffered to perplex the present

politics of Europe^.” In these sentences is summed up the whole of

Castlereagh’s policy in the Eastern Question—as it was soon to be

called—^from first to last. Great Britain and Austria were equally
interested in maintaining the Ottoman Power as a barrier to any

undue Russian expansion
;
therefore, they could and must act in

concert. But the supreme need for all was peace; and peace could

only be preserved by preventing the situation in the East from de-

veloping in such a way as to make a Russian attack on Turkey

inevitable; for such a war could not possibly be localised. Castle- vj/

reagh’s diplomacy in the Eastern Question during these anxious

years was, therefore, directed to restraining the “ somewhat volcanick ”

temper of Metternich, to applying a friendly, pressure to the Porte

in favour of the just demands of Russia, and to persuading the Emperor
Alexander that his reputation as the peace-maker of Europe would

suffer from “the old tarnished expedient of a war of ambition against

the Turks ,” which would ruin all his endeavours, since “the principle
\ »

^ To Bartle Frere, January 29th, 1816. F.O. Turkey, No. 86.
* To Stewart, January 29th, 1816. F.O. Austria, 125.
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of acquisition, once acted on, might relax all existing ties, and open

interminable questions^.”

Of these tasks, the most difficult was that of bringing the Turks to

reason. They had been absurd enough—as Castlereagh put it—during

the Congress of Vienna to refuse the mediation of Austria, France

and Great Britain on the points at issue with Russia, though the

settlement of tliese would have been followed by a collective guarantee

of their territorial integrity^. They stubbornly refused to budge an

inch in the matter of the Treaty of Bucharest, impervious alike to the

threats of Russia and to the persuasions of the other Powers. They
had recently added to the difficultj’^ of the situation by sending rein-

forcements to tlie Dcy of Algiers, whose piratical navy was being

dealt wth by American war-ships, though the European Powers

—

and notably the Emperor Alexander—had declared their intention

of no longer tolerating these marauders. What with Count Stroganofl’s

threatening language at Constantinople, and the concentration of

Russian armies on the frontiers, the situation seemed full of peril;

and such it rcmainc^sb^ycars later , when, in the spring of 1821,jhe

insurrection of ffic G rcel^ created a si^ation yet more imminently

perilous.

Scarcely less disturbing than the problems of the Near East were

those raised by the proceedings of the Court of Spain, and by the

equivocal attitude of Russia towards them. In relation to these the

position of the British Government was one of singular complication

and difficulty. Great Britain was bound by recent Treaties of Alliance

will) both Spain and Portgual; and Spain and Portugal-Brazil were

carr}’ing on a War on the River Plate, which at any moment might

spread to the Iberian Peninsula. Yet even this difficulty was not so

serious as that created by the revolt of tlic Spanish-American Colonics

atu! the failure of the Court of Madrid either to .suppress it or to

come to terms with them. With the virtually indepemient Latin

republics of the New World a considerable British commerce had

de\ek)j'ed, uhicli the Spatiish Government persisted in treating as

contraband

;
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protect British trade ; the result being that Great Britain and Spain
,

allies in Europe
,
were actually at war on the other side of the Atlantic.

The breaking-up of the Spanish empire, moreover, raised larger and

more dangerous problems than those involved in the relations between

Great Britain and Spain, important though these were from the point

of view of the balance of Europe. For several years, there was com-

plete uncertainty as to the political form that would be taken by the

communities of Latin America; and this uncertainty encouraged

strange ambitions. It was a comparatively small matter, though

disturbing to a generation whose nerves were on edge, that Bona-

partist exiles in the United States were discovered to be planning a

filibustering expedition into Mexico, in connexion with a plot for

the establishment of a great Hispano-American confederation under

Joseph Bonaparte, as King of the Indies—a title which he had not

formally abdicated 1. The Great Powers themselves were casting

covetous eyes on the rich inheritance . The United State^^their

appetite for annexations whetted by the Louisiana purchase in 1803,

were bringing to bear on Spain the pressure which resulted in the

enforced sale to them of the Floridas. Royalist Franc^^^hough the

Dictator Pueyrredon’s offer of the crown of Buenos Ayres to Louis-

Philippe, Duke of Orleans, had needs been rejected, was beginning

to hope for compensations in Latin America for the colonial empire

she had lost. Last, but not least, Russia—still an American Power,

with shadowy claims extending over the coast-lands of what are now
British Columbia and the States of Oregon and Washington—^was

showing a disposition to intervene actively in the affairs of the New
World, nominally in the interests of peace and the monarchical

principle. The Tsar’s present of frigates to Spain—^ships which turned

out to be unseaworthy—caused a momentary jubilation at Madrid

and a corresponding, but somewhat more lasting, malaise in the

European chanceries. Lord Stewart, echoing the alarms of Vienna,

wrote in a flutter to Castlereagh that the news of Tatishcheff having,

on the pretext of taking action against the Barbary pirates, arranged

for the establishment of a large Russian garrison in Minorca pointed \

to Russia cherishing “plans of active operations in the territory of
j

Buenos Ayres^.”

^ Villanueva, Resiimen de la Historia de America, ZS3, quoted in J. B. Lockey,
Pan-Americanism, p. 91. Cf. Bagot to Castlereagh, October 6th, 1817, Castlereagh

Coir. 3rd Set. vol. iii. p. 379, and June 2nd, 1818, ib. p. 440, with enclosure.
“ Stewart to Castlereagh, Vienna, January 27th, 1817. F.O. Austria, 134

(No. 14), and February 14th, ib. 135 (No. 22).
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offices of ar^nTi£artial fmnd
;

“ armed mediation,” such as the Spanish

Government desired
,
he refused to consider, holding that “in no

circumstances could British power be prostituted to impose upon

unwilling subjects such a Government as that of Spain.” For the

same reason, his offers of mediation were always conditional on the*

Court of Madrid accepting the principles which he had laid down as

essential to a settlement. He followed the same course in the case of

the abortive offer to mediate between the United Slates and Spain

made by him in 1817, assuring Adams that in any such mediation

“Great Britain would keep liberal principles towards the South

American States in view and aimed at no exclusive advantages^.”

Subject to these conditions, moreover, Castlereagh was not averse

from a collective mediation of the Powers. Indeed, when, in 1817,

it was proposed to have recourse to this, he at once saw its ad-

vantage from the point of view of the world’s peace. “Whatever

may be their sentiments upon this difficult and complicated measure,”

he wrote, “it is much better that they should be avowed openly

in discussion, tlian to be suffered secretly to operate to disturb

the general harmony”.” MVhat, however , Spain wanted was not

mediation, but the moral and material support of the Allies to

back her.extreme claims; and in taking up tliis position slie had the

support of Russia and France .vA^^ith this policy Castlereagh would\

make no compromise; he pointed out its folly, since “we had|

sufficiently experienced in our own American Colonies the difficulty
|

of such a contest^.” During the Conference of Aix-la-Chapelle, whem
the question of mediation was again raised Mthout result, he wrote

to Wellesley at Madrid, commenting on “the false notions” of the

French and Russian Governments with regard to the question: “the

idle menace they were disposed to keep alive at the expense of in-

evitable disunion, at least in appearance, between the mediating

Powers.” The failure of the Spanish Government to accept the only

conditions on which mediation could be undertaken had once more
suspended the whole question. It did not appear that France and^
Russia had ever proposed a separate alliance with Spain, but they

had sought to establish an influence at Madrid, had encouraged the

Spanish Government in its follies, and made Spain hate and withdraw

from us. They had flattered Spain with the promise that they would

^ Castlereagh to Bagot, November loth, 1817. F.O. America, 120. Private
and Confidential.

2 To Wellesley, August 28th, 1817. F.O. Spain, 196 (No. 39).
® To Wellesley, January loth, 1817. Ib.
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“manage our scruples” and so obtain for her a “coerci\*e appuiJ'

They had failed, because “they find us always upon a principle^.”

It was the principle which led ultimately, through the logic of

events, to the Monroe Doctrine and to the recognition by Great

Britain of the independence of the Latin-American States.

y
From tlie first Castlereagh had studi^ to spare the susceptibilities

of the United St^es in this question as in others. He well understood

the importance for the future of a cordial cooperation between the

two branches of the English race; and he impressed upon Charles

Bagot, the new British Minister at Washington, the desire of his

Government, “laying aside all unpleasant recollections, to smoothe

all asperities between the tivo nations, and to unite tliem in senti-

ments of good will as of substantial interest-.” The task was no easy

one
;
for the AVar had left the Americans in a mood of suspicion, which

was increased by the close association of Great Britain with the “Holy
Alliance,” and by talk about monarchical inter\'cntion, and of her

own ambitions, in the New World. Moreover, the Treaty of Ghent,

signed, after months of wrangling, on December 24th, 1814, had left

open the vert’ questions about which the War had been fought

—

neutral and belligerent rights, and the claim of Great Britain to

impress American citizens of British birth—besides other questions

arising out of the British contention that the War had abrogated the

“liberties” conceded to the Americans by the Treaties of 1783 and

1794, viz,, the fishing rights on the coasts of British North America,

and the somewhat extensive facilities accorded to American trade

with the East Indies, the West Indies, and the British dominions in

Nr)rlh America. 'I‘hc negotiation.s on these and other subjects between

the two countries are dealt with elsewhere (see Chapter III, infra).

Here it will suffice to say that, in conducting these negotiations,

Cre tlercagh followed his accustomed policy of subordinating minor

i' ait-j to the great end he had in view, u--ing always moderate and
concili.ttury language, arul making concessions whenever these <lid
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mid tlie British Empire which hns remained unbroken ever since . The
Convention of October 20th, 1S18, did not settle all outstanding

questions
;
but it disposed of the most immediately dangerous among

them in the spirit of give and take. The claim of the Americans to a

“right” to fish in British territorial waters and to land on British

territor}'- was not admitted; but they were given certain permanejit

liber^i^njdKse rcsp^c^^on t^ coas^ oLNeiyfpundland.aadJLahra-

^^I^ The boundar}^ between _the_United States and Canada, un-

scientifically fixed byjthe Treaty of 1783, was defined anew, and the

difficult Oregon question was deferred by opening the territories to

the west of the Rocky Mountains for ten years to the enterprise of

both nations, without prejudice to the question of their respective

sovereign rights. The Convention, like all compromises, was violently

criticised on both sides
;
but Castlereagh refused to listen. “ It is of

less moment,” he said to the American Minister, Richard Rush,

“which of the parties gains a little more or a little less by the compact,

than that so difficult a point should be adjusted, and the harmony of

the tivo countries, so far, made secure.”

This harmony had been exhibited in a more striking way by the

friendly agreement, for mutual disarmament on the Great Lakes,

which was concluded in 1817 by an interchange of Notes without any

formal treaty. This arrangement had been made possible by the

peculiar ties of sentiment and interest which, in spite of two wars,

still bound the English of the Empire and the English of the United

States together; after all, as Richard Rush put it, these wars had

involved national humiliation to neither side
—“a Roman I am

vanquished by a Roman.” It was otherwise with the question of

disarmament between the European Powers. All professed to desire ^

.

it, indeed their economic position was such thaFtliey were~bound to

desire it ; but all hesitated to set “a salutary example ” in this respect.

The Emperor Alexander, while deprecating the suspicious excitement

which had followed his publication of the Act of the Holy Alliance,

pointed out, in a letter to Castlereagh of March 21st, 1816, that, in

order to ensure confidence, a more general Act should follow, in-

volving a general reduction of armanents^. In his reply, dated March
28th, Castlereagh expressed the Prince Regent’s anxiety “to accelerate

the period of confidence and disarmament,” and drew attention, once

more, to the Circular of January ist, in which he had laid down the

principles upon which such a period might be established^. Exactly

^ Copy in F.O. Russia, 105. ® Ib.

W.&G.II. 2
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two months later, Castlereagh forwarded to Lord Cathcart, the British

Ambassador at St Petersburg, a confidential Memorandum pointing

out what Great Britain had herself done in this matter. The British

Government had been engaged in reducing its naval and militar}'

forces “to the lowest scale compatible with the ordinary duties

incident to the British possessions.” The British army, indeed, could

not be compared Mth that of 1792, because of the great expansion

of the Empire; but the navy had been reduced to a strength little

in excess of that of 1792. The Memorandum pointed out the

difficulty of carrjdng out disarmament by a general negotiation “in

view of the difference of means, frontiers, positions, etc.” and

suggested that much would be accomplished if “a great Power like

Russia” would in some degree reduce her military' force; certainly,

“an exclusive system of precaution on His Imperial Majesty’s part

might retard the general tendency of the public disposition of Europe

to pcacc^.”

Unhappily, in this matter the mediating voice of England was

suspect. If she had decreased her na\y', it was because she had swept

all rivals from the seas; and, since she was an island Power, the

strength of her army was no standard by wliicli to measure the reason-

able size of those of the Continental States. The difficulty was in-

creased by the fact that the loudest apostle of peace continued at the

.same time to boast that he was the master of the biggest battalions.

Alexander had been the first to suggest a general disarmament; but,

as for himself, he obstinately refused to disarm", giving as his reason

the agitations of the times, which threatened fresh overturns. “ There

.arc countries,” he wrote to Castlereagh, “where there is an obstinate

desire to revive immediately institutions which have perished of t)!d

age, where loo liule ctfort is made to consult the new spirit of the

peoples, who ought to he led back gradually to a stable a.nd peaceful

order of tilings. It seems as though there were a wish to work for

gencratiorss which have passed away, or for tliat which is alinut to

pas’v awv.y, without con ' idering tliat it is above all nece;w:try' to ensure

tile good tlisj-ioduidn of that wiu’ch luf-' mo-.t interest in the present,

Iwcau'c it i 'l preparitig for tlic future.”
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the prestige among the general public of phrases oft repeated^. To
General von Steigentesch he explained that, if he kept a huge army in

being (though its size had been much exaggerated), this was notbecause

he had any intention of attacking Austria or Turkey, but because he

had to watch Germany—^where Bavaria was playing a Napoleonic

game and the “factious” were everywhere troubling the peace of

Europe—and France, where the revolutionary spirit was stronger

than the Government, and the emigres, with the Comte d’Artois at

their he.‘'id, were disgusting everyone^. In view of the fact that the

Emperoi boasted, on other occasions, that his army numbered not

800,000, as was supposed, but more nearly 1,000,000 men, these

protestations were not very reassuring. Castlereagh, however, refused

to share the exaggerated alarms of Metternich : the best hope of

securing peace, and so ultimate disarmament, lav, he perceived, in

keeping the Alliance together by allaying mutual suspicions and

smoothing away asperities . He defined his policy with regard to

disarmament in a letter to Lord Clancarty, Ambassador in Berlin,

onAugust 6th, 1816. The pacific disposition ofthe EmperorAlexander,

he argued, ought not to be called in question because ot the mere

circumstance that he maintainedJiuge armies in being .

But as the reduction of his army involves that of other States or, in

this view, essentially bears upon the relief the finances of Europe so

generally require, everything that can form an inducement to the Emperor
to let it down should be attended to.

For this purpose I place in the first rank of importance the closing as

early as possible the several questions that are yet open in Europe, or the

opening as few as possible for discussion whilst the public mind of all

States is yet agitated by the fear of the French Revolution or the military

temper to which it has given birth. This, with a frank and conciliatory

system of diplomacy, holding fast the principles of the Alliance which now
happily exists, is likely to bring the motives of internal economy to bear

with the most effect upon the military expenditure of Russia....This is

the progressively operating system to which I look for bringing down the

force of that great monarchy, and with it that of the other States, to a

standard more consonant with their common interests®.

The main source of anxiety to the British Government was not,

however, the over-grown power of Russia, which was a menace only

^ “Le prestige des mots qu’on a tant employ^ en impose au vulgaire.” To
Castlereagh, March 21st, 1816. F.O. Russia, 105. One is irresistibly reminded of
the phrase “self-determination” and its consequences.

“ Steigentesch to Metternich, St Petersburg, April 8th, 1816. F.O. Austria, 127.
Enclosed in Stewart to Castlereagh, June loth, 1816.

^ F.O. Germany, 3.
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Russia and Austria. They approved of the rescript which the Emperor

Alexander, in the spring of i8i6, sent to Lewis XVIII, urging him

to restrain the extravagances of the Comte d’Artois and his followers

;

and when, in September, the King summoned up courage to dissolve

the Chainbre iutrouvable and to modify the electoral law with a view

to securing a more moderate parliament, they showed themselves

willing to negotiate with the Due de Richelieu on the subject of

reducing the army of occupation.

The matter was, indeed, complicated by Austria’s distrust of^
Russia, whom she suspected of trying to steal a march on the other

Allies in order to lay tlie foundations of a separate Franco-Russian

alliance; and, so early as September, the British Government had

to interfere in order to prevent Austria from recording, on her own
behalf, in the Protocol of the Council of Ministers, an opinion in

favour of the evacuation of France. The view of Great Britain, which

prevailed, was that all decisions on this point must be come to in

common, and that no such decision should be taken \vithout con-

sulting the Duke of Wellington, as Commander-in-chief of the Allied

Army. At this time, indeed, the opinion was expressed that, if the

Allied troops were withdrawn, the Bourbon monarchy would not

survive a month, and, in Castlereagh’s view, the question of evacua-

tion must be postponed until the effects of the new electoral law had

become apparent, and the situation in France should be such as to

give guarantees for the payment of the indemnities. Partial payment

was met by a corresponding reduction in the Army of occupation
;
but,

when the Due de Richelieu urged the withdrawal of the remainder,

declaring 'that France would not take advantage of this to become a

fraudulent bankrupt, the Duke of Wellington interposed his veto.

A few months later, however, he perceived that the continuance of

the occupation, the burden and humiliation of which were exciting an

ever-growing resentment among the French people, would create

a danger greater than that against which it was intended to guard;

and, in October, i8i8, he reported that, if the Allied troops were to

remain in France, it would be necessary to concentrate them between

the Scheldt and the Meuse, since in their present scattered disposition

they were in danger of being overwhelmed in the event of a popular

rising^. It was this advice, rather than any belief in the temper of

the French people or the stability of the restored monarchy, which

^ Draft Memorandum laid before the Cabinet. F.O. Congress Cont., Aix-Ia-

Chapelle, September to December, i8i8.
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determined the Bnti-:h Government to support the principle of the

immediate evacuation of E'rance, subject to a satisfactory' nrranpement

being made for the payment of the balance of the indemnity. By
agreement vdth the other Allies, the task of negotiating such an

.arrancernent v*as cntnistecl to the Duke of \VeIlfngton; and, since

the proposal met tb.e views of tb.c I'rcnch (tovemment, it presented

little difiiculiy. The CApedient adopted was to call in the .'sid of tb.e

“ money-changers,” the debt of France to the .Allies lieing taken over

by tbic great fmancial ho\isc? of Baring and Hope of Amsterdam, at

a di*^counl which gave them a handsonte profit, and floated by them

on the iTiarkct in the shape of i'rcnch rentes. This matter Jiaving f>crn

decitlcd in principle, it was resolved to sumtnon a meeting of the .Allied

Powers for the autumn of rSiS, in order to give a formal sanction

to the tran'-action, to settle the matter of the evacuation «>r EVance,

to detrrmine the future rel.iiions of France .and the Alliance, and.

incidentally, to <H‘cirs any outstaTuline queuions of common intcrc t,

'Fhe Conference a'i'‘emhied at .Aix-la-Chapelle on Bepternber yc-th,

iSLh 'Fhe Ihnprror.' of Airuria .and IbtV’U.u and the King of Pfte’t:t,

were prc'^ni in pi-r^on. 'Fhe Ihnprror Alexander, -.ei u .u.d, ncietl ;o,

hfs ovut .Mini'-fer; hut he ^va-t :i u*- N-d by In's (’hatJCehor. (V/utir

Ne'^rlrodc, and hi'' Mini' ter-adjunct for lA^rrign .AfLif"', (hiunt
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broke dowm on the opposition of Castlereagh. To receive one Power

to the exclusion of others, he said, would be to break the existing

agreement
;
to open the Conference to other Powers would be to turn

it into a Congress, which the Allies had decided to be inexpedient,

since it would tend to raise dangerous expectations by throwing

doubt on the finality of the settlement of 1815^. This, in effect,

defined the conservative policy which Great Britain was henceforward

to pursue in her relations with the Continent—the policy of standing

on “the Treaties,” as the only stable foundati^ of peace.

The immediate business for which the Conference had been

summoned—the evacuation of France and the question of the in-

demnities—^was disposed of in the first two sessions, an agreement on

these matters having, in fact, been reached beforehand. The question

of the future relation of France to the Alliance was more difficult to

dispose of. The Due de Richelieu pressed for the inclusion of France

in the Alliance, the conservative force of which, he argued, would

be increased by her adherence. But it was not belief in any repentant

temper of the French people that had led the Allies to consent to

loosen their fetters. The Emperor Alexander declared roundly that

nine-tenths of them were “corrupted by bad principles and violent

party sentiments,” and to the sympathetic ears of Metternich de-

nounced the request of Richelieu as a rank piece of stupidity. In this

matter the opinion of the British Cabinet agreed with that of the

other Allies
;
for Castlereagh and his colleagues recognised the pre-

carious tenure of the restored monarchy in France, and believed that

the continued existence of the Quadruple Alliance was essential to

the maintenance of peace; they recognised, too, the paradox involved

in making France a party to a Treaty which was primarily directed

against herself. Yet, were she to be altogether excluded, she would

almost certainly become the nucleus of another alliance, and so im-

peril all that had been gained by the European Concert. It would,

of course, have been possible to frame a new treaty, in addition to

that of Chaumont, which should have included France. But the

popular temper in England was rising against the whole policy of

continental entanglements, and Castlereagh well knew that such a

treaty would have no chance of being sanctioned by the House of

Commons. In these circumstances, the Cabinet suggested an in-

genious expedient for overcoming the difficulty. This was to introduce

^ F.O. Aix. Protocol i 8 . In Castlereagh to Bathurst, No. 20.
,
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France into the Alliance, not on the b?.,<!F of Chanmont. but on that

of A.rtlclc VI of the Treaty of Alliance of November aoth. iSiy,

which, was an addition to the provisions of the earlier Treaty and

more "cneral in its scfjpe. since it provided for the consultation of

tlic Sovcrricn? or their Aiinister? in all questions of common interest.

It was true that the Briti'h Government had a ftmdatncntaf ?)hjection

to nnytlnnp in the nature of a general union, and that this suyi^cstion,

if .acted tJpon, nu'eht therefore cstahh'fdi an awkw.trd precedent.

But, since the 'Ere.ity primarily concernev! France alone, it wouUl

not be neco'ary to invite other Powers to join, and in any case it

would obviate the risk of nnv Gre.at I’owcr rcm.ainini:? out^dde and

ro-'ihlv forminit other Cfjinbinations as a coiinternoisc to the
* .r

^ X

AllianceL
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of Chaumont; but, while the others desired to keep it in the back-

ground, he wshed to publish it to all the world as a warning to

sinners. On the other hand, he was little satisfied with the suggestion

to widen the Alliance merely by the admission of France under Article

VI of the Treaty of November 20th, 1815, a poor substitute for that

union of all consecrated by the Holy Alliance, “the work not of any

man, but of Providence.”

His views, on which in conversation he dilated “with a religious

rhapsody,” were embodied in tlie confidential Memorandum on

wliich his Ministers had been at work, which was presented to the

other Allies on October 8th. It was a long document, full of pious

sentiment, in which “the empire of Christian morality and the Rights

of Man ” were exalted against the return of revolutions and the prin-

ciple that might is right. It laid down, as it were ex cathedra, that

the system of Europe was a general association which had forfounda-

tion the Treaties of Vienna and Paris, for conservative principle the

fraternal union of the Allied Powers, for aim the guarantee of all

recognised rights. It proposed to safeguard and perfect this system

by preserving the Quadruple Alliance as against danger from France,

and by the formation of a general Alliance, consisting of all the

signatories of the Treaty of Vienna, which should have as its object

the guarantee of the state of territorial possession and of sovereignty

ah antique. The Quadruple Alliance, it was argued, was held together,

as yet, only by the sentiment of the paities to it
;
but, if it formed part

of a wide European association, no Power could break away from it

without being isolated. The Quadruple Alliance should, therefore,

be Avidened into the General Alliance, which should be proclaimed

a single and indivisible system by all the Signataries of the Treaty of

Vienna appending their signatures to the Declaration in which, at

the close of the Conference, the Great Powers would announce to

the world the results of their deliberations. Such a system, the

Memorandum concluded, would guarantee the security of Govern-

ments by putting the rights of nations under a guarantee analogous

to that which protects individuals. The Governments, for their part,

being relieved of the fear of revolutions, would be able to offer to

their peoples Constitutions of a similar type ;
so that the liberties of

peoples, wisely regulated, would spring without effort from this state

of affairs, once recognised and publicly proclaimed^.

Memoire confidentiel du Cabinet russe, September 26th, to October 8th, In
Castlereagh to Bathurst, October 19th. No. 13.
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Thc5c proposals v;crc u'clcomcd by the other autocratic Po%vcrs

of the Alliance wiih n certain enthusiasm. ^Icttcrnich had hcKun to

perceive that the Holy Alliance could be made to serve .as an effective

curb for the Tsar's erratic ambitions, which had kept .Austria in a

st.atc of nervous tension. Pnissia, anxious about her new acquisitions

on the Rhine, welcomed the principle of a general gu.arantcc. Rritish

Ministers, on the other hand, now saw the inconveniences and the

d.nngers inherent in a plan to which the}* had at one time been williru:

to suhscribe, at least so far as the guarantee of tcrriti>rial pnvsession

v.-.is ctmeerned. In Great Britain public opinion was growing more

and more opposed to a system which seemed to threaten lil>cr:y

evcTtvvhcrc. Moreover, as Castlereagh pointed otit to the Kmpenu
.Alexander, "tile British Cabinet had now to de.il with a new P.irli.i*

ment and a new people, intensely bent on peace and economy," and

to embark on a fresh policy "for eventual exertion" would imperil

the s.tncti^m already rditained from Parliament for their contiuent.af

etUMgements. In the C.ahincl Memorandmn of SejU.ernhcr .ph, it

had been hud <hnvn that the treaty hetween the Powers must rcU
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further circumstances under which such meetings might be productive

of many advantages, one may likewse contemplate those under which

they might be hkely to lead to great embarrassment. Article VI could

hardly have been accepted under present circumstances. We do not

wish to abrogate it; but we do not think it would be politic to reinforce

it by any new declaration of a general nature^.”

This letter is interesting, as showing the attitude of the Govern-

ment at the moment—an attitude undoubtedly influenced by the

growng opposition, inside and outside Parliament, to
“
Continental

entanglements.” The particular question with which it was con-

cerned, however, had already been settled when it reached Aix. To
the Russian Memorandum the British Plenipotentiaries, dismayed by
“ the abstractions and sweeping generalities in which it was conceived,”

thought it inexpedient to send a written answer. Instead, Castlereagh

and Wellington had a series of conversations with tlie Tsar, the objects

of wliich were, to decide how far his intention of openly proclaiming

the renewal of the Quadruple Alliance could be reconciled with a

“self-respecting entry” of France into the Concert; to devise means

for giving as little offence as possible, by the holding of future Con-

ferences, to the Powers not in the Alliance, and, generally, to persuade

Alexander and his Ministers to “descend from their abstractions” so

as to prepare the present Conference for some practical conclusions.

This task was facilitated by the attitude of Parliament, upon which

Castlereagh was able to throw the onus of obstructing the complete

realisation of the Tsar’s ideal, and he succeeded almost at once in

persuading Alexander to agree to something closely resembling the

compromise suggested by the British Government. The Emperor
declared that he wished to adhere closely to the Quadruple Alliance—“ our sheet-anchor ”—but that he did not object to admitting France

under the limitations named. He added, however, that such ad-

mission must be accompanied by a declaration proclaiming that the

Alliance remained unbroken, as well as by “a digested plan of military

concert, to be at once acted upon in case of necessity.” In order to

help the British Government out of any parliamentary difficulty, he

would not ask for a new treaty, but would accept a protocol or

declaration as sufficient^.

Bathurst had announced it as the view of the British Government

^ Bathurst to Castlereagh, October 20th, i8i8. F.O, Continent. September to

December, 1818.
"
Castlereagh to Liverpool, October 19th. No. 13.
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that St would be impo?"ib1e to issue n new dcchrr.tion of r. general

nnttirc. But Casilercagh h.id already r.cceptcd the principle of issuin'!

ruch n dcciaration before he received BnthurstN letter; rnd^ sn any

ca'^e, lu; well tinevv that sometlsinc rnu<:t he conceded to Alexander's

views, if the Alliance wa^ to be preserved. He was, however, deter-

mined that, if there wa- to he declaration, it shotsld be saich as

b.ss Governnwnt could approve; asid b.c commissioned Friedrich von

Gentz, the Sccret.nry to the Conference, to draw one up “in the spirit

of our own view of the qucUiori.” 'risis, of course, was ruit tlu: spirit

of Alexander’s view. JAjr Alexander, the Holy Alliance, if not in

opemtiors, v.rn in brine: and Ca'-tlcrcacii reported that fu* clursp to

lu^^ idea of a pentral lea^ttc of “nil bcinp hound to snarch,

if reasiidte. arain*-} tlu; Hrst Power that offended, cither In* her

ambition, or by Iscr revolutionary tranMrre'-.ion'dT To CVeUlereaHs

it '’^enu’d tb.at cvers the Mcssinc: of pence would be too dearly bouidit

by .'ubjup.uiru' bairope to rui international police in %vhieh the molt

|!^'V,crfu,l clciTwtK would Iv' tlm hupe annies f)f Ruf. in, nho, tmder

till’- ^ V iVTfi, have “an almo* t irren-’ tibir elsirn to march thfou;:h

the territorir- of all t/u* Cf>nfcdcrate St.ite'v to tisc mo r ilistant p -inT^

,J' J-'ur.i't'- fnhd b.er j'’tj.trars?ee.’* do .-oifnit ^sjch a el.ursi r* hjeh
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solemn Act of the Sovereigns to mix its discussion with the ordinary

diplomatic obligations which bind State to State, and which are to

be looked for alone in the treaties which have been concluded in the

accustomed form.”

This passage sums up the whole policy of the British Government,

by which, in tlie end, the fate of the Alliance was determined. What-

ever view might be held as to the “ benign principles ” of the Holy

Alliance, in the councils of Europe the Treaties “ concluded in the

accustomed form” were alone to determine decisions. Nor were

some Treaties to be esteemed more sacred and binding than others,

whether they bound States collectively or were peculiar to certain

States. Even the Treaties of Vienna and Paris, which constituted the

“great chart” of the European Territorial System, “contained no

engagements beyond tlie immediate objects which were made matter

of regulation in the Treaties themselves.” There was no obligation

on the Powers, collectively or individually, to resent their breach,

though they had the right to do so, since the territories regulated

by them were the subject of “no special guarantee, to the exclu-

sion of others which rest for their title on earlier treaties of equal

authority^.”

The avowed object of the Treaties signed at Chaumont and at

Paris on November 20th, 1815, the Memorandum continued, was

the restoration of Europe and the prevention of renewed danger from

France. But these Treaties did not contemplate that a mere change

of Government in France, however brought about, would constitute

a casus foederis^ which would only arise in the event of such a change

directly threatening the peace of the Allies; and it could not for a

moment be admitted that States have a right to intervene in the

internal affairs of other States to prevent change whether legal or

illegal
;
for how could foreign States be safely left to judge what was

“legal” in another State? The only safe principle was that of the

law of nations: namely, that no State has the right to endanger its

neighbours b}"^ its proceedings, and that if it does so, provided they

use a sound discretion, their right to interference is clear. This was

the right under which eventual interference in France was con-

templated under Article III of the Treaty of November 20th. The
Allies were presumed to have a common interest in judging this

question soundly whenever it should arise ;
but, until it arose, none

of the Contracting Parties was engaged to more than an eventual

^ This was aimed at the rumoured Russian designs on Turkey.
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concert and decision. “The proMcm of a univer.^rd Alli.ir.cc for llic

peace and liappincss of the v.orld” was, as it had always Been, “one

of speculation and hope“; but it had never been, and proh.ibH nc\er

could be reduced to practice, though the Quadruple Alliance, “formed

upon principles altopcthtr limited,'’ iiad in practice pone nearer to

die rc?di‘^ation of the ideal tium h.acl ever before been po«:sibIe, since

it had enabled the Powers “to interpose their pood oIEcwn for tb.e

settlement of dtiJcrcnccs between other States, to take the initiative

in w.itchinp over tlic Pe.are of liiirope, and finally in sccurinc the

c\cciili<}n of its trc.uie^.'’ But this was a very tiifferent thinp from
“ the idea of nn AUianre Soh'Jairr, hy xthicli c.ach State rludl be bound

to sispporl the state of succe'^Nion, government, and po, ion

xuthin all other States fnun violence or attack, upon comlition t'f

rrCi.ivinr: for itself n Mtnilar guarantee.’’ Such an idea. irnpliMi tlw

prcviotia C'tablishincnt of a system of pcnct.il poxernment able to

enforce upon all 1 im: . and nation^ a ndc of internal pc.sce atul

itu'irc, without v/nich the xvhole principle nt cullectixe itstervention

inadfu)'. •ible ; for “notisinp would be tuttre immoral or iitorc
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the object of the union to be prescn'ation of peace on the basis of

the treaties; and stated, in conclusion, that no ‘‘partial reunions”

should take place concerning the affairs of other States without their

invitation and, if desired, their presence^.

The debates at Aix-la-Chapellc, and their outcome, show that

the British Government—^^vhich at the time was loudly accused of

subscndencc to the tyrants of the “Holy Alliance”—regarded the

Alliance as the necessary instrument, not of reaction, but of peace,

and its essential functions not as dictatorial, but as mediatory. There

was, indeed, as yet no decisive indication that the Alliance, as limited

by the Treaties, was likely to become a danger to Constitutional

liberty; for the Emperor Alexander, though alarmed by the revolu-

tionar)' agitation in France and Germany, and disillusioned by tlie

outcome of his own Constitutional experiment in Poland, still used

the language of Liberalism; nor was it till two years after the closing

of tlie Conference of Aix-la-Chapelle that, in the celebrated interview

vith Mettcrnich at Troppau, he confessed his error and committed

himself frankly to tlie policy of reaction. TJic events of these two

years were scarcely less alarming to the British Government than to

tlie autocratic Powers. The questions left over by the Treaties of

Vienna and Paris were, indeed, finally settled by the Treaty of Frank-

fort, signed on June 20th, 1819, which completed the work of the

great pacification. But the keystone had hardly been set in the arch,

before the whole edifice seemed to be imperilled by the sapping of

its foundations. The malaise caused by Russian intrigues, notably

in Italy and Spain, has already been mentioned
;
but the chief source

of anxiety was again France. Castlereagh watched \\dth misgiving

the successful efforts of Marshal Gouvion St Cyr to recreate a

national army on the basis of conscription”, which seemed to argue

an intention on the part of the restored monarchy to consolidate its

power by an appeal to the traditional French passion for military

glory. Had not the Ultras loudly proclaimed that the Bourbons

would never be safe till they mounted on horse-back? Force was

given to these alarms by tlie rapid growtli of the “Tricolour” parties

in the Chambers. The twenty-five members of the Liberal Opposition

in 1817 were increased to ninety as a result of tlie elections in May,

1819, and among those returned was the Abbe Gregoire, ex-Con-

ventional and one time Constitutional Bishop of Blois, who had once

^ Text in Hertslet, Map of Europe, i. 573. No. 88.
* To Gordon, January 19th, 1819. F.O, Austria.
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dcclirecl thnt “Kings arc in the moral order what monsters are in

the physical.'* Alettcrnich, whose secret agents in Paris earned ihdr

pay by pn.inting the situation in the darkest colours, had already

declared that a revolution could no longer be avoided*, and even

Pozao di Borgo, who-e liberalising activities as Russian Atnbassador

at the Court of ITancc had c\xitcd Mcttcrnich’s alarm and v-r.uli.

thought the situation so critical that lie advised an inten-ention of the

Alli.mce for tltc purpose of bringing pressure to hear on Lewis XVHt
to di'-miss Gouvion St C%t; while the Russian C abinet reemmnended

the acceptance of McttcrnichV proposal to revive tiic CVnifcrencv of

Ministers .at P.itis*. 'ITese proposals broke down on llie opposition

of Casticreagh, vhf' rightly hdteved that atty threat of intervesuion

would merely strengthen the military party. lU'aOirmlng the Briti di

principle of rinii-inten'crition, he declared that it v.a« no part of the

functions of the Qu.idniple Alliance to correct the “internal cccrtw

tricitic-5*’ of I'V.-.ncc, and tlint, .as for any danger of these devdopltu;

into acts of external aggression, the Alliance w.is in his opinion nso't

eEcclivc when oper.uing hy ‘'the silent force of its iructivity’/'
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on the guarantee of the Treaties. It followed that a principle once

admitted as applicable to a part of the European States system might

be logically extended to embrace the whole; and the policy conse-

crated by the Carlsbad Decrees was, therefore, rightly denounced as

a menace to the liberties of all Europe. Castlereagh well understood

this, and protested against the Decrees as involving an unjustifiable

interference with the rights of sovereign and independent States;

while to Prince Lieven, the Russian Ambassador in London, he

pointed out the folly of giving the impression to the world that the

Governments were contracting an alliance against the peoples^. In

tins matter, however, British action ended with a protest; for there

could be no question of any effective interference with the discretion

of the German Governments. The important thing was to make it

clear that Great Britain would not tolerate any general extension of

the principles proclaimed in the Decrees.

The question was raised in a more acute form by two events

which happened early in 1820—the militar\^ revolt in Spain in

[anuary . which forced Ferdinand VII to accept the ultra-Liberal

Constitution of 1812; and the assassination, on February i?th, of the

Due de Berry, heir-presumptive to the French Crown. These events,

and especially the latter, produced a profound effect upon the mind
of the Emperor Alexander, whose “Jacobinism” was already fast

waning, and who now believed more firmly than ever that the world’s

salvation depended on the Holy Alliance being made effective as a

disciplinary force. His views were embodied on April 19th, 1820, in

a Circular Note of the Russian Government to the Powers of the

Quintuple Alliance, which ended by proposing that the Ministers

of the Five Courts should hold a common language at Madrid, as

preliminary to a concerted, or at least to an authorised, intervention

for the purpose of restoring the authority of the Crown. This was

precisely the proposal which, when revived at the Congress of Verona

in 1822, led to the definitive breach of Great Britain with the Alliance.

Fortunately, for the moment. Great Britain was at one with Austria

and France in rejecting it. For Great Britain, apart from her objection

to helping to impose upon the Spanish people a system of Govern-

ment generally admitted to be intolerable, resistance to the Russian

proposal was a matter of principle. Austria and France, on the other

hand, objected to it for very practical reasons; for the “authorised

intervention” which the Emperor Alexander had in mind was his

^ For an account of this conversation see F. de Martens, Recueil des Traitis concltis

par la Russie, vol. iv (i) pp. 269^71.

w. &G,n. 3
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own, and this would have involved the march of a huge Russian

army through the Mabsburg dominions, and its establishment in the

south of France in readiness to play the part of European police in

Madrid or in Paris, as circumstances might require.

In the case of the suggested intervention in Spain, then, the issue

was clear, and British statesmen could be in no doubt as to their

attitude. It was otherwise with the situation created by the militar}’-

revolution in Naples, by which, in July of the same year, the King

of the Two Sicilies was likewise forced to accept the Spanish Con-

stitution of 1812. From the point of view of the British Government,

the claim of Austria, as an Italian Power, to interv^ene in order to

abate a nuisance which she considered a menace to the peace of her

own dominions stood in quite a different category from the claim of

the Emperor Alexander to intervene ever^-where in the supposed

interests of abstract right. The Austrian claim, moreover, had a

legal basis; for, by taking the oath to the new Constitution^ King

Ferdinand IV had broken the Secret Treat}' concluded by him with

Austria on June 12th, 1815, by which he had bound himself not to

allow any changes in the political system of his dominions inconsistent

Mth their ancient monarchical institutions or with the principles

adopted by His Austrian Majesty for the internal administration of

his Italian provinces. It was clear, then, that Austria had the right

to intervene on her own account, if she saw fit; and, had she been

content to act on her own initiative, the attitude of the British Govern-

ment would have been one of benevolent neutralit}'; for, whatever

view the Tory Cabinet might hold as to the Bourbon regime in the

Sicilies, they certainly had no sympathy whatever with reform by

means of military pro7mnciainientos. Castlereagh made their attitude

perfectly clear in his reply to an attack on the Holy Alliance delivered

by Sir James Mackintosh in the House of Commons on February 21st,

1821. He agreed that the principle of interference put forward by

the Allies went further than was consistent with sound policy, but

said that it was impossible for Great Britain to interfere against every

act of injustice, while her exhaustion made it imperative to keep in

touch with the European Concert. The Carbonari, he said, were

aiming at upsetting the existing settlement of Italy, and the Nea-

politan Constitution had not been freely granted, but enforced in

haste. It was for this reason that Great Britain was justified in leaving

Austria a free hand^.

^ Hansard, Pari. Debates, New Series, iv. 837 seq.
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Mctternich, however, had special reasons for insisting tliat what-

ever action Austria might take should be backed by at least the moral

weight ofthe Alliance. The Liberal agitation in Italy had been fomented

by Russian agents; the Neapolitan revolutionists loudly proclaimed

that they had the moral support of the Emperor Alexander; and it

was therefore, from his point of view, of the utmost importance to

secure the public approval of the 'Esar for any action Austria might

adopt, in order to make it perfectly clear that in future revolutionary

disturbers. of her peace would not be able to reckon upon his august

patronage.

Reports from St Petersburg encouraged Metternich to hope that

Alexander, who had renounced his Jacobin cri'ors, would come to a

separate understanding with his brother of Austria in the matter of

Naples—an arrangement which would have sciwed his purpose better

than a Conference, at which other and more awkward questions

might be raised. The Emperor Alexander, however, who was now
thoroughly alarmed by the widespread revolutionary agitation, was

less than ever disposed to give up his plan of making the Holy Alliance

a reality. In the attitude of Great Britain towards his principle of

collective inten^ention he saw “all the egoism of an exclusive policy,”

in flat contradiction to the Declaration of iSi8, which, in his view,

had superseded the Treaties of the Quadruple and Quintuple Alliances

and consecrated the principle of a “general association of all the

Powers” of which the function was “to guarantee the principles of

public law—that is to say, to guarantee their state of possession and

the legitimacy of thrones^.” In view of the critical state of affairs,

not in Naples only, he, therefore, considered that another Conference

should be summoned on the model of that of Aix-la-Chapelle. In

this opinion he was supported by France, where the Due de Richelieu

had succeeded Decazes as Prime-Minister, on the ground that the

revolutionary troubles in Spain and Italy were precisely the con-

tingencies contemplated in the agreements made at Aix with a view

to concerted action.

Metternich, on the other hand, argued that, the right of Austria

to intervene in Naples having been generally admitted, it was un-

necessary to summon a Conference, of which the moral effect would

be weakened by Great Britain not having a “free hand.” It would,

^ Report of Lebzeltem, Austrian Ambassador in St Petersburg, July 25th, 1820,

and copy of Golovkin’s despatch of July 15th. F.O. Austria, Domestic, September
to December, 1820.
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he said, suBkc if tlic Allied Courts wre to refuse to recognise the

Revolutionary Government in Naples, declare all its acts null and

void, and through their Ministers support such coercive aieasures as

the Austrian Government might judge it necessary to employ^ The
reply of Russia to this suggestion was favourable. 'I'hat of Great

Britain was an unequivocal negative. The suggested Concert, said

Castlcrcagh, amounted to a hostile league against Naples, and by

adhering to it Great Britain would become a principal in the resulting

war. This she had no intention of doing, and she refused to interfere

in the internal concerns of Naples herself, or to encourage others

to do so. If Austria believed her vital interests to be imperilled by

the Revolution in Naples, Great Britain was prepared to stand aside

and leave her to act; and, in that event, a Conference of Ministers at

Vienna would be useful, since it could receive the report of Austria

and take care that nothing was done "incompatible with the present

system of Europe".”

This pronouncement forced Mcttcrnich to fall back on the idea

of a Congress; and, since Castlcrcagh had declared his readiness to

take the question into consideration so soon as the Austrian Govern-

ment should have defined the purposes for which it was to be sum-

moned, he believed that, if the Conference were once assembled, it

would be possible to secure for Austrian action in Italy that united

"moral support” which was all that he needed. Unfortunately for

him, the “proposition” in which he defined the objects of the Con-

ference put forward principles in flat contradiction of those main-

tained by Great Britain, and scarcely less distasteful to France. In

the matter of Naples, he argued, the interests ofAustriawere also those

of all Europe, for all the Powers were interested in the presentation

of the Treaties, and therefore in concerting measures for the suppres-

sion of any revolutionary movements by which the system established

by the Treaties might be endangered. The business ofthe Conference,

which it was proposed to assemble at Troppau, would therefore be

to define the principles on which the Powers would intervene in

Naples, and proceed at once to their application. In defining these

principles, as he himself understood them, he argued that revolutions

were of tv'o kinds—^legitimate when initiated from above, illegitimate

when enforced from below. In the first case, intervention by a foreign

Power should not be allowed; in the second case, the Powers should

1 Castlcrcagh to Stewart, September i6th, 1820. F.O. Cont. Circ. Desp, .

- Castlcrcagh to Stewart, July 19th, 1820. F.O. Cont. Circ. Desp.
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bind themselves never to recognise changes brought about in this

way, and should undertake to abolish such as had actually taken

place in their own States.

To this proposition Castlereagh replied by refusing to accept any

such basis for the Conference. Mctternich affected to see in this

an intention to break up the Alliance; but Castlereagh denied that

any such intention was implied in the refusal of Great Britain to

take action which she was not bound to take by the Treaties on which

the Alliance rested. These Treaties were those of Chaumont and

Paris, of which the terms were perfectly clear, and to which the

Declaration of Aix-la-Chapelle had added nothing. By her treaty

obligations Great Britain was prepared to abide, and she recognised

that tliere were innumerable subjects outside their actual scope which

might from time to time equally call for cordial agreement among the

Powers, though unpledged beforehand to any particulars concerning

them. In conversation with Prince Eszterhazy, the Austrian Ambassa-

dor in London, he made the limits of British acceptance of the ideal

of European solidarity perfectly clear. “If it is desired,” he said,

“to extend the Alliance so as to include all objects present and future,

foreseen and unforeseen, it would change its character to such an

extent and carry us so far, that we should see in it an additional motive

for adhering to our course, at the risk of seeing the Alliance move
away from us without our having quitted it^.”

The rift in the councils of the Alliance thus indicated was still

further widened by the proceedings of the Conference of Troppau,

which assembled on October 29th, 1820. At this august meeting,

neither Great Britain nor France was represented by a Minister

Plenipotentiary, Lord Stewart, British Ambassador at Vienna, being

merely instructed to watch the proceedings on behalf of his Govern-

ment. In all the circumstances, tliis was not displeasing to Metternich,

since the inferior status of the representatives of the two Constitutional

Powers gave an excuse for excluding them from the innermost

councils of the three Powers who were “less fettered in their forms.”

The result of this exclusion was the issue of the famous preliminary

Protocol of Troppau, which affected to give a solemn sanction to the

principl^f intervention :

States which have undergone a change of government, due to revolu-

tion, the results of which threaten other States, ipso facto cease to be

^ Observations de Milord Castlereagh sur un passage d’un rapport de M. le

Prince de Metternich, etc. Report of Eszterhdzy, October, 1820. F.O. Austria,

Domestic, September to December, 1820.
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members of the European Alliance, and remain excluded from it until

their situation gives guarantees of legal order and stability. If, owing to

such alterations, immediate danger threatens other States, the Powers bind

themselves, by peaceful means, or if need be by arms, to bring back the

guilty State into the bosom of the Great Alliance.

In vain Metternich tried to minimise the significance of this pro-

nouncement by pointing out to the British Government that it was

really not in conflict with that Government’s own principles, since

it did not contemplate collective intervention in the internal affairs

of another State if these exercised no external influence^. Castlereagh

refused to abandon the position he had taken up. In a despatch of

December 4th to Lord Stewart he renewed the undertaking that in

the Neapolitan question Great Britain would remain neutral, but

protested against “a revival of those discussions with regard to the

establishment of a general system of guarantee, not merely territorial

but political, which at Aix-la-Chapelle were laid aside by common
consent from the extreme difficulties in which the whole subject

was involved.” The British Government, he said, “would dissuade

the Powers from attempting to reduce to an abstract rule of conduct

possible cases of interference in the internal affairs of independent

States,” The French Revolution, he maintained, was an exception

“from its overbearing and conquering character,” and the policy

pursued in this case could not be applied to all revolutions^.

This protest had the effect of inducing the autocratic Powers,

who had signed the Protocol without even showing it to the French

and British representatives, to withdraw their signatures, and to

declare solemnly that the instrument was no more than a draft, to

the principles of which they hoped to secure the adhesion of their

dissentient Allies. This hope was dashedby a despatch to Lord Stewart,

dated December i6thj in wlfich not only the provisions of the Protocol,

but its whole underlpng principle, were subjected by Castlereagh

to a destructive criticism. He denied that “the wide and sweeping

powers claimed for the Allies by this Protocol ” had any basis in the

Treaties. This being so, was it proposed to extend the league by

inviting all other States to submit themselves to the jurisdiction of

the Alliance? What would be the position of States which should

refuse this invitation? The system proposed would have a disastrous

’ To Esztcrhiiry, Troppnu, November 24th, 1820. F.O. .Austria, Domestic.
• F.O. Cont. Circ. Desp., 1S21 (No. 32), 'ritis despatch re-.stated v. ith greater

mphasis principles already formulated by the British Government, notably in the

Circular Note of .May 5th, tSao. In v^cw of the importance of this particular docu-
mcitt, as the acknowlcdKcd origin of Canning’s later policy, it has been thouf?ht

well to reprint it in full iti .Appendix A to the present vo’urnc.
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effect on the relations between tlic Sovereigns and their peoples
;

it

would have a liardly less disastrous effect on the relations of the Powers

to each other. The rights claimed under the Protocol were, presum-

ably, to be “reciprocal between the parties.” Were, then, the Great

Powers of Europe prepared to admit the principle of their territories

being thrown open to each other’s approach upon cases of assumed

necessity or expediency of which not the party receiving aid, but the

part}* administering it, was to be the judge? As for Great Britain,

any Minister who should recommend the King to sanction such a

principle would render himself liable to impeachment. The extreme

right of interference between nation and nation was based on the

law of self-defence and could never be made “a matter of written

stipulation or be assumed as the attribute of an Alliance.” Great

Britain objected to the M'holc principle on which the Protocol was

based
;
namely that of the right of this, or of any other Alliance to

interfere in the internal affairs of sovereign States; and this objection

was not susceptible of being removed by any modification in the terms

of the instrument. For this principle appeared to lead immediately

to the creation of a species of General Government in Europe, with

a superintending Director}^ destructive of all correct notions of

internal Sovereign authority: and Great Britain could not consent to

charge herself, as a member of the Alliance, with the moral responsi-

bility of administering a general European police of this description’^.

This letter reached Lord Stewart at Vienna, after the break-up

of the meeting at Troppau, and in his reply, dated Januar}’’ 4th, 1821,

he remarked on the great impression it had made. All the Cabinets,

he said, were now expressing their disapproval of the Protocol, Count

Capo d’lstria asserting that the fact must precede the principle, which

meant that the affair of Naples must be settled before the debate on

general questions was reopened. It was soon clear, however, that this

attitude had been merely adopted in the hope that, by keeping the

question of the general guarantee in the background. Great Britain

might be induced to hold, in the particular case of Naples, a common
language with the other Allies at the adjourned Conference at Laibach.

This hope proved equally idle. At the Conference of Laibach, where,

pending the arrival of Lord Stewart, Great Britain was represented

by Sir Robert Gordon, various attempts were made to devise a

formula which would commit the British Government openly to the

policy ofintervention in this particular case, while leaving the question

of the general principle open. To all these subtleties, Gordon opposed

^ F.O. Cont. Circ. Desp., 1821 (No. 32).
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an attitude quite unequivocal. Great Britain, he said, could not and

would not in this matter hold a common language with the coercive

Powers^. The arrival of Lord Stewart altered nothing in the outlook,

and the other Powers, giving up all hope of bringing Great Britain

into line on ground outside the Troppau Protocol, decided to return

to its principles, since there seemed nothing to be gained by abandoning

them. At the subsequent meetings of the Conference, they therefore

began again to put forward “all the Emperor Alexander’s arguments

and sentiments on the questions of the universal guarantee and the

measures adopted at Troppau.” Stewart countered this by placing on

record, in the journals of the proceedings, a declaration that in these

matters Great Britain was not at one with the Allied Sovereigns
;
and,

when this proved ineffective, he read to the assembled Ministers the

Circular Note and despatches in which Castlereagh had condemned

the Troppau Protocol and defined the British attitude. This announce-

ment caused the utmost dismay and bitterness, Metternich declaring

that it would have been better if Great Britain had stayed away from

the Conference altogether. It was now at last clear to the other

Powers that they could not carry Great Britain with them, and they

decided to act without her. On March 29th, Stewart reported to

Castlereagh the nature of the closing acts of the Conference. Austria

received a mandate to intervene in Naples, and the declaration ac-

companying this was, he said, unobjectionable from the British point

of view. But the Three Powers—^Austria, Prussia and Russia—^had in

addition issued circular despatches and Instructions to their Ministers

in Naples, in which they enlarged on the terms of the Troppau

Protocol in words which they could not but know would be displeasing

to France and Great Britain. “In short,” he concluded, “there can

be little doubt from the complexion of these instruments that a Triple

Understanding has been created wliich binds the parties to cariy’

forward their own views in spite of any difference of opinion which

may exist between them and the two great Constitutional Govern-

ments-.” In another letter of the same date he wrote: “ the first acts

of Troppau framed an Alliance _bct\vccin the three Courts_j^vhich

pj^cd them in an entirely new altitude from us, and they have now,

I consider, hermetically sealed jdieir treaty before Europe.”

It is clear that as a result of the Conference at Laibach the avowed

split in the Alliance, which from 1832 onward was to place the two

‘ Gordon to Oistlcre.’f.jh, Letter, in F.O. Auntria, Janunry to Februnr;.*, iS?J.
* To Ca-alereayli. Vsenna, March so, iS^t, F.O. .\u'triri 7, 159,
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Western Powers in more or less general opposition to the three auto-

cratic monarchies—the “Holy Alliance,” as the term came to be

used—might have been anticipated by several years. That such was

not the case was due to the development during the succeeding

months of Uvo questions which split the Alliance, so to speak, on

new lines of cleavage. Of these, the more immediately pressing was

that which at about this time first became known as the Eastern ;

Question. It emerged, during tlie Conference of Laibach, when, on

March iqtli, the news reached the Emperor Alexander of Alex-

ander Hypsilanti’s invasion of Moldavia, followed a month later by

that of the national uprising of the Greeks in the Morea. These

events had a double effect. They once more drew together

the two Powers, Austria and Great Britain, which were most in-

terested in preventing the disruption of the Turkish empire; and,

incidentally, they braced up the loosening bonds of the European

Alliance, which both Powers recognised as the best means for avoiding

any isolated action of Russia. The second question was raised

by the attitude of the Government of France towards the continued
^

revolutionary unrest in Spain, of which the immediate consequences

were the drawing apart from each other of the two Constitutional

Powers and the ranging of France for a while in line with the policy

of the autocratic Powers, and the open breach of Great Britain with

the Continental Alliance at the Congress of Verona.

On the face of it, there was a close analogy between the claim of

France to intervene in Spain and that of Austria to intervene in

Naples. The troubles in Spain had never ceased to grow since the

Revolution of 1820; and in France, where the Ultra-Royalists were

now in the ascendant under the able leadership of the Comte de

Villele, there was a strong agitation for intervention, in order to

suppress a revolutionary licence which threatened to infect France

herself, and to rescue King Ferdinand from a humiliating position

which was felt to cast discredit upon the whole House of Bourbon. But,

from the British point of view, there was a world of difference between

an Austrian intervention in Naples and a French intervention in

Spain. So far as the interests of Great Britain were concerned, the

Treaty of Utrecht had not become obsolete
;
and it was not to be sup-

posed that, after pouring out blood and treasure to drive Napoleonfrom

the Peninsula, she would calmly acquiesce in its occupation by his

successor. She held, moreover, a powerful weapon in reserve. Already

the Spanish Colonies in America were de facto independent; and.
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an attempt would lead to, not only within Turkey, but in Europe.

The nature of the Turkish power was fully understood, when the

existing state of Europe, including that of Turkey, was placed under

the provident care and anxious protection of the General Alliance.”

The language of this last sentence is susceptible of two inter-

pretations. On its face, it reads like a recantation of all that Castlereagh

had urged against the idea of a General Guarantee
;
it even seems to

extend the scope of the Alliance so as to guarantee not only the Treaty

of Vienna, which all had signed, but all other existing territorial

treaties^. Certainly, Castlereagh, in writing thus, again had in mind

the necessity of humouring the Tsar by “presenting the subject

somewhat in the tone of his own ideas.” But the word “ guarantee”

was carefully avoided, and the sentence may be read as implying no

more than that the Allied Powers had agreed to act in concert for

the purpose of preserving the peace of Europe
;
while the inclusion

of Turkey under this understanding was only a re-affirmation of the

principle which Castlereagh had laid down at Aix-la-Chapelle,

namely, that from the point of view of the Concert all treaties,

whether general or particular, and whether signed before or after

the Acts of Vienna, should be regarded as equally sacred. In any

case, the appeal to Alexander’s idealism succeeded; and tlie Tsar,

giving up the idea of a separate intervention in Turkey, agreed to

send representatives to the Conferences which met at Vienna in

September, 1822, to prepare the ground for the great Congress at

Verona in October.

Castlereagh—or rather tlie Marquis of Londonderry, as he now
was—intended himself to be present at these Conferences, and he

drew up, for his own guidance, the Instructions which, after his

death, were handed over unaltered by the new Foreign Secretary,

George Canning, to the Duke of Wellington. These Instructions

arc of peculiar interest, as showing that Castlereagh was contemplating

a modification of British policy in various directions precisely on the

lines afterwards pursued by Canning; and they arc therefore worth

quoting at some length, since they mark the beginning of a new

orientation of Great Britain’s foreign relations.

According to these Instructions, the subjects *of general interest

to be discussed at Vienna were the question of TiJrkey, both external

and internal; the affciirs of Sp.nin and of tlie Spanish Colonies; and

the affairs of Italy. Other questions, of special interest to Great

* Camh. Hilt. x. 34 .
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Britain, were the Slave Trade, and the recently issued ukase of the

Emperor Alexander asserting sovereignty over the West coast of

NorthAmerica down to 51 N.lat. and declaring the Behring Sea a mare

clausum—claims resisted by Great Britain and the United States alike^.

In tlie Turkish Question, the principles laid down' were those

already mentioned—the maintchance_oLp.eace-bctween Turkey and

Russia, and British neutrali ts^ in the struggle between the Greeks and

the Turks . But the Instructions point out that, owing to the paralysis

of the Ottoman naval power and “ the progress made by the Greeks

towards the formation of a Government,” the character of this

neutrality must be modified. “So long as the force of the insurgents

was directed by the mere vdll of the leaders, the principle of neutrality

led to no other consideration than that of giving an equal rule of

accommodation to the parties
;
but by the erection of a Government

admitting of formal acts being done on the part of that Government,

we are more positively brought to deal with them defacto,upon matters

of blockade and other questions dependent upon the law of nations.”

Considering the course pursued by Great Britain now for so many
years towards the local Governments exercising dominion in South

America, and her avowed neutrality as between the Greeks and the Turks, .

it may be difficult for this countrj', if a dc facto Government shall be

actually established in the Morea, and the western provinces of Turkey,

to refuse it the ordinary privileges of a belligerent... but it must be done
with caution and without ostentation, lest it should render the Turks
wholly inaccessible to remonstrance....Should an intervention be sug-

gested betiveen the Turks and the Greeks, directed either to submission

upon amnesty and assurances of protection...or to the creation of a qualified

Greek Government: in either case, care must be taken not to commit this

country to any immediate or eventual concert of this nature, that shall go

beyond the limits of good offices. Engagements in the nature of guarantee

are to be considered altogether inadmissible.

This represents the first step, characteristically cautious, on the path

that was to lead to Navarino and the Treaty of London.
So far as Italian affairs were concerned, the Instructions state

that the attitude of the British Minister must necessarily vary from

that of his colleagues at Vienna, “as we are no parties to the acts

taken by the Allied Cabinets. We acquiesced in their measures, and

reserved to ourselves the right to interfere when we saw occasion,

but we did not agree to charge ourselves with any superintendence of

the system decided on.” The British Minister was, therefore, only

^ See Camb. Mod. Hist. vii. 370.
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to keep himself informed, and to take care not to do an}^hing in-

consistent with the European system and the Treaties.

It was in the matter of Spain and the question of the Spanish

Colonies that the Instructions were most significant of new develop-

ments. So far as revolutionary Spain herself was concerned, tlie

principle of non-intervention was uncompromisingly upheld; there

was to be “a rigid abstinence from any interference in tlie internal

affairs of that country.” But in the matter of the Spanish-American

Colonies, as in that of Greece, a fresh development of policy was fore-

shadowed. “If Spain shall not...reestablish her authority within a

given time,” the Instructions ran, “other States will acknowledge

them sooner or later, and it is to the interest even of Spain herself

to find the means of restoring an intercourse, when she cannot

succeed in restoring a dominion.” The British Minister was therefore

to call attention to the intercourse between Great Britain and the

Spanish Colonies, which it was impossible to interrupt. “ The ques-

tion resolves itself into one rather of the mode of our relations, than

as to whether they shall or shall not subsist, to the extent in matter

of right as regulated by the law of nations.” The recognition given

to the South American States might be of three kinds : as independent

de facto, as was already the case ; by the accrediting to tliem of diplo-

matic agents
;
and as independent dejure, so as to create a certain im-

pediment to the rights of the former occupant. There was as yet no fair

pretence for calling on Great Britain to recognise their independence

de jure', but it was now a question of how long it would be before it

would be necessaryfprhertoaccreditdiplomaticagents to their Govern-

ments. An attempt was to be made to obtain a concert in this matter,

but in such a way as to leave Great Britain independence of action*.

Lord Londonderr}' did not live to carr}^ out these Instructions.

During the tr}nng parliamentary session of 1822 he had complained

that the combined functions of Foreign Secretar}’’ and Leader of

the House of Commons were too much for him, and that he would

have to give up one or the other. The King and Uic Duke of Welling-

ton both expressed concern at his ovenvroughl condition. He was

suffering from gout, and the lowering drugs prescribed still further

depressed his spirits. There were clear indications that his mind was

giving way, and his razors were removed; but a pen-knife had been

* n'hv-’c .nrc ms'placcd in the I'.O. Records. 'I'hcy nre Iwund up
v.ith tJuj <.'orfei;pon<!encc prctimtn.iiA' in the Congrev: of Vicn?n (rSt-t). F.O.

Coti'inenr, Franco, f',
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forgotten in a drawer, and wth this he cut his throat on August 12th,

1822. The news of this tragedy was hailed by many of his political

opponents and by the mob with indecent joy, the baser sort not

hesitating to assert, without any shadow of proof, tliat tlie suicide

had been due to terror at some hideous and undefined charge. It

was a coarse and violent age, and even the presence of death could

not silence the clamour of vituperation to which Castlereagh had been

exposed during his life. B)Ton, especially, disgraced himself by a

heartless and ignorant attempt to justify his action in continuing his

attacks on the Minister whom he stigmatised as “ the most despotic

in intention, and the weakest in intellect, that ever t3Tannized over a

country^.” The genius of Byron, unfortunately, kept alive even his

most vulgar and pitiful doggerel, and the legend wliich mainly owed
its origin to him, flourishing in congenial soil, rapidly obscured the

memorj' of the great services wliich Castlereagh had rendered to

the British Empire and to the cause of European peace.

The mists of legend have now been dissipated, and we can see

the man and the statesman as he really was. As a man, all the evidence

shows him to have been singularly lovable . Friends and foes alike

describe him as one of the most beautiful of human beings; and,

though in public his demeanour was cold and impassive, in personal

intercourse his manner was so persuasive and fascinating that, to use

an expression current in his Irish home, he could “whistle a bird

off a tree" .” It was this quality, the outcome not of calculated art

but of innate kindliness of disposition, which contributed so largely

to his success as a manager of men, not only as leader of the Flouse

of Commons but in the councils of the European Alliance. Flis

influence was increased by the devation and transparent honesty of

his character; he was an affectionate husband—^so much so as to

excite the merriment of the cynical wits at the Congress of Vienna

—and a faithful friend
;
he had no patience Avith the game of diplo-

matic intrigue, and himself steered a straight and an open course.

For personal popularity or unpopularity he cared not a jot. When in

1821 he accompanied King George IV on his visit to Ireland, the

Dublin crowd, in the exuberance of its welcome to the great Irishman

who had effected the Union and restored peace to Europe, em-
barrassed his movements in the streets by attempting to chair him.

His comment was characteristic:—“ I am grown as popular in 1821

^ Preface to Cantos vi, vii and viil of “Don Juan,” Works (ed. 1855), vi. 78.
^ Marchioness of Londonderry, Viscount Castlereagh (1904), p. 65.
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as unpopular formerly, and with as little merit; and of the tAvo un-

popularity is the more convenient and gentlemanlike^.”

This does not mean that, as a statesman, Castlereagh was in-

different to the power of public opinion. He despised its manifesta-

tions only when he knew that they were based on a false conception

of the facts, and he understood the importance of this opinion being

properly instructed. During the negotiations in Paris in 1815, for

instance, he wrote urging Lord Liverpool to supply the Press more

freely with authentic information, as its attitude, based on inadequate

knowledge of the situation, was causing trouble. To his brother.

Lord Stewart, he wrote on February 24th, 1820,

I wish you distinctly to understand that, in proportion as events in

Paris and here give to our general position a more serious character, our

Allies may expect to see us more determinedly wedded to the position upon
which alone we feel the smallest hopes of rallying the nationabsentiment,

if necessary, to exertion. Pitt, in the early years of the late war, neglected

the necessary caution in this respect. He was thereby weakened for the

first ten years of the war by a decided schism of public opinion, whether

the war was of necessity or brought on by bad management. In all the

latter years of the war, profiting by experience, we never exposed ourselves

to a question of this nature, and we were supported in the war under all

its accumulated burdens, by the whole energy and power of the nation.

This is our compass, and by this we must steer; and our Allies on the

Continent may be assured that they will deceive themselves if they suppose

that we could for six months act with them unless the mind of the nation

was in the cause".

The difficulty which Castlereagh had to face in the task of holding

the mind of Parliament and of the nation to the cause, especially

after the conclusion of peace, was that which always confronts those

who are charged wdth the conduct of foreign affairs in countries with

democratic institutions; it was necessary' to instruct public opinion,

but it was impossible fully to instruct it, in every case, without

betraying the confidence of Great Britain’s Allies or in other ways

risking a quarrel with them. It was Castlercagh’s necessary' reticences

that excited the suspicions of an implacable Opposition and roused

it to fury. He met these onslaughts with calm and unmoved dignity,

and for the best of reasons; they actually helped his diplomacy, for

they enabled him to reinforce his own arguments in favour of modera-

tion in the councils of the Alliance by urging the necessity for

humouring the British people and Parliament.

* C. l.Uton Falkincr, Studiff in Jrith Ilislory, p, t7S.
* Ms)rchionc“i of l-ondoncJem‘. np. d!,^ p. 69.
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Personal magnetism counts for much in the management of men,

but it was not the possession of this qualit)'’ alone that gave Castlereagh

his great influence in Parliament. Yet he was no orator, in days when
studied oratory was still expected of politicians. lie had difficulty

in .expressing liis thought, whether in speech or writing, and his

mixed metaphors and Irish “bulls” occasionally excited merriment.

The secret of his influence, then, must be sought in something else;

and what this was is clear from the testimony of his contemporaries.

“Lord Castlereagh,” said Wellington, “possessed a clear,mind, the

highest talents, and the most steady principles, more so than anybody

I ever knew—he could do cverj'thing but speak in Parliament; that

he could not do”; and again, “Lord Castlereagh could neither speak

nor write, but he was completely master of all our foreign relations
,

and knew what he was about.” The judgment of Wellington, who
was at one with Castlereagh in politics, may be suspected of bias.

That of Brougham, the most brilliant orator of the Opposition, is

even more emphatic. “He possessed,” he said, “a considerable fund v-

of pjain sense, not to be misled by any refinement of speculation,

or clouded by any fanciful notions. He went straight to his point.

He was brave politically ^ well as pe.rs,oiially.” To a generation

of Enghshmen which is suspicious of oratory, these appreciations

wll be enough to account for Castlereagh’s power as a speaker.

His power as a writer was due to the same characteristics. The
vast number of despatches and other official documents which

he left behind, and of which the drafts are all in his own hand-

writing, show his indefatigable industiy. They show also that he

did not write easily. The writing is sometimes almost illegible, and

the corrections and erasures are innumerable. These were not, how-
ever, due to confusion of thought, but to the effort to find the clearest

possible expression for thoughts that were clear. The effort was

almost always successful^astlereagh’s finished despatehes are models

of lucidity, and in this respect they contrast favourably with those of

Metternieh, who was esteemed a master of diplomatic style, but

whose faeile pen was employed as often as not in weaving webs of

verbiage of which the object was not to enlighten, but to confuse

and entangle counsel. The two statesmen, indeed, may be taken as

typical of the old and the new school of diplomacy respectively.

Metternieh, with his parade of lofty sentiment and his unblushing

chicanery, represented the diplomatic standards of the eighteenth

century. Castlereagh, contemptuous of “ abstractions ” and “ sweeping

w. &G.n 4
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generalities ” whether revolutionary or reactionary, approaching inter-

national problems from the point of view of practical commonsense,

and recognising that these problems were the affairs not of princes

only but of peoples, stood on the threshold of the new age as a

pioneer of the new diplomacy. And the effectiveness of this new
attitude was not in doubt. “ In mind honest and penetrating,” Thiers

wrote of him,
“
in character prudent and firm, capable at once of

vigour and address, having in his manner the proud simplicity of

the English, lie was called to exercise, and did exercise, the greatest

influence^ .”

On the evening of Castlereagh’s funeral, Richard Rush, the

American Minister at the Court of St James’s, entered in his journal

an appreciation of the dead statesman which is perhaps the noblest

and most touching tribute ever paid by the representative of one

nation to the Foreign Minister of another. After speaking of Castle-

reagh’s great part in European affairs, Rush continues

:

In relation to that portion of English statesmanship which has to deal

with American affairs, and it is no unimportant portion, I must appeal to

the preceding pages to attest the candid and liberal spirit in which he was

ever disposed to regard them. Let those who w.ould doubt it consult the

archives of the two nations since the end of our revolutionary war, and

point out the British statesman, of any class or party, who up to the period

of his death, made more advances, or did more in fact, towards placing

their relations on an amicable footing....His sentiments were all of a lofty

kind. His private life was pure, and all who knew him in those relations

loved him. In society he was attractive in the highest degree; the firmness

and courage of his nature being not more remarkable than the gentleness

and suavity of his manners. He was buried in Westminster Abbey between

the graves of Pitt and Fox. The diplomatic corps all went to his funeral;

and not one among them could gaze upon his pall, 'without having his

memory' filled with recollections of kindnesses received from him. If

any'thing intrinsically unpleasant ever arose in the transaction of inter-

national business with them, he threw around it every’ mitigation which

blandncss of manner could impart; whilst to announce or promote what

was agreeable, seemed always to give him pleasure. His personal attentions

to them were shown in ways which appeared to put out of view their

coming from an official source, by the impression they made on the heart.

‘ Quoted in Marchioness of LondondcrrTr’, op. dt.



CHAPTER II

THE FOREIGN POLICY OF CANNING

I. INTRODUCTORY

The successor of Castlereagli had also been his predecessor at

the Foreign Office. In 1S09 the two men had quarrelled, had

left the Cabinet, and had terminated their differences in the field.

They had been reconciled and had sat in the Cabinet once more,

until Canning resigned in December, 1820. The resignation had

nothing to do with foreign politics, yet it certainly tended to give

Canning a more detached view of them than if he had retained office.

It is not, indeed, surprising that both contemporaries and later

historians have puzzled over the characters of the two men. The
men themselves may stand for different types—Castlereagh inarticu-

late, sober and serene. Canning brilliant, eager and epigrammatic;

the one endowed with great talents, but with a suspicion attaching

to him of mediocrity, the other with a touch of genius and a suspicion

of' charlatanry. The one a man who won all his triumphs behind

closed doors, the other an orator who had charmed not only Parlia-

ment but the general public outside. Yet the differences are greater

and less than is usually supposed. In generaLpoliticaLideals there

wa^ no great divergence
;
yet in detail there was a good deal of it.

For example, Canning had advocated, in 1809, that Prussia should

enter into a Germanic Federation and be equalised in power to

Hesse, Wiirttemberg, and Saxony. As a great military and despotic

State she might, he said, become a serious danger^. In 1815, Castle-

reagh ignored this apprehension, and argued that she had become a

“military democracy,” whose tendencies were not to be feared, as

her popular opinion would restrain her military ambition. ]Both,men

believed in the Balance, of, European Tower; but Canning certainly

had more, insight into the nascent forces of nationality, and his

handling of both Portuguese and Spanish national movements in

1807-9 and his well-known sympathy with Poland suggest that he

might have attempted different solutions from any reached at the

Congress of Vienna. It is also curious that, while Castlereagh, did

not there approve movements in. favour of Constitutions, Canning

^ F.O. Russia, 65/69. Canning to Lord G. Leveson-Gower, May i6th, 1807.

4—2
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openly advocated such. But these problems were decided by tlie

time Canning took the Seals in 1822, and he made no attempt to

unsettle them.

It should not be forgotten that Lady Canning, whose insight makes

her a valuable guide to her husband’s policy, expressed the view that

‘‘a change of measures in our foreign relations was marked and

decisive” on Canning’s accession to power^. Elsewhere, she explains

this by quoting Canning’s own phrase, “Away with the cant of

measures, not men!” A further extract is still more illuminating:

“If the distinction must be taken, men are everything, measures

comparatively nothing. I speak of times of difficulty and danger,

when ordinary rules of conduct fail.” The application is not really

difficult’^. For, while Castlereagh, Canning and Wellington held tlie

j

supreme direction of foreign affairs in succession, and while each

•approved of the famous State-paper of May 5th, 1820, it is certain

that their methods of execution varied in each case, according to tlieir

respective temperaments, characters and capacities. In point of fact,

Canning, so early as 1818, had begun to perceive that the method of

Congresses had serious disadvantages; in 1820, he had almost openly

disapproved of them. Like Castlereagh, he had adopted the principle

of non-interference, laid down on May 5tli, 1820; but he accepted it

in a different spirit. Castlereagh had made the great discovery that

the business of Europe was-the more easily transacted when half-a-

dozcn men sat round a table and tried to understand one another ,

and tliis discovers^ he was not anxious-tojabandon . At last, his prin-

ciples had led him to declare his differences with both Metiernich

and Alexander. “If they MU,” he said, “be theorists, we must act

in separation.” But, even then, his well-known predilections for

diplomacy by conference had induced foreign statesmen to disbelieve

in his actual determination to separate from them. It is, at any rate,

a veiy striking fact that Wellington himself, a devoted admirer of

Castlereagh, should have written thus to Canning from Verona

(November 5th, 1822): “ I must inform you, however, that there is a

very general feeling in the corps diplomatique assembled here that

England separated herself from the Allies during the affairs of Naples

* See C.T.niine'!' :‘.pecch of June soth, 1814. (Cf. beiov.-, p.m note.) CanninK

did not npprtnc of Grc;u Brit.'iin crectint’ or jTU.ir.\ntccinu t'on'titution'. in foreien

countric's, i'ui thoiuda “sbe niiitht i,;ivc the Con’.titutionnl movement ^oTnc cnemn-atf'

ment. I'or Custtcrc.tfih't. view f. Webster, Jhitssh Dif-hfiacy, iji, T74, iHt-j.
^

- See tbescry v.'.lu.ntde p imph’et entitied “ .^n ftutheruic account ofMr Cmninfi
^

jHtlicy witJt rcipcct to t*ne com titutional Ciiarter of Portup.d,'* 'I’lfu was putdi^iwu

i;> tb30 nnon^.niou'l, by T.a'iy Canning.
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very unnecessarily, that they experienced no inconvenience from siich

a separation, and that tliey will probably experience none from that

which it is possible may take place in this question of Spain^.”

Whatever tlie explanation, such was the diplomatic atmosphere at

the time that Canning took office.

Canning held fast to the wew, expressed so early as the end of

1818 in the Cabinet, that the,use of Congresses had begun to wane.

Castlereagh laid down the doctrine of hon-intervention in the State-

paper of May 5tli, 1820. This was not published until 1823, and

then only in a very much truncated form. But, on March 20th,

1821, Canning, Avho was no longer in office, had laid down the basis

of this doctrine in the Commons”:

Let us not, in the foolish spirit of romance, suppose that we alone could

regenerate Europe....Here the spirit of monarchy was at war to crush

every principle of freedom, said the one party; and there, said the other,

the spirit of democracy was labouring to destroy all monarchies. We our-

selves had in our constitution enough of democracy to temper monarchy,

and enough of monarch}^ to restrict the caprices of democracy. Where
then was the necessity for our incurring these risks, which other countries,

not possessed of a tempered constitution, like our own, might laudably

encounter?. ..A way to a settlement [was] not to be taught perhaps by
foreign example, much less to be opened by foreign arms. The price at

which political liberty is to be valued and the cost at which it is to be

obtained, constitute the nicest balance and one which only those immedi-
ately interested in the calculation are competent to decide. It was impossible

to contemplate the struggles now going on in different parts of the world

without anticipating struggles between the contending principles, peril,

arduous and of doubtful issue....But to these struggles it is not our duty

to be parties.... It might be a case of difficulty to maintain this perfect

equilibrium : the course we had to pursue was on a path which lay across

a roaring stream; attempts might be made to bear us down on the one

side or the other. Our duty, however, and our interests equally prescribed

to us to persevere in an undeviating path, to preserve our resources entire

^ F.O. Continent, 139/48, November 5th, 1822. As regards future policy in

Spain, he adds that he thinks this is not Mettemich’s opinion, nor that of the Emperor
Francis. Clearly, however, both agreed that the separation in the past had not incon-
venienced the Holy Alliance. There is a curious confirmation of this from Castlereagh

himself. After speaking of Troppau and Laibach, and subsequently of the trans-

actions of Naples, he writes: “Gn which occasions the line of France and that

of Great Britain, was materially distinguishable from that of the other three

Powers, and without any practical inconvenience resulting therefrom.” Castlereagh

to Strangford, private. F.O. Turkey, 78/105, March 29th, 1822.
^ On July the 27th, 1823, Canning told Eszterhdzy that he had avoided con- .

demning interference by Austria in Naples in 1821 (when he was out of office).

He did not mean to say that interference was never, but that it was not always,

justifiable. Berichte am London (Wiener Staats-Archiv).
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until the period should arrive, if ever, when we might exercise our only

legitimate right to interfere, from being called upon to quell the raging

floods that threatened to distract the balance of Europe.

This last passage is the most notable of all, because it is a threat,

though a partially concealed one, that Great Britain may have to

interfere in the end if the parties on both sides render the situation

so disturbed as to make war the only resource. Moreover, as he said in

i8i8 in the Cabinet, when she does interfere, she must do so “with

a commanding force^.” Now, Great Britain could not have a com-

manding force if the chief Povi^ers remained united. Hence, Con-

gresses, with their real dangers of producing “ Areopagitic” actions

or utterances, and tlieir collective menaces to liberty or democracy,

,were to be avoided. For this purpose Canning preferred and

'attempted to deal directly and individually with States or nations.

It was not easy, however, to separate the three Eastern, or despotic

Powers, popularly termed the “Holy Alliance.” Prussia was hopeless

—“a downright grenadier with no politics but the drumhead and

cat-o’-nine-tails.” She would always follow the Austrian or the

Russian despot. But Alexander could be separated from Metternich,

and both from France. When the body of States was thus resolved

into its original elements, the moral force of public opinion could be

brought to bear upon each State separately or, if need was, on all

collectively. It was in his metliod of mobilising this opinion and of

shaping it to his ends that the originality of Canning consisted.

Canning did not intend that, in future, the protests of Great

Britain, even if she stood alone, should be unavailing. Europe should

be convinced that Great Britain was in earnest, and she should be

convinced that public opinion, not only in but outside this countr}’,

was a force to be reckoned with. If disregarded by the despot.s,

democracy would be strengthened, at the same time that it would be

tempered and restrained, by the example and support of Great

Britain. His speeches were directed to that end, and their echoes

remained at least as long in the chanceries of Europe as in the cars

of the British public. It is impossible to view his actions withotil

concluding that, though the principles were still the same .a.s those

of Castlcreagh, the means and the .spirit of their application were

* I'hcrc were rome serious diiTercncc', between Canninr nnd Ortlercnj^h in t!ie

Cabinet in October, i8jS, conce.'-nint: tbc Conjitrc'-t of Ai):-ln-Chspe!ie(C2‘'tlenf.’!ph,

Dap. XU. efV-?): bvtt it riuv’cqiiently nppwrcd that the^c were due to a ms*'

cOft*truct5on of tjnc of Cattlereaph’s de*pntchr‘!. (Cf. bclov ,p. i jc.) < ‘nnnirqr. *

evt r.aUv.ts''. mahu-ained that he v.a<( only carryintioitt the principle'! of Ca'-tSetr 'fh'«

State.p.iper of ^!!>y 5th, {rcc Appendix A).
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wholly different. |f Castlereagh had discovered that you can achieve

much by conversation with statesmen in private, Canning had dis-

covered that you could achieve much by expositions to the public;

It was Castlereagh’s State-paper of May 5th, 1S20, which opened the

breach between Great Britain and the three despotic Powers
;
it was

Canning’s appeal to the public that made the gulf impassable.

II. THE CONGRESS OF VERONA

The first direct problem which Canning had to solve was that of

Spain ;
for it was this with which the Congress of Verona was ulti-

mately most concerned. The situation was serious and even critical.

Early in 1S20, Spain, like Portugal and Naples, experienced a revolu-

tion against its absolutist Sovereign, who was compelled to grant a

Constitution. In Spain things went from bad to worse, because power

fell into the hands of the Liberals, who were supported by the Army,

but whose administration was ill-directed and foolish. Ferdinand VII,

moreover, showed every sign of discontent with their rule and every

desire to dispense with it, even by appealing against his own subjects

to his French kinsman for aid^. France could hardly remain indifferent

to events, and the ultra-Royalist party, led by the Due d’AngouIeme,

began to clamour for an opportunity to show the world that the

noblemen of France were still ready to pay the tax of blood. A pretext

was found to mass French troops on the Pyrenean frontier, in order to

form a cordon sanitaire for preventing yellow fever (and Constitutional

principles) from crossing into France. This threatening movement
produced hot words from the Spanish Liberals and hot replies from

the French loyalists. Opinion was greatly excited in reactionary

circles throughout Europe. Alexander of Russia, a relatively recent

convert to reaction, wished to prove his sincerity by suppressing

liberalism in Spain. Metternich, who had so recently repressed it in

Naples in obedience to the decisions of the Holy Alliance, found a

difficulty in opposing such intervention in the abstract, but had no

intention, in fact, of letting a Russian army march across Germany.

Lewis XVIII, on the other hand, was equally opposed to its crossing

France. Hence, at the moment of Castlereagh’s death, it seemed as

if the question of armed intervention in Spain were not a pressing one,

and would not form an important part of the negotiations at the

approaching Congress of European Powers.

^ A secret correspondence passed between Lewis XVIII and Ferdinand, in

June and July, 1822, when the latter assured the fornier that he would get rid of
the existing regime whenever he could.
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The Instructions for the Congress of Vienna (transferred in
October, 1822, to Verona)^ had been drawn up by Castlereagh on
the assumption that, as regards the European part of the Spanish
question, “there seems nothing to add to or vary, in the course of

policy hitherto pursued.” The three points were “solicitude for the

j
safety - of the Royal Family, observance of our engagements witli

I
Portugal, and a rigid abstinence from interference in the internal

affairs of” Spain. The question was not considered urgent, though

the Plenipotentiar}^ was instructed to find out the views of France as he

passed through Paris on his road to Vienna. These Instructions were

sanctioned by King and Cabinet, and Wellington was appointed

Plenipotentiary before Canning became Foreign Secretary. The latter

was therefore unable, and in point of fact had certainly not desired,

to alter the original Instructions. An opportunity, however, now arose

for adding to them, in view of the fact that Wellington’s report

showed that Spain was in serious danger.

The Duke reported, on September 21st, that 100,000 French

troops were now on the frontier ready to move in a short time, and

that, despite denials, he was inclined to believe that conspirators

against the existing Liberal Government in Spain had been encour-

aged from the French side. He found Villele (the Prime-Minister)

seriously contemplating the possibility of war, and a strong part)' in

the French Cabinet determined on active interference, with the in-

tention of occupying Madrid and of relieving Ferdinand both from

danger to his person and from the necessit)' of being a Constitutional

monarch. While, however, he thought Villele, Lewis XVIII, and his

brother Charles, desirous of avoiding war, if possible, he reported

their unmistakable purpose. Villele observed that “his whole poHc)’

in relation to Spain was founded upon French interests, and...entirely

unconnected with anything the Congress might determine.” He said

that he W'as resolved not only to ask no assistance from any other

Power, but to oppose any endeavour to force it upon him, “if

the assistance given was to be a body of troops to be passed through

France.” This communication indicated, therefore, that intervention,

if it took place, was likely to be French rather than European. The

announcement did not alarm Canning. He much preferred that one

country should intervene rather than four, and saw in this process

a way of breaking up the European Concert.

» Mr 7 F .S Green hns an able esenv 5or. Trrtftf.^rcJSrriV'.vfjf.va.

np. 103-29) on the fnstruco'on.*! for Verona. 77ut hi's contention that Cannioft dehher-

atcH' obscured the i.ssuc m Parliantcnt seems oticrdonc.
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' Canning’s views on tlic Spanish crisis were simple. He thought

botli King and Cories “equally bad,” and the Spanish Constitu-

tionalists “ vciy foolish.” He had no special reverence (though some

of his Whig friends thought he had) for the Constitution of 1812, which

the Liberals were Hying to restore. As such, like that of Naples, it

was “little worth maintaining in itself,” being ultra-democratic and

therefore unsuited to the historic tendencies of Spain. He was, there-

fore, in practice and on principle opposed to the Whig policy of

interference and of “guaranteeing the Constitution” of Spain against

outside intervention. Great Britain, he said, was for non-intervention

in the internal afiairs of other States, and the doctrine of guarantee was

incompatible with such a policy. A guarantee had been given to the

Polish Constitution in the past by the three Partitioning Powers, and

the result of that guarantee “is known and was inevitable.” It was

the extinction of Poland. Such guarantees meant perpetual inter-

ference from outside, which was exactly what he wished to avoid^.

If, however. Canning was against intervention in the democratic,

he was even more against it in the despotic, sense. For the latter

danger was more immediate, more pressing and more detrimental

both to British interests and to his ideas of the Balance of European

j

Power. “ Th<yiuropean police system ” was one of his bugbears, and

he was determined to put a stop to it. He had already had some

experience of collective pressure. The Austrian and Prussian Charge

d’affaires (apologising for the absence of the Russian, whose Instruc-

tions were similar), followed at a short inteiwal by the French,

called on him (see his letter of September 27th) in order to present

a joint remonstrance (or virtually such) against “what the Allied

Governments appear to have considered the precipitate departure of

Sir William A’Court on his mission to Madrid.” They suggested

that it would excite rumours among “the disaffected party,” give rise

to reports of “disunion among the Allies” (which was just what

Canning wanted), and so forth. Canning treated this demand “as

lightly as possible,” and drily remarked that Sir William A’Court

had already left for Madrid. It, however, induced him to give this

memorable Instruction to Wellington, which he afterwards quoted

with great effect in Parliament :

But if, as I confess I see reason to apprehend in the late communications

both from Paris and Vienna, there is entertained by the Allies a determined

^ V. F.O. France, 2^(284, to Sir Charles Stuart F.O. Spain, 72/268, to Sir

Wm. A’Court, especially February gth, 1823, and December 29th, 1823 ;
Stapleton,

Pol. Life, I. 428 sqq. ; Canning's Speeches, v. 49.
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project of interference by force, or by menace in the present struggle in

Spain, so convinced are His Majesty’s Government of the uselessness and
danger of any such interference—so objectionable does it appear to them
in principle, and so utterly impracticable in execution—that, if the necessity

should arise, or (I would rather say) if the opportunity should offer, I am
to instruct your Grace at once frankly and peremptorily to declare, that

to any such interference, come what may. His Majesty will not be a party^.

Wellington^, after proceeding to Vienna, eventually went on ndtli

the rest of the Congress to Verona. On October i8th, he reported

“all notion of what is called a European army, or any [collective]

offensive operation against Spain” as “at an end.” But French

intervention remained, and, on the 20th, Montmorency presented

three celebrated queries to the Congress:

(1) If France recalls its Minister and breaks off diplomatic relations with

Spain, will the other Powers do the same?

(2) If war breaks out between France and Spain, what moral support

will other Powers give to France “to inspire a salutary' fear among the

revolutionaries of all countries”?

(3) What material support will the Powers give France, if war breaks out,

“while admitting a restriction which France declares, and they themselves

will admit, to be absolutely demanded bythegeneral disposition of opinion”?

Alexander at once accepted these stipulations, and offered to con-

clude a treaty with France. He was ready either to mass a Russian

army in Piedmont for attacking the Jacobins in France, or to march to

Madrid if the French army in Spain were defeated. Wellington and

Metternich threw cold water on both schemes. Eventually, however,

the Austrian and the Prussian Representatives alike accepted Mont-

morency’s propositions, but apparently on the understanding that no

Russian army should pass through Germany, and in the belief that no

French army was likely to inter\’cne in Spain. On tlic 30th Wellington

submitted a Memorandum declining to accept hlontmorency's views,

and slating verbally that “ the exact ground of complaint and the exact

cause of war” must be known before an answer could be given, and

that “we could never stipulate to interfere in the internal affairs of

Spain in any manner.” He also refused “ to promise the good ofiices of

‘ F.O. Verona, 7S/46, September 27th, 1822. Quoted in Wellington’s D^sp.,

Corr. and
* Mr J. F. S. Green, Rayol Hist. Soe. Trantactions,.\\h Scr. vol, i. pp. 50 •’jh, Isss

made .m ingenious attempt to support nn old thesis with new document*-, tV, th tf

Wellington contrived tohoochvink Canning at Verona, The evidence in'-ufucirnt:

see Hist. Jin’. 1 i02O>,vol.N'XXV.p.574, note hvT^tiss Larldar.d. Hut rvtnK'ts from

despatches of the Austrian Rcpre*ent3tive in London show that Lath Wellirtpsof'

and the King criticised Canning'? actions and uttcrtincen in private.
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His Majest}' between that countrj’ (Spain) and France in an)^ other

case than that of a simple and specific request to that effect on the

part of France, unaccompanied by any ‘ treaty or any declaration of

the Allies hostile to Spain
’ ”—a decision highly approved by Canning.

The British plan was to regard the whole matter as an external

quarrel between France and Spain, with all notion of collective

menace or action removed. ^Vhen this attitude became clear to the

otlier Allies, they perceived that there was a breach impending. They
must act in separation, and in preparing their collective menace to

Spain that separation was already so marked that they did not trouble to

consultWcllingtononthe details. Mettcrnich recognised the breach and

did not summon him to a number of conferences wth the other Powers.

The question of European Spain had exceeded all others in

importance, and, as no agreement was now possible at Verona, the

Congress hastened to its end. By November 12th, Wellington reported

Montmorency’s views to beatvariancewiththoseof the British Govern-

ment. On November 19th, the other Allies (except Russia) had already

prepared their despatches to Madrid. They consisted of zproces verbal,

signed by all three Powers^. This defined the casus foederis in which

the tliree Powers considered they would aid France against Spain to

be: (i) an armed attack on France by Spain, or official provocation to

rebellion of subjects of France, (2) the deposition or trial of the Spanish

King, or similar attempts on his family, (3) the passage of a formal

governmental act affecting the rights of legitimate descent of the Royal

Family of Spain. Other and unforeseen cases might be considered.

These were to be communicated by the Signatory Powers to Spain

in similar but separate despatches, and their diplomatic representa-

tives were to be recalled. On the 20th, Wellington formally declined

to authorise any similar despatch to the British Minister at Madrid,

saying drily that his suggestions would be confined to allaying the

ferment caused by the receipt of these despatches. He made a formal

and energetic protest against interference in the internal affairs of

other States, and declined to hold “a common language with his

Allies on this occasion^.” On the last day of November, Wellington

^ In fact, the breach between these three Powers (Austria, Russia and Prussia)

and France was already apparent; but, so late as December 14th, 1822, Metternich
implored Montmorency not to let France act alone and to induce his Government
to content itself with moral remonstrance alone.

^ Wellington's Speeches, 1854, vol. i, p. 115—Speech, April 24th, 1823 ;
see also

Wellington, Desp., Corr. and Mem., 1. 557-9, and F.O. Verona, 78/46 passim;
Metternich to Neumann, December 2nd, 1822, Particuli^re. Congress-Acten, Vienna
Archives (letter given to me by Prof. Webster).
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quitted Verona for England. “ He left,” wrote Metternich, apparently

on December the 2nd, “discontented with us all” and saying “all of

us were wrong.” On the way back he stopped at Paris and again

put forward a project of British mediation between France and Spain,

the other Powers withholding the despatch of their communications

to Spain pending the decision on this proposal. But, on December
the 24th, this mediation was declined by France, though she accepted

the good offices of Great Britain as to the suggestion that Spain might

moderate her Constitution.

It was clear now that the issue had been narrowed. The Holy

Alliance had confined their intervention to threats and generalities;

Great Britain had separated herself from them, but France had

separated also. She alone was to be feared from the point of view of

immediate and practical action. The French difficulty remained but

the great effects produced on the moral union of the European Concert

by this shock should not be forgotten. On December the 26th

Montmorency in his official report stated that the measures conceived

and proposed at Verona “would have been successful if Great Britain

had thought herself at libert}^ to concur in them.” Canning wrote at

a later stage: “The histor}' of all I could tell them in two words

—

or rather in the substitution of one word for another—^for * Alliance
*

read ‘England,’ and you have the clue of my policy^.” The Spanish

Government, he said in Parliament, “felt comfort and relief when

they learnt that the Congress at Verona had broken up with no other

result than the bruta ftibmna of the three despatches from the Courts

in alliance with France.” So far so good—but the French danger

continued,’ It was now a dispute “between kingdom and kingdom,

not on general principles but in the old intelligible accustomed Euro-

pean form,” This was a form far more congenial to Canning. R
was no new thing for France and Great Britain to quarrel; in this

tlicrc was nothing “ Areopagitic.”

III. THE FRENCH IN^^^SION OF SP.MN

The situation was not clear at the end of December. Mont-

morency was already at variance with Villelc. Of the former^ ideas

wc know less than we should, hut Villelc appeans to have thought

liim too “European” in his views. The renowned Chatc.auhriand

had appeared as Second Plcnipotentiar)' at Verona half way through

the Conference, and had at once begun denouncing Montmorency

• 'I’o Frere, AucfU'?t JS23.
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He was using his great influence both in public and in private for

war, partly to glorify tlie Legitimist h'lonarchy, partly to revive and

unite the Bourbon dynasties and do away with the Pyrenees. Pie

soon became Foreign Minister, and described his policy as at once and

equally “toute fratifaise” and ^‘touie Europee?nie ”—a phrase which

Canning declared he did not understand. A Legitimist crusade in

Spain apparently was to cure both French and European ills^.

Canning sought at once to narrow the causes of dispute. Lord

Fitzroy Somerset was sent to convey Wellington’s advice, given in

his capacity as a Spanish grandee, to the Spanish Government, and

urging moderation on tliem. He obtained from the Ministry assur-

ances as to tlie personal safety of the ICing, thereby depriving France

of one pretext for war, and even a sort of promise to modify soj?ie of

the democratic features in the Constitution. Unfortunately, the three

Allied despatches and the separate French despatch had already

reached Madrid, and contributed to inflame opinion there. On
January 24tli, 1823, Canning made a last appeal direct to Chateau-

briand to avert war. It reached France just before the opening of

the Chamber on the 28th.

The French IGng’s Speech on that day seemed to prove that the

die was cast. He announced the recall of the French Minister from

Madrid, and added these ominous words: “Let Ferdinand be free to

give to his people institutions which they cannot hold but from him,

and which, by securing their tranquillity, would dissipate the just

disquietude of France. Hostilities shall cease from that moment.”
Here was Legitimacy naked and unashamed, denying the principle of

free institutions and making their very existence a casus belli against

Spain. Not a day was lost by Canning in protesting against a “prin-

ciple which struck at the roots of the British Constitution....” The
British Government could not countenance “a pretension on the

part of France to make her example (of a Constitution octroyde from

the Throne) a rule to other nations; and still less could it admit a

peculiar right of France to force that example specifically on Spain,

in virtue of the consanguinity of the reigning dynasties of the two

kingdoms. This recognition of such a right would, on the contrary,

suggest recollections and considerations which must obviously make

it impossible for Great Britain to be the advocate of pretensions

^ Neither the memoirs of Chateaubriand (Congres de Verone) nor those of
Villfele really explain the causes of French policy, and the MS. justification of
Montmorency has perished. Bois le Comte’s account cannot be accepted for he
did not attend at the secret conferences.
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founded on it^.” Canning neglected no means to avert war. He
again urged moderation on Spain, and even suggested the expediency,

though not the necessity, of modifying her democratic tendencies.

He wrote privately to Chateaubriand and to the heir to the French

Throne
,
suggesting that ultra-Royalist utterances in France might pro-

voke public opinion in England, just as public opinion had been there

provoked into a great enthusiasm for war against the French Republic

in 1793 after the execution of Lewis XVI, and again in 1808 against

Napoleon after he had deposed the Spanish Fling. But all was in

vain. On March 17th the Due d’Angouleme left Paris to command
the Army, on April 6th he crossed the Bidassoa, and war began.

It is unnecessary to dwell on the results of the War. In the end,

and contrary to Wellington’s expectation, the French army reached

Madrid with ridiculous ease, the Cortes arrested the ICing and

carried him with them to Cadiz, whither the French followed diem.

Ferdinand was released from his imprisonment on the demand of the

French on September 30th, after signing a general amnesty. This he

promptly violated by shooting and imprisoning hundreds of his

opponents, and governing with such incompetence and tyranny that

even Angouleme had to remonstrate with him. French troops actually|

continued to occupy parts of Spain until 1827. It is this fact which

explains a great deal of Canning’s later policy. “If the Pyrenees had

fallen, he would maintain the Atlantic.”

Canning had carefully considered the possibility of war if France

invaded Spain. He said he “had an itch for war”; but he had re-

jected it on several grounds. Great Britain was isolated, she had an

enormous debt, and she could not organise an expeditionar}' force in

time to resist Angouleme. Hence, British intervention would not

have been immediately cfTcctive. None the less. Canning made it

clear that, if Portugal was attacked by France, Great Britain would

intervene. It was now, however, that he began to show his peculiar

art of using public opinion to attain his ends and to influence boiii

France and Europe. On April 14th, 1823, he spoke in the Com-

mons of the “extraordinary” King’s Speech in the French Chamber,

“ not a man in the Hoiisc thought of it with more disgust and liorror

than he did,” adding that subsequently the French Government had

in some sense disavowed it. In an even more daring utiemuce, he

^ F.O. France, C7/2S/,. To S»r Charles Smart, February* iJi'di,

After the French Kin^*9 Speech C.anninK removed the pasna^e dcclarhit? neetraliu

Ui case of war from the dnjft of the Britith Kinp's Speech, lie rA-o puMi'sJird, on

••XprU tSa;*,, the fact that Spain had ptrnni^ed Cheat Brh.un nut t;> irv.vr th**

df Fn^'iHie v.'ith France (Sep. Art. of Treaty of M.idrid, July jth,
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declared that “he earnestly hoped and trusted that she {i.e. Spain)

would come triumphatitly out of this struggle.” This occasioned great

qualms in both the Russian and the Prussian Court and remon-

strances from them in private letters, which Canning did not show to

the Cabinet, and treated with the utmost contempt. On April 30th he

referred again in a speech to “the injustice of the coursepursued by the

French Government,” contrasting it with that of Great Britain, who
had “assumed the attitude and the attributes of justice, holding high

the balance, and grasping, but not unsheathing the sword.” “I wish,”

wrote he to Bagot, July 14th, 1823, “you could have seen their

uUrageotis faces...at the first interview I had with them after the

30th April. Since that time I have had pretty much my own way;

and I believe you may consider my politics as those of the Govern-

ment, as well as of the country^.”

Canning’s Whig opponents now began to perceive with astonish-

ment that, though he might regard them as irresponsible, he looked

on them as playing England’s game against the Despots. He alluded

to himself as a “Liberal, yes, a Radical Minister,” and jestingly

reminded them that from his own despatches had come the strongest

condemnation in the House of the French King’s speech. In the course

of one of these debates on Spanish policy, it is said that Canning feared

that if a very large majority voted in his favour, it would encourage

the “Absolute Powers,” and therefore “actually prevailed upon some

of his Whig acquaintances, whom he saw quitting the House in

disgust, to remain and vote against him^.” Lord Holland and Sir

James Mackintosh were speedily converted, and Sir Robert Wilson,

though the most vigorous of all revolutionists, wrote of the new era

as “the golden age coming on the heels of the iron.” But Canning

went a step further, in first conciliating, and then using, the Opposi-

tion in Parliament to influence affairs in Europe. His attitude, both

consciously and unconsciously, directly and indirectly, was intended

to stimulate public opinion to the view that “the time for the

Areopagus and the like of that has gone by,” and it appealed beyond

the walls of Parliament to the Press and to the people, and to the

people not only of England, but of Europe. He went down directly

into the midst of the people, and in his famous speech at Plymouth

^ Bagot, G. C. and his Friends, ii. i8o.
"
Even if this story is not true, it illustrates an important tendency. Le Mar-

chant’s Memoir of Earl Spencer (1876), p. 21 1 note. The e\'idence is from Lord
Portman, then present as M.P. for Dorset. Canning also had private and friendly

correspondence with Sir R. Wilson, Lord Holland and J. G. Lambton (afterwards

Lord Durham).
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in the autumn of 1823, he pointed with pride to the warsliips floating

above the town, “reposing on their shadows in perfect stillness,” and

reminded his audience of how the power of one of those stupendous

masses could awake, “ how quickty it could put forth its beauty and

bravery, collect its scattered elements and awaken its dormant

thunder. Such as is one of these mighty^ machines when springing

from inaction into a display of its might—such is England herself

while, apparently passive and motionless, she silently concentrates the

power to be put forth on an adequate occasion.” This was appealing

to the public in a way on which neither Castlereagh nor Wellington

would have dreamed of venturing. By this time, everyone saw that

the breach between Great Britain and the Allies was widening

rapidly. France, no less than Europe, was now to perceive that Canning

was in earnest. In October, 1823, Canning’s words were almost

bellicose and, as he did not believe in menace without action, his

tone itself was ominous. The date was, in fact, one at which he was

informing France in private, as he had previously hinted in public,

that an attempt on her part upon the Spanish Colonies in America

would be followed by war with England. What made this transaction

doubly memorable was the immense enthusiasm aroused by the public

speech. It was in this way that Canning played on the diplomats by

stimulating public opinion to the point desired, and thereby obtained

the pressure necessar)^ to carr}^ his views.

IV. THE SPANISH COLONIES

The whole question of the Revolt of the Spanish Colonics, and of

their ultimate Emancipation, is one of infinite perplexity and takes us

far back into the days of Castlcreagh’s Ministr}\ For Castlercagh’s

share in the recognition of Spanish America is by no means negligible,

and until recently has been little understood by historians. So far

back as 1812, this policy was formulated, and, as eventually developed,

it meant two things. Great Britain was ready to mediate between

Spain and her Colonies; but she was prepared to insist on the mniis*

tenance of a relatively free commercial intercourse between herseh

and these Colonics, though not demanding exclusive advantages fot*

British trade, as against that of other nations. I’or diffcrettl reason'*-,

France and Russia had displayed an extremely undesirable intercut

in these Colonics in 1817, and Castlereagh, using the support et

^lettcrnich, had transmitted to them a very welcome Meinorandtun
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(August 2Sth, 1817), in which he insisted that there should be no

mediation “wth menace” between Spain and her Colonics, and

disclaimed an)^ idea of the use of armed force^. Similar negotiations

took place in 181S, and Castlercagh then made some ver}^ pointed

remarks to Tsar Alexander (November 24th, 1818). The relaxation of

the Nawgation Laws in 1822 led to visits of insurgent ships to British

ports, and even before this Castlercagh seemed almost ready for

recognition of the independence of the Colonies. He avowed that it

was purely “ a question of time and circumstance.”

The United States stole a march on Great Britain in March, 1822,

by actually recognising the dc jure independence of certain Spanish

American Colonics. Castlcreagh’s last utterances, and even his

Instructions for Verona, show that he had proceeded so far that it

is surprising he should not have recognised them forthwith. His

death left the decision to Canning, and Canning had other views.

During the Congress of Verona, Canning had been forced to take

drastic measures to protect British commerce in Spanish American

waters. He had also, in December, 1822, practically decided to maintain

commercial agents in Spanish America. But he hesitated to take the

final plunge of recognition, and in this respect he seems to have

dilfered from Castlercagh. Neither of them was anxious to recognise

republics in the New World, if it could be.avoided
;
]mt there pan.also

be no doubt that Canning thought Castlercagh had gone too far and

top fak. It is fairly easy to see why“. We know that he looked up
the precedents in the American War of Independence, and decided

that it was much easier to find convenient precedents for recognition

of a revolted colony by a mother-State during war than for recognition

by a neutral. We know also that one of Canning’s bugbears was ther

formation of a General Transatlantic League of Republics against a|

European League of Monarchies. Now, on October 12th, 1822, the I

monarchy of Brazil cast off its allegiance to the mother-State of

Portugal, and Canning promptly admitted that its independence was

“inevitable.” It was, however, obviously difficult for him to em-
barrass Portugal by recognising Brazil, as this might have weakened

Portugal at a crisis. It was even more difficult to embarrass Spain

in the same way. Canning had recently complained of the Spanish

^ See C. K. Webster, Eng. Hist. Rev. (1912), vol. xxvii. pp. 81-3 sqq.

* F.O. Continent, 139/38, November 2nd, 1818. Castlereagh had written to

Bathurst of the “Latin American insurgents (some of whom, as at Buenos Ayres,
are now organised in the form of a political state)”; Canning underlined the last

two words and wrote in the margin “In 1818!”

w.&G.n 5
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inability to suppress piracy in the Caribbean Sea, and at the end of

October, 1822, he had not only demanded “satisfaction” from the

Spanish Government and threatened reprisals, but sent a squadron

to suppress the privateers and even, if necessar}^, to land in Cuba.

The Spanish Cortes behaved well, offering a handsome apology and

promising compensation on a large scale. They also began to negotiate

with Buenos Ayres on the basis of independence. This last action,

probably, solves the mystery of Canning’s attitude. The fact that the

Spaniards had thus made the amende honorable to Great Britain and to

their revolted Colonies, at the moment theywere threatened by France,

made Canning wish to defer the question of recognition
;
and he did

so, until the autumn of 1823. Then his hand was partially forced by

the occupation of Cadiz by the French armies.

The first enemy to the New World was Russia, which possessed

Alaska and was an American Power. Alexander had already shown

his hand. Late in 1821 he published a ukase by which he claimed

not only Alaska but much of what is now Canadian and United

States territory, extending as far to the south as the 51st parallel of

latitude {i.e. so far as the southern part of what is now British

Columbia), and announced that all ships and cargoes approaching

within 100 Italian miles of the shore would be confiscated. This cool

appropriation of trade as well as territory affected the interests and

claims of both Great Britain and the United States^. It led at first

to joint, and ultimately to separate, remonstrances on their parts, and

was not finally withdrawn till 1826. But its effect at the time was

most important in confirming British suspicions and in awakening the

flamboyant republicanism of the United States. The latter naturally

resented extravagant claims by the arch-despot of the Holy Alliance

and feared that they implied the extension, not only of his principles,

but of his actual territorial power, to the Continent of North Amcric.i.

Canning was not, in fact, afraid of the Tsar’s pretensions, for he

knew their emptiness. Alexander was not dangerous, for Canning

held that he could not act alone. The actual danger to the New World

lay in the conjunction of the theoretic pretensions of Russia with

the practical interference of France. It was tlie latter which Canning

f
feared. French bayonets had restored the Spanish King to his hhiro-

pean 'Phronc, they might also restore him to his American sovereignty.

Any such attempt, however, Canning was determined to

liven if Alexander’s action had not caused him to mm e, ih

prevent.

J’Ve!'>ch

’ F.O. O^ntVK'rsi, Cattniinr lo Wetlinet*?*'. t'cptf-rnnt;? iiiti, !*’>
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advance to Cadiz in September, 1823, raised a new and dangerous

prospect. Chateaubriand was known to favour the establishment of

Bourbon Princes in the New World. It.was obvious that the fall of

Cadiz might enable a French expedition to set out to the West Indies

with that purpose in view, possibly with the blessing of the Kang of

Spain, and certainly with the encouragement of the Tsar. Cadiz fell

on September the 30th, 1823, and action became necessary. Canning

determined to act, and in the first days of October appointed

Commercial Consuls to various South American States^. This step

was clearly prompted by a desire to stabilise our commercial relations

but was not definitely political in its bearing. But the explanations

Canning had with the Prince de Polignac in October, 1823, were of

a different and more important character.

The essential point of the Polignac conferences was that Canning

I
informed France that any French attempt to restore Spanish dominion

or to establish French authority in the American provinces would be

followed by war with Great Britain. He had anticipated this possibility

in a Cabinej^^emorandum of February, 1823, expressing his opinion

that Great Britain should fight. Polignac surrendered, and published

his surrender in the following form ; “She (France) abjured, in any case,

any design of acting against the (Spanish) colonies by force of arms^.”

She also “disclaimed, on her part, any intention or desire to avail

herself of the present state of the colonies, or of the present situation

of France towards Spain, to appropriate to herself any part of the

Spanish possessions in America or to obtain for herself any exclusive

advantages.” This constitutes, perhaps, the most important utterance

and certainly one of the most decisive stages in the revolt of the

Spanish American Colonies. For the declaration meant that, for

once and all. Great Britain disclaimed any desire to acquire them
herself, and warned any other European Power that she would fight

them if they attempted to do so.

Canning’sown position, as expressed inthePolignacMemorandum,
was that Great Britain conceived any attempt of Spain to recover her

Colonies to be entirely hopeless, and that she disclaimed any exclusive

^ The Papers of Sir Woodbine Parish (1910), the first Consul-General to Buenos
Ayres, contain Canning’s Instructions to him, dated October loth, 1823, pp. 426-33.
All these papers are now in the Record Office.

® Conference between Prince de Polignac and Mr Canning, October 9th, 1823.
Extracts were published in March, 1824. Brit, and Foreign State Papers, 1823-4,
London, vol. xi. p.49. For some curious details see F.O. France, 27/28^, Canning
to Sir C. Stuart, October 8th, 13th, 17th, 31st; November 9th, 1823 ; the suppressed
passages are given in Appendix B to the present volume.

\ 5—2
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commercial advantage for herself. She did not desire to precipitate

recognition, but could not make that recognition dependent upon
that by Spain, and would consider any “foreign interference by force

or menace in the dispute between Spain and her Colonies as a motive

for recognising the latter without delay.” He also said that Consuls

had been sent to these several Colonies as a commercial measure, and

that this had been settled in principle in December, 1822. Further,

Great Britain “could not go into a joint deliberation upon the subject

of Spanish Ajnerica upon an equal footing with otlier Powers whose

opinions were less formed upon that question, and whose interests

were less implicated in the decision of it.” In answer to a suggestion

of Polignac’s that the European Governments should “concert

together...to endeavour to bring back to a principle of Union in

Government, whether Monarchical or Aristocratic, People, among

whom absurd and dangerous theories were now keeping up agitation

and disunion,” Canning declined to discuss “abstract principles.”

He added that “his Government could not take upon itself to put it

(the establishment of a form of monarchical government in any of

these provinces) forward as a condition of their recognition^.” This

Memorandum is the Charter of South American liberties, and the

fact that it is signed by Canning is the reason why Spanish Americans

still consider him the most notable of European statesmen-.

V. THE MONROE DOCTRINE

While it is not easy to exaggerate Canning’s services to South

and Central America, his claim to have originated the “Monroe Doc-

trine” has not withstood the assaults of time. It was not indeed one

which he would himself have made, and is due to the rash zeal of his

admiring biographer. He was certainly the first of European states-

men to sec that the United States were “now confessedly the leading

power” in tlie two continents of America and the first to admit to

iVmcricans that he recognised the fact. What he did not recognise

was the right of the United States to construct watertight compart-

ments between America and Europe.

' It seems tok'r.'.bly clear from Canninj^'s conversations, ns reported by Xeumat’-o

to Mcttcmicb (e.?, February 7th,;i'-.t, 1824, fliVwr.S'Wrtrjt-.'trr/t/f). that Omnitttrrt*’*

ferred monarchical institutions in the New World, :md even i!id EOniethitur to fnrtiicr

them, but would not make imy public declaration on the rsibjret. Cf. Appe'‘dit b.

“ The Polie.nnc Memorandum was not publi'hed till March. but it''

substance was known to tm'U diplomats, notably tt‘ Atrun'.an. an October «?th,

thiju'rh it ditl not apparently reach Wa-hirsKton in time to ififiurnre

,Me-%t}.:e of December 2nd, 1823, 'i'iw rupprrsscd p.uts arc piven in AppenJit
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While he held tliat Russia could not act alone, Canning fully

understood the difficulty of the position. Great Britain had to resist,

not only the practical intervention of France, but the moral pressure

of the Holy Alliance, which might demand a Congress. He seems to

have considered that the best method of preventing this was to

associate tlie United States with Great Britain in a joint declaration

deprecating the assembling of a Congress for Spanish America and

contradicting the utterance of absolutist doctrines by the Russian Tsar

and liis Austrian and Prussian allies. Such a declaration would have

been peculiarly to Canning’s taste, as associating the republic of the

United States and the Constitutional monarchy of Great Britain in

a moral bond, and' thus tempering democracy with monarchy, and at

the same time bidding defiance to the “ Areopagitic” spirit of the

Holy Alliance. Accordingly, on August i6th, 1823, he approached

Richard Rush, the United States Minister in London, with proposals

for a concerted declaration.

Canning always maintained that, in the half-dozen conversations

he held on this subject with Rush, he was “ only sounding ”
;
and this

description seems in fact to be correct. It would have suited Canning

best to make this joint declaration just about the date of his Confer-

ences "with Polignac, had Rush had sufficient authority to conclude

anything in time. But on September the 26th the negotiation went

so far that Rush offered on his own authority to sign a joint declara-

tion, if Canning would recognise the Spanish American republics

forthwith. Canning offered a recognition in the future, but declined

it for the present, and informed him that British Consuls had been

accredited to certain Spanish American States, which amounted in

fact to commercial recognition. This Rush held to be insufficient and,

with the interview in question, all direct influence of Canning on the

message of President Monroe ceased. Canning proceeded to deal with

France direct, and did not communicate the results of the Polignac in-

terview to Rush until the end of November. It is clear, therefore, that

Canning had dropped the negotiation at the end of September, as he

then despaired of United States cooperation^.

Canning’s abandonment of his request for a joint declaration did

not end the matter from the United States’ point of view, for his

original suggestions deeply influenced the attitude of the Powers. He
had stated quite plainly that, while he considered the recovery of the

^ F.O. America (Domestic), 5/181-2, January-December, 1823, All this

evidence is brilliantly analysed in Reddaway, The Monroe Doctrine, 1898.
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Spanish Colonies “entirety hopeless,” he did not wish to impede

“amicable negotiation” for arranging matters between tliem and the

mother-country. He had stated, also, that recognition of the Colonies

was a question of “time and circumstance,” and that, while Great

Britain desired the possession ofno portion of tliem, she could not “ see

any part of them transferred to any otlier Power witli indifference.”

Finally, in the middle of September, Canning enquired whether, since

“the United States...were tlie first Power established on that (the

American) Continent and now confessedly the leading Power...could

Europe expect this indifference” (on the part of the United States).?

These suggestions and utterances were of very great significance

for the United States, and for both President Monroe and John

Quincy Adams, his Secretary of State, who was to be the real inspirer

of policy. It was highly gratifying that Canning acknowledged the

United States as the “leading Power” in America, but the other

suggestions were less agreeable. There was, first, the difficulty about

recognition, which Canning was not yet prepared to accord. There

was tlie further difficulty, that acceptance of Canning's propositions

would prevent the United States from increasing its territor}'. Adams

desired, not indeed the annexation, but the possible incorporation,

of both Texas and Cuba, and thought that both territories would

ultimately fall to the United States. By the acceptance of Canning s

self-denying territorial ordinance the United States would be ex-

cluded from these ambitions. That, at any rate, was a second reason

and a good one, for not making a joint declaration with Great

Britain.

The third reason was, perhaps, more important still. The joint

declaration would unite the world and bring America into Europe.

That was just w'hat Adams wished to avoid. Jefferson's warning

against “entangling alliances” sounded fresh in American ears.

“The ground that I wish to take,” wrote Adams in his Diary,

that of earliest remonstrance against the interference of the European

Powers by force with South America, but to disclaim all interference

on our jiart with Europe; to make up an American cause and adhere

inflexibly to that.” In this spirit the Monroe Doctrine came to birth.

It is now known beyond power of dispute that Adams, far more tlian

Monroe, drew up the famous Ptesidemial Declaration of December

the and, iKcy, It i.s signtfleam that the two ex-Prra-idems,

and Jefferson, urgrti the acceptance of C.mrsing’s view, inn tn-U

Adams prevented it. Probably, the main rc.e.ntts of the rrhi .d
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the United Slates to join in the Declaration were two. First, the fear

of Great Britain as “the natural enemy,” though much mitigated,

was not c.vtinct. Second, and perhaps more important at the moment,

the fear of Russia was very much alive. Adams did not fear France,

for he knew (even before he heard of ll\c Polignac Memorandum)
that the British fleet would form a barrier between lier and Spanish

America. The ease of Russia was diflerent; she miglit intervene as a

land Power in Amcriai, and her ruler was the most influential of

despots, whose lectures on the bc.autics of absolutism might injure

the cause of republicanism. Adams wished to exclude Europe as far

as possible from America, and to cflect this purpose the despotic

Declaration must be met by a counter-declaration. ”As the lioly

Alliance had come to edify and instruct us with their principles, it

was due in candour to them and in justice to ourselves, to return

them the compliment.” In other words, Adams meant to give

abstract principle m rclurn for abstract principle.

Monroe’s Message, as actually delivered (December 2nd, 1823),

contained three important principles.

The occasion has been judged proper for asserting, as a principle in

which the rights and interests of the United States are involved, that the

American continents, by the free and independent condition which they

have assumed and maintain, arc henceforth not to be considered as future

subjects for colonization by any European Powers.

The second fundamental principle was stated as follows

:

With the existing colonies or dependencies of any European Power we
have not interfered, and shall not interfere. But with the Governments,
who have declared their independence and maintained it, and whose
independence we have, on great consideration and on just principles,

acknowledged, we could not view any interposition for the purpose of

oppressing them, or controlling in any other manner their destiny, by any

European Power, in any other light than as the manifestation of an un-
friendly disposition towards the United States^. ...It is impossible that the

allied Powers should extend their political system to any portion of either

continent, without endangering our peace and happiness
;
nor can anyone

believe that our Southern brethren, if left to themselves, would adopt it

of their own accord. It is equally impossible, therefore, that we should

behold interposition, in any form, with indifference.

There were thus three principles—the assertion of the idea that

the two American Continents were in practice already apportioned

1 This applied to Powers other than Spain. The Monroe Message expressed

the view that she could never recover her Colonies, but declared a policy of strict

neutrality as between Spain and them.
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and staked out; the perfect equality of America witli Europe and

their complete separation from each other; and tlie interest felt by

the United States in everytiling toucliing on the Western Hemisphere.

Now the importance at this moment of all three principles depended

on whether the United States was prepared to assert and support

these principles by force, or would appeal to force to support them.

On this point the answer is quite clear. When a State speaks of

“ evidence of unfriendly disposition,” etc., it usually means war under

certain contingencies. In this case it did not. Wirt, who surpassed

most men in commonsense, asked Adams in the Cabinet whether

he intended to fight if the Holy Allies committed acts of direct

hostility against South America. Adams replied evasively—that his

declaration did not commit the United States to “absolute war,” and

that Great Britain was more committed than the United States (a most

illuminating phrase). Subsequently, it was explained over and over

again in Congress in the heated debates of 1825-6 that tlie United

States would in such cases not necessarily fight. Hence, the con-

jclusion is clear, that the Monroe Doctrine was a vague statement of

policy, a lecture, a doctrine, an ideal; it was not a rule of action tliat

the Government was prepared to enforce. It had no juridical value,

and its statement of principles did not pledge the Government to

f execute its menaces. Therefore, it was not the Monroe Message, but

‘ the Polignac Memorandum, which averted armed intervention in the

; New World.

None the less, the impression made in Europe by the Monroe

Doctrine was momentarily great. The British Opposition thought

that it had been issued in concert with Canning. Chateaubriand,

Metternich,Alexander, and theKing of Prussia thought the s.amc thing.

Canning himself admitted tliat they (the United States) have “aided

us materially,” Tlie Congress for settling (or rather for embroiling)

the affairs of South America, which the Holy Allies had .sought to

hold, was “ broken in all its limbs before.” But Monroe's Mc.ssagc gave

Canning monil support and enabled himtoadministcr tltc coup de };rike.

Great Britain declined to join the Congress, and the Holy Alliance

felt it useless to invite the United States. The C<sngre,ss, indeed, met

at Paris, but in a vcr\' doleful mood—and without PlenipiUcntiarics;

and, .at the end of Marcli, 1826, this last real attempt to revive “the

.•\rcopagus and the like of that” feebly flic.kcred out.
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VI. THE RECOGNITION OF THE SPANISH AMERICAN REPUBLICS

The question could not end here. Canning’s great fear was that

the United States would head a “General Transatlantic League” to

prevent Europe from cooperating \vith America, or America from

cooperating in Europe. Hence, his future policy was to breali down

the barrier of partition that tlie Monroe Doctrine might erect between

the t\vo Hemispheres^. He lost no time in making clear his views to

Rush. How could America be closed to future British colonisation,

when America’s geographical limits were actually unknown.? “If we

were to be repelled from the shores of America, it would not matter

to us whether that repulsion was effected by the ukase of Russia

excluding us from the sea, or by the new Doctrine of the President

excluding us from the land. But we cannot yield obedience to either.”

Rush found no answer to these queries. The Monroe Message

hastened Canning’s decision to recognise the new republics. So early

as July 23rd, 1824, he concluded a Commercial Treaty with Buenos

Ayres (the States of the Rio Plata—afterwards the Argentine Republic),

which paved the way for political recognition. In December, Bolivar

destroyed the last Spanish royalist army at Ayacucho, in Peru. The

reign of Spain in the New World was over, except in certain islands

;

and it was on Cuba, Canning feared, that both France and the United

States were casting greedy eyes. His remedy for this and for other

dangers was full political recognition of the Colonies possessed of

established Governments. France was still occupying Spain with her

forces, and French intrigues multiplied. Canning circulated three

separate Memoranda to the Cabinet, the most important being written

by himself but signed by Liverpool^, in which he advocated recog-

, nition on the triple ground of the necessity of developing the com-

I mercial resources of Mexico and Colombia, of permanently checking

iFrench aggression in the New World, and of preventing America’s

^ It is not possible to go into details here on the subject of Canning’s views on
the Oregon boundary question; but they were obviously influenced by the desire

to ignore the Monroe Doctrine and permit future colonisation on the part of Great
Britain in British Columbia

; see, on Astoria, F.O. America, 5/129, 165-8 ;
on Oregon,

F.O. America, 191-2; E. J. Stapleton, Correspondence, ii. 73. In an Instruction to

Huskisson and Stratford Canning, May 31st, 1824, F.O. America, 5/1 9 ’f* Canning
speaks of “ the very extraordinary declaration of Monroe. If the American Commis-
sioners raise it, the British are to say that His Majesty’s Government reject it in

the most unequivocal manner and to say that whatever right of colonising the

unappropriated portions of America has been hitherto enjoyed by Great Britain,

may still be exercised in perfect freedom.”
See as to this the present writer’s article in The American Historical Review

(1906), vol. XI. p. 780, note 2.
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attempts to attach the new republics to her chariot. The struggle

was hard, and Canning offered to resign over it. On December lytli,

1824, he wrote to Granville at Paris: “The deed is done. The nail

is driven.... Spanish America is free, and if we do not mismanage

our affairs sadly she is English. The Yankees will shout in triumph,

but it is they who lose most by our decision.” The great danger of

the time, a danger which the European system would have fostered,

was “a division of the world into European and American, Re-

publican and Monarchical, a League of worn-out governments on

the one hand, and of youtliful and striving states, with the United

States, on the other. We slip in between and plant ourselves in

Mexico. The United States have gotten the start of us in vain; and

we link once more America to Europe. Six months more and the

mischief would have been done.” What mischief? Evidently that of

division between the two Hemispheres, which would have prevented

the policy of non-intervention being applied to the New World, have

lost Cuba to Spain, and have encouraged France to attack the American

continent, and the United States to form a Transatlantic League.

This is evident from Canning’s Cabinet Memorandum of November

30th, 1824, in which he states that one motive for recognition is to

prevent the resources of Spain from being incorporated with those of

France; but the “otlier and perhaps still more powerful motive is

my apprehension of the ambition and ascendancy of the U[nitcd]

S[tates] of Am[erica]^....” “ If we hesitate much longer... all the new

states will be led to conclude that we regret their friendship upon

principle, as of a dangerous and revolutionary character, and will be

driven to throw’^ tliemsclvcs under the protection of the U[nitcd]

S[latcs], as the only means of security.” It is therefore in this large

sense that we must understand what Canning meant when he re-

dressed the Balance of the Old World by creating the New. The

recognition of the New World was intended by him to be a victory

of opinion and a victory' of fact. The first was highly important, for

it excluded a whole Hemisphere from the " Areopagilic” spirit of the

Holy Alliance. It was certainly, as such, successful ; for, when the news

of British recognition reached ATadrid, it awakened violent protests

not only from Spain, but fr<nn Austria, R\jssta and Prns-fia, v.ho

formally regretted a step which “gave a final blow to the intcre-ts ot

* Vaniht;*.rx ItritHh Mtifrytn Add. M.SS, 31 ,:
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Spain in the New World, and tended to encourage the revolutionaiy

spirit which it had been found so difficult to restrain in Europe.” It

was a victor}^ of fact, for French menaces to tlie New World were

now idle. Recognition was the solemn ratification by Great Britain

of the principle already indicated in the Polignac Memorandum, that

France must disclaim all hope of territorial aggrandisement in the

New World. On the last daj’’ of 1824, the official formalities for

political recognition were finally completed, and the fact of it was

made public in the King’s Speech shortly afterwards by Lord Eldon

(spealdng for the IGng). Strangely enough, these two had been its

strongest opponents.

The significance of this recognition in the American Continent

itself must also be noted
; for it was Canning’s bid for South American

support against the United States, and his method of brealdng the

ring-fence which Monroe had sought to set up. He carried his policy

much further than is usually perceived^. Not only did he set himself

most definitely to establish commercial relations with the new re-

publics, but he tried to bring them into, and make them part of, the

European political system. They had, in his view, everything to gain

by this. The policy of “non-intervention” would protect them

against the United States as well as against France or Spain, while

Great Britain sought nothing except free commercial intercourse

with them. Their true friend, he held, was Great Britain
;
for she had

no political ambitions in regard to them. How far his designs reached

we do not know, but his hint of our “planting ourselves in Mexico,”

and his reflexion that the western coast of Canada could not be ceded

to the United States owing to the future Pacific trade, are notable

enough in their way. Other steps were prompted by the growing

appreciation of Great Britain displayed by the New World. Monroe’s

Message had given the United States the initial advantage
;
but the

publication of the Polignac Memorandum in March, 1824, turned

Latin-American eyes to Canning. His Commercial Treaty with

Buenos Ayres (July, 1824), and finally his political recognition of

Buenos Ayres, Colombia and Mexico (December, 1824), completed

their satisfaction. Bolivar himself, move than once in 1824, expressed

^ JE.g. F.O. America, 5/209. Canning to Vaughan, February i8th, 1826: “The
avowed pretensions of the United States to put themselves at the head of the
confederacy of all the Americans, and to sway that Confederacy against Europe
(Great Britain included) is not a pretension identified with our interests, or one that

we can countenance or tolerate. It is however a pretension which there is no use
in contesting in the abstract, but we must not .say anytliing that seems to admit
the principle.”
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the view that Great Britain and the United States protect ns {i.e. the

Spanish American Republics). It gradually began to be obvious that

Great Britain’s protection was the more avowed and certain. But the

process took time. The truth began to emerge when Bolivar sum-

moned a Congress at Panama in 1826, to discuss the question of the

union of the Latin-American States and of a joint invasion of Cuba

by the New Republics. Canning had already offered in 1825 to

guarantee Cuba to Spain, as the price of her recognising tlie new
States. The United States now took the line of remonstrating against

an attack by the Spanish Colonies on Cuba and even indicating that

it might resist such an attack by force. Canning saw his opportunity,

and instructed the British Representative at the Conference tliat tlie

British Government did not deny the right of the new States to

attack Cuba, and had unifoimly refused, though “regretting” such

an attack, to join with the United States in remonstrating against it

(March i8tli, 1826). tie added gravely, “ Neither England nor France

could see with indifference the U(nited) S(tates) in occupation of

Cuba^.” The truth was now coming out in acrimonious debates in

the American Senate. The United States was not disinterested about

Cuba, and was apparently prepared to go to war with any Spanish

American States for its possession. But the United States was not

prepared to go to war vith a foreign Power, if other parts of America

were invaded from over-sea. Canning, on tlie other hand, was
;
and, in

addition, was disinterested about Cuba. These relations seem to have

greatly affected opinion in Latin America, and E. J. Dawkins, the

British Representative at Panama, wrote to Canning (October 15th,

1826) as follows: “The general influence of the United States is not,

in my opinion, to be feared. It certainly exists in Colombia, but it

has been very much weakened even there by their protests .ig.ainst

an attack on Cuba, and by the indiscretions they have committed at

hladrid.” There is some prejudice in this view; but it cannot obscure

the fact that Spanish ,‘\mcrican opinion praised Canning to the skies,

and that he cnde.avourcd characteristically to turn this popularity to

advantage. He had already recognised the independence of Braril,

thus planting a monarchy in the midst of republics. lie now sought

to mediate in a boundaty' dispute between Hr.wi! and I?uen(t‘* Ayn .

and even offered to “guammee” the navigation on tlie River Plate to

Rra'/il, if both sides demanded it. Hin In-tniction** in Greek polity

* Crtnnine tr> I'.O, Oi’irnl’-*,
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on October 13 th, 1825, show a further advance in his conception of the

future of tlie new States. “The Porte cannot doubt that all the in-

habitants of botli Americas, to a man, are in their hearts favourers

of the Greek cause, and might at no distant period become active

cooperators in it.” This is “ not the language of intimidation, it is that

of trutli^.”

Considering tliat the United States had been beforehand in

recognising tlie Spanish Colonies, there can be no doubt that Canning

had played his cards well. Adams became President in 1825 ;
but his

influence over the Spanish American States was no longer what it had

been when he had drafted Monroe’s message. A prosaic and practical

test is the best proof of this. In 1829 the United States had Com-
mercial Treaties witli Central America, Colombia and Brazil. Britain

had Commercial Treaties with the last two, and also with Mexico

and Buenos Ayres, which were commercially the more advanced^.

In 1827, also, opinion had veered round to Canning. On January

3rd, 1828, Clay addressed a Note to the republic of La Plata that

Monroe’s Declaration must not be regarded “ as conveying any pledge

or obligation, the performance of which foreign nations have a right

to demand”; for, he said. Congress and not the President had the

right to declare war. Clay’s utterance was cold comfort in com-

parison with the proud words uttered by Canning: “I looked to

lAmerica to redress the inequalities of Europe. Contemplating Spain,

,^uch as our ancestors had known her, I resolved that, if France had

'Spain, it should not be Spain with ‘the Indies.’ I called the New
WorM into_e^stence to redress the Balance of the Old” (December

i2th, 1826). The phraseology was perhaps excessive, but it had a real

meaning and effect, and an effect which is not recognised today. For

the time being. Canning’s policy had nullified the effect of the Monroe
Doctrine, and it had made impossible the moral influence of the

Holy Alliance and the active intervention of European Powers in the

New World. The later developments of the Monroe Doctrine lie

beyond our present sphere of comment; but they must not blind us

to the fact that, when Canning died, it was towards Great Britain

and not to the United States that the Latin republics looked as to

a mighty, a distant, a disinterested, and a powerful Protector. The
best proof of this is that Canning continues, as observed above, to be

^ F.O. Turkey, 78/133. Canning to Stratford Canning, October 13th, 1825.
“ F.O . Colombia, 1 8/43 . Canning to Dawkins—further Instructions, March 1 8th,

1826. These seem to contemplate as a possibility the conclusion of a treaty, appar-
ently political, with Buenos Ayres, Colombia, and Mexico; cp, F.O. Mexico, 50/19.
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regarded by South Americans as the only European statesman who
laid down a permanent policy for the New World^.

VII. THE QUESTION OF PORTUGAL AND BRAZIL

In the war of opinion that was being waged Portugal’s example

was even more important than that of Spain. She was championed

by Canning on grounds that were disconcertingly conservative, for

our Defensive Alliance with Portugal reached back into the seven-

teenth century. Yet the defence of Portugal against attack in Europe

was but one part of the problem. The peaceful separation of Brazil

from Portugal which was effected by Canning stands in marked con-

trast to the bloody and costly struggle of Spain and her Colonies.

The real causes of Portuguese disturbances are to be sought in

the Napoleonic Wars. When Canning was Foreign Secretary in

1807, the Regent of Portugal dropped down the Tagus under the

protection of a British squadron, just as Junot and a French army

were entering Lisbon. Canning wrote that the Regent would “convey

to the New World the hopes and fortunes of tire Portuguese monarchy

and the means of founding it anew in augmented strength and

splendour.” Unfortunately, the Portuguese Royal House, once com-

fortably installed in Brazil, showed no desire to return to Europe.

The situation, like all Portuguese situations, curiously resembled

(and curiously differed from) that of Spain. The Spanish Colonics

were lost to the mother-countr}' because her monarch went to France,

Brazil was lost to Portugal because her monarcli came to Rio de

Janeiro. In 1820 a revolution of a democratic character broke out in

Portugal, and King John VI decided to return home from Brazil.

After some delay he finally quitted Rio de Janeiro, leaving in's son,

Dorn Pedro, as Regent and “Perpetual Defender” of Brazil, with

instructions to proclaim her independence, if that step became abso-

lutely necessary. Dom Pedro evidently thought so; for in September,

1S22, he proclaimed himself “Constitutional Emperor,” and in

October Brazil declared her independence of Portugal. King John

.at once began a correspondence with his .son, in which Portugal too.-;

her stand on the word “sovereignty,” and Brazil on that of “indc-

pcntlcnce.” '’I’he dispute went ott until

was, at least, a blondlcss w.irlare.

1825, and though a tediotss
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King John’s prestige had been weakened in Portugal by these

events, and in February, 1823, an absolutist and reactionary revolt

against him took place, which was joined by his second son, Dom
Miguel. John claimed protection from Great Britain, which Welling-

ton desired to give (July, 1823). But Canning refused and only

consented to send a British squadron, which might be useful in

protecting the King’s person, but could not cause undue interference

in internal and Constitutional affairs. On April 24th, 1824, a more

serious development took place: King John was assaulted in his

palace by a revolutionaiy movement engineered by the unfilial

Dom Miguel. He fled, but after a few days returned to his palace,

and again asked for British (or, rather, Hanoverian) troops to be

sent to Madrid, asserting that Dom Miguel’s intrigues had been

favoured by the French. Canning at once approached the French

Government and, after masterly negotiations, secured a written

declaration tliat French troops would, under no circumstances, enter

Portugal. His triumph was greater than in the Polignac Conference;

for in that case menace of tone had been used to obtain a pledge

of non-intervention from France. On the present occasion, mere

dexterity sufficed.

British influence continued in the ascendant at Lisbon. Before

.

the end of 1824 the supreme power was grasped by Palmella, the

most pro-British of Portuguese Ministers. The pro-French party

were expelled from the Cabinet, and the French Minister, de Neuville,

felt it expedient to ask to be relieved of his duties. Canning’s influ-

ence was now supreme and, it must be conceded, was in this case at

least applied by him to noble ends. He used it to effect the peace-

ful separation of Brazil from Portugal, and sent Sir Charles Stuart

to Brazil for the purpose of negotiating this result. Finally, on

August 29th, 1825, a Treaty was signed between the two States,

Kdng John retaining the imperial title, but recognising Dom Pedro as

Emperor of Brazil and Brazil as an independent State. It seemed that

the horizon promised fair; but, towards the end of April, 1826, news

reached Brazil that King John had died, on March loth. Nothing

had been said about the Succession, and Dom Pedro, as the eldest

son, was technically King of Portugal and Emperor of Brazil. He had

sense enough to decline the former honour, and agreed to the follow-

ing terms. He abdicated in favour of his seven-year-old daughter,

Donna Maria, and arranged that Isabella, his sister, should act as

Regent for Donna Maria, and that the latter should be affianced to
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her uncle, Dom Miguel. The arrangement was not altogether happy.

Dom Miguel wished to be an absolutist King, and the public were

shocked at his finding his way to the Throne by marrying his niece.

Ultimately, the scheme was cancelled, but, in order to secure the

popularity of the new regime, Dom Pedro decided to grant a Con-

stitution to Portugal—^which was to be the cause of much trouble in

the future^.

In the Brazilian Foreign Office of today hangs a large picture

representing Sir Charles Stuart in a pink uniform receiving the

Portuguese constitution from Dom Pedro, Emperor of Brazil. Sir

Charles had remained in Brazil to facilitate the negotiation of a

commercial treaty with Portugal, and was about to return to

London, The Emperor Pedro, however, expressed his wish to send

the Constitution to Lisbon “through his hands as Portuguese Pleni-

potentiary'.” Stuart, though startled and without Instructions,

accepted the mission, after having divested himself of his British

diplomatic office. Canning, wdien he leamt the ncw’S, approved

Stuart’s action and defended it to other Governments. In private,

how'ever, he regretted it, for he knew that it might result in inducing

Portuguese Liberals to tliink that Great Britain would ofTcr to

guarantee the Constitution, and might suggest to Continental Powers

that she had inspired its original concession. He, therefore, at once

recalled Sir Charles Stuart from Portugal, in view of the ambiguity

of his position. It was lime, for Sir Charles had already tendered

advice to the Regent on some points, and to that extent had gone

beyond the wishes of the Home Government.

Canning made a skilful use of Uic fact that the Constitution had

been octroyce by the Sovereign. The despotic Powers, he argued,

had been to blame for “having put down the Constitutional systems

(however little worth maintaining) of Naples and .Spain—not on the

ground of their intrinsic worthlcssnc.ss. Inu simply and declaredly

because they were not ociroyces by the Sovereign".” No .sucli objec-

tion, he proceeded to ob.serve in a Circular to the Powers, could

apply to the present Constitution of Portugal, both the I'rench and

Austrian Governments received tins communication in a frientlfy
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spirit. Austria, which at the time sheltered Dom Miguel, undertook

not to let him loose to oppose his brother’s decrees in Portugal;

France promised not to interfere. Canning, therefore, had a free hand.

But he insisted, in a published despatch, that England disclaimed

“all authoritative interference” in Portugal. The decision is with the

Portuguese Ministry, and “for them and for them only to form.” He
did not, however, conceal his own view that “the best chance of a

safe and tranquil issue. . .will be found in the acceptance (as immediate

as may be suitable with the importance of the measure) of the charter

of Dom Pedro, coupled (as it is) with his abdication of the throne”

(July 17th, 1826).

So far, then, we are on perfectly clear ground. Canning had not

inspired the grant of the Constitution, he had even regretted its

despatch to Portugal by the hands of Sir Charles Stuart, and he had

dissociated Great Britain from all appearance of dictation or inter-

ference in the matter. But new conditions now arose
;
for opponents

of the Constitutional regime in Portugal fled across to Spain and began

to organise reactionary bands on the border. In October, Canning,

without consulting the Cabinet, ordered the British Minister to leave

Madrid if the Spanish Government did not give up these deserters.

For the time being, Spain collapsed, and Canning, who visited Paris

in October, found that the French once more disclaimed interference

on their own part. But, towards the end of November, it became

evident that the Spanish Government was either deliberately or

unconsciously, and in any case culpably, negligent in the matter

of the Portuguese refugees. Incursions were made from Spanish

territory into Portugal by bodies of men who were provided in

Spain with arms, clothes, ammunition, and organisation. Conse-

quently, on December 3rd, Portugal formally appealed for assistance

according to her treaty rights^. What followed can be told in

Canning’s words

:

On Friday precise information arrived. On Saturday His Majesty’s

confidential servants came to a decision. On Sunday that decision received

the sanction of His Majesty. On Monday it was communicated to both

Houses of Parliament, and this day (12 December, 1826)—at the hour at

which I have the honour of addressing you—the troops are on their march

^ Canning’s own view of the situation, immediately previous to this appeal,

very well explains his later action. See F.O. Buenos Ayres, 6/13, to Ponsonby,
November 27th, 1826 :

“
"Whatever might have been the risk (and it was considerable)

of introducing a representative constitution into Portugal, the danger of retracting

it, after it had been introduced, would have been tenfold more formidable.”

w. &G.II 6
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for embarkation...,Let us fly to the aid of Portugal by whomsoever
attacked

;
because it is our duty to do so

;
and let us cease an interference

where that duty ends. We go to Portugal, not to rule, not to dictate, not

to prescribe constitutions—but to defend and preserve the independence
of an ally. We go to plant the standard of England on the well-known
heights of Lisbon. Where that standard is planted, foreign dominion
shall not come^

!

It was natural that this haughty utterance should leave a profound

effect; and the words were followed by deeds. On December 25th

4000 British troops sailed up the Tagus, whose shores were lined

with shouting crowds. The supporters of Dom Miguel vanished

helplessly out of sight, and for a time peace ensued. Europe was

deeply impressed. It is not, however, very easy to see why. Castle-

reagh himself in 1821 informed the Portuguese Government that lie

would defend tliem against attack, if their frontiers were violated
;
but

he declined to meddle with or to guarantee their internal institutions.

Canning had followed the same course in 1822. England had always

given the same pledge to defend PortugaPs territorial borders, and

had in the past sometimes supported it with arms. Why then did

foreign Powers object, still more why did Wellington object, as he is

known to have done?

The rest of Canning’s speech must serve as an explanation. It

contained the famous passage about calling the New World into

c.xlstcnce, which might displease both France and Spain and the

Holy Alliance, but which, after all, dealt only with a fait accompli.

The Powers and the reactionaries in all countries seem to have

detected in this speech a note of menace which was new and alarming.

" May God prosper this attempt at the establishment of Constitutional

liberty in Portugal!” This obser\-ation, though it came from a Con-

stitutional Minister, was regarded with horror by the tiespotic

monarchies. The fact is that the tablc.s had been turned. In 1823,

dc-spotic docirinc.s were threatening to extend to the Xcw World, and

French arms had restored de.spotism in Spain. In 1826, Constitutional

doctrines had readied Portugal from .-Vinerica, and hat! been defended

in arms by Canning. It is true that he had defended the territory,

and not the Constitution, of Portugal; but the two were, not unnatur.dU.

regarded ns imiepar.ihlc. llcticc the conRternation of the despot':.

Not only was the New World free, but the Xcv. World !wd endowed
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a European Slate with a Constitution. 'Fhis was bringing America

into Europe, with a vengeance^

!

The turn of events iiad ccrtainlj' tended to force Canning from

the position which he had endeavoured to maintain. He had sought to

hold the balance between the conflicting principles of despotism and

liberty and, while holding high the balance, to grasp, though not to

unsheathe, the sword. Now, the sword was unsheathed and the

balance turned against the despots. The Holy Alliance, said Canning,

“had converted an umpire into an adversary.” In case of hostilities,

also, he warned them. “ England could not avoid seeing ranked under

her banners all the restless and dissatisfied of any nation with whom
she came into conflict.” Yet he still held to the old principles and

warned Portugal tliat she was not justified in attempting to preci-

pitate Constitutionalism “by forcing upon one nation {i.c. Spain)

the principles or practice of another” {i.e. Portugal). What had really

happened was this: the propaganda of despotism had failed, the

propaganda of Constitutionalism was advancing apparently to assured

victor}' in the New World, in the awakening Constitutional Opposition

in France, in the rising Liberal tide throughout Europe. Canning had

made opinions more powerful than arms, and his words rang through

Europe like a trumpet. The Congresses were no more; the “Areo-

pagitic spirit” was confined within due bounds; and the British

Minister had raised his country to a jDosition such as she had never

surpassed, and had seldom equalled, in her history.

VIII. THE INDEPENDENCE OF GREECE

The Greek Insurrection strained to the limit the resources of

European diplomacy, for it introduced a wholly new element into the

fermenting unrest of the Continent. To the conflict between the Holy
Alliance and Liberalism and nationality in Western and Central

Europe it added the complications of oriental intrigue and of religious

fanaticism. It is curious that, though the Serbs had revolted twice

since 1800, their Second Rebellion in 1813 had hardly stirred the

waters of European diplomacy ;
while the Greek Insurrection lashed

them into frenzy. In their last and victorious revolt, the Serbs achieved

^ Portuguese affairs occupied Canning in the last days of his life. He had come
to see that the Constitutional regime in Portugal could hardly last, that “the use
of continued physical force” by Great Britain “was not desirable,” and that Dom
Miguel’s Regency was “perhaps the least of evils.” At the moment of Canning’s
death a scheme for that purpose was being worked out by Great Britain conjointly

with Austria. See F.O. Portugal, 63/318. Dudley to Sir Wm. A’Court, May 14th,

16th; August 24th, 1827.

6—
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their own freedom by their own arms, though Russia turned towards

them a sympathetic eye. In fact, the situation in Serbia seems to

have been anomalous. Milos Obfenowc, the successful rebel, was

recognised as supreme Knez (or Ruler) by the Sultan in 1817, but

was associated with a Turkish Pasha, who ruled conjointly with him

at Belgrade, and maintained Turkish garrisons in certain Serbian

fortresses. Above all, and here the contrast witli Greece was great,

hostilities had ceased in 1815 and Milos very -wisely declined to

renew them or to look outside and favour any cooperation with

rebellious Greeks. Hence, the Great Powers seem to have regarded

the Serbs as a people whose successful revolt had improved their

position under the Sultan, butwithoutshowing any ofthe objectionable

features attaching to revolts in general or to democratic and liberal

ones in particular. On the other hand, it can be shovim that Castlc-

reagh did seriously believe that the Greek Insurrection was due to

the same movement as had produced revolutions at Naples, Lisbon

and Madrid in 1820^. Thus, he wrote”:

The insurrection throughout European Turkey, in its organisation, in

its objects, in its agenc}', and in its external relation is in no respects

distinguishable from the movements in Spain, Portugal and Italy... .What-

ever may be the wows of the Turkish Power, it is, at least, exempt from tlie

revolutionary danger. The cause of the Greeks is deeply and inevitably

tainted with it.

This may explain wlty, in a later despatch, he suggested that “a

negotiation on the frontiers might encourage tlic Greeks in their

resistance,” and added in pencil the marginal note: “Delete this if it

should ever be published^.”

It would, however, be unjust to Cnstlereagh to suggest that his

policy was wholly influenced by these singular reflexions. On

October 14th, 1820, his Instructions to Liston suggest that he

jwepared for cooperation of the Powers as regards the Gra-co-'i’urUsh

questioivh This was indeed before a grave crisis had occurretl. '1 nr

Russian Embassy took a very strong liur, and, in July, tKai, .setu-dU'

withdrew from Constantinople. Yet. atmut iIuh time, C.'a'.drrc.sch

wrote that “crinjoint representations” to Ttirl.cV, “tince the peno.
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effect^.” In October, 1821, remembering the embarrassments caused

him by the joint declarations of Troppau and Laibach from which

he had dissented, Castlereagh instructed Strangford to pursue a

similar course with regard to Turkey: “I am fully satisfied, if the

time should come when it may be advisable, that the Greeks should

be made acquainted by some authentic act with the sentiments of the

Allied Courts, that a joint declaration should be avoided^.” It was

above all desirable “to avoid those general reasonings, which might

tend...to give this transaction a more general character than it is

convenient to assign to it.” He saw “no practical inconvenience” in

“divergence” between Austria and Prussia on the one hand, as they

have no deliberative assemblies to manage. They can therefore take the

course which suits them best, without being exposed to any of those

inconveniences which might to a certain degree arise in France but must
inevitably here. ...His Majesty’s Government in taking its own decision

has expressly disclaimed any desire to influence theirs®.

^Castlereagh’s idea was that, though it was desirable to have general

cooperation in attempting to avert war between Russia and Turkey,

the methods and actions of each Power must vary according to its

circumstances. One of his last actions was to send a very strong

remonstrance as to the Turkish massacre at Scio, stating that the

“tidings of it has inflicted a sensible wound on the King’s mind and

filled the British nation with horror and disgust,” and threatening to

withdraw the British Mission if there were a repetition of “trans-

actions for which no human offences can furnish a pretext^.” His

Instructions for the Congress of Verona show (see above, p. 43) that

he still hoped to preserve peace between Turkey and Russia and that,

though our attitude was one of neutrality as between Greece and

Turkey, Great Britain might be forced to recognise the Greeks as

de facto belligerents.

It was at this point that Canning took up the reins. He issued

Supplementary Instructions on September 24th, 1822, to Welling-

ton at Verona, which clearly strike a new note. Wellington was to

press for the extraction of a promise of future good government from

the Porte and for an amnesty to the Greeks of the most compre-

hensive kind®. “We cannot interfere on behalf of the Greeks beyond

^ F.O. Turkey, 78/97. Gen. Instructions to Sir R. Liston, July 13th, 1821.
“ F.O. Turkey, 78/97. Castlereagh to Strangford, October 28th, 1821.
® F.O. Turkey, 78/105. Castlereagh to Strangford, March 29th, 1822. (Private

and confidential.)
^ F.O. Turkey, 78/105. Castlereagh to Strangford, July 9th, 1822.
^ F.O. Continent, 139/46. Canning to Wellington, September 24th, 1S22.
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this, but, if the Turks granted our demands and Greece refused

them, we cannot force them upon the latter.” He then adds, in

defence of Turkey:

Whatever might be our wishes, our prejudices, our sympathies, we arc

bound in political justice to respect that national independence which, in

case of civil commotion, we should expect to be respected in our own....

Nor was it for a Christian government wliich rules...over a population of

millions of Mahomedans, to proclaim a war of religion.

Canning was thus assuming that we naturally sympathised uith

Greece, but must none the less preserve a strict neutrality. He care-

fully avoids any suggestion that the Greek Insurrection had any

connexion with the democratic or Liberal uprisings elsewhere; and,

in these two respects, his attitude differed markedly from tliat of

Castlereagh. In two otlier respects, however, they were identical.

Canning favoured individual rather than collective pressure on the

Porte, and he recognised the Greeks as belligerents in March, 1823.

This last step brought him into conflict with Mcttcrnich, wlio

ascribed it to tlic Jacobin promptings of Canning's heart. It lias been

seen that the policy had already been suggested by Castlereagh.

Canning’s attitude on the Greek question has been much mis-

represented. Greek literature was probably better known to him than

it has been to any British statesman, not excepting even Gladstone

or Lord Derby, and he liad written a youthful poem on the miseries

of Greek slavciy^ under the Turks. These facts should not blind us to

the further fact that he was not greatly influenced by sentiment. In his

early days in Parliament, he had declared that he would not scruple

to ally with the Grand Seignior against the French, even though

“he had a long beard and a long gown.” At the Foreign Ofiicc in

the years 1807-9, he had pursued a strong ’J'urcophil policy. Now.

he was not blinded by a romantic feeling for Greece; he laughed at

the pretensions of *' Fpnminondas and Co,”; he said that no one in

Ihigland would dream of going to war ‘‘on account of Aristides and

St Paul,” and he noted in a despatch that the War had been nr.ur.ed

on both sides “by disgusting barbarities.” But he fiad no symr.uhy

witli Castlerc.agh’s stningc opinion that the Grcrl.s were allied vtta

democrats of otb.er countries, and were a species of Baik.an Carbo,n.itn

who:c succc'^s might endanger the f-tahility of unteni in

or Spain. He v.as frankly an opportunist, ar,d intctuled to fjcguid -.i

hv event*. If tile n-covery of Greece by 'furkry provefi liop-d.---.

then fousr new tnetlmd cjf guvermnn;* would to be tfwd. In
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the meantime, British commerce was not to suffer because the Turks

could not protect it, and the recognition of the Greeks as belligerents

was not intended as anything eitlier more or less than a protective com-

mercial measure. “Belligerency was not so much a principle but a

fact.” If the choice lay, as it did, between treating the Greeks, who
had acquired “a certain degree of force and stability” in government,

as pirates or belligerents, we must treat them under the latter category.

During the year 1823, the Greeks continued to maintain them-

selves
;
Byron awakened their hopes and facilitated their loans by lend-

ing the supportof his nameand of hissword, andwas followed to Greece

by a host of lesser volunteers. A vast Philhellenic sentiment manifested

itself throughout Europe, notably in France, where it was favoured

by Chateaubriand, and in Great Britain by Erskine, Sir Robert

Wilson, and the advanced guard of the Whigs. Canning replied to

all remonstrances as to the collection of subscriptions, the raising of

volunteers and the holding of public meetings in favour of Greece by

demonstrating with vexatious conser\^atism that, in similar circum-

stances, similar demonstrations had taken place in the eighteenth

century^. He made great efforts to influence the Sultan in the direc-

tion of peace and amnesty, but without any success.

The real danger was the attitude of Russia. iShe had not only

endured great provocation from the Turks; but2?he naturally sym-

pathised with the members of her Church in Greece. It is immensely

to the credit of Alexander that he refused to go to war and, under the

influence of Metternich, decided to treat the Greek case as merely a

part of the general settlement of a Europe which was to be governed

by the Holy Alliance on the principles of moral solidarity. In doing

this Alexander always asserted that he was opposing the wishes of the

large majority of his subjects. He endeavoured, therefore, not un-

naturally, to gain as much by diplomacy as he had lost by not going to

war. In a Circular of January 12th, 1824, he invited the Powers to

unite in a Congress which should force the Turks to accept a scheme

for the settlement of Greece. This scheme would have formed three

Principalities out of Greece and have left all of them dependent upon

Russia, which already exercised an important influence over Serbia,

Moldavia and Wallachia. By dividing' these little Balkan States

Russia hoped to control them. The scheme was doomed to failure.

^ F.O. Turkey, 78/113. Canning to Strangford, July I2tli, 1823. Military officers

were, however, informed that, if they enlisted on the side of Greece, they would be
struck off the active list.
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Metternich was not averse from Congresses, but could not actually

assent to a scheme which might give to Russia the hegemony of

Greece, if not of the Balkans. Hence, while he did not openly

dissent from it, he at times indicated a faint approval. Canning

objected both to Congresses and to Russian penetration of the Balkan

peninsula. When the Turks uttered vehement protests and a Greek

deputation to Canning announced their refusal to accept the Tsar’s

proposals, Canning announced that Great Britain would agree to no

proposals not accepted by the Greeks. He sent his cousin, Stratford

Canning, to Petrograd as Special Plenipotentiary to discuss tliis

question. He laid down two conditions as essential before Great

Britain could enter a Congress
:
(i) the resumption of diplomatic inter-

course between Russia and Turkey, (2)
the renunciation of the use of

force by all parties to the negotiation. Stratford passed through

Vienna on his way, whence he sent back highly amusing accounts of

Metternich to his cousin. He found Metternich partly favourable to

Russian designs and ardent for a Congress on the basis of moral

solidarity. In point of fact. Canning could hardly have consented to

a Congress on Turkey, unless it had been very narrowly defined; for

any admission of general principle would have forced him to consent

to a Congress on the Spanish Colonies, which was then being advo-

cated. To this Canning was resolved to refuse assent under all circum-

st.anccs. On the whole, it would appear that Metternich blundered.

For to him the Spanish Colonics meant nothing and the liastcrn

question cvciy'thing. Hence, his policy .should have been to let

Canning have his way in the former, in the hope of promoting joint

Austro- British action in the latter. As it was, a breach ensued.

Canning wished to gain time, to avert the Gra’co-Turkish Conference,

while iMcttcrnich desired to force his hand and to anise it to be held'.

When Metternich discovered from Stratford Canning that he would

be unable to do this, he wrote in .abusive terms to !Cs:;tterha7.y about

the Foteign Secretary, and instructed the Ambassatior to explain m
Wcllinttton bis deep tlisappointmcnt, and to state that "uc legat'd

England as lost to the cause that wc ought all to ertn'idtr ’M adway-

forming the basis of our rxistence-d’ Tiie b.e'i*'. b. apparently th'U

of
“ mor.d soHdaritv”' -in tither word',, a gr-ner.d umnif-mncx’

the Congre' vdndi Canrshtg had abanu'oncd. Metn-rnich

UTi'te that th.e attitude of Canning «v‘! -d a urve -ary
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between Russia and Austria^. Eszterhazy reported that Canning

had asserted, on October 8th, 1825, that “the interests of Austria

and Great Britain were the same; but he did not see how they

could act together when they set out from different principles^.”

Thus it was really because of Spanish America that Austro-British

cooperation as to Greece broke down.

When he reached Petrograd, Stratford found it impossible to

obtain assent to the only conditions on which Great Britain would

enter a Conference. Subsequently, he was appointed to succeed

Strangford in the Constantinople Embassy, and his Instructions show
what George Canning thought^. He ascribed the failure of the Con-

ference to the premature disclosure of Alexander’s plan^, to the

refusal of both belligerents to accept it, and to the fact that those

of the Powers who had entered into the idea of cooperation “had
neither defined the limits, nor adjusted the principles, nor taken into

consideration the consequences which were likely to result from its

failure.” He went on to say that “to suppose that Greece can ever

be brought back to what she was in relation to the Porte is vain. With

how much less than complete separation and independence, Greece

herself would be satisfied, we have not the means of pronouncing, but

if it is wished, we would endeavour to ascertain. We do not obtrude

our services.” Great Britain was “free from all engagements, direct or

constructive, with respect to the affairs of Turkey or Greece.” He
advised Turkey strongly to make peace, and offered, not only the good

offices, but also the “single intervention,” of Great Britain for the

purpose. It is clear, therefore, that Canning was now endeavouring to

act alone®, though
‘
‘ mediation ” ratherthan

‘
‘ intervention ” was his aimi

There is, consequently, a change in policy at the end of 1825.

During the early part ofthe year. Canning was “marking time ” to avert

a Congress
;
during the latter part, he desired to act alone and to force

^ Wiener Staats-Archiv. Mettemich to Eszterhdzy, January ist, 1825.
- Ibid. Eszterhazy to Mettemich, October 8th, 1825. The reference is to the

refusal of Mettemich to recognise the Spanish Colonies
; in a separate letter of

October 12th Canning describes Austria as “in principle, and in fact, the ally of

Turkey.”
® F.O. Turkey, 78/133. George Canning to Stratford Canning, Instructions

dated October 12th, 1825.
* It came'out in the Press early in 1824. Some persons said Canning had dis-

closed it deliberately. It was, however, first published in Paris.
® This is made clear by his rebuke to Lord Strangford, now transferred to

Petrograd, who had been advocating a “collective menace” to Russia. Canning
disavowed him, informed him that he had “ cut the ground from under Mr Stratford

Canning’s feet,” and added: “The Instructions which I have now to give your
Excellency are comprised in a few short words—^to be quiet.” December 31st, 1825.
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the Turks to make peace. Flis reasons for this decision %vere speedily

justified events. The Sultan, despairing of conquering Greece by

his own armies, had called on the Pasha of Eg}fpt, Mchcmet Ali,

for aid. The Pasha had sent a strong force under his son, Ibrahim

Pasha. That resolute commander had landed in the Morea and

proceeded at once to display his efficiency and barbarit}'. He was

subsequently forced by Canning to disavow a horrible project of

depopulating the Morea and transplanting its inhabitants elsewhere.

But his barbarities inflamed public opinion in England and, what

was even more serious, in Russia. After deciding against any furtlier

collective action, Alexanderjourneyed down to the Crimea, conHneed

at last that he had been hoodwinked by Metternich, and, as was widely

thought, detemiined to declare w'ar on the Turk. Then the unex-

pected happened. Alexander, still a young man, died suddenly at

Taganrog (December ist, 1825). Canning, wLo had already proposed

the
“
single inten'ention ” of Great Britain to Turkey, now resolved

to propose it to Russia also. The occasion was found in the fact that

a British representative had to be sent to congratulate the new' Tsar

Nicholas on his accession, and the person selected was the Duke

of Wellington.

Canning’s Instructions to Wellington of February loth, 1S26,

show veiw' clearly Ins ideas. Pie stated that Alexander’s determination

not to move against Turkey without the consent of the Holy Alliance

had made him the dupe of IMciternich; but that the I’sar in his last

days had been thoroughly undeceived and, “in a spirit of gloomy

ab.straction...had resolved on immediate war^.“ Russian iSltnislers

like Nesselrode had, also, spoken with contempt of Metternich's

“ worn-out and delusive policy.” PIcnee, theyoung monarch. Nichol.i-,

was much more likely to pursue a jiurcly Russian policy than one in

concert with the Holy .Alliance, or, in plain words, was not lik.eiy to

be held back from making war on 'furkey merely because Metternich

reminded liim that the Holy Alliance should aUv.iy.'. .act in enturrmn.

and sought, as always, to conilcmn Russia to inaction. The j.'rn*.

therefitre, teruled to suggest a Ru-Ni.in tlcrl.-sr.'.tio:) of ’.'.ar an

inuncdi.'iic p.-o-pibility. 'Fo avcri this, Cantfutg h-u! already props-' 'il

tlic rtngic rttediatinji fu' (Iroat Rrit.iin, as heture.'s (Irrccc atvJ 'rurltp .

to j-ritlc {Ik* Gr'wk prcflirm. ’riu' pr^posa.l .-li/iM hot,

if it osulfi r.ot be c.<rri<d, tb.cn a Uu^’O.llrstfdn '’ra'd.l

re attenuate. !. Its th'' ncithcf of i.-int ttor o-f dt-.glr .f: 05 r a-

t!'. I .lb.
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the Duke to admit that the failure of such a policy conferred on Russia
“ a right of war against Turkey.” If the proposal of a general con-

ference was made, Wellington was to oppose it by using the argu-

ment that Prussia wished to attend it, but that the Netherlands had

an equal right witli Prussia to be represented there, especially in any

question of “maritime interest.”

On the point of conferences Canning enlarged. “Nothing can

exceed the soreness of other Powers, the Netherlands in particular,

at the association of Prussia in an Alliance assuming the general

direction of Europe, more especially since a question between

Prussia and the Netherlands had been decided at Verona against the

latter; the Netherlands not being summoned to state their case, and

Prussia sitting as a judge in a cause in which she was a party.” By
multiplying other conditions, as, e.g. demanding that the conference

should sit in London, the project of a general conference was to be

scotched. Canning did not, in fact, believe that it would be seriously

proposed. He recognised, however, that it might be desirable to take

some vigorous step to prevent Russia from going to war with Turkey.

An opportunity for this had already been offered, first, by our “single

mediation”
;
it was now to be renewed by a threat, in certain circum-

stances, of British naval intervention between Greece and Turkey.

Appalling rumours had already been circulated as to Ibrahim’s

atrocities in the Morea. It had been reported, originally by Russia,

and since then on reasonably good authority from the Near East,

that Ibrahim purposed to massacre most of the males in the Morea,

to carry off all that survived together with the women and children,

and to re-people the peninsula with Egyptians or Arabs. In brief, a

“new Barbary State” was to be created in Europe. Since neither

British public opinion nor policy would permit the execution of so

monstrous a design, strongmeasureshad to be taken. Stratford Canning

had been instructed (February loth, 1826) to inform the Turks that

our fixed determination is, that such a new State shall not grow up in

Christian Europe. This determination is one which Great Britain can

execute, by interposing, if necessary, for that purpose, her maritime power

between the Morea and Egypt. We do not disguise from ourselves, nor

intend that you should disguise from the Porte, that, by such interposition,

we must incidentally, but no doubt materially, affect the operations of the

war in Greece. That is not our object But the apprehension that such

would be the incidental consequence of a step to be taken in the pursuit

of an avowed and legitimate object will not divert us from that pursuit....

The only thing by which we can be diverted from it is the disavowal
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by the Turkish Government of any such design, or an immediate order
to Ibrahim Pasha to desist from it^.

The Duke was to inform the Russian Government of the proposed

step and to disclaim any desire on the part of Great Britain, at tlie

same time, to increase her prestige or to obtain territorial or com-
mercial advantages by this or any other action. It was believed that

“ this step may probably save tlie Porte herself from destruction, and

Europe from a general war.” Finally, Canning hoped that the affairs

of Turkey and Greece might be arranged by Great Britain, in close

cooperation with Russia, and that, if any arrangement was finally

agreed to by British mediation, it should be placed “under the

guarantee of Russia, jointly with that of Austria, Prussia, and France,”

though Great Britain would not be a part}" to such a guarantee.

Underlying these Instructions is the conviction at which Canning

had now finally arrived, despite the progress of Ibrahim’s anns and

the apparently desperate state of Greece. He now felt assured

that Greece could never be recovered by Turkey; but he was pre-

pared to consider some sort of arrangement by whicli she should

become a State paying tribute to and acknowledging the suzerainty

of the Porte, but vdth a government largely administered by Greeks,

witii full commercial freedom, and with arrangements for removing

its Mussulman inhabitants. Tiic analogy he adduced was that of the

republic of Ragusa, which had been placed under Turldsh suzerainty

in 1699, but without losing its autonomy or changing its form of

government in essentials. Canning seems to have been averse from

placing Greece under the rule of “a European Prince,” in view of

the complications which might arise; and the evidence shows that he

was prepared to see a republic established in Greece, as he had seen

it so often formed in Sotith America.

Wellington was, by’ this time, not very friendly in feeling toward^

Canning; hut his idea*; in the main agreed with tho v of the Forrigit

Secretary. On his .arrival at Petrogratl, however, he fottnd that the

situation w.as somewhat different from that uhtcli lu* had. been led to

expect. CanningV, forecast that Xichola'-' would nu r-au* a ptjrrly Uu- 'h;u

pnlicv proved in ih>e end correct, but w.v, fe.r tlse tnotn.efu pmuaturr.
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Sovereign. He even told Wellington that the Russian people cared

nothing about those who shared their religious faith, whereas Alex-

ander had always declared that liis refusal to go to war with Turkey
had made him unpopular with the majority of his subjects. Nicholas

did not at the moment contemplate war on behalf of the Greeks;

but he had decided to exact full satisfaction from the Turks as to

the acknowledgment of various rights and the redressing of various

grievances in which Russia was particularly concerned. “ You menace
and expect to attain your object,” said he to the Duke (March i6th),

“and why should not I.?” The Tsar had, therefore, instructed

Minciaky to present three demands to the Porte
;
first, the immediate

settlement of certain difficulties in the principalities of Moldavia and

Wallachia
;
secondly, the release of certain Serbian delegates who had

been improperly detained by the Porte for some years
;
and, thirdly,

the despatch of plenipotentiaries by the Turks to some place on the

frontiers of Russia to arrange for the carrying out of all clauses of

the Treaty of Bucharest which had not yet been executed. It was

demanded that tliese measures should be put into operation within

six weeks. Wellington was much alarmed at this peremptory action,

though Nesselrode took care to impress on him that the proceedings

were to be conducted “in the most conciliatory manner” and that

the third condition was not a sine qua non. Contrary to immediate

expectation, such proved to be actually the case, and bn October 6th,

1826, the Convention of Akkerman in effect afforded Russia satis-

faction on all these points.

Meanwhile, the Greek question remained. Nicholas had begun

by declaring that, in case of war, he did not desire to annex a single

village, in the territory of European Turkey at all events. The Russian

Ministers, so soon as Wellington began discussing the question,

sought to weaken the force of this declaration and to omit it from any

signed instrument. Wellington, however, stood firm and obtained a

signed Protocol on April 4th, embodying the following conditions.

The first two Articles provided that British mediation, as at present

proposed between Greece and Turkey, should demand a status for

Greece substantially on the lines already sketched by Canning. The
third provided that Russia should assist the British mediation as and

when required. Articles IV and V provided that, in case of the failure

of such mediation, Russia and Great Britain should pursue a common
policy with regard to Greece, on the basis of obtaining for her the

status already defined in Article I, though both Powers reserved the

right to define in future the territory to be known as Greece. By
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Article VI, both Great Britain and Russia promised “not ” to “ seek in

this arrangement any increase of territory, nor any exclusive influence,

nor any advantage in commerce for their subjects, which shall not

be equally attainable by other nations.” Article VII provided that, in

case both Governments became parties to the arrangements outlined,

the Treaty effecting tlie reconciliation of Greece should be com-

municated to Austria, Prussia and France, who should join Russia

in guaranteeing it, Great Britain not being a party to such guarantee.

It has been said that Canning was dissatisfied with this Protocol.

He was certainly annoyed that it was made public in The Times of

May 8th. The Powers, other than Russia, who had been invited

to take part in the guarantee, seem to have in a measure resented not

being present at the drawing up of the Protocol. Its justification,

however, lay in the fact that the Greeks offered, for the first time, to

come “to an accommodation upon...terms short of absolute and total

independence,” just before they became aware of the Protocol’s sug-

gestion as to their status. They demanded only, in addition, complete

(instead of partial) exclusion of the Turks from their government,

and the guarantee of Great Britain. Canning, finally, brought the

matter to a head by arranging with Russia to define the situation at

Constantinople in September. He made clear to Russia that, even

if she went to war with Turkey, the British Government would not

consider the Protocol abrogated, but only the joint mediatory Concert

of England and Russia dissolved. This would, however, not put an

end to Article VI, imposing a self-denying ordinance on the two

particsk At the same time, he reminded Russia that Austria Iwd

proposed in 1825 “to threaten to admit, some day, the independence

of the Morea and the islands,” From the Turkish point of view, the

qualified independence proposed in the Protocol was clearly prefer.>hk-,

and therefore rendered the negotiation more hopeful. In taking thi^

line. Canning was, perhaps, moving faster than his colle.-.gEtc*'.

Bathurst complained to Wellington (September 5ih, ”ie has

long been a great object with the Fr>rcign C)fiict to tal r a part for th?'
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of Greece on the Porte (September), and Canning went so far as to

propose to threaten tlie Porte with a concerted and simultaneous

withdrawal of Ambassadors, while Licv'cn practically suggested the

recognition of Greek independence, to which Canning gave a qualified

assent^. On November 20th, Canning finally suggested that Russia

and Great Britain should not act alone in either of these matters, but

should in the course of the winter communicate with the other Powers

and secure their support. Canning had quite recently visited France,

and already knew that he could count on her support. When the

communication was finally made, France indicated assent and co-

operation, and asked that the Protocol might be turned into a Treaty,

but that all the parties to it (r.e. including Great Britain) should

guarantee the settlement. Prussia indicated dissent and lack of interest.

Metternich refused to agree, on the ground that he would be coun-

tenancing Greek insurgents. This Austrian refusal rendered nugatory

theschemefor jointlywithdrawing the Embassiesfrom Constantinople.

It also, probably, encouraged the Porte to reject Stratford Canning’s

final proposal of British mediation. Whatever the cause, the Protocol

had failed, and stronger measures had become ncccssarj'.

The danger of Russia making war by herself was obviously

increased by delay, and Canning seems to have been determined at

all hazards to prevent Russia from acting alone. There is some

evidence that she was less likely to make war than has been supposed

;

for Nicholas was conscious of the demoralised state, of his army and

of the emptiness of his exchequer. There were, moreover, certain

important precedents justifying a formal intervention by Great

Britain herself. Theoretically, the Barbarj^ States were under Turkish

rule
;
practically, Great Britain repressed their piracies, when neces-

sar}^, without consulting the Porte. She had been prepared to act alone

against Ibrahim Pasha, if he avowed or continued the “transplan-

tation ” scheme. It does not, therefore, seem unreasonable to contend

that, though Great Britain had been so far sciupulously neutral,

there were limits to the possibilities of her continued inaction. Hence,

there was a real possibility of agreement between Russia and Great

Britain, for British naval power could be used to support Russian

pressure, in order to secure an armistice. Canning always said that

he was not going to allow Russia to “swallow Turkey at one mouthful

^ His view was that the proposal in the Protocol of limited independence for

Greece must first be made to the Porte, and that, failing its acceptance there,

complete independence should be suggested.
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and Greece at another.” If, however, he \\*as to prevent this, he

must use more forcible means than tlie Protocol; and on these he

now decided. He was, moreover, resolved to bring France as well as

Russia into the agreement.

The complications of negotiation \Hth the Porte, of French

obstruction^ and the reconstruction of the Ministr}- in England

delayed action, but the Treaty was finally signed at London on

July 6th, 1827, by the British, French and Russian representatives.

Its provisions included an express pledge of combined effort on the

part of the three signatories to stop the effusion of blood by offering

mediation between the Ottoman Porte and tlie Greeks. The basis of

arrangement was to be that Greece should be under the Sultan “as a

Lord Paramount,” but should be a State paying tribute, choosing

and appointing its own authorities, subject “to a defined right of

nomination” by the Turkish Government. The boundaries were to

be drawn later by negotiation. By Article V, the Contracting Powers

agreed to seek no territorial extension, exclusive influence or com-

mercial advantage; while under Article VI tltc settlement was to be

guaranteed by such Powers as judged it “expedient or possible.”

By a Secret Article, the three Powers bound themselves to enter

at once into commercial relations witlt the Greeks.

If, within one month", the Porte did not accept the Armistice, or if the

Greeks refused to execute it, the said High Powers intend to c.xcrt all the

means which circumstances may suggest to their prudence for the purpo-e

of obtaining the immediate effects of the .Armistice of which tlscy dedre

the execution, by preventing, as far as possible, all collision betva-cn the

contending Parties. ..wiiliout, iiowcvcr, taking any part in tfie Uo->lifit!c^

between tlicin.

Finnllv, the three Powers bound themselves to continue the work ot

pacification, in any case, on the agreed basis,

'Phe main point of interest lay in the tlifference bctu<‘t-n thii

Trc.uy and Wellington’s Prottfcol, 'I'hc Duke objccit-d to it becati e,

.as he later told Hs'/terhavv, it removed the rafeguard^'. and prcc.uuton-
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inserted in the Protocol to prevent separate action by Russia^. He
admitted, however, at the same time, that the Treaty had had a very

beneficial effect upon France, and that French cooperation had

enabled England to restrain Russia within reasonable bounds. A good

deal of mysteiy has liung about the Secret Article; but its meaning

seems to have been that the three Signatoiy Powers were prepared to

force either or both belligerents to an armistice by the use of maritime

power and by preventing supplies or transports from reaching

Ibrahim in the Morca, either from Turkey or from Eg^'pt. The
Admirals of the three Powers were instructed to use “extreme care,”

and to act as “conciliators.” What this exactly meant, and to what

lengths Canning was prepared to go, we cannot know with certainty.

The Treaty was his, and the secret of his intentions is buried with him.

iOne thing is certain, that, so long as Canning lived, the initiative

and control rested witli Great Britain. On August Sth, Canning died.

The Greeks at once accepted the Armistice. Both Austria and Prussia

refused to sign the Treaty; and their attitude was unmistakably

most encouraging to the Turks, and goes far to explain what

subsequently happened. Probably, the Turks were rendered more

defiant by the fact tliat ttvo distinguished British officers. General

Church and Admiral Cochrane, now commanded tlie military and

naval forces of Greece. The Turks received the Treaty on August

1 6th, and had therefore one month in which to execute the Armistice.

It is significant that Codrington had already asked Stratford

Canning how he was to enforce an armistice, pointing out, not

unreasonably, that he could only enforce the Allies’ will by blockade,

and “if any attempt be made to force it, by force only can that

attempt be resisted.” Stratford Canning answered that the “pre-

vention of supplies is ultimately to be enforced, if necessary, and,

when all other means are exhausted, by cannonshot.” This seems

to be a reasonable interpretation by Stratford of George Canning’s

real intentions. But history abounds in later instances of British or

Allied fleets imposing their will on the Turks by a display of force

of the nature of a blockade. Unfortunately, Codrington missed the

Egyptian squadron by two days, and reinforcements for the Morea

^ Wiener Staats-Archiv. Eszterhdzy to Metternich, Octobei- 23rd, 1827; see

also Wellington’s letter to Capodistrias, October 21st, 1827, Desp., Corr. and Mem.
IV. 137, where he speaks of the means to be used to enforce the Treaty, as “neither

more nor less than measures of war,” and thus as differing from the Protocol.

Bathurst (see ibid. 140) seems to agree with this view; v. also Wellington’s own
statement {ibid. 144) and Lord Westmoreland’s {ibid. 221).

W.&G.II 7
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entered the harbour of Navarino on September 7th. On the 2i$i,

Codrington, joined in the nick of time by the French squadron,

forced part of tlie Turkish fleet to return to port. On the 25th.

Codrington induced Ibrahim to suspend hostilities pending fresh

Instructions from Constantinople. Immediately aftei^vards, Ibrahim

demanded permission to send part of his fleet to Patras, which was

being assailed b)^ the Greeks. Codrington promptly refused consent.

Again, on the nights of October 3rd and 5th, he twee forced

parts of the Turkish fleet to put back to harbour, and actually fired

across tlieir bow's to drive home Iiis argument. Thus, it is important

to note, he had already four times succeeded in imposing terms on

Ibrahim by the menace of force, but without actual bloodshed.

On October 13th, Codrington was reinforced by the French

squadron, which had been temporarily absent, and the Russian,

which had just newly arrived. About this time, Ibrahim seems to

have thought it safe to begin again his work of slaughter and devasta-

tion. Y’omen were violated, men massacred, fruit-trees cut down,

the land laid waste, and the smoke of burning villages could be .<een

from the decks of the ships. These proceedings amounted to as con-

temptuously an open, as his previous action had been a concealed and

illicit, defiance of his agreement with the Admirals, On Octolier iStn

an anned demonstration was decided on hv the three Admirals; on

the 20th they stood in to the b.ay of Navarino. A dispute amon;:

boats’ crews brought on a general action, and, hy the cveninc.

only one out of si.vty Turkish men-of-wnr "remained in n fit

ever to put to sea againh” Four hours had sufliced to decide

ever tlic independence of Greece.

Tlje clTccts of Navarino were electrical. The Lihor.d'^ rejoiced

throughout Europe and .America; few events h.ave.qi\Tn rise to tt'ore

enthusiasm. Cupodistrias, recently appointed President of Greece,
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difficult to censure a decorated commander. Ibrahim’s version of the

affair proves definitely that he was trying to trick the British Admiral.

Who can believe, for instance, his assertion that he desired merely

to provision Patras and intended no expedition against the Greeks,

or that he was honestly keeping the temporary truce at sea which

he himself admits to have been concluded^? The real difficulty was,

not that force became necessary, but that it became necessary on the

spot where the whole Turkish fleet was concentrated. The Cabinet

of Goderich, who had succeeded Canning as Prime-Minister, was

divided on the subject. On the whole, it justified Codrington^. Before

they could take any decisive action, Goderich resigned and a new
Ministry was formed under the Duke of Wellington.

The Duke had never pretended to approve of the July Treaty,

and naturally looked coldly on Navarino®. The King’s Speech,

therefore, “deeply lamented” this “untoward event”; while in the

Lords on January 30th, 1828, Wellington referred to the Ottoman

Porte “as the ancient ally of this country...an essential part of the

balance of power of Europe,” and said “ that the change of possession

which had taken place in the East of Europe rendered its existence,

as an independent and powerful state, necessary to the wellbeing of

this country.” In February, Prince Lieven presented him with a

Memorandum containing the distinct suggestion that forcible inter-

vention could alone keep the peace and that Russia would act alone,

unless Great Britain assisted her. This was confirmed by a despatch

of Nesselrode to Lieven of February 26th, and left no doubt of the

Russian intention to declare war immediately on Turkey. The
Cabinet was divided; but Wellington, admitting that the Turks could

never return to the Morea, proposed strictly to enforce neutrality,

and refused “to become a party to the war.” A third course between

these two extremes was now urged by the French Government : the

enforcement of the July Treaty by a Russian occupation of Moldavia

and Wallachia and an Allied blockade of Constantinople. France

subsequently added to it the suggestion that a Franco-British force

should land in the Morea and expel Ibrahim. Wellington refused both

the French and the Russian proposals. From this moment onwards, he

^ Ibrahim’s specious account is given in Wellington’s Desp. Corr. and Mem.
VII. 141.

® F.O. France, 27/361. Dudley had approved of Codrington and some of his

officers receiving foreign decorations before the King had decorated him.
® He did not, however, disapprove of Codrington’s action as necessarily incon-

sistent with his Instructions.

7—2 '
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ceased to direct or control events. TheFrench landed in theiMorea^and

Russia went to ^^•ar and dictated peace to Turkey, in each case without

attending to Great Britain’s remonstrances.

Even in dealing \ritli his own subordinates, 'Wellintrton was

neither fortunate nor successful. HisHe-ws on a Greek settlement were

opposed in the Cabinet, and he ultimately recalled botli Codrington

and Stratford Canning. In July Codrington, while under sentence of

recall, carried tlirough a successful negotiation with hlehemet Ali at

Alexandria. The Pasha arranged to recall Ibrahim and his troops from

the IMorca, except certain of them in garrisons, and to restore some

6oco Greeks who had been carried off to sla\*cr}' in Eg\'pt. On

July iptli IVcllington was forced to agree to a Protocol, by which be

arranged to facilitate the French expedition to tlie hlorea. Eighteen

tlrousand French troops landed, and expelled the Turb'sh garrisons

before tlie end of the year. Meanwhile, the three Ainb,issadors at

Constantinople, Stratford Canning (British), Guillcminot (I'rcnch)

and Ribeaupierre (Russian)^, came to three liighly important decisions

at Poros: (i) a large extension of boundaries beyond the More.t was to

be accorded to Greece: (a) tlic Greek tribute was to be reduced to

relatively small sum (1,500.000 piastres per ann.); (3) the ruler ot

Greece w,as to be a itcrcduaiy* Christian Prince. Tin's agreement

proved to be really final and conclusive. Itw.as not the hast time tlut

the masterful and imperious Stratford was to dictate a policy t>

the Home Government against their wishes- His action led to fas

resignation: but, hard ns they tried, neither Aberdeen, the nev

Foreign Secretary', nor Wellington himself proved able to reverse

his policy. After a Conference in London on March 29th, 1S-0.

Joint French and British representation w.is decided upon at Con-

stantinople. The terms of ir.e Conference of I’oiv- were

as a basis of discussion, tliough not necessarily to be enforced a*' »

ultimatum. ’Phis ilecision i-^ kr.oun as the Protocol of Marclri.

Sir Robert Gordtm. Str-uford’s .‘:Uv'ces<or, reached C'on-'^pntjn 'P -
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receive the Turkish answer. The British Plenipotentiary sought in

vain to get rid of the Protocol of Poros, France and Russia insisting,

and being in a position to enforce their demands. Eventually all

agreed on the Protocol.

In point of fact, events, as has often been the case in the Balkans,

took all power out of the hands of those not actively engaged in the

struggle. Russia’s progress had been chequered in 1828 and in the

early part of 1829. But, in June, General Diebitsch captured Silistria;

in July, he crossed the Balkans with a small force and advanced on

Adrianople. His coming struck terror into all Turkish hearts, and

resistance, in both a military and diplomatic sense, was at an end.

Russia presented the Protocol of Poros as an ultimatum to the Turks.

The Porte, at last awakened, hastened to accept in full the Treaty of

London of July, 1827. Austria and Prussia, who had previously

supported the Porte in its resistance, now at last counselled it to

give way. Diebitsch, though with a sickly army, showed a bold front

and dictated peace like a conqueror at Adrianople on September 14th.

The sword had once more cut the knot.

,

The Treaty ofAdrianople marked the culmination of Russian policy.

I
Russia had actually achieved what Canning had always attempted to

[prevent her from accomplishing. She had acted alone
;
she had declared

war on Turkey; she had emerged triumphantly from the War, and

was therefore naturally inclined to demand her own terms. The Treaty

is not, at first sight, very alarming. The river Pruth was, as in 1812,

to form tlie boundary of the two empires, up to its confluence with

the Danube. From that point onwards, the left bank of the Danube

and all the islands, formed by the different branches of the river, were

assigned to Russia. The right bank was to remain Turkish
;
but it was

to be demilitarised by the destruction of fortifications and the removal

of inhabitants “to the distance of two hours from the river.” Russian

warships were to enter the Danube, but not to proceed up it further

than its junction with the Pruth (Art. III). In Asia, the port of Poti

and some small extensions of territory were assigned to Russia, and

Turkey recognised the territorial cessions in the Peace between Russia

andPersia(February 22nd, 1828), (Art. IV). Freedom of tradeinTurkey,

and free passage of Russian Black Sea merchantships through the

Bosphorus were granted, together with full freedom of trade and

navigation in the Black Sea (Art. VIII). By Article X, Turkey adhered

to the Treaty of London of July, 1827, and acceded to the Protocol

of March 22nd, 1829, thereby granting a dependent status to Greece
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and conceding to her llie boundaries of Arta and Volo. By Article V,

Moldavia and Wallachia were placed under the suzerainty of the Porte,

but were to possess an “independent national government,” and tlieir

“prosperity” was to be “guaranteed” by Russia. A separate Act,

signed at the same time, prevented the Turkish Government from

interfering in Moldavia and Wallachia, and from erecting or retaining

fortifications “or establishments of Mussulmans on the left bank of

the Danube^. ” Finally, by Article VI of the Treaty, the Turks agreed

to fulfil the conditions of the Convention of Alckcrman widi respect

to Serbia, to restore “ the six districts detached from Serbia, so as to

secure for ever the tranquillity and welfare of that faithful and devoted

nation.” By a subsequent arrangement, Serbia, like MoldaWa and

Wallachia, obtained the right to police herself and to maintain anned

forces. It is obvious that Russia’s intention was not to annex territory

outright. Ratlier, she designed to render tlie invasion of Turkey from

the Russian side easy in future, and to turn the principalities of Serbia,

Greece, Moldavia and Wallachia into four satellites of the Russian sun.

Diebitsch, writing to tlie Russian War Minister on the day of the

signature of the Treaty, claimed tfiat he had obtained the maximum

of the demands laid down as the basis of the Treaty, and that “nli

Europe will certainly recognise therein an increase of the great power

of our beloved lord.” Nesselrode rejoiced particularly that the Arta-

Volo boundary had been given to Greece “by tlint famous Article lo,

for which,” he wrote to Diebitsch, “I kiss your hands and feet*.’'

The Tsar himself appears to ha%*c been satisfied with the Trenty-, and

it was .almost universally favoured by Russian public opinion. Curiously

enough, the point wliich jilcascd the Russian Government mo^^ vc.is

the final defeat of the Franco-Britisli policy on the one hand, and of

the Austrian on the other. Nesselrode wrote that God had willed

confound the British and the French, and had made Greece owe In-r

salvation to the Rursian 'Fsar. 'Fhe 'Isar himself rejtdccd over the df'*

comfuurc his Alliea, It v.as, however, rtot true, ns McttcrTiieh at- l

Wellington thought, that the RiKstaiis <ie"tred to put .U! ttsd to tfr

Ottoman entpirc l>y this 'Ffr-sty, A Commiitre «ff .i:u! Mini

‘summoned by the 'fs.tr in the first week of ^5rpicm!’-rr, lua! di.wu "'•i

the qtsr.'tiotr of gcv.cc tern;'-., and li.u! imaninv'.st fit
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conclusion that the fall of the Turkish Empire would create more

problems than it solved. As a matter of fact, Russian Governmental

circles knew that they had narrowly escaped a great disaster by the

daring enterprise of their military commander. Diebitsch’s Instruc-

tions, and the peace terms which he obtained, aimed at securing the

desired result by other means. The Russian policy was one of “ peaceful

political and economic penetration.” Moldavia and Wallachia were to

be directly, Serbia and Greece indirectiy, under Russian protection

and influence. The Tsar was to be the guardian and protector of

Christians inside Turkey, and Russian commerce was to complete the

peaceful conquest of the Ottoman empire. When these influences had

thoroughly asserted themselves, it would be time to think of a real

dismemberment of Turkey, For the moment, the “sick man” was

to be treated by auto-suggestion, not to be subjected to crude surgical

operations.

Wellington has often been criticised for his conduct of affairs during

this period. It was certainly unfortunate. He had tried to prevent

Canning from signing the July Treaty of 1827, to prevent the French

from entering the Morea in 1828, to prevent the Protocol of March,

1829, from becoming (as it did become) an ultimatum, to prevent

Russia from annexing the port of Poti, to confine the Greeks to the

Morea and the islands—and in every case without success. No man
has condemned his policy more distinctly than he did himself. Even

on August 25th, 1829, he wrote to Aberdeen :
“We are certainly in a bad

way We have made the greatest sacrifices of opinions, principles

and national pride and prejudice to our Allies. In return, they have

not performed their promises.” And the climax of all this was reached

by the Adrianople Treaty. On October 4th, he wrote: “I am not

quite certain that what will exist will not be worse than the immediate

annihilation of the Turkish Power.” His greatest mistake, however,

was to attempt to make Greece as small and weak as possible—

a

mistake exaggerated by Aberdeen, who wished to divide Greece into

two parts. The underlying idea was that Greece must in any event fall

under Russian influence, and should therefore be made helpless. He
continued this policy to the end and succeeded by the Protocol of

February 3rd, 1830, in reducing the boundaries of Greece once more

to Thermopylae on the one side and the mouth of the Aspropotamos

on the other. Now, however, to counteract the Russians, he agreed to

Greece being declared independent of the Porte and to her being ruled

by a hereditary Sovereign. But these half-measures no longer satisfied
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anybody. The French had turned Ibrahim out. of the Morea; tJie

Russians had freed Moldavia, Wallachia and Serbia from Turkish

tyranny and advocated a wide extension of boundaries to Greece,

What had Great Britain done? Popular feeling w'as expressed in the

bitter taunt of Lady Canning^. “Go to the Nortli, and hear the terms

of bitterness and contempt in which England is assailed by the Russian

Government for our vacillation, by the Russian people for ourilliber-

ality...,Turkey complains of being betrayed. Greece considers us licr

enemy.” Certainly, whatever be the judgment passed, Great Britain’s

position was a humiliating one, if contrastedwith that to wliich Canning

had raised her.

The unpopularity of the hlinistr}' was not primarily due to the

failure in foreign policy; but was much increased by it. On November

15th, 1830, the Government fell, without any hand being stretched out

to save it, and the new King William IV sent for Lord Grey, who

handed the seals of the Foreign Office to Palmerston. This step at

once brought fresh vigour into British foreign policy, which was now

directed by a Foreign Minister who had declared himself the disciple

of Canning, and by an anti-Turkish Premier. Wellington had rendered

some serv'ices by insisting on the independence of Greece and on tlic

candidature of Prince Leopold of Coburg for its hereditary' Throne.

Palmerston followed this up by the bold and wise policy of extendini'

the boundaries of Greece to Arta and \’olo, which he had already

advooitcd and the Duke had steadily oj^posed. Prince Leopold, after

accepting nomination as Sovereign Prince of Greece (lY'bruary aSih)*

eventually resigned his claims (May 21st, 1830)“. 'Fhe revolutionary

movements of July, 1830, during which King Charles X of France

lost his throne, had distracted the attention of tlie Great IVmera

from Greece, and the Turkish troops seized the oj^portunity

devastate the regions which they were evacuating, and to cut down

It.alf the olivc-trcc,s in Attica. 'I’hcse events, and the delay in d’-e

sculcment of fJrcece, stirred up various nw>vctnents of revolt

C.apodistrins, whose nde w'as extremely arhitnsry. Ttsr three Pnv.ero

of Rus^n'a, France arul Great Brit-un once mnrr took up the qui-its u

and tuinily worked out a ne*,v settictneni by titc iVutocol nf

afjttt, 'f'ldn- Ihotoco! rcvolcd that of I'ehtwa;. ard, iHpr, to

extendinv the Greek frontier" to Arta and .-md provokss
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t

the countr)' with a good natural frontier and the accession of the

warlike populations of Acarnania and Aetolia. It was also decided

to arrange for a loan to Greece, and to choose a Sovereign. On
October gtli, 1831, Capodistrias was assassinated, as tlie result of bitter

political and local jealousies. Greece threatened to fall into anarchy

and the three Powers hastily selected Prince Otho, the second son of

ICing Lewis of Bavaria, as the future ruler of Greece (Februar}^ 13th,

1832). A definite Convention was signed by the lliree Great Powers

and Bavaria (May 7th), positively ofiering Otho tlie Crown of Greece,

\HtIi the title of King. Greece was to fomi a Monarcliical and

Independent State, under the optional guarantee of the three Courts^.

According to tlie terms of the Protocol of February 3rd, 1830, the

CrovTi of Greece was to be hereditar}^, but was not to be united to

tliat of Bavaria. A loan was to be guaranteed by tlie three Powers.

They agreed to tlie evacuation of Greece by all Allied troops, and to

send 3500 Bavarian troops to keep order there. As the ICing was

only 17 years of age, a Regency of tliree Councillors was appointed

and was to be despatched at once to Greece and supported by

the Allied Squadrons. On August 8th, 1832, the Greek National

Congress confirmed tlie choice of the Powers. On August 30th, tlie

latter answered by a declaration, encouraging the Greeks to grant

a new Constitution to their new Sovereign. The situation was still

desperate, for all sorts of tribal feuds and guerilla combats distracted

Greece. But the anarchy gradually began to subside
;
and, on January

aStli, 1833, the watclimen on the hills of Navarino saw a British

frigate approacliing, from which, on the same day, the first King of

the Hellenes disembarked in the harbour of Nauplia.

The events in Greece have carried us considerably beyond the

death of Canning. But it is reasonable to suppose that the final settle-

ment would have commanded his approval, and it is interesting that

lit mainly resulted from the action of his most illustrious disciple. Of

the intermediate stages he would certainly have disapproved; and,

had he lived, the Russo-Turkish War would either not have occurred

or would have ended sooner. For it is a misreading both of the man
and of his policy to suppose that, when a danger such as that in question

threatened, he would not have taken strong measures to avert it. One^^

final observation remains. Canning’s policy in the Near East differed
p

from Wellington’s, and indeed also from Castlereagh’s, in nothing
|]

more distinctly than in this ; that the Turkish empire presented, in his

I

^ I.e., any Power could take part in the guarantee that wished to do so ; Great

Britain still refused.
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view, a special and limited problem. He did not, like Castlcre.ngh,

favour Turkey, because she was “exempt from the revoludonan*

danger,” or strive to depress Greece because she was a possible focus
'

. of Revolution. The Greeks were “a most rascally set”; but neither

Turkey nor Russia were to be allowed to destroy or subject them.

It was because Canning Hewed the Greek problem as detached from

the general system of Europe, tliat he could follow a policy ofjudicious

opportunism, which was as incomprehensible, as it was distasteful,

to his successor. This policy, as revived and interpreted by Lord

Palmerston, at once brought order out of chaos and settled the problem

of Greece on its own merits. Moreover, whatever might be the fate

of the Balkan States, the future showed that Greece was not destined to

remain dependent on Russia.

IX. SUM.MARY
As an organiser of tlie Foreign Office, Canning’s energy was noticed

from tlic first. The establishment of modernised procedure and nilcs

of business dates from his time. In 1S70, Hammond, the Permanent

Under Secretary, giving evidence before a Commission, described itas

almost blasphemous to alter “Mr Canning’s rule” as regards some

small financial arrangements, because he was “a great man.” lie liad

a strong sense of discipline in dealing with our representatives abroad,

which he put into practice irrespectively of whether Ins correspondent

was a Minister or a clerk. Sir Edward Thornton wa.s informed th.*t

his despatches showed “slovenly penmanship,” which was to be coj-

reeled in future, and reproved for packing up tea in the de.spatchc'*

which burst and defiled a letter of tiie King of Portugal to CJeorge H .

Canning did much also to insist on the proper keeping of the .archive

at I^egations abroad. 'Phcrc arc some other and curious details o*. hi'

policy, as, e.g. a revival of the usage of appointing Ivngli'di chaplun<

at diplomatic centres, and the enforccjncnt, ori the advice «>{ tJu"

Officen? of the Crown, of the :ulniis<i<m to ihr grneraJ oveunri

merchants at Oporto of such Briti'-h mereh.anti .e- happeurd t'* b '

C.uholics, In the larger .•Jcive, his evunpic a:ui In-uucttou '

a revolmioti in de'-p.nch-uriting, and in the fornuihdnn of
i-
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found it necessary to use disciplinary measures. When, on September

1 6th, 1823, Strangford presented the Porte with a Note which he

said had been drawn up in London, Canning at once remonstrated

“not because there is anything in it which your Government hesitates

to sanction, but simply because such was not the fact.” The measures

which he took later with Lord Strangford at Petrograd, and which

were known as “the padlock,” were also sufficiently vigorous. The
Instructions, as already mentioned’^, were “in a few short words—to

be quiet.” The general result of Canning’s presence at the Foreign Office

was certainly to infuse new vigour into every branch of it, and there

is a decided improvement to be dated from his presence there in the

precision and abundance of information supplied from representatives

abroad. Moreover, his own interpretations of the doctrine of “inter-

national rivers,” of the principles which should govern de facto and

dejure recognition of new States, and of the limits of intervention, are,

in themselves, classical examples of diplomatic papers. They are some
of the finest State-papers ever written and are specially remarkable

for their elegance of style and precision of expression.

In a further sense. Canning was confronted with difficulties as a

Foreign Minister, such as no predecessor of his had encountered since

1760. There can be no question that the attitude of George IV and

his relations with Foreign Powers constituted a serious danger. So long

as Castlereagh lived, he had held George IV’s entire confidence until the

break with the Allies indicated on May 5th, 1820. It was only after

Castlereagh’s death that the Edng began to perceive that British policy

was drawing away from that “Continental solidarity” in which he

fitfully appears to have believed. His suspicions were increased and

aggravated by conversations with foreign diplomats such as the Russian

Count and Countess Lieven and the Austrian Prince Eszterha2y, who
lost no opportunity of bringing to his notice the views of Alexander

and Metternich. Certain other relations existed with Prince Polignac;

and there is some evidence that the Marchioness of Conyngham assisted

the King in these intrigues with Foreign Powers^. These backstairs

negotiations contained serious elements of danger, for the King might

disclose important secrets, and was sure to convey false impressions,

to Foreign Powers. It is at least certain that Metternich directed

Eszterhdzy to talce every means of counterworking Canning by direct

negotiations with the IGng, and his reports of his conversations leave no

^ Ante, p. 89, note 5.
- Lord Francis Conyngham was made Under-Secretary to Canning in 1S23,

but it has not been proved that he disclosed secrets to Foreign Powers.
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doubt that the attempt was frequently madeh But, in 1824, a curioufly

different tone begins to creep into these reports. The King infonns

Eszterhaz}* that a King in England is not a Continental ruler, and so

forth. Finally, late in 1824, in tlie matter of the recognition of the

Spanish Colonies, everything came to a head. Canning wTotc aftcnrards

of
“
a plot for the ides of December to change the policy' of tlie Govern-

ment by changing me.... I would have resigned on the S.A. question

and I would have declared openly that I was driven from office by the

Holy Alliance; and further tliat the system which I found established ot

personal communications between the Sovereign and Foreign Ministers

was one under wliich no English Minister could do his duty. If after

this. . .the Lievens and Eszterhazy did not find London too hot for tlicm,

I know notliing of the temper of the English nation 1
” Tire matter

reached serious lengths. The King went so far as to send a Memorandum

to the Cabinet (January* 27th, 1825) in which he suggested that the

policy of Castlereagh and Wellington was being departed from, and

demanded an individual opinion from each member on the question

whether “the great principles of 1814, 1815 and 1S18, are, or art aot,

to be abamloiicdy The Cabinet replied by refusing to state individu.t!

points of view and by adhering to their decision as to the recognition

of Spanish America. Canning followed this up hv a personal letter

to the IGng, pointing out that the indiscretion of the Ailie.s in pub*

iishing confidential IMcmoranda had necessitated some rcstnr m

communicating secret decisions to them. The King’s reply is si-atcd tu

have been conciliatory; and he represented himself shortly afterward'*

to Esztcrhdzy as having been overborne bv fu's Minhsters. On rebru-in

8ih, 1825, the King told h'sztcrhazy Canning had “done evil' :

but he “could not get rid of him~.” In March, 1825, Crnnirr

in=itnictcd Gninville lo hint to Metternicli, then at I’.iri'-, tbu. m

cnjwe(|uence of there intrigues, a vi'-il from him wottM not e--'

acceptable either at Whitehall or Wind*' ir. On April aprh

William Knighton, tlse King'V physician :uul confidrntid frirndtr'***’ 'y

upon Canning and, in stjb-t.tnce, proush'etl riiat hi toy.ji ma ter v ''c
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believe), begins to feel that I have iiot^ as he was taught to apprehend,

‘j'lost to him his status among the Powers of the Continent,’ but only

.
changed it from the tail of Europe to the head^.” Canning had been

successful, and hencefortli the King was his loyal supporter
;
but the

mischief unfortunately did not end with the conversion of its chief

originator. The proceedings of Lord Westmoreland in Paris during

1824 and 1S26 were not wholly reconcilable with tlie idea of Cabinet

loyalty". The Duke of Wellington had sometimes lent too ready an

ear to tlie complaints of Mettemich or Lieven and expressed his

opinion too freely to them. Canning may, perhaps, have been too

sensitive in tlie matter; but the position of the Duke of Wellington

was gravely anomalous. He was more decorated and renowned tlian

any British subject, and his private dissent from the attitude of Canning,

both on Greek and Portuguese affairs, naturally led foreign diplomats

to build hopes on such lines of policy not being persisted in. This in-

tercourse was known to Canning, and from 1825 onwards the breach

betiveen the tivo men was videning. When tlie crisis came in March

1827, Canning and Wellington misunderstood one another and quar-

relled. Wellington retired, not only from the Ministry, but from the

command of the Army, and took the not very wise step of showing

his correspondence with Canning to Prince Eszterhazy®. Throughout

this deplorable misunderstanding, tlie ICing acted wholeheartedly with

Canning, wrote more than one reproving letter to Wellington, and

told Eszterhazy that all his personal friendship for the Duke was

terminated for ever. Whatever may be the judgment passed on these

incidents, there can be little doubt that Canning was right as to

the necessity of terminating so misleading a series of communica-

tions as that wliich had subsisted between George IV and Foreign

Powers. There can also be little question that Alexander, and none at

all that Mettemich, relied upon these methods for embarrassing British

policy, and hoped thus ultimately to displace the British Foreign

Minister. Canning was called upon to terminate a series of relations,

‘vwhich were not in fact in accordance with constitutional practice.

^ Stapleton, George Canning and his Times, 446-
2 E.g. E. J. Stapleton, Correspondence of Canning, i. i6g, 173. Nor were those of

Lord Strangford with diplomatic loyalty, e.g. in 1827 he showed Canning’s famous
“padlock” letter of December ist, 1825, to Eszterhdzy {i.e. to Mettemich. Wiener
Staats-Archiv, December ist, 1827).

® Canning, ^vith considerably more sense of propriety, informed Eszterhazy in
private conversation that the whole incident testified to the strength of monarchical
institutions in England. When Prime-Minister, Wellington complained bitterly of
the King’s correspondence abroad. See Desp. Corr. and Mem. VI. 313, 426.
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The measure of his success is gauged by tlie fact that such difficulties

never again arose and that, even in die fiercest struggles between

Palmerston and the Crown in later days, the Crown never claimed

to pursue such dangerous practices as those in which George IV had at

one time indulged^.

The difficulty of estimating many of Canning’s achievements in

foreign policy lies in die fact that they were successful. The dangers

which he faced, the danger of the Floly Alliance which he destroyed,

are now diings of the past. He actually closed an epoch, and much

of his policy, therefore, died with him. But, if he closed an cpocli,

he also began one, and it is in diis light also that he must be judged,'

/ The ideas of Pitt deeply influenced both Castlcrcagh and Canning;

fbui dicy were interpreted by die two men in a different sense and

received additions from each. Pitt seems to have been mainly influenced

by regard for the upholding of established Treaties and the maintenance

of acknowledged public law. Moreover, his polic}', a.s disclosed in

the 1805 Memorandum, did not base the resettlement of Europe on

any nationalist principle, or indeed on any princi])lc but that of the

Balance of Power. Castlcrcagh adopted this policy, working out in

accordance with it, not only the conception of territorial guarantee^,

but that of a European Pence permanently assured and maintaincvl

by a system of European Congresses. Towards the end of his life, he

liad seen clearly the danger of this policy, and, after May 5tli,

had resolutely .sought to disentangle the jiolicy of Gjv.ii Britain

that of her .Allies. But the links of union were niuncrous and hard

to sever, and till the death of Castlcrcagh tins separation

partial. 'I'iic admirers of Castlcrcagh will contend that he woulu

accomplished it, had he lived, by means more dipfumatic tlian fU'- e

Canning employed. 'I’hc admirers of Canning will reply that it I”- orly

!w tlicse fJieaTits that Gre.at Britain could have been emancipated han?

the Iltilv Alliance.
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i i’He believed that a State or nation had the right to change its constitu-

i tion, to express its own principles and to develop its own nationality,

!• almost unchecked. The only limit which he placed on its freedom was
‘ when it began to interfere with other countries, not only by doctrines

but by“ arms ” and “overt acts.” This qualification,which he impressed

upon Granville in 1S24, is important and furnishes the key to his

doctrine of Non-intervention, and his attack upon the Holy Alliance.

He believed that the French flame of libcrt)^ was a “ spurious fire,” and,

as it affected the internal peace of otlier states and nations, it had to be

destroyed. But he wished to substitute for it everywhere “the pure

flame of national liberty,” that is, the example of the Constitution of

Great Britain. He thought that our purest cause for congratulation in

the Napoleonic Wars was, not our assertion of supremacy on the sea or

our victories upon the land, but tlie fact that a free, ordered, and

Constitutional Government had found the requisite energy to contend

with the frantic enthusiasm of revolution. We had the glory, “after

being the saviours,” of having “become tlie models of Europe. Let

us hope for the interests of manldnd that this model would be generally

adopted—that all nations would endeavour to introduce that vital

spirit, that germ of strength which had enabled so small a country

to make such extraordinary exertions to save itself, and to deal out

salvation to the world,”

He agreed with the noble Lord (Castlereagh) as to the propriety of

abstaining from the use of any force, to press the adoption of our moral

conceptions and political principles upon any nation whatsoever. But he

hoped and trusted that a consideration of the nature of our institutions,

with the capabilities which they conferred, and the effects to which they

led, would have a due effect upon all governments and people—that in

reviewing the unparalleled exertions which such a limited population had
made to repel unparalleled dangers—that in considering our signal triumph

with elevated spirit and augmented strength, the great cause of all v^ould

be duly estimated. That such would be the result there was every reason

to hope, from what had already happened; and this was a proud reflection,

it was impossible, indeed, for any British subject not to be gratified by

such a happy state of things. But the same feelings animated the parliament

and people 1.

^ Hans. XXIII. 447. Canning’s speech on June 29th, 1814. It is interesting

to note that, in 1814, he was very anxious to restore the Bourbons to Naples, but

indifferent about restoring them to France. The distinction was real, for King
Ferdinand had never ceased to reign in Sicily, whereas the Bourbons had been

driven by their subjects from France. Thus, the Restoration of the Bourbons in

Naples was a restoration of public law, while in France it was a matter for the

nation itself to decide after Napoleon’s fall.
,
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- In 1814, Castlereagh agreed mth Canning tliat Constitutional

principles should not be encouraged by force, though he gave

only a very half-hearted adherence to the belief that they should be

encouraged by moral influence. “ I am sure,” wrote he to Lord William

Bentinck in 1814, “it is better to retard than to accelerate the action

of this most hazardous principle (libert}^) which is abroadk” Tlie

difference is one of emphasis, but the results were verj^ important.

Castlereagh disapproved of Alexander’s encouraging the grant of a

Constitution to France, and successfully threw cold water on such

projects in Naples, Sicily and Spain. On one subject, Canning differed

openly from Castlereagh at this time in Parliament : when Castlereagh

used the British fleet to blockade Norway and force her to unite herself

to Sweden, Canning said the news “had filled him with shame, regret

and indignation.” This seems to show tlie real warmth of Canning’s

feeling for “Non-intervention” as the basis of international policy. If

Norway could have been persuaded or intimidated into union with

Sweden he would not, perhaps, have objected
;
but tlie onh’justification

of external coercion tliat he admitted was armed interference, such as

France had always,and Norway had never, exercised against otherStates.

The situation had changed very much by 1822. “Ten years,” wrote

Canning, “ have left a ver}’’ different world to bustle in.” But, even so

early as 1818, he had shown objections to the system of Congressc.s.

“The people of this countiy may be taught to look witli great jealousy

for their liberties, if our Court is engaged in mecting.s, engaged witfi

great despotic Powers, deliberating upon wliat degree of Revolutionary'

spirit may endanger the public security', and therefore require the

interference of the Alliance ” (October 1 9th, 1 8 1 8)". Thus early ,Canning

had come to perceive that the system of Congre.'^ses could not he kept

up without exciting a great popular outcry. During t8!9'20. he con-

tinued to e.xpress the liope that the Congress system would cease, and

in his speech when out of office, March 20th, 1821, he made (he

striking utterance, “ 1 see the princi}ilcs of liberty in operation, anu

shall be one of the last to .'vtternpt to restrain them,'’ 'I'he <fatc i*? o‘

gre.at significance. For, in 1S20, popular movements had hrokm out

in Piedmont, Naples, Dntug.a! and Spain, atul .'dl had demanded fh*'

extremely denwcr.uic Spanish Constitution of 1812. Kow, iaunu'g

is known to have, in private at k-vist, considered that (.hiroutnii a'-

st-'v 75 -6. Hr '0-! h:.v,r‘,rr tl-i it

WtS-rr-, if{'

if .It, !,•'{ «*.*,4-<“
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a very improper and dangerous modeR. But he seems, in 1821, to

have reached the view tliat, if tlie Spanish model Constitution was

dangerous, tlie Holy Alliance and the “Areopagitic spirit” were more

dangerous still. Hence his utterance as to not “restraining the principles

of libert}\”

His action at Verona was clearly intended to break up the Con-

gress system, and was in fact successful. This was the last Congress

of the old type. It is significant enough that, when France invaded

Spain, Canning remonstrated, but did not tlireaten war. But when
there was a suggestion that France might restore order in Spanish

America, Canning at once forced a disclaimer from her under threat

of wai*, and told the United States that they were the leading Power

on the American Continent. His reason for this was that French armed

inter\'^ention in Latin America would have caused a European Congress

f on die affairs of die New World to meet and decide on its fate. To avoid

this. Canning appealed to the United States, and then recognised the

Spanish American Republics. The result was that he was able to refuse

to attend the Congress on the affairs of the New World, and to turn the

“Rump ” of a Congress,which did actuallymeet, into the laughing-stock

of Europe. It was significant enough, too, in its way, that Canning sent

a British Representative to attend the Panama Congress in the New
World, at the very moment when he refused to send one to the Paris

Congress of European diplomats, which was occupied with the same

subjects^. Canning’s ultimate idea was to introduce the weight of the

Spanish American republics and the United States into Europe, just

as he meant to break down the influence of “the Monroe Doctrine”

and to introduce Europe into America by the friendly alliance of

Great Britain with the Latin Republics. His action in recognising the

revolted republics as legitimate Governments was of the highest

importance; for it accorded with his^_fevourite principle - that such

recognitions depended on fact and not on theory. He preferred

monarchies to republics, even in the New World, but between recog-

nising an unstable monarchy and a stable republic he never hesitated.

If anything, he delayed full recognition of the empire of Brazil and

accelerated that ofthe republics of Colombia, Mexico and Buenos Ayres.

This attitude was strongly opposed to that .of European diplomats.

^ He referred to the Constitutions of Spain and Naples as “hov/ever little worth

maintaining in themselves”; Canning’s contempt is explained by Lord Acton’s

summary. “The Spanish Constitution (of 1812) excluded Ministers from the

Cortes. No Second Chamber. No re-election to the next Cortes. No offices to

be given or promotion.” Acton MSS. 4927. “ See above, p. 72.

8w. &G.n
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Almost all of them assumed that republics were illegitimate forms of

government, and Metternich even went so far as to declare that the

United States could never be allowed to take part in a European

Congress. Canning actually proposed that she should do so.

By 1825, the breach between Camiing and tlie Holy Alliance was

patent and definite. Holy Alliance principles had definitely been

repelled from the other side of the Atlantic; Canning now set himself

to diminishing their force and influence in Europe. The first step had

been for Great Britain to refuse to attend another Congress in Europe,

the next was to divide those different Powers who did attend them.

The means were to his hand, and the rock on which he split tlie Holy

Alliance was the Eastern Question. Alexander tliought (and with some

reason) that he had been tricked by Metternich, and it was Canning

who openly contemned the Metternichian system, while at the same

time offering friendly cooperation to the Tsar. At tlie end of his life,

Alexander had decided to cut loose from Metternich, and his successor

followed his lead. The result was the dissolution of the Holy Alliance

in the menacing form it had assumed between tlie years iSiS and

1825. On September 5tli, 1826, George Canning wrote c.xultantly to

Stratford, “.You have no reason to dread being shackled by the

Holy Alliance. They no longer march ai corps, J have resolved them

into individuality and, having done so, I employ the disjecta t/ictrd^ra,

each in its respective place and for its respective use, without scrtiple

or hesitation.” The triumph of Canning w.as complete when I’nmce

joined Great Britain, in order to cooperate with Russia, leaving the

two despotic Powers of Germany to themselves. The alliance soHdnirt'

was thus broken into pieces.

'Phe lengths to which Canning proceeded, and the arguments \vhtc>5

he used, in diplomatic correspondence with the Holy Alliance are not

always recognised. Wellington warned him against “quit-zing tia ra.

But there %vas purpose in his taunts. Even so late ns January »ot‘U

1825, the Emperor of .^n.strin “offered” (in conversation vakh

Stratfoa!) “to help us over Ireland.” “So general and p'orely philan-

thropic,” scoffed Canning, “arc his principles of occasional intrf'

vention with unruly subjects, whether of his frictuh; or urighljour-Y

lltc knowledge that Canning w.as prepared to c,':por,c the pn'tKapvy

of Legitimacy, when.e%’cr presented, w.i'; a rerifue, <!rtcrreut from

hetng put for\vard in despruchen. 'f'luts, in th’a.a, when flic reprw'";'

tativc-i of tlnec Power;. Itad dwelt ott tlw nrccsnty os oplndding
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timacy, lie silenced tlicm by asking tlicm wJiy they did not support

tile restoration of Gustavus (wlio was mad) to the Throne of Sweden.

Metternich was equally checked in similar references in 1825, by

Canning’s pointing out to him that tlic Habsburg Emperors had always

been elective until 1S06, and had then received the title of Emperor

of Austria, “which the Conqueror allowed him to wear.” These

Courts were similarly influenced by his demonstration of the absurdity

of refusing to recognise revolted or republican Governments, for “that

would be to make anarchy eternal.’’ In the question of Portugal, he

made most skilful use of the argument that the constitution of 1826

had been ”octroyce’* by the Emperor Dom Pedro of Brazil, and con-

sequendy ought not to be opposed by legitimist Powers. Again, when

the question of Dom Miguel’s claim to the Portuguese Throne and his

relation to liis brother, Dom Pedro, was under consideration, Canning

pointed out that the settlement of this affair would offer “no difficulty

to those Powers who conceive tiiat tlierc is a right in some European

Tribunal to regulate the affairs of different countries, with reference

to some scheme of general European convenience
;
but for us, who do

not hold that doctrine, caution is necessary^.” Merciless logic and

ridicule were a weapon to be used to destroy the Ploly Alliance and the

Legitimist theory, and to prove it inconsistent with itself, and with the

traditions of the public law of Europe. And that weapon was to be

used both in private and in public.

I
One liighly important part of Canning’s policy consists in his appeal

'to popular opinion, not only in his own country, but in all countries.

It was certainly an integral part of his system, and based on his earlier

and very subtle conception of the relation of state to nationality. He
certainly did not believe in the modern^octrine of self-determination,

he certainly did believe that a State, once established by Treaty, should

not be destroyed. But he had had a unique experience in his first

Foreign Secretaryship; for, in 1807-8, he had beheld the armies of

Napoleon flung back in Spain, not by organised armies, but by a

universal national uprising. The impression made was ineffaceable.

“ I discharged the glorious duty of recognising, without delay, the rights

of the Spanish people. ...It was indeed a stirring, a kindling time,”

said he, long afterwards. In the same way he made the utmost efforts

to arouse national feeling in Portugal. In 1814 he spoke of Germany
as “no longer a name, but a nation,” and his plan for her future seems

^ F.O. Portugal, 63/318. George Canning to Sir Wm. A’Court, February loth
1827.

’
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to have been one which might conceivably have allowed her to become

such. Poland, again, much occupied his thoughts. Canning had come

to understand, as few otliers had, that nationality was the real enemy

of Napoleon. “The enemy of all nations” could best be opposed by

nations developing tlieir individual capacity and energy' to the vadest

extent, compatible vith tlie maintenance of the balance of power.

But, just as national independence could be used to resist Napoleon,

so it could be used to resist the Holy Alliance.

As between forms of government, Canning was indifferent. Me

thought that tliey varied according to the development, the climate,

the capacity of a people. Personally, he preferred Constitutional

monarchy and sought to “hold tlie balance between tlie conflicting

principles of despotism and democracy.” He appealed to the popular

element in all countries to work in the direction of this desirable “cm

medial This was why he never hesitated to appeal to tJiem, for he

thought tliat, while despotism or democracy had their agents and

influences everywhere, the spirit of ordered freedom was not always

so recognised. In order tliat British policy sliould be effective, it

must be popular. Hence, he did what Castlercagh never did, and made

speeches about foreign policy from tlie platform to popular audiences.

The famous speech of October, 1823, at Plymoutli, when he pointed

to the mighty but silent power of England, embodied in the .^hip--

of war floating above tlie town, is an instance of .appeal to pure national

pride. Many of Ids utterances in the Commons, and many of In?

timely publications of State-papers, were of a more purely Hurojv.ui

character and intended to discredit the Holy Alliance and despotic

principles. The remonstrance with France for her application ot

Legitimist principles to Spain, the object of keeping "within due

bounds th.at predominating Arcopagitiail spirit,” of opposing ”tnc

doctrine of a European police,” were openly and almost ddum’ly

avowed. Instead of a dominating Arcopag^3S, “every ruuiim” vwH to

he “for itself and God for us all.” He objected all external inter'

ference with the internal institutions of States, wlscthrr on the

of democracy or of despotism. But the British altitude in f-UvIv tveei

was determined by expediency. Austria .allovicd to iuterlt-rc su

Naples in brexume of treaty* oblitjatiors I'nuu'c uar nlK''.- m n*

i{u.v.de .Spain in 1823, became we did nr/. <!ceni h rx|vtisesu v> oyf*-

licr; but, when she nought to e.vwud Iwr to iNu-v.e'

r'rad: " 1 c.dled ll:e Xcw World itiio exi-teno- to :rdu . th-

of ihr Old,” The 'cndinc of ttm/px to formivd in jW'u x,.,- t

-
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different reason. It was due to a treaty obligation, to the fact that

we were pledged to resist armed interference instigated by Spain.

“We go to Portugal in the discharge of a sacred obligation...while

Great Britain has an arm to raise, it must be raised against the efforts

of any Power that should attempt forcibly to control the clioice and

fetter the independence of Portugal.” Now, this kind of popular ex-

position and appeal was an entirely new one in the diplomatic spliere.

It turned the weapons of European diplomats against themselves. For,

while Mcttcrnich desired secrecy, in order to conceal the discords in

the Concert of Europe, Canning desired publicity in order to reveal

them. It is in this sense that his later actions and polic}^ must be under-

stood, and it is in this that his power consisted.

“Lff force siir loquclle il s'oppuic" wrote Lieven to Nesselrode,

“cst gronde, puhqu'cUc sc compose dc ce que la masse regarde comme

Vinteret gcndral du pays, et dc ce que Vclilc dcs spcculateurs Jeur fait

considerer comme iuterH particnlicr^
d'

TJiis touches the point that

Canning sought only the interests of Great Britain and not those of

Europe or the world. Such, indeed, was the belief of Rush—the

American Representative in London—and of Adams. But it is only

true witliin limits. Canning was genuinely convinced that government

by European Congress was a danger to the independence of all States,

and to the extent that he made Great Britain free of it, he was fighting

not only her battle, but tliat of all States. Flis invitation to the United

States to join with him against Europe, and his careful cultivation of

Latin-American States mark an epoch in diplomacy. They may well

be contrasted witli Metternich’s view that the United States should

never take part in a European Congress, because she was not a

“legitimate State.” If Canning did, in fact, prevent this spirit from

prevailing, he rendered an essential service to Europe, as well as to

America, and more particularly to the cause of small States, such as

the Netherlands and Portugal, whose interests, as he never ceased to

urge, ought not to be at the mercy ofa Congress of Powers, which might

apply despotic principles to the settlement of Europe. His own con-

ception of his mission is probably best expressed by Lady Canning^:

^It was Mr Canning’s policy to obtain for Great Britain the confidence and

good will of the people of other nations, not, however, by flattering their

prejudices, or encouraging their discontent, but by showing a fixed deter-

mination to act with impartial justice towards them. While he was at the

^ Schiemann, Geschichte Russlands, i. 344.
“ In the anonymous pamphlet cited above, pp. 52, 104.
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helm, there was not one of the European Governments whicli dared to

provoke the vengeance of England, because they well knew that war with

England would be a measure unpopular to hazard. Thus Mr Canning was

enabled to hold language, and .to carry measures in defiance of the

principles and prejudices of some, and contrary' to the wishes of the

governments of the great Continental Powers. By tliis means he obtained

over these Governments an influence which he employed not only to

promote the interests of England, but the general prosperity of the world.

Three convictions, certainly, lay at tlic root of all his ideas. First,

that Treaty obligations should be maintained
;
next, that Great Britain

could not withdraw from Continental politics, and, last, that the world

was on the eve of a conflict between liberal and despotic principles.

Therefore, the leading object of his foreign policy was to prcscn'c the

peace of the world, holding high the balance and grasping, but not un'

sheathing, the sword. It was for this end that he sought to place this

country' in the position of an umpire; in order that, by restraining the

passions of both parties, he might restrain their dreaded collision. He

entirely succeeded in his endeavours, and, at the period of his death, the

bright aspect of the political horizon indicated no approaching storm*.

It is in some such words that Canning might himself have summarised

his aims.

‘ In the pamphlet cited in previous note, p. 50. This view is specially interesting,

•ns showing that Canning thouuht he had “localised” the Greek quettion and mtale

“Holy Alliance” interference impossible.



CHAPTER III

BELGIUM, 1S30-1839

Foreign policy, which had been a matter of such vital im-

portance to the British people during more than twenty years of

almost continuous war, excited less interest for some time after the

Congress of Vienna rose in 1S15. Wealth had increased
;
large fortunes

were in the hands of certain classes; but to the majority of the nation

the War had left a dismal legacy of suffering. The immense National

Debt; the hcaA^}’ taxes; the high cost of living; depression in every

form of industr}'; agricultural distress; the crowds of discharged

soldiers and seamen, and of artisans who had been employed in pro-

ducing implements of war, and who were now unable to obtain work;

tlie chronic discontent of Ireland
;
the loud demand for Parliamentary

Reform, which had been so long delayed that there was danger of a

terrible comoilsion of society if it was not granted soon—all combined

to cause widespread alarm. Thus it was that, outside the Foreign

Office, where diplomac}’^ had to deal Avith the grave problems dis-

cussed at Aix-la-Chapelle, Troppau, Laibach, and Verona, with the

affairs of Spain and the South American Colonies, with the risings

in Italy, and the rcA'^olt of Greece, domestic affairs occupied almost

exclusively the attention of the country. Meanwhile, beyond the

narrow seas events were taking place which might raise, at any

moment, that dangerous question of tlie Netherlands which had been

the fundamental cause of the long War with France.

In the Low Countries, a period of prosperity had followed the

Reunion of the Northei'n and the Southern Netherlands. The Scheldt

was free to the flags of all nations, and Antwerp was recovering some-

thing of the position it had occupied in the days of Charles V. At

Brussels, the trade in carpets, silk, and lace was flourishing. The

cotton mills of Ghent and the ironworks at Liege were busy. Orders

from Germany, from the Levant and from South America were

pouring in upon the linen-workers of Courtrai and the clothiers of

Verviers, and from Holland and France upon the niiners of the

Walloon districts. On every side, new factories were being erected,

and new companies formed to carry on various kinds of trade. There

were some who doubted whether this vast extension of industrial
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activity could last; but, though the Belgian Provinces did not alto-

gether escape the commercial depression from which the whole of

Europe suffered, the people had ever}^ reason to be satisfied with

tlieir lot. “ It may be safely affirmed,” we are told by Charles Wliite,

who lived for some years in Belgium and knew the country thoroughly,

“on examining the average condition of the labouring classes, that no

State in Europe presented amore flattering picture ofcomfort, case,and

general prosperity. It is true tlieworking populationwere highly taxed

;

but they were paid in proportion, and were consequently contented h”

IGng William I worked hard to develop the resources of the

country, and to promote the welfare of his subjects. But the Southern

Netherlands were the “Catholic Netherlands”; and, from the vety

first day of his reign, he had to contend against the bitter hostility of

the Bishops, who resented the Constitution of 1815, which tolerated

all forms of worship and proclaimed the principle ofcomplete religious

liberty. Some of the clerg}^ were prosecuted and severely punished

for refusing to obey the law. These proceedings alienated large

sections of the community; and as time went on other causes of discord

arose. Though there were Ministers and a Council of Stale, the

Ministers were not responsible for the executive acts of the Crown.

This made Constitutional government, in the true sense of the words,

impossible, and was one great cause of the troubles which were to

break up the kingdom. TJic King wished to rule over a free, pros-

perous, and happy people; but he would allow no interference with

his own measures. In order to improve the education of the clergy,

he founded the College Philosophupic at Louvain, ^vherc young prie-H'^

were to be instructed in Liberal principles; and this scheme the

Church opposed, as it had the Svminairc Gc'/inolr of the I'hnprror

Joseph 11 . Me decided that Dutch must be the official language; but,

though a majority of the people spoke only Fleniish, whicli is akm

to Dutch, and as a written language practically the same, hr ciad'd

not overcome the olTjccttons of the Frcnch-speakiru; part of tlir popio

lation. The States ncncnil met .alternately at 'Fhe Hague ami at

Bni'5-ieF; but the chief Department^ of fJoventtnent had thrir

quarters in Moll.uul, ami most of the <iffiei:iF, am! a great maj'Hsg.

of the officers in the v.erc Dutch. u.ei thougljt to provea

tie: Ire for Dutch suprcstiacy. ’ra\e’ «hirh tlsr Xetle th'’; f'<

di'dik.ed v,ere ituptoed and rcsi> ted.'I’he Fre- trenu-tl ujthcoriJpl.orU:.

a?;d heavy pemdties were itillieted tus fsiur! eoffet

s r/.- io' iu
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seditious writings. At last, these and other grievances led, in July,

1828, to a union of the Catholic or Clerical party with the Liberals.

After tliis Coalition had been formed, the agitation for a redress of

grievances became more persistent. There was, however, no sign of

a desire to dissolve the union between North and South. According

to Lewis de Potter, the most turbulent of the Southern agitators,

reforms, “painfully and slowl}^ acquired,” were all that tlie leaders

of the Opposition wished. It seemed as if the kingdom of the Nether-

lands, that edifice to build which had been the great object of British

foreign policy in the last year of the War, would stand firm. But in

France movements were now on foot which threatened to confront

tlie Foreign Office at London with an entirely new situation.

By the summer of 1S29, two years had passed since the Treaty

of London united France with Great Britain and Russia in the

Alliance which was intended to settle the Greek troubles. Witliin

twelve months after the death of Canning and the battle of Navarino,

this Alliance had ceased to exist except in name. Differences between

Great Britain and Russia on the Eastern question had followed the

formation of the Wellington Administration in January, 1828; and

next year, during the War between Russia and Turkey, plans for the

annexation of Belgium and the Rhenish Provinces were discussed in

France. This inroad on the settlement of 1815 was to be accomplished

by an alliance between France and Russia; and they, it was hoped,

would succeed in forming a combination of Powers against Great

Britain, whose opposition to the acquisition of the Belgian Provinces

by France was, of course, foreseen.

The French military party had never acquiesced in the loss of

Belgium, or in the erection of the "fortifications at Ypres and other

places along the frontier. Philippeville and Mariembourg, taken

from France, had been given to the King of the Netherlands. This,

and the whole system of the Barrier Towns, constituted, it was said,

a standing menace to the security of France. Early in January, 1829,

Palmerston had a conversation at Paris with General Sebastian!, who
declared that an extension of territory towards the Rhine was necessary.

“So long,” he said, “as the policy of England is opposed to these

resumptions, so long will it be impossible for a cordial alliance to

exist between England and France.” During the following spring

and summer, the annexation of Belgium was openly discussed in

Paris; and, in September, the subject came before Charles X and the

Council of State.
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Prince Jules de Polignac, after acting as French Ambassador to

the Court of St James’s since 1823, had been recalled and appointed

Minister of Foreign Affairs in the new Cabinet, \vhich was formed in

August, 1829. Related though he was to English families, he had no

love for their country. “There never,” Wellington said, “was a more

bitter enemy to England.” And, soon after he became head of the

French Foreign Office, he began to make plans hostile to Britisli

policy as to the critical problem of the Netherlands.

The traditional policy of England was founded on the conviction

that her security required the exclusion of France from the Belgian

Provinces; but Polignac tliought there was now an opportunity for

regaining them. The Emperor Nicholas, when his army was rapidly

overcoming the resistance of Turkeys had proposed that Russia and

France should come to an understanding as to what territorial changes

were to follow the downfall of the Ottoman empire, which tiicn

seemed probable. Polignac, thereupon, prepared an elaborate project

for a reconstruction of Europe. There were to be changes in almost

every' State, and even in Asia Minor and Egypt. But what he chiefly

insisted on was that the settlement of the Netherlands made in 1S15

must be altered. The Belgian Provinces between the Meuse, the

estuary' of the Scheldt, and the North Sea were to be separated from

Holland and incorporated with France. North Brabant, Luxemburg,

and Landau were also to be French possessions. The Dutch territory

on the right bank of the Rltine was to be ceded to Prussia; and, on

the expulsion of the 'Ikirks from Europe, the King of the Nethcrlarfd'^

was to reign at Constantinople as the Sovereign of a New (ircecr,

It was anticipated that Great Britain would rc.sist tiiese and the r»ther

territorial changes proposed : but an attempt was to be made to obt.an

her assent by an offer of the Dutch Colonies, if she refused

arrangement, as it was practically certain she would, she was to hr

confronted by a coalition of Contitiental 1‘ouers, wlsich would Ic-’.w

her isolated, and with no alternative but to agree or face a general

In the Council of State, the Dauphin, prompted, it v.v,^ brlirT-cu.

In' *!'alk ynind, r.rguetl that no BritLh Caldnct would ever ?=»

a Frcitch occupation of Antwerp, atu! propO'-cd that, in trad >' t

Bt'lgiiun. the ProvinCfN on th.e left haul: of the Phiu*- hj'

dairneul. But, after a debate wfuch occupird two ••htiu-,;-.

j-cUt t£s tiiiT lAench

aur* vij th-’t the wh''de r. !
t h.

t.',..,.,,!;, \rr;!v'*v'Sthu at IVlfii-grad,

tutbifu tite h'r.nN~r«»r tnat, if la- jt ra t .es.'W
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of die Powers to meet in order to sanction die proposed arrange-

ments, France would agree, but only on condition that there was

an ententeprdalahle reladve to the annexation of Belgium. If, however,

peace was concluded between Russia and Turkey before these In-

structions reached him, die Ambassador was not to act upon them.

Suddenly, on September i8di, before the despatches prepared for

Petrograd were sent off, news reached Paris diat the War in the Balkan

Peninsula .was at an end.

Though, after the Treaty of Adrianople, Polignac’s extraordinary

plan for a general redistribution of territory was laid aside, and the

North African adventure became the principal concern of the French

Government, the design of obtaining Belgium was not abandoned.

Between September, 1829, and July, 1830, Belgian resistance to the

King’s measures became more obstinate, and the King grew more

autocratic. Brussels swarmed with Frenchmen and political refugees

from various countries. Some were journalists from Paris, who
attacked the Dutch and fomented disaffection among the Belgians,

with the object of creating a movement in favour of reunion to France.

Emissaries were sent from Paris, where the military party loudly

asserted that the Walloons, and many of the Flemings alsoj wished

to be separated from Holland and united to France. Such was, in

fact, the wish of a party among the Belgian people. But its adherents

were not so numerous as tlie French supposed; and it was not till

July, 1830, that signs of the coming Revolution began to appear.

' Polignac was now acting as Minister of War, as well as of Foreign

Affairs
;
and military camps had been formed at St Omer and Lune-

ville, in preparation for an armed demonstration on the Belgian

frontier, when Charles X signed the Ordinances which led to the

Revolution of July. With the National Guard disaffected, part of the

regular army in Africa, and part on the Belgian frontier, the Govern-

.ment had no force in Paris strong enough to quell the mob; and, by

the middle of August, Charles was an exile in England, and Louis-

Philippe, Duke of Orleans, was on the Throne of France. This was

the prelude to the Revolt of Belgium, of which the Comte de Circourt,

who was employed at the French Foreign Office at that time, after-

wards said Polignac was the author. Wellington was of the same

opinion, “though,” he said, “it did not break out till he [Polignac]

and all that- he belonged to had fallen victims to their own Revolu-

tion of the Three Days—a just retribution upon him at least.”

The British Parliament was dissolved on July 24th, the day before
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Charles X signed the Ordinances; and the General Election which

followed the death of George IV had just begun, when it became
known that Polignac and the reactionary clericals had fallen. A tidal

wave of Liberalism was floMng over the countrj^- and addresses of

congratulation w^ere sent to Paris, while the newspapers published

articles praising the French people. Great Britain at once recognised

Louis-Philippe. So did Austria, where Metternich, though alarmed,

contented himself with expressing a hope tliat tlie new Government

of France would suppress "'that strange spirit of propagandism whicli

tlie revolutionary faction may spread over Europe.’* Prussia followed

the example of Great Britain and Austria
;
and tlie Court of Russi.i

reluctantly accepted the fait accompli.

In Holland, there seems to have been no uneasiness about what

might be the effect on Belgium of the July Revolution. But Bnjsscis

had been for some years a favourite meeting-place for political agi-

tators; and, when these dangerous aliens heard the news from Paris,

tliey gathered in the streets, urging the people to imitate the French,

erect barricades, and rise against the Government. Most of the old

Jacobins, Barrerc among others, who had been living in tlie Nether-

lands since tlic Restoration of the Bourbons, had returned to France;

but it was noticed that young Parisians tvho had fought in the “d.w'S

of July” were arriHng in Brussels, where they went about wcarinc

tricolour cockades, singing the Marseillaise, and declaring that I'nmcr

was ready to help any countr}' that was discontented with its rulers.

Brussels was restless; and, during a performance of the MutSU'

Portici at the Theatre dc la Monnaic on the evening of August 25th,

the storm burst. Inflamed by the story of the revolt of Naplc";, thf

audience left the theatre, shouting "Liberty, Liberty I” and uere

joined by such a mol) ns in any city is c.asi!y attracted by the pro';p'. c:

of disorder. Wiiolcsalc rioting and plundering followed ;
.and, thfiuel--

ncxi day order was to some extent restored, it was rorm app.areru th??

wlrat had been at first a mere street uproar v.as r.iptdly brtomine »
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force marched in. After three days of street fighting, they retired.

Almost the whole of Belgium rose. In a few weeks the King had lost

all the important fortresses of the Southern Netherlands except

Maastricht and Antwerp, and a majority of the people were obeying

a Provisional Government, which, without waiting for the sanction

of the Great Powers, had audaciously proclaimed that “the Belgian

Provinces detached by force from Holland, shall form an independent

State,” and announced that a National Congress was to meet, in which

representatives of the people would discuss the future of the country

and frame a new Constitution.

For a time, it seemed possible that the Netherlands might yet

be saved from disruption. A Commission appointed by the King

prepared a plan of self-government for the Southern Provinces, a

draft of which is still preserved among the archives at The Hague;

and resolutions in favour of it were passed by the States General.

But the retirement of the troops and the rapid spread of the revolt

put an end to all hopes of giving effect to this measure; and, on

October 5th, King William called on the Five Great Powers to inter-

vene, in the belief that they would not allow the work of the Congress

of Vienna to be undone. He trusted loyal Holland to defend his rights

;

but he told the States General that he also relied on the Powers to

preserve the political system of Europe by upholding the Throne on

which they had placed him.

In Great Britain, where the French Revolution of July had been

praised, the Belgian Revolution was condemned. The British colony

at Brussels had been dispersed in August. Some had gone to France

;

others had crossed the frontier into Holland; and every boat from

Ostend brought over families who landed at Dover full of irritation

against the insolent and disorderly conduet of the mob in Brussels.

Their complaints, corroborated by letters from those who had re-

mained behind, caused a strong prejudice against the Belgians, which

increased when it was found that the rioting in Brussels had led to

events that disturbed the settlement of the Netherlands secured by

Great Britain fifteen years before. And, when rumours began to cir-

culate that, if the Belgian Provinces became independent, the Throne

might be offered to a Prince of the Orleans Family, there was a

demand for strong measures to prevent such a revival of French

ascendancy in the Low Countries.

All this encouraged King William to believe that Great Britain

would send troops to help him. Holland, indeed, if given a free hand.
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^vas strong enough to deal with the revolt. She had been taken by

surprise; but it was inconceivable that the Dutch, who had won their

independence from Spain, who, when Spain had fallen from her high

place amongst the nations, had fought on equal terms with England

for the empire of the seas, and who had repelled the armies of

Lewis XIV, were now so weak that they were unequal to the task of

recovering the Belgian Provinces. It was, however, all but certain

that, if a Dutch army invaded Belgium, France would take the field

against it. Then Holland, if left to fight singlehanded, would be de-

feated. The s}’mpathies of Russia and the Germanic Confederation

were wholly with the Dutch; and, though they might be unwilling

to enter on a war with France, there was danger of a general con-

flagration if the question of the Netherlands, which had thus arisen in n

new form to trouble the Peace of Europe, was not speedily laid to rest.

Wellington and Lord Aberdeen, who was now at the Foreign

Office, saw the perils of the situation. “ It is a devilish bad business,

the most serious affair for Europe that could have arisen,” Wellington

said, when he heard that the Dutch forces had retired from Brussel?.

“We may do as we please,” said Aberdeen, “but I feel confident that,

sooner or later, wc shall find in the Netherlands a cause of w.ir,

Fortunately, it trill be a good one.” Tlic .structure which Britidi

Foreign Policy had raised at the Congress of Vienna was in ruins; and

the King of the Netherlands trusted that the Britisli Government

would insist that it must be restored. But Wellington was drtermsn-tl

to .avoid a rupture with France, and to pre.'serve the Peace of Kunyve.'

He found that the Continental Powers were ready to mediate bctwtvn

King William and the Provisional Government ;U BnisfeP, v.ith a

view to settling the crisis without an appc.il to anus; and Baron b.dek,

tfie Ambassador of the Netherlands :u the Court of .St J.invrdr,

told that a Conference would meet in London, .md that the Iff:’.' a

policy w.as to prev'ent the troubles in the Low Countri
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had changed after the fall of Charles X and Polignac. Instead of

plotting a coalition against Great Britain, Louis-Philippe wished to

be on friendly terms with her. “The safety of Europe, even of the

world, and the future happiness and independence of the human
race, hang on the influence and independence of England,” he had

written after tlie rupture of tlie Peace of Amiens
;
and his feelings had

not changed since then. The final verdict of Lafayette, who did so

much to put him on the Throne of France, “He is a Icnave, and we
are the victims of his knaveries,” was not dreamed of in the autumn

of 1830. To the French, he then seemed to be a democratic ruler,

raised by a Revolution, who would reign under a democratic charter.

But, from the first, he had to reckon with two powerful factions, the

Bonapartists and the Republicans. Both called him “the English-

man”; and this was a term of reproach, for the amicable relations

which helped so much to preserve the Peace of Europe during the

Conference of London did not exist between the French and British

peoples, but only between a very limited number of French and

British statesmen. The influence of tliese factions, which always hoped

for the union of France and Belgium, was felt from time to time, and

might have led to serious consequences when, as happened on several

occasions, France and Great Britain did not see eye to eye, if it had

not been for the astute prudence of Talleyrand, who had come to

London as Ambassador towards the end of September.

The Conference of the Five Powers met at the Foreign Office on

November 4th. Great Britain was represented by Lord Aberdeen,

France by Talleyrand, Russia by Baron Matuszevicz, Austria by

Prince Eszterhazy, and Prussia by Freiherr von Biilow. A Protocol was

at once signed, which advised a suspension of hostilities. This was

agreed to by both the belligerents
; and a second Protocol, signed on

November 17th, was followed by others relating to the terms of an

Armistice, which Holland accepted at once, and Belgium on De-
cember 15th. It was stipulated that the respective troops should

evacuate the territories they occupied on either side beyond the line

which, before the Union, had separated the Northern and the Southern

Netherlands This was arranged by the Secretary of the British Em-
bassy at The Hague (Cartwright), and the Secretary of the French

Embassy at London (Bresson), who were sent to Brussels as Com-
missioners of the Conference.

Lord Aberdeen signed the second Protocol ;
but he was no longer

in office. On November 15th, Ministers had been defeated in the
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House of Commons, \vhen a motion to refer the Civii List for the

new reign to a select committee \\*as carried ag-ainst them. Wellincton

resigned, and the King sent for Lord Grey.

This change of Government brought witli it something more than

a probable extension of the franchise, to be followed by other domestic

reforms. The general tendency in Foreign Polic}* of the party fed hv

Wellington had been to support any established Government. But,

in tlie new Administration, Palmerston was Secretan* for Forcipt

Affairs. He had rejoiced at the Revolution which overthrew the

Government of Charles X. “ Is not tins,’* he wrote to Sir j.nmes

Graham, “the most triumphant demonstration of the adwmt.’.ge^

arising from free discussion, from the liberty of the Press, from the

diffusion of knowledge, and from familiarising even the lowest cktsfes

with the daily examination of political questions^?” A Tory when h.c

firet took office, lie had joined the school of Canning, had separ.ited

from Wellington at the crisis of 1S2S. and w.is. for tiie rest of his li?c.

in general sympathy with Libcnil movements on the Continent. Rut

the change of Government did not change the tmdiiional Foreign

Poliev of Great Britain on the es.«ential head that, ns Grenville h.td

said many ye.ars before, “England will never sec with indifference

France make herself, either directly or indirectly, sovereign ot th.e

Low Countries and genend arhitress of the right.s .and libera'es of

Europe,” Before the resignation of Wellington, Silv.iin van de Vi c\cr,

the Belgian diplomat afterwards so well known anil so giipul.ir i:^

London, came from Bnisscls, and saw Aberdeen and Wellington,

lie told them that Belgium would repel any form of interventnon

whether diplomatic or armed, and, r.ither th.an submit, would fhr.iV

herseir“!nto I’nc arms of a powerful neighbour”; and. when riui!

ton stiid ih:M the British Government would not interterc wit:', ti
“
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n blow to Grcnt Britain. But it was an accomplished fact. France

had apparently discarded the aggressive schemes of Polignac, They
might, however, he revived; for many Iwenchmen thought that the

Rhine was the natural frontier of their country, and clung, moreover,

to the idea of annexing Belgium. 'Po this Palmerston would not, any

more than Wellington or Aberdeen, consent; and he had made up

his mind that, in order to prevent Belgium from becoming a French

province, some plan must be contrived for giving her a separate

existence. In his hands, British I'oreign Policy was henceforth

directed to finding a settlement of the Netherlands which would

establish Belgium as a self-governing country. 'Phe plan of an ad-

ministnitivc separation from Holland, with the Hereditary Prince as

Viceroy, which would have preserved the historic connexion between

North and South, was not abandoned; but the Belgians were not to

be forced into accepting anything short of an autonomy which would

make them practically independent. On questions of Foreign Policy,

the Liberalism of Grey, Russell, Durham, Holland and other Whigs

was as robust as that of Palmerston; but, though they had taken no

part in the arrangements made at the Congress of Vienna, they, like

Palmerston, would have preferred to see the Kingdom of the Nether-

lands remain intact under the House of Orange. Ncv'crthclcss, they

took up the Belgian question with no rooted prejudice against a

change of the system establi.shcd in 1S15. Leaders in a movement
which was to change the balance of political power in the British

Islands, they had no bias against a Revolution on the other side of

the Channel. Van de V'^eyer, who left England before the change of

Government, was convinced that the ease of the Belgian revolution-

aries would obtain a fair hearing from the Opposition; and, when the

change came, it was soon found that his judgment had been correct.

Meanwhile, on November loth, when the Conference of London
had just begun its work, the National Congress had met in the Palais

de la Nation at Brussels. The Provisional Government resigned the

functions which they had assumed at the crisis of the Revolution;

but they were appointed to act as an executive holding office under

the Congress, which now became the supreme authority in Belgium.

A proposal in favour of reunion to France was made; but the

majority saw that, in view of the inevitable opposition of Great

Britain, it would be unwise even to discuss that question, and decided

that the Independence of Belgium should be at once proclaimed.

But what was “Belgium”? It was understood that, besides the

W.&G.II 9
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Provinces ofEast and West Flanders, Brabant, Antwerp, Hainauit. and

Namur, it would include the Principality of Liege, which had been

made part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands by the Congress of

Vienna. But was Belgium to include, also, the district on the left

bank of the Scheldt below Antwerp (known as Dutch Flanders),

which had been taken from Holland when the Southern Netherlands

were annexed by France in 1795? Were Luxemburg and Llinburc

to be included.^ These territories were all claimed by the Congress.

There was a very serious difficulty about Luxemburg, which had

been erected into a grand-duchy forming part of the Germanic Con-

federation in 1814, and given to the Prince of Orange in compensation

for his Nassau estates, which were ceded to Prussia. What the Belgian

leaders chiefly relied on to maintain their claim to the grand-dnehv

was that in the past, during nearly four hundred 3'cars, Luxemburg

had usually shared the fortunes of the Southern Netherlands, and that

the inhabitants had taken a prominent part in the Revolution, had

accepted the Provisional Government, and sent deputies to the Con-

gress. But the settlement of 1S14 could not be ignored, Luxemburg

belonged to King William personally, and was, at the prc.scnt titne.

a State of the Germanic Confederation, and thus stood in a dilleren?

position from the other Belgian Provinces, while the interests of tlu'

Confederation were directly involved in its fate. A Prussian garrie>n

held the fortress of Luxemburg; and, in the event of w.ir with }’rance»

the German armies could at once marcli through the grand-duch)

upon Verdun, the key to Paris. The strategic value of Luvemburc.

therefore, made it certain tiiat the Confcdenition would not re.ufdv

consent to see it become part of an irulependcnt Befttitim, voef

French influence would be strong. 'PIjc rlcputies at the CVinnw' ' u. tc
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Family was for ever excluded from the Throne of Belgium. The
Hereditan* Prince, who was in London, had alienated many of liis

English friends; and the Belgian leaders believed that their cause

would profit by the fall of the Wellington Administration. But it

was known that public opinion in Great Britain was in favour of the

Orange Family; and there were fears that Grey and Palmerston,

looking to Briti.<h interests, and following the settled lines of British

Foreign Policy, might insist on limiting Belgian Independence to an

administrative separation under the Hereditar}' Prince, in order to

avoid the risk of Inlanders, Antwerp, and the mouth of the Scheldt

falling into the liands of I'rancc or any other of the Great Continental

Powers. There were some hopes that Fnmcc might support the National

Congress, if Great Britain and the other three Powers objected to

tlic vote of Exclusion. But it was soon found that there was to be no

French interrention. The Provisional Government received a Message

from the London Conference, announcing the unanimous opinion

of the Plenipotentiaries that a vote of Perpetual Exclusion would

endanger the Peace of Europe, and involve Belgium in difficulties

witli other States. The Congress was, therefore, advised to avoid the

subject. Otherwise, if the vote of Exclusion was passed, Belgium

might be occupied by an armed force, and divided amongst certain

Powers.

The Provisional Government refused to yield
;
and it was at once

apparent that the Message was causing great bitterness. Many depu-

ties who had hitherto been hostile to the resolution were now eager

to support it; the Orange party, intimidated by the mob, were afraid

to open tJieir lips; and by a large majority it was declared that the

members of the Orange-Nassau Family were perpetually excluded

from all power in Belgium.

There were good reasons for the warning given to the Congress.

King William, as a Prince of the Germanic Confederation, was calling

on the Diet to suppress the revolt of Luxemburg. The Austrian army

had been increased. Preparations for war were on foot in Prussia,

where it was believed tliat a reunion of Belgium to France would be

attempted, even in the face of British opposition. The Emperor

Nicholas was about to declare war on France; and there were rumours

that he intended to send his Polish army against the Belgians. But

suddenly, at the end of November, came the Revolt of Poland, in

suppressing which he was fully occupied for the next twelve months.

If there had been no Polish Revolution, the vote of Exclusion might

9—2
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have caused Russia, Austria, and Prussia to withdraw from the Con-
ference of London. As it was, the Five Powers continued to act in

concert.

At tile beginning of December, Lord Ponsonby was sent to

Brussels as Commissioner for the Conference, taking the phcc of

Cartwright, who had been accredited as British IMinisk^r to the Diet

of Frankfort. The despatches which passed between Brussels .ind

the Foreign Office in London show that, not only before the vote of

exclusion but after it, there were hopes that the cause of the Orange

Family was not entirely lost. But it soon became evident to Grey

and Palmerston, and even to the Plenipotentiaries of the three

Northern Powers, that Belgium w-ould never accept the Hereditaty

Prince, and that the separation from Holland must be complete. I'hus.

on December 20th, a Protocol was signed declaring it manifest that

the perfect fusion of the Northern and Southern Netherlands, which

the Congress of Vienna had hoped to effect, had not been ohinined,

and that the Powers would proceed to arrange for the future inde-

pendence of Belgium. A month later, on January 20th, 1831, thrf'c

arrangements were embodied in another Protocol. Holland w.t*? tu

consist of the territories which had belonged to the Dutch repuMic

in 1790. Belgium was to consist of the remainder of the territonrs

which, between 1815 and 1S30, had formed the Kingdom of tltr

Netherlands. The gnind-duchy of Ltixcmhurg was to remain the

possession of King William. I'lic Powers at the same time dedarru

their intention not to seek any isolated advantages for themn-bc',

but to give Belgium a.nd the neighbouring States “ the best

of repose and security.”

But what were tiic best guar.mtces? For centuries, Belgium h'd

been, in the hackncyetl phrase, “the cockpit Furope”; .'Um! ft
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be for the Five Powers to sign a Protocol or Treaty binding them-

selves not to enter Belgium except by common agreement, and also

to guarantee Plolland against attack from Belgium. Talleyrand, writing

to Sebastiani on Januar)* 21st, 1831, uses language which seems

to imply that it was he who proposed thish Palmerston, however, says

that he (Talleyrand) “fought like a dragon” to have Luxemburg
made neutral, and threatened that he would not agree to Belgian

neutrality unless this was done. Tlic other four would not agree.

Then Talle3Tand said he would not consent to Belgian neutrality

unless Philippcville and Mariembourg were ceded to France. But,
“
at

last,” Palmerston writes, “we brought him to terms by the same

means by whicli juries become unanimous, by starvation. Between

nine and ten at night he agreed to what we proposed, being, I have

no doubt, secretly delighted to have the neutrality of Belgium estab-

lished-.” But, however the proposal may have originated, it was not

adopted till after a debate which occupied two sittings. Belgium was

to form a perpetuall}^ neutral State. The Five Powers “guarantee to

it tliat perpetual neutrality, as well as the integrity and inviolability

of its territor}'”; and “by a just reciprocity, Belgium shall be bound

to observe the same neutrality towards all other States, and not to

make any attempt against their internal or external tranquillity.” Such

was the first guarantee of Belgian neutrality, which Grey thought

was “the best scheme for the future peace of Europe.” In other

words, Great Britain and the other four Powers, having solemnly

bound themselves to seek no exclusive privileges in the new State,

said to the Belgian people: “If we allow you to stand alone for the

first time in lustory, your country must always be neutral; and, as

you are weak, we promise to protect you in the peaceable enjoyment

of the territory we assign to you without fear of invasion, on condition

that you yourselves do not disturb the peace of other countries.”

Most of the Belgian leaders were against the system of perpetual

neutrality. Kang Leopold, however, thought that it was in the real

interests of the country; “but,” he said, “our good Congress here

did not wish it, and even opposed it; it was imposd upon them^.”

A Protocol of January 27th provided that Belgium was to be

responsible for nearly one-half of the public debt of the Kingdom of

the Netherlands.' This was a considerable burden; but the Belgians

^ Correspondance Diplomatique: Ambassade d Londres, i. i8i.
- Palmerston .to Granville, January 21st, 1831. Bulwer’s Life of Palmerston,

II. 29.
® The IGng of the Belgians to Queen Victoria, February 15th, 1856.
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were to be allowed to trade witli the Dutch Colonies on equal tcrni«

with the people of Holland.

These Uvo Protocols, of January’ 20th and 27tJi, set forth the bases

of separation which were to establish the Independence and future

existence of Belgium. King William, though indignant at the re-

cognition b)^ the Powers of the Independence of Belgium, accepted

the conditions they had laid down. But, on Februar}’’ ist, Sebastiani

sent a despatch to Bresson, saying that the French Government did

not adhere to the Protocols, thus repudiating what Talleyrand had

agreed to; on the ground that the Powers were mediators, who might

offer suggestions, but had no right to impose decisions. Palmerston

at once instructed Lord Granville, who was now British Anib.issador

at Paris, to inform tlie French Minister, that the British Government

allowed the Conference to continue only because they were con-

vinced “that satisfactory explanations would be forthcoming.'* 'i'hcse

explanations were not made for some time; and, if it had not been

for the good understanding between Palmerston and Tallcynmd, who

was surprised at tJic action of his Government, there might have been

at this juncture a rupture between the Cabinets of London and Pans.

The effect of this episode was to weaken the authority of the

Conference. While Sebastiani’s despatch was on its way fnnn Pans

the Congress had protested against any territorial limits, or any nblsca*

tion whatever, being imposed on the country wjtltotit its consent.

The publication of the despatch at Bnjssels encouragetl the depotir'^'

to set the Powers at defiance; and tiicy insisted that LuKcnd>ur:.:,

Maastricht with the whole of I.imhurg, and Dutch Flatulcr.- not-'-

belong to Belgium, wJn'lo the proposed division of the pubh'cdrbt w,‘v'

rejected as unfitir. 'Phe Conference forthwith announced th.U i?’'

cision was irrevocable, and thru Belgian Independence ^u•!3l4 not F

recognised till it was agrctnl to. Xotinng. however, would r<

the Congress? to yield; and, at the end of I’rbruarv, t%i, ’<

t.

Powers liad been tiegntjTning for twarJy fintr uiontfis, th

was that floll.ind had accepteu* the trim-, fjf •.(-jv.tjn'tui. wtJ fh-.’/o;:-
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harnais. In the Congress, there was a strong party in favour of electing

Leuchtenberg. But, as grandson of the Empress Josephine, he was

so closely connected with the Napoleonic faction which menaced the

stability of the Orleans dynasty, that Louis-Philippe could not be

expected to acquiesce in his election. Nor could Great Britain consent

to the election of Nemours. On the Throne of Belgium, he would,

tliough nominally an independent Sovereign, be really the viceroy

of his father, and the Belgian Provinces, though not again formally

united to France, would be little else than French Departments. The
French Ministers could not forget that British Foreign Policy had

always been directed to prevent this; and when, in the autumn of

1830, an offer was brought to Paris by Gendebien, leader of those

Belgians who wished reunion to France, Lord Stuart de Rothesay,

our Ambassador tliere, was privately informed of it by Count Mole,

who told him that it would be declined Towards the end of the year,

the Belgian Government approached Louis-Philippe on the subject,

when van de Weyer went to Paris with the suggestion that Great

Britain might be induced to consent to the election of Nemours, if

his marriage to a British princess was arranged. This proposal was

rejected; but there were misgivings at the Foreign Office about the

intentions of the French King, though the Comte de Flahaut, who
was then in London, had given many assurances that he would do

nothing hostile to British interests. “I am,” Grey writes, on January

nth, 183 j, to Granville, who had just succeeded Stuart de Rothesay

at Paris, “a little discomposed by the hesitation in giving a plain,

direct and absolute refusal of the Crown of the Netherlands to the

Due de Nemours.” About this time—^his letter is undated—^he wrote

to his friend Lord Holland that he saw nothing for it but holding

strong language to France. “I wished and hoped,” he said, “for

better things, but, whether from insincerity or weakness, things are

taking a course in which we cannot acquiesce^.”

At the same time, the French Ministers were alarmed. They
found that the election of Leuchtenberg was almost certain. The
first step taken was to intimate that France would not recognise him.

But this warning was unheeded. Flemings and Walloons alike re-

sented any interference by the Powers; and, by way of asserting their

independence, the partisans of Leuchtenberg and Nemours con-

tinued the struggle with headstrong obstinacy. The situation was

embarrassing to Louis-Philippe. He had told the Belgians that he

1 Howick MSS.
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would not recognise Leuchtenberg, and had promised the British

Government to prevent the accession of Nemours. The diplomaq*

of the Palais Royal was, however, equal to the occasion. Seb.istiani’s

despatch, announcing the dissent of France from the decision of the

other four Powers on the territorial limits of Belgium, and .stating

tiiat the Conference was only a mediation, was timed so as to rc.nch

Brussels on the morning of February 3rd, the day fixed for tlie

election, and was laid bcJfore the Congress in the afternoon, before

the vote was taken. This, coupled with the fact that Bresson, acting

on Instructions wliich he had brought from Paris, let it be understood

that Louis-Philippe would allow his son to accept, turned the scale

against Leuchtenberg, and Nemours was elected.

At the Foreign Office in London, 1 allcyrand was trusted. Rut

no confidence was felt in the Cabinet of Paris. Palmerston instructed

Granville to inform Sebastiani that, however anxious the British

Ministers might be for peace, they would “nct'cr submit to an aifront

cither in language or in acth” He said that the action of the I'rench

Government, “promising acceptance through Bresson at Bnisscl?,

and refusal through Talleyrand in London,” was “a course ot

mi.scrable intrigue”; and the British Government resolved, even at

the risk of war, to cxill on France to refuse the Throne of Belgium-

'J'here is, indeed, some reason to believe that Lonis-Philippe, in spite

of his repeated assurances, began to waver after the election of tu’

son
;
but, on February lyth, he gave an audience to a dcput.ation from

Bmsscls, and finally declined the offer of the Crown, givitjg as lu'

reason the certainty that to accept it would plunge both, Iri.tturc an--

Belgium into war.

f
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be received. Three days after the issue of the Regent’s proclamation,

there was a change of Cabinet in France. The Laffitte Administration

resigned, and Casimir Perier came into power. Sebastiani remained

at the Foreign Office; and he was as firm as Palmerston. France, he

said, would not support the Belgians, if they compromised the Peace

of Europe. The Cabinet of The Hague called on the Conference to

compel Belgium to accept the terms ofseparation towhich Holland had

agreed
;
and the Germanic Confederation prepared to enterLuxemburg.

ButPalmerston and Talleyrand in London, and Casimir Perier in Paris,

worked together to prevent a breach of the peace
;
the advance of the

German army was delayed
;
and the negotiations in London continued.

The state of Belgium was now deplorable. The Orange party en-

gaged in plots; and several attempts were made to bring in the

Hereditary Prince. Plans for a partition of the country were afloat.

France, Prussia and Holland were each to receive a share; and it was

believed in Belgium that Great Britain intended to establish a naval

base at Antwerp. Nothing came of this; but the ominous reports

which flew about alarmed the cooler members of the Congress, and

made them fear that their Revolution, already discredited in the eyes

of Europe, might end by breaking up the Southern Netherlands.

Serious misunderstandings with Ponsonby led to the resignation of

Bresson, who was succeeded, as joint Envoy from the London Con-

ference, by General Belliard—the brave soldier to whom, in March,

1814, had fallen the painful duty of telling Napoleon that Paris had

capitulated. He acted in complete harmony with Ponsonby
;
but the

policy of the Regent was to cultivate an understanding with France

alone, and to keep Great Britain at a distance.

Van de Weyer now perceived the mistakes which he and his

colleagues had been making ever since the Conference of London
met. There must, he felt, be a complete change of policy. He re-

signed. His resignation was followed by that of the other Ministers;

and, on March 28th, another Cabinet was formed, in which Lebeau

held the portfolio of Foreign Affairs. Belgium was no longer to rely

on France alone
;
but the Congress was still determined to reject the

terms of separation. Men and supplies were voted, and it was decided

that war would be declared against Holland if, within one month,

Luxemburg, Limburg, and Dutch Flanders were not given up. The
Congress rose on April 12th; and, five days later, Talleyrand an-

nounced to the Conference that his Government agreed to the Pro-

tocols of January.
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It was now more necessar)!- than ever that Belgium, torn by internal

discord, and threatened by dangers from without, should find a king.

Whoever was chosen must be one whom al! the Five Powers would

agree to recognise; and it was found that none of them would o!>jcct

to the election of Prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, who had

been living in England ever since the death, in November, 1817, of

Princess Charlotte of ^Vales, to whom he had been married in the

summer of 1816. He had often been spoken of as a possible king;

but the strong Belgian feeling in favour of a French prince, and the

reluctance of Great Britain and the Northern Powers to abandon the

Prince of Orange, had prevented any definite movement on his behalf.

He was in bad odour with Aberdeen and Wellington, wlioin he had

offended by first accepting, and aftcr\vards refusing, the Crown ot

Greece, which had been offered to him in 1S29; and Palmerston was

not, at first, ver}- cordial. On April 13th, he wrote to Granville that

England would still prefer a Union between Belgium and Holland,

but that, if this was impossible, the election of Prince Leopold would

be preferred to any other arrangement. But he made it clear that

Belgium must accept the terms of separation before any king was

elected.

Negotiations with Prince I^opold were now opened. On .April acth,

delegates from Brussels arrived in London, where they saw him at

Marlborough House, and told him that the terms of separation nur;

be altered; for the Beittian Congress, when it met agaiti, would no;

agree to surrender Luxemburg, Limburg, nntl the left bank nt tf'.c’

Sclieldt. 'Phe Prince explained that be could not give them a detudn*

answer at once. He doubtless felt, Pahuen.t'>n t-aid, tJiat wha;

were offering was, not so much a Crown a^ .a standing t'|tKurv! vuth

Europe- .A few' days later, he g.we his ticci'-ion. He wuuh! not
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war on Holland, it would be regarded as an act of hostility against

all the Powers, who would have to take strong measures.

Meanwhile, Lebeau had become anxious; and, on May loth, the

day on which the Conference drew up its ultimatum, he started for

London to hasten the negotiations. He was followed, after three days,

by Ponsonby, who, on reading his Instructions, felt that he must let

Palmerston know how excited the Belgians were, and how desirable

it was to calm them by offering more favourable terms. The plan he

thought most feasible was to offer King William a money payment

in exchange for Luxemburg. As the result of his visit to London, he

was instructed by the Conference to inform the Belgian Government

that the Powers, though they could not wait much longer, would try

to obtain Luxemburg for Belgium by some “just compensation.”

On the evening of May 26th he was back in Brussels, and went at

once to Lebeau, who had returned from England. On the following

day, Lebeau read to the Congress, which was again sitting, a letter

from Ponsonby, which stated that the Conference would endeavour

to obtain Luxemburg for Belgium by treaty with Holland in return

for an equitable indemnity. “Is Belgium,” he asked, “powerful

enough to force the five great military nations of Europe to subscribe

to all her wishes?” His letter ended with a hint that, if Belgium

continued to resist, she might lose part of her own territory. This

gave offence
;
and Gendebien and his party demanded an immediate

declaration of war against Holland. They boasted that they would

drive the Dutch from the left bank of the Scheldt and hold Luxemburg
against the Germanic Confederation. This vainglorious oratory was

incredibly foolish; but the Belgian Ministers were wiser than many
of their countrymen. They moved that the Congress should at once

proceed to elect a king, on condition that the territorial question

should be settled by negotiation
;
and, after seven days of acrimonious

debating, they obtained a majority. Prince Leopold was elected on

June 4th; and a delegation immediately started for London bearing

a letter from the Regent offering him the Crown. Baron Northomb
and Deveaux were appointed Commissioners to negotiate with the

Conference. There was no time to lose; for Ponsonby was now re-

called, because June ist, the date fixed by the ultimatum of the

Powers, had passed without an acceptance of the terms of separation.

The Prince received the two Commissioners on June 9th, and

asked if they had anything to propose. They said that they no longer

elaimed the left bank of the Scheldt below Antwerp, as it had
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belonged to Holland in 1790, and the population had taken no part in

the Belgian Revolution. They proposed that Luxemburg should be

made over to Belgium for a money pa}Tnent, or that tlie question

should be reserved in the meantime, and settled by a separate negotia-

tion after the Prince was on the Throne. They demanded Maastriclit

and the whole of Limburg. While admitting that there were places

in that ProHnce which belonged to the Dutch Republic in 1790,

they proposed to give Holland, in exchange for them, certain cncIavcSt

outlying districts within the boundaries of Holland, which had never

belonged to it, but had always formed part of the Southern Nether-

lands. Having lieard what they had to say, the Prince sent them to

the Foreign Office. “ I have seen Northomb and Dcveaiix,'’ Palmer-

ston wrote to Grey, “they appear to be preparing to yield.’* But

they must, he said, agree to tlie terms of separation in subst.ancc

or in form, and might afterwards negotiate as they pleased abosit

exchanges.

Prince Leopold knew that the Conference would never grant all

the Belgian demands. But he had made up his mind to accept the

Throne, if terms were arranged which woidd secure his recognition

by the Five Powers; and at last, after many comings and goimt'

between the Foreign Office and Marlborough House, Eighteen Article.^

were drawn up. These consisted of the original tenns of separation,

with changes introduced in favour of Belgium. 'Phe question tjf

Luxemburg was left open, and was to form the subject of a scj^anui'

negotiation between Holland, Belgium and the Germanic Cotu’edera-

tion, the Five Powers promising to nse thetr gfjod officer! to prc^'rvr

the status quo in the grand-duchy during the negotiations. ’Phe ri'dit

of Belgium to the v.holc of Limburg was not admitted; hut,

it be proved that the Dutch Republic did not excrci'^r t xeiudve iurc
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quences must be most unfortunate, and they will themselves suffer

most from them^.”

The EighteenArticles were finallyadjusted at Marlborough House,

on the evening of Friday, June 24th, b)'' Palmerston, Prince Leopold,

Northomb, and Deveaux. Next day there was a meeting of the

Cabinet at the Foreign Office, after which Palmerston received the

Plenipotentiaries of the four Continental Powers, who spent seven

hours with him. The discussion was prolonged till midnight, when
they all went to Marlborough House, and remained with the Prince

till far on in tlie morning. In the afternoon of Sunday, June 26th, the

Cabinet met again, and waited at the Foreign Office till the Plenipo-

tentiaries of France, Russia, Austria and Prussia came and signed

the Protocol which contained the Articles. In the evening the Belgian

delegates waited on Prince Leopold, who told them that, if the

Articles were accepted by the Congress, he would consider his diffi-

culties removed, and go to Brussels without any delay. With this

answer, the delegates left London at midnight.

The British Ministers had done their best. Palmerston, supported

by Grey, had persuaded the Plenipotentiaries of the three autocratic

Powers to revoke the decision which had been declared irrevocable,

and, in order to save Europe from a general war, to make what the

Princess Lieven called a ' sacrifice. “ This Belgian question,” she

writes, “ affects the honour of the Powers. Possibly, in the interests

of peace this sacrifice is necessary; but what a sacrifice it is, and, after

all, we have done well to submit to it ” That union of strength and

suppleness, the capacity for remaining inflexibly Arm on matters of

principle, while giving way on unessential points, which made
Palmerston so great a master of foreign policy, was never more clearly

seen than between November, 1830, when he went to the Foreign

Office for the first time, and June, 1831, when the Protocol of the

Eighteen Articles was signed. He had often said that his desire was

to make Belgium “really independent.” This, greatly owing to his

courage and sagacity during those eight months, was now possible.

But tlie fate of Belgium depended on what was done at Brussels.

When the Eighteen Articles were disclosed to the Congress, and

circulated in the Provinces, the agitators of every party set to work.

The partisans of reunion to France, Republicans, Orangists, and those

who clamoured for a war with Holland, attacked the Conference of

London for offering such terms, and threatened the Belgian Ministers

^ Grey to Prince Leopold, June 24th, 1831. Howick MSS.
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with vengeance if they ventured to accept them. On July rst tl’.c

debate began. For nine days, the Palais de la Nation rang witli pro-

tests against giving up any territory, any town, any village. Even the

certainty that, if they did not yield. Prince Leopold would decline

the Crown, and that the Powers would not only refuse to recognise

their Independence, but might even partition their country, seemed

nothing to many of the deputies. But, on the fifth day, a speech by

Lebcau was the turning point of the debate. He showed how favour-

able the Eighteen Articles were to Belgium, persuaded the Congress

that Luxemburg, Limburg, and Maastricht could be obtained, and

implored the deputies not to set an example of anarchy to the people,

but to accept the new conditions, and welcome the King whom thty

themselves had chosen. It was one of those nire occasions on which

a speaker convinces a hostile audience. The extreme men continued

their opposition; hut the end came on July 9th, when the closu.re

was carried and the Eiglitccn Articles were agreed to hy a large

majority.

Lebeau, who had talrcn office only to carry' through the electron

of a king wliorn the Power's would recognise, now resigned, and vent

to London with a tlcputaiion to Prince Leopold, who left for Bolcirtm
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negotiation by means of his military resources, seeing that the

sovereignty of Belgium had now been assumed by a prince who had

sworn to a Constitution injhirious to the territorial rights of Holland.

This letter was delivered at the Foreign Office at 12 o’clock on

the night of August 3rd. It was not opened till the Conference met

next day; and already King Williarn had proved that his intimation

as to militaiy measures was no empt)’' threat.

On August 2nd, King Leopold was at Liege, where he heard from

Antwerp that General Chasse, the Dutch Commander in the citadel,

had denounced the Armistice, and was about to open hostilities. He
at once wrote a private letter to Grey. “Your Lordsliip,” he said,

“will save England and Europe from tlie most tremendous conse-

quences, if you order immediately a fleet to the coast of the Nether-

lands, and if you declare to Holland that you will consider hostilities

committed by it as committed against England, and make reprisals^.”

Before this letter reached London, the news from Antwerp had

been received, and a fleet under Sir Edward Codrington had been

ordered to the Downs, to be ready for any emergency. An official

appeal for assistance, endorsed by Lebeau, who was then at Liege,

was sent to London and Paris. An army under Marshal Gerard was

concentrated on the Belgian frontier; but the Ministers at Brussels

insisted that no foreign help was needed, and Marshal Gerard was

requested to delay his march.

The Belgian army, without discipline or competent officers, was

no match for the highly trained troops of Holland, commanded by

the Hereditary Prince of Orange. But the street fighting in the early

days of the Revolution had made the populace think they were in-

vincible; and the journalists encouraged this delusion. “Let us march

straight into Holland,” one paper said, “let us sign at The Hague
the Treaty which William has declined to sign in London.” There

was, however, to be no march into Holland and no signing of a treaty

at The Hague. Before dawn of August 2nd, the Dutch army ad-

vanced; and in ten days the Belgians were completely routed and

driven back upon Louvain. The march of the Dutch to Brussels was

prevented only by the arrival of the French, for whom King Leopold

had sent when he found that his own troops were useless.

Through the mediation of Sir Robert Adair, who had lately been

appointed British Minister at Brussels, hostilities were suspended;

and, in a few days, the Prince of Orange led his army back to Holland.

^ King Leopold to Lord Grey, August and, 1831. Howick MSS.
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The Foreign Office in London had now to deal with a new diffi-

culty caused by the reluctance of the French to withdraw their troop,

from Belgium. The ostensible reason for this was the danger of

another Dutch invasion; but it was soon found tliat the French

Cabinet were unwilling to recall tlic anny till they could satisfy public

opinion in France on the subject of the Barrier Fortresses, Palmer-

ston’s view was, that the number of fortresses should be reduced, to

what Belgium could maintain and defend; but that she must not he

deprived of her means of defence to such an extent that “ through her

Holland and Prussia arc to be thrown open to France”; and, on

April 17th, when France at last adhered to the original terms of

separation, the Plenipotentiaries of the other Four Powers liad signed

a Protocol stating that the Permanent Neutrality of Belgium, guaran-

teed by France, had made it unncccssaiy’ to maintain all the. fonres^t'^.

Tliis Protocol, though Tallcynind was privately informed of it,

not made public till July, when Louis-Philippe, in his speech opctiini:

the I'rcnch Ciiambers, said; ‘‘The fortresses erected to threattn

France arc to be demolished,” This announcement caused n great

sensation in Paris; and it may fairly be suspected that, though tlr*

I'rcnch troops were sent into Belgium to repel the Dutch, there v,:’!

an ntriac-pciiscr that tltey would be kept there till the (piestion ol tiw

Portresses wa*^ settled. Before Marshal Gerard cii)'=;sed the frotuier.
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that they will be dismantled. Public opinion in England is already excited,

and any appearance of bad faith on the part of France would kindle a

flame which would make war inevitable^,”

These letters reached Granville on the evening of August 15th,

and he immediately went to the Palais Royal and saw the King, with

whom he had a long conversation, in the presence of Sebastiani. He
said that very serious consequences might arise from the French

troops remaining in Belgium “on any pretext.” The King, Granville

says, seemed “discomposed ” by this pointed language
;
and Sebastiani

fired up at what he called “dictating to France the movements of her

troops.” The British Ambassador replied that there was no dictation;

Great Britain was only asking for what France had promised. The
Eung’s answer was, that the sense of the promise given by France

was that the French troops would leave Belgium when Belgium was

secure against another sudden inroad from Holland. Then Granville

asked what the British Ministers were to say, if asked in Parliament

whether the French army was remaining to enforce the demolition

of the fortresses. To this question, Louis-Philippe gave an evasive

reply. They did not, he said, enter with that intention
;
but France

had always demanded the demolition of the fortresses, and would

have gone to war rather than abandon that demand. Sebastiani

eagerly assented to this statement.

Louis-Philippe would give no explicit declaration of his intentions.

“One thing is certain,” Palmerston wrote to Granville on receiving

jhis account of this conversation, “ the French must go out of Belgium,

|or we shall have a general war, and war in a few days.” The danger

'was, indeed, great. Prussia was threatening a move in the Rhine

Provinces, The Polish Revolution was all but crushed, and the Em-
peror Nicholas would soon be free to intervene in the Netherlands.

Palmerston instructed Granville to make a formal demand privately

to Sebastiani, but with the significant hint that the British Cabinet

expected to hear “in a few days that the French Government has, of

its own accord, given orders for the evacuation of Belgium^.” He told

Talleyrand that France would not be allowed to interfere in any way

with the demolition of fortresses which had been repaired and paid

for by Great Britain and her Allies. This resolute attitude, supported

by the action of the Russian, Austrian and Prussian Ambassadors at

Paris, who had united in remonstrating, together with Granville,

^ Hovvick MSS.
~ Palmerston to Granville, September sth, 1831. F.O. France, 425.
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against the presence of the French forces in Belgium, was successful

Early in September, the French Cabinet made up their minds that tic

troops must be withdrawn; and, at the same time, King J>eoj?nld,

who had agreed to follow the lead of France as to which fortresses

should be demolished, and had wished tlie French army to remain

for his protection, consented to the evacuation.

When tile Conference of London met after the Dutch invasion,

tlie situation was that Holland had accepted the original terms of

separation, and refused the Eighteen Articles; while Belgium accepted

them after refusing the original terms. Neither side would yield; anti

the Peace of Europe was at stake. In face of this deadlock, the Pleni-

potentiaries, convinced that any attempt to settle the question hy

negotiations w’ould fail, resolved to lay down conditions, and compel

the two countries to accept them. It was soon .apparent that the

militarj' failure of the Belgians had put them at a disadvnnt.age. '"riat

unfortunate campaign,” Stockmar said, "has revived the old Engiii'h

principle that Holland must never be weakened.”

As a concession to Belgium, ifie Eighteen Articles itad left (he

question of Luxemburg to be settled by negotiation with llolland.

This concession w.as now withdrawn. 7’hc Belgians had clurncd the

whole of Luxemburg. But the Conference now divided it. 71 -

eastern part, it was tlecidcd, was to be, as the whole had been suae

1815', a State of tiie Ocrmanic Confctleiation, wiih the Kin f» O'

Holland ns Grand-duke. 7'hc western part was given to Belgimn-

Linihurg was likewise divided. 7’jjc part b'ing on rirhf har.l

the Meuse, bounded i\V the 1’russiau froniicr on tin- e.v.t, tlu’

of Liege on the south, and Dutch Br.tl-ani and < ielderlsful t>

north, Was given to Holland in compen- .uion for tlv' jvut of Ian.

burg a'-'-ipned to Ikhduiu. Liinhurp on the left b.uik ot tn-' M*'
‘
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missioncrs appointed by Holland and Belgium. The Dutch Govern-

ment was empowered to le\y a toll on vessels coming from the high

seas to Antwerp.

Concerning the public debt of tlic Netherlands, there was a pro-

tracted struggle in the Conference. At one sitting, when the new
terms of separation were nearl)" completed, Palmerston said he could

not agree to charge Belgium with more than S,000,000 florins of yearly

interest. Next day, however, he consented to increase this sum to

8,400,000 florins, but only on condition that Arlon was included in

tlie part of Luxemburg assigned to Belgium
;
and to this the other

Plenipotentiaries agreed after a discussion which lasted from 8 o’clock

on tlie evening of October 12th till 4 o’clock next morning, and left

one diplomat so exhausted that he had to remain in bed all day.

The terms imposed on Belgium would ha\'c been much heavier,

Falck reported to The Hague, if the British Foreign Office had not

feared tliat King Leopold would throw himself into the arms of

France, should Palmerston give his assent to all the claims put forward

on behalf of Holland by Russia, Austria, and Prussia. The danger

that the Cabinet of Paris might try to prevent a settlement on the

lines proposed by the Conference was so great that the Plenipoten-

tiaries agreed not to lay the details of their findings before Louis-

Philippe and his Council, till they could present them en hloc^ with

Talle)Tand’s signature appended. They would then, in all probability,

be approved. Otherwise, a number of modifications in favour of

Belgium were sure to be demanded.

The findings of the Conference were set forth in Twenty-four

Articles, which were handed to Falck and van de Weyer on the

evening of October 15th. In Belgium, they were received with angry

disappointment. The people of Luxemburg and Limburg protested.

A violent agitation began all over the country; and King Leopold

was so alarmed that he thought of abdicating. From this he was

saved by the wise advice of Stockmar, van de Weyer, and Durham,

whose vigorous remonstrances revived his failing spirit, and gave him

courage to face what Stockmar called “the unreasoning, inconstant

multitude.”

The Twenty-four Articles were laid before the Belgian Chambers

on October 20th. The Government moved that the King be authorised

to accept them, and sign a treaty with the Five Powers, “under

reservation of such claims as His Majesty may think necessary in the

interests of the country,” and with a Declaration that the terms of

10—
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separation were forced on Belgium. Some of the deputies were ready

to reject the terms outright. But the defeat of August had put an

end to the excessive confidence of the majorit}'
;
and, on November ist,

the Ministers carried their motion. The Chambers having accepted

the Articles on the understanding tliat no treaty would be signed til!

a claim for changes in favour of Belgium had been presented to the

Conference, van de Weyer drew up two Notes on the subject, to

which the Plenipotentiaries replied that the Articles must remain un-

altered; and on November 15th, 1S31, a ITcaty was signed bemcen

Belgium and tlie Five Powers, by which the Twenty-four .Articles

became the terms of separation.

The ratifications were to be exchanged by Januar}- 15th, 1832;

and, within three weeks, tliis formality took place between Crcjl

Britain, France, and Belgium. But the three Northern Powers waited

to see whether Ilolland would agree, and, in the meantime, withheld

their ratifications.

Though the Twenty-four Articles were more favourable to Holbn*!

than the Eighteen had been, King William was still unwilling tn .iCtcpt

anything except the original terms to winch he had agreed. He re-

sented the partition of his grand-duchy, and conic! not brim? bins 'tit

to surrender the citadel of Antwerp and his cmitrol over the c-rtuary

of the Scheldt. lie maintained that the rules which the Confertrv-

had framed to regulate the navigation of tliat river were incoreM'^ter-;

V. itJj his riglits of sovereignty over waters flowing thfcujgh hi*; terri-

tory; hut on this point Palmerston would not yield.
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Northern Powers, which provided that, “ in consequence ofthe changes

which tlie Independence and Neutrality of Belgium have made in the

militar}’^situation of that countr}^” the fortresses of Menin,Ath,Mons,

Philippeville, and Mariembourg were to be dismantled. Ypres and

the rest of the fortresses were to be kept in repair by Belgium.

Of tlie Barrier Towns, tlie French Government had been pressing

for tlie disarmament of Charleroi and Tournai, instead of Philippe-

ville and Mariembourg; and to this King Leopold had agreed during

that separate negotiation with France on tlie subject of the fortresses

to which tlie British Minister objected. On tliis question, Palmerston

was guided by the opinion of Wellington, who had inspected all the

fortresses in the summer of 1814, and had come to the conclusion

that they were necessary for the defence of the Netherlands. Now,
when it was decided that some of them were to be dismantled, he

thought that Tournai and Charleroi should be kept up rather than

Philippeville and Mariembourg. The French Ministers were indignant

with King Leopold for signing tlie Convention, and with Palmerston

for following the advice of Wellington; and, though Talleyrand im-

plored them to remember that to keep on good terms with Great

Britain was more important than to have the question of the For-

tresses settled as they desired, he was instructed to inform the Foreign

Office in London that France would withdraw from the Treaty of

November 15th, if her wishes were not complied with. The French,

moreover, maintained that, if Belgium was to be really independent,

the Powers had no right to decide which of the fortresses were to be

dismantled, and that France, as one of the guarantors of her inde-

pendence, should be consulted. But Palmerston was not to be moved

;

and, in the end, the controversy was closed, and the amour propre of

France was satisfied, by a vague Declaration, that the Convention did

not affect the complete independence of Belgium, and that she stood

in ffie same relation to all the Five Powers.

It was evident that, unless the Treaty of November 15th was

speedily ratified by the “Northern” Powers, Europe might soon be

divided into two openly hostile camps. The Emperor Nicholas, at

whose instigation Austria and Prussia were withholding their ratifica-

tions, sent Count Orloff on a Mission to The Hague in January, 1832.

A despatch from the British Embassy at Petrograd shows that Lord

Heytesbury, our Ambassador there, was told by Nesselrode, the

Russian Foreign Minister (a German who could not speak Russian),

that the purpose of this Mission was to find out whether King William
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intended to accept the Twenty-four Articles, and to intimate that, if

he declined, Russia would not help him. But die British Ambassador

at Vienna, Sir Frederick Lamb, discovered, probably from Metter-

nich, witli whom he was on terms of personal friendship, that vrhat

OrlofF had really been instructed to say was that Russia would not

recognise King Leopold till he had been recognised by the King of

Holland. On his way to The Hague, OrlofF visited Berlin, The

Prussian Minister Ancillon, however, declined to take llic same

course as Russia; and, soon afterwards, Lamb wrote from \ienna to

Palmerston that Mettcrnich agreed with Ancillon. It seems pretty

clear that the Emperor Nicholas changed liis Instniction.s to OrloiT

on hearing that he could not depend on the support of Austria and

Prussia
;
for OrlofF, on being informed at The Hague that King William

was still determined not to accept the terms of separation, terminated

his Mission by publishing a Declaration in which he said that he had

done all he could to persuade the King to accept, hut in vain; that

the Independence and Neutrality of Belgium must be respected, .and

that, though Russia would not herself take part in action ag.utvt

Holland, she would not oppose the use of coercive measiircs, “the

object of which may he to force the King to accept the

Articles.” He then went to London, in the hope of convincinc

Palmerston that the Emperor Nicholas was i>t‘having fairly to th"

Conference.

Russian diplomats were in the habit of protesting that they alum,'
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declined to begin, till the citadel of Antwerp was surrendered.

Holland declined to surrender it, till Belgium gave up Luxemburg
and Limburg. Many proposals were made; but the Five Powers
were completely baffled. Whatever Holland agreed to was refused

by Belgium; whatever Belgium agreed to was refused by Holland.

Palmerston believed that the Emperor Nicholas was responsible for

this state of tilings
;
and Durham was sent on a Mission to Petrograd

to find out how the land lay, since Heytesbury had retired owing to

illness, and no new Ambassador had taken his place. Durham left

England on July 2nd, 1832. Earlier in the summer, the Russian Court

had expected a change of Government in England. The Reform Bill,

they thought, would be thrown out; Grey would fall; Palmerston

would be succeeded at the Foreign Office by Aberdeen; and British

policy would become more favourable to Holland. But the Reform

Bill had now passed, and the new constituencies were preparing for

a general election which would, it was certain, strengthen the Govern-

ment. Palmerston would therefore continue to direct British Foreign

Policy. These considerations evidently had due weight; and Durham
was able to report that the Emperor had said that, though he must

himself stand aloof, he thought Great Britain would be justified in

using force to execute the Treaty.

On August 9th, while Durham was in Russia, King Leopold was

married to the Princess Louise of Orleans, eldest daughter of Louis-

Philippe. The marriage was highly popular in Belgium. But, un-

fortunately, it produced among the Belgians a belief that France would

henceforth support them in whatever course they might choose to

take
; and, though Belgium was bound to neutrality by the Twenty-

four Articles, there were voices, both inside and outside the Chambers,

that clamoured for a declaration of war against the Dutch. Further

progress towards a settlement was impeded by the obstinacy of both

countries. Neither would agree to any of the suggestions which were

offered. Talleyrand was indignant. He accused King Leopold of

showing very little gratitude to the Powers who had given him a

Throne. He thought the French and British Governments were both

acting weakly. There should be an end, he said, of making proposals,

and begging for acceptance : orders should be given, and obedience

enforced. “1 believe,” Grey wrote to Lord Holland on August 29th,

“
the best way would be to draw a cordon round Holland and Belgium,

by sea and land, and leave them to fight it out.” If the Dutch would

agree to the free navigation of the Scheldt and a moderate fixed toll
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without the right of searching ships, *'we might then,” iie said, ‘’tril

Leopold that he must no longer expect any assistance from us in a

pertinacious adherence to the strict Ictterofhis Treaty ofNovember^**

I’he way in winch two “Princelings”—so he contemptuoitsfy de-

scribes 'William and Leopold in a letter to Lord J'lolland--iU'rf

allowed to keep all Europe in a state of uneasiness seemed to Gu'y

disgraceful and ridiculous. “I\Iv dear Holland,” he writes on Sra-

tember 3rd, “what is to be done with these damned Dutch and

Belgians:
”

On September iSth. however, there was a change of Governmer;

at Brussels. A month passed before a new Cabinet was fonnedt hnt

the retiring ^Ministers carried on the business of their Departrncr.t>,

with the exception of do IMculcn.aerc. His place at tfic Foreign Ofnee

was taken by Genera! Goblet, lately come from London with frc'h

proposals drawn up by Palmerston, who had, as he said, “conccivc.I

tiiat I’.o might, us an indiridual member of the Conference, mnke «Kh

advantage one more attempt at an amicable adjustment.” His pFn

was, that tlu* Articles dealing with Luxemburg, Limburg, and tk-'

limits of the new king<}orn, slrould be left as they were, wlu'le Holkad

and Belgium negotiated on the other matters in dispute. to tlv

Scheldt, he proposed that the question slauild now be

not as one between Holland and Belgium alruic. but so as to

the tcrrit<H-ial riglits of sovereignty dalmcil hy Hollarul with chec

mercial rights which weri' conferred upon other nation*; by tlse I'rr

of \*ienna, and wLich tl’.ose nations cannot pet mil t-' be .d'rne.u

impaired.” 'riie Itutcli maintained that the srp.ir.uion of F:

from Holland hnvi revived liie tight i:s\ cn ttjein in the ‘rxere
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and France. He therefore authorised Goblet to accept “/e tMvie de

Lord PaJvjcrston^'

\

and van de Weyer informed the Conference that

he had powers to negotiate on the basis of the British proposal.

The Conference asked van Zuylen van Nyevelt to state, yes or no,

whether he, too, had powers to negotiate. His reply showed that

King William would not give way; and, on October ist, the Con-
ference agreed that some decisive step must be taken. There was,

however, a difference of opinion as to wliat should be done. The
Plenipotentiaries of the Northern Powers would agree to nothing but

economic pressure on Holland. Palmerston and Comte Joseph de

Mareuil, French Charge d’affaires in the temporary absence of

Talleyrand, objected that this implied negotiations certain to delay

the execution of a Treat)', “the non-fulfilment of which,” they said,

“exposes the Peace of Europe to constant and increasing peril.”

A proposal to refer the question to the Nortliern Governments, witli

an offer by the Russian and Austrian Ambassadors to abide by the

decision of the Court of Berlin, neither Palmerston nor de Mareuil

would accept; and at this point, as no agreement could be reached,

tlie Northern Powers left Great Britain and France to act alone.

Public sentiment in England, especiallyamong bankers, merchants,

and shipowners, was hostile to military operations against Holland.

At the Court, it was tlic same. The King objected strongly, and told

Grey, in a long communication on the policy of the Cabinet, that,

since he could not oppose the unanimous opinion of his Ministers, he

must leave the responsibility with tliem. But Palmerston, with his

finger on the pulse of every' chancery in Europe, knew that there

was danger of another general war, if matters were allowed to drift

any longer. Casimir Perier had died in May. The Due de Broglie,

with Soult and Thiers among his colleagues, became Minister of

Foreign Affairs soon after the disagreement in the Conference; and

Granville reported from Paris that, whatever Great Britain might do,

a French army would certainly enter Belgium in order to compel the

surrender of Antsverp. One Prussian corps was at Aix-la-Chapelle,

and another was posted in resen'e on the Rhine. The doors of the

Temple of Janus were creaking ominously, and might fly open at

any moment. The danger of an explosion was increased by the temper

of the Belgians; for it was quite possible that, if the two Western

Powers did not act immediately, they might break loose and attack

the Dutch. If so, Prussia would rush in to the help of Holland and,

should she be victorious, would take from France Alsace and Lorraine,
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with Strassburg, Metz, and Verdun, all of which she had tried tr>

obtain during the Congress of Vienna. If Pnissia was defeated.

France would endeavour to annex the Rhine Provinces and the

grand-duchy of Luxemburg. Au.stria and the other .‘states of the

Germanic Confederation would be drawn into the struggle. Ru<d.:

would intcn-enc, and might seize the opportuniu’ to foment trojihh

in the Balkan pcninstila. Great Britain, unlc.^s she deserted Frarjcr,

would find herself at war with more than one Continental Pov.cr;

and soon not only Europe, but half the world, would be at war.

With such a prospect, hesitation would have been fatal. If

Britain and France acted together, and did not pennit a confiict be-

tween the Belgians and the Dutch. Prus.sia. it was known, would net

oppose the coercion of Holland ; and, on October 22nd, a Convention

between Great Britain and Fmnee was signed. It provided th.it. it

the Dutch did not sun-endcr the citadel of .Antwerp hy the middle o?

November, a French army would attack it. and tlie port.< of He'lbe t

would he blockaded. Belgium was required to evacu.Ue .dl tcrrii‘»n“'

which had been given to Holland by the Twenty- four .Arfick*''. Ike

Belgian Government agreed to evacuation t.aking place, so «n, 5n

the citadel .should he in ilwir hands; and tins promise vas f. cul

-

accepted as a sufneient compliance with llie terms of the C'tnnmn a

But King William was infiexiMe; a French ,army under

Gerard ndvaticcd through Belgium \ipnn .Anturrp; atul the fbst-e

ports were Moclnuled hy British and Fretjch yqu.uiror.s, 'Fhe

which heg.m on November 30t)i, continued till Dteember 2 -’nd, v
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The Dutch held the forts; and it was not till May 21st, 1833, five

montlis after the surrender of the citadel, that ICing William relieved

his subjects from the losses caused by the blockade. A Convention

was then signed at London between Great Britain, France, and

Holland, by which tlie IGng bound himself to leave the navigation

of the Scheldt and Meuse free, and not to renew hostilities, “so long

as the relations between Holland and Belgium shall not be settled by

a Definitive Treat5^” Communications were to be left open between

Maastricht, Holland, and Germany, Great Britain and France then

raised the blockade, Lillo and Liefskenshoek, though the Dutch con-

tinued to occup}'' tliem, being no longer of any value to Holland, since

the river was now open. The retention of these forts by Flolland was

an advantage to Belgium, as, till they were given up, she could remain

in possession of the parts of Luxemburg and Limburg which the

Twenty-four Articles assigned to Holland.

The three Nortliern Powers agreed to assist in framing a Definitive

Treaty; and the Conference, which met again in July, 1833, sat until

the middle of November. Nineteen of the Twenty-four Articles were

accepted by both Holland and Belgium. They could not, however, be

brought to agree about the other five. This obstacle might have been

surmounted. But the Cabinet of The Hague had not secured the

concurrence of the Germanic Confederation on the question of

Luxemburg, or of the members of the House of Nassau, who refused

their assent to the partition of the grand-duchy. This refusal de-

stroyed all hope of an early settlement, and convinced the Five Powers

that it was useless to continue the negotiations. The Conference was

therefore dissolved, on November 15th. Three days later a Convention

was signed at Zonhaven, which laid down rules for the navigation of

the Meuse, and for keeping open communications between Maas-

tricht, Holland, and Germany.

Several changes now occurred among the statesmen who had been

conducting the affairs of Great Britain, France, and Belgium during

the Conference of London. Grey resigned in July, 1834, and was

succeeded by Lord Melbourne, in whose Cabinet Palmerston was

Foreign Minister till November, when Sir Robert Peel came into

power, with Wellington at the Foreign Office. In Belgium, a new
Government was formed by de Meulenaere, who held the portfolio

of Foreign Affairs; and, in November of that year, 1834, Talleyrand

left the French Embassy in London, and was succeeded by Sebastiani

in January, 1835.
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The Conventions of London and Zonhaven had fixed the term'

on which the Armistice between Holland and Belgium was to con-

tinue till tlie conclusion of a Definitive Treaty. There was no nipturr

of this Armistice; but King Leopold and his IMinisters were soon

involved in ver)- serious disputes with Holland, Austria, and Pni?5t.i,

One of these related to the defence of Belgium. In December, 1834.

there were nimours of an impending attack by Holland. In the

Eighteen Articles, the Five Powers had guaranteed the “neutnility

and inviolability” of Belgian territory. The Twenty-four Article.;,

however, only stipulated that Belgium was to be perpetually netitnd.

The Powers, indeed, guaranteed the execution of all these Articles;

but they did not, in express terms, guarantee the territorial integrity.

7*his being so, King Leopold’s view was that he could no longer

depend on the Powers for repelling an invasion; and, besides re-

organising his army, he made plans for securing his nortliern frontier

by the construction of a line of fortresses from Dicst to Ilassclt, 'I hi’^

project, violently opposed by Prussia, as inconsi.stcnt witfi the coni-

pulsory neutrality of Belgium, engaged the nttcruion of the Briti-h

Foreign Ofiicc in 1835. Wellington did not approve; and Adair, vh-')

was still British Minister at Brussels, was instructed to remonstrate

against the recent increase of tiie Belgian army ns “uttwisc and t-vro

dangerous,” and also against the proposed fortresses, the elTcci e.

which Wellington thought would he ”to make the Belgians

that a state ofho.siility with Holland was to he their pernur.ctU state*

inste.itl of ncutndity and the peaceable pursuits of cofnn'.ef-c.
^

Xurncrous despatche.s on this subject pas'-a-d l!ctv<ccn Londna a"" -

Bnr-;«cb-.; and on April 2rKl, 1835, WcjlinL't*m sent hi*- fimd

to Ad.nV.
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him to remonstrate strongly with the Belgian Minister against the

construction of the fortresses, and to point out that the true security

of Belgium was her Neutrality, guaranteed as it was by Prussia and

the other Powers, and that the erection of new military works on her

northern frontier, when some of those on the frontier of France were

to be demolished, would produce an alteration in the military situa-

tion which must seriously affect the security of the Prussian frontier

in the event of war with France. Palmerston would not listen to

these arguments. He called them “unreasonable and fallacious,” in

a despatch to Sir George Seymour, who had meanwhile replaced

Adair at Brussels, and he told van de Weyer that he considered the

interference of Prussia intolerable. Common prudence, he said, im-

posed on Belgium the duty of talcing steps to make it difficult for

either Holland, Prussia, or France to invade her; for though the

Five Powers had guaranteed her neutrality by a Treaty, all history

proved that it was wiser for an independent State to protect its terri-

tory by something stronger than a sheet of parchment. In defending

Belgium, he used language so forcible that Baron von Werther, the

Prussian Minister, sent a protest to Melbourne against the style of

the documents which issued from the British Foreign Office. Mel-

bourne, however, not only supported Palmerston, but took occasion

to complain that if there was a Prussian agent in any country, he was

always found to be working against British interests. The controversy,

during which Austria supported Prussia, and the Court of Berlin

threatened to break off diplomatic relations with Belgium, continued

till January, 1838, when Prussia and Austria professed themselves

satisfied on hearing that the Belgian plan of defence was to be post-

poned for a time.

Meanwhile, the Dutch, heavily taxed to keep their army on a war

footing, had been complaining of the long delay in settling the

Belgian question. King William, with the accustomed tenacity of

his race, was still unwilling to accept the terms laid down by the Five

Powers. But, at last, he saw that he must sacrifice his own feelings

to the wishes of his subjects; and suddenly, on March 14th, 1838,

Baron Dedel, who, in February, 1833, had succeeded van Zuylen

van Nyevelt as Dutch Minister in London, informed Palmerston that

the King accepted the Twenty-four Articles.

By this time, the Belgians had persuaded themselves that they

were to be left undisturbed in Luxemburg and Limburg, where they

had collected the taxes and exercised the usual functions of a
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recognised Government since the Convention ofMay, 1833 Mur:

it became known that Holland had accepted the Twentv-lbur ArJcIcu

there was a violent explosion of wrath. The people of Luxemburg

and Limburg sent up addresses against the partition. Fiery* oratio;?’

were delivered in the Chambers at Brussels, where King Lcopali

made a speech from the Throne, in which he said that the cause ef

Belgium would be defended “ with courage and perseverance.” Hu'-e

words, which were understood to mean that there might be an apre^l

to arms, were loudly cheered ; and it seemed as if tlie Deputies .nctualH

wished for war, not only against Holland, but even agaiii'^t the uhole

power of the Germanic Confederation. They relied on Great Briuin

and France to support them. But the Cabinet of London, on

November 26th, 1S38, unanimously decided that the whole quest!'’'',

must be settled at once, that Holland must not be asked to give tip

any territor}*, and that the British Ambassadors at Pctrogr.ul, Vicna*.

and Berlin should be instructed to intimate that on the territorid

question Great Britain would not agree to any change in tb.c 'Ivcnt)-

four Articles. Palmerston let the Belgian Ministers know that, it
*'''

negotiations for a Definitive 'Preaty broke down owing to thtir n*'

sistance, he would not oppose any step^'? which the Gems utic

federation or Holland might take. 'Phe British dect'^tfin inthkr.Cr

that of France; and Louis-Philippe wrote to his son-in-kn^ th'!,
!'

he wishetl to preserve the Independence «>f Belgiuni, ami -
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that Palmerston was not to be moved, and had left the Foreign Office

on January after an interview wliicli convinced liim that the

verdict of the Powers was final.

It was not till March that the Pclgian Chambers gave way, and,

after a debate which lasted for ten days, consented to accept the

decision of the Powers. This was the end; and on April 19th, 1839,

the famous Treaties, which gave the force of an international compact

to the Twenty-fourArticles, and established the Southern Netherlands

as an independent State within the limits which the Conference had

fixed, were signed at London.

Although, during the Conference of London, the most farsighted

observer of Foreign Afl'airs could not, by any possibility, have fore-

seen that, in August, 1914, Great Britain would begin to reap a

harvest of blood, the seeds of which were sown at Brussels in August,

1830, the anger excited by the Belgian Revolution arose largely from

an instinctive apprehension of future danger. After the fall of

Napoleon, the small corner of Europe which had been a mosaic of

separate communities till they were united under the House of Bur-

gundy, and had afterwards belonged in turn to Spain, Austria, and

France, fell into the hands of the Allies as part of the wreckage of the

Napoleonic empire. It was the veriest commonplace of history that

this fragment of the Continent had for centuries been the prize for

which endless Wars were fought, that the French were the chief

aggressors in tliese Wars, and that it was essential to the security of

the British Islands to prevent any Great Power, most of all France,

from holding the coast of Flanders, with Antwerp and the mouth of

the Scheldt. Therefore, partly with this British object in view, but

chiefly in order to erect a solid barrier on the eastern boundaries of

France, the Allies, led by Great Britain, reunited the Southern and

Northern Netherlands, which had been separated since the close of

the sixteenth century. The supi:eme desire of Castlereagh and the

other statesmen of the Coalition was to find a lasting peace
;
and they

believed that the creation of this strong buffer State would at least

diminish the risk of a renewal of the secular struggle for supremacy in

the Low Countries. But, in 1830, the people of the South, alienated

from their fellow-subjects in the North by the unwise actions of King

William, prompted by French emissaries, and led on by native priests

and politicians, tore asunder the “kingdom of the Netherlands,”

and laid bare the rock on which the Peace of Europe had so often

foundered.
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During the perilous times wliich followed, t!)e proceedings of

Palmerston and Grey, in their conduct of Foreign Polic}', formed sn

unbroken record of patience and wisdom. They showed infinitr

patience in dealing with the obstinacy of the Dutch and the irritating

intransigence of the Belgians. Tliey had the wisdom to admit, re-

luctantly it is true, that the plan of 1814, well conceived though h

was as a means for preventing the outbreak of fresh wars in Western

Europe, had failed, and tliat, if peace was to be maintained, there

was no alternative but to try the hazardous experiment of leaving tin:

Belgian Provinces isolated. It was hoped, indeed, that, with shr

guarantee of “Perpetual Neutrality” contained in the 'IVcaty sigi.rd

at London, they would cease to be a cause of wars, and a battlcfirid

of nations; but, as Palmerston said, the Treaty was only parchnwnt,

and might one day be broken. Throughout the long negoikuions which

ended by giving this precarious independence to the Belgian-, ana

imposing on them the obligation of Neutrality which they resented,

tlic Britisli Ministers worked in harmony with the Ministers the

Continental Powers, whenever that was possible; but tlicy made ft

plain that Great Britain sought no permanent alliances, nor even a

passing understanding with any I’owcr, save f<»r tlie purpn.--** ^>5 prr*

venting a rupture of the peace. “It is a narrow policy,*' Pahru-r

said, “to suppose that this country or that is to lu; marht-d nut ;t- th

eternal ally or the perpettial enemy of England. We have no r;

allies, and we have no perpetual cncmie:-. Our in{rrc"4< are cterr'

and those interests it is our duty to follow,” ^rhis principle hr e

into practice at the I’oreign Odicc i»» the r.ritic.d \rar.'. frotn

183.;, hut with .an Aliy on whom he cuuld dcpet’.d in J*.drf)fan h v '

Mtpportcd the policy of.an entente with Urriit Brita.i!*- a. tirme. <" •

had ‘ upporicd it durinv: the Cnnerr'.' of Vieurs.u ne.abo.ccted.* ’'’

wb.cfi there wa- a (lirect contiiet of int^tc''’'^', in <ainrif wno 1 1--
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CHAPTER IV

THE NEAR EAST AND FRANCE, 1829-1847

I. THE EGYPTIAN CRISIS AND ITS SEQUENCE, 1833-1841

There was no definite Eastern Question in the minds ofEuropean

statesmen before the year 1830, altliough it had been partially

raised by Pitt, and also at the Treaty of Tilsit, and during the Greek

War of Independence. Broadly defined, the Eastern Question was:

what to do with Turkey? The Tsar Alexander and Napoleon, at

the Treaty of Tilsit, had assumed that Turkey was moribund and

was likely to be partitioned; and since their time most European

statesmen had taken the same view. But it was not till after the Greek

War of Independence, and the rupture between Mehemet Ali and

the Porte, that European statesmen began definitely to face the

problem of the decease, or probable decease, of Turkey.

Towards this question none of the Great Powers adopted quite

tlie same attitude. Russia had for over a century been steadily en-

croaching on Turkish territory. The last Russian encroachment, at

the Treaty of Adrianople in 1829, had extended the Tsar’s territory

to the southern mouth of the Danube. Austria, on the other hand,

although formerly an aggressor against Turkey, had, since Metternich

had come into power, been in favour of maintaining the status quo.

France and Great Britain may be said, broadly speaking, to have

followed the same policy, although they differed in their application

of it, as well as in their reasons for adopting it. This policy cannot be

better stated than in the words of Guizot

:

to maintain the Ottoman empire in order'to maintain the European equi-

librium
;
and, when by the force of circumstances, by the natural course of

events, some dismemberment takes place, when some province detaches

itself from that decadent empire, the right policy is to favour the trans-

formation of that province into a new and independent sovereignty, which

shall become a member of the family of States, and serve one day in the

new European equilibrium—^the equilibrium destined to take the place of

the ancient elements when these are no longer in existence^.

This policy meant as a rule maintaining the Ottoman empire, but

acquiescing in particular provinces detaching themselves and becoming

independent States. This process of detachment might go on until

^ Speech in the Chambre de DiputSs, July 2nd, 1839. See Guizot, Mdmotres
pour servir d Vhistoire de mon temps (i86i), iv. 330-1.

W.&G.II It
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the whole Ottoman empire in Europe disappeared; but this enn-

tingency was considered to be so far off that the statesmen of Palmer-

ston’s period did not take it into account.

Palmerston, like the French statesman, believed that a genera!

polic}' should be pursued of maintaining the Ottoman empire, wfiilc

acquiescing, though reluctantly, in the detachment from it of par-

ticular provinces. ’*On the whole, Palmerston’s bias v/as more stronclp

towards maintenance tlian was the French view. I’or this he had tv-o

reasons: in tlie first place, he held that the Ottoman empire guardr I

the approaches towards India; and, secondly, he thought that the

Turks might regenerate themselves and become a respectable Pnv.'c.'.

The first reason is clearly seen in the suspicion with wUicIi hr

regarded hlchcmct Ali’s advance through Syria: "’'rurhey,” hv

wrote to Sir William Temple at Naples, “is as good an occupier

the road to India ns an active Arabian Sovereign would bch”

regard to I’urkcy’s ability to regenerate herself, he was equally :r.-

sislcnt: “if the ,Sultan rcnllv has nnv suiff in him, he miirlit in a t***-

years make himself independent, hy well organising his army .^n.s

navv, his finances and his ndministnuion of justice.” Of coun-c, th*^

is the sort of general, unexceptionable statement that has hem m'-'

so often with regard to Turkey; but Palmerston made it qnt‘.r

seriou'?ly, for he added, ns if calculating the means lor helpn'ie df

Sultan: “ I wrjnder whether Mctiernich vouh.1 allfjw that foine ale i>

tioriS might lx* useful to 'rtirkcy, or wlunher lie wruild exiend

to that coiinlrv his abliorrcncc of ch.nrure.” If onlv left to

'^I’urkey might go on itulefinitciy ; “no empire is hhely to ‘ d!
^

if left to itscif, and If no hinfl neighbour* lorcildy t'-ar it per,
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was elected to tlie House of Commons in 1806, and, even after he

succeeded to his Irish peerage, he remained a member of it. In 1830,

he became Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in Lord Grey’s

Cabinet, and he remained, with only short intervals, identified with

the Foreign Office till the end of his life.

Palmerston was a well-educated man, conversant not only with

the Latin and Greek tongues, but with French and Italian, and a

hard worker, who thoroughly mastered all the current business of the

Foreign Office. Pie was in the habit of writing, in his own neat

hand, many of the despatches and letters wliich went out from the

Foreign Office. The Instructions which he sent to Ambassadors and

otliers were always clear and practical; (but his policy was not alwa3^_s

I .consistent. The truth is that, with all his great knowledge of Foreign

I
?Affairs, he was without the perfect clearheadedness of which the

thorough study of political problems is a necessary condition. He
saw with absolute precision what he wanted at the moment and hoAv

to get it
;
but he did not take very long views : nor did he always stop

to correlate his current views with those he had previously put fonvard.

''Moreover, his masterful will, combined with the “jauntiness”

that made him so popular a figure in the street, led him to pay

little attention to other men’s—and, indeed, to other nations’

—

feelings. {It is well known how he irritated Queen Victoria by not

troubling to send her despatches in time for her to read them before

they had to be sent off; and the venerable Talleyrand, the doyen of

European diplomatists, during his London Mission of 1830-4, com-

plained that Palmerston sometimes kept him waiting for two or

three hours in the ante-rooms of the Foreign Office.)

Palmerston’s private correspondence is full ofcricketing metaphors.

He is always “making a capital hit,” or going to do something “off

his own bat,” or seeing that someone “gets a good innings”; and
there is, in some of it, in fact, a suggestion of irresponsibility. But in

his official despatches he was careful of his words
;
and he was beyond

all doubt in earnest when upholding what he conceived to be the

honour and dignity of his country. He was, at the same time, quite

straightfonvard
; foreign Ambassadors, if in doubt about the inten-

tions of the British Government, formed the habit of asking Palmer-

ston point blank what he wanted, aware that if he told them anything

definite at all, it would be true.

As the years went on his unrivalled knowledge of Foreign Affairs,

and his personal popularity, made his influence at the Foreign Office
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absolute; and even the opinions of his colleagues in the Cabinet
failed, speaking generally, to make any impression on him, or affect

his course of action, i

pfT.%4®P,endence had convinced Europe that. the

.Ottoman empire was decadent. The Treaty of Adrianople in 1829

had proclaimed the detachment of four “provinces”—Moldavia,

Wallachia, Serbia and Greece. After the Greek settlement had been

virtually completed, another province, which had already been practi-

cally detached, suddenly assumed the position of a domineering,

conquering Power against its overlord. This province was Egypt,

under its able Pasha (or Governor) Mehemet AJi.

This capable Albanian was a native of Kavalla on the Aegean,

where for years he earned his living as a tobacco-merchant. He

served in the Turkish Arm}'- during Napoleon’s expedition to Egypt,

quickly rose to be a colonel, Governor of Cairo, and finally Pasha of

all Egypt. Barbarous and uneducated as he was, he yet had the ability

to appreciate Western civilisation; and under him and the French

experts whom he introduced, Egypt became a prosperous and a

powerful State, vassal only in name to the Porte. Between 1824 and

1827, Mehemet’s Egyptian army nearly reconquered the Peloponnese,

and indeed, but for the intervention of the Powers, would have done

so. After the Greek War was over, Mehemet, although he had been

rewarded with Crete, thought that he had been insufficiently paid

for his efforts by the Sultan, and formed the design of still furffier

adding to his dominions by force—^possibly, of becoming altogether

independent.

Mehemet easily found a cause for war with the Porte, and in 1832

his son Ibrahim invaded Syria and advanced into Asia Minor. On

December 21st, the Turkish army was defeated at Konich. The waj

to Constantinople was opened to the invader.

The Sultan Mahmud II, feeling himself to be powerless against

the advancing Eg}'ptian, in his desperation turned to the Powers of

Europe^. First, he appealed to Great Britain ;
but the Government

at this time was too much occupied with the Belgian Question.

Mahmud next applied to France, but public opinion in that coitntrj

was sympathetic to Mehemet Ali. The Sultan, therefore, having failed

jSjz, had already given Mahmud to
d

* Stratford Canning, who was on a special .Mission at

November, tS.'tJ, to .August,

Great Brit

force to

Memorandum
see .Appendix C
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in the West, unwillingly turned to the East of Europe, and accepted

the offer of help which Russia was pressing upon him. Mahmud,
who had formerly said that he would give Constantinople and the

empire to anyone who would bring him Mehemet Ali’s head, must

have felt now that, in accepting Russian help, he was making a similar

bargain. The Tsar’s Government had everything ready. In February,

1833, a Russian squadron entered the Bosphorus; a Russian army

encamped on the Asiatic shore; and, shortly afterv^ards, 5000 Russian

troops were landed at Buyuk Dere, on the European side, close to

Constantinople.

The French had been afraid of Muscovite intervention from the

moment when Mehemet Ali started his War. The French Consul-

general at Alexandria at the time was M. Mimault, a trained diploma-

tist of Napoleon I. France was keenly interested in Mehemet Ali,

and looked upon him as, in some sense, a protege, who was con-

tinuing the glories of Bonaparte’s short but brilliant Egyptian regime.

Mimault had tried to dissuade Mehemet from making war on the

Porte; and, now that the war had brought on the intervention of

Russia, the Due de Broglie, French Foreign Minister, sent Admiral

Baron Roussin on a Mission to Constantinople to induce the Russians

to withdraw. The Mission failed
; but Great Britain and Austria, who,

unlike France, were not friends ofMehemet Ali, were more successful.

They were able to persuade Mahmud to offer his vassal Syria and

Adana—amazingly good terms, which Mehemet readily accepted

(Convention of Kutaya, April-May, 1833). Thus the “Egyptian

Affair” was ended, and the Russian expeditionary force, having no

longer any raison cTetre, departed from the Bosphorus.

In departing, however, the Russians left a sting behind them.

While they had been at Constantinople, a grand official had arrived

from Petrograd, with a splendid staff. This was no less a person than

General Count Orloff, who belonged to the inner ring of the Tsar’s

Court. His presence caused some agitation in the chanceries of

Europe, but they never discovered his doings till some months after

he and the last Russian troops had quitted the Bosphorus. Actually on

June 8th, two days before they left, Orloff concluded with Mahmud
the Treaty known as that of Unkiar Skelessi. This was a Treatyof Alli-

ance and Defence (to endure for eight years, but renewable) between

the Tsar and the Sultan. The sting lay in a separate and secret Article

;

In virtue of one of the clauses of Article I of the Patent Treaty of

Defensive Alliance concluded between the Imperial Court of Russia and
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the Sublime Porte, the two High Contracting Parties are bound to afford

to each other mutually substantial aid, and the most efficacious assistance

for the safety of their respective dominions. Nevertheless, His hlajestj-

the Emperor of All the Russias, wishing to spare the Sublime Ottoman
Porte the expense and inconvenience which might be occasioned to it by
affording substantial aid, will not ask for that aid if circumstances should

place the Sublime Porte under the obligation of furnishing it. The Sublime
Ottoman Porte, in place of the aid which it is bound to, furnish in case of

need, according to the principle of reciprocity of the Patent Treaty, shall

confine its action in favour of the Imperial Court of Russia to closing the

Strait of the Dardanelles, that is to say, to not allowing any Foreign Vessels

of War to enter therein under any pretext whatsoever.

In other words, if Russia went to war with any European Power,

the Porte would close the Dardanelles, and so make Russia im-

pregnable on the side of the Black Sea—the Russian Navys at the

same time, being free to issue from the Dardanelles into the Medi-

terranean, and to retire again, when it chose, into safety. Practically,^

too, the Treaty meant that the Russian Government would control;

the foreign policy of the Turks
;
for they would appeal to the terms^

of Unkiar Skelessi to ensure the repudiation of any Turkish Treaty^

^'incompatible with it. The Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi, in fact, con-^^

; verted Turkey into a sort of Russian Protectorate. Nicholas I had

given up the policy of conquest or partition, in favour of that of

penetration and control—a far subtler and far more feasible policy.

The Treaty was to be for eight years, and might be renewed

(Article V).

The arrangement thus made was a different solution of the

Eastern Question from that outlined in tire words of Guizot (cited

above). No doubt, to convert Turkey into a Protectorate of one of

the European Powers, was a solution witli much to recommend it,

except that no European Power could be tnjsted with such a “man-

date,” which would have given it the means of establishing dominion

over a large part of the world, and over some of the world’s mo:^t

vital communications.

Lord Ponsonby, British Ambassador at Constantinople, earl)

obtained a full copy of the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi k The Due dc

Broglie, writing on October 28th, 1833, to the Marquis Maison,

French Ambassador at Petrograd, correctly reproduced the substance

of the Secret Article of Unkiar Skelessi, and added: “the Cabinet

of St Petersburg has determined, in the face of Europe, to proclaim

F. O. Turkey, July is. ib'33; Ponsonby to Pjlrntrrston.1
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openly, to erect into a principle of international law, its exclusive

exceptional preponderance in the affairs of the Ottoman empire^.”

This was more than France and England could allow. But the

Tsar had managed to obtain some sort of sanction from the other two

Powers, Austria and Prussia. This had happened at one of those

“monarchical promenades,” which took place from time to time in

central Europe, “in some little town, whose half-barbarous name
resounded for the first time in the ears of the news-mongers^.” The
place in question was Miinchengratz in Bohemia, where the Tsar

Nicholas, with Nesselrode, the Emperor Francis II, with Metternich,

and the Crown Prince of Prussia met together from September loth to

September 20th®. The Conference affirmed the right of any Sovereign

to appeal for assistance to any other Sovereign: and added, “it shall

not henceforth be permissible to any Power, not so appealed to, to

intervene for the purpose of hindering such assistance.” It is true

that Nicholas, at the same time, assured Metternich, who did not

like the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi, that he would not invoke the

Treaty without first accepting the mediation of Austria. Even with

this qualification, Unkiar Skelessi remained a danger to Europe: “in

reality, the situations and intentions remained the same^.”

For months, war appeared imminent. Even before the conclu-

sion of the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi, Palmerston, on May 7th,

1833, writing to Sir William Temple at Naples, had said that he

thought France likely to declare war with Russia, and accordingly

the British Government was sending Sir Pulteney Malcolm to the

Mediterranean with a strong squadron. Great Britain was as much
aggrieved with Turkey as with Russia; for the Porte’s admission of

Russian ships was contrary to the Anglo-Turkish Treaty of 1809.

The King’s Speech, in September, contained the words: “My atten-

tion will be carefully directed to any events that may affect the present

state and future independence of that Empire”; and, as he said

this, the King “looked round at Lieven to see how he took it®.”

^ Text in Guizot, Memoires, iv. 384 {Pieces historiques).
" Haussonville, Histoire de la politique exterieure du Gouvernetnent Fraufais,

1830-48,1.41.
® Palmerston was much intrigued by the colloquy at Miinchengratz. To Temple

he wrote: “What the three sovereigns are going to meet for in Bohemia, time alone

will show. Nesselrode wrote to Lieven (to be shown to me) that it is only for an
ipanchemerit de cceur, and that politics have nothing to do with it. How can people

take the trouble of writing such stuff? It is as if they wished to prevent one from
believing anything they say.” (September 3rd, 1833, in Ashley, i. 292.)

^ Giiizot, IV. S3.
® Palmerston to Temple, September 3rd, 1833. The Prince de Lieven' was

Ambassador at London from 18x2 to 1834.
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the Sublime Porte, the two High Contracting Parties are bound to afford
to cacli other mutually substantial aid, and the most efficacious assistance
for the safety of their respective dominions. Nevertheless, His Majesty
the Emperor of All the Russias, wishing to spare the Sublime Ottoman
Porte the expense and inconvenience which might be occasioned to it by
affording substantial aid, will not ask for that aid if circumstances should
place the Sublime Porte under the obligation of furnishing it. The Sublime
Ottoman Porte, in place of the aid which it is bound to, furnish in case of
need, according to the principle of reciprocity of the Patent Treaty, shall

confine its action in favour of the Imperial Court of Russia to closing the
Strait of the Dardanelles, that is to say, to not allowing any Foreign Vessels
of War to enter therein under any pretext whatsoever.

In other words, if Russia went to war with any European Power,

the Porte would close tlie Dardanelles, and so make Russia im-

pregnable on the side of the Black Sea—the Russian Navy, at the

same time, being free to issue from the Dardanelles into the Medi-

terranean, and to retire again, when it chose, into safety. Practically,^

too, the Treaty meant that the Russian Government would control,

the foreign policy of the Turks ; for they would appeal to the terras--

of Unkiar Skelessi to ensure the repudiation of any Turkish Treaty*

'incompatible with it. The Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi, in fact, con-;\

verted Turkey into a sort of Russian Protectorate. Nicholas I had

given up the policy of conquest or partition, in favour of that of

penetration and control—

a

far subtler and far more feasible policy.

The Treaty was to be for eight 3^ears, and might be renewed

(Article V).

The arrangement thus made was a different solution of the

Eastern Question from that outlined in the words of Guizot (cited

above). No doubt, to convert Turkey into a Protectorate of one of

the European Powers, was a solution with much to recommend it,

except that no European Power could be trusted with such a “man-

date,” which would have given it the means of establishing dominion

over a large part of the world, and over some of the world’s most

vital communications.

Lord Ponsonby, British Ambassador at Constantinople, early

obtained a full copy of the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi 1. The Due de

Broglie, writing on October 28th, 1833, to the Marquis Maison,

French Ambassador at Petrograd, correctly reproduced the substance

of the Secret Article of Unkiar Skelessi, and added; “the Cabinet

of St Petersburg has determined, in the face of Europe, to proclaim

1 F. O. Turkey, July 12, 1833: Ponsonby to Palmerston.
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openly, to erect into a principle of international law, its exclusive

exceptional preponderance in the affairs of the Ottoman empire’-.”

This was more tlian France and England could allow. But the

Tsar had managed to obtain some sort of sanction from the other t^vo

Powers, Austria and Prussia. This had happened at one of those

“monarchical promenades,” which took place from time to time in

central Europe, “in some little town, whose half-barbarous name
resounded for the first time in the ears of the news-mongers “.” The
place in question was Miinchengratx in Bohemia, where the Tsar

Nicholas, with Nesselrode, tlie Emperor Francis 11
,
with Mctternich,

and the Crown Prince of Prussia met together from September loth to

September 20th^. The Conference affirmed the right of any Sovereign

to appeal for assistance to any other Sovereign: and added, “it shall

not henceforth be permissible to any Power, not so appealed to, to

inter\^ene for tlie purpose of hindering such assistance.” It is true

that Nicholas, at the same time, assured Metternich, who did not

like tlie Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi, that he would not invoke the

Treaty without first accepting the mediation of Austria. Even with

tliis qualification, Unldar Skelessi remained a danger to Europe: “in

reality, the situations and intentions remained the same'’.”

For months, war appeared imminent. Even before the conclu-

sion of the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi, Palmerston, on May 7th,

1833, writing to Sir William Temple at Naples, had said that he

thought France likely to declare war witlr Russia, and accordingly

the British Government was sending Sir Pulteney Malcolm to the

Mediterranean with a strong squadron. Great Britain was as much
aggrieved with.Turkey as with Russia; for the Porte’s admission of

Russian ships was contrary to the Anglo-Turkish Treaty of 1809.

The King’s Speech, in September, contained the words: “My atten-

tion will be carefully directed to any events that may affect the present

state and future independence of that Empire”; and, as he said

this, the IGng “looked round at Lieven to see how he took it®.”

^ Text in Guizot, Memoires, iv. 384 {Pieces Iiistoriqiies).
^ Hausson-ville, Histoire de la politique extirieure du Gouvernement Frangais,

1830-48, 1. 41.
® Palmerston was much intrigued by the colloquy at Miinchengratz. To Temple

he wrote: “What the three sovereigns are going to meet for in Bohemia, time alone

will show. Nesselrode wrote to Lieven (to be shown to me) that it is only for an
ipanchement de caeiir, and that politics have nothing to do with it. How can people

take the trouble of writing such stuff? It is as if they wished to prevent one from
believing anything they say.” (September 3rd, 1833, in Ashley, i. 292.)

* Guizot, IV. S3.
® Palmerston to Temple, September 3rd, 1833. The Prince de Lieven' was

Ambassador at London from 1812 to 1834.
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Palmerston, of course, had sent from the Foreign Office an official

protest against Turkey’s signature of the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi.

Ancillon^ and Nesselrode,” he writes to Temple (October 8th, 1833),
“do not like our protest at Constantinople. We shall repeat it at

Petersburg.” More ships were sent to join Malcolm off the Dar-
danelles

;
but the Admiral was not yet authorised to enter the Straits,

although Palmerston was seriously thinking of giving the order.

; Public opinion in England was keenly aroused about Turkey
and Russia, and the Government would have had plenty of support

in resorting to a war policy. But Palmerston was proceeding very

cautiously.^As the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi had not been officially

communicated to him, he refused to say anything about it in Parlia-

ment. T/ie Morning Herald had obtained a version of it from its Con-

stantinople Correspondent, and had published this on August 21st,

1833 ;
but still Palmerston refused to disclose what the Government

Imew about it, even after the official corrimunication of the Treaty

arrived at the Foreign Office in the beginning of the year 1834^.

It may be that Palmerston’s caution in dealing with Russia at this

time was due to the fact that he was not certain of the attitude of

France. She may have seen eye to eye with Great Britain in opposing

Russia’s designs on Turkey; but, at the same time, French and

British policy tended to clash over the Carlist Question in Spain, and

Talleyrand, at the London Embassy, was on far from easy terms with

the Foreign Office. On April 15th, 1834, however, Palmerston con-

cluded a Treaty with the Spanish and Portuguese Governments,

which in effect would have made Great Britain their Protector; and

so, to avoid this result, Talleyrand quickly demanded the admission

of France to the Treaty—a requestwhich Palmerston readily accorded.

Thus, the Quadruple Alliance of April 22nd, 1834, was concluded.

“ This treaty was a capital hit, and allmy omi doing wrote Palmerston

to Temple, on May 12, 1834 (the italics are his own); and, in truth,

this famous Alliance between France and Great Britain gave Palmer-

ston whatever special confidence he may have needed, in order to

handle the Turco-Russian Question firmly. On November i5tli,

1834, however, the Melbourne Government fell, and Palmerston had

to give place to the Duke of Wellington at tlie, Foreign Office. He

felt sure, however, that there would be no change of policy in Foreign

Affairs: “Russia he [the Duke] hates more than I do, and Turkey he

fwill be just as anxious to protect” (to Temple, November 25th, 1834)

;

1 Prussian Minister for Foreign Affairs from 1831 to 1837. .

= See also Palmerston to Ponsonby, February isth, 1834 in Appendix C.
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and lie was pleased to learn that his original Instructions to the British

Embassy at Constantinople were left in force by Wellington. Palmer-

ston thought that Russia would easily be beaten if tliere was a war

:

“the fact is tliat Russia is a great humbug, and tliat if England were

fairly to go to work with her we should throw her back half a century

in one campaign” (to Temple, March loth, 1835). In April, he was

back in office again. No one reallywanted war, and, since Russiashowed

no desire to assert her protective position at Constantinople, none

broke out. For nearly four years, the Eastern Question was suspended.

In Januar}^ 1836, a change of Ministry occurred in France. The
Due de Broglie fell, and Thiei's became First Minister. In the mean-

time, tlie British and French Governments had been agreeing fairly

well together. Palmerston was aware that there was an anti-British

section in French official circles
;
but he thought this would exercise

no effect. “There will be no change of policy in France. Louis-

Philippe is really minister and Thiers is all for the English alliance,

and Madame Lieven and Talleyrand will be disappointed” (to

Temple, March 5th, 1836). As a matter of fact, Thiers, who was

sometliing of a “firebrand” himself, disliked what the French called

Palmerston’s “conquering airs,” and began to veer towards the

Central Powers, more especially as there was a scheme on hand for

marr}’-ing the Due d’Orleans to an Austrian Archduchess. But Louis-

Philippe took fright at Thiers’ militant policy in Spain, and dismissed

him in September.

The new French Prime-Minister was Comte Mold, with whom
the Foreign Office never seemed able to get into contact. As Palmer-

ston said to General Sebastian!, French Ambassador at London, Mold
always talked to Lord Granville (our Ambassador at Paris), ^'with

the greatest openness and confidence about the weather”

Meanwhile, Sultan Mahmud II and Mehemet Ali were obviously

both preparing for a renewal of the struggle. Mahmud was “West-
ernising” his fprees: Captain von Moltke (afterwards Field-Marshal),

was his military adviser, and Captain Basil Walker, R.N., was in-

structing his navy. The British Ambassador at Constantinople, Lord

Ponsonby, strongly disapproved of the terms which Mahmud had

made with Russia at Unkiar Skelessi, and with Mehemet Ali at

Konieh. “Ponsonby always has had a longing,” wrote Palmerston,

“to have the [British Mediterranean] squadron opposite Seraglio

Point, and I believe, after all, there is no place in Europe where it

,could be more usefuP.”

^ To Temple, March loth, 1835.
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In Egypt, the aspect of affairs was equally disturbed. In 1837,
reports came from Colonel Campbell, British Consul at Alexandria,

that Mehemet Ali was strengthening his forces in Syria. In May,
1838, Mehemet Ali told Campbell that he was resolved to be inde-

pendent. Palmerston took the news seriously, because, as he wrote

to Granville at Paris (June 8th, 1838), the Turks would be defeated,

and then the Russians would fly to the aid of the Sultan, under the

Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi. But this was not the worst that .might be

expected; “it must not be forgotten,” he wrote in the same letter,

“that the one great danger to Europe is the possibility of a combina-

tion between France and Russia.”

I
It will be seen, tlien, that Palmerston’s policy had three specific

iobjects: the first, to prevent any further disruption of the Turkish

vEmpire by Mehemet Ali
;
the second, to obtain, in one way or another,

^the suppression of the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi; and the third, to

I

jiprevent a combination between France and Russia. These three aims

I he completely achieved in the two following years.

The method by which he meant to act was eminently peaceful

and statesmanlike: it was, as he wrote to Ponsonby, “to merge the

Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi in some more general compact of the same

nature^”’, and, to this end, he proposed to Sebastiani that a Con-

ference of the Five Powers should be held in London. But the scheme

made little progress, and, meanwhile, the Turkish and Egyptian

forces were on a war-footing, and facing each other across the

Euphrates. “ Nobody doubts of war,” wrote Ponsonby in April, 1839^.

Nevertheless, there was a fair prospect of peace being preserved.

The Instructions of the Five Powers to their respective diplomatic

representatives at Constantinople and at Cairo were that a peaceful

policy should be recommended to both parties. A Conference would

have been held, except that a Protocol of 1818 made it necessary to

invite Turkey, as being a party to the dispute; and it was felt that

tills would have rendered the Conference fruitless. Jnstead, there-

fore, the Powers sent identical Notes to the disputants, proposing

^ Letter of September 13th, 1838.
2 Ponsonby was very influential at Constantinople, and had succeeded in con-

cluding a Treaty between Great Britain and the Porte (Treaty of Balta Liman,

August i6th, 1838), by which Great Britain was ^ven the “most favoured nation”

treatment in all commercial matters, and permission to trade throughout the Otto-

man dominions. By this Treaty all commercial monopolies were declared abolished

in the Turkish dominions, including Egypt (Art. II). This was a direct and severe

hit at Mehemet Ali, who had monopolised the produce of Egypt. The Treaty is in

the Parliamentary Papers, L. 292.
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that IMclicmct All should liold Kg)'pt as a licrcditaiy pashalik. At tlic

same time, Palmerston arranged with Marshal Soult (Due de l^al-

matic),who had succeeded Mole as Foreign Minister in Maj% 1835,

that, if the Russians entered the Rosphorus, the British and French

squadrons should pass through the Dardancllcsh But Sultan Mah-
mud would not give up his warlike plan, and Mehemet Ali was

quite ready to meet his army”. When the Aide-de-camp wliom

Soult had sent to Constantinople to press for peace called on Pon-

sonby to-ask for cooperation, the latter said he had received no special

Instructions. On June 9th, hostilities commenced. On June 24th,

the Fg\-ptjan forces, commanded by the cver-victorious Ibrahim,

routed Mahmud’s forces, under the eyes of Moltke himself, at

Nisib; on June 29th Mahmud died, and the Turkish Admiral with

his ships sailed oil' to join Mehemet .Ali at Alexandria. “In three

weeks, Turkey had lost her Sultan, her army, and her flect^.’’

The news of Mahmud’s death and of the battle of Nisib con-

vinced Palmerston that decisive action was necessary
;
and he assumed,

as Great Britain and France were Allies, that the two would act to-

gether. But the French Government, which .seems to have believed

that the British Government was not impartial (though Palmerston

supplied irrefutable proofs of the contrar}' *), persisted in its distrust.

On August 3rd, Palmerston drafted orders to Admiral Stopford

to proceed witli the Mediterranean squadron to Alexandria, to bring

pressure to bear on Mehemet Ali. This despatch was transmitted to

the French Government, and the messenger was ordered to await

^ It was then that Palmerston wrote his famous remark to Granville at Paris:

“Soult is a jewel.” The Marshal had been Special Ambassador in the previous
year at Queen Victoria’s coronation, when he had met with an enthusiastic reception.

- Sec Campbell’s reports from Egypt (Palmerston to Hobhousc, Feb. 19, 1S39,

F. O. Turkey, 384),
® Guizot, Mdvtoircs, rv. 342.
* Guizot in his Mdmoircs mentions an interesting despatch sent to Soult by

Baron Bourqueney, who, in the absence of General Sebastian!, was in charge of the
London Embassy. Bourqueney called on Palmerston at the Foreign Office to com-
plain of the attitude of Ponsonby at Constantinople, P.almerston assured Bourqueney
that the Instructions sent to the Constantinople Embassy had all been in favour
of peace. Bourqueney then suggested that perhaps Lord Ponsonby had not
carried out the Instructions as he ought. At this Lord Palmerston touched a bell

and ordered to be brought to him Ponsonby’s corresponde'nce-for the last four

months, and the correspondence of Colonel Campbell (Consul at Alexandria) for

the last t^vo years. The files were brought, and all gave evidence of peaceful in-

fluence (Guizot, IV. 333-5). The incident throws a light on Palmerston’s method
of work. He was master of all the business of the Foreign Office, and kept abreast

of all the correspondence that came in. Guizot himself, who knew all the British

statesmen, believed that Palmerston did not wish for war, and that the British

Government was not acting in a Machiavellian way.
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Soult s decision, before proceeding on his journey. Soult merely
returned the despatch to the Foreign Office. He also rejected Palmer-
ston’s next proposal, that the British and French Consuls at Alex-

andria should jointly demand from Mehemet Ali the restitution of

the Turkish fleet. The reason for this extraordinary refusal was, un-

doubtedly, that the French Government was especially favourable to

the cause of Mehemet Ali^.

In the meantime, there was every probability of the Pasha of

Egypt gaining the terms he wanted from the new Sultan Abdul Mejid,

who was, in fact, helpless against his powerful subject. In order,

therefore, to prevent a hasty and unwise settlement, the Ambassadors

of the Five Powers at Constantinople, who on this occasion acted

unanimously, drafted a joint Note informing the Sublime Porte, in

virtue of the Instructions received by them from their respective

Governments, “that accord on the Eastern Question is assured among

the Five Great Powers”; and engaging the Porte “to suspend all

definite determination without their concurrence, and to await the

result of their interest in It.”

On July 27th, 1839, the Ambassadors of the Five Powers, headed

by Admiral de Roussin, presented this Note to the Porte. Thus con-

certed action in the interest of the whole of Europe had been secured,

and in this concert France was preeminent. And yet, while the

French Embassy at Constantinople was acting in concert with the

Powers, Soult at Paris was refusing to cooperate with Palmerston.

The news of the Constantinople Joint Note of July 27th arrived in

London much about the same time as the notification of Soult’s refusal

to join with Great Britain in bringing pressure to bear at Alexandria.

On hearing the twofold news Palmerston at once resolved to break

off separate negotiations with France, and to summon, instead, a Con-

ference of the Five Powers. The object of the proposed Conference

was to induce the Five Powers to blockade Syria until Mehemet Ali

should surrender the Turkish fleet.

Palmerston’s anxiety to have the Turco-Egyptian affair settled

by European intervention was due to his fear lest Russia would invoke

her rights under the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi—a Treaty which he

was determined to get rid of altogether. The Tsar Nicholas showed

ali readiness to meet Palmerston’s views. He knew that to invoke

* Palmerston wanted Mehemet Ali to give up Syria. The French Government

wished him to keep it. See conversation of Bourqueney with Palmerston at the

Foreign Office, June 17th, 1839. (Guizot.)
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the Treaty would mean war with England; while not to invoke it,

but instead, to join with England in driving IMchemcl AH out of

Syria, meant the rupture of tlic Anglo-French Alliance—a prospect

not at all unpleasing to Rtissia. 'Po assist in bringing about friendly

feelings the 'Psar had in May sent the 'Psareviicli (afterwards Alex-

ander II) on a visit to London. Also, on June 17th (1839), Nesselrode

IkuI written to Pozzo di Forgo (who had been transferred from the

Pari.s to the London limbassy) that he wished to avoid anj' crisis

which would call into action the 'Preaty of Unkiar Skclessi. Lord
Clanricarde sent the same information from Petrograd.

To arrange matters with the Rritish Government, Nesselrode sent

Baron Bnmnow on a special Mission to London, Brunnow was a

suave, keen-sighted diplomatist, quick to see other people’s points of

view, wearing always himself the garb of moderation, and expert in

wrapping up liis ideas in phrases which actual!}' committed him to

nothing. He arrived on September 15th, 1839. He brought word
tliat Russia agreed to the blockade policy, and that, if Ibrahim’s army
advanced further towards Constantinople, a Russian fleet would enter

the Bosphorus, remaining however, all the time, at the di.spo.saI of

the Allies. If this were agreed to, Russia would not renew the Treaty

of Unkiar Skclessi, 'J'iie Russian Government was prepared to act

in concert with Great Britain and France, but would prefer to act

without France.

Palmerston informed Sebastiani (who had returned to London)

of all these proposals, except tliat of leaving out France. Soult, when
he received them, told Henr}'^ Bulwer, Charge d’affaires at Paris, that,

if a Russian fleet should appear in the Bosphorus, a French fleet

would appear there also. Hereupon, Palmerston, seeing that to agree

to the Tsar’s proposal for a Russian expedition to the Bosphorus,

would entail war bettveen Russia and France, proposed that Anglo-

French ships should also have authority to enter the Dardanelles.

To tliis, the Russian Government agreed (December, 1839).

Palmerston now saw his way clear to concerted action of cither

the Five or of the Four—he would have preferred the Five, but the

Four would suit him well enough. At the end of September he had
instructed Bulwer to inform Soult that the British Government would
agree to act with Russia, Austria and Prussia, ^'whether France joins

or not; but that on eve^y account we should deeply regret that France
should not he a party to the proceedings'^

F

^ Palmerston to Bulwer, September 24th, 1839, The itaJies arc Palmerston’s.
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There can be no reasonable doubt that Palmerston wished France
to remain in the European Concert in its handling of the Eastern

Question^. But there was something indecisive, and at the same time

evasive, in the attitude of the Soult Ministry. “Nothing can be more
miserable,” wrote Henry Bulwer from Paris, “than the shifts and
changes in the opinions and schemes of the French Government;
and it is evident that they have wishes and objects at bottom which
they are ashamed of confessing” (September 24th, 1839). Later in

the year, graver intelligence came to Palmerston—nothing official,

but a report which, he thought, amounted to something. He heard

“secretly” that Louis-Philippe had said to some foreign Minister

that France was protecting Mehemet Ali, because she would probably

be at war with England in two years, and would want the cooperation

of Mehemet Ali’s fleet in the Mediterranean^. The story seems hardly

to fit the prudent character of Louis-Philippe
;
but the idea contained

in it may have Iain at the back of the mind of some other French

statesmen. Palmerston himself did not think Louis-Philippe was

above it; “Louis-Philippe,” he wrote to Granville, “is a man in|

whom no solid trust can be reposed®.”

Sebastian! at London saw clearly enough that France would be

left out in the cold, if she persisted in supporting Mehemet Ali’s

pretensions to Syria. But Soult felt that he must take the risk. He
seems himself to have preferred Palmerston’s policy, but he thought

it impracticable, owing to the military strength of Mehemet Ali : one

has to recognise, he said, /a necessite des fails. Moreover, French

educated opinion and the Paris Press were strongly in favour of

Mehemet Ali, and no French statesman could go against them. He,

therefore, professed indifference to Sebastiani’s warning: if the Four

Powers cared to make a coalition among themselves, France would

let them go their own way—such a coalition was against Nature, and

would not long hold together^.

Soult was probably reckoning on the probability that Great Britain

and Russia would not agree together, on the question of not renewing

the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi. But, as has already been noticed, they

did agree. Palmerston informed Sebastian!, and Sebastian! forwarded

the news to Paris. The news must have staggered Soult. He must now

give up insisting upon the retention of Syria by Mehemet Ali, or

^ Guizot is quite clear about this : see Metnoires, IV. ch. xxvi passim.

- Palmerston to Granville, November 22nd, 1839.

= Ashley, Life of Palmerston (1879), 1. 367.

^ Guizot, IV. 366.
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consent to sec France shut out from the European Concert. But he

made one more effort to preserve the Anglo-French Alliance. He
recalled General Sebastiani, and appointed Guizot in his place to

the London Embassy (Febniar}', 1S40). A fortnight later, Soult’s

Ministrj' fell over the question of a grant to the Due de Nemours,

and Thiers once more became Prime-lMinistcr (March ist, 1840).

The record of Guizot’s embassy, which is fully given in his

Mivioircs^ is most interesting. Guizot, after Thiers, was the most

distinguished living French man of letters and statesman. He had

never before been in England, and he had never engaged in diplomacy.

But he was an experienced politician, and he was already an autliority

on English histor}'.

Guizot’s Instructions, when he took up his work at the Embassy

in Hertford House, were full of difficulty: he was to maintain the

accord witli Great Britain, to prcser\fe for France her membership of

the Concert of the Five Powers, and yet to insist upon keeping Syria

for Mehemet Ali^. He was soon in touch with all the leading men
in the British Government and in London society. Palmerston knew
that tlie new French Premier, Thiers, could not be expected to gather

up at once the threads of the tangled Eastern Affair, and, accordingly,

proceeded in a leisurely fashion. To Guizot, as the Ambassador fully

acknowledges, he was perfectly frank and friendly. The tvvo statesmen

fully discussed the affairs of Mehemet Ali at the Foreign Office.

When Palmerston tried to prove that Mehemet Ali had been the

aggressor against the Sultan, Guizot triumphantly showed, from a

German map, that Ain-tab, where the first collision had taken place,

was on Mehemet All’s side of the Syrian frontier. Palmerston, there-

fore, abandoned this line of argument, but held to his ground that

Mehemet Ali’s power must be restricted. To this, however, Thiers

would not agree.

Guizot, in spite of the friendliness of Palmerston, and of the

leaders of the great Whig Houses, such as Lord Holland, Lord Lans-
downe, and Lord Aberdeen, soon began to feel the coming isolation of

France. The Prussian Ambassador, Baron von Biilow, was friendly and
often conversed with Guizot about politics, literature and philosophy;

but the Austrian Ambassador, Baron Neumann, trained in the strict

Metternich school, was solemnly discreet. Baron Brunnov.', the Russian
Ambassador, kept out of Guizot’s way altogether during six weeks.

In April, the Turkish Ambassador at Paris, Nouri Efiendi, came
Guizot, Menioires, v. 27.
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to London and presented a Note in which the Porte, not unreason-
ably, asked the Powers to redeem their Joint Note of July 27th of the

previous year—when they had counselled the Ottoman Government
to suspend negotiations with Mehemet AU until the Powers made
their decision. The Porte’s Note also mentioned the offer of a heredi-

tary pashalik of Egypt (without Syria) as the condition of peace

witli Mehemet Ali. Two days later (April 12th), at a reception given

at Holland House, Guizot was privately informed that the British,

Russian, Austrian and Prussian Governments were agreed on the

reply which they would severally make to the Turkish Note. Next
day, he received a communication from Lord Palmerston, enclosing a

copy of his replyto the Noteof Nouri Effendi,and adding: “Won’t you
reply somewhat in the same sense? ” Nothing could be more courteous

and frank thanPalmerston’s conductatthisjuncture. TheEnglish reply

said nothing about limiting Mehemet Ali to Egypt. But Thiers in-

structed Guizot to make no reply at all to the Turkish Note : “it would

be superfluous,” he wrote, “to prolong such a debate indefinitely.”

For the next two months, the Eastern Question ceased to bulk

largely in Guizot’s diplomatic transactions. He was occupied in using

his good offices in settling a commercial dispute between Great

Britain and the kingdom of Naples. In May, he had to negotiate with

the British Government for the transference of Napoleon’s ashes from

St Helena to France. When he laid the request before Lord Palmer-

ston, a slight smile, quickly repressed, passed across the Foreign

Secretary’s lips; but two days later, the Cabinet’s consent was con-

veyed to Hertford House.

Towards the end of May, a new Turkish Ambassador, Chekib

Effendi, came to London. Thiers told Guizot not to talk with him;

“he will repeat to you the follies of the Seraglio, without approving

of them. For the question will not be settled with the Turkish Pleni-

potentiary.” As a matter of fact, Thiers thought that the question

was actually being settled, without the interference of the Four

Powers, in a separate negotiation which was now going on at Con-

stantinople, between the Porte and Mehemet Ali. These negotiations

were being carried on through the mediation of Pontois, French Am-

bassador at Constantinople. From moment to moment Thiers ex-

pected to hear of their successful conclusion, whereupon he intended

to confront Palmerston and Nesselrode with the fait accomplP-.

^ JJarrangement direct etitre le Sultan et le pacha ltd paraissait imminent. Guizot,

V. 229.
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But the negotiations at Constantinople could not escape the vigilance

of Lord Ponsonby, who gave timely warning of them to Palmerston^.

This was just one of those occasions which Palmerston knew how to

seize. As he had already reached an accord with the Russian, Prussian

and Austrian Governments on their altitude to Mehemet Ali, he had

no difficulty in obtaining a Treaty signed by the Representatives of

these Powers at the Foreign Office in London (July i c;th, i84o)^The

Turkish Ambassador also appended his signature. The Treaty pro-

vided for the settlement of tlie dispute between the Sultan and

Mehemet Ali, on condition of the hereditarj' pashalik of Egypt

being assigned to Mehemet, with Acre and southern Syria for life.

The offer of southern Syria (to which the Austrian and Prussian

Ambassadors had induced Palmerston to agree, in the interest of

peace) was to hold good for ten days; the offer of Eg}'pt alone, for

twenty days. If pressure were required to be put on Mehemet
Ali, the Four Powers would blockade him; if he advanced upon Con-

stantinople, they would, on the invitation of the Sultan, cooperate

for the defence of his capital. Article IV maintained “the ancient

rule of the Ottoman Empire” to keep the Dardanelles closed to

foreign ships of war when the Porte is at peace. Thus the Porte was

placed under the protection of the Four Powers, and the Treaty of

Unldar Skelessi was tacitly suppressed.

These results constituted a tremendous achievement for the policy

of Palmerston. But two things remained necessary for its complete

success : first, to assuage the chagrin of the French Government, and

secondly to induce Mehemet Ali to evacuate nortliem Syria. Both

these things took time
;
but Palmerston, by a happy combination of

patience and vigour, accomplished them at last.

In the first instance, France had to be dealt with. On July 17th,

two days after the signature of the Four Power Treaty, Palmerston

invited Guizot to the Foreign Office, and there read him a careful

Note stating that the Four Powers, in view of the refusal of France

to join with them, had by themselves concluded the Treaty. This

information, when conveyed to Paris, met witli a perfect storm of

anger. Thiers, in a Circular Note to the French diplomatic agents^,

admitted that France would not have signed the Treaty; but her

Government felt acutely insulted by not being in form invited to

sign, before the Treaty was completed. In truth, the whole French

^ Cf. Ponsonby to Palmerston, June 23rd, 1840, in Appendix C.
* Note of August 6th, 1840: text in Haussonville, i. 167.

W.&G. II 12
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policy had miscarried. “No wonder,” Palmerston wrote to Bulwer
after communicating the news of the Treaty of July 15th, “Guizot
has been looldng as cross as the devil for the last few days.”

For a few months war seemed imminent between France and the

rest of Europe. During the last few years the French Chamber had
been in a somewhat chauvinistic frame of mind, and had been in-

dulging its fancy for the Napoleonic legjend. Expeditions to Algiers

had not satisfied its appetite for glory. The nation seems to have been

actually eager for war, and the only heshation in Thiers’ mind was,

apparently, whether the French attack j should be mainly directed

against England or against Prussia. The V patriotism of Germany was

aroused, and the Wacht am Rhein was composed.
Palmerston, on his side, was firm, if hiot bellicose. To Bulwer at

Paris, he wrote on September 22nd (1840) a “ Withthatskill oflanguage

which I know you to be a master of, conWey to him [Thiers] in the

most friendly and inoffensive manner possible, that if France throws

down the gauntlet we shall not refuse to pi6]c it up.”

At the same time, events were ihovinA very rapidly in Syria.

Mehemet Ali had refused the terms of the P&^ers
;
so Allied pressure

was at once brought to bear on him. Lord P^nsonby had everything

in train for a revolt in the Lebanon against Eg'j^ptian rule^. Some-

thing more than a blockade was already in force the Syrian coast.

On September i ith Admiral Sir Charles Napier bo^jpbarded Beyrout

and captured it. Soon afterwards, he won a victory Ipn land, in com-

mand of the Turks, at Nahr-el-Kelb
; and, on .Sept^^mber 26th, he

stormed Saida. The position ofMehemet Ali had been miWde still worse

by the Sultan having pronounced his deposition on September 14th.

This measure was a diplomatic mistake. It almost mi^de war in-

evitable. For, even if France never meant to fight for SyriaV;she could

scarcely refuse to take up arms when her protege was contenijptuously

declared to be absolutely deposed. The action of the Sultan w-as pro-

bably taken on his own initiative. Palmerston softened the bldw by

telling Guizot that the deposition had only been pronounced in

terrorBin—^as a means of bringing Mehemet Ali to terms.

In France many influences were working for peace. The pros-

perous and growing class of French manufacturers were against war,

and Palmerston was counting on them. Louis-Philippe was always

^ “If Ibrahim advances, it will be easy to raise all the Syrians against his

government. I can answer for the inhabitants of the Lebanon.” Ponsonby to

Palmerston, April 23rd, 1840: Haussonville, i. 295.
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prudent and peaceful, and as he said liimself de faire la guerre,

et faire la guerre, soul deux chases hien differenies. Malmesbury, a good

observer, notes in his diary on September nth: “I think that peace

will be preseiA'ed, as Louis-Philippe is very much against all wars.”

Palmerston himself was willing to make the way to peace smooth.

On October 8th, he instructed Granville to offer this declaration to

tlie French Government 7/"Frawce makes us afriendly communication

lending to lead to an amicable discussion of the present state of affairs,

we shall receive it, and deal with it in the spirit in zohich it is madeT
While Palmerston was writing tliis Note to the British Ambassador

at Paris, a French peace-offer was being indited at Paris for trans-

mission to Guizot in London. The peace-party had triumphed, and

Thiers himself had been talked round by Louis-Philippe and the

more conservative statesmen. Thus the French Note of October 8th

was drafted, and presented by Guizot to Lord Palmerston on the 9th.

Although in effect a peace-offer, it was not by any means a sur-

render on the part of France. It contained simply a categorical de-

mand that Mehemet Ali should be left in possession of Egypt. This

meant that, while France would nottolerate tlie deposition ofMehemet
Ali, and would generously defend his cause even against all Four

Powers, she would not insist upon the retention of Syria by him^.

This offer of France, wliich, while involving an important con-

cession, was yet in no way derogatory to the national dignity, fully

met the wishes of the Four Powers, who had no desire to see Mehemet
Ali completely deposed. Such, at any rate, was the view of Admiral

Napier, who was blockading Syria. On November 3rd, he captured

Acre, which had long been considered impregnable. This feat en-

dangered the communications of Ibrahim Pasha, who was therefore

compelled to retire from Syria. Admiral Napier then took the

blockading fleet down to Alexandria, and on November 27th dictated

to Boghas Bey, Mehemet Ali’s Representative,’" one of those brusque

conventions so common with English agents By this Act, Mehemet
Ali (on the advice of Walewski, at this time French Agent at Alex-

andria) undertook to evacuate Syria, on condition of retaining Egypt

in heredity—^terms equivalent to those contained in the French Note

of October 8th.

The Four Powers decided to ratify Napier’s Convention. Negotia-

tions for a final settlement were, thereupon, taken up with France,

^ Text in Guizot, v. 505 {Pieces historiques).
^ Haussonville, i. 196.

12—
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m London. Ti.e Tliicrs Cabinet having fallen (on October 12th), and
1 .ot liaving returned to Pans as Foreign Minister under Soult theconduct of die negotiations was left in the hands ofBaron Bourqueiiey.

a skilful and conciliatory diplomatist, who had been Charge d’affaires
at London in 1839.

^

On February 12th, 1841, the Sultan was induced to issue a firman
withdrawing the act of deposition of Mehemet Ali, and recognising
him as Hereditarj' Viceroy of Egypt, but without either Syria or Crete,
1 he final settlement was brought about by a Conference at London,
attended by the representatives of the Four Powers. This Conference,
on July loth, 1841, signed a Protocol which affirmed “the ancient

rule” of tlic Ottoman empire (z.e. the closure of the Straits), and
invited the accession of France, tlie appeal being made “on the

invitation and according to the wish of His Highness .the Sultan.”

Tile Protocol, which was signed by Eszterhazy and Neumann for

Austria, Biilow for Prussia, Palmerston for Great Britain, and Chekib

for Turkey, was intended to mark the closure of the whole incident,

and the invitation contained in it ivas taken in this sense by France.

The Four Power Treaty ofJuly, 1840, which the French Government

had come to regard as another Treaty of Chaumont^, was tacitly

suppressed. On July 13th two Treaties were signed, the one definitely

establishing peace between the Sultan and Mehemet Ali, and con-

firming him in the hereditary pashalik of Egypt; the other, known

as tlie “Convention of the Straits,” reenacting “the ancient rule of

the Ottoman Empire,” France subscribing with the other Powers to

both these Treaties. The effect was that the Four Power Treaty of

1840 became the Five Power Treaty of 1841 ;
that Mehemet Ali no

longer menaced Constantinople from Syria; and that the Treaty of

Unkiar Skelessi, having expired by effluxion of time, was buried in

^ Thus ended the long drawn-out crisis, which had begun with

the battle of Konieh in 1832, and which had nearly proceed one

war between Great Britain and Russia, caused by the Treaty 0

Unkiar Skelessi, and another between Great Britain and France con-

cerning the blockade of Syria. In the course of the crisis the ^glo-

French Alliance of 1834 had been subjected to disruption, and only

renewed (in a very half-hearted way) owing to the moderation of

Alliance against Napoleon were attained.
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Louis-Philippe. The final solution of tlie crisis, in 1841, was univer-

sally regarded as a great triumph for Palmerston, who had known

exactly what he wanted all through, and had completely achieved his

objects. As a result, it has been said that the prestige of England had

never stood higher since Waterloo^. At Constantinople, the British

Government was all-powcrful, Lord Ponsonby exercising an influ-

ence which nearly equalled tliat of Stratford Canning at a later date.

The success of Great Britain’s Foreign Policy in these years was

^indisputably due to Palmerston’s own courage and skill. He had

never had very strong support from the Cabinet. In July, 1840, lie

had to complain to the Prime-Minister, Lord Melbourne, that

members of the Cabinet actually expressed to foreign Envoys views

of policy different from his own; and he placed his resignation in the

hands of Melbourne, who, however, refused to accept it.

The Radicals in Parliament, such as Grotc, Hume and Brougham”,

disliked the breach of the Anglo-French Alliance, and pointed out

that Palmerston was losing the friendsliip of a Constitutional Govern-

ment and associating England with the autocratic Powers of Northern

and Central Europe. But, in answer to this, it may be asserted that

to make Russia our friend, instead of our foe, at Constantinople, was

no slight success; and this must stand to the credit of Palmerston.

The annulment of Russia’s Protectorate of Turkey (under the Treaty

of Unldar Skelessi) was a great triumph ; and this was achieved with-

out a war. The next time the Tsar Nicholas sought to renew the

Protectorate (in 1853), it required a long and costly war to defeat his

purpose.

It only remains to enquire whether Palmerston could have brought
about the 'suppression of the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi, without at

the same time opposing France on the Syrian Question. Was Syria

|vorth the risk of an Anglo-French War? Palmerston evidently

thought it was, because it led to Mesopotamia and the “avenues of
India.” It must be remembered that when Mehemet Ali held Syria,

he also held in his possession Mecca and Medina, and aimed at

conquering the whole of Arabia. It was as a counterpoise to the
partial conquest of Arabia that the Sultan Mahmud

^ Spencer Walpole, A History of England from the Conclusion of the Great War
in 1815, IV. 335.

^ Mehemet Ali had a reputation, among the Radicals, as an enlightened despot •

cf. the long letter of Jeremy Bentham to Mehemet Ali (April 28th, 1828) proposing
to take Mehemet’s grandson Abbas as a pupil, and advising Mehemet to declare
Independence (Brit. Museum Add. MSS. 25663, pp. 139-48).
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himself suggested, in 1837, that Great Britain should occupy Aden.

Palmerston’s victory in the settlement of the Syrian Question pre-

vented the establishment of a Franco-Egyptian sphere from the

Levant to the Persian Gulf ;
and thus removed what would have been

a certain cause of war in the future.

II. TAHITI, 1836-1844

The affair of Tahiti forms an important episode in the chequered

history of Anglo-French relations during the reign of Louis-Philippe.

Tahiti is the chief of the Society Islands, so named by Captain Cook

in honour of the Royal Society of London. Since 1797, the island

had been a field for the work of the London Missionary Society;

one of the earliest of these devoted workers was George Pritchard (a

Congregational minister), who went to Tahiti with his wife in 1824,

when he was twenty-eight years old.

The Society Islands at this time were ruled by Queen Pomare,

herself a Christian and the daughter of a Christian. Pomare grew

to regard Pritchard as her adviser in civil as well as in religious

affairs. She liked and trusted Great Britain; and, in a letter written

to King George IV, in 1826, she asked permission to use the

British flag, and to be placed under British protection. Canning

returned a kind answer, but was unable to grant the Queen’s request,

although he assured her that King George would “be happy to

afford. . .all such protection as H.M. can grant to a friendly Power
at so great a distance from his own Kingdoms^” (March 3rd, 1827).

Pritchard’s position in Tahiti was further strengthened by Lord
Palmerston’s appointment of him as Consul at Papeete.

The trouble with France began in November, 1836,’ when two
French missionary priests were refused admittance to the islands by
QueemPom^e. A similar event occurred in 1837^; and was followed

oh August 30th, 1838, by the arrival of the French frigate Ventis,

under the Commodore of the Pacific squadron, Du Petit Thouars.

He was charged by his Government to demand an apology'Trom* the

Queen, and an indemnity of two thousand Spanish dollars for the

priests. The apology was given; and Pritchard, in his account, says

^ State Papers, xxin. 660.
- On the arrival of the first Roman Catholic missionaries, Queen Pomare wrote,

through Pritchard, to Lord Palmerston asking whether she had the power to exclude
foreigners, and whether the priests were, as they asserted, sanctioned by the British
Govemment(November i8th, 19th, i836).TotheformerquestionPalmerston replied
in the affirmative, to the latter in the negative (July 19th, 1837). State Papers, xxv.
1412-13.
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that he and some American friends paid the indemnity. The Commo-

dore departed, after inducing the Queen to sign a Treaty of friendship

with France^. After the French had gone, Queen Pomare, acting

no doubt under Pritchard’s advice, wrote to Queen Victoria, asking

that the islands might be placed under British Protection^. Victoria

was touched by the letter; but the request was refused, on the

ground that Great Britain could not adequately fulfil any defensive

obligations at so great a distance^. Probably the real reason was a

desire not to offend France.

In February, 1841, Pritchard left Tahiti on leave of absence.

While Queen Pomare was on a tour in her other islands, four Tahitian

chiefs, at the suggestion of the French Consul, addressed a letter to

Louis-Philippe, asking that the islands should be placed under French

Protection. The next important event was the arrival of Admiral (as

he now was) Du Petit Thouars in his ship the Rome Blanche. His

enterprise was a quite unauthorised extension of the tenor of his

Instructions, for Guizot had only charged him with declaring a Pro-

tectorate of the Marquesas Islands. The Admiral, however, under

threat of bombardment, obtained from Queen Pomare (who by this

time had returned to Tahiti) a letter asking for French Protection

;

and a proclamation of Protection was issued by the Admiral on Sep-

tember gth, 1842. After establishing French officials in the island,

Du Petit Thouars departed^.

It was shortly after this, in February, 1843, that Pritchard came

back to Tahiti^. He brought with him a present from Queen Victoria

to Queen Pomare—a carriage and a handsome drawing-room suite.

Pritchard was indignant when he found a French Protectorate in

Tahiti; and when the news reached London, it also caused great

^ State Papers, xxvii. 1137-9.
^ “We are threatened in what we have dearest to our hearts, the Protestant

faith and our nationality. . . . Let your flag cover us.” Ibid. 1 140.
^ Ibid. 1141-2.
* There is no doubt that Du Petit Thouars acted on his own initiative. See the

confidential letter of Roussin to the Due de Dalmatie, March 8th, 1843: “M. du
Petit Thouars aurait tout & fait pris I’initiative de ce proc^dd.” Revue Retrospective,

p. 478. At first the report of Thouars’ action was scarcely credited at Paris. The
letter of Queen Pomare asking for Protection, and Du Petit Thouars’ acceptance
and guarantee in the name of the French Government (both letter and acceptance
dated September 9th, 1842), are in State Papers, xxxi. 940-2. In fairness to the
French, it must be borne in mind that a letter was signed by more than six British

residents in Tahiti thanking the Admiral for accepting the Pr6tection, and so
putting an end to disorder {ibid. p. 958).

® Pritchard travelled via Sydney, N.S.W. From there he obtained a passage
in H.M.S. Vindictive {State Papers, xxxi. 952).
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perturbation there. The missionary societies and all the Evangelical

interest were deeply agitated; public meetings of protest were held,

and deputations were sent to the Foreign Secretary, Lord Aberdeen,

and to the French Ambassador. The French public, on its part, also

became excited and Guizot was made to understand that the Chamber
would never allow the French flag to be hauled down in Tahiti, so

soon after it had been raised^. Suddenly, fresh fuel was added to the

flame, by the tidings that Admiral Du Petit Thouars, impelled

thereto by the strongly anti-French attitude of Pritchard, had actually

reappeared olf Tahiti, and formally annexed it on November 6th,

18432. Pritchard, by way of protest, hauled down his flag, and pro-

claimed that his Consulship was ended, as he had not been accredited

to a French colony^.

The presence of Pritchard in Tahiti, using all his great influence

against the French there, caused serious inconvenience to the new

regime, and at last on March 3rd, 1844, he was arrested by Captain

D’Aubigny, the Commandant of Papeete. After ten days’ confinement

in a blockhouse he was put on board H.M.S. Cormorant and made to

leave the island for good. His wife had to be left behind for about

three months, and during that time, according to Pritchard’s account,

the French soldiers and sailors helped themselves to his live-stock

and other property. He valued his losses at ^^4000.

The incident now assumed threatening dirhensions, more es-

pecially after a speech made by the Premier, Sir Robert Peel, in Parlia-

ment (June 31st). He declared that a gross outrage, accompanied with

gross indignity, had been committed^' upon 'the British Consul, and

that, if the statements received were correct, it must be presumed

.that “the French Government will at once make that reparation

t which this country has a right to require^.” This was just the sort

Guizot had at first given assurances to Lord Cowley at Paris that the declara-

tion of suzerainty over Tahiti was only provisional; and that equal protection would
be afforded to Protestant and to Catholic missionaries. Cowley to Aberdeen,
March 23rd, 24th, 1843: State Papers, xxxi. 945-6.

^ Guizot, Memoires, vii. 64.
® Pritchard himself makes no mention of his abdication in his book. Queen

Pomare and her Country (published in 1879) on the subject. It is, however, dis-

tinctly stated by Guizot, who refers to a letter of Pritchard of November 7th, 1843,

to Admiral Du Petit Thouars, formally declaring that he ceased to be Consul.

(Guizot to Jarnac, August 8th, 1844, in State Papers, xxxii. 1068.) Lord Aberdeen
at first insisted that Pritchard was Consul at the time of his arrest, but soon aban-

doned this claim. Ibid. p. 1070. (Cf. as to the Tahiti episode the London
Missionary Society’s Correspondence in Appendix C ii.)

Hansard (1844), LXXVI. 1575-6. The public indignation was increased when,

in August, the French fleet, after the Sultan of Morocco had made an unsatisfactory

reply to an ultimatum, bombarded Tangier.
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of speech that Lord Aberdeen, justly apprehensive of Peel’s irritable-

ness, had all along been trying to prevent. Guizot too was in a

difficulty: he had never meant to annex Tahiti, nor did he approve

of the somewhat summary (though not wholly unwarranted) treat-

ment which had been meted out to Pritchard by the French agents

in Tahiti
;
but, in the highly overcharged air of the French Chamber,

he could not make any, even the most distant, suggestion of retracta-

tion. Luckily, he and Aberdeen thoroughly understood each other;

and so Guizot, while refusing to commit himself at all in answer to

the interpellations in the Chamber, quietly arranged the Tahitian

dispute, by a direct understanding with the British Foreign Office.

On August 29th, he wrote expressing regret for the seizure of

Pritchard; and on September 2nd, he agreed to pay an indemnity.

The French Chamber was furious at the settlement, and protested

against any idea of indemnity or submission to “English pride.”

French historians pride themselves on the fact that the indemnity

'was never paid—inasmuch as Louis-Philippe for the sake of peace?;

'j(in his own country) agreed to pay it out of his own pocket^.

The unfortunate Tahiti episode, which had actually brought Great

Britain and France to the verge of war, was now ended. On Sep-

tember 5th, 1844, Peel stated in Parliament that the affair had been

satisfactorily settled. For the maintenance of the entente cordiale

credit must be given to Lord Cowley, Ambassador at Paris, and in a

high degree to Count Jarnac, Charge d’affaires at London.

Queen Pomare, who had been banished to the island of Raiatea

by the French, was restored to Tahiti in 1847, but the French retained

the “Protection,” i.e. the external government, of the islands. Prit-

chard, in his work already referred to, states that the French continued

to retain as much power as they ever had possessed. France formally

annexed the islands in 1888^.

III. THE SPANISH MARRIAGES, 1829-1846

For about sixty years after the close of the Napoleonic Wars,

Spain was periodically convulsed by constitutional struggles, in which
the British Government could not but take considerable interest.

The defeat of Napoleon had brought with it the restoration of

^ Guizot, vii. 107. Louis-Philippe to Guizot, September 2nd, 1844. He showed
veiy good sense as to the whole affair. See Queen Victoria to Lord Aberdeen, October
17th, 1844, “iJe wishes Tahiti anfond de la mer" {Letters of Queen Victoria, ii. 25).

^ Queen Pomare died in 1877. Pritchard, who never returned to Tahiti, died at
Hove in 1883, aged eighty-seven.
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Ferdinand VII, a king who had learned even less in exile than his

kinsmen the Bourbons of France. In the following years, he had to

face revolution again, and was only saved in 1823 by the intervention

of the French army under the Due d’AngouIeme.

In 1829 King Ferdinand, who was childless, lost his third wife,

a princess of the House of Saxony; within seven months he was

married again, this time to a Neapolitan princess, Maria Christina.

This new marriage was a great blow to the hopes of the heir pre-

sumptive, Don Carlos, brother of King Ferdinand, Carlos was a

man of absolutist views, while Ferdinand, although at times he had

savagely persecuted the Liberals, had not done so on any consistent

principle. Consequently, Carlos was the rising hope of the absolutists

and clericals of Spain, and they looked with disfavour upon King

Ferdinand’s fourth marriage. In the same way, the new Queen, being

thus opposed by the absolutists, associated herself with the Liberal

elements in Spain, Thus the contest which was to break out later, and|.

to be known as the Carlist War, became a struggle between the!

absolutists, supporting Don Carlos, and the constitutionalists, supp

porting Queen Christina, with Great Britain, naturally, favouring the?

constitutional side.

Trouble became imminent when on May 19th, 1830, Queen

Christina gave birth to a daughter, who was named Isabel. Had the

child been a son, no question would have arisen, and Don Carlos

must have held his peace. But as it was a girl, he had some ground

for claiming that she was disqualified from the Succession to the

Throne, and that he himself was the lawful heir.

It was unfortunate for the peace of Spain that the law regulating

the Succession to the Throne had been changed more than once. In

the Middle Ages, the Succession of women was lawful in Spain; in

modern times, the reigns of Queen Isabel, daughter of John II of

Castile, and of Juanna (Isabel’s daughter) formed precedents. There

had, however, been no such precedent since the sixteenth century.

In the year 1713, the law of Succession was changed by the first

Bourbon Kang of Spain, Philip V, in accordance with the provisions

of the Treaty of Utrecht which forbade the union of the Crowns of

France and Spain. Philip’s Act of Succession made females eligibly

for the Throne only if there were no direct or collateral male heir,'-

and thus established the so-called Spanish Salic Law. In 1789

»

Charles IV annulled the Act of Philip, and restored the right of

Succession to women. The annulment was registered with the Cortes
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although not published to the world at large. Yet again, however,

the “-Salic Law” was restored, by Ferdinand VII himself, who was

persuaded thereto by the Carlist interest during a severe illness that

attacked him in September, 1832. Yet once more, however, did he

change his mind; he restored the Pragmatic Law of 1789} by which

women could inherit the Throne (December 31st, 1832). In the

following year (June, 1833) the Cortes took an oath recognising Isabel,

the daughter of King Ferdinand and Queen Christina, as heir to the

Throne, On September 29th, Ferdinand VII died. Christina became

Regent for her daughter. Queen Isabel. The Carlist party refused to

recognise the new Queen, and raised their standard in Spanish

Navarre and the Basque Provinces.

The cause of the Portuguese trouble was curiously similar to that

of the Spanish. The French occupation in 1807 had driven the

Portuguese Royal Family over the Atlantic to Rio de Janeiro, not to

return till 1821. Yet while King John VI came back to Lisbon, his

eldest son and heir, Dom Pedro, stayed behind as Regent at Rio; and

in 1822 a national movement in Brazil induced him to become Em-
peror of that country. In 1826 King John VI died, and Pedro became

King of Portugal as well as Emperor of Brazil
;
but, recognising that

he could not be Sovereign in two countries which were now indepen-

dent^ of each other, he abdicated the Portuguese Throne, in favour '

of his daughter, Donna Maria da Gloria. Thus, Donna Maria, aged

seven, became Queen, with Pedro’s brother, her uncle Dom Miguel, as

Regent (May 2nd, 1826). Before Dom Miguel, who was residing in

Vienna, reached Lisbon, civil commotions broke out in the country,

which were suppressed with the aid of 5000 British troops despatched

by Canning (1827). When Dom Miguel arrived in Portugal, he found

himself greeted as a popular King. In April, 1828, the British troops

were recalled by the Wellington Ministry. With the way thus cleared,

the Cortes offered the Crown to Dom Miguel, who readily accepted it

(July 7th, 1828). Queen Maria had to be shipped to England, where
she was well received; but the Duke of Wellington, who was still

Prime-Minister, refused to intervene in a military way^. In the
1 By a Treaty signed at Rio on August 29th, 1825, negotiated through Canning

as Foreign Secretary, and Sir Charles Stewart as British Plenipotentiary, Brazil
and Portugal w'ere declared to be separated {State Papers, xii, 675).

’

2 Even Canning, though he despatched troops to maintain order in 1827, had
always maintained that the Succession to the Portuguese Throne was a matter for
the Portuguese themselves to decide. “A guarantee of an internal arrangement
which is matter wholly of municipal regulation, was surely never contempkted inany of the ancient treaties between Portugal and Great Britain ” To Palmella
¥eDni^ryzrd,i^z(>,inSomeCorrespondenceofGeorgeCaTmng,\r^r^]

Stapleton ii
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following year (August, 1829) Maria betook herself to her father in

Brazil. Her cause seemed lost, for all Portugal accepted the rule of

Miguel, and only in the island of Terceira in the Azores a loyal

garrison held out for the Queen. In 1832, the Queen’s father, Dorn

Pedro, managed to land with a mercenary force in Portugal and to

seize Oporto, but his “Liberator” army made no headway, and re-

mained blockaded in Portugal till June, 1833.

iThus, both in Spain and Portugal civil war was raging in 1833.

In both countries a child-Queen (whom circumstances forced to

adopt the constitutional side) was opposed by an absolutist Pretender;

and in both countries the cause of the Constitutional parties had the

sympathy (though not the active support) of the Whig Government,

in which Lord Palmerston was now Foreign Secretary

The Portuguese trouble was the first to be settled. The French

Government left the way fairly clear^ for the British to exert all its

moral force. In spite of the Foreign Enlistment Act, British volunteers

lent valuable aid to Dom Pedro’s Liberator army. Captain Charles

Napier^, as Vice-Admiral of the loyalist Portuguese fleet, won a

brilliant victory over the Miguelites on July 5th, 1833, off Cape

St Vincent
;
and Dom Pedro’s army was able to occupy Lisbon. The

finishing touch was given to the victories of Queen Maria’s cause by

' an alliance which Palmerston offered to the Governments both of

Queen Maria of Portugal and Queen Isabel of Spain. The offer was

naturally accepted with cordiality, and a Triple Alliance was con-

cluded. The French Ambassador in London, Talleyrand, totally

ignorant of the transaction while it was in progress, was greatly

mortified when he heard of its conclusion. He at once demanded the

inclusion of France in the Alliance, to which Palmerston agreed, and

which thus became the Quadruple Alliance of April 22nd, 1834^.

By this Treaty the Regents of Spain and Portugal agreed to join

^ When Canning was Foreign Secretary, Hyde de Neuville, French Ambassador

at Lisbon, had stood in the way of British influence. Villele however had withdrawn

him (Some Correspondence of George Canning, I. 256) ;
and after the Revolution of

1830, Louis-Philippe’s Government had thrown no obstacle in the path of Queen

Maria da Gloria.
® Napier simply disregarded the Foreign Enlistment Act. See Sir Edward

Codrington in Hansard, xx. 388, “ He gloried in the breach of this law by Captains

Napier and Sartorius.” The Foreign Enlistment Act was subsequently suspended

by Order in Council to permit of enlistments in the Spanish forces. Hansard,

xxviii. 1133 (Third Series).
. . . j

® Before the death of Ferdinand VH, Palmerston had been negotiating to induce

the Spanish Government to intervene in Portugal. But Stratford Canning, who

went to Madrid on special Mission in January, 1833, was unable to make his views

prevail.
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forces inorder to compel thewitlidrawalofDon CarlosandDom Miguel.

By Article II, Spanish troops were to be despatched to Portuguese

territory, at the charge of Spain. Great Britain engaged herself to

employ a naval force to cooperate with the Spanish and Portuguese

land-forces (Article III). Article IV assigned to France a very minor

role: “if the cooperation of France should be deemed to be necessary

by the High Contracting Parties, for the complete attainment of the

objects of this Treaty, His Majesty the King of the French engages

to do, in this respect, whatever might be settled by common consent

between himself and his three August Allies.”

The truth is that the Quadruple Alliance was not a sign of Anglo-

French friendship, but of Anglo-French mutual suspicion. Palmer-

ston had a shrewd notion that Louis-Philippe’s Government intended

to intervene single-handed; and he negotiated the Quadruple Treaty

to prevent this. By a supplementary Treaty of August i8th (1834)

he still further forestalled any French (even unofficial) countenancing

of Don Carlos: the King of France engaged “to take necessary

measures in adjoining parts of his dominions to prevent succours

reaching the Insurgents” (Article II) and Great Britain agreed to

provide Queen Christina with arms and warlike stores, and ifnecessary

to assist her with a naval force (Article III).

The victory of Admiral Napier, the successes of Dom Pedro’s

Liberator army, and finally the Quadruple Alliance, proved more than

Dom Miguel could resist. By the Convention of Evora (May 24th,

1834), he bound himself to leave the Peninsula for ever. In accord-

ance with Article V of the Quadruple Alliance an amnesty was
promised for all political offences on the part of his followers, and
the Pretender (in accordance with the same Article) was guaranteed

a pension “suitable to his birth and rank”; but he refused to accept

it, and retired from the Peninsula, not without some magnanimity
at the last. On April 9th, 1836, Queen Maria married Prince Fer-

dinand of Saxe-Coburg, nephew to Leopold, King of the Belgians.

The Spanish trouble was not so easily settled, in spite of the

Quadruple Alliance, since the Carlists were much better led than the

Miguelists had been, and the conditions of Spanish geography (the

^ The reason why the French Government was content to accept so subordinate
a role in the Quadruple Alliance was probably that Louis-Philippe did not want to
intervene at all in favour of Queen Isabel. He privately preferred the cause of
Don Carlos (see documents quoted in Hall, England and the Orleans Monarchy,
p. 182). The provision of stores and munitions by non-interventionist England was,
as.it always is, very expensive. It cost £616,000 {Hansard, Ui. 553).
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large extent and the almost impenetrable nature of the country) would

have rendered any naval demonstration on the part of Great Britain

negligible. The atrocious civil strife went on, possibly a little softened

by the Convention of Logrono, which the British Special Envoy Lord

Eliot was able to negotiate between the Regent’s Government and the

Carlists (April 27th, 1835)^. The British Government so far departed

from its practice of non-intervention, as to suspend the Foreign En-

listment Act, and to allow Christina’s Government to levy a British

Legion^, which served with distinction for two years, under Colonel

de Lacy Evans.

After the death of Zumalacarregui in June, 1835, the Carlists

had only one good general, Ramon Cabrera; and he could not in-

definitely stand out against the skill of General Espartero, backed as

it was by the financial help of Great Britain. G. W. F. Villiers (after-

wards Earl of Clarendon), the British Ambassador at Madrid, was a

strengthening influence there. Gradually, the resistance of the Car-

lists was worn down. The end came partly through the victories of

General Espartero, who was Queen Isabel’s best soldier, and partly

through the defection from Don Carlos of his highest commander,

General Maroto. The negotiations between Espartero and Maroto

were carried on through the mediation of Mr Villiers, who used for

this purpose Admiral Lord John Hay, commanding the British

squadron in Spanish waters. Colonel Wylde, the British officer at-

tached to Don Carlos’ staff, and Lieutenant Turner, attached to the

Isabel forces. The negotiations issued in the Convention of Vergara

or Bergara (August 29th, 1839), according to which Maroto’s army

laid down its arms and was allowed to enter Queen Isabel’s service.

Don Carlos escaped into French territory, and the Civil War was at

an end.

^ The Convention provided for periodic exchanges of prisoners, and for the

respecting of sick and wounded. Lord Eliot had been sent by the Duke ofWellington

(as Foreign Secretary in Peel’s Administration of 1835) on a special Mission, partly

to arrange for more humane treatment of prisoners, but also with secret Instructions

to point out to Don Carlos that his cause was hopeless, and to induce him to abandon

the struggle. This part ofLord Eliot’s mission failed
;
Don Carlos proved obdurate, and

moreover Louis-Philippe refused to associate himselfwith the British representative.
“ Don Carlos refused to allow the Convention of Logrono to apply to foreigners

;

he issued a Decree at Durango, announcing that foreigners captured while bearing

arms would be shot (June 20th, 1835, in State Papers, xxiv. 398). This barbarous

Decree was carried into effect. Forty-seven Legionaries fell into the hands of the

Carlists, and all were put to death. On its side the Legion captured 1100 prisoners,

and spared their lives (Speech of Evans, March 13th, 1838, in Hansard, xli. 842).

Louis-Philippe refused to associate himself with the British protest against the

Decree of Durango.
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The Convention of Vergara, which so quickly put a stop to the

apparently interminable hostilities, was hotly denounced as black

treason by the Marquis of Londonderry in the House of Lords

(February 25th, 1840), and other lords who spoke showed no love of

it. But the Earl of Clarendon (who as Mr Villiers had negotiated it)

in a cold and impartial speech clearly vindicated his actions, which,

it was admitted, had been performed without the use of bribes, and

to the advantage of the whole Spanish people. The motive behind

his successful negotiation was “the immovable resolve of the people

to terminate the War, and to settle their own affairs’-.”

So far, the affairs of Spain, in spite of the famous Quadruple

Alliance of 1834, had only weakened the connexion between France

and England. England had made some sacrifices in order to preserve

the entente. For instance, in 1835, Palmerston had refused, in defer-

ence to French protest, to complete a Treaty which Villiers had

negotiated with the Spanish Government for “ most favoured nation
”

• treatment to British trade in Spain. He had been anxious to associate

France in the pacification of Spain; but, although there was a French

Legion there, it was withdrawn in 1836 and sent to Algiers. This

provoked Lord Melbourne to the “no mention” incident, when all

reference to France was omitted from the King’s Speech of January

31st, 1837. This omission was greatly resented in France. The Carlist

War had thus really done nothing to keep France and Great Britain

together. The next question—that of the Spanish Marriages—^was to

estrange them completely.

Although Queen Isabel was only ten years old, the question of

her marriage had already, by the year 1840, been mooted in Govern-
ment circles. It was not only the Spanish Government which took

a keen interest in the matter
;
for, in March, 1842, Louis-Philippe sent

Pageot to London, to ascertain the views of Great Britain. Lord
Aberdeen said that the matter was regarded by Great Britain as one

“entirely and exclusively Spanish^.”

As the crisis in the East had been allayed, the political horizon

appeared untroubled. Lord Melbourne’s Cabinet (including, of

course, Palmerston) had gone out of office in August, 1841, and

had been succeeded by a Government of which Sir Robert Peel

was Prime-Minister, and Lord Aberdeen Foreign Secretary. For

^ Hansard^ lii. 563.
^ Correspondence relating to the marriages of the Queen and Infanta of Spain

{Parliamentary Papers, 1847, lxix. 274).
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Aberdeen Guizot, who was now French Minister for Foreign Affairs,

had sincere admiration and respect, and the relations of France and

England were accordingly conducted for a time with an almost

complete lack of friction.

The interest of Great Britain and France in the Crown of Spain

dates particularly from the Spanish Succession War of 1700-13. - As

the result of that struggle. King Philip V of Spain, a grandson of

Lewis XIV of France, renounced for himself and for his heirs for

ever, all rights of Succession to the Crown of France
;
while the Duke

of Berry and the Duke of Orleans also renounced for themselves and

their heirs all rights of Succession to the Crown of Spain^. Now,

however, the Spanish Crown was worn by a Queen who was certain

to marry. The French were naturally proud of the fact that the House

of Bourbon had been reigning in Spain for nearly a hundred and fifty

years; and they did not wish this Succession to be changed by the

young Queen marrying into another House and establishing a new

line on the Throne of Spain. They desired, accordingly, that Queen

Isabel should marry some French prince; such a prince might be

chosen from the House of Orleans, which was reigning in France
;
or

from one of the branches of the House of Bourbon reigning in Naples

or in Parma. In Great Britain, however, opinion was somewhat

sensitive regarding a possible marriage of a French prince and the

Queen of Spain, as this might, in spite of the bar imposed by the

Treaty of Utrecht, lead to the union, at some future date, of the two

kingdoms of France and Spain.

Probably, the affair would have been annicably settled, if Sir Robert

Peel and Lord Aberdeen had remained in office throughout the whole

episode. On September and, 1843, there took place the now famous

meeting at Eu—the first time an English Sovereign had set foot in

France since the reign of Henry VIII. “ Our reception,” wrote Queen

Victoria in a private letter to the King of the Belgians, “by the dear

King and Queen has been most kind, and by the people really grati-

fying^.” The visit was returned by Louis-Philippe in 1844; and once

more, on September 8, 1845, Queen Victoria went to Chateau d’Eu.

She was accompanied by Lord Aberdeen; and Louis-Philippe on his

^ The renunciations were recognised by Lewis XIV in Letters Patent which were

inserted in the Treaty of Utrecht of April nth, 1713, between France and England.

- The Letters of Queen Victoria. The letter of September 4th, 1843, w'as written

from Chateau d’Eu. Lord Aberdeen and Guizot were present with their respective

Sovereigns. The Spanish Marriage Question was discussed, but no decision was

made.
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side, had Giii'zol. The Spanish Marriage Question was discussed be-

tween tlie two Ministers. It liad been well known for some years that

Queen Victoria and her luisband favoured a scheme to marry Queen

Isabel to a prince of the House of Coburg’. But in the Eu discussions

the candidates were reduced to two cousins of Isabel, namely Fran-

cisco, Duke of Cadiz, and Enrico, Duke of Seville. Don Francisco

was the elder and Don Enrico was the younger son of the Duke of

Cadiz, brother of the late King Ferdinand VI I. It was not only the

marriage of Queen Isabel that had to be considered : she had a sister,

the Infanta Louisa, for whose hand Louis-Philippe had destined

one of his numerous sons, the Due dc Montpcnsicr. But the British

Government could not assent to this straight away; because, if Queen

Isabel’s marriage were to produce no children, the issue of the Due
de Montpensier and the Infanta Louisa would inherit the Spanish

Crown. This would be contrary' to the Treaty of Utrecht, which not

merely forbade the union of France and Spain, but debarred the heirs

of the Duke of Orleans from Succession to the Spanish Throne.

Hence, the British and French Ministers at Eu agreed that the

marriage of the Infanta and Montpensier should not take place, till

Queen Isabel should have married and had children-. Of the two

Spanish Princes proposed for the Queen’s hand, the British Govern-

ment preferred tlie Duke of Seville, who was a Liberal in politics;

and both the King and Guizot stated that they had no objection to

him. Witli respect to the Infanta, they both declared in the most
positive and explicit manner that, xmiil the Queen zoos married and had
children, they should consider the Infanta in precisely the same light

as her sister, and that any marriage with a French prince would be

entirely out of the question^.

1 At this time and for about another year, the French Government appeared to
prefer Count Trapani, brother of the King of Naples and of Queen Christina, who
was Isabel’s own mother. But the Spanish Court itself suggested the Prince of
Coburg—at least ' Lord Cowley, Ambassador at Paris, thought so. Cowley to
Palmerston, July 13th, 1846.

" Guizot was prepared for this condition. Indeed according to Henry Bulwer,
he had himself suggested it, when Bulwer, travelling from Madrid to London “in
the summer of 1845” met him in Paris. “Pie did not say that the two Princesses
must marry two Bourbons, but that King Louis-Philippe and Queen Christina
were desirous to settle this marriage for private personal reasons into which the
Infanta’s fortune entered: adding that it would not take place for some time, nor
till the Queen had children.’’ Bulwer’s Palmerston, lii. 215.

^ Aberdeen to Peel from Chateau d’Eu, September 8th, 1845, in Letters of
Queen Victoria, chap. xiv. In the same letter, Aberdeen also says: “I distinctly
understood, that it was not only a marriage and a child, but children, that were
necessary to secure the succession.” Guizot's letter to Bresson, the Ambassador
at Madrid proves this (September 19th, 1845, in Guizot’s Metnoires, viii. 225).

W.&G.II 13
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There is no doubt at all about this promise. On the other hand,

Louis-Philippe at this Eu interview also asked Lord Aberdeen to

state that the British Government would not support a Coburg

candidate; and Lord Aberdeen did so; “as to the candidature of

Leopold of Saxe-Coburg, you can be tranquil on this point: I

answer that it will not be either avowed or supported by England^.”

Guizot, in his detailed defence in the Meinoh’es, does not actually state

that this was a condition on which the French promise depended,

and in his private letter to Lord Aberdeen, when the Spanish

Marriages had been concluded, he takes his stand upon a reserve

notified to Aberdeen, not at Eu in September, 1845, but at a later

date, namely, on March 6th, 1846^. This was a Memorandum (dated

February 27th) read (on March 6th) by M. de St Aulaire, French

Ambassador at London, to Lord Aberdeen, stating, among other

things, that the French Government would be free “from all engage-

ment. . .if the marriage, either of the Queen or of the Infanta, with

the Prince Leopold of Coburg or with any prince other than a descen-

dant of Philip V, became probable or imminent^.”

Lord Aberdeen appears to have listened to this statement with his

habitual patience and courtesy, but without admitting that it was a

correct interpretation of the Eu terms, which were meant to govern

the attitude of the British Government and Louis-Philippe on the

Spanish Marriage Question. It will probably be admitted on all sides

that Guizot’s Memorandum of February 27th went rather further in

stating a condition than did Louis-Philippe’s words at Eu. In his

Memoires, Guizot says that the British Government was “ bieji instndt ”

about this new condition; but he nowhere even pretends that they

assented to it.

Unfortunately for the Anglo-French entente, Lord Aberdeen did

not continue to be Foreign Secretary. On June 9th, 1846, Sir Robert

Peel carried through Parliament his Bill for the repeal of the Corn

Laws, and thus, in Disraeli’s famous phrase, “he broke up the party.”

Consequently, his Government fell, on June 27th, and Lord John

!'Russell formed a new Cabinet, with Palmerston as Foreign Secretary.

'Louis-Philippe and Guizot, and the French in general, did not much

^ This conversation is given in a letter of Louis-Philippe to the Queen of the

Belgians, written on September 14, 1S46, in order to exculpate his conduct: it is

printed in the Revue Retrospective on Archives secretes, p. 18.
- “ iSvidemment j’ai pti tout craindre. J’ai dd agir efficacement pour dchapper au

danger prevu dans le Memorandum du 27 f&vrier, et en usant la libertS qui nous y
itait reservde." This letter has been printed by M. Denys Cochin from the Archives

of the Marquis de Lasteyrie at La Grange {Louis-Philippe d'aprhs des documents

inidites, par D. Cochin, Paris, 1918, p. 242). ® Guizot, Mdmoircs, vin. 254-
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like, or greatly trust, Lord Palmerston, especially since he had so

successfully outmanoeuvred them in the Eastern crisis of 1840.

When Palmerston came into office in July, 1846, the British Am-
bassador at Madrid was Sir Henr}^ Buhver (aftet^vards Lord Dalling).

The French Ambassador was the Comte de Bresson, a very ex-

perienced and even brilliant diplomatist. While Lord Aberdeen was

still Foreign Secretar}% Buhver had let his zeal outrun his discretion,

in not dissuading the Regent Christina from sending to Coburg and

offering her daughter’s hand for the young Prince Leopold of Coburg-

Cohary. For tliis Lord Aberdeen had sharply reprimanded Buhver,and

to show his good faith, had informed Guizot^. So the French Govern-

ment felt that Buhver was a man dangerous to their interests, and one

who might any moment steal a march on tliem. Tiiis feeling made

Bresson all the more eager to get the better of his diplomatic vis-i-vis.

The close attention with which de Bresson followed the development

of the Spanish Marriage Question is proved by the remarkably early

intelligence that the Queen was now marriageable, sent by him to the

Paris Ministry on April 3rd, 1846

—

“la reme est riubile depuis deux

heiires^.” The pressure upon Queen Christina to decide about her

daughter the Queen’s marriage became more insistent. Bresson had

close relations with the Spanish .Government, and Queen Christina

herself talked very frankly indeed about the Marriage Question. She

was quite ready to consider the Duke of Cadiz as a husband for her

daughter, if not ineligible for an all-important personal reason®. The
French Ambassador rebutted this rumour by various arguments.

De Bresson also told Queen Christina at the same interview,

that the Kang [Louis-Philippe], taking into account the difficulties of the

Queen, and desirous of furnishing fresh testimony of his solicitude and
his friendship, was disposed to consent that in any Bourbon combination,

the Due de Montpensier should take a place by the side of the husband
of the Queen—that is to say, that the two marriages, if the one could facilitate

the other, should be celebrated, or at least declared, simultaneously^.

“ You are freed,” added de Bresson in his report to Guizot, “ a thousand

times, by the proceedings of the English agents ”—meaning that the

^ “When Queen Christina informed me that she had determined on addressing
herself to the head of the Coburg family. . .1 did not think myself called on to
express an opinion on the course she had adopted.. . .Lord Aberdeen then at once
informed the French Government of Queen Christina’s proposal, and reprimanded
me severely for not having made it known to Count Bresson.” Bulwer’s Palmerston,
III, 223, 226.

^ F.O. France, April 8th, 1846. Cowley to Aberdeen. How did Cowley obtain
a copy of the telegram?

® Bresson to Guizot, July 12th, 1846, in Revue Retrospective ou Archives secretes
du dernier goiivernement (Paris, 1848), p. 181. * Ibid.

13—
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Eu Convention need not be now considered to stand in the way of

the double simultaneous marriage.

Nevertheless, this declaration by Comte de Bresson was absolutely

contrary to the Eu Convention, and Louis-Philippe knew it to be so.

On receiving de Bresson’s report, he at once wrote to Guizot;

My astonishment is all the greater, that Bresson should thus compromise

himself over the simultaneity of the two marriages, which he knew to be

diametrically contrary to my will It results from all this, that a formal

disavov^al is indispensable. How to make it, is the only question to

examine; but I have never deceived anyone, and I will not begin today

to allow anyone who acts under my name, to deceive^.

On July 24th, Louis-Philippe wrote again to Guizot insisting that a

verbal disavowal by de Bresson was not enough, but that the disavowal

must be sent to Queen Christina in writing. Evidently, the King was

sincere in his determination scrupulously to adhere to the Eu Conven-

tion. Guizot, however, did not at once send the order to de Bresson;

for on that same day—^July 24th—^he was able to write back to the

King informing him of the terms of Palmerston’s now famous de-

spatch of July 19th which was sent to Bulwer at Madrid, to guide

him in his conduct towards the Spanish Government. This despatch

Palmerston, also, communicated to Jarnac, Charge d’affaires atLondon,

for the information of the French' Ministry of Foreign Affairs. It

contained two messages: the one respecting the Marriage Question,

the other dwelling on the political condition of Spain. As to the

Marriage Question, Palmerston reduced the candidates to three, in

the following order—^“Prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg and the two

sons of Francisco de Paula.” As regards the political condition of

Spain, he wrote (among other things) “it is greatly to be hoped that

the present Ministers in Spain, or those who may succeed them, will

lose no time in returning to the ways of the constitution and to

obedience to the law^.” By the earlier remark he frightened Louis-

Philippe into believing that French interests were going toLe set aside,

and that Great Britain was arranging a Coburg Marriage with the

Queen of Spain ;
by the later, he offended the Spanish Government.

When Louis-Philippe heard that the Coburg candidature was men-

tioned and put first in Palmerston’s despatch, he at once changed his

mind about the disavowal. “My actual impression,” he wrote on

^ Revue Retrospective, p. 1S2, July 20th, 1846.
“ Parliamentary Papers (1847), LXix. 280-1. Palmerston’s reasons for communi-

cating the despatch to Jamac are exceedingly difficult to divine. He must have

thought that de Bresson at Madrid would in any case manage to get a copy of it—

unofficially, if not officially. As to this dispatch (of July 19th, 1S46) and the

subsequent correspondence with Bulwer, see Appendix C.
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July 25tli to Guizot, “is tliat it is necessary to give back blow for blow,

and to take him immediately corps a corps, in demasking the slip he

has made to destroy our entente cordiole^y In conclusion, however,

the IGng still advised Guizot 11c pas accoler. . .Cadix et Mont-

pensier,'' as “ this accolade savours too much of simultaneity.” Guizot

replied that the King was right not to engage himself in simultaneity,

but at the same time to reflect that this parade of “ Cadix et Mont-

pensier” was the only way to rebut the English support of Coburg.

Thus no official denial of “simultaneity” went to Madrid.

Palmerston, in his conversations with Jarnac made no secret of

the fact that Great Britain would prefer Don Enrico to the Duke of

Cadiz as husband of the Queen of Spain; also, he plainly told Bulwer

that “if tlie marriage of the Prince of Coburg to the Queen could be

effected Mtli the full consent and concurrence of the Spaniards, and

would not bring them into a bad understanding with France, we, the

English Government, should see it with pleasure”.” Much the same

intimation was given to Jarnac. Louis-Philippe and Guizot, therefore,

fearing that the Spanish Throne would pass from the House of

Bourbon altogether, allowed de Bresson to press on the “ Cadix et

Montpensier” marriages. On August 22nd, Bulwer reported from

Madrid that the French Government had been able to make use of its

knowledge of Palmerston’s despatch of July 19th to represent it as a

declaration of hostility against the Spanish Government^; and, finally,

his despatch of August 29th was able to announce that the Duke of

Cadiz was to marry the Queen, and that de Bresson had formally asked

for the hand of the Infanta for Montpensier, stating that he had full

powers to enter upon and to conclude the affair; the two marriages

were to be simultaneous^.

After this, events moved quickly, and on September 4th the

Journal des Dibats announced that the marriages of the Queen of

Spain and the Infanta would take place at the end of October^. To
Lord Normanby at Paris Guizot had asserted that, though at Eu in

1845 he had agreed that Montpensier should not marry the Infanta

till the Queen was married and had children, yet he was free from

^ Revue Retrospective, p. 185.
2 ParKamentor3;Papers(i847),LXix. 283 (August 3rd, 1846). ^ Ibid. p. 286.
^ Ibid. p. 288. The despatch was not received in London till September 7th.

When Lord Normanby on September ist asked Guizot if the two marriages were
to take place at the same time, Guizot replied: “Not at the same time; not to take
place at the same time” (Normanby to Palmerston, September ist, 1846; ibid.

p. 289). He afterwards explained this to Normanby to mean that though the
marriages might be on the same day, the Queen would be married first.

® The marriages were celebrated at Madrid on October loth.
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that engagement through the Declaration subsequently made to Lord

Aberdeen—viz. that if any danger of a Coburg marriage arose, the

French Government would consider itself absolved from the engage-

ment^. But, as Lord Aberdeen never assented to that reservation, it

comes to nothing. The most that can be said to justify Guizot is that

he had asserted, at Eu, that the Queen must marry a Bourbon; that

the British Government had not opposed this view, and that Palmer-

.ston’s injudicious mention of the Prince of Coburg in the despatch

of July 19th (combined with his obvious favouring of the Coburg

candidature) made the French Minister for Foreign Affairs think that

the British Foreign Secretary was stealing a march on him. So he

resolved to take a leading part in the race, and be well ahead. The

most questionable part of Guizot’s action is where he arranged for the

marriages to be simultaneous; for, if the Queen’s marriage should

prove sterile, then Louis-Philippe’s son would be already married to

the Infanta, and his line would inherit the Spanish Throne. This is

why Palmerston in his despatch of September 22nd to Normanby

calls the double marriage “a most objectionable political arrange-

ment^.” His concluding words were wise

:

The British Government will rejoice to see France happy, prosperous,

and powerful. But France possesses within her own ample territory and

in her own immense resources, the means of maintaining that high position

which Providence has destined her to occupy among the nations of the

world; and all attempts on her part to establish by indirect methods an

illegitimate influence over other States, which, though not so powerful as

herself, are equally entitled to perfect national independence, must from

the very nature of things end at last in disappointment and failure.

Though a failure for France, the marriages were not such for Spain.'

The Queen and her husband had issue, and their line reigns in Madrid

today, and the Due de Montpensier’s heirs are not nearer to the

throne. Guizot’s success cost France her best friend: so that the

Entente no longer existed
;
and the only result of this was to encourage

Russia and Austria to act as, perhaps, they would not have acted, had

Great Britain and France been united in a common policy. Thus the

Republic of Cracow was annexed, and the Treaty of Vienna broken,

on November 6th, 1846. Louis-Philippe’s prestige at home, also,

suffered, and, when the Revolution in Paris broke out in February,

1848, he had no friends. Yet both he and Guizot were glad to find

a refuge as exiles in the country which in tlie days of their power tliey

had resolved to distrust.

^ Parliamentary Papers mcix. 289. Normanby to Palmerston, September

1st, 1846. ® Ibid. p. 297.



CHAPTER V

INDIA AND THE FAR EAST, 1833-1849

1. INDIAN AFFAIRS AND ANGLO-INDIAN RELATIONS WITH
RUSSIA, PERSIA AND AFGHANISTAN, 1835-1849

The rivalry between Great Britain and Russia during the second

quarter of the nineteenth century was inevitably extended from

the Near to the Far East. Russia was currently believed to be planning

an attack on British India. The charge was officially repudiated by the

Russian Government. But the conduct of Russian agents in Central

Asia was not in accordance with the declarations made at Petrograd.

As a result, “ Russophobia ” became a leading element in British

.public opinion. Experts in the Far Eastern problem raised the cry

of “ India in danger.” In 1836 a dissertation on the Russian designs,

entitled “Progress and present position of Russia in tlie East,” at-

tracted the favourable notice of the Foreign Secretary, Lord Palmerston.

It was written by Dr John McNeill, who, originally a medical officer

of the British Mission to Persia, had, on account of his political

insight, been entrusted with diplomatic duties in that country. That

eccentric genius, David Urquhart, in a succession of pamphlets,

popular addresses, and, above all, through the medium of his organ.

The Portfolio, systematically denounced Russia as the incarnation of

Satanism in politics
;
and, in the frenzy of his anti-Muscovite zeal,

ended by accusing Palmerston himself of being a secret accomplice

of the Tsar^.

' There was some excuse for the alarm felt in England about Russian

machinations. The North-Western Boundary of the British dominions

in India had not, by the year 1835, reached the barrier of mountains

which, starting as a southern offshoot of the Himalayas, runs west of

the river Indus to the sea-coast. The boundary was confined, in the

upper part, by the line of the river Sutlej
;
in the lower part, by the

desert which fringes the western border of Rajputana. Between the

British sphere of influence and the mountain chain lay two indepen-

dent areas : the Punjab, under Ranjit Singh, and the territory of Sind,

in the possession of the Talpur Amirs. The Maharajah of Lahore,

though long since alliedwith the British,was quite capable of sacrificing

^ See Bibliography.
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loyalty to self-interest; the Amirs of Sind, at once turbulent and

disunited, might at any moment become the victims of an ambitious

intruder. The British defence to the north-west was thus by no means

secure. The borderland offered scope for foreign intrigue; the

boundary-line presented no natural obstacles to military penetration.

Afghanistan, which lay immediately across the north-western

mountains, was the critical point of Central Asian politics. At that

date the country now known as Afghanistan did not form a united

State. Dost Mohammad, a member of the Barakzai clan of the

Daurani Afghans, had in 1835 assumed the title of Amir-ul-Muminin,

Commander of the Faithful. But his supremacy extended only over

Kabul, Ghazni and Jalalabad, i.e, over the north-eastern part of

modern Afghanistan. Kandahar, with its dependencies, x.e. the south,

was in the possession of three brothers of Dost Mohammad, usually

styled the Kandahar Princes, of whom Kohandil Khan was the most

prominent. Kandahar acted in complete independence of Kabul. In

the extreme west, the vital position of Herat was held by Kamran

Mirza^ of the Saduzai clan of the Dauranis, the historic enemies of

the Barakzais. To Dost Mohammad’s throne, the most important of

all, there was a Pretender, Shah Shuja, then resident in British India.

A grandson of the famous Ahmad Shah Daurani, and, for a time, the

reigning sovereign of Kabul, Shah Shuja had been driven thence as

far back as 1809. After many vicissitudes, he had appealed to the

charity of the Government of India, which had given him a pension

and also a refuge at the British outpost of Ludiana, to the east of the

Sutlej. In the winter of 1833-4, Shah Shuja, with the approval of

the British, had made an expedition into Afghanistan, in hope of

regaining his lost authority. The adventure had ended in his defeat

at the hands of Dost Mohammad. The Saduzai Pretender had returned

to Ludiana, to await the next opportunity offered by fortune. But

the Sikh Maharajah had taken the opportunity of the conflict between

the Afghan rivals to seize upon the Afghan frontier fortress of

Peshawur, which he successfully held against Dost Mohammad s

attempts to take from him. Dost Mohammad thus had valid grounds

for distrust with regard to the British in India
;
their patronage of a

Pretender to his Throne, and their alliance with a hostile neighbour,

.There were two routes by which Russia might strike at British

India. The first, the direct route, ran southward from the Russian

headquarters at Orenburg on the upper waters of the Ural river. On

the map, it was easy to trace a passage between the Caspian and Aral
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seas to the valley of the Oxus, occupied by the Khanates of Khiva

and Bokhara. Of these, Bokhara was coterminous with Afghanistan.

In reality, this route, a wilderness of sand deserts and rocky plateaux,

was then impracticable for the ordered march of an army. Neverthe-

less, the Government of India was in constant fear of a Russian

advance from this direction, and it carefully watched the attitude of

the Khanates on the Oxus.

^The second, the indirect route which Russia could follow, was

by way of Persia. That country was a sovereign State. But a long

course of successful aggression on the part of Russia, together with a

long course of diplomatic ineptitude on the part of Great Britain, had

given to tlie former the predominance in Persian counsels. By in-

citing Persia to push eastwards into Afghanistan, Russia was, at the

same time, extending her grasp over a vantage ground from which

to make an attack on British India. Path Ali Shah of Persia had died

in 1834. His grandson, the heir designate, Mohammad Mirza, had

been placed on the throne by the combined efforts of the British and

Russian Envoys at Teheran. But Russia remained in the ascendant.

Path Ali, in spite of the disappointing results of the British Alliance,

had always shown a preference for Great Britain. Shah Mohammad
was an enthusiastic partisan of Russia. He was eager for martial glory.

In spite of British warnings, he lent a ready ear to his Russian patron,

who mrged him to undertake the conquest of Herat, to be followed by
a triumphant march through Afghanistan, and, if possible, beyond it.

The Whig Ministiy of Lord Melbourne came into office after the

fall of Sir Robert Peel in April, 1835. Lord Palmerston was Poreign

Secretary, and Sir John Cam Hobhouse (afterwards Lord Broughton),

presided over the Board of Commissioners for the Affairs of India,

popularly known as the “Board of Control,” Palmerston was at that

ftime an ardent Russophobe; and he exhibited special solicitude for

the defence of India. The Peel Ministry, just before its fall, had
obtained the appointment as Indian Governor-General of Lord
Heytesbury. He had been sworn in as Governor-General, but had
not started for India by the date of Lord Melbourne’s advent to

power. Heytesbury had been Ambassador at Petrograd and he was
an avowed admirer of the Tsar Nicholas. To Palmerston such af

record was matter for suspicion. In spite, therefore, of the protests

of the Court of Directors, the new Ministry cancelled Lord Heytes-

bury’s appointment and insisted on the selection of Lord Auckland,

a sound Whig henchman, in his place.
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Palmerston’s anti-Russian zeal was further shown in his settle-

ment of the British Mission to Persia. In 1836, he nominated

Dr McNeill to the dignity of Minister Plenipotentiary at Teheran,

in succession to Henry Ellis, who now relinquished his post. The

Instructions given by Palmerston to McNeill specially directed him

to prevent Russia from establishing anything in the nature of a pro-

tectorate over Persia, and also to thwart the ambitious schemes which

the Persian Government, at Russia’s instigation, was hoping to carry

out in Afghanistan^. With trustworthy agents at both Calcutta and

Teheran, the British Foreign Secretary was able to enter upon the

Central-Asian duel with Russia in a spirit of confidence and ardour.

Lord William Bentinck, Auckland’s predecessor as Governor-

General, had paid earnest attention to the North-West Frontier

problem, and he had carefully examined the possibilities of a Russo-

Persian attack in that quarter. He had cherished the alliance between

the Government of India and the Sikh Power of the Punjab, had

taken care to protect British interests in the Sind valley, and had

extended his sympathy to the attempt on Afghanistan made by Shah

Shuja in 1833-4. Shah Shuja been successful, the British would

have been able to comfort themselves by the thought that Afghanistan

was both friendly and dependent. The failure of the scheme had

brought serious dangers in its train. Dost Mohammad’s prestige was

enhanced and his position consolidated. Full of resentment against

the British, he had sent a protest to Bentinck, complaining of the

conduct of their ally, Ranjit Singh, in seizing on Peshawur. When

this was disregarded, he made overtures to the Court of Persia to

invite its cooperation in securing redress. Not content with this. Dost

Mohammad took the serious step of despatching an agent to Petrograd.

In return, the Russian Government appointed a Special Envoy,

Captain Witkiewicz, who received orders to make his way to

Kabul 2.

Lord Auckland left England in November, 1835, and entered on

his duties as Governor-General at Calcutta in March, 1836. He was

the son of an eminent diplomatist, and he had had experience of

high political office. Conscientious and well-meaning, reserved m

^ Memoir of Sir Johii McNeill, by F. M., p. 190.
- Correspondence relating to Persia and Afghanistan, no. 27, p. 14, Ellis to

Palmerston, August 22nd, 1836, for Dost Mohammad’s overtures to Persia;

no. no, p. 181, from Nesselrode toPozzo di Borgo, 183S, for the
’ ^ ’ November ist

Russian Mission to Kabul.
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manner but, as is amply shown by his sister’s journal^, of amiable

disposition, inclined to be distrustful of his own judgment. Lord

Auckland was eminently fitted to be the agent in India of the Whig

Government, and, in particular, of its ruling personality. Lord

Palmerston. In the spring of 1836, Dost Mohammad wrote to con-

gratulate Lord Auckland on his accession to the Governor-General-

ship. Auckland replied in courteous, but somewhat frigid, terms. He
took advantage of the opportunity to say that, at a later date, he might

“depute some gentleman” to the Amir’s Court to discuss commercial

questions^. For the time being. Lord Auckland’s attention was occu-

pied by the need of restraining Ranjit Singh’s designs towards the

acquisition of a footing in Sind. It was the British policy to keep the

Sikhs out of the lower Indus valley. Auckland persuaded the Maharajah

to abate his pretensions. The accord between the British and the

Sikhs remained unruffled; but the Government of India was now
more than ever obliged to avoid any friction with the great Punjab

Power.

The definite impulse towards a forward North-West policy on

Lord Auckland’s part was given by the home authorities. A despatch

from London, dated June 25th, 1836, written in terms of the utmost

gravity, warned the Governor-General of the dangerous character of

Russian action in Persia. It mentioned that Dost Mohammad, from

Kabul, and his brother, Kohandil Khan, from Kandahar, were in

active correspondence with the Persian Court. It referred to a rumour
that the Khan of Khiva had entered into an engagement with Russia,

and, therefore, urged the Government of India “to raise a timely

barrier against the encroachments of Russian influence.” The de-

spatch, rather curiously, suggested that an agent might be sent to

Kabul, the capital of Dost Mohammad, to watch the progress of

events—^the very course which Auckland already had in his mind®.

In September, 1836, Auckland issued Instructions to Captain Alex-

ander Burnes to pay a visit to Kabul, nominally on a commercial
mission. He was ordered to proceed thither by way of Sind and
Peshawur. The journey by this route took a long time, and he did

not reach Kabul till September 20th, 1837. By that date, the Russian
agent. Captain Witkiewicz, had appeared in the neighbourhood. He

^ The Hon. Emily Eden, Up the Country. Letters written to her sister from the
Upper Provinces of India.

“ Correspondence relating to Afghanistan, Indian Papers, 1830, Schedule v
nos. I and 2. ’

3 Quoted by Sir Auckland Colvin, Life ofJohn Russell Colvin, pp. 86-8.
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brought with him two congratulatory letters: one from Count
Simonich, the Russian Envoy at Teheran, the other unsigned, but

purporting to be from the Tsar Nicholas^.

Persia was the real centre of gravity of the Anglo-Russian dispute,

and it was as a counterstroke to Russian action in Persia that Auckland

had sent Bumes to Kabul. A digression, is, therefore, necessary on

Persian affairs. The antagonists in this quarter were the British Envoy,

John McNeill, well known, as mentioned above, for his anti-Russian

publications, and Count Simonich, the Tsar’s Representative, a past

master in all the arts traditionally ascribed to the Muscovite intriguer.

In spite of the strongest protests from Lord Palmerston, addressed

to the Government at Petrograd, and in spite of all Russian official

statements to the contrary, Count Simonich at Teheran continued to

encourage the Persian Sovereign in his ambitious designs on Herat.

On July 23rd, 1837, Shah Mohammad left Teheran at the head of

his army for the siege of that city. McNeill’s objections were treated

with contempt. In October, a courier attached to the British mission,

carrying letters from Herat to McNeill at Teheran, was assaulted by

Persian soldiers, robbed of his property and papers, and placed under

arrest. A demand of redress for this breach of diplomatic privilege

was refused. By November 27th, the Shah, after a successful' pre-

liminary advance, reached Herat and opened siege operations. The

crisis was serious. If Herat fell to the Persian army it would become

the seat of a Russian Consul, and a centre of Russian influence.

Strategically, Herat was at that time ofunquestionable value. Standing

in a fertile oasis, rich in the materials for military supply, it was

the starting point of routes to Kabul on the one hand and to Kandahar

on the other, from both of which there run natural lines of invasion

into India. Palmerston’s efforts at Petrograd had produced many

promises, but no performance. In a letter to McNeill, dated June loth,

1837, he had written: “We drove Russia to the wall about Count

Simonich; the Emperor had no choice but to recall him and to

acknowledge that Nesselrode had been telling a series of untruths.”

But a year passed by, and Simonich continued not only to remain in

Persia, but to direct the operations of the Persian army against Herat

In March, 1838, McNeill wrote to Auckland, demanding the despatch

of a British expeditionary force to the Persian Gulf, as the sole means

^ Sir J. W. Kaye, History of the War in Afghanistan, i. 197-8.
- McNeill, p. 210. The date of the letter is misprinted as 1S27. See also

pp. 238-46 for McNeill’s subsequent interview with Nesselrode in Februarj’, 1839,

when he taxed the Russian Chancellor for his duplicity in this matter.
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of compelling the Shah to listen to the British representations^. Not

content with this, McNeill, in April, proceeded to the Persian camp

outside Herat, entered the fortress under a safe-conduct, and suc-

ceeded in arranging the draft of a treaty between Kamran Mirza,

the Saduzai holder of Herat, and Shah Mohammad. But Simonich

persuaded the Shah to refuse his ratification, and the siege continued.

News soon afterwards reached McNeill to the effect that Burnes had

failed in his mission to Dost Mohammad at Kabul. British influence

appeared to be everywhere on the decline. On June 7th, therefore,

McNeill took the serious step of declaring his relations with the

Government of Persia suspended. He left the Persian camp before

Herat and set out for Tabriz, which was within easy access of the

Turkish frontier. Writing to Palmerston on August 3rd, McNeill

painted the situation in the most gloomy colours. The united influence

of Persia and Russia was on the eve of complete predominance in

Afghanistan. No means, therefore, must be neglected to guarantee

the defence of British India

Burnes’s mission to Kabul had been foredoomed to failure from

the very beginning. He had been the first of the rival Envoys to

obtain admission to the Amir’s capital. He had established the most

cordial relations with the Amir. But there his success had stopped.

Between him and Lord Auckland there was a hopeless incompatibility

of purpose. To Auckland, the British alliance with Ranjit Singh,

whose extensive dominions and superb army lay at the most vulner-

able point of our Indian frontier, was, diplomatically speaking, the

ark of the covenant. As Auckland had summed up the whole matter

in a previous letter to McNeill: “In the consideration of all these

questions you will bear in mind that the Sikhs are always our first

friends and steadfast allies^.” Burnes pressed on the Government of

India the need of persuading Ranjit Singh to give up Peshawur, while

Auckland knew that this was impossible, and that any attempt to

use pressure would endanger the Anglo-Sikh alliance. Burnes wanted
the British to strengthen Dost Mohammad’s local authority, while

Ranjit Singh’s interests were best served by Dost Mohammad’s weak-

ness. Thus Auckland had to follow suit. On January 20th, 1838, he

wrote to Kabul, stating categorically that Dost Mohammad must give

up all hope of obtaining Peshawur
;
that, in keeping the peace between

^ McNeill, p. 205.
" Correspondence relating to Persia and Afghanistan, no. 94, p, 139.
^ McNeill, p. 201.
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Lahore and Kabul, the Government of India was really rendering

him a service of the highest value ; and that, as a consequence, Dost

Mohammad must conclude no alliances with foreign Powers on pain

of British displeasure^. On April 27th Auckland wrote, instructing

Burnes to leave Kabul. Burnes had already done so on April 26th.

A final letter was sent after him by Dost Mohammad, who com-

plained bitterly of the unsatisfactory and unreasonable treatment

which he had received from the Government of India

The Tsar’s Envoy, Captain Witkiewicz, was left in possession of

the field. Not unnaturally, he made an exulting use of his success.

In his conversations with the Amir he dilated on the superiority of

Russian to British friendship. With Russia on his side. Dost Moham-

mad need have no fear of Persian encroachments. Not content with

this, Witkiewicz had the presumption to write to Lahore, asking per-

mission to pay a visit to the Sikh Maharajah. Auckland had no

difficulty in persuading Ranjit Singh to decline this proposal®. But

the incident was symptomatic of Russian arrogance. The siege of

Herat was in full progress. Russia had triumphed at Kabul. Now,

if ever, decisive action was needed.

Lord Auckland’s mind was made up. On May 12th, 1838, he

drew up a Minute to the effect that the only solution of the present

problem lay in a restoration of Shah Shuja, the Saduzai claimant, to

the throne of Kabul. On May 22nd, he wrote home explaining and

justifying the project. He maintained that Dost Mohammad, in-

spired by a sense of the increase of Russian and Persian power, had

addressed unwarrantable pretensions to the Government of India ;
that

he had deliberately rejected its offers of friendship
;
and that, in conse-

quence, the English Envoy had to be recalled from KabuF. To such

conduct there could be no answer save a declaration of hostility. R
is a curious fact, as showing the identity of view between the Govern-

ment of India and the Cabinet in London that, on October 24th, just

before they received Auckland’s letter of May 22nd, the home

authorities wrote to India advocating an attempt to restore Shah

Shuja. On November 9th, i.e. after the letter of May 22nd had

come to hand, they wrote again to say that they had already re-

^ Correspondence relating to Afghanistan, Indian Papers, 1839, Schedule V,

no. 18, p. 25.
- For a discussion of the revision of Bumes’s despatches from Kabul by the

Government, see Gertrude Robinson’s Life of David Urquhart, pp. 142-6.
° Sir J. W. Kaye, History of the War in Afghanistan, i. 208-10.

Correspondence relating to Afghanistan, Indian Papers, 1839, Schedule iv,

nos. I, 2, 3 (enclosing minute of May X2th).
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commended in anticipation the course which Auckland had decided

to adopt^.

In the meantime, Lord Auckland had hurried through the arrange-

ments for the projected restoration of Shah Shuja. On June 26th,

1838, the draft of a tripartite Treaty between the Government of

India, Ranjit Singh, and Shah Shuja was accepted by the Maharajah

of Lahore. It was signed by Shah Shuja at Ludiana on July i6th,

and by the Governor-General at Simla on July 23rd. On October ist,

Aucldand issued a public manifesto in denunciation of Dost Moham-
mad. The original plan had contemplated merely the provision of

funds, munitions and. expert guidance for Shah Shuja’s enterprise.

But it was now seen that this would not be sufficient. A well organised

British army was therefore to advance into Afghanistan, in order to

ensure the success of the Saduzai Pretender.

Hardly had the manifesto of October ist appeared, when news

arrived from Persia which put the Government of India in a dilemma.

In the spring of 1838, Lord Auckland, in answer to McNeill’s peti-

tions, had sent out a small expeditionary force to the Persian Gulf.

It had occupied the island of Kdiarak, thirty miles north-west of

Bushire. At the same time, McNeill received despatches from Palmer-

ston authorising him to inform the Shah that the Persian attack on

Herat was regarded by Great Britain as a hostile act. McNeill sent

Colonel Stoddart, with a message to this effect, to the Persian camp
before Herat. The Shah grew alarmed. The numbers of the British

expeditionary force were magnified by rumour. The ominous tone

assumed by McNeill made a deep impression. The great Persian

assault on Herat, that of June 24th, 1838, had ended in complete

failure. The Herat enterprise was evidently much more hazardous

than had been anticipated. After some expostulation, therefore, the

Shah consented to accept the British demands. The Persian military

efforts slackened. On September 9th the siege of Herat was declared

to be raised, and the Persian army set out on its return westwards.

Finally, Count Simonich, the Russian Envoy, whose action had been

the subject of so many British protests, was at last superseded by
Colonel DuhameH.

^ H. G. Keene, History of India, ii. Appendix i, pp. 361-3, abstract of the
original despatches dealing with this stage of the Afghan question.

^ McNeill, p. 210. Palmerston was still doubtful of Russia’s good faith. Letter
of July 2nd, 1837: “Duhamel, who is to succeed Simonich, is perhaps a more
formidable man, because he is not quite so much of an intriguer. Simonich overshot
his mark ; Duhamel will take a better aim.”
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Expectation of the speedy fall of Herat had been the main

excuse for Auckland’s determination to restore Shah Shuja to Kabul.

With the Persian retirement from Herat, the wave of Russo-Persian

aggrandisement was stayed. Did, or did not this circumstance logic-

ally entail an abandonment of the project for Shah Shuja’s restoration?

Lord Auckland decided that it did not. On November ist, he pub-

lished a General Order stating that, in spite of the rescue of Herat,

the intended expedition would nevertheless take place, in order to

establish “a permanent barrier against schemes of aggression upon

our North-West Frontier.” Lord Auckland’s action has been much

debated. But he had no option in the matter. He had gone too far

to recede. It may also be argued that the isolation in which Dost

Mohammad was now left by the Russo-Persian withdrawal was, on

military grounds, a special reason for pressing on against him. By

the end of 1838 the movement of the Britisharmy towards Afghanistan

was in full progress. On August 7th, 1839, Shah Shuja was escorted

in triumph through the streets of Kabul. The Barakzai resistance

collapsed, and, in November, 1840, Dost Mohammad surrendered

and was brought as a State prisoner into India.

The British success was naturally resented in Russia, and the

Tsar attempted what might be regarded as a counterstroke. In

November, 1839, ^ Russian army under General Perovski, the

Governor of Orenburg, started from that city on a punitive expedition

against the Khan of Khiva. The Khan had been long addicted to the

seizure and enslavement of Russian subjects and to the plunder of

Russian caravans. He had disdained all demands for redress. But

General Perovski now announced that one of the aims of the Russian

expedition was “to confirm in this part of Asia the influence which

rightly belongs to Russia, and which alone can serve as a guarantee

for the maintenance of peace.” In the course of several conversations

with Baron Brunnow, then on a Special Mission to London from the

Court of Petrograd, Lord Palmerston fixed upon this phrase as in-

dicative of sinister designs. He declared that Russia, foiled in her

designs on Persia, was now seeking to secure the alternative route to

India by the Central Asian Khanates. When Brunnow called his

attention to the recent British action in Afghanistan, Palmerston

maintained that the cases were not parallel. Afghanistan was the

immediate neighbour of India, and the British had merely given

assistance to the rightful Afghan Sovereign, Shah Shuja. Khiva, on

the other hand, was separated from Russia by an immense distance,
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and there was no dynastic Pretender for her to support. If Russia

became predominant on the lower Oxus, the British, in self-defence,

must occupy the upper valley of that river. The Russian enterprise

would thus entail the despatch of British troops across the Hindu

Kush into the territory of Balkh. Brunnow expressed grave concern,

and remarked that the British attitude meant war. Sir John Hob-

house, who, as President of the Board of Control, was associated with

Palmerston in this matter, retorted defiantly, that he thought this

very likely but that he had no fear of the result^. However, owing to

the difficulties of the route, Perovski’s troops had to come to a halt

at the edge of the plateau of Ust-Urt, some 250 miles from their

objective. The crisis passed off, and the British authorities in India

subsequently persuaded the Khan of Khiva to make amends to Russia.

In return, Russia, for the time being at any rate, agreed to refrain

from further military projects in this direction.

In the meantime, the British enterprise in Afghanistan was running

its dramatic course. This is not the place to narrate the story: the

attempt to consolidate the early successes, the Barakzai reaction, the

fall of Shah Shuja, the British military retrieval, and the eventual

restoration of Dost Mohammad to the throne of KabuF. One matter,

of direct diplomatic interest, however, needs a reference. The first

news of the British reverses in Afghanistan emboldened the Persian

Shah to renew his ambitious plans with regard to Herat. But the

British Envoy, John McNeill, imposed an emphatic negative. He
threatened a resort to force if his representations were disregarded.

On this occasion he found genuine support in the Russian Envoy,

Count Medem, who had recently succeeded DuhameH. The Shah,

therefore, yielded. In May, 1842, the Persian Government composed
all its difficulties with Great Britain and put on record the statement

that nothing but benefit could result to Persia from British friend-

ship, and nothing but evil from its loss^.

In September, 1841, Lord Melbourne’s Ministry gave place to

that of Sir Robert Peel. Lord Aberdeen succeeded Lord Palmerston

at the Foreign Office, and Lord Ellenborough at first took the place

of Hobhouse at the Board of Control. But Ellenborough was anxious

to go out to India. In October, 1841, he obtained the appointment

^ P.R.O.; F.O. 65, Russia, 258. Papers numbered 13, 14, and 50, where a
lengthy report is given of these diplomatic conversations.

" See The Cambridge Modern History, xi. xxvi 732—6.
® P.R.O.; F.O. 60, Persia, 85. Papers numbered 14, 16, and 18.
^ McNeill, pp. 263 et seq.

W.&G. II
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of Governor-General, and in February, 1842, he arrived at Calcutta

and assumed office in Lord Auckland’s place. Meanwhile, the Presi-

dency of the Board of Control was handed over to Lord Fitzgerald

(better known as Vesey-Fitzgerald), who on his death in May, 1843,

was succeeded by the first Earl of Ripon.

(The connexion between India and the Foreign Policy of Great

Britain during the years 1842-9 is marked by two principles: by a

resolve, on the part of the Government of India, to secure, as oppor-

tunity offered, the strategical extension of the North-West Frontier;

and, secondly, on the part of the home authorities, by a bias in favour

of moderation, which did not, however, lead them to cancel the

advances made by their servants in India, even when the morality

or wisdom of the acts in question might be regarded as open to doubt^.

Lord Ellenborough was sent out to India in the character of a

peacemaker. But his patrons, the Tory Government, were grievously

disappointed. Ellenborough was a Russophobe, and he had a con-

tempt—^shared by many other persons—^for the pacific policy of the

Foreign Secretary, Lord Aberdeen. The situation in India was full

of difficulties. The Afghan War had to be ended. The future relations

between British India and Afghanistan had to be defined. Still more

serious was the problem of the Punjab. Ranjit Singh, the omnipotent

Maharajah of Lahore, had died on June 27th, 1839. With his dis-

appearance from the scene, Indian North-West politics entered on a

transformation. The Punjab lapsed into disorder. The Sikh Army

assumed a power like that of the Praetorians in ancient Rome. The

Sikh Government at Lahore, rent by faction and interrupted by re-

curring assassinations, struggled to maintain itself amidst the rivalries

of warring chiefs and the threats of truculent legionaries. In Sep-

tember, 1843, the infant Dhulip Singh, a reputed son of Ranjit Singh,

was installed as Maharajah under a regency. But everything in the

nature of a definite policy had disappeared. The old system, under

which British security to the North-West was based on an accord

between the British and Sikhs, had vanished for ever. To careful

observers, it appeared probable that the Punjab, far from remaining

the sure and steady friend of the Government of India,- was likely

at no very distant date to rush into war against it.

Ellenborough entered on his task in a spirit which exhibited an

amazing combination of ruthlessness, sagacity, and megalomania. He

finished off the Afghan War successfully. At the end of 1842, he

^ Cf. The Cambridge Modem History, xi. xxvi. 734-42.
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allowed Dost Mohammad to return unconditionally to Kabul. Such

a step implied not only political wisdom, but moral courage. But the

Governor-General shocked his friends and amused his enemies by

the grandiloquent proclamations and ceremonial displays with which

he thought fit to celebrate his military triumph.

Then came the annexation of Sind. The stor}^ of that much dis-

cussed event might be taken for a lost chapter from The Prince of

Machiavelli. No amount of sophistry can disprove the charge that

Ellenborough was determined from the veiy beginning to carry

through the project by fair means or foul, that the treaty engagements

with the Talpur Amirs were C3mically violated, and that the ensuing

War was forced uponthem. Opinion at home was prompt in denuncia-

tion. Mountstuart Elphinstone, the Nestor of Anglo-Indian politics

at that time, gave the best of the many verdicts passed on the subject.

“ Coming after Afghanistan, it (f.e. the annexation of Sind) put one

in mind of a bully who had been kicked in the streets and went home
to beat his wife in revenge.” The act was solemnly condemned by

the Court of Directors, and disapproved by the Cabinet. Neverthe-

less, there was no modification, much less any reversal, of the

Governor-General’s action^.

Ellenborough’s interference in Gwalior was both just and salutary.

A disputed regency and an overgrown local army had created a

situation of danger which the Paramount Power very properly refused

to tolerate. He compelled allegiance to the Regent favoured by the

Government of India, and he reduced the army to proportions com-
patible with public order. But it was hardly necessary for a civilian

Governor-General to accompany the march of the British troops to

Gwalior and to intrude himself at the fighting which was required for

the enforcement of his commands.

In 1844, the Court of Directors, alarmed at Ellenborough’s

Napoleonic proclivities, issued an order for his recall. No opposition

was offered by the Cabinet. Ellenborough quitted India onAugust ist,

1844, leaving behind him a reputation for vainglorious arrogance.

Yet the practical value of his services had been incontestable. The
restoration to Kabul of Dost Mohammadwas the only possible solution
at that time for the Afghan problem. Any other course would have
meant the revival of interminable difficulties. The annexation of Sind

^ E. T. Colebrooke, Life of the Hon. Mountstuart Elphinstone, ii. 374, for Elphin-
stone ’s remark; and W. E. Gladstone, Contemporary Review, November 1876
p. 875, for the opinion of the Cabinet.

’ ’
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closed up one of the weak points of our North-West Frontier; it

placed the British in possession of the only remaining strip of Indian

sea-coast which, until then, had been outside their jurisdiction;

and it gave them the navigation of the Lower Indus for a course of

350 miles, with all the commercial prospects and political advantages

thereby entailed. In his settlement at Gwalior, Ellenborough showed

strategical insight. He had carefully watched the growing disorder

in the Punjab. His coup d'dtat at Gwalior secured both the rear and

the communications of the British army in the event of a Sikh War.

Sir Henry Hardinge (from 1846 Lord Hardinge) succeeded Lord

Ellenborough as Governor-General. He was Ellenborough ’s brother-

in-law, and a soldier by profession. But his service in the field dated

back to the Peninsular War and the campaign of Waterloo. He was

now in his sixtieth year, and advancing age, combined with long

experience of domestic politics, might be expected to have subdued

his martial ardour. The first eighteen months of his rule were peaceful.

But in December, 1845, the long-expected crisis occurred with the

Punjab. The Sikh Army had crossed the Sutlej and was huriying

forward to try conclusions with the British. The Government of

India on this occasion was guiltless of provocation. It was the Sikh

Regency which, for purposes of its own, incited its soldieiy to issue

the challenge.

The War, which began in December, 1845, was decided in favour

of the British by the victory of Sobraon on February loth, 1846.

Hardinge always acted in strict accordance with the wishes of the

home Government. He knew that it objected to the pursuit of am-

bitious ends and that it deprecated the extension of British territory

in India. Hence the very limited character of the settlement which

he now made. On the outbreak of hostilities, he had proclaimed the

establishment of British suzerainty over the Sikh principalities on

the eastern, i.e. the British, side of the Sutlej. Now that peace was

established, he annexed the Jalandhar Doab, lying west of the Sutlej

up to the Bias
;
he imposed an indemnity

;
he recognised Gulab Singh

as ruler of Kashmir on terms which made that prince a British de-

pendant. But he left the remainder of tlie old Punjab in possession

of the Maharajah Dhulip Singh, or rather of the Regency wliich

governed in his name, under the supervision of a British Resident.

Hardinge’s settlement won unanimous praise.

“He \i.e. Hardinge] still keeps, between British India and the mountain

hordes of Central Asia, a power strong enough to restrain the latter
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should they aim at permanent conquests in the plain, yet has so far

weakened it by the severance of the new principality [t.e. Kashmir]

assigned to Gulab Singh, that we trust ail risk of a rupture with us, for

many a day to come at least, is averted^.”

Sir Robert Peel, in a private communication to Hardinge, dated April,

1846, declared of the latter that liis success in the War had been

equalled by his moderation in the hour of victory^. A peerage and a

pension rewarded the popular Governor-General. Moreover, when,

in June, 1846, Sir Robert Peel resigned, his successor, Lord John

Russell, asked Hardinge to continue in office, on the ground that he

was of all persons the best fitted to consolidate the peace®.

The Whig Ministry brought back Palmerston to the Foreign

Office and Hobhouse to the Board of Control. The Whigs as well as

the Tories had, by this time, grown nervous about Eastern adventure.

Hardinge’s settlement was regarded as having permanently solved

the Sikh question. In January, 1848, Hardinge was relieved by the

Earl of Dalhousie. Peace was supposed to be secure. But on April i8th,

occurred the outbreak of Mulraj at Multan, and the murder of the

British Agents, Mr Vans Agnew and Lieutenant Anderson. The
Punjab was speedily in a blaze, and the Sikh Army was again in the

field, eager to avenge its recent defeats. The ensuing conflict proved

to be far more serious than its predecessor. So doubtful was the

issue, and so heavy the British losses at the battle of Chilianwala,

fought on January 13th, 1849, ^hat the news of it caused dismay

throughout India and led to a panic in England. The home Govern-

ment hurriedly superseded the Indian Commander-in-chief, Lord
Gough, by Sir Charles Napier; but, before Napier reached India,

Gough had redeemed his fame and saved the situation by his victory

at Gujarat. The last resistance of the Sikhs was crushed, the Punjal)

occupied, and the War at an end. It was now for Lord Dalhousie to

face the question of a new settlement.

Dalhousie, on one occasion, aptly summed up his own character

;
as “a curious compound of despot and radical^.” As despot he acted

on his own initiative
;
as radical he treated every case on its intrinsic

merits. On the outbreak of war, he had examined carefully the

different courses that might be adopted with respect to the Punjab.

He concluded that there was no remedy save annexation. Such a

^ T/ie Quarterly Review, Lxxviil. 215.
~ Charles, Viscount Hardinge, Life of Lord Hardinge, p. 143.
^ Ibid. p. 146.
* J. G. A. Baird, Private Letters of the Marqtds'of Dalhousie, p. 372.
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contrast to the “moderation” of Lord Hardinge was by no means

welcomed at home. Dalhousie stated his views in a letter to Hobhoiise

dated August 15th, 1848, to which Hobhouse replied on October 23rd.

The President’s letter was confused and unsatisfactory. Govern-

mental opinion, he remarked, would prefer some measure short of

absolute annexation. If, however, Dalhousie decided to take this

step without waiting for the sanction of the home authorities, the

most favourable construction would be put upon his action. The

Secret Committee of the Court of Directors, writing on November

24th, 1848, adopted a similar tone. They did not forbid annexation.

But they would like to hear what Dalhousie had to say in support of

the project before he put it into execution^. But, by the time the War
ended, further delay was impossible. No Sikh Government could

maintain even the rudiments of order. The moment that the terror

of the British arms was withdrawn, the Punjab would again become

a scene of anarchy, and war with the British would recommence.

On March 29th, 1849, therefore, Lord Dalhousie, well aware of the

responsibility he was incurring, issued the momentous proclamation

declaring the Maharajah Dhulip Singh deposed from his sovereignty

and the dominion of the Punjab annexed to the British Indian Empire.

The hand of the home authorities was thus forced by the action of

their Indian proconsul.

The results of British Foreign Policy in India during the years

under consideration may at this point be summed up. Gains had

been achieved both strategically and politically. The advance of the

British North-West boundary to the natural frontier of mountain

simplified the task of military defence. The treatment of the Afghan

problem entered upon a new phase. Dost Mohammad had given

assistance to the Sikhs during the Second Punjab War. After the

annexation of that province, he saw the necessity of maintaining good

relations with the British Power, which was now within easy strildng

distance of his dominions. In 1855 a Treaty of friendship was signed

between him and the Government of India. The defect of the situa-

tion in 1837—the interposition, bet^veen the British and the Afghan

spheres of influence, of an independent Sovereign whose susceptibili-

ties demanded so much consideration and whose ambition had been

the cause of so much anxiety—^was ended.

* Sir William Lec-Wamer, Life of the Marquis of Dalhousie, i. 235-4°*
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II. CHINA, 1833-1S42

In treating a long period of British Indian policy as a connected

whole we have in one particular anticipated the order of events. It

still remains to discuss the question of British relations with China

—

a question which reached its crisis during Lord Auckland’s Governor-

Generalship^.

Difficulties between England and China became inevitable after

tlie passing of the Government of India Act of 1833. By that measure

the monopoly of trade with China, previously confined to the English

East India Company, was abolished; the trade was declared open to

all British subjects; and its management was transferred from the

East India Company’s Supercargoes to a Chief Superintendent and

staff nominated by the Crown.

Our trade with China had always been subjected to peculiar con-

ditions. It had long remained restricted to a factory at Canton,

the single Chinese port to which the British merchants, ordinarily

resident at Macao, were allowed to resort during the winter season.

All business had to be transacted through a guild of Chinese mer-

chants known as the “Hong.” Direct communication with the

Chinese officials was forbidden. No British Representative resided at

Pekin, nor was China diplomatically represented at the British Court.

This was in accordance with the rule of exclusiveness rigorously

observed by China with respect to all foreign States. When British

Crown Agents took the place of the East India Company’s Super-

cargoes China did not consider that any change of treatment was
'needed. If Englishmen came to China to trade, they must do so on
tlie old conditions of subordination.

The British Government, in pardonable ignorance of Chinese

prejudices, aimed at the establishment of normal diplomatic relations.

As a result, there was, from the outset, a complete incompatibility of

point of view between the two Governments. The issue was further

complicated by the Opium question. Was it solely on moral grounds
that China strove to forbid the importation of opium? Was Great

Britain forcing China to accept it? Is opium a deleterious and deadly

poison, or is it merely a harmless adjunct to physical recreation? On
these heads there was waged an interminable war of accusations,

replies, and rejoinders^.

A Royal Commission, dated December loth, 1833, appointed

^
See The Cambridge Modem History, xi. xxviii. 802—10.

® For the literature on this subject see the Bibliography to the present volume.
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Lord Napier to be Chief Superintendent for affairs in China, Mr
Plowden to be Second, and Mr' Davis to be Third. Lord Napier

arrived at Macao on July 15th, 1834. His original Instructions, issued

under the royal sign manuaF, laid stress on the need of precaution.

This warning was repeated in a separate letter, dated January 25th,

1834, from Lord Palmerston, then Foreign Secretary under Lord

Grey^. Lord Napier, assuming that he possessed a diplomatic status,

proceeded to Canton without asking permission, and addressed a

letter, written on terms of equality, to the Viceroy of the province.

His action was promptly denounced by the Chinese officials as a gross

insult. He was requested to communicate, as had been the custom

of the East India Company’s Supercargoes, through the Hong mer-

chants, and in terms appropriate to an inferior. Napier refused to

accept such a humiliation. Hence the first dispute with the Chinese.

Unsupported by the home Government, Napier was unable to estab-

lish his pretensions or even to resent the Chinese proclamations,

which publicly stigmatised him as a “lawless foreign slave” and a

“dog barbarian.” Overcome by these indignities and worn out by

physical illness he died, at Macao, on October nth, 1834.

Letters of complaint from Napier, written between August 2nd

and August 21st, 1834, had been laid before the Duke of "Wellington,

Foreign Secretary in the short-lived Peel Ministry from December,

1834, to April, 1835. On February 2nd, 1835, Duke, misunder-

standing Napier’s difficulties, answered in brief and uncomplimentary

terms, accusing him of undue violence and reminding him of the

necessity of conciliation. Napier died before the letter reached him.

Wellington subsequently busied himself in drawing up a Memo-
randum on Chinese affairs. He suggested certain changes in the

composition of the British Commission of superintendence. More

important were his remarks on the question of diplomatic status. For

the present, the British Representative must defer to Chinese preju-

dices. Later on, an effort might be made to obtain improved con-

ditions. “ That which we now require is not to lose the enjoyment of

what we have got.” None the less, Wellington advised tliat “there

should always be, within the Consul-General’s reach, a stout frigate

and a smaller vessel of war®.”

On the death of Lord Napier his place as Chief Superintendent

* Correspondence relating to China, no. i, incl. 2, p. 2.

" Ibid. no. 2, p. 4.
^ Ibid. no. 23, p. 51. The use of the term "Consul-General” is peculiar and

apparently unauthorised.
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WAS nssumcd, odinteritn, by Mr Davis. He left China on January 19th,

1S35, being succeeded by Sir George Robinson, who, as will be seen,

held the ofi'ice till December i.jlh, 1S36. Sir George I^obinson,

possibly in deference to Wellington’s recommendations, followed what

is known as the “qiiiescotu” policy. 'Phat is to say, he bciiaved with

due submission to the Chinese authorities. 'Phe practical results were

certainly satisfactory. No difikulties occurred. 'Phe tnide remained

both regular and lucmtivcP

Meanwhile, in .Xpril. 1S35, the Whigs under Lord Melbourne

returned to power. Palmerston was again I'oreign Secretary, and

the duty of issuing Instructions on Chinese affairs passed into his

hands. In a despatch dated June 7th, i83f), he informed Sir George

Robinson that he was superseded by Captain b'lliot. The transference

of oflicc look place on December i.jth, 1836”. Palmerston’s sudden

promotion of Capt.iin Elliot was severely criticised. A contemporary

pampldctccr rcmark.s: “'Phe desire to serve the clansman of a noble

lord” {i.c. Lord Minto, head of the .Scotch house of Elliot), “was the

probable and only motive for turning out Sir George Robinson^.”

Captain Elliot had, however, in a private communication to Lord

Palmcr.ston recently expressed dislike of the “quiescent” policy.

It m.ay not unreasonably be assumed, therefore, that Palmerston re-

garded Elliot to be better suited than Sir George Robinson to the

exigencies of the situation ’.

Certain it is that, from -the d.atc of Elliot’s appointment .as Chief

Superintendent, Palmerston began to demand the adoption of a more
spirited attitude in British relations with the Chinese. He kept

pressing Elliot to secure tltc abolition of the two most humiliating

conditions still imposed on the British Representative in China

—

the practice of communicating with the Chinese officials through the

Hong merchants and the adoption, on the part of the British Repre-

sentative, of phrascolog}^ suggesting a petitioner’’.

In the course of 1S38, the Opium problem began to grow serious.

^ Correspondence relating to China, no. 55, p. 113, .and no. 57, p. X14.
~ A further despatch, dated November 8th, 1836, abolished the post of Third

Superintendent, and restricted the English Commission to a Chief and a Deputy
Superintendent. This change was recommended in Wellington’s Memorandum
mentioned above. See no. 56, p. 113, and no. 73, p. 130.

® Anonymous pamphlet, referred to in Bibliography.
^ See H. B. Morse, The International Relations of the Chinese Empire, i. 155, for

a discussion of this point. fjji

® Correspondence relating to China, no.-66, p. 123, and no. 88, p. 149. Both
are despatches characteristic of Palmerston.
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The importation of opium into China by the British was craftily

utilised by the Chinese Government as a weapon against Elliot’s

pretensions. But the real point at issue was the question of diplo-

matic status. After long hesitation Palmerston came to the conclusion

that a demonstration of force was required. In July, 1838, a small

British squadron under Admiral Maitland reached the Chinese coast.

The belief that his appearance would impress the Chinese was proved

mistaken. On the contrary, they took the opportunity to adopt strong

measures on the opium question. In January, 1839, Lin, the most

trusted Councillor of the Chinese Emperor, was appointed High

Commissioner to settle the difficulties with the English. On March

loth, 1839, he made his State entry into Canton. Against his high-

handed methods and still more ominous threats Captain Elliot was

helpless. On March 27th, 1839^, there appeared the humiliating pro-

clamation in which the British Representative, in terms little less

than degrading, acknowledged the fact of his forcible restraint by

the Chinese authorities, and ordered the surrender into the hands of

the Chinese Commissioner of all the British owned opium in China

and Chinese waters. Chinese self-esteem was more than satisfied.

But, as might have been expected, the triumph of the Chinese im-

pelled them to inflict a series of outrages on the British subjects

within their jurisdiction. On November 3rd, 1839, a conflict occurred

off Chuen-pi, at the entrance of the Bocca Tigris, when two British

frigates decisively defeated a fleet oftwenty-nine armed Chinese junks.

The long dispute between Great Britain and China had reached its

inevitable conclusion in war.

yyfn a statement drawn up at the Foreign Office on February 20th,

1840, and intended for transmission to the Court of Pekin, Palmerston

justified the British appeal to arms. He pointed out that Commissioner

Lin’s sudden decision to confiscate the opium was totally incon-

sistent with tlie attitude maintained for a course of many years by

the Chinese Government towards the opium traffic. The violence

exercised against tlie British Chief-Superintendent in order to enforce

the surrender of the opium was, he declared, a cross outrage on inter-

national law ;
and tlie conduct of the Chinese Government, not only

on this but on numerous other occasions, had been so scandalous

that the Government of Great Britain had decided to insist not only

upon reparation for the past but upon security for the future. Hos-

^ Correspondence relating to China, no. 146, mcl. 20, p. 374.
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tilities would, therefore, continue until the British demands had been

accepted in tlie shape of a formal ti'eatyh

It took some time for the continuous successes of the British to

produce the required effect on tlie Chinese. On January 20th, 1841,

Captain Elliot signed a preliminary convention, which flagrantly dis-

regarded Palmerston’s Instructions. Palmerston sent him a most

severe reprimand and dismissed him from his office”. In September,

Lord Melbourne’s Ministry made way for tliat of Sir Robert Peel,

and the termination of the Chinese, as of tlie Afghan conflict, passed

from Lord Palmerston’s hands into those of Lord Aberdeen. But

fthe Treat)^ of Nankin, signed on August 22nd, 1842, embodied the

substance of Palmerston’s original demands, and must, therefore, be

•’counted to his credit. It provided Great Britain with a valuable terri-

'torial basis in the acquisition of Hong Kong, and a source of increased

icommercial prosperity in the opening of five additional Chinese ports.

'fPhe most important fact, however, concerning the Treaty is that it

jbroke down the attempt of China to maintain her diplomatic exclusive-

jness, and introduced her, though against her will, into international

Society.

In China, as in India, the general effect of British Foreign Policy

during the years under consideration was to extend and consolidate,

both politically and strategically, the power and prestige of Great

Britain in the Far East.

^ H. B. Morse, i. 621, Appendix A.
® See Sir Henry Taylor, Autobiography, 2 vols., London, 1885, vol. I, Appendix.



CHAPTER VI

UNITED STATES AND COLONIAL DEVELOPMENTS
1815-1846

I. THE-SLAVE-TRADE AND FRONTIER DIFFICULTIES, 1815-1841

The terms of the Treaty of Ghent, which brought to a close the

state of war that had prevailed between the United States and

the British empire since 1812, were made public upon its presentation

to the Senate for ratification on February 17th, 1815. It was found

to be a colourless document, which ignored all the more important

demands that had been made on either side and every one of the

maritime difficulties that had brought about the War. Besides agree-

ment on a mutual cessation of hostilities, the Treaty contained only

certain minor provisions of little interest. The two Powers mutually

bound themselves to put an end to all warlike operations against the

various tribes and nations of Indians on their borders and to restore

them to all those possessions, rights and privileges to which they

had been entitled in 1811. The territorial status quo ante helium was

almost entirely restored
;
but certain questions as to the carrying out

of various provisions of the Treaty of 1783 were referred to Boundary

Commissions, and finally it was agreed that the traffic in slaves

being irreconcilable with the principles of humanity and justice, both

Contracting Parties should use their best endeavours to accomplish

its entire abolition, although no methods were indicated whereby

this end could be attained.

The contrasting views that were formed in the two countries

concerning the Treaty may be studied in the respective debates upon

its ratification, and furnish the keynote of Anglo-American relations

for many years. Albert Gallatin, who had had the greatest share on

the American side in the conclusion of the Treaty, took a just view

of what had been secured when he wrote to Monroe, the Secretary

of State, that tlie Treaty was as favourable to America as could be

expected under existing circumstances. But the President, with a

view to serving the purposes of his party, was unwilling to accept so

modest an estimate, and he struck a louder and more jubilant note

in his Message to the Senate recommending ratification. He con-

gratulated the nation upon an event highly honourable to it and
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terminating with peculiar felicity a campaign signalised by the most

brilliant successes. The American Government had demonstrated the

efficiency of its powers of defence, and the nation could review its

conduct without regret and without reproach, in the light of a success

which was the natural result of the legislative counsels, the patriotism

of the people and the public spirit of tlie militia, the military and

naval forces of the country. A not less exalted tone characterised the

whole of the Senate debate, and the many abject military failures of

the War and the dissension between the States to which it had given

rise were entirely forgotten. A legend as to America’s triumph was

thus started to supplement the heroic traditions of the Revolutionary

War; and, ineradicably planted in the public mind, this legend had

permanent influence on the American outlook on foreign events, and

implied in every glorification of the greatness of the United States

and every incitement to patriotism a belittlement of British efforts

and aversion to Great Britain as the only enemy.

On the other side of the Atlantic, Englishmen had no desire to

claim any sweeping triumph, though they felt that in the repulse of

all American attacks upon Canada the honour of the empire had

been amply vindicated. Great Britain had not at all given way in

respect of the Maritime Rights that had been the main cause of the

War, and she had, apparently, secured something in respect of her

demands for the Indian tribes. The general impression was that a

close had been put, in a satisfactory enough fashion, to a disagreeable

episode too much resembling civil war to commend itself to English-

men. In the expressions of generous admiration of America’s growth

in power that proceeded from some of her well-wishers most parties

tacitlyacquiesced
,
andno jealousyorfear ofthatgrowthmanifesteditself

anywhere. The feeling had not yet died away, that in seceding from the

British empire the Americans were renegades, but still entitled to an

exceptional consideration which Great Britain would not concede to

other trespassers on her rights. The troubles that have affected Anglo-

American relations during the last hundred years have mainly been

concerned with questions left, undecided by the Treaty of Ghent,

and the story of those relations in the diplomatic sphere has to deal

with the gradual solution of the difficulties in question by the com-
bined effects of time and of a mutual reluctance to drive matters to

extremes.

The undecided matters fall into two categories, the first of which
is concerned with questions of world policy—British Maritime
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Claims, the principles governing Blockade and the Rights of Neutrals

in time of war, and the methods to be adopted for the complete sup-

pression of the Slave Trade. Two of these questions could afford to

wait, and they passed rapidly into partial oblivion, because the world

was entering upon a period of maritime peace unbroken for forty

years. When they again became of firstrate importance, owing to the

renewed manifestation of British sea-power at the time of the Crimean

War, they had lost most of their danger in consequence ofthe change

in maritime conditions, and agreement could be reached with com-

paratively little difficulty. The only way in which the old disputes

concerning the Right of Search were kept alive was in connexion

with the British crusade for the suppression of the Slave Trade.

Repeated efforts were made on this head to secure the effective

adhesion of the United States to the efforts of the other Powers;

but these were always baulked by America’s sensitive remembrance

of her wrongs as a neutral during the Napoleonic Wars. Agreement

was only reached very late, and then merely as an incidental result

of civil war within the United States. The second class of questions

left unsolved by the Treaty of Ghent related to difficulties concerning

the frontiers of British North America and disputes of a similar

character concerning fishery rights. These questions have been tackled

and solved piecemeal, one by one, as they became of immediate

practical interest to a considerable number of American citizens.

Upon occasion, there has been a good deal of clamour on either side

of the border from those whose financial interests were concerned;

but, save on rare occasions, there has been no marked excitement

of public opinion, and the disputes have been irritating rather than

serious.

When peace was secured, the needs of both countries dictated as

early as possible a renewal of regulated commercial intercourse. But,

in any commercial negotiations which America might set on foot in her

great need for manufactured goods, Great Britain held the stronger

position for bargaining. In the temporary Convention^ that was

negotiated by Gallatin and his fellow-Commissioners before their

return to the United States, this fact was clearly marked. By this

Agreement, which was to last for four years witli the option of renewal,

freedom of commercial intercourse was restored
; but the American

^ U.S. Treaties and Conventions, pp. 410-13, nnd Comtnercial Treaties, ir. 3 ^7 -

The necessary Acts of Parltament to cany the Convention into effect tvcrc passed

as 53 Geo. Ill, c. 15 and 57 Geo. Ill, c. 58.
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demands for free trade with the British West Indies and the North

American Colonies were refused, and American ships continued to

be debarred from tlie markets that lay so near. The British Colonists

were not dissatisfied witli the new Agreement
;
for, though they could

not trade freely with tlicir neighbours to the South, yet the lucrative

West Indian trade remained wholly in their hands. B}^ the General

Convention of 1818 the agreement was extended for ten years, and

later for an indefinite term. The commercial relations between the

two Powers were tlius mapped out, until tlie revolution in Britain’s

fiscal policy brought entirely changed conditions.

The most dangerous question affecting the relation of the two

Contracting Parties left unsettled by tlie Treaty of Ghent was that

concerned with their respective armaments on the waters of the Great

Lakes. The British demands either for strategic security or for dis-

armament had been flatly refused b)^ the Americans, and both parties

therefore continued during the peace the efforts to build and arm
ships of war upon a considerable scale on which they had entered

during the War. The opposite shores of Lakes Erie and Ontario were

scenes of great activity
;
but such proceedings necessarily imposed a

large expenditure that was an unwelcome drain upon the taxpayers

both of the United States and Great Britain. When tlie matter was

once more brought to negotiation, a proposition for the limitation of

armaments came from John Quincy Adams, now American Minister

in London, who had refused a similar British proposal put forward

at Ghent. Since complete disarmament would appear to leave the

Canadian Colonists defenceless against a sudden American attack,

the British Cabinet was somewhat loth to consider the proposal, and

a good deal of discussion took place in England as to its advisability.

Ultimately, however, Castlereagh expressed his readiness to enter

upon negotiations; and, at the end of April, 1817, Notes were

exchanged in Washington between Richard Rush, the Secretary of

State, and the Hon. Charles Bagot, the British Minister, embodying
what is luiown as the Rush-Bagot Agreement. It was very short and
provided only for mutual disarmament upon the Lakes, each Power
binding itself to maintain not more than one lightly armed vessel

on Lake Ontario, two on the Upper Lakes, and one on Lake Champ-
lain, for police purposes, and it being agreed that there should be no
interference of the vessels of one Power with those of the other. This

agreement was approved by the Senate and proclaimed by President

Monroe on April 28th, 1818. Though it attracted comparatively
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little attention at the time, it had most important effects
;
for in the

temptation to naval rivalry on the opposite shores of the Lakes

lay the germ of infinite mischief. Its removal set a precedent for

the management of the frontier between the United States and

British North America which has saved both Powers from great

expense in fortifications and military guards and has deprived the

frontier disputes of much of the acute danger they might otherwise

have caused^.

The conclusion of the Rush-Bagot Agreement marked the pro-

gressive subsidence of hostile feelings caused by the War, and in

i8i8 the opportunity was taken of the renewal of the temporary

Commercial Convention of 1815 to open general negotiations with

a view to clearing up the outstanding difficulties between the Powers.

These negotiations were specially hastened by the need of finding

some means of settling the irritating Fishery questions that were

causing so much trouble on the Atlantic coast. The discussions were

carried on in London between F. J. Robinson, President of the Board

of Trade, and Henry Goulburn for Great Britain, and Albert Gallatin

and Richard Rush for the United States. The resulting Convention,

signed on October 20th, 1818^, and ratified by the Senate on

January 30th, 1819, contains provisions which have been of lasting

importance both in relation to the Fisheries and to the progressive

delimitation of the long Anglo-American Boundary. The unpleasant

question of the restitution of American slaves who had fled into

British protection during the War was solved by reference to the

arbitration of the Tsar of Russia. The Arbitrators appointed by him

ultimately gave judgment that, though restitution was impossible,

the British Government must indemnify the owners for the value of

the slaves who had secured their freedom by escape to British ships

or territory. The interpretation of this award gave rise to some

difficulty, and two further Conventions, dated respectively July 12th,

1822, and November 13th, 1826, had to be negotiated before the

amount of the indemnity to be paid could be fixed.

In regard to boundary questions, the Convention of 1818 marked

some progress. The Commissions set up by the Treaty of Ghent

for the allocation of the islands in the Bay of Fundy and the de-

limitation of the frontier in the St Lawrence and the great Lakes

' For details concerning relations along the lake frontier sec J. IVI. Callahan s

The Neutrality of the American Lakes and Anglo-American Relations.
- For text see U.S. Treaties and Conventions, pp. 415-18.
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had either completed their work or were upon tlie point of doing so

;

but the difficulties as to tlie Maine Boundary showed no signs of

solution. The boundaiy, from the Lake of the Woods westward to

the Rocky Mountains, was fixed by agreement to be the Forty-ninth

Parallel, under the mistaken impression that this had been decided

upon as the northern boundary of Louisiana under the Treaty of

Utrecht. Neither Power was as yet ready to discuss an exact definition

of a frontier in the Oregon country beyond the Rocky Mountains,

and it was therefore agreed that Great Britain and the United States

might for ten years jointly use the whole of the Oregon country, and

that it was to be free and open to the vessels, citizens and subjects of

both Powers, without prejudice to the claims of either.

The most urgent matter dealt with by the Convention of 1818

concerned the Fisheries along the Atlantic coast and was arranged

by Article I, which has been of permanent importance and has

governed all subsequent negotiations. Great Britain relinquished her

ancient claims to control the fisheries of the open sea on tlie New-
foundland Banks, and tacitly admitted the right of American fishermen

to complete freedom. On the other hand, the Americans abandoned

their contention that they had a right to use the unsettled parts of the

coasts of British North America generally for drying and packing

their fish, and consented to a considerable restriction of the liberties

that had been granted by Great Britain, as a matter of grace, under

the Treaty of Versailles of 1783. They struggled hard to secure the

acceptance of their old contention that fishery privileges are in-

alienable by war, but without success. Throughout the negotiations,

the United States Representatives appear to have devoted their chief

attention to abstract principles as to the nature of treaties and the

Freedom of the Sea, while Great Britain was mainly concerned with

the practical management of a difficult situation that was giving rise

to incessant irritation among the fishermen on the spot, and her

negotiators seemed to care little for abstract theory. The conclusion

arrived at pleased neither of the fishing industries
;
but circumstances,

compelled them to accept it, and down to about 1856 there was very

little further trouble.

The adjustment of the causes of difference between the two Powers

in the North made slow but favourable progress and left little lasting

bitterness; but on the troubled inland frontier of the Southern States

a series of unpleasant incidents kept alive the bitter memories of

earlier Indian Wars, and, though little was heard by the British public

w.&G.n 15
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it could only be in the direction of annexation to the United

States.

There are laws of political as well as of physical gravitation,” he
wrote, “and, if an apple severed by the tempest from its native tree, cannot

choose but to fall to the ground, Cuba, forcibly disjoined from its unnatural

connexion with Spain, and incapable of self-support, can gravitate only

toward the North American Union, which, by the same law of nature,

cannot cast her off from her bosom. The transfer of Cuba to Great Britain

would be an event unpropitious to the interests of this Union.”

It was not merely the negative objection to the establishment of

British or French control over Cuba or San Domingo that was moving

Adams’s mind, but the thought of an aggressive and constructive

policy that aimed at dominance in the Caribbean and the leadership

of the New World.

[Cuba’s] commanding position with reference to the Gulf of Mexico

and the West Indian seas, its situation midway between our southern

coast and the Island of San Domingo . . . the nature of its productions and

its wants, furnishing the supplies and needing the returns of a commerce

immensely profitable and mutually beneficial, give it an importance in the

sum of our national interests with which that of no other foreign territory

can be compared, and little inferior to that which binds the different

members of this Union together Looking forward to the probable

course of events for the short period of half a century, it is scarcely possible

to resist the convi’ction that the annexation of Cuba to our Federal Republic

will be indispensable to the continuance and integrity of the Union itselF.

Adams’s letter was no mere general expression of opinion, but

was drawn up to furnish explicit Instructions to the diplomatic repre-

sentative of the United States as to his course of action in view of

the impending armed intervention of France in the internal affairs

of Spain. The European situation which was bringing this about,

and the attitude of Canning and the British Ministry towards the

projected interference of the Powers in the affairs of the revolted

Colonies of Latin America are, however, treated fully elsewhere in

this work” and need not here be insisted upon. Before the w'orldng out

of Adams’s ideas of American policy is further traced, it is nedessary

to show how anotlier menace to what was regarded as the natural

expansion of the United States Avas causing concern to each of the

Anglo-Saxon Powers as assailing their interests in the Pacific and

the Oregon countr}^ which in the Convention of i8i8 they had set

aside for future delimitation.

* Adams to Nelson, April 23rd, 1823. Lawrence's ediuon of Wheaton’s JiUer-

natioml Lata, pp. 673-4. * especially ante, Chap, il, pp. 73
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While Great Britain and the United States came to the Pacific

slope westwards and by sea from tlie south, Russian enterprise had

crossed tlie breadth of northern Asia to establish her control upon

the shores of Alaska and thence to carry down her trade with the

Indian tribes. The pretensions of die Tsars had varied in their

southern extension at different periods
;
but, in 1806, Russia had laid

claim to the whole coast down to the latitude of San Francisco, and

had for a time established a garrison in California at Bodega Bay, a

little to the north of that place. American traders were accused by

die Russians of causing difficuldes to their rule by clandestinely

supplying arms and munitions to the Indian tribes, and considerable

difficulties in consequence engaged die attention of the two Govern-

ments, which found it impossible to come to any agreement because

of the indefinite nature of the Russian claims. By the Florida Treaty

of 1819, Spain transferred to the United States the whole of her

claims in Oregon and on the Pacific coast to the north of the Forty-

second Parallel; and the Tsar, learning this, on September 4th, 1821,

issued a Decree granting -to the Russian-American Company which

exploited the Alaska trade, exclusive rights on the American coast

and in the Behring Sea and the North Pacific, so far south as the Fifty-

first Parallel. This claim not only ran absolutely counter to America’s

traditional contention that the open sea is free to all, but it also

carried Russia’s territorial pretensions far to the south of any region

she had made her own by long effective occupation. Adams, without

delay, protested against the Decree and proposed to Great Britain,

the fellow-claimant to the Oregon territory, a joint remonstrance at

Petrograd. To the Russian Minister in Washington, Baron Tuyll,

on July 17th, 1823, he emphatically declared that the United States

would contest the right of Russia to any territorial establishment in

America, and would assume distinctly the principle that the American

Continents were no longer subjects for any new European Colonial

establishments. Under his Instructions, the American Minister at

Petrograd, to whom the further negotiations were entrusted, also

took a high tone against Russian pretensions
^
but expressed the

willingness of the United States to acknowledge Russia’s effective

occupation as far south as the Fifty-fifth Parallel.

In his desire to withstand Russia’s claims, Adams hoped to have

the support of Great Britain; but, though Canning was equally

opposed to admitting them, the American resistance to them was
based on grounds unacceptable to him, since they seemed to imply
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a serious menace to the development of British North America, and

to be -entangled with discussions concerning Maritime Rights into

which Great Britain was not prepared to enter. British Ministers

had found the United States most uncompromising in the long nego-

tiations for the suppression- of the Slave Trade, and ‘Canning learned

privately from his agent at Petrograd that America, while contesting

Russia’s claims' in the Pacific, was at the same time endeavouring to

secure her formal adherence to a convention - against privateering

which exempted private goods -and vessels from capture at sea

—

matters in which Great Britain’s maritime interests were vitally con-

cerned. In view of these circumstances, and of the complexities of

the European situation, the Foreign Secretary preferred to maintain

British rights on the Pacific by independent representations to Russia,

and not to enter into any joint action with the United States',

The full enunciation of the American policy along both its

lines came in President Monroe’s famous Message to Congress of

December 2nd, 1823. In this Message, largely under the inspiration

of Adams, his Secretary of State, Monroe dealt, in quite different

parts of a long and somewhat wordy composition,- with separate

concrete matters of immediate political importance. In doing so, he

succeeded in enunciating a doctrine that had been implicit in American

foreign policy from the beginning of the republic. The Russian

claims were dealt with in the earlier part of the Message; though not

apparently according to any particular design. In almost routine

fashion, Adams’s momentous statement to the Russian Minister in

July, 1823, was placed on record as of general application.

The occasion has been judged proper for asserting as a principle in

which the rights and interests of the United States are involved, that the

American Continents, by the free and independent condition which they

have assumed and maintain, are henceforth not to be considered as subjects

for future colonisation by any European Powers.

Russia did not think it worth while to proceed further witli her

claims, and, with a slight compromise tliat allowed her to carry her

southern boundary down from 55° to 54° 40' she accepted the

American contentions. On April 17th, 1824, the Treaty was signed

whereby she relinquished her claims to the Oregon coast and to the

closure of the North Pacific. Traffic with the Indians in intoxicating

liquors and arms was forbidden, and each Power formally disclaimed

the right of search over ships of the othert, A few months later,

^ U.S. Treaties and Conventions, pp. 931-3.
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a closely similar Treaty with Russia was negotiated by Great Britain^,

of which, after tlie purchase of Alaska by the United States in 1867,

the interpretation.provided much matter for controversy and negotia-

tion. The immediate importance of these Treaties in connexion with

the Elorida Treaty of 1819 was that the Oregon question was now
clearly left to the principal claimants

;
Spain was shut off to the

south below the Forty-second Parallel, and Russia to the north above

54° 40'. Only Great Britain and the United States therefore remained

to argue out the possession of the coveted territory between them.

It was in the latter part of President Monroe’s Message that he

niade the pronouncement to which he and Adams seem to have

attached the highest importance, as involving a constructive policy

for the New World under the leadership of the United States. The
President’s rather ambiguous and lengthy phrases were interpreted

iii different senses by those who read them at the time—as they

have been ever since. Obser\fers in Great Britain were delighted

with the intention manifestly displayed of carr}dng out the policy

outlined by Canning in his suggestions to Rush on August 20th, 1823,

and warning off the despotic Powers of the Old World from inter-

ference with the affairs of the democratic peoples of the New. But

to the United States the Message made a different appeal. Therp

was a general glow of exaltation, a universal feeling of gratified love

of liberty, a conscious and proud perception of the consideration

which the United States now enjoyed and of the respect and honour

which belonged to them^. The United States seemed to stand forth

and claim the place of leader among the American peoples, and to

the ordinary citizen the bah upon adventures in the New World
appeared to be directed at least as much against Great Britain and

her supposed designs upon Cuba as against the Continental Powers of

whom much less was known. But, though a diplomatist so experienced

as Adams fully understood the radical differences that separated Great

Britain from the despotic Continental monarchies, yet he lent himself

to the inclusion in the Message of phrases that appeared to stigmatise

the "whole of the Powers of the Old World as hostile to democracy.

He might thus forward the accomplishment of a policy in which he

was'keenly interested, the setting over against the Old World league

of rnonarchs with their system of Congresses a New World league of

Convention between'Great Britain 'and' Russia, signed at Petrbgrad, February
28th, 1825! State Papers, xii. 38-43.

' '
'

’

,
>

' ' ’
“ Daniel Webster, quoted in Johnson, Amenca’s Foreign Relations, i. 347.'
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free peoples which might, also in congress, decide upon matters of

common concern under the leadership of the United States. The

sentences in which this idea is implied are among the best known

in the Message

:

The system of the allied Powers is essentially different. . .from that

of America. This difference proceeds from that which exists in their

respective governments It is impossible that the allied Powers should

extend their political system to any portion of either Continent without

endangering our peace and happiness, nor can anyone believe that our

southern brethren, if left to themselves would adopt it of their own accord.

The idea of a Pan-American Congress, at which the newly founded

republics of the New World might concert measures for the repulse

of the attacks of Old World despotism w^as first officially broached

in 1822 by Simon Bolivar, the Liberator, President of the republic

of Colombia. After some hesitation, most of the Latin-American

republics accepted and it was agreed to extend an invitation to the

United States. Adams, who had now succeeded Monroe as President,

eagerly accepted the invitation to the Panama meeting in which he

saw the opportunity for rounding off his Pan-Aunerican policy and

assuming the leadership of Latin-America which, he felt, might other-

wise fall to Great Britain. In his Message of December 26th, 1825, he

explained to Congress the purpose of the meeting at Panama and the

reasons why he had accepted the invitation to take part in it. In

doing all this he was keeping a wary eye on the action of Great

Britain in the Caribbean. In August, 1825, Canning had proposed

to the American Minister in London that the United States should

join with Great Britain and France in an undertaking that none of

the three would annex Cuba nor acquiesce in its annexation by either

of the others. France at first indicated her readiness to accept the

proposal, but then withdrew the acceptance and refused to enter into

any agreement; while Adams entirely declined the invitation and in

September, 1825, instructed the American Minister in Paris to inform

the French Government that in no circumstances would the United

States permit French occupation of Cuba or Porto Rico, whatever

tlie attitude of Spain^.

This was a direct application of the principles embodied in Presi-

^ The United States Government was, also, anxious at this period as to French

projects for the rcconquest of San Dominpo. These were finally abandoned, and

matters cleared up, in 1824, when France for the first time formally rccoRuiscd the

independence of the republic of Hayti. (Sec correspondence in Stale Papers, xil.

693-742.)
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dent Monroe’s Message and marked a further stage in the evolution

of Adams’s policy. He demanded the abandonment of naval expedi-

tions which were being fitted out by Colombia and IMexico for the

conquest of Cuba and Porto Rico on the ground that the possession

of tliose islands must be left for the decision of the Panama meeting.

Such action on the part of the United States gave rise to great anxiety

in the British Government as to the nature of Adams’s designs in

tlie West Indies, where the interests of Great Britain were of so vital

an importance. That America was purposing to extend her political

dominion in the Caribbean might be a matter of suspicion only, but

such suspicions were strengthened by her persistent efforts to extend

her commerce in those waters and by the difiicultics which were

being experienced in the lengthy negotiations in progress concerning

access to British West Indian ports. These difficulties were concerned

witli tlie removal of restrictions on American trade imposed by the

Commercial Convention of 1S15, and they undoubtedly reacted on

political relations. After much inconsistent tinkering with the regula-

tions and fruitless negotiations with the United States, in order to

secure corresponding alterations in their commercial laws, an Act of

Parliament was passed in July 1825^ which opened the colonial trade

to all countries that would afford reciprocal privileges to British

shipping. The Act^ was exceedingly complicated, and it was difficult

to ascertain at once its precise bearing on the points at issue. The
matter was further entangled by the passing of certain Colonial Acts

which imposed discriminating duties. The United States refused to

accept the conditions prescribed, and both in official correspondence

and in debates in Congress positions were taken up that seemed to

claim for the United States a right to prescribe to Great Britain her

course of action in her West Indian Colonies. An Order in Council

of July 26th, 1826, therefore, prohibited all trade and intercourse

between the British West Indies and the United States in American

vessels. President Adams countered by refusing to allow British

vessels from the West Indies to enter American ports. The result of

these various prohibitions was disastrous to the sugar Colonies, who
found one of their best markets in the United States.

The aggressiveness of the United States in these commercial

disputes, combined with the refusal of any joint pledge concerning

the annexation of Cuba and with the President’s enthusiastic Messages

^ 6 Geo. IV, c. 1 14. For difficulties see Gallatin to Secretary Canning, December
28th, 1826. State Papers, xiv. 486-93.
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concerning the Pan-American meeting,made Canning and his Govern-

ment very anxious as to the future of British interests in the Western

Hemisphere. In a private letter to the British Minister at Washington,

he stated the case pointedly. . . :

The avowed pretension of the United States to put themselves atthe

head of the confederacy of all the Americas, and to sway that confederacy

against Europe (Great Britain included) is not a pretension identified -with

our interests, or one that we can countenance as tolerable. It is, however,

a pretension which there is no use in contesting in the, abstract; but we
must not say anything that seems to admit the principle^.

To shrewd observers behind the scenes the situation seemed to he

fraught "with considerable danger
;
but comparatively little concerning

it was known to the public at large on either side of the Atlantic. The

danger mainly arose from Adams’s somewhat grandiose ideas and

his attempt to carry them out in the region of practical politics;

they were thwarted not by any action on the part of Canning, who

.

dealt with the situation with great caution, but,by the natural evolu-

tion of events in America. In these events, two. causes played the,

potent parts—^the jealousy felt by the Latin-American republics

towards their aggressive northern neighbour, and the antagonism of

the slave-holding interests of the southern States to Adams and the

ideas of the emancipation of the negro which from the published

words of Bolivar they read into the invitation to the Pan-American

Congress. Slavery was rapidly coming to be the crucial questipn

that entered into every political struggle in the United. States, and

it was because of their distrust of Adams’s attitude towards the

“peculiar institution” that the dominant southern interest in Con-

gress were determined to thwart his Pan-American plans. The result

was the failure of the “Congress of Panama.” It accomplished

nothing, and adjourned leaving great disappointment in the minds

of the delegates who spread throughout Latin-America deep sus-

picion and distrust of the faith of the great Power in the north. The

republics were driven to rely more closely on British advice and

help in their struggles against the initial difficulties of their newly-won

freedom. The course of events for many years did nothing to remove

their distrust of the United States, and it was not until nearly the

end of the nineteenth century that Pan-American ideas could again

become matters of practical politics.

The failure of Bolivar’s benevolent ideals and of Adams’s practical

‘ Canning toVaughan, Febninrj- 8th, 1826. Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc. (1912), p. 234-
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designs for a confederacy of the western world under the leadership

of the United States was tlius intimately connected with the question

of Slavery. Not only had this “institution” become since 1820 a

\dtal factor in American politics, but the suppression of the Slave-

trade filled an exceedingly important place in international negotia-

tions tlwoughout the earlier half of the nineteenth century and was

closely bound up with the controversies concerning Maritime Claims

and the Right of Search. The relations between Great Britain and

America were throughout made more difficult by their different

attitude on this subject, altliough British policy in connexion with it

was not concerned with the United States alone; it touched every

maritime nation, and its furtherance demanded for many years a large

share of the attention of every succeeding Foreign Secretary. Wilber-

force’s Bill for the Abolition of the Slave-trade that passed the

Commons in 1804, but was thrown out by the Lords, finally became

law under the Fox-Grenville Ministry' in 1807. It enacted that no

vessels should clear out on a slaving voyage from any port within

the British dominions after May ist, 1807, and that no slave should

be landed in the British Colonies after March ist, 1808. Denmark
had abolished the trade in 1792, the proliibition to take effect in

1804, and the United States in 1807 enacted laws that prohibited

the importation of slaves into the Union after January 1st, 1808. An
attempt was made by Fox in 1806, during his abortive negotiations

for peace with France to induce her to join with Great Britain in the

abolition of the Trade, but without effect. The worst evils occurred

under the flags of Spain and Portugal, and an Order in Council was

issued in 1809 in disregard of the ancient Treaty^ which secured to

Portugal freedom from the exercise of the right of search by English

cruisers. Portuguese ships that were found carrying slaves to places

not subject to the Crown of Portugal were to be brought into British

ports for adjudication. In the British Treaties with Portugal of 1810^

the Portuguese agreed to abandon their old privilege by which England

waived the principle of “free ships, free goods” in their favour, and

to prohibit Portuguese' subjects from’ carrying on the Slave-trade

in- any part of Africa not belonging to them. These provisions of the

Treaty were of very little avail, for it was in the Portuguese possessions

south of • the equator that the slave-traders chiefly secured their

cargoes, while it was as yet impossible to prevent even British-owned

' ^'Treaty of 1654 between Great Britain and Portugal. ' '

® Treaty of Alliance of February 19th, 1810, Article X.
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concerning the Pan-American meeting,made Canning and his Govern-

ment very anxious as to the future of British interests in the Western

Hemisphere. In a private letter to-the British Minister at Washington,

he stated the case pointedly.

The avowed pretension of the United States to put themselves at the

head of the confederacy of all the Americas, and to sway that confederacy

against Europe (Great Britain included) is not a pretension identified with

our interests, or one that we can countenance as tolerable. It is, however,

a pretension which there is no use in contesting in the abstract; but we

must not say anything that seems to admit the principle^.

To shrewd observers behind the scenes the situation seemed to be

fraught with considerable danger
;
but comparatively little concerning

it was known to the public at large on either side of the Atlantic. The

danger mainly arose from Adams’s somewhat grandiose ideas and

his attempt to carry them out in the region of practical politics;

they were thwarted not by any action on the part of Canning, who

dealt with the situation with great caution, but by the natural evolu-

tion of events in America. In these events, two causes played the

potent parts—^the jealousy felt by the Latin-American republics

towards their aggressive northern neighbour, and tlie antagonism of

the slave-holding interests of the southern States to Adams and the

ideas of the emancipation of the negro which from the published

words of Bolivar they read into the invitation to the Pan-American

Congress. Slavery was rapidly coming to be the crucial question

that entered into every political struggle in the United States, and

it was because of their distrust of Adams’s attitude towards tlie

“peculiar institution” that the dominant southern interest in Con-

gress \vere determined to thwart his Pan-American plans. The result

was the failure of the “Congress of Panama.” It accomplished

nothing, and adjourned leaving great disappointment in the minds

of the delegates who spread throughout Latin-America deep sus-

picion and distrust of the faith of the great Power in the north. The

republics were driven to rely more closely on British advice and

help in their struggles against the initial difficulties of their newly-won

freedom. The course of events for many years did nothing to remove

their distrust of the United States, and it was not until nearly the

end of the nineteenth century that Pan-American ideas could again

become matters of practical politics.

The failure of Bolivar’s benevolent ideals and of Adams’s practical

* CanninK to VauKhan, February Sth, 1826. Mass. Hist. Soc, Proc. (1912), P- 234 -
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designs for a 'confederacy of the western world under the leadership

of the United States was tlius intimately connected with the question

of Slavery. • Not only had this “institution” become since 1820 a

vital factor in American politics, but the suppression of the Slave-

trade filled an exceedingly important place in international negotia-

tions throughout the earlier half of the nineteenth century and was

closelyBound up with the controversies concerning Maritime Claims

and the Right of Search. The relations between Great Britain and

America were throughout made more difficult by their different

attitude on this subject, although British policy in connexion with it

was not concerned Mth the United States alone; it touched every

maritime nation, and its furtherance demanded for many years a large

share of the attention of every succeeding Foreign Secretary. Wilber-

force’s Bill for the Abohtion of tlie Slave-trade that passed the

Commons in 1804, but was thrown out by the Lords, finally became

law under the Fox-Grenville Ministry in 1807. It enacted that no

vessels should clear out on a slaving voyage from any port within

the British dominions after May ist, 1807^ and that no slave should

be landed in the British Colonies after March ist, 1808. Denmark
had abolished the trade in 1792, the proliibition to take effect in

1804, and the United States in 1807 enacted laws that prohibited

the importation of slaves into the Union after January ist, 1808. An
attempt was made by Fox in 1806, during his abortive negotiations

for peace with France to induce her to join with Great Britain in the

abolition of the' Trade, but without effect. The worst evils occurred

under the flags of Spain and Portugal, and an Order in Council was

issued in i8og in disregard of the ancient Treaty^ which secured to

Portugal freedom from the exercise of the right of search by English

cruisers. Portuguese ships that were found carrying slaves to places

not subject to the Crown of Portugal were to be brought into British

ports for' adjudication. In the British Treaties with Portugal of 1810^

the Portuguese agreed to abandon their old privilege by which England
waived the principle of " free ships, free goods” in their favour, and

to prohibit Portuguese' subjects from’ carrying on the Slave-trade'

in any part of Africa not belonging to them. These provisions of the

Treaty were of very little avail, for itwas in the Portuguese possessions

south of • the ; equator that the slave-traders chiefly secured their

cargoesi^while it was as yet impossible to prevent even British-owned -

' 'Treaty of 1654 between Great Britain arid Portugal. ' '

.
® Treaty of'Alliance of February 19th, 1810, Article X.
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concerning the Pan-American meeting,made Canning and his Govern-

ment very anxious as to the future of British interests in the Western

Hemisphere. In a private letter to the British Minister at Washington,

he stated the case pointedly. ’
'

.

The avowed pretension of the United States to put themselves at the

head of the confederacy of all the Americas, and to sway that confederacy

against Europe (Great Britain included) is not a pretension identified -with

our interests, or one that we can countenance as tolerable. It is, however,

a pretension which there is no use in contesting in .the -abstract; but ,we

must not say anything that seems to admit the principle^.

To shrewd observers behind the scenes the situation seemed to be

fraught with considerable danger
;
but comparatively little concerning

it was known to the public at large on either side of the Atlantic. The

danger mainly arose from Adams’s somewhat grandiose ideas and

his attempt to carry them out in the region of practical politics;

they were thwarted not by any action on the part of Canning, who

dealt with the situation with great caution, but by the natural evolu-

tion of events in America. In these events, two causes, played the

potent parts—^the jealousy felt by the Latin-American republics

towards their aggressive northern neighbour, and the antagonism, of

,

the slave-holding interests of the southern States to Adams and the

ideas of the emancipation of the negro which from the published

words of Bolivar they read into the invitation to the Pan-American

Congress. Slavery was rapidly coming to be the crucial question

that entered into every political struggle in the United States, and

it was because of their distrust of Adams’s attitude towards ,the

“peculiar institution” that the dominant southern interest in Con-

gress were determined to thwart his Pan-American plans. The result

was the failure of the “Congress of Panama.’’ It accomplished

nothing, and adjourned leaving great disappointment in the minds

of the delegates who spread throughout Latin-America deep sus-

picion and distrust of the faith of the great Power in the north. The

republics were driven to rely more closely on British advice and

help in their struggles against tlie initial difficulties of their ncwly-v'on

freedom. The course of events for many 3'ears did nothing to remove

their distrust of the United States, and it was not until nearly the

end of the nineteentli century that Pan-American ideas could again

become matters of practical politics.

The failure of Bolivar’s benevolent ideals and of Adams’s practical

* Canning toVaughan, Fcbruar>' Stli, 1826. Alass. Hist. Soc. Proc. (1912), p. 234-
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designs for a confederacy of the western world under the leadership

of the United States was thus intimately connected with the question

of Slavery. Not only had this “institution” become since 1820 a

vital factor in American politics, but the suppression of the Slave-

trade filled an exceedingly important place in international negotia-

tions throughout the earlier half of the nineteenth century and was

closely bound up with the controversies concerning Maritime Claims

and the Right of Search. The relations between Great Britain and

America were throughout made more difficult by their different

attitude on this subject, although British policy in connexion with it

was not concerned with the United States alone; it touched every

maritime nation, and its furtherance demanded for many years a large

share of the attention of every succeeding Foreign Secretary. Wilber-

force’s Bill for the Abolition of the Slave-trade that passed the

Commons in 1804, but was thrown out by the Lords, finally became

law under the Fox-Grenville Ministry in 1807. It enacted that no

vessels should clear out on a sl&ving voyage from any port within

the British dominions after May ist, 1807, and that no slave should

be landed in the British Colonies after March 1st, 1808. Denmark
had abohshed the trade in 1792, the' prohibition to take effect in

1804, and the United States in 1807 enacted laws that prohibited

the importation of slaves into the Union after January 1st, 1808. An
attempt was made by Fox in 1806, during his abortive negotiations

for peace with France to induce her to join with Great Britain in the

abohtion of the Trade, but without effect. The worst evils occurred

under the flags of Spain and Portugal, and an Order in Council was

issued in 1809 in disregard of the ancient Treaty^ which secured to

Portugal freedom from the exercise of the right of search by English

cruisers. Portuguese ships that were found carrying slaves to places

not subject to the Crown of Portugal were to be brought into British

ports for adjudication. In the British Treaties with Portugal of 1810^

the Portuguese agreed to abandon their old privilege by which England

waived the principle of “free ships, free goods” in their favour, and
to prohibit Portuguese subjects from cariying on the Slave-trade-

in any part of Africa not belonging to them. These provisions of the

Treaty were ofvery little avail, for itwas in the Portuguese possessions

• south of • the : equator that the slave-traders chiefly secured their

cargoes,' while it wa:s as yet impossible to prevent even British-owned
'

•, r iiTreaty of 1654 between Great Britain arid Portugal.
® Treaty of'Alliance of February 19th, 1810, Article X.
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vessels from sailing in the nefarious traffic under neutral flags. Sweden

agreed with Great Britain to prohibit the Trade to her subjects in

1814; but Castlereagh found it impossible to secure any serious

satisfaction from France on the subject, and had to put up with the

very imperfect first additional Article in the Treaty of Paris of

May 30th, 1814. The reluctance of the other Powers to abolish the

trade in the case of their subjects was in part attributable to their failure

to believe in the sincerity of Great Britain’s philanthropic motives and

their mistrust of her Colonial monopoly. But bound up with this was

the vexed question of Maritime Rights, which had agitated Europe for

half a century. To enforce satisfactorily the prohibition of the Slave-

trade it was necessary to maintain a maritime police and to grant

to them the right of searching suspected vessels regardless of the

flag flown. Owing to Britain’s maritime pre-eminence, she would

undoubtedly provide the greater part of the vessels engaged in sup-

pressing the traffic
;
and the grant of the Right of Search, therefore,

meant the bestowal upon British naval office|-s in time of peace the

powers that every maritime nation had contested when they were

claimed as belligerent rights.

By the Treaty of Kiel, concluded on January 15th, 1814, Denmark

agreed to prohibit the Trade entirely to her subjects as she had

already prohibited the importation of slaves into her Colonies. The

Dutch Government prohibited the Trade to its subjects in June,

1815, and by the Convention of August 13th, 1815, agreed to the

entire prohibition of the traffic including the importation of slaves

into Java and the other colonies restored to the new kingdom of

the Netherlands by Great Britain. Very little could be done with

Spain, and in the Treaty of Madrid of July 5th, 1814, she could be

brought to agree to nothing beyond the prohibition to her subjects

of the Slave-trade with foreign colonies. By the grant of money

subsidies to Portugal Lord Castlereagh secured from her in Januar}',

1815, the prohibition to her subjects of the Slave-trade north of the

equator. The Powers assembled in the Congress of Vienna were

willing to denounce the Trade “as inconsistent with the principles

of humanity and universal morality^,” but they were entirely un-

willing to agree to the enforcement of sanctions against it. Castle-

rcagh proposed that, in the event of ffie Trade still being continued

by any State beyond a term of real necessit3% the importation of its

’ ConRress of Vienna, Declaration of Februarj- isth, JS15, confirmed by the

additional Article annexed to the Treaty of Paris, November 20th, 1815.
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colonial produce into their dominions should be forbidden in unison

by all the Powers represented in tlie Congress
;
but no such economic

sanction could be secured.

Napoleon, in March, 1815, immediately after his return from Elba

reversed his earlier refusals and decreed the immediate abolition

of the Slave-trade throughout France and her possessions, and

Lewis XVIII was constrained to ratify this Decree after his second

Restoration. But this meant comparatively little, for the means of

enforcing the prohibition on the part of France were very deficient.

In August, 1814, the Duke of Wellington proposed to Talleyrand

the reciprocal grant of permission to the ships of w'ar of each nation

to -^isit the merchant-vessels of the other north of the equator in

search of slaves and to carry into port any vessels on which any such

were found, there to be condemned by the Courts for the Trial of

Marine Causes^. Talleyrand entirely refused to consider the idea, and

maintained that the functions of maritime police could only be exerted

by a Power over its own vessels and notorious pirates. By the aid of

a subsidy of 400,000/., how^ever, in the Treaty of Madrid of Sep-

tember 22nd, 1817, Great Britain secured from Spain the desired

concession of the Right of Search and the abolition of the Slave-trade

to her Colonies after the year 1820. Acting on the precedent thus

set. Lord Castlereagh invited the Maritime Powers to a Conference

in London in February, 1818, and there laid before them evidence

that the illicit traffic in slaves had assumed greater dimensions since

the declaration of the Congress of Vienna than ever before, owing

to the cessation of Great Britain’s belligerent right of search. It was

admitted that such a right does not exist in time of peace indepen-

dently of special compact, and Castlereagh therefore proposed that

the Powers should enter into an engagement to concede mutually

to their ships of war the right of search for contraband slaves. The
proposition was declined by France, on the ground that the re-

ciprocity was illusory, and the United States, who had not been

represented at the Conference but had been approached with similar

proposals through their Minister in London, likewise refused them 2,

partly on the ground of the inapplicability to their Constitutional

circumstances of the proposals for mixed Courts but also on that of

the impossibility of receiving the cargoes of liberated African negroes

into the States and employing them as free servants.

^ Quoted by Berryer in the Chambre des Deputes, January 24th, 1842.
“ Adams to Rush, November 2nd, 1818. American State Papers, Fore{g7t

Relations, iv. 399.
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To the Congress of Aixrla-Chapelle Lord -Castlereagh repeated

his
•

proposals, and' added, the additional suggestion that the Slave-

trade should be proscribed as piracy under the law of nations.

Again, France, led the way in -peremptory.. rejection, and she' was

joined by each of. the other Great Powers,* Austria, Prussia and

Russia. The latter proposed the formation of a neutral maritime

police on the coast of Africa, under the direction of a supreme interna-

tional council, with Courts for adjudicating upon the- ships .and

cargoes seized. This proposal proved generally unacceptable and was

rejected by Great Britain
;
so that nothing resulted from the Congress

but a fresh general condemnation of the Trade. ...... •

Though the United States would not adopt Great* Britain’s sug-

gestions, some real steps were taken to further the humanitarian

cause
;
naval forces were maintained in commission for the policing

of American waters against slavers, and in 1820 by Act; of Congress

any American citizen engaged in the Trade .was subjected- to the

penalties of piracy. To the Congress of Verona, in 1822, Canning

again made proposals for the banning of colonial produce raised by

those Powers who had not abolished, dr who notoriously continued,

the Slave-trade, and for its proclamation and punishment as piracy.

Once more, France blocked the way and demanded delay, thus

dooming the Congress' to sterility in this as in other matters. It

seemed that the only prospect of progress towards the complete

suppression of the cruelty and waste of human life that beset the

Trade, lay in concerted action between Britain and the United

States, and Canning turned his attention to carrying fonvard to some

definite result the negotiations which , had been undertaken in 1820

and 1821. But little could be achieved, and a Convention negotiated

by Stratford Canning, Huskisson and Rush in London in .1824 was

so amended by tlie Senate before ratification as to be useless to secure

the results aimed at, and was therefore abandoned by the British

Government.

No further action of importance in the long stniggle for the

suppression of the Slave-trade took place until the Revolution of

1830 placed the more Liberal Orleans regime in power in France.

In 1S26, Brazil entered into a Convention with Great Britain promising

to abolish the Trade in three years; and, in 1830, this promise was

carried out. By her Treaty of November 30th, 1831, supplemented

by a later Treaty, of May 22nd, 1S33, France agreed to the reciprocal

Right of Search to which she had so long demurred. The vessels that
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were captured were to be carried in for adjudication before the

competent Court of the countr}’’ to which they belonged. These

Treaties signified a great step forward, for they put an end to the use

of tlie French flag for covering slave cargoes, which had been very

comrhon. • France and Great Britain jointly urged upon the United

States the adhesion to their Treaty, but without success, owing to

the fear of tlie United States Government of alarming the Southern

States.

When Andrew Jackson succeeded John Quincy Adams as Presi-

dent of the United States, on March 4th, 1829, it seemed likely that

he would continue to be animated by strong anti-British sentiments

and that America would enter upon a stormy period of foreign politics.

His earlier; career had been marked by an aggressiveness that had

given rise to many complications, but the consequent expectations

were not fulfilled, largely oMng to preoccupations on the Mexican

frontier. A difficulty arose with France in 1831 as to the payment of

indemnity for injuries done to American ships during the Napoleonic

Wars. It is only of interest here because, after a good deal of threat-

ening aiid bellicose language on either side of the Atlantic, the difficulty

was finally compromised in 1836- by tlie friendly offices of Great

Britain as mediator; The period of Jackson’s presidency was marked

in the United States by the consolidation of the power of the pro-

slavery party of the South and by the rapid extension of settlement in

all directions^ and especially in the south-west, which brought frontier

questions into great prominence. Each of these developments had

much influence on the course of Anglo-American relations and

; difficulties . became . acute . under Jackson’s successor, Martin Van
Buren (1837-41), though their principal danger and solution super-

vened under the ^vo following Presidents, Tyler and Polk (1841-49).

The questions at issue were of two kinds—^the one being of special

interest to - the ; South, in relation to the suppression- of the Slave-

,trade and Great Britain’s relation with Cuba^ Texas and California,

^the other, of . ‘more immediate interest to - the- North
,
as concerned

with the boundary between British North America and the United

States, especially in Maine and Oregon. -

Gallatin had, . 'in . November; 1826,- negotiated a Convention^

finally arranging the sums. to be paid by Great;Britain as indemnities

for American claims arising. out- of- .the War of 1812 according to the

First. Article of the Treaty -of Ghent; and he took the opportunity

' ^' U.S. Treaties and Conventions, pp
.' ' '
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of the negotiations for the renewal of the Commercial Convention of

i8i8 to make a serious attempt to clear up all the outstanding

Boundary disputes between the two Powers. Negotiations con-

cerning the Oregon question had been attempted on the motion of

the United States in 1823 ; but they arrived at no result. The British

proposal, that the Forty-ninth Parallel should form the boundary so

far as the Columbia river, and that the line should then pass down it

to the Pacific Ocean, was rejected
; and the counter-proposal was made

that the boundary should follow the Parallel straight across to the

Pacific. To this counter-proposal Britain made no reply, and, when

the question was reopened on Canning’s initiative in 1826, it was

still found impossible to reach a definite settlement. On August 6th,

1827, therefore, it was agreed to continue in force for an indefinite

period the arrangement for a joint occupation of the Oregon country

which had been made by the Third Article of the Convention of 1818.

This was to be continued without impairing the claims of either

Party, and the Convention might be abrogated by twelve months’

notice from either.

The Commissioners appointed under the Treaty of Ghent to

delimit the frontier between Maine and New Brunswick disagreed

radically in their interpretation of the Treaty and were discharged

in 1822. Settlers from both sides were coming into the disputed

districts and local difficulties were arising as to land and lumber

grants. Maine was separated from Massachusetts in 1820 and erected

into a new State of the Union; and this further complicated matters.

In 1827, Gallatin succeeded in negotiating a Convention to refer the

matters in dispute to the arbitration of the King of the Netherlands;

but, when the arbitrator gave his award in 1831 in favour of a division

of the disputed territory, the Senate refused to accept it, and the matter

fell back into abeyance.

Under President Van Buren, the difficulties along the northern

frontier became more troublesome and menacing, and they demanded

much diplomatic attention and gave rise to much public agitation on

both sides of the Atlantic, before tliey could be smoothed out. The

rising of 1837 in Upper Canada under William Lyon Mackenzie

found man}’’ sympathisers in the neighbouring State of New York,

who did all they could to arm and supply the insurgents over tlie

border, in defiance of the obligations of neutrality. In December,

1837, a force of insurgents assembled on an island on the American

side of the Niagara River in preparation for a raid into Canadian
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territor)\ They were supplied from die New York shore by means

of a small steamer, the Caroline, and on December 26th a party of

Canadian militia crossed the river and destroyed the vessel after a

scuffle, in which an American was killed. This violation of the

territory of the United States provoked a great outcry, especially

along the Northern border, where great hopes were cherished for the

success of the rebellion and the consequent annexation of Canada to

the United States. President Van Buren at once strengthened his

precautions against further breaches of neutrality on either side, but

he was much attacked by his political opponents and the Press, because

he did not threaten Great Britain with hostilities. In 1840, one

Alexander McLeod, who claimed that he had taken part in the

Canadian raid which had destroyed the Caroline, boasted of his

exploits in New York City, and was arrested and imprisoned for trial

before the State Courts on a charge of murder. The arrest aroused

a great deal of feeling in England, and Daniel Webster, who had

just become Secretary of State, was informed by a trustworthy private

correspondent that there was but one feeling among all parties and

all ranks: if McLeod should be condemned, it would be such an

outrage upon international justice that the scabbard must be thrown

away at once^. Palmerston wrote to the same effect to the British

Minister in Washington.

I have spoken most seriously to Stevenson on this matter, and have
told him, speaking not officially, but as a private friend, that if McLeod
is executed there must be war. He said he quite felt it

;
that he is aware

that all parties have but one feeling on the subject, and he promised to

write to the President privately as well as officially 2.

The British Minister’s official protests in Washington against the

arrest and trial took the ground that the attack on the Caroline was

'

an act done under military orders and was, therefore, of a public

character, so that persons engaged in it could not incur personal

responsibility. Webster decided to accept this view of the matter,

and the Federal Government attempted to secure the removal of the

case from the State to the Federal courts.’ The habeas corpus, how-
ever, was refused, and feeling ran very high against the Federal

authorities, who were accused of interfering unwarrantably in the

internal affairs of a State and of truckling to Great Britain. Agitation

arose all through the region bordering upon Canada in favour of
^ Vernon Harcourt to Webster, March izth, 1841. Curtis, Life of Webster,

^i. 62, note.
^ Palmerston to Fox, February 9th, 1841. Buhver’s Life of Palmerston, iii. 49.

w.&G.n 16
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warlike measures; but ultimately, in October, 1841, when the case

came on for trial, McLeod, who was aided by the best legal advice

that the Federal Government could secure, was able to prove an

alibi and secure acquittal from the New York Court^. The danger

thus passed over; but it served to keep alight the fire of the anti-

British feeling in the Northern States to which many other causes

were now contributing fueL

Just as, in the South, Great Britain was the enemy, thwarting the

legitimate designs of good slave-holding Americans at every turn by

her Abolitionist principles and her incessant crusade against the

Slave-trade, so, in the North, she was the only Power with whose

claims Americans came into contact and who therefore excited all

their patriotic enmity. The many questions that were still outstanding

between the United States and Great Britain were of far greater

interest to the American public than to the British, whose relations

to America formed only a comparatively small part of their field of

foreign affairs. But this attitude was gradually changing, owing to

the renewed interest in Great Britain of the public at large in Canadian

affairs. The agitation caused by the Caroline case, especially in New
York State, was coincident with a recrudescence in New England

of the question of the Maine Boundary which led not only to bitter

anti-British feeling, but also to a conflict between the State and

Federal authorities, such as marked McLeod’s case. Both parties had

by 1836 put aside the recommendations of the King of the Nether-

lands for the division of the territory’s on the Maine border, and fresh

offers for adjustment by President Van Buren were thwarted by the

hostility of the authorities of the State of Maine to all attempts at

compromise". Constant difficulties were taking place in the disputed

territory, owing to the exercise of authority by the rival Governments

of New Brunswick and Maine and the arrest on one side or the

other of officials engaged in carrjdng out their duties, which had to

be apologetically overruled by the Imperial or Federal authorities^.

In 1837, it was reported that the Colonial Governments were jointly

planning to construct a railway through the disputed territory in

order to bring Halifax into overland communication with Quebec.

The United States formally protested against this plan and tlic

* For correspondence rcIatinK to the McLeod case sec State Poprrs, j:xix.

1127 sqq>
* Senate Executive Documents 319, 25th Conpress, and Session.
’ State Papers, xxiit, xxv, xxvn. Various correspondence tvitli United

States,
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British authorities had to acquiesce and order the Colonial Govern-

ments to discontinue their operations^. In 1838, New Brunswick

lumbermen were cutting timber in the forests along the Aroostook

river, a tributary of the river St John; and an agent of the State of

Maine who had been sent by the Governor with a small force to

put a stop to their activities was arrested and imprisoned by the

New Brunswick authorities. This arrest and others that followed were

treated by Maine as acts of war; armed forces were raised, forts

erected, and what was called somewhat grandiloquently the “ Restook

War” began. Feelings ran high on either side of the border, and

Congress passed an Act authorising the President to undertake the

military defence of the territory in dispute But neither Government

wished to push matters to an extreme, and in 1839, through the

authorised mediation of General Scott, an officer of the United States’

regular army, declarations were secured both from New Brunswick

and Maine that they would leave the matter to the negotiation of the

Supreme Governments and would meanwhile withdraw their military

forces®.

The North-eastern Boundary dispute was not only concerned with

Maine; for it had been found that, owing to faulty surveying in 1774,

the actual boundary between the United States and Canada at the

head of Lake Champlain did not coincide with the Forty-fifth Parallel,

which had been agreed upon as the boundary in the Treaty of 1783.

Owing to this, certain lands, including important fortified works of

the United States at Rouse’s Point, which had been regarded as

American territory for sixty years, really lay on the Canadian side

of the Border. There was also a boundary difficulty in the west as

to the tracing of the line from Lake Huron to the north-western

angle of the Lake of the Woods. This boundary was arranged by
Article VH of the Treaty of Ghent, and the Commissioners who had
completed the tracing of the line through the Lakes were directed

to proceed to the further surveys necessary for its delimitation. The
work began in 1822 ; but considerable differences of opinion appeared

as to the line through Lake Superior, and in October, 1827, the

Commission came to an end without reaching an agreement^. Three
Boundary questions, therefore, remained at issue between the Powers
besides the long-standing dispute as to the Oregon Territory.

^ State Papers, xxv. 938-43. 2 TJ.S. Statutes at Large, v. 355.
® Sir John Harvey’s account of this agreement is quoted by Peel in Hansard,

LXvn. 1238. * State Papers, iNii.Szz-

16—

2
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On March 4th, 1841, Daniel Webster became Secretary of State

to President Harrison, Van Buren’s successor, and he continued to

serve under John Tyler, who became President on Harrison’s death

a month later. Webster was thoroughly familiar with the questions

at issue and his statesmanship was equal to the difficult task of

attempting a comprehensive settlement. Such a settlement was im-

peratively necessary, if the two English-speaking Powers were to be

saved ffom drifting into war. Concerning almost every one of the

outstanding difficulties there had been threats of hostilities, and on

the Maine border there had been actual skirmishes; but nearly all

the matters at issue admitted of arrangement by negotiation, and they

would have been less dangerous, had they not been complicated by

a fresh outbreak of the perennial difficulties as to the Right of Search.

Between 1833 and 1839 Great Britain secured Treaties granting

her the right of search from Hayti, Uruguay, Venezuela, Bolivia,

Argentina, Mexico, Texas, Denmark and the Hanse Towns. On

December 20th, 1841, by the conclusion of a Quintuple Treaty with

France, Austria, Prussia and Russia embodying a mutual right of

search, the network of Treaties that was to entrap the last of the

elusive slave-traders was nearly closed. The principal Article of the

Quintuple Treaty provided that

the High Contracting Parties agree by common consent that those ships

of war which shall be provided with special warrants and orders. . .may

search every merchant vessel belonging to any one of the High Contracting

Parties which shall on reasonable grounds be suspected of being engaged

in the traffic in slaves^.

This gave a free hand to the British naval officers engaged in the

suppression of the Trade; but their efforts were nullified by the

American loophole that still remained. The period during which the

Quintuple Treaty was being negotiated was marked by a progressive

acerbity in the relations of Great Britain and the United States on

maritime matters, and the difficulties as to the Maine boundar)*^ and

the McLeod case were undoubtedly made more dangerous and likely

to lead to war by tlie concurrence of these questions.

On March nth, 1840, an American naval officer commanding

the United States naval force off Sierra Leone entered into an en-

gagement with the British naval commander on the same station,

binding tlicm to assist each other and to detain all vessels under

‘ Palmerston was deprived by Guivot’s delays of the satisfaction of sittnioK

Quinniple Treaty that he had lalwured so hard to secure. I le was bitterly ayttrieved,

Ashley i. 41 1.
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American colom'S employed in the traffic in slaves. If found to be

American property, such vessels were to be delivered over to the

commander of any American cruiser on the station
;
or, if belonging

to otlier nations, they were to be dealt with according to the Treaties

of Great Britain with those nations. This was, practically, an extension

to vessels sailing under the American flag on the coast of Africa the

constant practice of United States’ cruisers in the Caribbean, who,

as openly admitted by the American Press, were notoriously in the

habit of examining all suspicious vessels, whether sailing under the

British flag or any other. But when, in consequence of the above

agreement, British officers became more active in the stoppage of

slavers sailing under the American flag, a great outcry at once arose.

The United States Government was deluged with complaints; but

unmistakable evidence was obtained by Great Britain of the misuse

of the flagi and this was made the basis of serious official protests.

Palmerston conducted the correspondence in a tone of steadily rising

temper, and, on August 27th, 1841, only a day before the Melbourne

Ministry left office, he addressed to Stevenson, the American Minister,

a Note of a most uncompromising character stating that

the examination of papers of merchantmen suspected of being engaged

in the Slave-trade even though they hoist a United States flag, is a pro-

ceeding which it is absolutely necessary that British cruisers employed
in the suppression of the Slave-trade should continue to practice.

But, luckily for the prospects of peace, within a few days of his signing

this Note, Palmerston was succeeded by the more conciliatory Aber-

deen, and Stevenson by Everett. Aberdeen invited the adhesion of the

United States to the “holy alliance” (as he called it on the very day

of the signing of the Quintuple Treaty). His language was most con-

ciliatory, and he expressly disclaimed any desire to infringe the Maritime
• Rights claimed by America^.

The attempt to secure harmony, however, was obstructed by
Lewis Cass, the American Minister in Paris, whose long-continued

hatred of Great Britain made him suspicious of the motives of all

her proceedings. In his opinion, it must be the purpose of Great

Britain to arrogate to herself the right of policing the high seas, so

as to menace the freedom of the United States upon the ocean. The
uncompromising vigour of Palmerston’s correspondence on the Right

^ State Papers, xxix. 629-56.
^ Aberdeen to Everett, December 20th, 1841, in Webster’s Diplomatic and Official

Papers, p. 145.
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of Visit (Search), had led President Tyler in his annual Message to

Congress on December 7th, 1841, to state emphatically his views

concerning the Freedom of the Seas, and to declare that

however desirous the United States may be for the suppression of the

Slave-trade, they cannot consent to interpolations into the maritime code

at the mere will and pleasure of other governments. They deny the right

of any such interpolation to any one or all the nations of the earth, without

their consent^.

This statement Cass pointedly, and on his own responsibility, com-

municated to the French Government on February 13th, 1842, Mth
very strong protests against the conclusion of the Quintuple Treaty

and the adhesion of France to it. The language of his letter was that

of unmistakable threat.

If the fact and the principle advanced by Lord Aberdeen are correct

that these treaties . . , confer not only the right to violate the American

flag, but make this measure a duty, then it is also the duty of France to

pursue the same course. Should she put this construction upon her obliga-

tions, it is obvious that the United States must do to her as they will do

to England if she persists in this attack upon her independence— They

would prepare themselves with apprehension, indeed, but Mthout dismay

—^with regret, but with firmness for one of those desperate struggles which

have sometimes occurred in the history of the world".

Cass probably said more than he meant
;
but his tone was indica-

tive of the actual state of affairs. Just before he wrote, a case had

occurred in connexion with a cargo of slaves that had caused intense

irritation against Great Britain throughout the southern States. In

November, 1841, an American vessel, the Crdohy was carrying a

cargo of slaves from one American port to another when they mutinied

and overcame the crew and murdered one of the passengers. The

mutineers then carried the vessel into the British port of Nassau in

the Bahamas. Even before emancipation in the British West Indies

had been accomplished, slaves who escaped into British territorj'

secured their freedom; and now the Colonial autlioritics, after

arresting the murderers, freed the rest of the negroes in spite of tlic

protests of the Americans in the harbour. They \vcre prepared to

resist the process of liberation by using force, but w’cre prevented

by the appearance of British troops. This was only the most notorious

of a long series of cases in which, since Emancipation, fugitive slaves

' Pres. Tyler’s Message to Congress, December 7th, 1841. Richardson,

Messages of the Preside/its, iv. 77.
= Cass to Guizot, February J3th, i S42, in Webster’s £);/>/. Off. Papers, p. 179 -
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had gained their freedom on reaching the Bahamas, but the American

Government could secure no redress^.

The existence of slavery and the growth of the power of the party

in favour of maintaining it were making it impossible for the United

States to march in step with the other civilised Powers. America

might officially protest her readiness to join in the suppression of

the Slave-trade in her own way, but those who supported the party

in power, the slave-holding interests, were determined to allow no

obstacle in the way of their illicit supply of slaves and even to press

for the legalised reopening of the traffic. Thanks to the consequent

remissness of the United States Government in the enforcement of

their own laws, the American flag had everywhere become the pro-

tection of slave smugglers, though they were stigmatised in the

Statute-book as pirates. The traffic grew to enormously greater pro-

portions than it had ever reached in its most prosperous legitimate

days in the eighteenth century, and with it all the circumstances of

cruelty incidental to its illicit nature. As a result of deliberate but

unavowed policy, “the American Slave-trade finally came to be

carried on principally by United States capital, in U.S. ships, officered

by U.S. citizens and under the U.S. flag^.” The efforts of all other

Powers for its suppression were all but condemned to sterility, and

the relations between Great Britain and the United States were

poisoned for years by this most detestable struggle®.

II. THE WEBSTER-ASHBURTON TREATY, 1841-1842

About the end of October, 1841, when the acquittal of Alexander

McLeod removed one cause of acute danger to the good relations

between the two countries. Secretary Webster proposed to the British

Minister in Washington that the Maine Boundary question should be

freed from the labyrinth of complicated historical argument in which
it had so long remained and that entirely new negotiations should

be opened for the fixing of a conventional line. This offer followed

Palmerston’s absolute rejection of previous American projects for

^ Full details of the Creole case will be found in J. B. Moore’s International
Arbitrations, 1. 411—12, 417. By the Claims Arbitration of 1853 the British Govern-
ment were compelled to indemnify the owners of the slaves in spite of protest.

Correspondence between Webster and Lord Ashburton in Webster’s Dipl, and Off.
Papers, pp. 83-95.

^ W. E. B. Du Bois, Suppression of the Slave Trade, p. 162.
® Correspondence between Webster and Lord Ashburton, in Webster’s Dipl,

and Off. Papers, pp. 83-95.
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settlement
;
but, as the Ministry had changed before it was received

in England, it was far better assured of a favourable reception^. The
situation on the frontier was so menacing and the British Government
were receiving such disquieting reports from their officers in Canada

that a serious attempt at compromise was necessary. Every month
that passed was undermining British dominion in New Brunswick

by the onward pressure of the population of Maine. It would be

unwise to enter upon a new Commission that might last for years

and must therefore, lead either to a loss of the disputed territory by

constant encroachment or to the necessity for a resort to arms for its

protection. Sir Robert Peel therefore determined to accept Webster’s

overtures and to attempt the opening of a comprehensive negotiation

for a settlement of all the outstanding disputes bet^veen the two

Powers. For accomplishing suchanhonourable adjustment the ordinary

diplomatic channels were hardly sufficient, and the Cabinet therefore

determined to despatch a special Mission to the United States. As

has been mentioned, a most conciliatory disposition was shown by

Lord Aberdeen to the American Minister in his despatch ofDecember

20th, 1841, relating to the Right of Search; and this may be regarded

as a foreshadowing of the action that was in contemplation. At a

meeting with the Foreign Secretary on December 27th, after a few

remarks from Lord Aberdeen on the difficulty of clearing up the

points of controversy by a continuance of ordinary diplomatic dis-

cussions, Mr Everett was informed that the Government had deter-

mined to take a decisive step forward by sending a special Envoy to

the United States with full power to make a final settlement of the

matters in dispute. In the choice of the individual for the Mission

Lord Aberdeen added that he had been mainly influenced by a

desire to select a person who would be peculiarly acceptable in the

United States. Ministers undoubtedly bestowed great care on the

choice of their Envoy, and Aberdeen’s statement real^ represented

what they tried to effect. Some personages of long diplomatic ex-

perience, like Sir Charles Vaughan and Lord Heytesbury, were passed

over in favour of Alexander Baring, Lord Ashburton, who, though he

^ During the debates upon the Oregon question Webster was violently attacked

for his action in regard to the negotiations relating to the Maine Boundaiy, etc.

He defended himself before the Senate in April, 1846, in a long speech which

furnishes an c.'ccellcnt summary of the intricate negotiations in the period before

1842 in relation to the Maine Boundary, the Caroline and McLeod ettse and the

Slave-trade. (Sec Webster’s Dipl, and Ojj. Papers, pp. 239-99.) For another view

of the negotiations sec Palmerston’s speech of March 21st, 1S43 {JInnund, i.xvii.

J162-121S), and Peel’s reply (ibid. 1218-1252).
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had done great service to the State, had never served in a diplomatic

post but was likely to be persona grata in the United States. His

wfe was an American born, he knew American life thoroughly and

he was popular with many influential friends. There were some

misgivings in England as to his supposed leanings to America; but,

when the appointment was publicly announced, it was generally

acquiesced in as satisfactory. Webster expressed the willingness of

the United States Government to receive the Mission, and in

February, 1842, Aberdeen drew up the Instructions which Ashburton

was to take with him to America. To Everett he had expressed the

view that the finding of a solution for the Right of Search difficulty

was the most important of all, but in the very general terms of the

Instructions this question appeared only late in the list, and Ashburton

was informed that the purposes of his Mission were stated in the

order of their importance; the North-eastern Boundary, the North-

western, the Caroline incident and the Right of Search. In dealing

with these matters he was given practically a free hand; but, under

the influence of Colonial military opinion, Aberdeen on March 31st,

1842, sent him fresh and explicit Instructions concerning the Maine

Boundary, which were designed to secure the freedom of the military

road between Quebec and Halifax.

These Instructions, which would have very much increased the

difficulties of his position in his first discussions, Ashburton did not

receive for more than a fortnight after his arrival in Washington, and

by that time he had availed himself to the full of the opportunity of

free and informal conversation with Webster^. The Federal Govern-

ment, in its turn, was hampered in its negotiations by the stubborn-

ness of Maine and Massachusetts in defence of their extreme claims

;

and Webster, therefore, wished in the first instance to discuss other

matters than the Maine Boundary. The American public expected

that the special Mission had power to settle all outstanding questions.

But such was far from being the case; and, had it not been that

Ashburton was willing to take a good deal of responsibility upon
himself and adopt unconventional methods, there is little doubt that

the result would have been failure. Webster appears to have chosen

the method of friendly conferences without the exchange of written

papers, until the time came to record in detail the results reached.

' To this method Ashburton agreed, and both negotiators, at a later

^ The best and most recent account of the Ashburton-Webster negotiations is

by E. D. Adams, American Historical Reviezv (1912), xvir. 764-82*.
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date,-were severely attacked for adopting it. However, it afforded the

only hope of success, for it was agreed that, after fifty-eight years of

discussion, the Treaty of 1783 could not be carried out in strict

conformity with its terms, and that the case was, therefore, one for

agreement by compromise^.

The Oregon matter appeared to Ashburton to be of little im-

portance; and neither he nor Webster introduced it seriously into

their discussions. The Caroline case was cleared up by a formal Note

conveying the apology of the British Government for the violation

of the independent jurisdiction of the United States, the proceeding

having been due to the necessity of compassing the destruction of

the vessel. The question of the Creole presented greater difficulty.

Ashburton’s Instructions were entirely silent with regard to it, but

it had given rise to considerable public excitement in the South,

and he therefore, on his own responsibility, entered upon a fiill

discussion of the position of British Colonial officials towards American

ships having slaves on board. Webster proposed an Article combining

provisions of security against a repetition of the freeing of American

slaves in British ports, and for the extradition* of criminals, and thus

enforcing on Colonial officials tlie duty of extraditing slaves accused

of mutiny against their masters, as in the Creole case. But Aberdeen

had decisively refused satisfaction to Everett’s protests in London,

and when Webster learned of this he saw that it was impossible to

go further, though he was careful not to irritate southern sentiment

by publishing the refusal, for this would have imperilled seriously

the success of the whole negotiations.

A large part of the informal conversations bet^veen Ashburton

and Webster was occupied with the Right of Search, the maintenance

of which in American opinion involved the danger of the renewal of

the impressment of seamen from American ships, should Great

Britain again engage in naval war. Ashburton desired to dispel

American suspicions, and he endeavoured to secure from Aberdeen

a formal abandonment of Britain’s ancient claims and urged most

strongly the publication of a declaration on the subject. Aberdeen s

reply was quite decided. He refused his assent on the ground that

the abandonment of impressment would be “tantamount to an

absolute and entire renunciation of the indefeasible right inherent

in tlic British Crown to command the allegiance and services of its

* Ashburton to Aberdeen. June 29th, 1842. The references to the

despatches ntr.y he found in Prof. Ad.ams's article.
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subjects wherever found^.” He also refused to include the crime of

mutiny and revolt on board ship in the proposed Article of the Treaty

relating to extraditable offences. It was not until 1858 that the claim

to a right of impressment was formally abandoned by Lord Malmes-

bury, Foreign Secretary in the Derby Cabinet, who declared that

Great Britain accepted the principle of international law publicly laid

down by the United States and “ franklyconfessed that we haveno legal

claim to the right ofwsit and searchwhich has hitherto been assumed^.”

In regard to the Slave-trade, Ashburton felt that he was able to

make some real progress. Two American naval officers familiar with

the conditions prevailing on the African coast in May, 1842, made
an official report to Secretary Webster, giving their opinion on the

feasibility of securing cooperation for the suppression of slave-

trading by the joint cruising of American and British vessels. This

report was very welcome to Ashburton, and he commended it to

Lord Aberdeen, who generally approved it. The negotiations for the

arrangement therefore went fonvard without a hitch, and by Articles

VHI and IX of the Treaty, as finally concluded, provision was made
for joint cruising on the African coast of American and British

squadrons to enforce separately and respectively the laws, rights and

obligations of each of the two countries for the suppression of the

Slave-trade. These squadrons were to be independent of each other,

but were to act in concert^. The result, however, was practically

negligible, for the stipulation of the Treaty was never carried out by

the United States for any consecutive period, and the controversies

as to the right of visit continued. The party upholding slavery in-

Congress made several attempts to abrogate the Articles^ and every

obstacle was put in the way of cooperation. Great Britain was

accused of the most selfish motives in her actions, and not until the

very eve of the Civil War was any further effective step taken. In

1862, after the Abolition of Slavery in the United States, satisfactory

concerted action was at last achieved.

The settlement of the Boundary questions, which was expected

by the British Government to be. a matter of great difficulty, and

concerning which Lord Aberdeen was moved by Colonial pressure

' Aberdeen to Ashburton, June 3, 1842.
® A resume of the more important documents relating to the claim of the right

of impressment is to be found in J. B. Moore’s Digest of International Law, ii.

9S7-1001.
® XJ.S. Treaties and Conventions, p. 436.
^ E.g. December 16th, 1850 (House); May 29th, 1854 (Senate). In 1856-7 the

Governor of South Carolina was officially urging the reopening of the Trade.
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to furnish Lord Ashburton with definite and restrictive Instructions,

for the most part proved simple by the direct methods of compromise

adopted by the two congenial negotiators. This involved, in most

cases, merely the splitting of the difference and the balancing of a

concession by the one side against an approximately equally valuable

concession of the other. The Boundary through the St Lawrence

and the Great Lakes was settled by mutual concessions and the grant

of reciprocal rights of navigation. At the head of Lake Champlain,

Lord Ashburton agreed to relinquish Great Britain’s strict rights

under the Treaty of 1783 and to recognise the staiiis quo, in order to

secure concessions on the Maine Boundary. The fort and lands at

Rouse’s Point, to which the State of New York attached much im-

portance, remained therefore in American hands. The settlement of

the North-eastern Boundary was delayed by a stubborn insistence of

the States of Massachusetts and Maine in their demands. Webster

ultimately bought out their claims by payments from Federal funds

and was then, in the course of four days of personal discussion with

Ashburton, able to agree upon a boundary. This was the last point

left for decision, and the negotiators were hereupon ready to draw

up the definite Treaties.

It was at first purposed to include the boundary settlements in

one Treaty and the matters of extradition and the Slave-trade m
another. But finally, in order to facilitate the passage of tlie latter

clauses through the Senate, the whole was embodied in a single Treaty

which -was signed on the morning of August 9th, 1842, and ratified

by the Senate after a three days’ debate, in which Webster was

violently attacked for his concessions and for his w^ay of carrying on

the negotiations. By this settlement, seven-twelfths of the disputed

area in the north-east was allotted to the United States, i.c. less than

had been awarded by the King of the Netherlands, and Webster

could therefore be accused of abandoning clear American rights. But

the value of the territory' acquired by' the United States was certainly

greater than tliat retained by Great Britain; so that Ashburton could

be attacked in Parliament for his “capitulation.” These attacks did

not fail to have effect, and the Treaty' was the subject of acrimonious

discussion on both sides of the Atlantic for many months. Palmerston

was most bitter in his criticism both in Parliament and in the Press,

and even went so far as to accuse Ashburton of undue partiality to

American claims under the influence of his American wife^. But the

* 1-or debater, on 7'renty icc Ilansord, ijcvi. 1 13, t,xvil. iiGz, t.xvJil. 599, i ^$9 -
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general sense of the House of Commons was against these censures,

and ultimately, on Hume’s motion, the thanks of the House were

accorded to the Envoy. In the United States the Treaty was most

loudly denounced by Southern advocacy, such as that of Benton and

Buchanan. The discussions excited more public interest than they

would otherwise have done, by reason of the tardily revealed fact that

each Government had had in its secret possession a map supporting

the contentions of the other as to the exact meaning of the Treaty of

1783 in respect to the Maine Boundary^. Into these controversies it

is unnecessary to enter, but they had some effect in keeping alive the

anti-British feelings of the educated classes in the Northern States.

III. TEXAS AND OREGON, 1840-1845

The conclusion of the Webster-Ashburton Treaty had been

looked forward to by the British Government as promising to clear

up the outstanding differences that beset Anglo-American*relations

;

but in reality it was nothing of the kind, and was but the prelude to

a period of far more acute difficulty and ill-feeling than had marked

those relations for many years. For this many causes were responsible.

The United States had entered on a period of aggressive expansion in

the south and west, under the lead of men from the Southern States

who were filled with the deepest suspicion of Great Britain, partly

traditional, partly because of her enthusiasm against slavery and

partly, also, because of her position in the Caribbean. The old

animosity in the New England States largely passed away during

the period that saw the growth of the Abolition movement; but a

new element of anti-British feeling was being introduced with the

great influx of Irish immigrants who came over in ever-increasing

numbers. To this element in the electorate political parties found

their readiest appeal lay in denunciations of British policy. The Irish

provided the Democratic party with their strongest auxiliaries in the

North for the campaign of anti-British sentiment whichwas a regular

election device in the South and West.

Anglo-American relations were of comparatively slight interest to

the British public, and American affairs were hardly understood by
it. To even the best informed of British Ministers the inveterate

American suspicion of their motives seemed inexplicable, for they

knew that the whole electorate was averse to enlarging British public

^ The details of this controversy with accompanying maps can be found in

J. B. Moore’s International Arbitrations, 1. 154—7, an article by Col. D. A. Mills
in United Empire, n.s. Ii. 683-7712.
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tion, and tlie latter tliat only recognition and assistance.from Great

Britain could prevent annexation and the great increase of the power

of the United States in the Caribbean. The question became acute

in 1838-39; for British subjects were assisting Mexico in the War in

increasing numbers, and both sides were obtaining loans and military

equipment from British sources.

In formulating his policy, Palmerston was moved principally by

his desire to secure the maintenance of the status quo in the Caribbean

and a reluctance to see a great extension of the influence of the United

States over its shores. The reconquest of Texas by Mexico was

patently impossible
;
but, if the two republics could be brought to

agreement, they might jointly form a bulwark against the aggressive-

ness of the United States and the extension of slavery and provide

an alternative source for the supply of cotton. The British mills were

dangerously dependent upon supplies of raw material from the

Southern States, and new sources would be of great value. In ac-

cordance with such a policy as this, Palmerston in 1840 decided to

recognise the independence of the republic of Texas, and Treaties

were negotiated granting commercial concessions, the prohibition of

the Slave-trade and the Right of Search. But no dependence could

be placed on the rulers of Texas, and the ratification of the Treaties

was thus prevented until Aberdeen had succeeded Palmerston and

was left to deal with the situation. In pursuance of his design for an

accommodation of all outstanding difficulties with the United States,

Aberdeen’s idea was to secure joint action on the part of the three

principal Powers with interests in the Caribbean and a mutual re-

nunciation betweenthem of aggressive designs . In concert with Guizot,

he set on foot complicated negotiations for exercising pressure on

Mexico to recognise accomplished facts and tried to secure the

assistance of the United States in giving stability to the situation. But
the inveterate distrust of British motives and the settled American
aversion to joint action led to an uncompromising refusal. The most
active parties in the South and in Texas were determined to secure

annexation in order to increase the number of slave-holding States

in the Union and balance the ever-growing power of the North.

Tripartite intervention to secure Texan independence having been

refused, Aberdeen entered upon a line of policy that was very intricate.

It was never clear, and often marked by signs of hesitation and
vacillation. The main idea which he seems to have been pursuing was
a balance of power in the Caribbean and the preservation of Texas
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a§ a buffer-State against the advance of the United States. The

difficulties were increased by the very injudicious proceedings of

British Representatives and of unofficial travellers in Mexico and

Texas. The highly-coloured accounts of these actions in the American

Press convinced the American public of British enmity towards tlie

United States and added largely to the danger of tire contest concerning

the Oregon boundary, with which the question of Texan annexation

was closely bound up.

Aberdeen’s policy was from the first doomed to failure
;
for no

reliance whatever could be placed upon Mexico, which was a prey to

chronic anarchy. No vital interest of Great Britain was concerned,

whereas the people of the United States were resolutely determined

to push their boundaries southwards and there was an overwhelming

public opinion in favour of the annexation of Texas. This was accom-

plished in 1846 and led to the outbreak of the Mexican War and

the resulting acquisition of California^ and of vast new territories

in the south-west. Any further possibility of political action in this

region on the part of Great Britain was removed and the chapter

was closed. Though little known to the British public, it had contained

many elements of danger, and Aberdeen’s tortuous policy in regard

to it did much harm to the possibility of friendly relations between

Great Britain and the United States.

The difficulties concerning Cuba, Texas and California have here

been dealt with before the much better known controversy as to

Oregon with which they were bound up, because its danger to the

peace of the t^vo countries, the United States and Great Britain, was

greatly increased by the diplomatic intrigues that were concerned with

the questions already treated. It was difficult for the general public in

this country to understand why the Oregon question which had been

dealt witli amicably for years should suddenly spring into prominence

with what was considered an outrageous attack upon British rights.

But the American public regarded the dispute as intimately bound

up with those concerning Texas and Mexico, and felt that British

animosity and intrigue against the United States must be countered

by the use of the same means in each direction. As was shown

above, the widespread angiy' feelings against Great Britain were

designedly fostered by the Democratic party in furtherance of it-s

political aims in the Presidential campaign of 1S44; and, when the

‘ For nn nccount of the conHectjoti of (^reat Rritnin \vitl> the hiss of Calif'>n'*‘'

h' Me’.ico see a:i article Iiy Prof. E, D. Athints in T)i‘’ Aweriettu
Kiv. it i' rcj'rinteJ in his iJrituh .idiviiU: in Texas, pp. 234-6?.
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campaign had been won and President Polk entered upon office, he

was faced, not only by the difficulties of the Mexican affair, but also by

the troubles of a more violent anti-British popular agitation than

had been witnessed for many years.

The contest for the possession of the Oregon Territory first be-

came a question of practical politics in connexion with the Ashburton-

Webster negotiations of 1842. Though by mutual agreement the

question was put on one side by the tv'o chief negotiators, and the

arrangement of 1827 for joint occupation was continued in force, the

news that negotiations of some sort were on foot moved the American

colonists who had recently settled in the southern part of the Territory

to send a delegate to Washington, in order to push their exclusive

claims. In the spring of 1843, he returned with large numbers of

American colonists from the middle West, who began farming in the

valley of the Columbia River and disputed possession of the Territory

with the factors of the Hudson’s Bay Company and with certain

Canadian colonists whom they had introduced, mainly into the valley

of the Fraser River. Appeals for public support of their exclusive

claims were made both by the Americans and by the Company, and,

early in 1844, when the difficulties about Texas were at their height,

resolutions were passed by both Houses of Congress demanding that

all diplomatic correspondence on the Oregon question should be laid

before them. Democratic speakers in the campaign of 1844 pressed

American claims to the whole Territory, as far as the Russian border,

in their most extreme form, and “Fifty-four Forty or Fight” became

a popular war-cry. The campaign found its echo in the British Press

;

and, in contrast to the usual course ofthings, Anglo-American relations

in the summer of 1844 began to excite considerable public interest

in this country, though few here were aware of what was going on

behind the scenes. A subtle diplomatic game was, in fact, being

played by the American Secretaries of State in which they were

fostering die public claim to the whole of the Oregon territory as far

as 54° 40', while behind the veil of diplomatic secrecy they were

offering to compromise on the Forty-ninth Parallel to the Pacific. On
the other hand, Aberdeen was publicly claiming the territory down to

the Columbia River, while secretly he had proposed the Forty-ninth

Parallel as the boundary as far as the Straits. Nothing but serious

mutual distrust could result from such a policy.

In January, 1845, Pakenham, the British Minister, suggested a

reference of the dispute to arbitration; but President Tyler would not

w.&G.n 17
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agree, and matters remained in suspense, until the new President, in

his Inaugural Address on March 4th, bluntly warned off all other

Powers from concerning themselves with the relations between the

United States and Texas, and in the same breath went on to assert that

the American title to the Oregon country was clear and unquestionable

and would be maintained by every means^. So gratuitous an official

defiance of the claims that Great Britain had been acknowledged to

possess in the Treaties vdth the United States and by practically eyery

American negotiator who had handled the question, could not possibl}'

be disregarded by any British Ministry. The public and the Press

were at once aroused. The United States might flout the decrepit

power of Spain with impunity, and might carry on her diplomatic

dealings with revolution-rent Mexico with as much bluster as was

thought fitting; but Great Britain, vith the future of her Canadian

dominions at stake, was of a different mettle. Sir Robert Peel, as Prime

Minister, would not let the situation become really dangerous if he

could help it; but he felt bound to withstand in the most public

manner the President’s direct challenge to Great Britain’s rights.

When the subject of the Inaugural Address was brought before Parlia-

ment on April 4th, 1845, great care was taken to deal with it in a

responsible way. The Earl of Clarendon introduced the question in

the Lords and was replied to by Aberdeen; Lord John Russell raised

it in the Commons, the reply being made by the Prime-Minister.

Witli the exception of a few explanatory wmrds from Palmerston, no

other speeches were made—a sign that the situation W'as regarded

by eveiymnc as serious Peel’s speech w'as the real official pronounce-

ment of tlie Ministr}\ After giving a most conciliator)' account of the

negotiations that had taken place up to the close of Tyler’s Presidency,

he felt bound to express regret at the means of w’hich the new Presi-

dent had availed himself to make known his views, and at the tone

and temper in wdiich he had referred to the differences with Great

Britain. Both Peel’s speech and that of Aberdeen closed with what

was obviously a carefully agreed statement of policy.

“1 feel it my imperative duty on the part of the British Government,”
said Peel, ” to slate in language the most temperate, but at the same time

the most decided, that we consider \vc have rights respecting this territory

of Oregon which are clear and unquestionable. We trust still to arrive .at

' U!cl5nrd*'On, of the Prcsidtnts, iv. 381.
^ IXKIX. 115-2.1 and 17S-201. Hu'.'ell called the Pretident’*! Addres*'

"ii b!u^tcrin^^• r.nnoistjccmcnt."
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an amicable adjustment. . .but, having exhausted every effort to effect that

settlement, if our rights shall be invaded, we are resolved and we are

prepared—^to maintain them.”

The most serious moment in the relations of Great Britain and the

United States since 1812 had been reached.

The next stage in the struggle began in July when Secretary

Buchanan forwarded a long and inconsistent Note in which he advo-

cated- the claim of the United States to the whole of the territory up

to the Russian border, and wound up by offering to compromise on the

Forty-ninth Parallel. Unfortunately, the British Minister refused this

offer without referring it to London, and in his Annual Message to

Congress of December 2nd, 1845, Polk publicly announced this re-

fusal and recommended the denunciation of the Convention of 1827

for joint occupation and the extension of Federal control over

American settlers in all parts of Oregon. The President’s language

was very vigorous and seemed to leave no room for compromise;

but, in reality, he was becoming so deeply immersed in his difficulties

with Mexico that he was anxious to bring the period of bluff and

counter-bluff to an end^. He persisted a little longer, however;

Pakenham’s request for a renewal of the July offer was refused, and

a reference to arbitration was again declined. In his Message to the

Senate in March, Polk drew attention to the military reinforcements

that were being sent to British North America as being directed

against the United States, and urged the Senate to consent to an

increase of the American forces by land and sea. But this was really

in preparation for the Mexican War, which was fast approaching, and,

when the resolution for the abrogation of the 1827 Convention was

passed by Congress, it was couched in a courteous form that admitted

of a new attempt at compromise. Peel and Aberdeen had carefully

held their hands during the later stages of Polk’s fulminations
;
and

the matter was finally settled by the presentation to the President of

a complete Draft Treaty, assigning the whole of Vancouver Island to

Great Britain and the right of navigation of the Columbia, but other-

wise dividing the territory by the Forty-ninth Parallel from the Rocky
Mountains to the sea. This was a reasonable compromise; for it left

to the United States practically the whole of the Columbia River

^ Polk to Congress, December 2nd, 1845. Richardson, Messages, iv. 395. The
President reveals his principle of action in his Diary, January 4th, 1846 : '‘The only
way to treat John Bull is to look him in the eye. . . .If Congress falters or hesitates
in their course, John Bull will immediately become arrogant and more grasping
in his demands.”

17—

2
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valley where the American immigrants had made their settlements

and to Great Britain that of the Fraser River. America obtained the

harbours at the mouth of the Columbia and Puget Sound, while

Britain had those on the Strait of Georgia and at the southern end of

Vancouver Island. It was difRcult for Polk to stay the popular agita-

tion that had been aroused and to recede from his uncompromising

earlier declarations
;
but he did so by casting the responsibility on the

Senate, where he knew that he would have the weight of the moder-

ating influence of Webster and Calhoun in favour of settlement. The

Draft Treaty was accepted by the Senate on June 15th exactly in the

form prepared by the British Government, and thus, with one small

exception, the long process of the delimitation of the Canadian

frontier from the Atlantic to the Pacific came to an end.

In his Annual Message of December 2nd, 1845, President Polk

was led to recall to memory the Monroe Doctrine enunciated in 1823

and to read into it a meaning that was not contained in the original

Doctrine. This was due to the diplomatic opposition of Great Britain

and France to the expansion of the United States at the cost of Mexico,

and proved of considerable importance at later periods. Starting

from Monroe’s Message, he proclaimed that the principle termed by

European Sovereigns the “Balance of Power” cannot be permitted

to have any application on the North American Continent and

especially cannot apply to the United States.

We must ever maintain the principle that the people of this continent

alone have the right to decide their own destiny. Should any portion of

them, constituting an independent state, propose to unite themselves with

our Confederacy, this will be a question for them and us to determine

without any foreign interposition. We can never consent that European

pow'crs shall interfere to prevent such a union because it might disturb

the “balance of power” wliich they may desire to maintain upon this

continent.

Monroe’s words were then recited and Polk proceeded:

Existing rights of cverj' European nation should be respected, but it

is due alike to our safety and our interests that the efficient protection of

our laws should be extended over our whole territorial limitsh and that

it should be distinctly announced to the world as our settled policy that

no future European colony or dominion siiall with our consent be planted

or cst.ablished on any part of the North .American continent-.

‘ 't’tjU phr.vc referred to Polk’s, clnim that 'IVxas and Orcj'on h.ad hfdonred.

to tlse United States and were merely heinsj tftinnexnl.
‘
Riehardson. iv. 39().
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A further enunciation of this “Polk Doctrine,” as it has sometimes

been called, followed in 1848, when a far-fetched suggestion was

made by certain inhabitants of Yucatan to tlie United States, Spain

and Great Britain that their province should be saved from anarchy

by annexation by one or other of those Powers. The President stated

that he had received authentic information that such a step was in

contemplation, and loudly reaffirmed his Declaration of 1845, but

the danger was entirely delusive, for Great Britain had no intention

whatever of listening to the Yucatanese appeal. These re-enunciations

of Monroe’s Doctrine, which had almost entirely been lost sight of,

being put forward at the time when American policy inclined to a

most aggressive expansiveness, caused the Polk form of the Doctrine

to become the one remembered by the United States public for the

rest of the nineteenth century. The pronouncements led to important

debates in the Senate, which were carefully reported to the Foreign

Office and closely considered by the British Ministers. They were

recollected later, when the affairs of the Territories bordering the

Caribbean again came to the fore.

IV. THE PACIFIC ISLANDS, 1843

The definite organisation of American and British Colonial

Governments on the Pacific slope marks the fullness of the change

that had taken place in the course of a few years and had brought

the affairs of the Pacific well within the sphere of world policy.

Missionary enterprise had been active in the region since the closing

years of the eighteenth century, and Protestant missionaries from

England and the United States had begun work in many of the island

groups. Roman Catholic missionaries first came to the Hawaiian

Islands in 1827, and their attempts to begin work there led to many
difficulties which had to be quelled by the intervention of United

States and British naval officers. The Roman Catholics were mainly

supported from France, and after the accession of Louis-Philippe

to power he began to take a considerable interest in their activities.

In his view the doctrine of the “ Balance of Power” that had hitherto

been confined to the situation in Europe must now be regarded af

entering into matters of policy in all parts of the world, and he held

that France ought to make a place for herself even in the most distant

regions. It was not requisite that she should seek to annex widely

extended territories, but, to preserve her interests, she ought to

establish for herself, in the new regions that were being thrown open
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tp European enterprise, ports of call and markets for the furtherance

of French commerce and harbours of refuge for the ships of her

mercantile marine. In pursuance of these plans, various stations were

established on the African coast and a keen governmental interest

was exhibited in missionary enterprises in the Pacific.

In 1833, Pope Leo XII divided the Pacific islands into two

missionary dioceses of East and West Oceania, and entrusted certain

French Orders with the task of undertaldng the conversion of tlie

natives throughout those regions. Difficulties as to their activities

occurred in 1838 in New Zealand, where French adventurers were

already contesting vnth British settlers the right to colonise the

islands^. The British Government had shown the greatest reluctance

to extend its control over New Zealand, and it was only the persistence

of certain colonial enthusiasts, such as Edward Gibbon Wakefield,

and the fear of being forestalled by the French, that ultimately com-

pelled Ministers to cease their hesitation and in June, 1839, to announce

their intention of annexing parts of New Zealand to the Colony of

New South Wales and of appointing a Lieutenant Governor there.

Certain fully authorised projects for the establishment of a French

penal colony were thus forestalled, and New Zealand was definitely

annexed to the British Empire. Guizot and his colleagues were con-

vinced that they could not legitimately contest the British claims, and

therefore looked elsewhere for a site on w^hich to establish the

projected French settlement in the Pacific.

In 1840, a scientific expedition that had been exploring tire Pacific

islands under Captain Dupetit-Thoua'rs returned to France, and at

the request of Guizot and his colleagues the Admiral (as he now was)

indicated the Marquesas group as wholly suitable for tire establish-

ment there of a French naval station and for a convict prison. The

suggestion was accepted, and in July, 1842, the Islands tvere occupied

and formally annexed. But the designs of the French colonial en-

thusiasts were far wider and, w'ith the ubiquitous activities of the

Romair Catholic missionaries, productive of much trouble. For some

years, they had been trying to subvert American and English in-

fiuence in the H.awaiian Islands, and, in 1842, the native rulers

appealed to Sir George Simpson, of the Hudson’s Bay Company,

who was visiting the Islands in the interests of the British trade

* For French plnns of colonhaiion in Nc'.v Zenlnncl anil ehcwhcrc see C, Sebefer,

“La Monarchic dc Juillct ct rRxpnncjon C^Ioniale,” /ifX'uf det Deux iitoxdes, 0^ Sft.,

t. 1 1. 152--H.*,
;
aho F. inanchard,**Ln NouveUe Z^Iaruic," ibid. 3^ Sic., t. 49, 35S”V4‘
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from the Pacific coast to China. He consented to head a Mission

to the United States and Great Britain to secure a guarantee of

Hawaiian independence as a protection against French designs and

was successful in his efforts. But unpleasant difficulties were added

to Lord Aberdeen’s other troubles with the United States in 1843

by an unauthorised acceptance of the cession of the group by a

British naval commander, Lord George Paulet, who had been sent

thither to restore order. This was especially annoying, as it happened

in the middle of the Texas difficulties and led to a declaration by

the American Secretary of State that the United States might feel

justified in accordance with their principles in interfering to prevent

Hawaii falling into the hands of one of the Great Powers of Europe

—an entirely unacceptable extension of the Monroe doctrine into

the Pacific^.

On March 30th, 1843, Guizot, as Minister of Foreign Affairs,

publicly announced in the Chamber of Deputies that the Government

was preparing to embark on a policy of expansion oversea. France

had no interest in the possession of vast territories
;
but a network of

stations on the strategic and trade routes of the world was of great

importance to her, and it was the intention of the Government to

form by degrees around the globe such a network of strong naval

stations at points judiciously chosen to further the spread of French

trade and influence. The plan thus openly avowed was warmly re-

ceived by the Chamber, and was necessarily of the highest importance

to Great Britain in view of the conflict between British and French

interests in the Levant and elsewhere. The establishment of such a

system of strong points necessarily involved French interests in every

oceanic group of islands that was not already in the possession of a

strong Power. Difficulties with the Argentine Republic led to the

search for a post in the South Atlantic; and the Falkland Islands

were taken into consideration, only to find that they were already

occupied by Great Britain, who was making provision by Act of

Parliament for their settled government 2. In the China Seas, Great

Britain had occupied Hong-Kong, and it was suggested that France

should set up a naval establishment on Basilan, one of the Sulu

Islands to the south of the Philippines, in order to counterbalance

the new colony. Basilan was well situated for commanding the route

to China through the Straits of Sunda, besides acting as a basis for

^ For details of these difficulties see State Papers, xxxi. 1029, etc.

® 6 Viet. c. 13, passed April iith, 1843.
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naval forces in the Pacific. But Spain successfully protested her prior

occupation, and it was only in the Pacific that a real forv^ard move-

ment took place. Admiral Dupetit-Thouars, having completed the

occupation of the Marquesas, undertook an extended cruise through

the other island groups in order to watch over the interests of the

Roman Catholic missionaries. The French were repeatedly in diffi-

culties as to their proceedings in Tahiti, where the influence of the

Protestant missionaries of the London Missionary Society was par-

ticularly powerful. In 1825, and again in 1836, the British Govern-

ment had refused to proclaim a British protectorate over the Islands

and this refusal Lord Palmerston again affirmed in 1839, though the

independence of Queen Pomare and her little kingdom was fully

recognised. Dupetit-Thouars, on his arrival in the Islands in 1842,

demanded a large money compensation for certain injuries done to

Roman Catholic interests and when Queen Pomare was unable to

pay this and threw herself upon the French King’s protection, he at

once accepted her appeal and set up a Provisional Government.

Guizot, with a view to recovering the prestige which he felt that

France had lost in the New Zealand affair, sanctioned Dupetit-

Thouars’ action^, and asked the Chamber to provide funds for the

maintenance of French rule in the South Sea Islands. For this he

was attacked by the Opposition, and in reply he went very far in

supporting tlie designs of the Catliolic missionaries in the Pacific

and claiming tliem as agents for tlie extension of French influence

and French interests. Why, he asked, should not French Catholic

priests, witli the support and protection of their Government, do for

their country in the Pacific archipelagoes what English Protestant

missionaries had long been doing under the protection of tlie British

Government?^

Such a speech was unpleasant hearing for tlie friends of the

great Protestant Missionary'. Societies
;
but Aberdeen saw that Great

Britain, in view ofher own previous proceedings, had no valid grounds

for complaint, and he communicated to the Fiench Government a

formal recognition of the new protectorate. This showed clearly that

Great Britain had no intention of pursuing an exclusive or forward

policy in the Pacific; and, when in 1853 Napoleon III annexed New

Caledonia, the appeal of the Australian colonists that Great Britain

should protest tras not acceded to, and no action was taken. l*he later

^ "March 2oth. 1S43.
* Speech in Chamber of Deputie*:, April c.;th, 1843. Guizot’s .Mtrnoiret, vn. h®-
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difficulties of the Tahiti affair are referred to fully elsewhere and need

not here be dealt with since they arose contrary to the expressed policy

of the British Ministry and solely in consequence of the injudicious

actions of the rival authorities in the Islands^.

V. CENTRAL AMERICA: THE CLAYTON-BULWER
TREATY, 1849-1856

The clearing up of the Oregon difficulty and the withdrawal of

Great Britain from all concern with Texan affairs as soon as the

annexation had been agreed to left the score with the United States

nearly clear
;
but the clash of policy in the Caribbean was still to be

feared, and before long, when Palmerston had succeeded Aberdeen,

difficulties arose again. An indiscreet motion of Lord George Ben-

tinck concerning the debts of Spain to her bondholders and his

reference to her possession of valuable securities in Cuba and Porto

Rico once more aroused American suspicion of British designs^.

President Polk took advantage of some of Bentinck’s letters on the

subject to aid him in urging on the purchase of Cuba from Spain

;

but news of his secret overtures leaked out, and Spanish public

opinion indignantly refused the offers. Matters relating to the Carib-

bean became of much more importance, owing to the discovery of

gold in California and the great rush of emigrants across the Isthmus

of Central America to reach the goldfields. Plans for the cutting of

an inter-oceanic canal across the Isthmus at some point or another

had been repeatedly put forward since the sixteenth century
;
but now

they became of far greater importance in view of the enormous in-

crease of traffic. In the politics and development of Central America

Britain had always taken a close interest, because of the proximity of

Jamaica and the other British West India islands, and with all the

canal projects that were brought forward American, British and
French interests were bound up. Since the eighteenth century Great

Britain had held settlements on the mainland round Belize and had
relations of an indefinite sort through the colony of Jamaica with the

Moskito Indians who inhabited the eastern coast from Cape Gracias

a Dios southward to the boundary of Costa Rica. The only practicable

routes for an inter-oceanic canal were two—^the one across the

Isthmus of Panama through the territories of New Granada, the

other through Nicaragua. This second route, though the longer,

^ For a full account of the Tahiti episode, cf. ante, chapter v, pp. 182-5,
Appendix, C. ii. 2 July 6th, 1847. Hamard, xcin. 1285.
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was the more practicable of construction, because it lay partly along

the course of the San Juan River which empties itself into the Carib-

bean across the Moskito Territory. The Moskito coast was under the

general supervision of the British authorities at Belize, a region that

havingbeenthesubject of a good deal of dispute withSpain in its earlier

years was definitely organised under a Colonial Government in 1836^

Various groups of American speculators were endeavouring to

secure concessions to build an Isthmian Canal; and, in 1846, New
Granada consented to a Treaty with the United States, which was

ratified in 1848 2, granting to tliat Power the exclusive right of any

kind of transport across the Isthmus of Panama or that of Darien.

This led to the building of the Panama railroad by American capital

and its opening in 1855. A large part of the traffic to California was

transferred to the new route, and the Railway Company prospered

greatly, though the anarchical conditions prevailing in the country

rendered the transit across tlie Isthmus a matter of some risk. In

return for the Treaty, the United States guaranteed to New Granada

her possession of the Isthmus, and undertook to guard the neutrality

of all routes across it. This meant, in effect, that tlie United States

assumed a protectorate over the most practicable of all the canal

routes. The attempts of American concession-hunters to gain control

of the Nicaragua route were frustrated by the support given by the

British Colonial officials to the Moskito kingdom which held sway in
^

the port at tlie mouth of the San Juan river, known commonly as

Blewfields, but sometimes as San Juan. In the autumn of 1847,

notice was given by the Moskitos to the Nicaraguans to withdraw

from Blewfields, and, on January ist, 1848, the Nicaraguan flag was

hauled down there by the British Consul, acting as Protector of the

Moskitos. This led, a few weeks later, to a military attack by the

Nicaraguan forces and the seizure of certain British officials. In re-

taliation, British ivarships bombarded the port, compelled the release

of tlie prisoners and, on March ist, 1848, e.xtortcd a Treaty from

Nicaragua recognising IMoskito sovereignty under British protection

at Blewfields and giving promises against the renewal of aggression^.

Blewfields was shortly afterwards renamed Greytown in honour ot

the Governor of Jamaica, and more active steps were taken for the

delimitation of the Moskito Territor}'. The news of these British

* Ptirl. Papm (1856), xj.tv. 3QI.
- U.S. 'fri-mia and Cor.i tr.tions, pp. 105-205. See Article XXXV. Conunimi-

c.'tcd to P.-.hnerston, XocctnbcT iH-ty. Pari, pap ers (i.S‘5f>). JJC. n-12.
* Patl. Papers (1847-S), 12CV. 152-3.
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proceedings in Central America led President Polk to endeavour to

counteract the movement and to preserve Central America inviolate

from all European interference, in accordance with his strictest in-

terpretation of the Monroe Doctrine. With this end in view, an

American Minister was despatched to Central America even before

the close of the Mexican War^ to promote an attempt to reunite the

Central American republics under the influence of the United States.

In 1848, speeches were made in the Senate directing attention to

Great Britain’s proceedings at Blewfields and claiming that they were

evidence of designs against the integrity of America. Lord Palmer-

ston, thereupon, informed the British Minister in Washington of the

facts and instructed liim to support the action taken, if enquiry were

made by the American Government^.

Throughout 1848 and 1849, obscure and complicated manoeuvring

was in progress in the Central American States between the British

and American diplomatic Envoys there, of which only faint rumours

reached the public ear and which even Lord Palmerston and the

Foreign Office were unable to follow in detail. President Polk was

succeeded in March, 1849, by the less bellicose \Vhig President

Taylor, and John M. Clayton became Secretary of State in place of

Buchanan. This lessened the danger of a conflict of interests in the

transactions concerned with the projected Canal; and, in reply to a

suggestion from the United States that Great Britain should join in

guaranteeing its neutrality, Palmerston replied disclaiming any in-

tention of forming British colonies in Central America and accepted

the proposals of the United States as a renunciation on both sides 2.

The negotiations for a Treaty concerning the Canal were begun in

London, but were soon transferred to Washington, where they were

in charge of Sir Henry Bulwer, the recently appointed British

Minister, who, having served in Spain, was familiar with Latin-

American affairs. Unfortunately, the news of the aggressive action

of certain British diplomatists in Central America-had reawakened the

suspicions of British good faith which had made matters so difficult

in Aberdeen’s time.' No sooner had Bulwer signed a draft conven-

tion with Clayton^ and forwarded it to Palmerston for approval, than

^ The unpublished letters dealing with this matter are summarised in M. W.
Williams, Anglo-American Isthmian Diplomacy, pp. 54-6.

“ Palmerston to Laurence (American Minister in London), November 13th,

1849. Pari. Papers (1856), lx. 7.
® February 3rd, 1850. Pari. Papers (1856), lx. 34. See also Bulwer’s letter,

ibid. p. 41.
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news arrived from Central America, which, in the opinion of tlie

Democratic opponents of the Administration, proved that Great

Britain was attempting to establish a Protectorate over Costa Rica

and in regard to Honduras was flagrantly contravening the Monroe

Doctrine as reasserted by Polk only two years before. President

Taylor showed that he shared fears of this land by his Message to

Congress of March 19th, 1850^, but on April 19th both parties came

to an understanding and signed what is known as the Clayton-Bulwer

Treaty, whereby it was agreed that “Neither [Power] will ever erect

or maintain any fortifications commanding the [Canal] or in the

vicinity thereof, or occupy, or fortify, or colonise, or assume or

exercise any dominion over. . .any part of Central America^.” The

language of the principal clause was ambiguous and left room for a

good deal ofmisunderstanding
;
and such was not long in arising. Some

Democratic Senators were entirely dissatisfied with the Treaty and

vished, by virtue of its provisions, to exclude Great Britain entirely

from Central America and Mexico; while others thought they saw

in it a full acceptance of the Monroe Doctrine and were willing to

ratify. By Claj’ton’s exertions behind the scenes, the necessaiy

majority in the Senate was secured, and it was freely conjectured

that Bulwer’s obscure language in the Treaty was merely a device to

‘save the face’ of Great Britain by an ignominious vnthdrawal from

her wholesale pretensions.

By a formal communication to Bulwer, however, Clayton definitely

stated that, in the view of the United States Government Great

Britain’s renunciation of territorial interests did not apply to the

settlement of Belize and its “ dependencies.” But still there was room

for misunderstanding. The boundaries between this territor)’’ and

the neighbouring Republic of Honduras had never been properly

delimited, and a certain group of islands Imown as the Bay Islands

in the Gulf of Honduras had during the Wars with Spain in the

eighteenth centur}' from time to time been occupied by British forces.

In 1850, some American subjects were endeavouring to settle in

the Islands, and Lord Palmerston gave directions to the British

ofiicials at Belize to prevent their doing so. On the death of President

Taylor in July, 1S50, Fillmore succeeded as President, and Daniel

W'ebstcr became Secrctai*}' of State. He attempted to resiunc the

task of clearing up all outstanding diflicultics with Great Britain and

‘ Richrtrdnon. .Vr'jjjjt.vi, v. 37-8.
* Article VIII. Pisfert tx, $o~2.
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to carry Clayton’s work a stage further. Palmerston was ready to

proceed with such negotiations; but the incessant squabbles among

the officials of the two Powers in Central America, and especially

at Greytown, repeatedly brought about fresh causes of complaint. In

1852, Webster proposed to Great Britain an agreement for a joint

policy with regard to the tangle in Central American affairs, and his

negotiations with Lord Malmesbury had advanced a long way when

the American party in the republic of Nicaragua made a public

appeal to the United States against British interference, and the news

of a British occupation of the Bay Islands came to reawaken all the

old American suspicions of Britain’s good faith. The news was

made public at the height of the Presidential campaign of 1852,

•and once more anti-British appeals played an important part in the

election.

The British Government had to keep a most careful watch over

affairs in the West Indies
;
for, over and above the difficulties on the

Isthmus, the question of the Cuban Slave-trade had again become

acute, owing to the notorious smuggling of American slaves and the

filibustering expeditions that were being fitted out in the United

States for assistance to the Cuban insurgents against the Spanish

Colonial Government. In 1851, Palmerston instructed the British

Ambassador at Madrid to propose to the Spanish Government a

measure for the emancipation of the Cuban slaves, in order to put

a stop to the traffic, and to content the Cuban people and strengthen

their connexion with Spain as well as to “create a most powerful

element of resistance to any scheme for the annexation to the United

States.” Orders were sent to the British and French cruisers in the

Caribbean to prevent by force the landing of filibusters on the coast

of Cuba with hostile intent
;
and these orders at once aroused the old

intense public feeling in the Southern States against Great Britain’s

claim to the Right of Search, and a recrudescence of the belief that

she was again desirous of seizing Cuba for herself, a belief that was

strengthened by ,the many misrepresentations that prevailed con-

cerning her policy in Central America. In January, 1852, Spain

made an appeal to Great Britain to aid her in securing from the

United States and France adhesion to a triple abnegation of all

designs against Cuba, and a guarantee of her continued possession of

the island, in face of the fresh expeditions to assist the Cuban insur-

gents that were being-fitted out at New Orleans. Lord Malmesbury,

in view of the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty, thought the time opportune
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for securing such a self-denying agreement, and he therefore proposed

to Webster the conclusion of a tripartite convention, wherein it

should be stated that

the high contracting parties severally and collectively disclaim, both now
and for hereafter, all intention to obtain possession of the island of Cuba;

and they respectively bind themselves to discountenance all attempts to

that effect on the part of any power or individuals whatever^.

The French Government had expressed its vdllingness to agree, and

made similar advances to the United States
;
but Webster’s reply was

a definite refusal to enter into any entangling alliance or agreement.

A little later, the proposal was again brought forward by Great Britain

and France in a joint Note, which clearly showed the policy under-

lying it to be a maritime one
;
but Everett, who had succeeded to the

office of Secretary of State on Webster’s death, rejected it with an

exposition of American policy characterised by a frankness rarely

to be found in a serious official document. Not only did he claim

an intimate interest of the United States in Cuba, to the complete

exclusion of all otlier Powers; but he went on to vindicate the

“manifest destiny” of all European possessions in the Western

Hemisphere to fall under the government of the United States. His

arguments were as applicable to Canada or Jamaica, Martinique or

Trinidad, as they were to Cuba, and the chorus of approval witli

which the publication of his letter was greeted in tlie United States,

and which accepted it as a fair expression of American policy, had a

ver)" serious sound in British ears. In his despatch of February i6th,

1853, in reply. Lord John Russell entirely refused to accede to

Everett’s doctrines and stated :

If it is intended on the part of the United States to maintain that Great

Britain and France have no interest in the maintenance of the present

status quo in Cuba, and that the United States have alone a right to a voice

in that matter, Her Majesty’s Government at once refuses to admit such

a claim. Her Majesty’s possessions in the West Indies alone, without

insisting on the import.mce to Mexico and other friendly states of the

present distribution of power, give Her M.ajesty an interest in this question

which she cannot forego*.

The Democratic candidate, Franklin Pierce, was elected to the

Presidency in November, 1S52, with a very large majority; .and his

* ’fhe corrc'^pondcncc in rc'^pect of ihc trip.irtitc convention is to be found in

Don., 32nd Conp., :nd Sc^s., Doc. tj. .See nlso W. B, Lawrence’s edition of

Wl'.ratnn’s hunv.r.tinnal Laxc, p. 143.
~ l.o.^d John Hus'ch to Crampton, February i6tn, 1853, 1.awrence’s Wiie.uo!),

p. i^i>.
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loudly expressed views in favour ofexpansionwarned British Ministers

that, on his accession to power in the following March, all their tact

would be needed to preserve amicable relations. The British proposal

,of the tripartite convention was countered by the Senate with an

enquiry into the proceedings in Belize and the Bay Islands. In

March, 1852, the Islands had been organised under a separate Colonial

Administration by royal letters patent and, when the Senate Com-
mittee reported, they denounced this seizure of a portion of the

territory of the republic of Honduras as a flagrant violation of the

Clayton-Bulwer Treaty
;
and claimed that even the main British settle-

ment of Belize belonged of right to the republic of Guatemala. James

Buchanan, the new American Minister in London, advised W. L.

Marcy, the Secretary of State, to merge all the questions at issue with

Great Britain into a whole. He urged that, if pressure were brought

to bear concerning the Atlantic Fishery disputes and the demand
for reciprocity in trade with British North America which was now
coming to the fore. Great Britain would be compelled to abandon

’ her pretensions in Central America and generally yield to the United

States in the Caribbean, the most important matter in the eyes of

the South. But Marcy, who came from New York and had the

interests of the North at heart, refused to accept this plan, and

the Canadian questions were kept quite distinct from those of the

South.

The difficulties concerning British North America were almost

entirely economic in character, and admitted of settlement far more
easily than the other points at issue. In consequence of the reforms

with which Lord Durham’s name is associated, the North American

Colonies were now on their way to self-government, and British

Ministerswere anxious to allowtheir desires the amplest play in foreign

affairs which fully concerned them. Two questions were dominant

;

the first, the trouble concerning the Atlantic Fisheries, which was of

great importance to Massachusetts, Maine and the Maritime Provinces

and in which the Colonies held the master-cards; the second,

the need of opportunities for the access of Canadian produce to

lucrative markets, which the United States could grant or withhold.

The change in the economic policy of Great Britain in 1846 deprived

Canada of her favoured position for the sale of corn and lumber in

British markets, and the abolition of the Navigation Laws in 1849
seriously crippled the trade of the Maritime Provinces with the West
Indies. The Canadian Legislature appealed to the British Government
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in 1846 to open negotiations at Washington for securing facilities

for the sale of their products, and Mr Gladstone, as charged with

responsibility for Colonial affairs, promised compliance. At the same

time, the North American Colonies were given pow’^er to regulate

their own tariff^, and at once removed all differential duties against

American goods. Negotiations for reciprocal concessions began in

1848, but made no headway in the face of American indifference. In

the view of certain leaders of political opinion in the United States

Canada’s “manifest destiny” was sooner or later to be merged in

the Union, and the rise of an annexationist party in 1849 in Upper

Canada strengthened them in this belief. But the part}" upholding

slavery in the South, dreaded the accession of new States to the

North as likely to threaten their dominant control at Washington,

and preferred to avert such a result by listening to Canada’s appeals

for Free Trade.

There had been a lull in the incessant disputes about Fishery

rights between 1818 and 1836 ;
but, in the latter year, the legislature of

Nova Scotia passed a measure restricting the facilities formerly con-

ceded to American fishermen and began to enforce an interpretation

of the Convention of 1818 which the men of Maine and Massachusetts

regarded as a flagrant violation of their rights. Matters became so

strained on the Ashing grounds and, as time went on, so dangerously

threatening to the public peace, that, in July, 1852, the British Govern-

ment informed the United States autliorities that it was despatching

certain naval vessels to enforce the existing regulations and to protect

the Colonies from illegal encroachments on their rights by American

fishermen. This step was countered by the despatch of a powerful

frigate, under the celebrated Commodore Perry, to protect American

rights; and the Maritime Colonies retorted by fitting out certain

armed cruisers. If a collision were to take place, it was likely to

be dangerous. In these circumstances, both sides saw the necessity

for a bargain; and President Fillmore in his Annual Message of

December 6th, 1852, announced that he was ready to enter upon

negotiations with Great Brit.nin on the subjects of the Fisheries,

Reciprocity with Canada and Free Trade with the West Indie:?.

A draft treaty was submitted by Air Crampton, British Minister

at Washington, to Mr Marcy in September, 1853; but for a time

no })rogrcss was made. The Cabinet, therefore, resolved to send

the fJovcrnor-General, Lord Elgin, to Washington to conclude the

? y ami lo Viet, c. cj.?.
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negotiations and gave him full power to amend the draft treaty in

any details in accordance with his knowledge of Canadian wishes. He
was very cordially received by the American Government and public,

and completed his task in ten days without difficulty. The Treaty

was signed by Marcy and Lord Elgin on June 5th, 1854, ratified

after some delay by the Senate and by the legislatures of the various

Colonies. It provided for a mutual use of the Atlantic coast fisheries,

and for free markets for the interchange of raw materials on both

sides of the border. It also granted the United States free navigation

of the St Lawrence River and the Canadian Canals. The Treaty was

to run for a period of ten years, but might tlien be abrogated after a

year’s notice by either party^. Considerable advantages were secured

on both sides; but Canada, as the weaker, certainly benefited most;

and the Treaty, coming as it did just before a period of great demand
for her lumber and food-stuffs caused by the Crimean War, allowed

her to sell her goods on rising markets and greatly accelerated her

development.

The most noticeable point in Clarendon’s long discussions with

Buchanan about Central America was, perhaps, his exposition of the

British attitude towards the Monroe Doctrine

:

With regard to the doctrine laid down by President Monroe in 1823
concerning the future colonisation of the American Continents by European
States, as an international axiom which ought to regulate the conduct of

European States, it can only be viewed as the dictum of the distinguished

personage who delivered it
;
but Her Majesty’s Government cannot admit

that doctrine as an international axiom which ought to regulate the conduct

of European States^.

The inclusion of these sentences was incidental
;
but they reveal that

British Ministers had been paying attention to the long debates in

the United States Senate on the Monroe Doctrine that had been

initiated owing to the Central American and Canadian difficulties

and had marked the session of 1853®. Lewis Cass had moved a joint

resolution strongly reaffirming the Doctrine and Polk’s aggressive

interpretation of it; and in the course of the debate attention had

been directed to British action in Nicaragua and the Bay Islands. The
true policy of the United States as summed up in the Doctrine had

^ U.S. Treaties and Conventions, pp. 448-53. Signed June sth, 1854. Ratifica-

tions exchanged, September 9th, 1854.
- Clarendon’s Statement to Buchanan, May 2nd, 1854. Papers (1S56),

LX. 266-76. Quotation on p. 268.
® Congressional Globe (1853), xxyii. 163-26, etc.

W.&G.It iS
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been claimed to involve the expulsion of all British attempts at

colonisation or the exercise of influence in Central America; and

Clarendon’s introduction of President Monroe’s Message into his

statement was, tlierefore, by no means gratuitous. Buchanan did not

take up this challenge to what has since become a cardinal principle

of American policy, but confined himself to detailed protests against

the occupation of Belize, Greytown and the Bay Islands. His authority

was seriously impaired by his injudicious action in regard to projects

for the annexation of Cuba by the United States, and especially in

his support of the unwarrantable actions of Pierre Soule, the American

Minister in Spain. The unmeasured terms of the Ostend Manifesto

drawn up by Buchanan, Soule and Mason, the Minister to France,

in October, 1854, and its suggestions in support of slavery and against

Great Britain and France did much to discredit the foreign policy of

the Democratic party in power and to weaken their case as to Central

America.

Into the extremely tangled events in Nicaragua and the exploits

of American adventurers which led to the bombardment of tlie settle-

ment at Greytown by a warship of the United States navy it is un-

necessary here to enter^
;
but, had not both Powers been fully occupied

in otlier directions, they might have given rise to very serious danger.

The Central American republics were thoroughly alarmed at the

growing interference of United States citizens in their aftairs, and

were making constant appeals for British help. But, though Lord

Clarendon gave orders for the unobtrusive reinforcement of the

British fleet in West Indian waters in order to guard against the raids

of American filibusters, he would do nothing further, and was steadily

conciliator}' in his attitude towards the United States. On the other

side, too, the public in the Northern States were generally averse to

the exploits of the Southern fire-eaters and gave no backing to the

policy of President Pierce and Secretar}' Marcy, which they regarded

as mainly designed in the interests of slaver}'.

'Fhc general support that Marcy and Pierce had lacked was, how-

ever, accorded to them in connexion witli the indiscreet proceedings

of certain British officials in America in the recruiting of soldiers to

ser\’c against Russia in the Crimean War. At the beginning of the

War, it was reported by observers in the United States that public

opinion was strongly in favour of Great Britain in her quarrel; but

the proceedings of the rccniiting agents were so indiscreet, and they

Fof dcsails tec ^1. W. WiUiams’a Att-^lo-Atnrrscati Jtthrni.'tn Dif'lornuy.
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were so little on their guard ' against the snares of wilful mischief-

makers, that American feelings were ruffled by what was regarded

as a flagrant breach of the law. This state of alTairs was made use

of by some of the extreme Slavery party led by the Attorney-General

of the United States, Caleb Cushing, to rally to itself popular

support, and Lord Clarendon was accused in the most public way of

deliberate deceit and wilful violation of the sovereign rights of the

United States^. In October, 1855, The Times and other English

newspapers announced in a somewhat aggressive way that the British

squadron on the American station was being reinforced, and Buchanan

took the opportunity to point out. that this would be regarded by the

United States as a provocation, and to ask that the additional cruisers

might be withdrawn. But Clarendon courteously maintained that

their only object was to guard against Russian privateers said to be

fitting out at New York, and he refused to take any action. The
revelations of the Central American correspondence came to the

knowledge of the British public in the autumn of 1855, and it was

amazed to find that relations with the United States were drifting

into danger owing to disputes about matters of which it knew nothing

and cared little. The trade with America, a matter of vital importance

to British prosperity, might be jeopardised by a conflict about islands

and territories of which hardly anyone knew more than the names.

The sending of a British fleet to American waters in October, 1855,

therefore, thoroughly alarmed the merchants and manufacturers, and

consultations between men of very diverse political schools were

held to devise the best way of bringing pressure to bear upon Lord
Palmerston and the Government to compel them to an accommo-
dation with the United States^.

The work of the peace-makers was hampered by the bluster of

the newspapers, which confounded the various issues at stake in a

cloud of threats and bombast. Nor were matters rendered any easier

by the attitude of the Government. Buchanan began, or at any rate

largely extended, the practice of privately supplying information to

the opponents of the Ministry, in order to serve the American cause®.

Providedwithsuch information. Roebuck brought forward the question
of Anglo-American relations in the House of Commons in February,

^ For a mass of correspondence on this subject see Pari. Papers (1856), LX.

387, etc.

“ Buchanan to Marcy, November 2nd, 1855 and November 23 rd, 1855.
Buchanan’s Works, ix. 446, 467. .

® Buchanan to Marcy, February isthj 1856, Confidential. Ibid. x. 48.
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1856, and, though he was defended by Disraeli, was severely rebuked

by Palmerston for daring to interfere in affairs of high policy. The

American Press was clamouring for the recall of the British Minister

at Washington for his alleged share in the recruiting scandals, but

Lord Clarendon would not give way and stood by his subordinates.

President Pierce and Marcy, therefore, took the bull by the horns

and broke off diplomatic relations with Crampton and with certain

British Consuls, whereupon a great outcry arose from tlie bellicose

section of the London Press for a complete rupture of diplomatic

relations. But the pressure of the peace-makers upon Lord Palmer-

ston and the Ministry to acquiesce in the action of America as entirely

within her rights was too strong to be resisted. The City, the manu-

facturing and mercantile interests, championed by Cobden and Roe-

buck, were in the forefront in exerting this pressure by their osten-

tatious friendliness to the American Minister Dallas on all public

occasions^. But more moderate politicians joined them ;
Lord Stanley

said publicly that the man in England who would venture to assail

the institutions and Government of the United States would be

regarded as a dangerous public enemy; Cardwell proclaimed that

he could almost pledge the Commons of England to sustain the

American Minister in the assertion of his country’s international

rights against any Ministry whatever, and eloquent voices were raised

in the Church to the same effect with general approval^. Even The

Times and The Mornmg Post moderated the exuberance of their

language, and, on June 16th, Palmerston announced that no action

would be taken for the removal of the American Minister and that

no interruption of friendly relations would take place.

There is little doubt that Lord Aberdeen played an important part

in securing this issue; for tire Americans were in constant private

communication with him. Cobden wasjubilant and described the result

as an American triumph over the English “governing classes” and

the “braggart Press^”; but a cooler and sounder view was taken by

Disraeli in an important speech, in whicir he surveyed the whole field

of Anglo-American relations. He laid the blame for the difficulties

of the Cmmpton affair and the troubles in Central America on the

• Cobden 's leuers rcvc.nl how c-ircfully the movement to cement Aru’lo-.'tntericsrs

friend'hip was planned. See Hob-ton's Cchdai, pp. i.\(> sqcj. 'I'hey may be placed

alonKtidc Buchanan’s letters to Marcy and D.tlla .’t letters (Lftters Jro>rt /.oe./isn.

l. 2; •'ip].). Nothing w.si left to chance.
' to Mnrcy. i. ;o,
* Oibdcn to Bkhnrd, Jurw t7th. iS5t>. J. Hob-on'!-. p. 15b.
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shoulders of those who in turn had been responsible for the conduct

of Britain’s foreign affairs for so many years, and he continued:

It %YOuld be wise if England would at last recognise that the United

Stales, like all the great countries of Europe, have a policy, and that they

have a right to have a policy.. . .Tlic Monroe doctrine is one whidi. . ..is

not, in my opinion, suited to thc^.agc.in which we live. The increase in

the means of communication between Europe and America has made one

great family of the countries of the world; and that system of government

which, instead of enlarging, would restrict the relations between those

two quarters of the globe, is a system which is not adapted to this age.. .

.

That is not a sound policy which is founded on the idea that we should

regard with extreme jealousy the so-called “aggressive spirit” of the

United States.. . .If it is always to be impressed upon England that she is

to regard every expansion of the United States as an act detrimental to

her interests and hostile to her power, we shall be pursuing a course which,

while it will not prevent that expansion of the part of the States, will

involve this countr}' in struggles that may prove of a disastrous character

It is my opinion that all the United Stales have fairly a right to expect,

they may obtain without injurj' either to Europe in general or to England

in particular, and that it is the business of a statesman to recognise the

necessity of an increase in their power, and at the same time to make them
understand that they will most surely accomplish all the objects they

propose to herself by recognising those principles of international law

wliich in civilised communities have alw.ays been upheld, and to impress

upon them that, instead of vaunting that they will build their greatness

on the Monroe doctrine, which is the doctrine of isolation, they should

seek to attain it by allowing their destiny to be regulated by the same high

principles of policy which all the European communities that have a

political system have invariably recognised^.

Words of such weight, coming from the leader of the Conservative

Opposition, are indicative of the fact that the bases of British policy

in regard to the United States were being scrutinised as never before.

It was not until a fortnight after Disraeli’s speech that the House
obtained the opportunity of a full debate, when, although the Govern-
ment secured a vote of confidence, their critics had far the best of

the argument. Lord Clarendon’s mismanagement ofAmerican affairs,

his long course of concealing their progress from the House and the

public and the unsatisfactory nature of his apologies were severely

denounced by Milner Gibson, Gladstone and others. So far as Anglo-

American relations were concerned, the debate practically closed the

matter; public opinion both in the House and in the country was

^ Disraeli in House of Commons, June i6th, 1856. Hansard, CXLli. 1509-13.
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overwhelmingly opposed to the secret diplomatic manoeuvres of

Palmerston and Clarendon, and a not unneeded lesson was adminis-

tered to them.

The trouble connected with the recruiting affair was settled more

easily than that concerning Central America,-though both sides now

perceived that it was not worth their while to drive matters to

extremes. In October, 1856, a Treaty was signed by Clarendon and

Dallas providing that the difficulties between the Central American

States should be solved by the joint arbitration of Great Britain and

the United States
;
but the Senate refused to ratify this, and entered

upon a movement for the abrogation of the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty

and the assumption of a free hand^. At length, in 1857, when certain

of President Buchanan’s supporters were loudly advertising their

plans for securing the cession of the Isthmus of Panama to the

United States, Lord Clarendon determined to trj^ again the device

that had succeeded in Ashburton’s time and to send a diplomat, witli

an American vdfe and intimate American connexions, to enter into

direct negotiations with Washington and the Central American re-

publics. His choice fell upon Sir William Gore Ouseley, who had

been employed in Argentina. But, unfortunately, the plan failed

utterly; Ouseley delayed in Washington for many montlis, and, when

forced by Lord Malmesbury to proceed to Nicaragua, he could effect

nothing there, owing to the intrigues of French and American con-

cession hunters. At last, the American Government came to under-

stand that Great Britain could not be bluffed into relinquishing her

rights in Belize; and, in November, 1858, Secretarj^ Cass expressed

to Lord Malmesbury his readiness for a compromise. The settlement

was effected by a series of Treaties directly negotiated by Charles

Wyke with the Central American States. Great Britain withdrew

from her occupation of the Bay Islands and her protectorate over

the region round Greytown, and arranged to delimit the boundaries

between Belize and Guatemala". So complete a surrender of Britain’s

political claims in Central America was naturally vciy agreeable to the

United States Government, and, when communicated by Lord Jwons

to Cass in August, i860, the Treaties met with warm approval. The

favourable provisions did not, as has sometimes been asserted, arise

* The crtinp!!C.n!ed detnih of thc<ic neeotiniions Ijave been worked out for the

fuM time in M. WiliinmnN Atn^h-Avtrrimn hih'ticm Difthmiity.
• 'rrraty Iwt^cen Great Hritain and Honduni-s, November sStb, t^SOl

/Gpm.xi !x. ta-io. Nic.ir.i<;u.'t. Jnnu-iry aSth, Pari. P.r/'rrr f jK6d),i.xviii. 541"

75. Siasr Guatcmahi,.April 30, 1S59; st.ts.7-tj*



from any weakness or weariness in the assertion of British rights in

the face of persistent American hostility, but were manifestations of

a definite change of policy in relation to Caribbean affairs, decided

upon after full and detailed consideration.

The entr}- of Great Britain and’ France into the Crimean War
brought once more within the field of practical politics those difficult

questions concerning the Rules of Maritime War that had caused so

much trouble at the beginning of the centur)'. During the years that

had inten-ened, the United States had on several occasions made

proposals to other Powers for the abolition of privateering; but, later,

they abandoned the idea and took up the position that the employment

of privateers was essential to her for the support of her weak Navy. In

die War with Russia, Great Britain acceded to the wishes of France,

and neither she nor any other of the belligerents issued letters of

marque. The European neutrals forbade their subjects to engage as

privateers, and closed their ports to merchant ships taking letters of

marque from a foreign Power. The United States refused to accept

these principles and urged, instead, the immunity of private property

at sea from capture. When the Congress of Paris had completed its

work in the negotiation of peace with Russia, Count Walewski, the

French Plenipotentiary', brought forward, at the sitting of April 8th,

1856, the proposal that the Congress should assimilate its labours to

tliose of the Congresses of Westphalia and Vienna by laying down
some great principle to govern international relations. At the earlier

of those Congresses, the claims of Liberty of Conscience had been

recognised, and at the second tlie Abolition of the Slave-trade had

been furthered. The Congress of Paris might follow them by laying

the foundation of a code of maritime law. Walewski proposed the

inclusion in a joint declaration of four principles: (i) the abolition

of privateering, (2) that the neutral flag protect enemy goods, except

contraband, (3) that neutral goods under an enemy flag, except con-

traband, are not liable to seizure, and (4) that blockades can be bind-

ing only when effective. Lord Clarendon, who had been informed

beforehand of the intention of France to bring these matters forward,

at once announced the adhesion of Great Britain to the principles

proposed, on condition that they were accepted in their entirety. On
his return to England, however, he met with severe criticism as

having abandoned certain of his country’s most ancient maritime

rights, without having any mandate to do so and without consulting

Parliament.



The Foreign Secretar}*^ had to justify his proceedings in an im-

portant debate in the House of Lords on May 2and, 1856, almost

concurrent with the American troubles described above. His defence

fell into two parts, each indicative of the change that was taking place

in the relation of the British public to Foreign Policy. His opponents

accepted the traditional claim that the Crowm had the full powder of

concluding all treaties, even without the previous sanction of Parlia-

ment
;
but they maintained that Ministers had been lacking in candour

in not affording to Parliament the least indication that they, intended,

wiiile entering into negotiations for peace, to interpose a discussion

on the quite distinct subject of Maritime Rights. Lord Derby claimed

that it was an unw'arrantable abuse of the royal prerogative to put

forward the Government as the exponent of international law" w'itliout

any previous consultation of Parliament, and that such action w"as, if

not illegal, certainly unconstitutional. To this view the Minister

strongly demurred, and he W"ent so far as to read in the House of

Lords the WTitten opinion of Lord Chief Justice Campbell to the

effect that the British Government had assented to the Declaration

of Paris in strict accordance with the Constitution, a defence uni-

versally regarded as a shirking of responsibility by taking shelter

behind judicial authority. As to the merits of the Declaration,

Clarendon had a better case, and generally convinced the House that

circumstances had so changed that it behoved England to w"aivc some

of the extreme maritime claims wBich Pitt had enforced with so much

vigour in iSoi. He held that any disadvantages that Great Britain

might suffer from her acceptance of the principles of "free ships,

free goods ” were outweighed by the advantages she drew from the

abolition of privateering. Although Lord Derby characterised the

agreement as the miserable “Clarendon Capitulation of Paris,” and

although there was a strong opinion in the countr}" that Great Britain’s

maritime interests had been almost treasonably sacrificed to French

persistence, yet the Declaration was an accomplished fact, and some

comfort was drawn from Clarendon’s implied promise that America,

from whose privateers the greatest danger might be expected, would

adhere to the Declaration.

In titjs expectation hopes were woefully disappointed. Nearly all

the maritime States of the world to whom the Declaration of Paris

w.as submitted for their adhesion signified their acceptance in the

coun-'e of a few months. Only Sp.ain, Mexico and the Unitetl States

rcftised. In his refusal and his strong justification of privateering.
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Marcy claimed that the only practicable course to pursue was to

cany the Declaration further and protect from capture all private

property at sea save contraband. He even went further still, and

proposed to abolish the Law of Contraband entirely^. These suggested

amendments brought the Declaration vciy prominently into the field

of public discussion, and the questions at issue were warmly debated

both in England and America and on the Continent. Marcy did his

best to persuade other Powers to refuse to accede to the Declaration,

contending that it gave undue advantages to Great Britain and

France, as the possessors of great Navies. In his proposals for amend-

ment he obtained no success, though he gained great popularity

among the mercantile community in the United States as having

carefully safeguarded their interests against the dangers lurking in

the Declaration. Serious suggestions were put fonvard that the

United States should go further and persuade the Powers to agree

to the abolition of all commercial blockades, and this course greatly

commended itself to the merchants of the Northern States. But, on

Buchanan’s accession to the Presidency, he determined to abandon

all negotiations of the sort and merely to leave the United States

unfettered by the Declaration. The general British sense of alarm

concerning the negotiations found clear expression in the words of

Lord John Russell. He showed that the comparison between private

property at sea and on land was fallacious and full of danger, and

pointed out that the chief way in which Great Britain had used her

maritime supremacy to finish her Wars with Great Powers had been

by the destruction of their trade 2.

Buchanan’s Presidency was comparatively uneventful as regards

relations with Great Britain
;
but it was marked by a final settlement of

the perennial difficulties concerning the Right Of Search, consequent

on events in w;hich neither Britain nor the United States had any direct

concern. On June 25, 1857, the Cagliari, a Sardinian vessel, was
searched and seized on tlie high seas by a warship of the kingdom of

Naples. Her crew, including certain British subjects, were carried to

Naples and there imprisoned with considerable cruelty. Lord Malmes-
bury demanded the release of the British subjects concerned, while

the Sardinian Government claimed that the seizure was contrary to

international law and called for the opinions of certain distinguished

^ Marcy to Sartiges, July 28th, 1856. Senate Exec. Docs. 34th Cong., ist Sess.,

No. 104, pp. 5-14-
- Lord John Russell in House ofCommons, July 14th, 1857. Hansard, CXLVII .1491.
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English jurists as to the Right of Search on the high seas in ’time

of peace. The opinions delivered by Drs Travers Tvdss and R. G.

Phillimore, which were largely supported by appeals to the writings

of American jurists, were entirely adverse to the exercise of any such

right, as being a contravention of inviolable national right^. Of this

opinion advantage was taken in connexion with the discussions then

in progress with the United States concerning the right of British

naval officers to visit suspected slavers. The reply of Lord Malmes-

bury to questions on the subject in the House of Lords was quite

decisive as to this long-standing controversy. He stated that Her

Majesty’s Government had taken the opinion of the law officers of the

Crown on the whole question of the Right of Search, and continued:

It is their decided opinion that by the international law in times of

peace we have no right of search or visitation whatever. And, that being

the case, we think we should be acting in a manner unworthy of the

British Government if we delayed one minute communicating that in-

formation.

He went on to read a despatch in which Secretary Cass had com-

municated the views of the American Government on the question,

and commended it as exactly expressing the views of tlie British

Government as to the inviolability of vessels peacefully pursuing

their la\Hul avocations. This definite proclamation of agreement be-

tween the two Governments on the old cause of quarrel was driven

home in a further debate in the House of Lords on July 26th, 1858,

when Lord Lyndhurst, late Lord Chancellor, followed by the Foreign

Secretary, said finally, “We have surrendered no right at all, for no

such right as that contended for ever existed. We have abandoned

the assumption of a right, and, in doing so, we have acted justly,

prudently and wisely”.”

The relinquishment of these ancient maritime claims and the de-

termined attempt at conciliation in Central American affairs marked

closer relations between Great Britain and the United States than

had ever before been reached. This result was not due, as has some-

times been stated, to an}' weakness in the assertion of British rights

in the face of persistent American hostility; but it signified a definite

change of policy in relation to Caribbean afiairs, decided upon m
deference to public opinion and after full debate. Whereas, at an

earlier period any extension of the territory or influence of the United

’ A** to tlic cM-T, uhidi at the ti:nr e.-sired much cxdtcnu'ni so th'.-

coutitr;.', rcc Lord .N'wtoaV IJfr of (the fccond) 7.or</ I,yorts^ j. (>~t i.

‘ July iS5S, IlmjnrJ, es.t. ;:07S-Sj.
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States had been regarded with apprehension and some jealousy, it

was now looked upon with approval, as likely to bring order out of

anarch}^ and thus to open wider fields for British commercial enter-

prise and the sale of British manufactures. The new ideas could not

hav'e been better summed up than they were by Disraeli in his closing

review of tlie session of 1S56. He appealed for a consideration of our

relations witli the United States on broad and generous lines, and

wound up by declaring his firm opposition to that litigious spirit of

jealousy which looks upon the expansion of that country and tlie

advance of these young communities with an eye of jealousy and dis-

trust^. This change of policy in relation to America was not an isolated

phenomenon; it was merely the most obvious indication of a change

of method that had been urged upon the Foreign Office from many
quarters. The pressure of public opinion could not effect all that was

planned by those who organised it; but it succeeded in bringing

about some of the changes desired, especially in the conduct of our

relations with the United States and other American Powers, where

circumstances were simpler than amid the thickets of Continental

diplomacy.

* Disraeli in House of Commons, July 25th, 1856. Hansard, cxuii. 1456-57.
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masters, disgusted by the failure of a long series of sectional risings,

and excited by the election of the supposed Liberal Pius IX in 1846,

was manifestly preparing for a general and supreme effort to expel the

Teutons, crush the despots, establish the Constitution, and achieve

some sort of unity. Finally, France, where Louis-Philippe still reigned

and Guizot was in power, was"showing ominous signs of desperate

revolt against the tediousness of the Orleans variety of royalism, the

corruption of the official oligarchy, and the reactionarj'^ polic}^ of

Monarch and Minister.

The anxiety which this widespread unrest excited in the breasts

of rulers is reflected in many of the memoirs and in much of the

correspondence of the period. A very few references must here suffice.

In August, 1847, Metternich, in profound alarm at the unexpected

advent of a Liberal Pope, addressed a number of pathetic appeals to

the Powers, urging them to remain united in resistance to tlie Revolu-

tion. On September 7th, 1847, Queen Victoria sent to the ICng

of the Belgians a letter in which she said: “The state of politics in

Europe is very critical, and one feels very anxious for the future.”

Four days later, the Prince Consort, writing to Stockmar, more pre-

cisely specifies the causes of anxiety: “The political horizon,” he

says, “grows darker and darker. Italy, Greece, Spain, Portugal are

in a state of ferment. I have worked out a long memorandum for

Lord John Russell, which I should like to show you, in which I

have tried to define the position of England with reference to the

movements of Liberalism in Europe.” The Prince’s Memorandum
did not entirely commend itself to either Russell or Stockmar, and

while it w'as under discussion the horizon grew blacker still. On

Februar}' 12th, 1848, before the great upheaval had cfTcctively begun,

Leopold of Belgium had reached the limit of despair respecting both

^ mankind at large and the terrestrial globe. Writing to Queen Victoria,

he said: “The human race is a sad creation, and I trust the other

,
planets are better organised, and that we may get there hereafter.

While Leopold and his compeers were lamenting the dcgencr.tcy

of the age, and—pending their departure to more perfect planets

were considering how this planet might be saved from submergence

under the rising Hood of Liberalism, Balmcrston was steering Great

Britain amid the dangerous shoals and eddies of a profoundly troubled

sea of international alTairs, I Ic had succeeded Aberdeen at the Foreign

Office in July. 1846, wlien the Mijsistry of Lord John Hus^cll hu!

di'.placed that of Sir Robert Peel. He had talien up the duties of ids
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high and responsible post not only with the satisfaction of a statesman

whose deepest and keenest interests had always lain in the sphere of

Continental politics, but also with the confidence of one whose innate

self-reliance was reinforced by memories of two successful terms of

previous service in the same department of State. First, under Earl

Grey from November, 1830, to July, 1834, and under Lord Melbourne

from July to December, 1834, again (after the brief interlude of

Peel’s first Ministry) from April, 1835, to September, 184!, he had

held the seals of the Foreign Office. During these eleven years of

jalmost continuous authority, especially while the easy-going Mel-

jbourne was his nominal chief, he came to exercise over his Depart-

;ment a measure of control that fell little short of autocracy; but at

4he same time he attained a mastery over the details of diplomacy

-'that made him incomparably tlie supreme expert in his own country

;bn most matters of European concern. He regarded himself, and he

.was generally recognised on the Continent, as the heir of the tradition

of Canning; that is to say, as the adversary of the Holy Alliance, the

patron of nascent nations struggling for independence, the opponent

of intervention for the suppression of liberty, and the mainstay of

the Balance of Power. Metternich detested him, and it was with

special reference to his activities that the Austiian statesman, writing

to the King of Prussia on January nth, 1848, spoke of attitude

politique immorale de VAngleterre et sa fagon de proclanm- la politique

d’J^ole inauguree par Canning.^'' In pursuit of the stormy policy of

Canning, Palmerston had, in his earlier days of office, fostered the

independence of Greece, partly because he sympathised with Hellenic

aspirations, partly because he felt that the strength and essential

integrity of the Turkish empire would be maintained rather than

injured by the removal of this inflammatory appendage. Further, he

had secured the separation of Belgium from Holland, and its neu-

tralisation as an autonomous State—a. triumph of clear thought and

firm will which not only saved Europe, from imminent and general

war, but also delivered the Belgians themselves from the alternatives

pf subjugation by the Dutch and their -Allies, or,spoliation by the

French. He had, also, negotiated, in the face of menacing antagonism

at home and abroad, the Quadruple Alliance of 1834, which grouped

the Constitutional Governments of Britain, France, Spain, and
Portugal in mutual defence against the autocrats of Russia, Austria

and Prussia, and in combined resistance to their proteges the Carlists

and the Miguelists, who, in Spain and Portugal respectively, were
• W.&G.II Tn
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seeking to overthrow Liberal institutions and restore despotism and

the Inquisition. Finally, he had, in 1840, achieved by his brilliant

and decisive diplomacy a working agreement with Russia, Austria,

and Prussia concerning the explosive problem of the Near East

—

an agreement which, once more, snatched peace out of the ver}^ ja\re

of war, checked the aggressions of Mehemet Ali, substituted a European

protectorate over Turkey for the Russian dominance secured by the

Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi, and by the neutralisation of the Straits and

the Black Sea guaranteed a continuance of tranquillity in that quarter.

Masterly and triumphant, however, though Palmerston’s policy

undoubtedly had been during the period 1830-41, its success was

marred by the grave drawback that it involved Britain in growing

controversy with France, culminating finaJljUn entire alienation. This

was all the more regrettable because Palmerston recognised to the

full the supreme importance of the maintenance of a Franco-British

entente cordiale^. He had wished to use cooperation with France as the

prime instrument of his diplomacy and rejoiced when, in 1834,

Quadruple Alliance had seemed to mark the attainment of his desire,

and had linked the Constitutional powers of theWest in a leagucstrong

enough to balance the confederacy of the autocrats of the East. When,

later, he drew apart from France, it was with extreme reluctance and

only because he felt compelled to do so by the irresistible pressure of

events. If we ask what were the causes of the lamentable frictions

which from 1835 to 1841 engendered increasing heat and groMng

exasperation between Palmerston and the Governments of Louis-

Philippe, we shall probably have to admit that there were faults on

both sides. On the one hand, the French did not honestly fulfil their

obligations under the Treaty of 1834, intrigued in the Peninsula

with reactionaries and rebels. Instead of genuinely abandoning their

old policy of European aggression, they, under the impulse of a re-

vived Napoleonic cult, still schemed for extensions of their frontiers

and enlargement of their influence. Above all, they did not heed

British susceptibilities respecting the Mediterranean, but conspired

with Spaniards, Moors, Italians, Greeks, Syrians and Egyptians, to

diminish British naval ascend.ancy and undermine British interests

’ Cf. Ig'.tmerston’s "ipeedt in the llou'c of Commons, June J*.i, jK.'o: " No
in this house nttachrs pre;Ucr vitluc than I <io rny-,df to tiic intimate .tiiiance t>-

Great Britain axtd I’rance. 1 trdieve that the alliance i-' not more advantutteou'-

the interests of tin* isvo countrie- tftati liencftcial to the reettrity of the peace o!

Kuftipe, !tm! since 1 h;u't; had the tmnour of holdiruf tnv prccrrtt oBire, t hisr

rej!oii«;ly cmlcavrnirrtl to promote tise ct>niinoancc of that allnocr."
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ill tlie Near East. It was, indeed, the French intrigues with Mehcmet

Ali which, in 1840, completed the schism between the two neighbours,

and caused the possibility of war to be seriously considered. Palmer-

ston had lost all trust in the French Government; he felt that every-

where, in spite of professed friendshij) and even formal alliance, it

was secretly plotting and assiduously working in antagonism to Great

Britain. But if it be granted that the bourgeois monarch—whom in

April, 1S40, he characterised to Granville as “a man in whom no

solid trust can be reposed”—g.ave ample cause for distrust, it

must, also, be admitted on the other hand that Palmerston was not

free from fault. He showed himself excessively suspicious, harshly

unconciliator}', culpably regardless of the enormous difliculties with

which the Orleans dynasty had to contend, unappreciative both of

their efl'orts for peace and of their sacrifices for the sake of friend-

ship, tactless and thoughtless, occasionally even grossly rude, in

his dealings with French diplomatists. He had, apparently, brought

over from the well-remembered days of the Revolutionary Wars an

ineradicable prejudice against ali the brood of the execrable Philippe

Fgalite. He disapproved of the way in which Louis-Philippe had

secured the Crown in 1S30. “If,” he said, “he had been a vci'yj"

straightforward, scmpulous, and high-minded man, he would not \

now be sitting on the French throne.” He treated the King’s re- ^
presentatives with scant courtesy, even when they were of the eminent

rank and world-wide celebrity of Talleyrand, now in his old age. In

the Belgian crisis of 1830, in tlic Egyptian embroglio of 1S40, in the

varied diplomatic concerns of tlie intervening ten years—he steadily

declined to make any concessions to French feeling, and showed him-

self contemptuously indifferent to the French plea that only some
appearance of success abroad would make it possible for the House
of Orleans to take root at home. Louis-Philippe, everywhere faced

by evidences of Palmerston’s unfriendliness, suspicion, and despite,

came to regard him with malignant hatred, and grew into the belief

that, while he was in power, no Franco-British entente was possible.

In these circumstances it was a matter of widespread relief when,

in September, 1841, Palmerston went out of office on the fall of the

Melbourne Ministry, and when Sir Robert Peel, the new Premier,

entrusted the conduct of Foreign Affairs to Lord Aberdeen. Although

the careers of Aberdeen and Palmerston had been curiously parallel

—

they were born in the same year, educated simultaneously at the same

School and the same University, elected to Parliament on the same

19—

2
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occasion—the two men dijffered tpto ccelo. Whereas the Irish Viscount

was lucid, decisive, vigorous, self-reliant, the Scottish Earl was neither

clear in thought nor coherent in language, and, above all, was deficient

in will and devoid of decision in action. But, on the other hand,whereas

Palmerston was pugnacious, unconciliatory, reckless ofgiving offence,

Aberdeen was gentle and amiable in manner, anxious to be friendly

with everj’^one, eager to please. The five years of his teaure -of,-the

Foreign Office were years of healing and reconciliation. Palmerston

stigmatised his policy as “ antiquated imbecility,” and accused him of

procuring pretences of friendship by wholesale surrenders of British

rights. But, nevertheless, he relieved a dangerous tension, made the

name of Britain once more tolerable on eartli, and above all restored

the broken e?/fe;2te between England and France. Under his mild and

benevolent regime it became possible for Queen Victoria to accept

an invitation to tlie Orleans Court in 1843, and for Louis-Philippe

to pay a return visit to the Queen in the following 3'ear. He and

Guizot, who conducted French Foreign Affairs during the whole

period of Aberdeen’s Secretarj^ship, struck up a friendship so intimate

and confidential that they came to be more like colleagues in the

same Cabinet than representatives of different Governments. It was

while the two Ministers, in attendance upon their respective monarchs,

were together in 1845 at the Chateau d’Eu that the unhappy project

of the Spanish Marriages was mooted between them, and that Aber-

deen was complacent enough to acquiesce in the French stipulation

that the young Queen of Spain’s husband should be a Bourbon, though

under protest, and in consideration of the counter-concession that the

second projected Spanish marriage (the Due de Montpensier's) should

be deferred.

The fall of Peel’s Ministrj' and the consequent retirement of

Aberdeen from the Foreign Office occurred (July, 1846) before the

scandalous intrigues respecting the Spanish Marriages had reached

their culmination. Lord John Russell beaimc Prime Minister; and

he brought Palmerston back to his old post. 'Phis change of Govern-

ment had been for some time probable, and it had caused the liveliest

anxiety in Paris. Before the close of the year i8.{.5 Disraeli had visited

the T'rench capital, and had found both the King and Guizot filled

with alarm. Me had tried to reassure them, pointing out to tlicm that

Palmerston vv.s‘‘the first Foreign Minister who hail taken the French

intimacy as an avowed dement of our naiicmal policy.” 'fhev had

rcttiaincd unconvinced, and Disraeli had thereupon tiioughi it well
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to write to Palmerston a long and extremely able letter in which,

with genuine magnanimity, he had suggested to his political opponent

that some step should be taken to put an end to the French distrust

of him. Perhaps in consequence of this communication, Palmerston

paid a visit to Paris at Easter, 1846. He was well received by both

Louis-Philippe and his Minister, as well as by Thiers, Montalcmbert

and other eminent French party-leaders. He is said to hav^e made
an excellent impression upon all whom he met by the case and frank-

ness of his manner. Before he left terrible Lord Palmerston” had

become “ ce cher Lord Palmerston.” The reconciliation, however, thus

effected was unhappily a merely superficial one. Nothing had been

done to remove either Palmerston’s deep-seated suspicion of Orleanist

designs, or Louis-Philippe’s profound conviction that Palmerston was

at heart his enemy. One of Palmerston’s first acts on resuming the

seals ofthe Foreign Office seemed to confirm the French King’s belief.

For on Jul}^ 19th he had sent to Hcnr}^ Bulwer, the British Minister in

Madrid, a despatch in which he mentioned Prince Leopold of Coburg-

Cohdry (a near relative of the Consorts of the two Queens of England

and Portugal) as one of three possible candidates for the hand of the

Queen of Spain. The mere sending of the despatch did no harm; for

it did not press the Coburg candidate as against the otlier two, who
were Bourbons; and, further, it was intended not for communication

to the Spanish’ Government but solely for Buhver’s own guidance.

Palmerston, however, on the next day, handed a copy of these con-

fidential Instructions to the French Charge d’affaires in London, and

allowed him to make a transcript. By this means the despatch reached

the Governments of Paris and Madrid. It roused both of them to the

extreme height of fury. Louis-Philippe regarded the mere mention

of Leopold as a violation of the tacit agreement arrived at between
himself and Aberdeen; Leopold, moreover, was the one person above

all others whose marriage to the Queen of Spain he dreaded and
opposed

;
he further suspected that the naming of Leopold by Palmer-

ston presaged an active diplomatic campaign on his behalf. The
Spanish Court, also, was deeply offended, not so much by Palmer-

ston’s references to the marriage as by some remarks which he made
respecting Spanish politics and by indications that he anticipated

revolution in the Peninsula. The effect, therefore, of Palmerston’s

indiscretion was to link the two Courts together in violent antagonism

to Britain; to precipitate the engagement of the Spanish Queen to

her impotent Bourbon cousin, the Duke of Cadiz; and to secure
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Louis-Philippe’s reluctant consent (on which the Spaniards insisted)

that the marriage of Montpensier to the Infanta should be celebrated

at the, same time as the marriage of Cadiz to the Queen. He con-

sented, knowing that he was brealdng a clear promise, and he broke it

because of his hatred and dread of Palmerston. Queen Victoria was

entirely justified by facts when she remarked, in commenting on tliis

unpleasant business :
“ If our dear Aberdeen had been still at his post,

the whole thing would not have happened.”

From the international point of view, and in itself, the Spanish

Marriage intrigue was an exceedingly trivial affair, not worth one-

tenth of the pother made about it^. Even at the time, sensible men

took the view of Greville, who said: “I confess I can feel none of

the apprehensions that my friends do. I don’t believe the influence

of France will be increased in Spain by the marriage.” As a matter

of fact, it was not
;
and all the efforts of Palmerston to raise the ghost

of the Treaty of Utrecht were as vain as had been William Ill’s

efforts in 1700 to make a spectre out of the Will of the Spanish

Charles II. The storm was limited to the diplomatic tea-cup; its

really serious results—apart from the blighting of the life of the Queen

of Spain—lay in the new and aggravated schism which henceforth

divided the British Court and Ministry^ from those of Louis-Philippe.

Palmerston felt tliat his worst suspicions respecting Orleanist faith

were more than justified. He was not a man who readily forgot or

forgave impenitent sinners, and he made no secret of his fixed in-

tention “to humble France, and to make her feel her humiliation.

Guizot and his master soon had bitter cause to regret the Pyrrhic

victory which they had won. They found themselves everywhere

thwarted by British influence; they found themselves isolated and

friendless in a troubled Continent; they found themselves exccnited

in their own counti*}' by all patriotic people who condemned their

wanton sacrifice of the solid advantages of the British .‘\lliance m
return for the doubtful dynastic gains of the Bourbon marri.agc and

the Infanta’s dowiy; and, before long, they had reached the slippery

slope which ultimately landed them in ruin.

The utter disintegration of the Alliance of the Liberal Powers,

and the soon notorious alienation of Britain from France spcccitiy

had disastrous consequences in European aflairs. In the first place,

in Noveinljcr, i8.|6, .Austria, Russia, and Prussia, without consulting

either France or Britain, decided to suppress the Free Re|niblic o»

' Cf. r.ote, eh-pter HI.
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Cracow, and to authorise its absorption into the Habsburg Empire.

It had been for a long time a breeding place of revolution, and in

particular during 1846 had been the centre of a rising on behalf of

Polish Independence. In vain did Guizot seek the cooperation of

Palmerston in a joint protest against this flagrant violation of a treaty-

arrangement made by the Concert of Europe in 1815. Palmerston

drew up a protest of his own and, “without waiting for Guizot,” sent

it off to Vienna. The French Minister was left to follow suit at his

ovm convenience. He, too, in time lodged an isolated complaint,

couched in very mild language, as he was now in no position to quarrel

witli tlie autocrats. Both Guizot’s gentle rebuke and Palmerston’s

more vigorous denunciation were treated at Vienna with the diplo-

matic contempt which they deserved: unsupported by force, they

had no other result than to display the disunion of the Western

Powers and the impotence of each of them in isolation. Yet the case

of the Western Powers was, on moral grounds, a strong one, and it

is worth noting how Palmerston put it. He had no special reverence

for the Treaties of 1815 ;
it was Mctternich’s ;d/c, not his, to maintain

tlieir sacrosanctity. All he urged was, first, that if there was a valid

cause for a revision of the Vienna Settlement, it should be heard and

judged by all the Signatory Powers; secondly, that it was highly

improper for the Power which more emphatically than any other

proclaimed the inviolability of the Treaties on the Rhine and the

Po, to take the lead in violating them on the Vistula. It was a strong

case, but it was pleaded in vain. The Autocrats were not open to

merely moral arguments. In the absence of Franco-British coopera-

tion, no kind of pressure was at hand. Hence the republic of Cracow

perished unaided (1846).

In the Peninsula, not only lack of cooperation, but positive an-

tagonism soon began to mark the relations of British and French. In

Spain, the Orleanist marriage-triumph was short-lived. The Queen
and her degenerate consort speedily quarrelled beyond hope of recon-

ciliation. The angry Queen turned the fury of her resentment against

the French faction, which had forced her into the hateful union, and

she found comfort and support in the British Minister, the Con-

stitutionalists, the anti-Clericals, and the Liberal General Serrano.

The discarded husband surrounded himself with Orleanists, absolu-

tists and priests, and sought by their aid to secure reinstatement or

revenge. In Portugal, simultaneously, appeal was made to British

and French influence on opposite sides in a complicated Constitutional
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and dynastic struggle. Queen Maria developed despotic tendencies,

and found herself opposed by a revolutionary Junta which seized

Oporto. France (with whom Spain was in agreement) was primarily

concerned to suppress the Junta and restore the royal authority;
* while Great Britain made it her business to bring back Maria to

Constitutional ways, and so remove the causes of dissension. In order

to preclude French and Spanish inter\’^ention Palmerston pressed

British mediation upon the Portuguese Government. “If the civil

war,” he wrote^, “could be terminated in this manner by England

alone, without Spanish or French interference, the honour of the

Queen would be saved, the liberties of the Portuguese nation would

be respected, and the tie between England and Portugal would remain

unbroken.” At first, the Queen rejected the proposed mediation, and

there seemed no alternative to a combined British-French-Spanish

demonstration against the Junta under the terms of the Quadruple

Alliance of 1834. But on May 6tli, 1847, Palmerston was able to

announce “the Queen’s acceptance of our terms,” and to rejoice in

a distinct diplomatic triumph over the forces of reaction.

During the course of 1847, Anglo-French antagonism became

even more overt and conspicuous in the affairs of Switzerland. Two
years previously, a long and embittered religious controversy between

Protestants and Catliolics culminated in the secession of the Seven

Catholic Cantons from the Swiss Federation and their establishment

of an independent league—the Sonderbund. Austria, Russia, and

Prussia, all anxious for various reasons to dismember Switzerland,

gave their support to the seceders, and Guizot, now more and more

leaning to reactionary metliods, brought France into line with them.

It was proposed that a European Congress should be called and that

the Swiss Constitution should be remodelled in the interests of the

Soudcrhimd. Great Britain alone among the Great Powers, under

Palmerston’s masterl}' guidance, detennined if possible to maintain

the integrity of the Federation, and to secure the suppression of the

Sonderbund. Guizot rejoiced at the isolation of Great Britain, and

anticipated a notable victor)- over P.almcrston. The situation, indeed,

was for the British Minister one of extreme difficulty. He seemed

to be faced by the alternatives of diplomatic humiliation or hopelcS'

war. With piercing insight, however, he perceived a third cmin-e. by

means of which both peace ant! honour could be secured. Uc s.aw

llnit, if left to themselves, the Federal forces would reduce the

’ A’ih'fY. E., IJff! tif ti. 23.
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Sonderhimd, He made it his business to procure for them time to do

so. Thus, in order to prevent foreign interference, he accepted the

principle of the European Congress, and ultimately agreed that Great

Britain should take part in it. But, before he reached that point of

concordance (November 26th, 1S47), he had succeeded in protracting

negotiations so effective!}' that the Soiiderhund had ceased to exist:

on November 23rd it had been extinguished by the Federal General

Dufour on the field of Gislikon. Hence, no Congress was held, and

Palmerston had the satisfaction of seeing both the peace of Europe

maintained unbroken, and British policy triumphant. He had played

a remarkably bold, clever, and adventurous game in the interest of

the Swiss Federation, and, singularly aided by good fortune, he had

won an impressive success. He had managed the matter alone, with

the courage and the confidence springing from a clear insight into

existing European conditions, and from a proud assurance of the

strength of Great Britain. But his victory left her in dangerous

isolation. The four patrons of the Sojiderhwid were full of wrath at

their discomfiture, and filled with hatred of Palmerston as the aider

and abettor of revolution all the world over. Guizot’s resentment, in

particular, knew no bounds; for he had had to pay the penalty of

his faithlessness. Regardless of hostile public opinion in France, he

had broken the Entente with Great Britain, had withdrawn his country

from the Quadruple Alliance of Constitutional Powers, and had

placed it on the side of the autocrats. Only a very distinct and de-

monstrable diplomatic gain would have justified in the eyes of the

supporters of the bourgeois monarchy so marked a departure from the

Liberal principles of 1830; and, instead of gain, there had come
humiliating loss. In Spain, in Portugal, and now in Switzerland,

Guizot had been outmanoeuvred, outwitted, and outfought by the

superior knowledge, higher principle, and stronger will of the British

Minister. Only one thing more was needed to complete Guizot’s

betrayal of the Constitutional cause, and fill to the full the cup of

Orleanist offence, and that one thing, if we may trust the evidence of

Count d’Haussonville^, he prepared to do. He projected a Quadruple

Alliance of France, Austria, Prussia, and Russia against Great

Britain, and prepared plans for the invasion of the island kingdom.

This excessive concentration upon foreign affairs, however, unduly

distracted his attention from domestic politics. He failed to notice

^ Haussonville, Histoire de la politique extirieure du Gouvernement Franpais,

II. 381. Cf. Martin, The Prince Consort, ll. z.
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the gathering omens of the revolutionary storm. Before he had com-

pleted his negotiations for the Quadruple Alliance, and before his

ulterior schemes for the invasion of England were matured, the

tempest had burst, and he himself was an exile, seeking refuge in

the country against which his hatred had been concentrated.

II. THE REVOLUTION, 1848-1849

The dominant factor in British foreign affairs at the beginning of

1848 was undoubtedly the ubiquitous Anglo-French antagonism. At

every Court in Europe, British diplomats instinctively ranged them-

selves on opposite sides to those of the representatives of the Orleanist

monarchy. Indeed, the conflict extended to the Consular ser\’ice,

and throughout the world, wherever merchants congregated and sea-

men met, controversies and commotions occurred. All this was

disastrous for the cause of Constitutional government on the Con-

tinent. For it broke the Quadruple Alliance of 1834 into atoms;

gave the autocrats a new ally in Guizot, and left Palmerston alone,

like a voice crjnng in the wilderness, to point the way of peace and

progress, of ordered liberty and secure reform, which lay along the

track of representative institutions—tlie via media between the Scylla

of despotism and the Charybdis of revolution. No sense of solitude,

it is true, perturbed Palmerston. He was fully capable of standing

at ease in isolation, and entirely competent, in his own serene judg-

ment, to give advice from his isolated eminence to all who might

happen to need it. He regretted the alienation of France from Great

Britain; but he held himself wholly free from blame in the matter,

lie was not conscious that he had shown any want of consideration

to the bourgeois King and his Ministers amid the complicated diffi-

culties of their unstable position, or that he had exasperated them

beyond the limit of human endurance by his unmitigated accusations

of dishonesty and bad faith. He attributed all the fault to the I'rench;

expressed the conviction that they in the end would be the people

to pay the penalty for it; and went on his way with gay insntiaanct'.

It is, indeed, hardly possible to read the letters and despatches which

he poured forth in a torrent during this crowded and critical period

witliout coming to the conclusion that he thonnjghly enjoyed the

game of diplomacy, which he played with the .skill and precision of

an incomparable master. He seemed thoroughly to know the politics

and parties of every’ Court and Cabinet in Europe; he appextred t>>

be familiar with the leading statesmen of every land and to have an
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accurate estimate both of their character and their capacity. He took

an interest in the internal affairs of Continental States which was

regarded by many, including his own colleagues and friends, as

excessive
;
and he did not hesitate to intervene in the domestic disputes

of our neighbours with exhortations and admonitions which not in-

frequently excited the liveliest exasperation in the breasts of the re-

cipients. He desired to advance the cause of Constitutional govern-

ment in the world, because he felt that by no other means could the

reasonable demands of reformers be so satisfactorily met, the agita-

tions of revolutionaries stopped, and the peace of mankind assured.

Hence his agents had active intercourse with, for instance, Thiers in

France, Serrano in Spain, das Antas in Portugal, and Mavrocordatos

in Greece. No wonder tliat he was regarded by absolutist monarchs

and reactionar)^ ministers as a dangerous intriguer, a persistent inter-

meddler, an inveterate fomenter of discord. He was, of course, well

aware of the detestation with which he was regarded in nearly all

the chanceries of Europe; but the knowledge did not disquiet him.

His motives were pure; his advice was disinterested and good; his

language was free from ambiguity. If the monarchs and the ministers

did not like the warnings and encouragements which he administered,

so much the worse for them. Unmoved, therefore, he remained when

he heard of the rage and fury of Louis-Philippe in Paris, of the

Queen-Mother in Madrid, of Saldanha in Lisbon, of Otho in Athens,

or even of the more formidable Nicholas and Nesselrode in Petrograd,

reinforced by Mettemich and Ferdinand in Vienna.

One countr)% however, there was which at the beginning of 1848,

was causing Palmerston acute anxiety. In Italy he was keenly in-

terested
;
he had spent some time in it as a boy

;
he knew its language

well; he was acquainted with its history, its sufferings, its aspirations.

No merely sentimental considerations, however, lay at the base of

his solicitude : he had no consuming zeal for any of the great causes

which possessed the souls of Mazzini, Garibaldi, Gioberti, or Cavour.

What he feared was that the seething unrest in Italy would burst

forth in such an eruption of revolution as would generate a European

war. His prime concern was the preservation of the peace of the

Continent. He was an elderly man whose memory easily ran back

over the whole course of the long wars which the Convention, the

Directory, the Consulate, and the Empire had waged during the

fateful years 1792-1815; he himself had been the British Secretary

at War from 1809 to the end. He recollected that one of the most
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persistent and malignant causes of the conflicts of that awful quarter

century had been the clash of France and Austria in Italy. He knew
that the settlement of Vienna in 1815, which had restored Austria

to an influence vaster than ever before, was intensely obnoxious not

only to Italy but also to France as well. Fie dreaded lest tlie plains

of Lombardy should once more become the source of a world-

conflagration. So early as July 30th, 1846, almost immediately after

his return to the Foreign Office, he wrote to Lord John Russell:

“ Italy is the weak part of Europe, and the next war that breaks out

in Europe will probably arise out of Italian affairs.” After describing

tlie abuses which existed, particularly in the Papal States, he con-

tinued: “Leave things as they are and you leave France the power

of disturbing the peace of Europe whenever she chooses.” He be-

lieved, moreover, that France would not be very long before choosing

so to disturb the peace of tlie Continent. “The ascendancy of the

Liberal party at Paris, whenever it may happen, either by the result

of an election or by the death of the king, will soon be followed by

an outbreak in Italy.” This outbreak would necessarily excite Austrian

efforts at repression :
“ France and Austria would then fight each other

in Italy, and France would have all the Italians on her side.” The

trouble, he was further convinced, would not end there: “The war

begun in Italy would probably spread to Germany,” and the whole

European system would be imperilled^. At this dale, Palmerston’s

Italian policy did not go beyond the very modest limit that the rulers

of the peninsula—in particular, the King of Sardinia, the Grand-

Duke of Tuscany, the Pope, and the lUng of the Two Sicilies—should

be encouraged to grant Constitutional reforms to their subjects, in

order that Italian revolution might be prevented; and consequent

.Austrian repression obviated
;
French desire forintervention frustrated

;

and the peace of Europe preserv'ed.

In the interest of European peace, therefore, Palmerston, during

the years 1846-48, encouraged the Italian autocrats to trend the path

of Constitutional reform. 'I’lie early acts of Pope Pius IX (elected

June i6th, 1846), accordingly, met with his cordial approval, all the

more so as other petty potentates of the peninsula showed a di‘!pou-

tion to follow the papal lead. 'Phe reforming Pontifl" released tut*

political prisoners iucarcernted by his predecessor, instituted a Couned

of State, appointed Liberal officials, projected the estahli'dnueut o!

civil guards, relaxed the press censorship, and issued a Couunts uju

* Cf. A^ht^y. K , IJ/f (f II. r;.
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foreshadowing extensive judicial and administrative concessions to

popular demands. These papal movements in the direction of Con-

stitutional government, however, in proportion as they elicited satis-

faction in Palmerston and enthusiasm in Italy, aroused alarm in

Metternich and disgust in official Austria. The one thing for which

the Viennese bureaucracy was not prepared was the advent of a

Liberal Pope. After the first shock of amazement was over, it pro-

tested with increasing vehemence against the subversive surrenders

made to the revolution by the Holy Father, and, when protests proved

to be unavailing, it ordered the occupation by Austrian troops of the

papal city of Ferrara (July, 1847). This aggressive act was greeted

with such marked and ominous signs of disapproval by both Sardinia

and France that Metternich felt constrained (August) to appeal to

all the Great Powers to support him in combatting the Italian in-

surrection. The Italian movement, he said, was entirely destructive

of the treaty-system established in 1815 under the guarantee of

Europe; it aimed, ultimately, at the expulsion of the Austrians from

their lawful possessions, and at the fusion of the States ofthe peninsula

into a single body politic—an absurd object, since “ Italy” was merely

a geographical expression. Palmerston, who had not at this time

come to think that the unification of Italy lay within the scope of

practical politics, replied to Metternich’s appeal by pointing out,

first, that the Austrian call for the maintenance of the Treaties of

Vienna would have come with better grace before, rather than after, the

annexation of Cracow; secondly, that the Austrian alarm respecting

Italy was groundless, because, so far as he was aware, there was no

scheme afoot for uniting the Italian States into a single federal

republic ;
and, finally, that the real danger to both Italian and European

peace lay in the repression of the legitimate aspirations of the peoples

of the peninsula towards Constitutional government. He hoped,

therefore, that the great influence wielded by Austria would be em-

ployed to encourage necessary reforms. He was, of course, well aware

that the effect of this despatch would be not to convert, but to

convulse, Metternich. He derived a malicious joy from the baiting

of the master-statesman whose will had dominated Europe for a

quarter of a century; and his joy may have been enhanced by the

knowledge that he caused much embarrassment to the dull but worthy

Lord Ponsonby, British Minister at Vienna, who viewed the world

through spectacles provided by Metternich. Moreover, he did not

remain contentwithurging a Liberal policyupontheultra-Conservative
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Habsburg bureaucracy. In November, 1S47—in conjunction vitli

Lord John Russell, whose zeal for Italian emancipation was purer

than his own—he took the extraordinarj’' step of sending a special

mission under the Earl of Minto (Russell’s father-in-law and Lord

Privy Seal in his Cabinet), to give open encouragement to the Pope,

the King of Sardinia, and tlie Grand-Duke of Tuscany in their

Constitutional propensities, and to notify Austria and all others whom
it might concern that any intervention on their part to obstruct

Italian reform would not be regarded with indifference by Britain.

“Her Majesty’s Government,” ran one of the clauses of the In-

structions to the leader of this very extraordinary Mission,

are deeply impressed with the conviction that it is wise for sovereigns and

ftheir governments to pursue in the administration of their affairs a system

)';bf progressive improvement; to appl)'- remedies to such evils as, upon

examination, they may find to exist, and to remodel from time to time

the ancient institutions of their country', so as to render them the more

suitable to the gradual growth of intelligence and to tlie increasing diffusion

of political knowledge; and Iler Majesty’s Government consider it to be

an undeniable truth that if an independent Sovereign, in the exercise of

his deliberate judgment, shall tliinh fit to make witliin his Dominions such

improvements in the laws and institutions of his country' as he may think

conducive to the welfare of his people, no other Government can have

any right to attempt to restrain or to interfere with such an cmplo}'mcnt of

one of the inherent attributes of independent sovereignty^.

It is obvious that the purpose of this unique political pilgrimage, wliich

greatly perplexed contemporary’ observers, was to secure the carrying

through, free from Austrian molestation, of such necessary' I’cforms in

Italyas would stave offimpending revolution, and thus prevent French

interference in the peninsula, and a general European conflagnition.

Minlo\smission was not wholly’ unsuccessful. Evcr}’^vherc it was

well received Iw the people, who took it to mean a greater measure

of sympathy with Italian aspirations than Palmerston had intended

to convey; wliile Minto’s outburst, ‘‘Vira rJudipmdtnza Italwm,

whenever he was called upon for a .speech, wa.s talicn to imply that

Britain would help to driv’c the Austrians out. But Palmcn-ton inul

no notion of active British help for such a purpose, lie had not ns

yet come to the conclusion tlrat .Austria must evacuate the peninsula;

although he had reached the conviction th.at Lornixirdv rmci Venctia

were sources of wcaknc‘«s rather than of strentrth to the HaIrsbufV

rnon.archv and that if they’ fmdd be shaken nff, their lo's tn .Austrs.?

* I'atli Italy, p, is'H,
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would intheend be gain. Minto’s mission, however, failed to accomplish

its main purpose : it did not save Italy from revolution, from war, or

from French invasion—the cause being first, that it was two 3'^ears too

late
;
and secondly, that it offered a pill altogether too small to cure

the imminent earthquake. The day was gone when Italy could be

satisfied with minor reforms conceded here and there by one or

another of the petty survivors of the Middle Ages. Italy had become
conscious that she was now not a mere geographical expression, but

a nation. She demanded the expulsion of the Austrians, unification

into a single State, complete democratic self-government. Palmerston

had no conception of the extent and profundity of her discontents as

was again made manifest in January, 1848, when, in order to reinforce

Minto’s remedies, he sent a Circular Despatch to the British repre-

sentatives in Italy, urging them to combine in advocating Constitutional

reform as the happy mean between Reaction and Revolution.

You are instructed to say to the Minister that the direction of the

progress of reform and improvement is still in the hands of the Sovereigns,

but that it is now too late for them to attempt to obstruct reasonable

progress
;
and that resistance to moderate petitions is sure to lead ere long

to the necessity of yielding to irresistible demands.

Then, after continuing in this strain, he goes on, in a curious clause

which serves to show how and why by many a foreign Government

the British embassy or legation had come to be regarded as a hotbed

of intrigue

:

To the popular leaders with whom you may have intercourse you
should use language of the same tendenc)'^ and arguments drawn from the

same considerations. You should tell them that force put upon the inclina-

tions of their sovereigns will produce illwill and repugnance which must
lead their rulers on their part to be constantly looking out for an oppor-
tunity of shaking off the yoke which they may have been obliged to bear

:

that mutual distrust will thus be created between the governors and the

governed : that this distrust will break out in overt acts on each side, in-

tended perhaps defensively by those by whom done, but regarded as

offensive by the other party ; that open discord will thence ensue, and that

foreign interference may be the ultimate result^.

The last clause is the key to the whole matter. It was the foreign

interference that Palmerston dreaded
; the clash of the Great Powers

in the plains of Lombardy; the spread of the conflict to the Rhine

and the Danube ;
the embroilment of the world. He was right in his

premonitions of danger. But he was wrong in supposing that the

^ Ashley, E., Life of Palmerston, ii. 3.
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direction of events was “still in the hands of the Sovereigns.” Even
as he wrote, the hold of the Sovereigns was relaxing, and chaos was

taking charge.

The year of revolution was inaugurated at Milan on Januar}* 3rd,

when the Austrian garrison and the Italian populace came into conflict

in the so-called “tobacco war”—a struggle arising out of a local

boycott of the weed from which a large part of the Habsburg revenue

was derived. It was not more than a riot, and it was soon suppressed;

but it revealed to the world the fiery abyss of hatred which divided

the alien Government from its Lombard subjects. More serious was

the revolt of Sicily against the rule of the Neapolitan Bourbons,

which broke out at Palermo on Januar}’^ 12th. The rebels, who soon

drove the Neapolitan garrisons from the whole of tlie island except

the citadel of Messina, demanded, first, separation from Naples, and,

secondly, the Constitution of 1812. Lord Napier, tlie British Charge

d’affaires at the Bourbon Court, w'as disposed to use British influence

to secure for the Sicilians botli demands. Palmerston, however, did

not agree with him. He was entirely in favour of the Constitution;

but he wished to prevent the separation. He saw the peril to the

general peace of the creation of new, weak, quarrelsome little States;

he wished to strengthen Italy by federation rather than diminish by

further scliism such elements of union as remained in it. Before

anything had been settled, the revolt spread to the mainland: on

Januar}' 27th, Naples broke out into insurrection, demanding a Con-

stitution. King Ferdinand saw that he must }'ield. On Fcbniary lotfi

he promulgated a Constitution for the whole realm, closely modelled

on that established in France in 1830—a monarchy, with a legislature

of two Chambers. Then he sent off an earnest request that J.^rd

iMinto might be allowed to extend his mission from Rome to Naples,

in order that lie might mediate between the Sicilian rebels and th(‘jr

refonned King, and prevent the disintegration of the realm. Lord

Minto proceeded to Naples, prepared to suggest a scheme of personal

union, which had Palmerston’s approval. On his arrival, however,

he found liirnself iiclplcss in the face of the reactionary obstinacy o 5

the monarch and the radical unreasonableness of the rcvolutsonanV^.

But, before his negotiations broke down. the effects of Ferdinand ?'

stirrendcr had l)cen felt far and wide through the penin'^ula. In p-r-

ticular, the Pope, the Gmnd-Duke of 'ftjscany, and the King ot

Sardinia, all gave themselves up. night arui day, to the study of the

i'rcrich Conniiutiun of 1830, and prefiarcil (in v.uying degrec-i “t
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unwillingness) to make concessions to the more clamorous popular

demands. Palmerston was delighted: he felt that Minto had not

toured in vain. But the measure of Palmerston’s satisfaction was also

the measure of Metternich’s disgust, and, very soon, rumours reached

England of extensive movements of Austrian troops. On receipt of

this information, Palmerston wrote to Ponsonby at Vienna one of his

most pungent and illuminating letters (February iith, 1848). It

reveals with unmistakable clearness the real ground of his interest in

Italy, the deep source of his anxiety concerning European peace, the

true nature of his policy towards the Habsburg empire.

“ I send you,” it begins, “ an important despatch to be communicated
to Prince Metternich, and I wish you to recommend it to his most serious

consideration The real fact,” it continues, “is that upon Metternich’s

decision in regard to the affairs of Italy depends the question of peace or

war in Europe. If he remains quiet, and does not meddle with matters

beyond the Austrian frontiers, peace will be maintained, and all these

Italian changes will be effected with as little disturbance as is consistent

with the nature of things. If he takes upon himself the task of regulating

by force-of arms the internal affairs of the Italian States, there will infallibly

be war^.”

After some weighty words respecting the nature of the threatened

struggle, he proceeds: “In that War, whatever Louis-Philippe and

Guizot may promise, the principal champions contending against

each other would be Austria and France,” and he asks Metternich to

consider carefully what the effects in Germany and the Austrian

empire of such a war would be. He reverts again to his alarm con-

cerning France, assuring Metternich that “he may depend upon it

that in defence of Constitutional liberty in Italy the French nation

would rush to arms.” He concludes by saying: “We set too great a

value upon the maintenance of Austria as the pivot of the balance of

power in Europe to be able to see without the deepest concern any

course of action begun by her Government which would produce

fatal consequences to her, and which would place us probably, against

our will, in the adverse scale.” Herewe see Palmerston’s overmastering

dread of a European conflagration, his fear lest it should be started

by a clash of Austrian and French arms in Italy, and his consequent

ardent desire that Austria should not interfere with the constitutional

movements going on in Italy. We, also, see Palmerston’s desire to keep

a strong Austria as “the pivot of the balance of power in Europe.”

When he wrote thus, on February nth, 1848, it seemed to him that

^ Ashley, E., Life of Palmerston, ii. 63.

W.&G.Il 20
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the peace of the world hung upon the wills of the nilcrs of Ausirir

and France—Alctternich, Louis-Philippe, Gui/ot. But how little

even Palmerston of a prophet! Witliin six weeks, all three were

fugitives, and exiles in England.

The Italian Revolution which began in Januar}-, J.S4S, cornpnrn-

tivcly peaceful and Constitutional in its early progress, w.i'; entirely

surpassed in importance by the I'rcnch Revolution, violent and

destructive, the news of which burst upon the astonished nntiarw .it

the close of Februaiy. Even that tremendous upheaval began to

part of its significance, when, before the end of March, it was knovn

that Vienna, Budapest, Prague, Milan, Venice, Munich, Berlin were

all simultaneously afiarne with insurrection; that Ministers verc

falling, monarchs abdicating, empires collapsing, the whole Iturope.u;

system dissolving. 'I’hc Italian Revolution had never passed out of

hand; Palmerston felt quite competent to control it by inc.uis of

Normanby at Paris, Ponsonby at Vienna, Abercromby at Turin,

Hamilton at Florence, Napier at Naples, and Minto in It.aly at htrevk

Bdic French Revolution and the consequent h'urope.an cataclv-sm were

very different matters. "Idic.^c bafiled diagnosis and defied inan‘’C'r“

ment. B'he Powers that remained upright and stable atniil the qtinUr;.:

world--and, apart from the small ncwiy-created St.ite of Belgium,

thev verc only two, vi/. Great Britain and Ru‘>‘>ia - couUi for a titv'-

do little more than stand aside and g.r/e in helph">'> anxiety .u th''

passage i>( the portent, d'he begitntittg of the eat.eliophe v.o' tl
‘

unexpected ctumbling into nothingness of the apparemly Mih"!. utrd

Ubric of the Orleans rnonaichv. Nkr mtui.uchv or nionarcK.” ' ud

{»re’.i!Ie, uriting on the fir't rcceij>t the new-o '’t'df vith. “Uxu

supcrlitunati rapidity. . .up to the very moment .u v hich, ttr- e* p’-' J

to sk jdrnc. . ,j5o human being dreamt of a rr\olnti''ft at'.d ot tlw d'‘"

ItlnoU'-ment oj the King.” Ye: tho..'' b< hind tlw ceite 1 re ‘a 5i
•'

' xcii^'d bv the fair shoe, tti frortt 1 m-v' thu dvn-
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measures of reform at once prompt and sincere.” In November,

1847, the Prince de Joinville wrote to his brother the Due dc Nemours,

“we are bound to look into the future, and it alarms me.” What the

Prince feared was tliat the growth of his father’s autocratic obstinacy

would precipitate a rebellion. His fears were justified, and precisely

at a moment when the old lUng’s spirits were depressed by the death

of his favourite sister, liis vitality lowered by a severe attack of

influenza, and his nerves shattered by numerous vexations and alarms.

Louis-Philippe, his family, and his Ministers, met the crisis of

February 24th-26th with fatuous resourcelessness, feebleness, and

folly. Their own incompetence and pusillanimity converted a mere

Cabinet comnilsion into a first class revolution. Guizot, in at last

vacating his office, dragged down witli him the dynasty, and plunged

the Continent into chaos.

Palmerston heard of the fall of Guizot with unconcealed satis-

faction
;
nor did the news of the ignominious flight of Louis-Philippe

which immediately followed cause him any regret. He had no ground

for loving eitlier of the pair, and he was well aware of the league

which they were endeavouring to build up against Great Britain. He
was, of course, much concerned to know what sort of government

France would adopt, and as usual the chief source of his aiixiety was

the problem of the maintenance of European peace. His first in-

structions to Normanby, dated Februar}^ 26th, 1848, were :
“ Continue

at your post. Keep up an unofficial and useful communication with the

men who from hour to hour (I say not even from day to day) may have

the direction of events, but commit us to no acknowledgment of any

men, nor of any things. Our principles of action are to acknowledge

whatever rule may be established with apparent prospect of per-

manency, but none other.” He then went on to state what were his

two immediate fears. The first was that the rest of Europe should

meddle with France; the second that France should assail the rest

of Europe. As to the one, he was bold enough to say, “We will

engage to prevent the rest of Europe from meddling witli France”;

and he accordingly wrote a series of despatches to Berlin, Vienna,

Petersburg, etc., urging in the most emphatic language the policy of

strict neutrality. As to the other, he vehemently impressed upon the

French Provisional Government the need of moderation both in word
and in deed. He reprobated their denunciation of the Treaties of 1815

;

he warned them against aggressions which he heard some of the wilder

spirits were planning against Baden, Belgium, and Lombardy. When
20—

2
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'ore'llout of the Parisian chaos Lamartine emerged as a centre of re:

order, Palmerston made it his policy to support and comfort turn. Hv
thought, and rightly tJiought, that he intended peace, even dioaqh

the rcpublictin form of government which he reprcsentcii was hv

'^nature beliigerent. "I firmly believe Lamartine to mean peace anti

,|no aggression,”, he wrote to Westmorland at Berlin. “I'he only

chance for tranquillity and order in France, and for peace in Europe,

jis to give support to Lamartine,” were his words on the s.ame d.xit

(February 29th, 1848) to Ponsonby at Vienna. Lamartine duly :ippn>

cinted Palmerston’s recognition; kept his fiery colleagues in check;

and turned doeem an Irish deputation under Smith O'Brien which

came to solicit French patronage. There can be little doubt ilt.n

Palmerston’s strong and lucid policy ofpreventing botii incursionsand

excursions, was a dominant factor in the maintenance of die pe.'icc ot

the Continent during the troubled weeks that followed the htl! o:

Louis-Pliilippe. 'I'hc King of Prussia wrote to Queen Victoria :
”

1 Mes-s

Providence for having placed Lord Palmerston at the head of y-uir

I'orcign Office, and keeping him there at this vciy moment.” 'rhe

Queen’s reply is not recorded; but slic probably admitted that the

blessing w.is due to Providence rather than to herself.

In the early days of March, 1848, Palmerston’s main intcrct v,3‘<

divided between I'rance and Italy, although the de.tth. of ClinhtianVlIl

of Dcnni.ark. at tlie beginning of the year had lirougfU ne.uer tl*'

oulbrc.'.l: f*f the D.inish-Ccnir.m quarrel, which g.ive lum r.!.tu> h Mt’

of anxiou'". thought. In I'rance Jaunartine’s Provi ion.il t tovernm:?;;

Seemed to he settling down hopefully and pc.iCefully to if nc

OvpcrimeniN. In Italy the procies of Corr tiiutional coucc ion vv.' at'

cvl-rated In* tlie P.iri'-- ncun Cliarits Albert promulg.Urd tsi . b-rdua'-.

(diArter on March 5th, tlie f'ope hi'' of Hbertie-' to t'e''
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which Palmerston predicted had broken out, not only in Lombardy

but in every part of the Habsburg dominions. On March 13th Vienna

itself rose in tumult, demanded a Constitution, and drove the once

omnipotent Metternich to seek safety in panic-stricken flight. Two
days later, the tidings of this event, which conspicuously marked the

end of an era, caused Hungary, Bohemia, Croatia, and Illyria to break

out in rebellion. Then followed Italy’s turn. On March i8th, Milan

rose and expelled its Austrian garrison; on March 22nd, Venice

followed the example and proclaimed itself an independent republic

once more; on March 23rd, Charles Albert of Sardinia, deeming

that the hour of Italy’s deliverance had come, declared war upon the

shaken Habsburg Power. The horror of the general conflict which

above all things Palmerston dreaded seemed to be drawing near. At

the same time, the infection of revolution spread to' Germany. In

Berlin, Frederick William IV, less than three weeks after he had

blessed Providence for Palmerston, had to accept the principle of

Constitutional government and to agree to the convocation of a

. German National Parliament. Munich passed through a crisis which

drove King Lewis I from the throne of Bavaria. Saxony, Baden, and

several minor States, were involved in the maelstrom of change. The

troubles of the Peninsula, also, were renewed. The whole European

system seemed to be dissolving. It was impossible to believe that

amid such a conflict of elemental passions the peace of the world

could be maintained. On March 31st, 1848, Greville wrote, “Every-

body now thinks there must be a war somewhere, out ofsuch immense
•' confusion and excitement.”

It was Palmerston’s main concern to prevent this all-but-inevitable

war from breaking forth; to isolate the local conflagrations, and let

them burn themselves out without involving the Continent in their

combustion. That the general peace was as a matter of fact preserved

during all this mad year, was due in no small degree to Palmerston’s

calm and masterly handling of affairs. Appeals poured in upon him
from all sides—desperate cries for help from distressed potentates,
insistent demands for aid from struggling patriots. It is recorded

^‘that “during the year 1848 no less than 28,000 despatches were
received at or sent from the Foreign OfHceh” In the midst of the
vast and miscellaneous mass of business which this fact indicates
Palmerston kept an easy control of the main lines of policy. Through-

. out all the palpitations of the period he retained an even and unagitated
^ Martin, T/je Prince Comort, n. 64.
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pulse. The man on whosejudgment he especially relied—Sir Stratford

Canning—assured him, as a result of many journeys and enquiries,

that the heart of the Continent was sound
;
that tlie Revolution was

but “a patty-pan ebullition”; and that it would not have occurred at

all, if the monarchs and Ministers of Europe had had sense enough

to introduce Constitutional reforms in time. Palmerston estimated

the revolutionary leaders at their true worthlessness, rightly calcula-

ting tliat in a few brief months the}'- would all have lapsed into im-

potence and oblivion, and feeling that nothing serious was to be

feared, provided only that a general war could be avoided. The two

'chief perils to peace were in his opinion, first, that France should

break loose on behalf of revolution; second, that Russia should in-

tervene in support of autocracy. He wished to keep on good terms

with both Powers, in order that—byadvice, persuasion, and proposals

forjoint mediation, conferences or congresses—he might hold them in

check until the crisis should be passed. As further safeguards against

aggression, whether from the despotic east or from the democratic

west, he earnestly desired the consolidation and firm settlement of the

Central European States. He wished Denmark (where Russian in-

trigue was very active) to be on good terms with Prussia ;
he wished

Germany to become unified, provided only that it should not become

so by means of a Zollverein injurious to British commerce ;
he wished

the Austrian empire north of the Alps to be maintained and strength-

ened as a barrier to Russian expansion in tlie Levant ;
he wished the

integrity of Turkey to be upheld as the only guarantee of the peace

of the Near East. The way of stability and strength for all these

Central Powers was, he was convinced, that of Constitutional reform,

along which Britain had reached her position of secure tranquillity

amid the convulsions of the Continent. Hence, he iterated and re-

iterated with a frequency that became monotonous his exhortations to

the dynastic despots to make timely concessions to national democrac}'.

Italy, however, was the country which, during 184S, continued

to give Palmerston the most peculiar anxiety. The revolts ofLombardy

and Vcnctia against the Austrian hegemony threatened complications

of the most formidable kind. First, Sardinia—in spite of the mo«t

strenuous protests of Abercromby in Turin and Palmerston at West-

minster—threw in lier lot with the Insurrection, and the dreaded

flame of war was actually kindled. Next, the newly Constitutionah'sed

peoples of Naples, Rome, and Tuscany compelled their rulers to join

the national cause. Then, the populace of Parma and Modena expelled
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their Dukes, and surged to the standard of liberation. The Austrian

Power in Italy seemed doomed, when above three fortresses only

—

Mantua, Verona, Legnago—the eagles of the Habsburgs still flew

(May, 1848). The reverberations of these tremendous shocks caused

ominous movements beyond the Alps. On the one side, the Tsar

showed signs of an intention to mass and march his millions in defence

of the rights of his Habsburg brother; on the other side, the French

republicans strained at the leash of their Provisional Government,

and showed a passionate desire to fly to the aid of the Italian patriots.

It seemed as though the scenes of 1800 were to be reenacted, and

Russians, Austrians, French and Italians were to be embroiled in

the Lombard plains. At the end of May, it appeared to Palmerston

that the only way in which European peace could be kept was for

Austria to accept defeat in Italy, and to evacuate it. The departure of

Austria from the peninsula would be, he felt, an advantage not only

to Italy (where the Habsburgs and their garrisons were but hated

foreigners), but also to Austria herself, whose power (so necessary to

the maintenance of the balance in Europe) was weakened rather than

strengthened by the occupation of regions so alien, so distant, and so

hostile. This view is well expressed in a letter which Palmerston wrote

to the King of the Belgians on June 15th, 1848. The same letter, also,

indicates what sort of a reconstruction of Italy Palmerston anticipated

and favoured at that date.

“ Ucannot regret,” he says, “the expulsion of the Austrians from Italy.

I do not believe, Sire, that it will diminish the real strength, nor impair the

real security of Austria as a European Power. Her rule was hateful to the

ItaUans, and has long been maintained only by an expenditure of money
and an exertion of military effort which left Austria less able to maintain

her interests elsewhere. Italy was to her the heel of Achilles, and not the

shield of Ajax. The Alps are her natural barrier and her best defence.

I should wish to see the whole of Northern Italy united into one kingdom,
comprehending Piedmont, Genoa, Lombardy, Venice, Parma, and Modena

;

and Bologna would, in that case, sooner or later unite itself either to that

State or to Tuscany. Such an arrangement of Northern Italy would be
most conducive to the peace of Europe, by interposing between France
and Austria a neutral State strong enough to make itself respected, and
sympathising in its habits and character neither with France nor with
Austria.. . .Such an arrangement is now, in my opinion, inevitable; and
the sooner the Austrian Government makes up its mind to the necessity,

the better conditions it will be able to obtain. If Austria waits till she be
forcibly expelled—^which shewill soonbe—she will getno conditions at alP.”

^ Ashley, E., Life of Palmerston, li. 83.
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pulse. The man on whosejudgment he especially relied—Sir Stratford

Canning—assured him, as a result of many journeys and enquiries,

that the heart of the Continent was sound
;
that the Revolution was

but “a patty-pan ebullition”; and that it would not have occurred at

all, if the monarchs and Ministers of Europe had had sense enough

to introduce Constitutional reforms in time. Palmerston estimated

the revolutionary leaders at their true worthlessness, rightly calcula-

ting tliat in a few brief months the)’^ would all have lapsed into im-

potence and oblivion, and feeling that nothing serious was to be

feared, provided only that a general war could be avoided. The two

‘chief perils to peace were in his opinion, first, that France should

break loose on behalf of revolution; second, that Russia should in-

tervene in support of autocracy. He wished to keep on good terms

with both Powers, in order that—^byadvice, persuasion, and prqpj)sals

forjoint mediation, conferences or congresses—he might hold them in

check until the crisis should be passed. As further safeguards against

aggression, whether from the despotic east or from the democratic

w^est, he earnestly desired the consolidation and firm settlement of the

Central European States. He wished Denmark (where Russian in-

trigue w^as very active) to be on good terms with Prussia
;
he wished

Germany to become unified, provided only that it should not become

so by means of a ZoUverein injurious to British commerce ;
he wished

the Austrian empire north of tlie Alps to be maintained and strength-

ened as a barrier to Russian expansion in the Levant; he wished the

integrity of Turkey to be upheld as the only guarantee of the peace

of the Near East. The w'ay of stability and strength for all these

Central Powers w'as, he w'as convinced, tliat of Constitutional reform,

along wiiich Britain had reached her position of secure tranquillity

amid tlie con\aiIsions of the Continent. Hence, he iterated and re-

iterated with a frequency that became monotonous his exhortations to

the d3mastic despots to make timely concessions to national dcmocmcy.

Italy, however, was the country wdiich, during 184S, continued

to give Palmerston the most peculiar anxiety. The revolts ofLombardy

and Vcnctia against the Austrian hegemony threatened complications

of the most formidable kind. First, Sardinia—in spite of the most

strenuous protests of Abcrcromby in Turin and Palmerston at V'cft-

minsier—threw in her lot with the Insurrection, and the dreaded

flame of war w‘as actually kindled. Next, the newly Constitutionaliscd

pcoplc.s of Naples, Rome, and Tuscany compelled their nders to join

the national cause. Then, the populace of Parma and Modena expellee
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their Dukes, and surged to the standard of hberntion. 'hhe Austrratt

Power in Italy seemed doomed, when above llircc fortresses only

—

Mantua, Verona, Legnago—the eagles of the Ilabsburgs still Oew

(May, 1848). The reverberations of these tremeftdous shocks caused

ominous movements beyond the Alps. On the one side, the I sw

showed signs ofan intention to mass and march his millions in defentc

of the rights of his Habsburg brother; on the other side, the hrench

republicans strained at the leash of their Provisional (Jovernment,

and showed a passionate desire to fly to the aid of the Italian patriot*'.

It seemed as though the scenes of uSoo were to be reenacted, and

Russians, Austrians, I'rcnch and Italians were to be einlionhd in

the Lombard plains. At the end of May, it apj'»earcd to Pahurr. *4*0

that the only way in which European jH*acc covild be kept w.i'; l,'r

Austria to accept defeat in Italy, and tt^ evacuate it, 'rhe depasttsrr lO

Austria from the peninsula wotjld be, he felt, an advani.ii:r mt c-nly

to Italy (where the Mahshurgs and their garrisoits were but

foreigners), but also to .Austria hcrscll, wltose power (so ru’CC '.-nity *0

the maintenance of the balance in Ihiro}>e) was wcakencil rathrr than

strengthened by the occupation of regions so .alirm, s/> di^^;^nr, afsi! -

hostile. This view is vrcll expressed in n letter which Palmcrfi'-’O v.j.gr

to the King of the Belgians on June J5th. i8,pS\ 'The same letter. <.

indicates what son of a reconstruction of Italy Palmerston antivdp, t-d

and favoured at that date.

“I,cannot regret,” he says, “the expulsion of ifu; .AuMri.'.U'v fr-C;; h,!v.
I do not believe, Sire, that it will diminislt the real strcngtis, .nor snitv-::

real security of .Austria as a European Power. Ifer rule w.;- hnirfu; su tP-
Italians, and has long been maintained only by an cxpcinlitnrr t>f y.:uut^,

and an exertion of military ctfori which left .Austria !e^<: .able to

her interests elsewhere. Italy was to her the lied of .Adiiflr', .inrl n o t!;..

shield of Ajax, 'rhe Alps are her natural barrier and her bo? dcfrn.r,
I should wish to see the whole of Northern Italy united i?)tn one Ur,ndr<n-.
comprehending Piedmont, Genoa, Lombardy, Venice, Parfn.i, and M-!,!en> -

and Bologna would, in that rase, sooner or later unite it.- e!f either
State or to Tuscany. Such an arrangement of .N'orthern Italy uiml,! hi
most conducive to the peace of Europe, by inicrpo;,ing hetween {‘ryi ;and Austria a neutral State strong cnougli to make itself rcsiK, ?e.! ' ^

2'mpathising in its habits and character neither with Vranct rlor’wiPnAustria.... buch an arrangement is now, in my opinion, inevitdd-the sooner the Austrian Government makes up its mind to-ihr nciV-V.vthe better conditions it will be able to obtain. If .Aiiruda waorci
^yexpeUcd-whichshcwillsoonbe~shcwillgctnocotuiit!o?if.:u’;^^

* Ashley, E., Life of Palmerston, n. Sj.
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So wrote Palmerston in the middle of June, 1848. The events

of the next two months were to show that he profoundly misjudged

the situation—underestimating the recuperative power of Austria,

over-estimating the patriotic capacity of disunited Italy. But if he

miscalculated, so also in the same way did most of the statesmen of

the West, as well as nearly all the rulers of the Austrian empire itself,

except the veteran Radetzky, the resolute commander who, behind

the last fastnesses of the Quadrilateral, waited for tlie hour of reacdon.

Count Ficquelmont, the disciple and successor of Metternich, was

in May so firmly convinced that-, with revolution raging in every part

, of her dominions, Austria could no longer maintain herself in Italy,

as to send Baron Flummelauer to Great Britain to solicit the mediation

of Palmerston on her behalf. Palmerston asked what terms Austria

was prepared to offer. Hummelauer replied (May 23rd) tliat Austria

was ready to concede to Lombardy a separate Constitution within

the empire. Palmerston said that things had gone much too far for

that offer to be acceptable. Hummelauer then (May 24th) made a

second proposal, viz. that Lombardy should be entirely free, but

that Veneda should remain as an autonomous state within the

Habsburg empire. Palmerston tliought that this was an offer good

enough to serve as a basis for negotiation
; but the British Cabinet,

to Palmerston’s regret, rejected it as inadequate. Then Palmerston

himself, on behalf of the Cabinet, proposed (June 3rd) that Austria

should consent to relinquish “not only Lombardy, but also such

portions of the Venetian territory as might be agreed upon between

the parties, Austria receiving pecuniary compensation forher cession.”

Hummelauer answered that he must absent himself, in order to obtain

further instructions from liis Government; and there the matter

ended. For when he returned to Vienna, things were beginning to

wear a brighter aspect for the Habsburgs, and soon the need of

mediation had passed away. Before the end of June Radetzky had

recovered the Venetian mainland; on July 25th he inflicted on the

Lombards and Sardinians the tremendous' defeat of Custozza; on

August 6th, he reentered Milan, and on the 9th Charles Albert was

compelled to abandon the contest. The Austrian dominance was, as

by miracle, reestablished throughout Northern Italy.

'’JTe tragic collapse of the Italian cause in the summer of 1848

gave rise to a new source of anxiety for Palmerston. 7'he Sardinians,

in their terror and despair, appe.aled to the French to come to their

assistance; and in France there was an almost irresistible nKWement
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in favour of the proposed venture^. Now, it was Palmerston’s prime

concern to keep the French from coming into conflict with the

Austrians in Italy. He was, therefore, determined to do his utmost

to prevent the French troops from crossing the Alps. He recognised,

of course, that he could not restrain them by any mere protests or

threats. He could only hold their military ardour in check by offering

them an alternative mode of procedure which should appear equally

likely to effect the purpose which they had at heart. Tliis alternative

was a joint mediation of the British and French Governments on

behalf of Itah*. Pie first mooted this mode of mediation in a despatch

to Normanby at Paris, dated July 18th, 1S4S, confessing quite frankly

that he was more concerned to restrain the Frcncli than to assist the

Sardinians. On August 7th, he instructed Normanb)' to make the

formal proposal to the French Government. He was not devoid of

genuine interest in the Italian cause; he detested the Habsburg mode
of rule in Lombardy, and felt it both neccssar}’^ and inevitable that

Austria should ultimatel}^ withdraw north of the Alps. But he was

no enthusiast in the matter, and he now proposed joint mediation

less in the interest of Italian nationality than in that of European

tranquillity. He suggested as a basis for an Austro-Sardinian settle-

ment terms substantially the same as those offered by Plummelauer

himself on May 24th: viz. (i) cessation of hostilities; (2) amnesty;

(3) Austrian surrender of Lombardy to Sardinia; (4) grant of a

separate Constitution, under Austrian suzerainty, to Venetia. Sar-

dinia, of course, readily accepted the offer of mediation on so favour-

able a basis. Austria did not formally decline it; she entered into

discussions about it which were intended to mark time until the mili-

tary and political situation north of the Alps should have become
more clearly defined. As the autumn progressed and the Habsburg

power reestablished itself in Vienna, Bohemia, Croatia, and apparently

in Hungary too, the Austrian Government became less and less

disposed to accept a mediation which it rightly recognised as un-

friendly, and continued to procrastinate and evade a definite reply.

Palmerston’s position became a difficult one. The French grew rest-

less, and he had to protest in the most emphatic language against

their projected armed intervention (October, 1848). It was the Sar-

dinians themselves, however, who in the end brought the matter to

^ General Oudinot reported to Cavaignac that, unless he were allowed to lead his

army into Italy to the aid of Charles Albert, the army would march there without him
;

and indeed that manyof his officers had already started. Ashley, E., Pahnerston,u.8^.
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an issue. In spite of Palmerston’s most earnest appeals and solemn

warnings, they, on March 12th, 1849, denounced the Armistice witli

Austria and embarked on the War which ended, eleven days later,

in the disastrous defeat of Novara. Palmerston’s mediation scheme

had failed in its ostensible object: the Austrians had never accepted

it, and the Sardinians had profited nothing by it. But it had succeeded

to admiration in its prime purpose, which had been to keep the

French from intervening in Italy and thus precipitating a European

war.

Although Palmerston’s main preoccupation during the twelve

months which followed the flight of Metternich from Vienna was

with the affairs of Northern Italy, he was nevertheless compelled

to watch closely the revolutions and the reactions which agitated

the rest of the Continent. The regions which more particularly

claimed his attention were Sicily, the Papal States, the Habsburg

Dominions, Denmark, the Duchies of SchlesMg and Holstein, and

Germany.

First among these was Sicily, which was a continual source of

anxiety from the day when it rose in revolt (January, 1848) to the day

when its own follies and crimes restored it to the Bourbon tyranny

(May, 1849). The main peril here, as in Nortliern Italy, was

lest Austria should listen to the prayers of King Ferdinand, and

France to the appeals of the insurgents, and lest a clash should in

consequence ensue between the Great Powers, in which Austna

(necessary though she was to the Balance of Europe) would be anni-

hilated. Palmerston, however, granted to the Sicilian patriots a

recognition and support more open and complete than he accorded

to any other body of insurgents whose success was doubtful. This

was due, not to the fact that he was on exceptionally bad tcmis

with “King Bomba,” or that he regarded the Bourbon rule in the

Two Sicilies as beyond the bearable limit of corruption and op-

pression, but rather to the circumstance that the “Constitution of

1812” which tlie Sicilians were demanding had been promised to

them by their King, and had been guaranteed by Great Britain. 1 ins

guarantee gave him, he considered, the right and indeed the duty of

upholding it. He, therefore, through the Resident Lord Napier and

the Envoy-errant Minto, urged upon the Neapolitan Government

the policy of a frank fulfilment of the pledge of 1S12. At the same

rime he pressed upon the Sicilian irrcconcilablcs the need for modera-

tion in their demands, and above all the necessity for accepting some
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kind of union with Naples. With the ICing he had a measure of success

:

on March 6th a royal Decree recognised the principles of 1812.

With the insular leaders he had none: on March i8th they issued

an ultimatumwhich meant the virtual separation of Sicily from Naples.

The icing rejected the ultimatum, and the Sicilians replied by de-

claring his deposition (April 13th) and by offering the Crown of the

island to the Duke of Genoa, second son of Charles Albert of Sardinia

(July nth). At that date—a fortnight before the ‘ catastrophe of

Custozza—Sardinia was in no position to undertake new adventures,

or to challenge fresh enemies. The response to tlie Sicilian invitation

was delayed until the issue of the Lombard campaign was decided.

The Austrian triumph compelled the Duke of Genoa to decline the

proffered tlirone. It also left the King of Naples free to reassert his

authority over the insurgent island. At the end of August he began

a reconquest which was marked by barbarities so horrible that, first,

the French and British Admirals in the Mediterranean intervened

to enforce an armistice, and secondly, the French and British Govern-

ments joined in mediation. Once again, Palmerston’s main purpose

in associating himself witli France in diplomacy was to prevent her

from breaking the European peace by a rash excursion against the

hateful Bourbons—an excursion which would have brought Austria

certainly, Prussia and Russia probably, into the field on behalf of

Ferdinand. But Palmerston’s sympathies were openly on the Sicilian

side: indeed, in November, 1848, he even went so far as to connive

at the sending to them, indirectly, of a supply of munitions from

Woolwich Arsenal—a grave departure from the duty of neutrality

for which he had to make a humiliating apology to the Neapolitan

Government. He strove with the aid of France, first, to secure for

the Sicilians the Constitution of 1812; secondly, to persuade them to

retain their connexion with Naples. He suggested that, if they could

no longer tolerate “Bomba,” they might accept some unobjectionable

member of his family as Viceroy. The Sicilians, however, proved

obdurate even in adversity : they were resolved on independence or

nothing. Hence Palmerston could do little for them. The French

zeal for them, moreover, began, early in 1849, to cool. Louis-Napoleon,

when elected President of the French Republic, found it desirable to

cultivate the friendship of the clergy, and to pose as the protector of

the Pope. French policy in respect of Italy thus became from this

date less revolutionary, less nationalist. It tended more and more to

become reactionary and to concentrate on the problem of the Papal
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they denounced the Habsburgs, proclaimed the Hungarian Republic,

and appointed Kossuth Governor-President. This unnecessary and

ill-advised act brought 200,000 Russians across the Carpathians

(June). Another two months saw the surrender of the last Hungarian

army at Vilagos (August 13th), and the flight of the republican leaders

to Turkey.

Such in bare outline was the course of events. Our concern is

with Palmerston’s attitude towards them: how did he regard these

kaleidoscopic changes of Magyar fortune.? Until the disastrous de-

claration of April 14th, 1S49, he took little interest in them. They
were internal troubles of the flabsburg empire which seemed to

illustrate and enforce the lessons which he had so often administered

to Continental autocrats on the necessity for introducing reform as

a prophylactic against revolution. In vain did Kossuth send Ladislaus

Szalay to England to plead the Plungarian cause (December, 1848).

Palmerston refused to see him, and informed him through his Under-

secretary that any communications he might wish to make should

be made “through Baron Koller, the representative of the Emperor

of Austria at this Court.” Palmerston’s- despatches to Ponsonby at

Vienna during the same period are largely lectures on the merits of

Constitutional government : they point out the errors of the Plabsburg

and Bourbon systems, and show that “the results of such false policy

are that men like Metternich and Guizot meet in exile in London . .

.

and that ancient empires like Austria are thrown into anarchy and

confusion, and are brought to the very verge of dissolution.” After

April 14th, 1849, however, Palmerston’s indifference to the Hungarian

cause was transmuted into active disapproval. He did not want an

independent Hungary, still less one with a republican government.

What he desired was the strengthening, not the weakening, of the

Austrian empire in Central Europe. He regarded the Habsburg
monarchy as the very basis of the Balance of Power on the Continent,

and the main barrier against Russian aggression in the Near East.

What he wrote to Stratford Canning on May 7th, 1849, is typical of

scores of his utterances

:

We of course attach great importance to the maintenance of the Austrian
Empire as an essential element, and a most valuable one, in the balance

of power, and we should deeply regret anything which could cripple

Austria or impair her future independence^.

^ See the late Charles Sproxton’s brilliant (and, alas, posthumous) essay,
Palmerston and the Hungarian Revolution (igig), p. 85.
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He amplified this statementintheHouse ofCommons onJuly 2 ist
,
1849

:

“Austria,” he said, “is a most important element in the balance of

European power. Austria stands in the centre of Europe, a barrier against

encroachment on the one side, and against invasion on the other. The
political independence and liberties of Europe are bound up, in my opinion,

with the maintenance and integrity of Austria as a great European power;

and therefore anything which tends by direct or even remote contingency

to weaken and to cripple Austria, but still more to reduce her from the

position of a first-rate Power to that of a secondary State, must be a great

calamity to Europe and one which every Englishman ought to deprecate

and try to prevent^.”

Precisely the same language was used by him in informal conversation

with the Hungarian Pulszky who came to England in 1849 in order

to stir up popular feeling on behalf of the Magyars. He told him

frankly that he regarded the Austrian empire as “a European ne-

cessity, and the natural ally of England in the East,” so that “if it

did not already exist, it would have to be invented”; he therefore

advised the Hungarians, through Pulszky, to reconcile themselves

with the Habsburgs, “because in the frame of the European State-

system it would be impossible to replace Austria by small States.

Hungary held a very different place in the Habsburg empire from

that occupied by the Italian Provinces. They were sources of debility

and distraction; alien bodies whose removal by even a painful surgical

operation would in the end conduce to health and vigour. Hungary,

on the other hand, was an essential member of the monarchy; its

amputation wmuld involve permanent disablement, or even death.

It was, therefore, to no purpose at all that the Republican Govern-

ment sent Colonel Bikkesy to London to secure recognition and

support (July, 1849). Palmerston declined to receive him officially,

and although, w'hen a private meeting w'as arranged, the Colonel held

out most attractive offers of commercial concessions, Palmerston

refused to give him any encouragement at all. By that time, the

Russians were in the full tide of their invasion of Hungary. British

public opinion, roused from its long lethargy by the appeals of Pulszky

and by the stories of the barbarities perpetrated during the re-conquest

by the Austrians and their allies, began to express itself clearly and

loudly on the Hungarian side. Palmerston shared the popular in-

dignation at the atrocities of Haynau and his fellows: he wrote to

Ponsonby (to whom his words were gall and wormwood);
“

.•\ustrians are really the greatest brutes that ever called thcmsclvo

* Sprexion, C., w/i. cit, p, ai.
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by the undeserved name of civilised men.” But his sympathies for

the suffering Hungarians did not deflect him a hair’s breadth from

his policy, which was to maintain by all possible means the integrity

of the Habsburg power north of the Alps. He felt that incalculably

greater evils would accrue to the world if the Austrian empire were

to be dissolved and Central Europe thrown into the melting-pot,

than any which could be inflicted by the momentary fury ofsanguinary

conquerors. He therefore watched the process of the Russian invasion

of Hungary without protest and without alarm. Much as he deplored

‘and reprobated the needless ferocity which attended the Austro-

Russian recovery, he regarded the destruction of the Hungarian re-

public, and its reabsorption into the Habsburg empire, as necessary.

He was surprised that Russia should be so quixotic and shortsighted

as to assist gratuitously in reerecting the chief barrier to her own
advance on Constantinople—a surprise wliich Russia herself came

to feel during the negotiations which preceded the Crimean War
;
but

since she chose this course, Palmerston gratefully acquiesced. When
the Turks, who were enthusiastically on the Plungarian side, grew

restless and seemed disposed to intervene and cut the Russian com-

munications in the Principalities, Palmerston bade Stratford Canning

hold them in check and prevent them from meddling. Not until the

fall of the Republic was assured and the surrender of Vilagos well in

sight, did Palmerston allow his feelings of humanity, his detestation

of the Viennese camarilla, and the pressure of English public opinion,

to cause him to take any step on behalf of the oppressed Magyars.

He then, through Ponsonby, made an offer of mediation (August ist,

1849) : it was, of course, rejected. When, however, the struggle was

over, and Kossuth and his colleagues were fugitives in Turkey, he

joined France in energetic support of the Sultan in his refusal of a

peremptory Austro-Russian demand for their surrender. He per-

ceived that a more than personal issue was raised by the demand
;
that

indeed the Eastern Question itself was involved. He, therefore, asso-

ciated himself closely with France
;
assured Canning in Constantinople

that the Turks eould count on the fullest “moral and material”

assistance; and plainly told the Russian and Austrian Ambassadors

that insistence on their demand would mean war. Thus the lives of

Kossuth and his companions were saved, and at the same time the

Peace of Europe was preserved. On October 17th, 1849, the Russian

Chancellor informed the Turkish Representative in Petrograd that

the claim of extradition had been abandoned. Palmerston had achieved
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a triumph of decisive diplomacy in the very quarter where, five

years later Aberdeen allowed the country to drift into the Crimean

War.

The Tsar, of course, intensely resented the rebuff which the Turks

were thus, with French and British support, able to inflict upon him;

and his irritation was increased during the following year, when the

Turks were encouraged to resist a further demand for the internment

of the refugees. Russia and Great Britain, in fact, found themselves

on opposite sides in respect of a great many issues of contemporary

politics. They represented antagonistic principles of government; they

had conflicting interests in Asia and the Levant; they pursued irre-

concilable lines of policy in central and southern Europe. Great

Britain desired a reformed Turkey, a strengtliened Austria, and a

united Germany; Russia preferred a corrupt Turkey, harassed by

discontented subject people; an autocratic Austria dependent on

Muscovite aid for its hold over its alien races
;
a disturbed Germany

open to Romanoff intrigue. Nicholas I, therefore, regarded Palmer-

ston, and still more Stratford Canning, with intense dislike and ani-

mosity. Palmerston, on his side, had a haunting dread of Russia,

based partly on memories of the Napoleonic period, partly on his

knowledge of subterranean Russian activities during the succeeding

thirty years, pardy on mere suspicion engendered by the mystery

which still enveloped the Muscovite Tsardom. During die whole

of 1848 and 1849, while he was resisting Russian designs in south-

eastern Europe, he was engaged in negotiations whose purpose was

to prevent the increase of Russian influence in Germany and in the

Baltic. Mention has already been made of the Schleswig-Holstein

Question in January, 1848, and of the outbreak of the German Revolu-

tion in the following March. The two became complicated together,

and the complication gave rise to one of the most intricate diplomauc

problems that Palmerston was ever called upon to face. His funda-

mental interest in it was to find a solution which, tvhile keeping Uie

peace, should prevent Russia from interfering, and enable Scan-

dinavia and the German North to cooperate in the defence of the

Eastern Mark against the Pan-Slavonic peril. The perplexities ot tiie

Schleswig-Holstein Question, so far as they affected British loreutn

Policy, are dealt with in a connected form in another section ut ta!>

Work*. It will sulHce to .say here that the prospect of the chiklle.'iS dc.un

of Frederick VH, King of Denmark and Duke of Schleswig, Holstein

’ ClujJtcr bc’.uvv.
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and Lauenburg, raised the question whose final issue could not but

be : Should the Duchies, in whole or in part, be permanently included

in the Danish monarchy, or should they be absorbed into Germany?

Meanwhile, the resistance of Schleswig fortified by considerations of

legal right, against incorporation in Denmark was warmly supported

in Germany at large, and to this feeling was joined a widespread

desire to include the whole of the united Duchies in the new German
empire in course of foundation at Frankfort. A revolt against Denmark

broke out at Kiel in March, 1848; a Provisional Government for

the Duchies was set up under the Prince of Noer, a brother of the

Duke of Augustenburg
;
an appeal for aid was made both to Prussia

and to the German nation, in response to which a joint Prussian

and Federal force invaded the Duchies, broke the Danish resistance,

and advanced into Jutland (April, 1848). This German movement

excited vehement protests from Russia, who was supported by

Sweden and Norway. The Tsar himself, apart from his claims to

the Succession, as head of the elder line of the House of Gottorp,

was strongly opposed both to the enlargement of Germany, and

also to her appearance as a naval Power in the Baltic. So energetic

and menacing was the attitude of Russia, supported on this occasion

by Sweden, that the Prussian Government at once ordered the

evacuation of Jutland, and accepted an offer from Palmerston to

mediate between themselves and the Danes. Palmerston was by no

means an impartial mediator on this occasion : he was strongly on the

Danish side
;
objecting decidedly, first, to the weakening of Denmark,

and secondly to the extension of the Zollverem to the great northern

ports. The Prince Consort who, together with Queen Victoria, took the

German side in this dispute, accurately expounded the Palmerstonian

view to which he was opposed when he said in a letter to Stockmar

:

The fixed idea here is that Germany’s only object in separating Holstein

with Schleswig from Denmark is to incorporate them with herself, and
then to draw them from the English into the Prussian commercial system

;

Denmark will then become a State too small to maintain a separate inde-

pendence, and so the division of European territory and the balance of

power will be disturbed^.

Palmerston was convinced of the importance of keeping Denmark
strong enough to act as an effective guardian of the straits which

gave access to the Baltic : he did not want either the Germans or the

^ Martin, The Prince Consort, ii. 314.
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Russians at Kiel; still less did he want to have them fighting one

another for its possession. So fearful was he especially of any increase

of Russian influence in the western Baltic that, when Denmark
suggested that Russia should be associated with Britain in the pro-

jected mediation, he firmly declined to allow it. On June 23rd, 184S,

he proposed a Truce, during which both Danes and Germans should

withdraw from the regions in dispute, and leave the administration

in the hands of a temporary commission of seven. Pie further made

various suggestions for the definitive settlement of the conflict; but

these the Danes, confident of Russian support, rejected. In s’pite of

the obstinacy of the Danes, the Prussians, much alarmed by the un-

expected hostility which their aggression had caused, concluded with

them the Truce of Malmoe (August 26th, 1848) on the general lines

suggested by Palmerston. A Conference was then called to London

and negotiations were resumed. They dragged on, here and at Berlin,

accompanied by -spasmodic fighting and occasional truces, until,

finally, the Peace of Berlin (July and, 1850) shelved the conflict

for the remaining thirteen years of tlie reign of Frederick VII.

But this Peace, which merely restored the status quo ante bclluni^ left

the ultimate fate of the Duclues undecided; it surrendered their

population to the vindictive severities of the Danish administration,

and the German inhabitants of Schleswig in particular to a persecu-

tion of their nationality, and, by outraging German opinion, it sowed

the seeds of the War of 1864. Once again Palmerston’s mediation had

failed in effecting any settlement on the lines of the policy he had at

heart. But, once again, he had achieved temporary success: he had

prevented the Prusso-Danish War from spreading; he had eftccted

this without direct Russian intervention; and he had, momentarily

at least, preserved Denmark from forfeiting her place in the e.xistmg

political system of Europe, and in that ofthe BalticPowers in particular.

Side by side and closely bound up with this Schlcswig-nolstciii

Question had been the question of the unification of Germany which

had been raised by the Berlin Revolution of March, x8.f8, and die

consequent calling of a German National Parliament. Palmcr.atm

had, in general, a friendly feeling towards Germany and he cuuld

not but favour a union which would make her more secure .!gain.n

Russian or French attack; but he was not keenly interested in her

national aspirations. In September 1847 he had had occasion t'*

expic.s.i ins views on the subject, for the Prince Consort, who

greatly occupied \uih it, h.ui laid beUne him along .Mcmoninduiu
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thereupon and had asked his advice^. He had replied :
“ Both England

and Germany are threatened by the same danger and from the same

quarters. That danger is an attack from Russia or from France

separately, or from Russia and France united.” “Hence,” he had

continued, “England and Germany have mutually a direct interest

in assisting each other to become rich, united, and strong.” But, he

added, he could not favour or further a unification of Germany

based on the Prussian Zollverein, because this organisation “main-

tained a system of prohibitory duties against English manufactures,

which were thereby put at a great disadvantage.” When, on April 21st,

1849, the German National Parliament offered the crown of a de-

mocratic empire to Frederick William IV of Prussia, Palmerston

regretted that he did not accept it. “We should have had no

objection,” he wrote, “to see Prussia take the first place; on the

contrary, a German union, embracing all the smaller States, with

Prussia at its head and in alliance with Austria as a Separate Power,

would have been a very good European arrangement.” But, he con-

sidered, Frederick William having made the great refusal, the next

best thing was for Prussia to “ come to an agreement with Austria for

reconstructing the German Confederation on the principle of 1815.”

This is,what was actually attempted less than two years later.

\^II. THE FALL OF PALMERSTON AND AFTER, 1850-1852

Throughout the preceding pages, the policy whose course we have

followed has been Palmerston’s policy, and we have only incidentally

noted that Palmerston’s policy had pjpwerful opponents in this

country, as well as vehement, detractors abroad. In truth, his per-

sonality dominated the international scene at this time in a manner
which has had few parallels before or since. Just as during the crisis

of 1848-9 Great Britain alone stood firm among the Great Powers

of the West, so Palmerston towered above all others as the man whose

mind comprehended the complex situation, and whose will deter-

mined the path of British diplomacy. He did not always show far

; sight; but he invariably showed clear sight. He was not always

'right, but he was invariably confident, consistent, and calculable. He
surveyed affairs calmly; he came to decided conclusions; he made
up his mind what to do, and he did it with immense energy and un-

faltering resolution. His decisions were not the inspirations of genius;

theywere merely the indications ofcommonsense. Therewas, however,

^ See Martin, The Prince Consort, i. xxi.
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a great deal too much genius at large in Europe in 1S48; com-

mon-sense was precisely the quality most lacking. Hence it was an

immeasurable boon that Palmerston, with all his superficialities, limi-

tations, and asperities, was at the head of the Foreign Office during

the year of Revolution. There can be little doubt that his firm handling

of the numerous and complicated problems that came before him

for settlement, whatever errors in detail he may have committed, was

the chief factor in the maintenance of the general European Peace.

The leading lines of his policy were approved by his colleagues in

the Cabinet, and they received the cordial support of the Prime-

Minister, Lord John Russell. But they were determined by Palmer-

ston himself, with singularly little regard to the opinions of anyone

beside himself, and with a conspicuous absence of discussion either

in Council or in Court. Plence it not unfrequently happened that

prominent members of the Government, and even Russell himself,

were placed in an extremely difficult predicament, because of their

ignorance of Palmerston’s doings, and their inability to control his

sayings. But if those who in substance agreed with him found his

autocratic ways embarrassing and his diplomatic methods indefen-

sible, it can easily be understood that those who disapproved of his

policy, or could not imagine what were his intentions, should have

denounced his indiscipline as intolerable, and his public manners as

monstrous. It is curious what a chorus of resentment is supplied by the

memoirs of the time: Guizot, Brougham, Stockmar, Martin, Metter-

nich, Cobden, Malmesbury, Grevilie, Spencer Walpole, Granville,

Aberdeen, Bright, Gladstone, Disraeli, all of them on one count or

another condemn the vivacious Minister for Foreign Afi’uirs, To the

’ pacificists he is a firebrand; to the Whigs a meddler; to the Tories a

i revolutionary; to the Constitutionalists an insubordinate; to the

pundits a puzzle; to the Radicals a traitor; to foreigners an English-

. man—or possibly something even w'orse, for

“'Hat tier Teufel eiuen SoJiu,

So isf er sicker Palmerston."

(So ran a German couplet of the day.)

But the mo-st serious complaints come from the highest quarters:

they arc to be found in the Life of the Prince Consort and itt the

Letters of Queen X'lctoriii. It may be wortJi while to examine sotnc ni

the grounds of ih.c widespread antagonism to I'ahncrsion and hr*

policy, and in particular to trace the course of that cofillict with the

Court wiiich led in 1851 to his .summary disiuisnal.
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Complaints against Palmerston related first to what we have

(Called his public manners, secondly to his methods, thirdly to the

jsubstance of his policy. The first need not detain us long. He was

unquestionably irritating. He kept important and pompous per-

sonages waiting in his anteroom; he..left .letters, and those not always

trivial ones, unanswered for months; finally, when he wrote, he

frequently employed expressions which by their undiplomatic pun-

gency roused their recipients to an ecstasy of fury. Lord Ponsonby,

for instance, told Lord John Russell that “he had received from

Palmerston letters which are not to be submitted to by any man,”

and it would be easy to cull from his despatches to Vienna, Paris,

Athens, Naples, Lisbon and Madrid passages containing unpleasant

truths so unpleasantly put as to be nicely calculated to excite

the extremest exasperation in the chanceries to which they were

addressed.

Moi'e serious, however, than any such defects of manner were

the arbitrary and unconstitutional methods which Palmerston adopted

in his conduct of foreign affairs. Within his own department he was

I

almost as autocratic as a Tsar in Russia. The Queen and the Prince

-Consort were constantly complaining of advice ignored, instructions

^

disregarded, memoranda neglected, wishes flouted; and still more

) of business transacted without their knowledge, of despatches sent

i out as to which they were never informed, of letters forwarded

in ^te of the severe disapproval of the Sovereign or the Prince,

and with passages which they had erased deliberately reinserted.

Too much will not be made at the present day of these royal

lamentations and indignations: it will b,e generally agreed that the

young Queen, her conscientious Consort (who drafted her letters

for her), and the estimable Stockmar whose counsel was constantly

sought by both, were exceeding the due limit of interference in

the proceedings of Cabinet government. Palmerston was justified in
|

refusing to have his policy determined by them
;
but he might with 1

great advantage have observed with more care the forms of courtesy;!

in his dealings with his Sovereign and her intimate advisers. In vain

were rules of procedure drawn up by the mediatorial Russell
;
Palmer-

ston did not observe them. But what was perhaps most galling of all

was the way in which he received the memoranda of the Court,

expressed the most humble gratitude for them and the most cordial

agreement with the principles advanced in them, and then acted in

diametricaLopposition to everything.which they advocated. Far more
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serious, however, than Palmerston’s indifference to the influence of

the Court, was his impatience of restraint on the part of the Prime-

Minister and the Cabinet. He conducted the affairs of his Department

with an extreme of independence and insubordination which, as we
shall see, necessitated, and more than justified, his dismissal in 1851.

Few, indeed, except Lord John Russell, would have tolerated his

intractability so long. It was all the more indefensible because no

man was more slern and inflexible than Palmerston himself in

exacting complete obedience from his own subordinates, hlis constant

recommendation of Constitutional government to foreign potentates

failed to make him at home either submissive to his superiors, or

regardful of his inferiors. He,had the instincts of an autocrat.

It is probable, nevertheless, that neither the defects of Palmer-

ston’s ways nor the arbitrariness of his system of action would have

caused the breach with the Court and the crisis in the Cabinet which

precipitated his fall, if there had not lain behind all these things

substandal, and,irreconcilable divergencies of policy; So long as the

differences were merely with the Court, or with such political oppo-

nents as Aberdeen, Stanley, Bright or Urquhart, Palmerston stood

secure : when, in the matter of Louis Napoleon’s coup Russeii

and the Cabinet had to repudiate him, he fell. As to the Court, ever

since he resumed the seals of the Foreign Office in 1846, the Queen

and the Prince Consort had been expressing dissent from his pro-

ceedings. Thus, for example, they wanted to be friendly with Louis-

Philippe, and blamed Palmerston for tlie distrust and hostility which

led to the Spanish Marriage quarrel; they favoured a Prussian regency

over Germany, and resented Palmerston’s antagonism to the 2oll~

verein', they took the Austrian side in the Italian controversy, and

were ashamed of Palmerston’s patronage of Sardinians and rebels;

they were opposed to Minto’s Mission, which tliey regarded as an

insult to the Habsburgs, and were incensed at Palmerston’s cahn

contentpt of their remonstrances; they favoured the Conservative

advisers of the young Queens of Spain and Portugal and were dis-

gusted at Palmerston’s dealings witii the Peninsular nulicals; they

vehemently maintained the Augustenburg pretensions in tiic Schlesvng-

Ilolstcin dispute, and were indignant at Palmerston’s support ot the

Danes; and so forth almost indefinitely. So cunqdetely ant.igo'.u^tic,

indeed, were the principles of the Court from those of P.ihncrstoru

that if he had begun to modify his proceedings in deference to royal

pressure he could hardly h.ive stopped short of a total .ihandoninen?
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of tlie course which he had elected to pursue. There were but two

alternatives before him: either to proceed steadily on his predeter-

mined path quietly ignoring the attempts of the Court to divert him

to other ways, or else to decline openly to be influenced, and so to

challenge tlie Court to a conflict, the issue of which could only have

been disastrous to the Crown. He patriotically preferred the method

of peaceful perseverance, and braced himself to endure, with such

patience and courtesy as he could command, the remonstrances and

memoranda which descended upon him.

Now and again, he committed mistakes which sorely tried not

only the temper of the Queen, but also the equanimity of the Cabinet.

On March i6th, 1848, for instance, he sent, in direct defiance of

Russell, a letter to Sir H. Bulwer in Madrid, so replete with good

advice to the Queen of Spain as to how she should conduct her

government that it led to the peremptory dismissal of Bulwer from

his post. Again, his connivance (without the cognisance of his col-

leagues) in the supply from Woolwich Arsenal of arms which he

knew were ultimately destined for the Sicilian insurgents (November,

1848) led to explanations and apologies in the highest degree damaging

to tlie dignity and reputation of the Ministry. Similarly, his Italian

policy so greatly incensed Austria that, when Francis Joseph was

made Emperor in December 1848, to the British Court alone no

representative was sent to announce his accession—a slight which

Queen Victoria felt acutely. These annoyances of 1848 and 1849 were,

however, altogether distanced by the grave matters of dissension

which arose in 1850 and 1851. On the one hand, Palmerston’s in-

dependence of action became so marked and so offensive to the Court

that the Queen (with the assistance of the Prince Consort and

Stockmar) drew up the famous Memorandum of August 12th, 1850,

which demanded from the Foreign Secretary, under pain of dismissal,

first, “that he will distinctly state what he proposes in a given case,

in order that the Queen may know as distinctly to what she has given

r
her royal sanction”; secondly, that “having once given her sanction

to a measure, it be not arbitrarily altered or modified by the Minister.”

This Memorandum (of which the full text is to be found both in the

Life of the Prince Consort and in the Letters of Queen Victoria) was
reinforced in an interview between the Prince and the offending

statesman on August 14th. In this interview, the Prince made the

important confession which he himself thus records: “The Queen
had often—I was sorry to say latterly almost invariably—differed
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from the line of policy pursued by Lord Palmerston^.” This con-

fession, which went wholly beyond the ground covered by the

Memorandum, is enough to show that the essential objection of the*

Cour^ was not to the inanners of Palmerston, or to the methods off

his diplomacy, but to the substance and the. essence .of, his, policy.'

^e accepted the royal and princely rebukes with a meekness that -i

excites amazement; he promised amendment in his mode of pro-

cedure; but, although the Prince pressed him hard on the question

of the Duchies, he refused to commit himself to a policy of which he

disapproved. Hence the fundamental differences between himself,

q'nd the Court remained unreconciled, and within sixteen months

events brought the quarrel to a head.

Four events, in particular, belonging to the years 1850-1 filled

full the cup of Palmerston’s offending. The first preceded the issue of

the Queen’s Memorandum dealt with above, and was indeed one of

the prime causes of its being sent: this was the notorious dispute

concerning Don Pacifico which occupied the six months January-

June, 1850. The other three speedily followed: they were, first, the

attack on General Flaynau (September, 1850) ;
secondly, the reception

of Kossuth in England (October, 1851); finally, the coup d'etat of

Louis-Napoleon (December, 1851). They need not detain us long;

for, although the first called forth one of the most illuminating debates

on British diplomacy ever held in the House of Commons, and

although the last was an episode of far-reaching importance in

European history', they were not, any of them, conspicuous as eliciting

exemplifications of any novel lines of policy on the part of the British

Foreign Office. Their significance, so far as we are concerned, lay

mainly in the influence which they had on Palmerston’s career.

Don Pacifico was a Portuguese Jew who, because of the accident

that he had been born at Gibraltar, was able to claim to be a Britisli

subject. He resided at Athens, where he was Portuguese Consul”

General, and there, during Easter 1847, house had been gutted

by' an anti-Semitic mob. He claimed ^Sr,ooo damages from tlie

Greek Government, and, when he could obtain nothing, .sought tiic

support of Britain. Palmerston was already on veiy bad terms wit!>

the .Athenian Administrati(m: severed other di.spute.s had bcendr-sg.ipi’.g

on for years. It was dear that no settlement wouhi ever be rcMchcd

by negotiation; for the Greeks had the stipport of both France anu

l\u>sia in their resistance. Hciice, early in January, 1850 - after

^ Murtiii, iVi/;tV CoriturO it. JoS.
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twenty months of futile palaver—^Palmerston took the decisive step

of ordering the Mediterranean fleet to enter the* harbour of Piraeus

and seize sufficient Greek shipping to secure payment of the claims.

This action was successful: on April 26th, the Greek Government

yielded, and inade a settlement. The episode, however, caused the

most intense irritation on the Continent. Russia indignantly pro-

tested in terms of studied insolence, and threatened to withdraw

her ambassador. France, who had vainly endeavoured to mediate,

actually recalled Drouyn de Lhuys from London. The timid expected

war, and severely condemned Palmerston as a politician who, after

sacriffcing principle for peace in 1848-9, was now endangering

peace for pelf—for a paltry debt due not to Great Britain at all,

but to an alien and outrageous adventurer. The Queen, through

Prince Albert, wrote bitterly to Russell (May 15th). The House of

Lords, on Stanley’s motion, emphatically censured Palmerston’s pro-

cedure (June 17th). In the House of Commons, however, after a

tremendous three-days’ debate, in which every front-rank statesman

took part, Palmerston achieved a signal personal triumph by making

it appear that the point at issue had not been a petty sum of money,

but the safety of British citizens and the honour of the British flag

throughout the world (June 2ist-24th). The country, too, was with

Palmerston; and he attained a popularity as “Minister for England,”

which remained undiminished to the day of his death. His~ estimate

of the situation proved, as usual, to be correct. The vapours of irrita-

tion did not condense into the tempest of war: Russia did not recall

her Ambassador, and Palmerston soon found means of mollifying

France, and luring Lhuys back to London notwithstanding his

failure. There is no doubt, however, that relations with Russia, already

strained respecting the matter of the Hungarian refugees, were still

further exacerbated by this episode. Crises of this sort, even when
they are safely passed, do not leave things as they found them; and

Palmerston, successful as he was in keeping the skin of peace un-

broken, inflicted on many a sensitive organism in Europe internal

injuries which slowly festered into later eruptions.

The Haynau incident was a trivial one. It caused friction, ne.ver-

theless, between Britain.„and_,Austria, the Court and the Ministry,

Russell and Palmerston. Haynau was a Habsburg General, notorious

for his barbarities in Italy and in_ Hungary.” He^ imprudently (after

warning by Metternich) visited England, was recognised, and mobbed.
Palmerston presented formal apologies to the Austrian Ambassador
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and the Viennese Government; but he so worded his despatch to

Vienna as to show that his sympathies were entirely on the side of

the mob. The Queen insisted on the redrafting of the despatch; she

was informed that what she had before her was merely a copy, and

that the original had already gone. Lord John Russell then had to

take the matter up. After a good deal of bluster, Palmerston was com-

pelled to submit to the humiliation of recalling his offensive despatch,

and substituting a mild revision. There were open rejoicings at Court.

From Osborne, on October 19th, 1850, came a letter to Russell;

The Queen is very glad of the result of the conflict with Lord Palmer-

ston The correspondence, which the Queen now returns, shows clearly

that... Lord John 'has the power of exercising that control o%’er Lord

Palmerston, the careful exercise of which he owes to the Queen, his

colleagues, and the country, if he will take the necessary pains to remainfirm.

In the following autunm, precisely the same parties were involved

in a squabble which threatened to involve the withdrawal of the

Austrian Ambassador from England, and the summary dismissal of

Palmerston by the Queen herself. Once again the matter in dispute

was trivial, but it brought into conflict obstinacies and incompatibili-

ties which made further cooperation between Court and Foreign

Office almost impossible. Was Kossuth, or was he not, to be received

by Palmerston? The Flungarian leader had landed in England on

October 23rd, 1851, and had at once begun a series of savage de-

nunciations of the Emperors ofAustria and Russia : he wished, indeed,

to rouse British opinion, and to embroil this country with his enemies.

Pie had asked, and had readily obtained, an appointment to meet

Palmerston, to whose influence in 1849 he undoubtedly owed his

life. The nature of his language and tlie tendency of his activities m
England caused the Queen (who was anxious to maintain iier friend-

ship with the two Emperors) to form and to state the strong opinion

that any official or semi-official recognition of him here would be

highly improper. Russell and the Cabinet concurred, and Palmerston

was ordered to cancel the engagement. As before, he blustered, hn^

obeyed. 'Fhe immediate crisis was tided over. But witiiin three weess

it had again developed. Palmerston did not, indeed, see Koisutn:

b\it in the middle of November he received a deputation of Finsbur.’

Radicals, and expressed himself as “extremely fluttered am! highly

gratified'* by an address in which die Habsburg and Rmnanutf autO”

crats were described ;is “odious and detestable a'oa.ssins’* .uul “met*

ci!c:.s ivr.uus and dcMusis." 'I’hc Queen was ijuen;>elv angry, and
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Russell considerably annoyed. The question of Palmerston’s dismissal

was seriously considered, and only the embarrassing popularity both

of himself and of Kossuth caused the incensed monarch and her

Minister to hesitate. While, however, the matter was still in suspense,

Palmerston had the misfortune to commit a still more flagrant in-

discretion, and one in respect of which he could not count on the

support of Radical opinion. He expressed, without any warrant out-

side his own conscience, approval of the coup d'etat of Louis-Napoleon

wliich occurred on December 2nd, 1851.

Into the chequered history of the Second French Republic from

its establishment by Lamartine in February, 1848, to its subversion

by Louis-Napoleon in December, 1851, it is unnecessary for us to

enter. Palmerston had recognised it; supported it; tried to keep on

cordial terms with it, and to cooperate with it. He endeavoured on the

one hand to guard it from attack, and on the other hand to prevent it

from assailing its neighbours. Fie vastly preferred it to both the red

Communism of Louis Blanc, and the tricoloured Bourbonism of

Louis-Philippe. Towards the end of 1851, he was much perturbed

by rumours which he heard of a widespread plot for its destruction

and for the restoration of the Flouse of Orleans. In a Memorandum
written in 1858, he stated the grounds on which he concluded at

the time, and on which he continued to believe, that such a con-

spiracy was actually on foot; it ends with the words, “All this clearly

proves that if the President had not struck when he did, he would

himself have been knocked over.” He probably exaggerated the peril

of an Orleans rising. Far more formidable was the danger of a civil

war between the President and the Assembly; that is, between the

Army and the disillusioned Democrats and Socialists whose political

power had passed away. The situation in December, 1851, was un-

doubtedly critical. Palmerston had good cause to dread disorder,

and he was profoundly relieved when he heard that Louis-Napoleon’s

blow had taken effect first, and by one effective stroke had shattered

the adversaries of his authority. The news was brought to him on

December 3rd by Count Walewski—a son of Napoleon I—the

representative of the French republic in London. In the informal

conversation which ensued he did not attempt to hide his satisfaction,

or to conceal his conviction as to “the necessity and advantage for

France and Europe of the bold and decisive step taken by the Presi-

dent.” On the same day—a fact not always remembered—he wrote

privately to the Marquis ofNormanby in Paris, expressing in emphatic
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terms the same personal opinion respecting the coup d'etat^. The
President, he said, was assailed both by Orleanists and by Burgraves;

he “ was quite right to knock them down first.” The cause, no doubt,

of his haste to communicate his private views to Normanby was the

knowledge that the latter was on notoriously bad terms with the

President, and so might be disposed to show embarrassing disapproval

of his action. On the next day (December 4th) the news of the coup

reached the Queen at Osborne, and she at once expressed to Russell

her private view, viz. that “ Lord Normanby should be instructed to

remain entirely passive.” This royal opinion was laid before the

Cabinet the same afternoon by Russell, together with despatches

from Normanby detailing the events of December 2nd and asking

for instructions. The Cabinet adopted the Queen’s attitude, and

accordingly on December 5th Palmerston officially instructed Nor-

manby as follows ;
“ I am commanded by Her Majesty to instruct your

Excellency to make no change in your relations with the French

Government. It is Her Majesty’s desire that nothing should be done

by her Ambassador at Paris which would wear the appearance of an

interference of any kind in the internal affairs of France.” It is

obvious that Palmerston still apprehended some manifestation of

hostility to Louis-Napoleon on the part of Normanby. The de.spatch

was written solely for the guidance of Normanby, who had no occasion

to communicate it to the French Foreign Office: all he had to do was

to obey it. Pie chose, however, to communicate it (December 6th)

and, Malmesbury tells us in his iV/ewtotV^
, he“ insinuated to AI. Turgot,

French I'oreign Minister, that our Government did not approve ot

the coup If he did so, he not only exceeded his Instructions

of December 5th, but also totally ignored Palmerston’s letter ot

December 3rd. In any case, he received a rude shock when AI. Turgot

replied to the effect that “M. Walewski had already iniormed him

that Lord Palmerston entirely approved of what the President had

done.” Hereupon, he retired in high discomfiture and dudgeon, and

instead of attributing his rebuff to his own oniciousness, partiahty.

and maludroitness, he laid the blame on Palmerston.

If your Lordship, as Foreign Minister, holds one langvuigc on such a

delicate point in Downing Street, without giving me any intimation

had done so—prcivciuing .u‘ter\v.irds a dilicrent course to me, namely, 'd'-’'

.ivoicJ.mce of any appear.mcc of inicrfeancc of any kind in the intem a

.iffaira of France - I .nu p).iccd ihcrcUy in a very .iuLwaul po,dtion.

* A.hley, !*., i>f n, iOi.
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Palmerston replied

:

There has been nothing in the language which 1 have held, nor in

the opinions which I have at any lime expressed on the recent events in

France, which has been in any way inconsistent with the Instructions

addressed to your Excellency.

The conflict of voices had, indeed, arisen in Paris and not in London.

On December 3rd, Palmerston had said precisely one and the same

tiling to Walewski and to Normanby—and what he had said in no

way clashed with tlie Cabinet's Instructions of December 5th. But,

on the one hand, the French Minister (eager for recognition) had

exalted Palmerston’s message into an oflicial approval of the coiif)

d’etat, while on the other hand the British Ambassador (prepossessed

by ill will) had ignored it altogether. Hence the painful scene at the

French Foreign Office on December 6th. In normal circumstances,

the sequel would naturally have been the recall of Normanby—

a

recall which, as a matter of fact, took jflace shortly afterwards at the

request of Louis-Napoleon. But circumstances were not normal. 'Phe

quarrel concerning the reception of Kossuth and the Finsbury depu-

tation was at its height, and, as we have seen, the position of Palmer-

ston in relation to both Court and Cabinet had become impossible.

But he would not resign, or accept promotion h Therefore, it was .

necessarjf to dismiss him, and a pretext for dismissal had, if possible,

to be found on grounds where he could not count on Radical support.

The question of the coup d'dtat served admirably: Louis-Napoleon

was the bete noire of advanced Liberals. Hence, the occasion was

seized. An acrimonious correspondence took place between the

Prime-Minister and the Foreign Secretary. Palmerston defended

himself with less than his usual skill; he was apparently more con-

cerned to justify the coup d'etat to the Radicals than his own conduct

to the Constitutionalists. Finally, on December 19th, 1851, he was

supepeded.

“^/Never again did Palmerston return to the Foreign Office, although

until the day of his death, fourteen years later, he continued to e.xercise

from other positions a powerful influence over the international re-

lations of Britain. This, therefore, seems to be the point at which it

is most appropriate to attempt a statement of the general principles

which guided him in his conduct of foreign affairs. Formulated with

the necessary brevity, the following features more especially manifest

themselves. First, he considered it to be his chief duty to. safeguard

^ Russell offered him the Lord-Lieutenancy of Ireland.
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British interests. In a. short, but notable speech, delivered on

March ist, 1848, in reply to an attack of the Russophobe Urquhart,

he said, “I would adopt the expression of Canning and say that with

every British Minister the interests of England ought to be the

Shibboleth of his policy.” Not that he regarded the interests of Great

Britain as antagonistic to those of other countries. On the contrar3%

he considered that the causes for which Britain stood—Constitutional

government, free trade, abolition of slavery, development of industry

—were fraught with inestimable advantages for the whole ofhumanit)^

Secondly, he concluded that in the circumstances of his day one of

the prime interests both of Great Britain and of the world w'as die

maintenance of peace. He, tlierefore, laboured, as we have seen, to

prevent the local conflicts of the revolutionary years 1848-51 from

developing into a general war; and he laboured with conspicuous

success. Thirdly, he held that the surest guarantee of peace was the

establishment of a permanent balance of pow'er; that is, stated difler-

ently, the prevention of any one State from assuming a position of

hegemony in the World. Now, the States whose ambitions he most

dreaded were Russia and France. In order, therefore, to place a curb

upon Russian aggression he felt it desirable that Denmark and Ger-

many in the north, and still more the Austrian and Turkish empires

in the south, should be strong and in agreement. Similarly, in

order to keep France within bounds, and to frustrate the designs ol

the Chauvinists against the Treaties of 1815, he held it nect-ssuiy

to support Belgium, foster German unity, maintain the Swiss

Federation, constitutionalise Italy, and pacify the Peninsula. But,

foiirthly, while he believed that the Russian peril could he met

only by organised resistance, he had a strong faith that in !• ranee

there were Constitutional and moderate elements by cooperation witn

which the ends of peace and balance of power could be secured.

Hence, as wc have before obsciwed, he made friendship with 1‘ ranee

a protuiueni fc-aturc of his policy. In spite of repeated disappoint-

ments and disilluMonmenis he strove to work in amicaiile accon.

, succcssi’.cly with Louis-Philippe, 'i'hicrs, Guizot, Lauiaruiie, a.'u^

now at length with Louis-Napoleon.

'rhe seals of tile Foreign Office of which Palmerston was dcprr.e^S

were cunlerrcd upon Karl Granville, wiio load .'.erved lu’s appreiifi^c-

ship in foreign athiirs under Palmerston himself (1837 --p)- He a-*

a i^rata at Ciuirt, h.tvijig hcct» closelv associated nids Proc-.c

.•\lbcrt in promoting die Fx’nilntion of 1851. liu mantum*
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attractive
;
his tact unfailing

;
he was unlikely to display that masterful

independence which had made Palmerston obnoxious to the august.

The Queen, however, thought fit to guard against contingencies by

maldng,, through Lord John Russell, a most unusual request from

tlie new Secretary. On December 28th, she wrote:

The Queen thinks the moment of the change in the person of Secretary

of State for Foreign Affairs to afford a fit opportunity to have the principles

upon which our Foreign Affairs have been conducted since the beginning

of 1848 reconsidered by Lord John Russell and his Cabinet.

She then went on severely to criticise Palmerston’s policy both as to

its form and as to its substance
;
and concluded

:

The Queen wishes therefore that,.a .regular programme. . .should be

submitted to her, and would suggest whether it would not be the best

mode if Lord John were to ask Lord Granville to prepare such a paper

and to lay it before her after having revised it. This would then serve as

a safe guide for Lord Granville, and enable the Queen, as well as the

Cabinet to see that the Policy, as in future to be conducted, will be in

conformity with the principles laid down and approved.

Russell was obviously embarrassed by this amazing proposal. He
replied that “the traditionary policy of this country is not to bind

the Crown and country by engagements unless upon special cause .

shown, arising out of the circumstances of the day.” Nevertheless,

with that easy complacency which led him to avoid, whenever he

could, all troubles not of his own creation, he instructed Granville

to draw up a Memorandum the platitudes of which may be read in

the first volume of Lord Fitzmaurice’s Life of Earl Granville.

The most immediate and pressing question with which the new
Secretary had to deal was, of course, the question of the British ^
attitude.,,towards...Louis.-N^poleom.and his fellow-conspirators. As
Greville tells us, and as was inevitable in the circumstances, Palmer-

ston’s dismissal “had produced a disagreeable impression at the

Elysee.” The agitation there was, however, speedily calmed by the

assurance that Palmerston’s removal had been due to domestic dis-

turbances merely, and that British “policy towards France would

continue to be of the most '.fiiiendly.,character, and that there was
nothing the Government more desired than to see a stable and settled

Government .ip France, and that they had every wish for the stability of

the present French Government.” Besides thus reassuring the French

Government and its supporters, the.reconstructed Cabinet could do

very little; for Granville’s efforts to guide his conduct according to

W.&G. II 22
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the principles expressed in his Memorandum were cut short •vvitliin

two months of his appointment by the fall of Lord John Russell’s

Ministry. On February 20th, 1852, Lord Palmerston had his “ tit-for-

tat” with his former chief, and secured his defeat on a Militia Bill.

After a week of uncertainty, Lord Derby succeeded in forming a

Conservative Cabinet, inwhich the Foreign Officewas assigned to Lord

Malmesbuiy . Although the third Earl of Malmesbury had little of the

outstanding diplomatic ability of his grandfatherJames Harris, tlie first

Earl, his appointment was in one respect a good one. He had been

for several years on terms of close intirnacy with Louis-Napoleon;

had visited him (April, 1845) in his prison at Flam; had welcomed

him to England on his escape, and had aided him in the days of his

adversity. Malmesbury’s appointment, therefore, more than com-

pensated for any loss of cordiality in Anglo-French relations which

had been caused by Palmerston’s overthrow. The Prince-President

wrote as soon as he heard the news: “Je m veux pas tarder d vous

feliciter da paste eleve on la confiance de la Reine vous a appele, mens

je vden jilicite surtout pour les bans rapports qui doivent en resulter

pour les deux pays.'' Malmesbury’s own inclinations were reinforced

by the advice of Palmerston (who had been the ward of the first Earl,

and was a near neighbour and friend of the third Earl in Hampshire).

Palmerston offered to call upon the new Foreign Secretary. “Ot

course,” says Malmesbury in his Memoirs^ “I gratefully accepted his

offer, and he came to my house in Whitehall Gardens giving me a

masterly sketch of the status quo in Europe, and some general hints

as to my procedure. The pith of them was ‘ to keep well with France.

The Duke of Wellington emphasised the same point: “Mind you

keep well with France.” But both the statesman and the soldier

warned Malmesbury that, although no doubt Louis-Napoleon wanted

to remain on good terms with Great Britain, the weakness of hfs

position and his imperative need for popularity might impel him mm
belligerent ways. 'I'hey therefore urged circumspection and military

preparedness, 'i'hcir warnings were not unnecessary; for during

France was extremely Ciiauvinist: in May, for example, .MahneitHio

was told that Fersigny at Baris was “ blustering about war and empire*
^

Various specific questions speedily arose -.demands upon Swii/ci!.*n^f

for the surrender of French refugees'; confiscation of the prupc.'ty

oi the Orleans family; claims upon 'Furkey concerning the "yk'

Pl.iCo ' on all ofwhicti the British Foreign Otlicc di.^.-.cmcd n'om r*'-

I'rcncli Govermnciu. ()n!v ;m almost e.\cc.:..ivc csjm.ol.tccncy »n t;
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t of Malmesbury prevented trouble. More serious was the prospect

i Erench^inyasiop of Belgium, which presented itself early in the

r. On a matter so vital to Great Britain as this, it was impossible

even Malmesbury to show any sign of surrender. In the auturnii,

irect attacS.upon England seemed probable. Louis-Napoleon was

Lcentrating all his efforts upon the task of converting his plebisci-

^
Presidency into a hereditary Empire. He was in the hands of the

ny, and the Army was burning to revenge Waterloo, and sweep

ly the humiliating Treaties of 1815. Malmesbury, however, con-

lied to insist that, personally, the President desired to remain on

:ndly terms with Great Britain. 1“ I. believe,” he wrote to Derby,

lat he is convinced that war with England lost his uncle the throne,

i that he means to try peace with us.” It is probably due to the

jd understanding between the British Minister and the French

isident, and to Malmesbury’s tactful management of the difficult

jation, that the Gallic Chauvinists ultimately consented (though

Ii no very good grace) to divert their hostility from Great Britain,

i to act with her in resistance to Russia in the East. On December

i, 1852, the long-expected declaration of the Second French Empire

s made. The President, subject to confirmation by the Army and

i nation, assumed the title of “Emperor Napoleon III.” Both the

perial title and the numeral “ III ” caused a good deal of anxious

bate, and much memorandum-writing. On Malmesbury’s advice

leen Victoria recognised both title and numeral, leaving it to her

inisters to make clear through the ordinary diplomatic channels

It they acknowledged no hereditary connection of the Second

Qpire with the First. On December 4th, 1852, the Queen—^with

w much discomfort we do* not know—^wrote a formal epistle to

5 parvenu, beginning “ Sir,jny Brother,” and ending “Your Im-
rial Majesty’s good Sister.” Thus Malmesbury safely steered the|

ate through the difficult waters of Anglo-French diplomacy during^

52. Before the close of the year (December 17th) Lord Derby’s

inistry fell.. Malmesbury remained at the Foreign Office for a few
ys longer, pending the appointment of his successor. His last

spatch to Paris (December 20th) referred to a question which was,

iring the following year, destined to assume a monopoly of im-

irtance: “I must beg of you,” he writes to the Ambassador, “to do

:
you can to show Drouyn de Lhuys that the Holy, Places question,

roughly handled, is one that rnay bring on trouble and war.” Before

i pass on to trace the lamentable process by which, under the
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divided Administration which succeeded the Tory Cabinet of Derby,

this “Holy Places question” actually led to war, we may note that

Malmesbury, though primarily occupied with the maintenance of

good relations between France and Great Britain, had yet other

difficult problems to deal with. But these w^ere only tributary to the

main current of British foreign policy. They were the Prussian claim

to Neufchatel; a dispute between Abbas Pasha of Egy'pt and the

Sultan of Turkey concerning the right of capital punishment; tiie

question of the Greek and Danish Crowns; a vehement Austrian

demand for the surrender of Italian refugees
; and a claim of com-

pensation from the Tuscan Court for injuries done to a British subject

named Matlier. Malmesbury dealt with them all tactfully and

efficiently. Most of them w'ere satisfactorily settled. The Eastern dis-

pute, however, was an exception. The quarrel between Abbas and

his Sovereign became complicated with the Franco-Russian conflict

concerning the Holy Places and so helped to precipitate the Crimean

War, to the preliminaries of which we must now turn^' -

/IV. THE PRELUDE TO THE CRIMEAN WAR, 1853-1854

'""On the fall of the Derby Cabinet, Lord Aberdeen became Prime-

Minister, as head of a Coalition Government composed of Peelitcs

and Whigs. Palmerston was persuaded to accept office as Home

Secretary. The I'oreign Secretaiy’ship w'as placed in the hands oi

Lord John Russell, wdio accepted it, however, only temporarily, on

the understanding that he should be free as soon as the Ministry ’AMS

established to surrender it to Lord Clarendon. This transfer actually

occurred at the end of two months, vix. on February 22nd, 1853.

'Fhat period, brief as it was, nevertheless saw a scries of events oi

the greatest importance—events that went far to determine the course

of British policy which culminated in the Crimean War. It was Lord

John Russell who rejected a proposal of the “Tsar Nicholas I to sett<e

the Eastern Question by means of an Anglo-Russiun agreement; anvt

it was he who sem Lord Straiforvl dc RedcliiTc to ConstanutsopL*

resist Russian designs. Incidentally, too, in th.c prucc.ss of eurrcri|'''m''

dence, he gravely cmb.urasscd subsequent diplomacy, flrst by alfegUJg

(January 28th) tii.a Fraitcc was solely to blame fur stirring up afl

trouble about the Holy Places, and for initi.ning talk of war;

hy admitting (February (jcii) that Russia, in d.iinung a iiruKen-Jair

t»ver the Greek Christians in the 'rurki-ds etnpirc, w.is l.<ut nHraoC

a “prescribed by viuiy .md s.i!tctim\ctl by treaty,"
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The policy, of Nicholas' I towards Turkey oscillated between the

two poles of protection and partition. When, as during the years

1833-41, Russia was able to establish a dominant influence over the

Porte, Nicholas made it his business to maintain the integrity of the

dominions of the complacent and useful Sultan. When, however, the

Sultan ceased to be submissive, the Tsar welcomed complaints from

his Christian subjects; fomented discords in his realm; formulated

schemes for his extinction, and for the division of his heritage. Now,
since 1841—thanks to Palmerston’s skilful treatment of the Mehemet
Ali aff'air—Russian influence at Constantinople had been declining,

and British influence (associated after 1848 with that of France) had

been supplanting it. This fact was revealed to the world by the Turks

in a variety of ways; in particular, by opposition to the Russian

occupation of the Principalities in 1848, by the refusal to surrender

the Hungarian refugees in 1849, and by concessions to the French in

the matter of the “Holy Places” during the years 1850-2. It was this

last which roused the Tsar to ungovernable fury
;
it stirred the long

dormant antagonisms between Greek and Latin Christians; it filled

the Russian people with the sanguinary zeal of Crusaders. The dispute

itself was trivial enough: it has been appropriately described as a

“ churchwardens’ quarrel,” and it has even been said that any com-

petent stage-manager could have composed it in half-an-hour : but

Russia in religion, as in so much else, was still medieval, while in

France a romantic reaction (the reflex of the Revolution) had revived

the cult of long-forgotten piety. The French, it is true, had valid

claims to the custody and use of the Holy Places. The Gesta Dei per

Fra7icos accomplished during the Crusades had given them the

guardianship; in 1535 their prescriptive rights had been recognised;

in 1740 formal Capitulations (granted by the Sultan in gratitude for

French diplomatic aid against Austria in the' previous year) confirmed

their exclusive privileges. But the contemporaries of Diderot and
Voltaire had not been careful to preserve their ecclesiastical pre-

rogatives, and during the subsequent tumults of the Revolution

the French claims over the Holy Places had entirely dropped out of

sight. Hence the Greek Christians, still primitive in devotion and

zealous in pilgrimage to the Sacred Shrines, had been free to en-

croach. They had secured from the Porte a number of firmans con-

ceding rights inconsistent with the obsolescent Latin claims; and,

further, the Treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji (1774) had conferred upon
Russia, their great leader, certain vague powers of protection over
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among tlie Christian peoples of the Balkans. To add to their troub

the Montenegrins showed themselves so aggressive that it beca

necessary for the Sultan to send an army to reduce them to obedien

in January, 1853, the flower of the Ottoman forces under Omar Pa:

were locked up amid the defiles of the Black Mountain, engaged

mortal conflict with die unconquerable bandit-heroes of the prin

pality. The time seemed to the Tsar to be ripe for the final settlem(

of the Eastern Question : the Montenegrins cried for aid to the He

of their Church and the father of tlieir race
;
the Orthodox Christi:

of the Balkans clamoured for deliverance; the Greek priests

Palestine called aloud for the recovery of the keys conceded to )

Latins. Accordingly, early in January orders were issued for a C(

centration of Russian troops on the frontiers of the Danubian Prin

palities. Nicholas I was, of course, well aware that in making t

military move he was throwing down a direct challenge to Naf
leon III; but he had no fear whatsoever of anything that the Fren

could do, provided only diat Great Britain remained neutral in t

struggle. And he had the most perfect confidence that she would

remain, if not positively and actively befriending him in the matt

For, first, he was on terms of exceptional cordiality with the Briti

Court; secondly, he believed that Great Britain had ceased to

militant, and had, under the influence of Cobden and Bright, becoi

entirely commercial and pacific; and, thirdly, he knew that Aberdee

the new British Prime-Minister, detested Napoleon III, and w
extremely well-disposed towards himself. Nay more, he thought hii

selfjustified in assuming that Aberdeen approved of the policy whi

he was about to pursue. For, in 1844, he had visited England, wh
Aberdeen was Minister for Foreign Affairs, and he had discuss

with him extremely frankly and confidentially the course Russia ai

Great Britain should jointly follow, in the event of the demise of t

Sick_Man. He -believed that they had come to an agreement; f

Aberdeen, with characteristic timidity and indecision, had failed

make his dissent intelligible. The Tsar, on his return to Petrogra

had caused Nesselrode to embody the substance of the conversatioi

in a Memorandum which he duly transmitted to England. It w
received without protest, deposited in the Foreign Office archive

and never revealed until, ten years later, on the eve of the Crimea

War, it was laid before Parliament, and published in the Easter

Papers^. The Tsar, therefore, not without some reason, in Januar

1 Part VI (1854).
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mood to face large problems of foreign policy or make critical de-

cisions concerning them. Moreover, he was on uneasy terms with

Aberdeen, whose place as Premier he was eager to assume. Hence,

we may well believe that the despatches of Seymour from Petrograd

received from neither Russell nor Aberdeen the anxious consideration

they desen^ed.- And yet we may well doubt whether cooperation with

Russia for the settlement of the Eastern Question was then feasible.

Russian ambition was at that date too high and too self-centred;

British dislike and suspicion of Russia were too deep-seated; the

attitude of the other Powers was too doubtful, and the vitality of

Turkey too vigorous, to leave it probable that the unimaginative

apathy of Russell led to any substantial departure from the normal

line of British policy. At any rate, he was content to pursue the

traditional plan of maintaining the integrity of the Ottoman empire.

It would appear that, secret as the Tsar wished his January

meditations to be kept, some inkling of them leaked out. For not

only London, but also Paris, Vienna, and Constantinople decided

on prompt and significant action. Lord John Russell persuaded Lord

Stratford de Redcliffe (a notorious opponent and personal adversary

of Nicholas) to return to the Ottoman Embassy which he had recently

resigned; Napoleon III withdrew the irritating La Valette from the

Porte and sent the more acceptable de Lacour in his stead
;
Count Buol

despatched Count Leiningen on a special Mission to Constantinople

respecting the Montenegrins, urging a speedy and complete with-

drawal of the Turkish troops, lest worse calamities should befall,

in response to which Mission the Sultan immediately acceded

to the Viennese demand, and recalled jOinar Pasha, who extricated

the remains of his army with considerable difficulty and heavy loss.

Thus, at the end of February, 1853, the Tsar found himself faced by
a new situation. The prompt intervention of Austria and the instant

obedience of Turkey had deprived him of his best excuse for an in-

vasion of the Ottoman empire, viz. the -.Montenegrin embroglio/ He
was intensely annoyed, but he was not dismayed, or diverted from his

purpose. There still remained, as a second ground for action, the

question of the Holy Places
; while, even beyond that, there could be

found a third in the Tsar’s general claim to be the Protector of all

Greek Christians throughoutthe Ottoman dominions. The HolyPlaces
question was a less good casus helli than the Montenegrin matter,

because it brought in France as a hostile principal. The Protectorate

claim was still more exceptionable, because it would certainly excite
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France was rendered so suspicious of British intentions that she sent

her own fleet to Salamis (March 20th). In view of the fatal

consequences which accrued from this and subsequent movements

of the fleets, we may well ask—as the French Ministers asked

Lord Malmesbury at the Tuileries on that same March 20th—^why

Colonel Rose had acted without even consulting his French colleague

at Constantinople. If he had done so, any Franco-British misunder-

standing at this stage would have been avoided; the French fleet

would not have left Toulon, and thus a formidable challenge would

not, at this critical moment, have been thrown down to Russia. For

the effect of the active intervention on the Turkish side of Colonel

Rose and the French Admiralty was, on the one hand, to cause

Menshikoff to redouble his efforts to secure the required concessions,

and, on the other, to stiffen Turkish resistance and to make it less

careful of diplomatic civility.

Nothing beyond exacerbation of temper had been accomplished

by five weeks of wrangling negotiations, when, on April 5th, 1853,

Lord Stratford de Redcliffe arrived upon the scene. He had called

at Paris.and Vienna on his way out, and had achieved a complete

agreement with the two imperial Governments as to the general lines

of policy to be pursued. He learned, without surprise, that behind

Menshikoff’s demands concerning the Holy Places lurked the all-

important claim of the Tsar to the Protectorate over all the Greek

Christians in the Ottoman empire—a claim which of itself explained

Menshikoff’s military manifestations, and the menacing propinquity

of the Russian army and navy. He found, to his satisfaction, that the

Turkish Government had already decisively rejected the protectorate

demand, although it was still seeking to adjust the difference between

the French and Russians concerning the Holy Places, in which its

interest was inerely Islamic. He discovered, too, without regret, that

Great Britain had to some extent committed herself to the Turkish

cause, by reason of Rose’s precipitate summons of the fleet; for he

felt that nothing less than the Eastern Question in all its magnitude

and vast importance was being raised by Menshikoff and his master,

and he believed that the fate of the British empire itself depended

upon the prevention of a Muscovite hegemony over Turkey. He
dealt with the diplomatic tangle in a manner incomparably skilful.

He carefully separated the matter of the Holy Places, concerning

which Russia had valid grounds for complaint, from that of the pro-

tectorate, concerning which her demands were novel and monstrous.
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The curtain was not rung clown for long. The-return of the baffled

Menshikoff to Russia was followed by a terrific outburst of wrath on

the part of the Tsar. “Ij[eel,” he said, “the smart of the Sultan’s

fingers on my cheek.” He meditated an instant declaration of war

against the Ottoman empire. His more cautious Minister, Nesselrode,

however, strove to restrain him, pointing out that, unless he were

careful, he would have the four Powers as well as Turkey on his

hands. The result of Nesselrode’s pacific counsels w^as a compromise

—a half-measure that was neither peace nor its opposite. On May 3 ist,

1853, he sent a despatch to Constantinople intimating that, unless

Menshikoff’s Note were accepted without qualification within eight

fdays, the Russian troops would cross the Pruth and, “ by force, but

rwithout war,” occupy the Danubian Principalities. Meantime, in

Britain the news of the stormy and menacing termination, of

]VIenshikoff’s Mission was causing a similar conflict^. The schism

in the Cabinet—^where Aberdeen was supported in his pacific policy

,by Gladstone, while Palmerston’s bellicose attitude was backed up by

9Lord John Russell—resulted in a compromise, which was announced

on May 31st, 1853, in important despatches by Lord Clarendon

(who at this time stood in the mean between the two factions). The
action of Turkey in rejecting Menshikoff’s Note was approved;

Stratford’s conduct of affairs was commended
;
in view of the probable

Russian attack upon Turkey, the fleet was ordered to Besika Bay at

the entrance of the Dardanelles, and Stratford was authorised to

summon it to Constantinople in case of urgency. Just enough was

done to irritate the already infuriated Tsar, but not enough to make
him pause one instant on his mad plunge towards war. On Junq22nd,

the Russian occupation of the Principalities actually began. The Turks

regarded it as a belligerent act, and burned to repel it by force. But

strong and effective pressure was brought to bear upon them by

Stratford, under Clarendon’s direction, and they refrained from all

warlike demonstrations. This unexpected passivity on the part of the

infidel again baffled the Muscovite designs. The Tsar, who had
^ Malmesbury in his Memoirs gives us a vivid picture of the scene. Under

May 29th, 1853, he writes: “Prince Menshikoff, it is said, has left Constantinople.
Lord Clarendon is very uneasy, but Lord Aberdeen, with childish obstinacy,

refuses to believe that Russia intends any aggression, and will not send our fleet

to Constantinople. I met Lord Palmerston in Pall Mall this afternoon. He stopped
me to speak to him, and began at once upon the departure of Prince Menshikoff. He
walked his horse by me till we got to Waterloo Place, where we stopped and talked

for a quarter of an hour. Lord Palmerston spoke very openly on the subject, on
which his policy quite agrees with ours. He is for decided measures against Russia

;

so that between him and Lord Aberdeen there is a complete diffeience of opinion.
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that formulated by the four Ambassadors at Constantinople, and

accepted by the Turks on luly :?5th. If this could but have been

communicated by telegraph to the European capitals, almost certainly

there would have been no war. The Tsar was now anxious to escape

from the peril into which his fury had led him
;
and he was in a mood

to accept anything within reason placed before him by the unanimous

Powers. Even if the Constantinople scheme had not been adopted in

its entirety, it would at least have stopped the issue of what proved to

be the source of all the later woe—the disastrous Vienna Note., of

July^^Sth. But the draft of the Constantinople Note reached Vienna

just one day too late. The assent of the Powers had been given to the

Vienna Note, and they refused to reopen the question. About this

Vienna Note, there are several remarkable features. First, it was }

originally drafted in Paris, where for the moment a party averse from

war with Russia was in the ascendant; secondly, it had been com-

municated by Austria privately to the Tsar, and put into its final shape

in accordance with his views
;
tlurdly, it had not been communicated

to Turkey; and imalljj it differed hardly at all from the Note of

Prince Menshikoff which the four Powers had unanimously rejected.

How Lord Clarendon came to accept it, and to accept it without

consulting Lord Stratford on the matter, is hard to understand. Yet

that is what he did
;
and he sent orders to Stratford to press its ac-

ceptance on the Porte. Stratford was placed in an extremely difficult

position he had officially to recommend what he privately disap-

proved. For the Note could not have been worse drafted: it was, as

Sir Theodore Martin says^, “tainted to .the core by the vagueness of

language, the danger of which, in the Convention proposed by Prince

Menshikoff, had been so strongly condemned ”
: it left Russia free to

claim that very protectorate which it was the prime purpose of the

Powers to prevent. There is no evidence that Stratford departed by
a hair’s breadth from official propriety. He informed the Porte that

his Government, together with those of the other Powers, earnestly

desired the Turkish acceptance of the Note—to which the Russian

assent was already assured. He added that, of course, the Turks
could interpret it as they thought fit, and that he felt sure they would
have the support of the Powers in repudiating any Russian claim to

a protectorate based upon it. But the Ottoman Government re-s

cognised the peril of the ambiguous phraseology of the Note. The*
diplomatic education of the Sultan and his Ministers during the

^ Martin, The Prince Cmisort, ii, 512.
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preceding four months of cooperation with “ the great Elchi ” had been

so complete that there was no need for them to ask him for his private

views concerning the deplorable document. On August 19th, the

Grand-vizier announced that Turkey could accept the Note only on

condition that three amendments, calculated to conserve the Sultan’s

sovereignty, were added. The four Powers, seeing the point of the

amendments and agreeing with them, but professing to believe that

they made no essential difference in the Note, asked the Tsar to

allow them. But Nicholas I, who had given his formal assent to the

’original. Note on August loth, indignantly refused to permit any

^modification whatsoever (September 7th).

Now occurred that lamentable.,.§chism in the Concert of Europe

out of which grew the Crimean War. So long as the four Powers

were unanimous, Russia dared not break the Peace of the Continent.

But when the Tsar’s decision of September 7th was made known,

unanimity no longer reigned. Austria and Prussia took the Tsar’s

view and decided to press the unamended Vienna Note upon the

Ottoman Government; France and Britain, on the other hand, took

the Sultan’s view and decided to press the Turkish amendments upon

Russia. The Tsar made the most of the schism. He diligently culti-

vated his fellow-autocrats of Central Europe: he visited Francis

Joseph at Olmutz before the month of September was out; he invited

both him and Frederick William to Warsaw; he subsequently re-

turned the Prussian king’s visit by going to Berlin. So completely

did he persuade the two Sovereigns of his sincerity, and win them

over to his side, that they reduced their military establishments, and

rejoiced to be out of the crisis. Meantime, however, France and

Britain were more and more deeply implicated in it. Both of them

now were inextricably committed to antagonism against Russia,

and neither of them was able any longer to restrain the Turks,

who were now “spoiling” for a fight in which they were secure

of such powerful allies. On October nth Queen Victoria wrote to

Clarendon

:

As matters have now been arranged, it appears to the Queen that we
have now taken on ourselves in conjunction with France all the risks of

a European war, without having bound Turkey to any conditions with

respect to provoking it. The hundred and twenty fanatical Turks constitu-

ting the Divan at Constantinople are left sole judges of the line of policy

to be pursued, and made cognisant at the same time of the fact that

Ensland and France have bound themselves to defend the Turkish terri-
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tory! This is entrusting them with a power which Parliament has been

jealous to confide even to the hands of the British Crown^.

The Prince Consort, ,in a Memorandum of October i6th, in the

same sense remarked It is evident that the Turks have every in-

ducement not to let this ojjportunity slip of going to war with Russia,

as they will probably never find so advantageous a one again, as the

whole of Christendom has declared them in the right, and they would

fight with England and France actively on their side.^ As a matter

of fact, the Turks had not allowed the opportunity to slip. On
October 4th, they had forwarded an ultimatum to Gortchakoff, the

commander of the Russian army of occupation, requiring him to

clear out of the Principalities within fifteen days on pain of hostile

action. He received it on October 8th and at once rejected it; hence,

Turkey and Russia passed into a state of war on October 23rd.

Critical as the situation now was, not even yet did Franco-British

diplomacy despair of restoring peace with honour. Of the ardent

desire of Aberdeen to escape being dragged into war there can be

no doubt: he deplored the drift of things; but he had wholly lost

control over them. The conduct of Napoleon III is more open to

question. The apologists of the Second Empire, P. de la Gorce and

E. Bapst, quoting his utterances, contend that he sincerely strove for

peace. But his acts belied his words; by movements of his fleet, to

which the British fleet was constrained to conform, he constantly frus-

trated negotiations, and made a conflict almost inevitable. As a matter

of fact, he needed a war for dynastic purposes, and, as Emile Ollivier

tells us, “if the Emperor came out cautiously for war, it was for the

very reason that he wanted war.” In the circumstances, the diploma-

tists had an almost impossible task. Nevertheless, they laboured for

peace, and none more arduously than Lord Stratford de Redcliffe.

It is an entire error to attribute to him, as some have done, a passion

for war. True, he had a clear policy, viz. at all costs to prevent the

Tsar from obtaining his Protectorate, and thus making himself

Suzerain over twelve millions of the subjects of the Sultan. But he

laboured to achieve this purpose by peaceful means, that is, by the

combined diplomatic pressure of the four Powers, whose cooperation

he had himself initiated on May 20th, 1853. And, lest anything

should frustrate the process of negotiation, he strove, almost beyond
the limits of human endeavour, to hold the straining Turks in

leash. Perhaps the greatest triumph of his personal influence in

Letters of Queen Victoria, ii. 456.

w.&G.n. 23
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Constantinople was accomplished in October, 1853, when, on the one

hand, he persuaded the Ottoman Government to accept a new scheme

of pacification which he had drafted, and, on the otfier, held them bade

from active hostilities while it was being considered. Two things, un-

fortunately, prevented it from achieving success. Austria and Prussia

declined to adopt it; and the divided Aberdeen Cabinet refused to

insist on the suspension of active hostilities for more than “a reason-

able period ”—a lamentably vague term, which the Turks, who were

left to interpret it as they chose, treated as equivalent to “ a fortnight.”

The Ottoman armies under Omar Pasha, encamped on the southern

shore of the Danube, were, in fact, burning with desire to cross the

river and attack the Russians, whose military position in the Princi-

palities was one of extreme weakness. On October 28th—that is,

five days after the expiration of the Turkish ultimatum to Gortchalcoff

—they opened a campaign which speedily drove the Muscovite forces

into rapid retreat. The condition of things on the Danube soon became

at once so dangerous and so humiliating to the Tsar that, on the one

hand, abandoning the limit which he had placed upon Russian military

activity, he decided to invade Turkey proper; on the other, heedless

of the challenge v/hich he thus threw down fo Great Britain and

France, he ordered his Black Sea fleet to operate on the Turkish

coasts. The new military movements, which commenced with the

siege of Silistria, once more alarmed Austria and caused her to

mobilise her armies on the Russian frontier; the new naval- move-

ments, which culminated in the destruction of a Turkish fleet in the

harbour of Sinope on November 30th, 1853, roused popular indigna-

tion in Great Britain to a pitch that made the maintenance of peace

no longer possible.

Yet even now, in December 1853, since, once again, the four

Powers appeared to be in harmony, a last effort was made to settle

the quarrel by diplomatic means. A second Vienna Note was drawn

up, accepted by them all, and presented to the Tsar on January 13th,

1854. But all hope of its acceptance had before this been destroyed

by the movements of the French and British fleets. Since, six months

before, they had anchored in Besika Bay, they had, under reiterated

pressure of Napoleon III, supported by Palmerston in the British

Cabinet, been steadily advancing towards the scene of conflict. On
October 22nd, 1853, they had passed the Dardanelles; on January 4th,

1854, they entered the Black Sea, with orders to compel all Russian

ships of war to return to the harbour of Sevastopol. The news of this
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entry and this order reached the Tsar on January 12th. It touched

hi^ride to the quick, and made the communication of the second

Vienna Note, which reached him next day, seem little less than an

insult added to an outrage. He unhesitatingly rejected the Note, and

in return made counter-demands wholly unacceptable to the four

Powers. An absolute deadlock had, in fact, been reached. Yet, even

so, one more effort, ostensibly in the interests of peace, was made.

The Emperor Napoleon HI was allowed by the French and British

Governments to address an autograph letter to his “good friend and

brother,” Nicholas (January 29th, 1854). The substance of this epistle

,

was unexceptionable: it proposed that hostilities should be sus-

pended, the Russian forces withdrawn from the Principalities, the
[

French and British fleets recalled from the Black Sea, and fresh
j

negotiations opened between Petrograd and Constantinople direct.

But, if the substance was sound, the language was such as would appear

(at any rate to present day readers) nicely calculated to pour oil upon

the blazing fires of the Tsar’s wrath and resentment^. “If, from a

motive difficult to understand,” it concluded, “your Majesty should

refuse this proposal, then France as well as England will be compelled

to leave to the fate of arms and the chances of war that which might

now be decided by reason and justice.” The Tsar replied, in intense

irritation, that “Russia would prove herself in 1854 what she had

been in 1812 ”—a retort which did not tend to soothe the susceptibili-

ties of- the new Napoleon. During the first week in February, the

Russian Ambassadors were withdrawn from London and Paris, and,

in consequence, the British and French Ambassadors were recalled

from Petrograd. Only the formal declaration of war remained to be

made. In vain Austria, backed by Prussia, pleaded for delay and

offered to support the Allies in fresh diplomatic efforts. Neither

Napoleon nor the British public now desired peace. On February 27th,

a Franco-British ultimatum was presented to the Tsar. He did not

consider it consistent with his dignity to answer it. Accordingly, on
March 19th a state of war supervened. It was formally proclaimed

in Paris on March 27th, and in London on March 28th, 1854.

,
Few series of events have excited more controversy than that,

summarised above, which resulted in the Crimean War. In the

present chapter restriction of space has rendered it impossible to do

more than indicate the salient features of the conflicting policies
;
and

it may well be that factors of cardinal importance will by some be held

^ Kinglake, Crimean War, ii. 51.
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to have been ignored. But in any case, incomplete as the survey has

necessarily been, it is hoped that enough has been said to supply an

answer to the questions. Who was responsible for the War? and,

Why was it fought? As to the former of these questions, it is impossible

to assign responsibility to any one person, or to any one nation. Rarely

have peace and war lain so evenly in the balance for so long a time,

and the impression is again and again irresistible that, if only any

one circumstance out of a score had been other than it was, the War
would have been avoided. If only Napoleon had not raised the

question of the Holy Places; if anyone but Nicholas I had been

reigning at Petrograd
;
if Orloff rather than Menshikoff had been sent

to Constantinople; if any Prime-Minister but Aberdeen had been

in office in Britain
;
if Russell had not been in the Cabinet; if Stratford

had not been sent back to the Porte; if there had been a telegraph

between Stamboul and Vienna, or if there had not been one between

Vienna and London; if the fast of Ramazan had not retarded the

Note of July 25th just twenty-four hours too long; if the fleets had

entered the Dardanelles a day later than they did; or if the final

Austrian proposal for delay had reached Petrograd a day earlier than

it actually arrived there—and so on, almost indefinitely. A sinister

fate seemed to hang over Europe, rendering vain all the efforts of

the wise and good to prevent the deplorable calamity. If, beneath this

black cloud of destiny, we seek to find out who among mortals were

-most to blame, it seems that we must assign preeminence in responsi-

jLility to Na.B.okQnJXI- He, without any excuse of genuine religious

zeal, for mere dynastic reasons, raised the demon of fanaticism in the

East; challenged Nicholas I; embroiled Great Britain; again and

again spoiled hopeful negotiations by menacing movements of his

fleet. He wished to win Catholic support for his unstable Throne ;
to

displace the Tsar as central sun of the Emropean system; to wipe out

the memories of the Moscow disaster of 1812; to break up the Holy

Alliance, andtorescindthe Treaties of 1815. Forreasons such as these he

wantedwar—and awar inwhich that respectable Power, Great Britain,

would be on his side.. Nicholas I seems to stand second in order of re-

sponsibility. His pride, his obstinacy, his violence, his duplicity, his

fixed determination to obtain his protectorate ; in particular, hissending

of Menshikoff, his invasion of the Principalities, his attack on the

Turkish fleet at Sinope—these things, and others like them, roused

in statesmen such as Stratford and Palmerston an incurable distrust

and an invincible antagonism, while in the British public they excited
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a hatred and loathing that could be appeased by nothing save war.

Third in this scale must be placed L^rfJUj^.cdeen, the amiable and

pacific British Prime-Minister—unkindly characterised by Kinglake as

iVa good man in the worst sense of the term.” His weakness, hesi-

tancy, indecision
;
his compromises in the Cabinet

;
his surrender to

French pressure; his half-measures and half-apologies for them; his

unwilling moves towards war, and his pitiful assurances that he was

. resolved on peace—all these created so dense a fog of bewilderment

and illusion, that the country drifted into war without knowing it.

When one remembers how the Queen liked Aberdeen and disliked

Palmerston, her words in a letter of December, 1853, to Clarendon

become extremely significant: “Lord Palmerston’s mode of pro-

ceeding always had that advantage, that it threatened steps that it

hoped would not become necessary; whilst those hitherto taken,

' started on the principle of not needlessly offending Russia by threats,

oblige us at the same time to take the very steps which we refused

to threaten.” Thus at last was Paljpaemtpn vindicated in the very

quarters where he had ^en least • favourably judged. As to his

part in these transactions : he consistently advocated clear words and

strong measures. Not that he desired war. On the contrary, he be-

lieved that, as in his own period of foreign control, the best way of

maintaining peace was plain speaking and decisive action. But, never-

theless, he felt that the matter at issue, viz. the integrity of Turkey,

the independence of its Government, the prevention of the pro-

tectorate of the Tsar, the exclusion of Russia from the Levant, were

worth a war, if they could not be secured without one. Such, too,

was the view of Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, a man of extraordinary

ability and power, although obsessed by distrust of Muscovite designs

and by belief in the perfectibility of the Turk. He strove to secure

the frustration of the Russian plot by means of the joint notification

by the four Powers
;
but when, as the result of the unhappy Vienna

scheme, the peace-compelling Concert of Europe was dissolved, he

without hesitation or alarm prepared to face the emergency of war.

There remains the question: was the matter at issue worth a war?=

At first sight it might appear that it was not. For it is now clear that
‘

Stratford and Palmerston were wrong in their belief in the possibility

of Ottoman reform. The Crimean War gave the Turks another day

of grace; but they threw it away .with more wanton abandonment
than any of which they had been guilty before. Moreover, the map
of Europe shows that the proposals for peaceful partition made by the •
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Tsar to Aberdeen’s Government in 1853 were substantially the same

as those now actually carried into effect after seventy years of agony.

Yet, it is, notwithstanding all this, probable that unless, whether by

diplomacy or by war, the Tsar’s designs had been defeated, every-

thing would have been different at the present day. Beyond doubt,

the judgment of the late Earl of Cromer carries weight: “Had it

not been for the Crimean War, and the policy subsequently adopted

,by Lord Beaconsfield’s Government, the independence of the Balkan

States would never have been achieved^.” Whether or not the inde-

pendence of the Balkan States was worth the expenditure of blood

and treasure which the Crimean War entailed, is a question still re-

maining to be answered.

^ Earl of Cromer, Political and Literary Essays, 1913, p. 275, quoted by Schmitt,

American Historical Review, xxv. No. i, p. 46.



CHAPTER VIII

THE CRIMEAN WAR AND THE FRENCH ALLIANCE,
1853-1858

I. RECAPITULATORY!, 1851-1853

S
IR HAjVIILTON SEYMOUR was, as has been stated, sent to

Petrograd in 1851, at a time when our relations with the Tsar

seemed to be as satisfactory as was possible between two empires

acutely discordant in principle, and in Asia predestined rivals. The
remoteness of Russia, her stability in times of revolution, the memory
of her aid against Napoleon, above all our tendency, in spite of all

entmtei, to regard France as our enemy—all these were factors in

promoting an Anglo-Russian understanding,which Nicholas furthered

by every courteous attention to Great Britain.

Inevitably, that understanding was tempered on our part by

suspicion of Russian aims and methods. British statesmen believed

that Russia designed to annex the Baltic kingdoms, to conquer

Turkey and to take as much of Asia as she chose. The wisest of them

saw, with Sidney Herbert, that “her relations with Circassia, Georgia,

Persia are the same as ours with Rangoon, Scinde, the Sikhs and

Oudh The public here are right in thinking of Russian aggression,

but wrong in attributing it to a wonderful foresight, skill and design.

The Russians are just as great fools as other people
;
but they encroach

as we encroach in India, Africa and everywhere—because we can’t

help it.” Her aggression we proposed to check, so far as means

permitted, if and when it was attempted. Meanwhile, France was

the Power that could injure us, and our statesmen, therefore, watched

France with a strained attention that could hardly be devoted to

Russia. The defects of a Constitution which could allow us five

Foreign Secretaries within fifteen months were not remedied, in

respect to Russia, by that permanent position of the Prince Consort^

which contributed much towards a fuller understanding in this

Country of Central and Western Europe.

The appointment of Sir Hamilton Seymour to Petrograd was the

outcome of this general situation. In January, 1851, the Ambassador

whom the Tsar wished to receive andwhom Palmerston wished to send

! Cf. the preceding Chapter; and see Prefatory Note to the present Volume.
* The title was not conferred on him till July 2nd, 1857.
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was Lord Cowley, by common consent one ofthe most quick-sighted of

our diplomatists. “ Straightforward himself,” says Lord Malmesbury,

“he easily discovered guile in others who sought to deceive him, and

this was well known to such.” It is possible that Lord -and Lady

Cowley might have penetrated the secrets of the Tsar in time to

stifle war. It is possible, too, that Nicholas wished for his presence

—

not, as the Queen surmised, because in Germany he acted as a check

upon Russia, but because he might aid Russia in investigating the

ground before her projected move in Turkey. But the Queen, while

agreeing with the Foreign Secretary that Russia would, for some time

at least, exercise a predominating influence upon European affairs,

insisted that Berlin and Frankfort should not be slighted. In the

end, Seymour went to Russia and Cowley to France,

The new Ambassador brought to Petrograd no diplomatic genius,

but a well-schooled diplomatic talent. His Mission justified the

Russian Chancellor’s earlier impression of him as a diplomatist “ de

la honne vieille roche” After a quarter of a century in the service,

he accepted with a minimum of official complaint the physical and

social climate of a capital at once unhealthy and adverse to British

policy. With the Tsar, round whom everything revolved, he had but

one opportunity of conversing freely upon public affairs between

October, 1851, when he landed, and December of the following year.

“We ought to have a military man at St Petersburg,” Malmesbury

opined. Seymour, however, kept all unfavourable impressions and

unverifiable suspicions to himself, observed perfectly all due forms,

put up silently with lies—or what were practically such—of all kinds,

procured, at the risk of his agent’s life, the Russian Navy list, wrote

official despatches in support of much that the Chancellor urged upon

him—in a word, fulfilled eminently well the routine duties of his

place. When he transcended routine in his official communications,

it was usually to offer observations upon the affairs of Europe, which

his long residence upon the Continent or special knowledge of some

countries might suggest. The weaknesses in his service arose chiefly

from his dependence for information upon Nesselrode, or the Prussian

General von Rochow, and from the unelastic character of his mind,

which ran constantly upon coalitions in restraint of France. To any

idea that the Tsar might be plusprudent qiie loyal” he was completely

blind. In a country where “it is hardly possible to arrive at the truth

of any circumstance which occurs” he found Nicholas impetuous,

generous, with an “innate abhorrence of all baseness and dishonesty,”
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“providentially far less aspiring than the bulk of his subjects.” He
even credited the Tsar with having- won a commanding position in

Europe by remarkable consistency in “making a regard for national

rights and a respect for national conventions the basis of his foreign

policy.” From a British point of view, he considered. Tsar and

Chancellor could not be better.

An Ambassador holding these views was naturally not distasteful

to the Russian rulers. When, therefore, in April, 1852, a struggle was

in progress in Constantinople with regard to the authorisation of a

railway in Egypt which Great Britain desired, it was easy for Seymour

to approach Nesselrode, who laid down the principle that Eastern

questions should be treated at leisure. The Ambassador, however,

was insistent, and, two British messengers having arrived in one day,

the Tsar invited him to dinner, and discussed in Nesselrode’s presence

the difficulties which had arisen between the Sultan and the Pasha.

Right, he said, lay clearly with the Sultan, and added, “We have to

do with a sick man, great precautions {mhiagements) are necessary,

or we kill the patient whom we are endeavouring to keep alive.”

Seymour, of course, concurred. Until the last days of 1852, no further

hint is visible as to the Eastern movement of 1853. During the

autumn, Nicholas reviewed great and well-found forces in southern

Russia and learned with his own eyes how strong Sevastopol had

become. In November, Russia asserted against the Porte the inde-

pendence of Montenegro, and, at the end of December, Nesselrode

styled the dispute with France regarding the Holy Places “znze tHs

mawvaise ajfaire.” But when, on the fall of the Derby Ministry in

December, Baron Brunnow reviewed the relations between his

country and our own, he could claim that the sky was clear. As for

Turkey, he referred to Nesselrode’s Memorandum to Aberdeen of

1844, which declared that, to preserve peace, the Sultan’s empire must
be maintained. He laid special stress upon the new complication in

the Levant, which, he maintained, had been unnecessarily brought

about by the violence of the French Ambassador at Constantinople.

France, he declared, had forced the Porte to elude the performance

of what had been promised to the Greek Christians with regard to

the Holy Places. To this Russia could not be indifferent. Great

Britain, he might justly have assumed, could hardly be anything else.

At that very time, however. Tsar and Chancellor were evolving a

design to which Great Britain could not be indifferent. Encouraged
by public feeling in Russia, and at the same time challenged by the
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interference of France and Austria with the Turks, Nicholas deter-

mined to resume the advance of Russia towards Constantinople. The

moment seemed especially propitious, inasmuch as his persistent ad-

versary Lord Stratford de Redcliffe had lately quitted the Turkish

capital, hoping never to return, while in London Derby and Malmes-

bury had given place to an unstable coalition under his old friend

Aberdeen. Convinced that Great Britain might be cajoled and bribed

into acquiescence and that no other Power could frustrate what

Russia and she had agreed on, he elaborated in a private Memorandum
the probable results of a Russian diplomatic or military assault upon

the Turks. The least bad of all possible bad combinations, he con-

cluded, would give him Moldavia, Wallachia and the Dobrudja,

while Serbia and Bulgaria would be independent. Constantinople

might become a free city, Russia garrisoning the Bosphorus and

Austria the Dardanelles. To Austria he assigned the coasts of the

Archipelago and Adriatic
;
to Great Britain, Egypt and perhaps Cyprus

and Rhodes; to France, Crete and the islands of the Archipelago.

Complete freedom of trade was to prevail, and the Turk might form

a kingdom in Asia Minor. These results, in the Tsar’s opinion, might

not be reached till after the defeat of a French expeditionary force

;

but he counted upon victory in the field.

In the first days of the new year (1853) Paskievitch, the former

conqueror of the Turks, was summoned to his master’s side. Rumours

of an approaching descent upon Moldavia and Wallachia were current

:

some said that these principalities should be seized as an offset to

the British expedition to Rangoon : fifty thousand men were reported

as mobilised at Odessa, and at Sevastopol a considerable fleet. While

the Austrian Ambassador could not induce Nesselrode to speak of

Turkey, the Tsar extended unwonted favour to the feeble repre-

sentative of France. On January 8th, the open threat to Turkey drew

from Seymour a Memorandum of protest. This was followed, on the

next evening, by the first of the famous series of overtures made

by the Tsar to Great Britain. Meeting the monarch at the Grand-

duchess Helena’s reception, the Ambassador signally vindicated the

Queen’s opinion of him as equal to acting under most difficult cir-

cumstances. Daring to retain the hand held out to him in farewell,

he begged for some reassurance regarding Turkey. The Tsar, unable

either to refuse the request or to call his Chancellor to his aid, de-

clared that they had a very sick man on their hands, and that before

his death the two Powers must talce the necessary precautions for the
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Succession. The inevitable sequel, on January 14th, amounted in

effect to a considered manifesto of the Tsar’s Turkish policy. Re-

nouncing the dreams of Catharine the Great, which embraced Con-

stantinople, he held firmly to his right to protect the Christian subjects

of the Porte, and would not disclaim a temporary occupation of the

capital. He begged for a communication from our Government.

It has been seen how Lord John Russell’s trenchant and courteous

statement of policy proved inadequate to the needs of the situation.

Rejecting a separate agreement with Russia for the settlement of a

question of European concern, it declared that the danger of the

dissolution of Turkey was remote, and might only be accelerated by

the means suggested for preventing it. Great Britain, however,

pledged herself never to negotiate in the matter without consulting

the Tsar. “England is rarely befooled,” writes a French critic of these

transactions
;

“ but when she is, it is not by halves.” The slumber of

the Government was prolonged for some three months more, during

which the threat to Turkey became difficult, if not impossible to

recall. For this misfortune there were many reasons—some personal,

some Constitutional in their nature. Aberdeen, who declared that

the presence of the Turks in Europe was a disgrace, was characterised

“most of all by an entire absence of suspicion.” After his quarrel

with the Court, Palmerston had been, by his own desire, relegated to

Home affairs. Lord John Russell was deeply preoccupied by problems

more akin to the chief interests of his own statesmanship. Competent

observers regarded the Tsar as honest, outspoken, and rather un-

intelligent. The Russian diplomatists, renowned for skill and charm,

spared no pains to accentuate the natural tendency of the British to

jealous watchfulness of France.

In spite of all, the indications of Russia’s purpose showed them-

selves too plainly to have admitted of misconstruction. The plan now
prepared for the disappearance of Turkey was only a revised edition

of the plan which had issued in the disappearance of Poland. Had not

the attention of Aberdeen’s Government been focussed chiefly on the

questions of its own existence and of our relations with France, had

even a single Foreign Secretary’s term of office lasted for a term of

years, the Tsar might not have blundered. In fancied security, however,

without even waiting Great Britain’s answer, he despatched Prince

Menshikoff to make the Turk his vassal. The object of his Mission

was wrapped in mystery. The curiosity of his friends he rebuked by

declaring that he was to ask the hand of a daughter of the Sultan
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for a Russian prince. Nesselrode assured Seymour that MenshikofF

was a Moderate, and that his Mission had no significance. More than

forty years later, it could still be believed that the Tsar had instructed

MenshikofF without the Chancellor’s knowledge, and that the violence

of the Envoy was his own. In fact, however, he carried with him six

Instructions drawn up in Nesselrode’s Chancery on February 8th,

1853. Next day, when Lord John Russell was describing the dissolu-

tion of Turkey as a remote contingency, MenshikofF set out to claim

for his master that unlimited authority over all the Orthodox subjects

of the Porte for which many of their notables had petitioned. On
February 28th, the Envoy, with a brilliant retinue, landed at Con-

stantinople amid the plaudits of many thousand Christians. So

patent and so irresistible seemed the menace that both the British

and the French Charges d’affaires demanded the approach of their

fleets
;
but, as has been seen. Admiral Dundas refused to leave Malta

and received the approval of the Queen. The French, however,

argued that, although the Government of Great Britain might hang

back, the nation must approve an action designed to keep the Russians

from Constantinople. Without consulting London, therefore, they

sent the Toulon fleet to Salamis, followed within a few days by their

Ambassador, de Lacour. Napoleon’s instructions to him made it

certain that on the question of the Holy Places no breach with

Russia would take place.

In Great Britain, meanwhile, a current of apprehension was rising

which reached, last of all, those in the highest places. Their optimism

may in part be explained by the fact that the dispute about the Holy

Places had dragged on for years, and that, according to the Russian

Government, this alone was the subject of Menshikoff’s Mission^

Brunnow, indeed, professed to disclose the Instructions, but sup-

pressed that which demanded a treaty to safeguard the Orthodox

Churches. But it required an Aberdeen both to believe that the Tsar’s

overtures arosefromanxiety causedby thepresent difficulties ofTurkey

,

and to disarm the criticism of the Queen that his mode of proceeding

at Constantinople was not such as would be resorted to towards a sick

friend. In mid-April, after two months at the Foreign Office, Claren-

don ventured to deride the suspicions of the French. Not until the

end of May did he, in “utmost alarm,” despatch a brief to Seymour

contrasting the “explicit, precise and satisfactory assurances” of

Russia with MenshikofF’s proceedings. For some months, then, this

country suffered from an abnormal ignorance of the real situation.
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Before resigning the Foreign Office, Russell had decided that there

should be sent back to Constantinople a diplomat of unrivalled skill

and authority in Eastern affairs, Lord Stratford de Redcliffe.

Lord Stratford, indeed, in many ways resembled an independent

potentate rather than an ordinary public servant. Forty years had

passed by since he had brought about, single-handed, a Treaty which

powerfully contributed to the downfall of Napoleon. During that

time, in both hemispheres, he had again and again embarked on

special Missions. But the chief scene of his activity had been Con-

stantinople, where, in the course of five Embassies, he had gained for

himself and Great Britain an influence. probably unique. His im-

posing presence, and his imperious will and temper, no less than his

unwearying exertions, his profound knowledge of affairs and his

sincere desire for the welfare of’ Turkey—all these combined to

maintain Great Britain, so long as she spoke through him, almost in

the position of a benevolent despot in control of the Turk. Although

he was nearer seventy than sixty years of age and had toiled amazingly

in the East for decades, his manhood remained unquenched. Nearly

a quarter of a century later, the painter of his portrait found him

frail indeed, but still imperious and majestic.

In sending Stratford to Constantinople, Aberdeen and his col-

leagues were perfectly aware that they were employing a statesman

whose knowledge of the questions in dispute far surpassed their own,

and who had narrowly missed becoming' Foreign .Secretary under

Derby. They were likewise aware that the Tsar disliked him so

bitterly as to have refused to receive him at his Court as the Repre-

sentative of Great Britain. They could not fail to know that weeks

must intervene before the expression of their own judgment upon
the Eastern situation could reach Constantinople, and that, in the

meantime, the situation itself might have changed. When, knowing

these things, they allowed him to draw up his own Instructions, they

implicitly conceded to him the exercise of a very wide discretion.

Ostensibly, and in reality, he set out to restore the moral influence of

Great Britain in the face of the “ dictatorial if not menacing attitude
”

which France and Russia had assumed, while inducing those Powers

to show forbearance and the Porte to act with prudence and initiate

reform. On his way, he enjoyed the advantage of personal conference

with Napoleon and with the leading statesmen of Austria, while, as

he neared Constantinople, he was met by the news of the first month
of Menshikoff’s Mission. Before he landed, on April 5th, he had
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penetrated the Tsar’s design—that is, at least eight weeks earlier than it

had become clear to his Government. While others talked of the Holy

Places, Stratford wrote, “The Russian demands and accompanying

demonstrations seem to mean the acquirement once and for all of a

preponderating influence with ail the Greeks in their train, or some

act of territorial encroachment by way of substitute.” As inference

deepened into certainty, his confidence in his own insight was not

likely to decrease.

British policy now waited upon the issue of Stratford’s Mission.

He found that, through Menshikoff, Russia had demanded satis-

faction as to the Holy Places^ intermingling with this demand, in deep

secrecy, a further one which, constructively, would commit the Porte

to recognise a Russian Protectorate over the GreekChurches in Turkey.

The fatal compensation was to be a Russian Defensive Alliance. The

Turks needed no inspiration from without to decline proposals which

would have made Turkey in Europe, what the Tsar claimed Moldavia

and Wallachia had already become, a dependency of Russia. It was

only doubtful whether, if faced by her overwhelming power, they

would sustain their refusal by force of arms.

Stratford used his best endeavours to prevent the decisive ques-

tion from being put. Under his influence, the problem of the Holy

Places was promptly settled, and the Porte consented to guarantee

“ by direct sovereign authority ” the spiritual privileges of the Chris-

tians. Menshikoff, however, disclosed the fact that the conclusion

of a treaty of guarantee formed “the chief object of the solicitude”

of the Tsar. The opinion of the Representatives of the four Great

Powers, and the genuine desire of Russia to avoid a breach, induced

him to reduce this demand to a mere Note—but a Note which re-

cognised the special interest of the Tsar in the preservation of Turkey

and of Orthodox privileges in Turkey, and provided for a subsequent

negotiation. Encouraged by Stratford’s announcement that, in case

of danger, he was instructed to request our Mediterranean fleet to

be in readiness, the Turks stood firm, and, on May 3ist, as has been

seen, the Russians left Constantinople. “All now depends upon our

Cabinet at home,” Lord Stratford wrote. “Will they look the crisis

fairly in the face, and be wise enough, as well as great enough, now

tlwt it has unavoidably occurred, to meet it fairlyand settle it for ever?
”

-f/ Unhappily, no one could describe our policy as wise or great.

Its aim appeared to be to persuade the Tsar peacefully, that the

' preservation of Turkey was advantageous; its method, the undis-
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criminating support of every plan of accommodation. Again and

again, the Cabinet refused to look the crisis fairly in the face. On
May 31st, Stratford received what the Premier styled a fearful power

—the authority to call up the fleet to Constantinople, thus breaking

the Treaty of 1841, which closed the Dardanelles to foreign warships.

It was well known, however, that he was privately desired not to

take this step. On June 8th, Clarendon telegraphed to Seymour:

“the form of a treaty is alone objectionable. Russia can in other ways

get anything she is entitled to claim.” At the same time, the Foreign

Office hinted that a Russian aggression beyond the limits of her

existing Treaties with the Turks might lead to war. A fortnight later,

the Queen thought that the Oriental Question was at a standstill, and

that the Tsar must enable us to help him out of the difficulty. Mean-

while, the British and French fleets had anchored side by side in

Besika Bay.

These half-hearted measures, however, fell far short of turning

Nicholas from his purpose. Menshikoff’s failure only made him

regret that he had accepted his Chancellor’s plan of an imposing

negotiation, in lieu of his own method of simply terrorising the

Turks. Stratford, he believed, had acted against Instructions. Should

the British Government, by a gross breach of faith, approve his action,

this would not deter the Tsar from fulfilling his duty to Russia. With

a strange misjudgment of the situation, he appealed to France to

procure the submission of Turkey. Refusing to receive a Turkish

Plenipotentiary or to await the good offices of a Conference, he, in

July, seized Moldavia and Wallachia as the defender of the Orthodox

faith. Once established in the Principalities, Russia enjoyed the

advantage of the accomplished fact, while Turkey lost revenue and

prestige, increased her expenses and ran the risk of Christian in-

surrections everywhere. Having advanced to the Danube, the Tsar

counted confidently upon tlie submission of Turkey or its dissolution.

These considerations, and the fact that no nation concerned wished

for war, ripened the diplomatic harvest. On August 3rd, after a

chequered history, proposals known as the Vienna Note were accepted

by the Tsar. “I think,” wrote Aberdeen, “this settles the affair.”

As events were to prove, the Vienna Note was one of eleven distinct

peace plans which failed to settle the affair. Its history", however,

admirably illuminates the factors which governed our foreign policy.

No member of the Cabinet can be said to have looked the crisis fairly

in the face, with a firm determination to settle it for ever. A minority.
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headed by Palmerston, believed that “ our position, waiting timidly

and submissively at the back door while Russia is violently threat-

ening and arrogantly forcing her way into the house,” was humiliating

to France and Great Britain and unfavourable to the cause of peace.

These Ministerswould have striven to avertwar bymaking this country

an avowed principal in the quarrel. Their natural sagacity put them

(speaking roughly) in the right
;
but how little they understood the

essence of the quarrel is shown by the fact that Palmerston himself

largely drafted proposals of settlementwhichwould have given theTsar

the victory. The majority in the Cabinet were with Aberdeen. Between

the two, always arguing for some decisive action, hovered Lord John

Russell. He was prepared to stifle the dispute by enforcing the

judgment of the Powers upon the Turks, but withdrew from this

position when the implications of that judgment were made clear.

Perceiving as he did that the Tsar’s original demand was for con-

cessions “ such as could only be made as the fruit of a successful War,”

his mind was too lucid for him to blame Stratford for exposing dan-

gerous obscurities, while his character was too straightforward to

allow of his shrinking from consequences.
,

The crisis which the Vienna Note was designed to remove may

thus be succinctly stated. Some eighty years earlier, after a victorious

War, Russia had secured the insertion in the Treaty of Kainardji (1774)

of a promise that the Sultan would protect the Christian religion in

his States. Although British Ministers erred in thinking that the Tsar

was Pope and head of the Greek Church, he was in a very special

sense its chief Defender. As such, and as wont to draw thence great

profit for his empire, he was eager that the inevitable extensions in

practice of what Kainardji granted should now be hardened into right.

Through Menshikoff, he had put forward claims upon which, if

granted by the Porte and not repudiated by Europe, he could have

founded a virtual Protectorate over Turkey. In face of opposition,

he was prepared to refine his demands to the point of preserving his

existing rights in fact and of asserting, however obscurely, his title

to occupy a special position in regard to the Orthodox subjects of

Turkey. This would merely postpone the Russian victory; but to

make the claim and then withdraw it as unfounded would be to

accept defeat. The Sultan, on the other hand, might without giving

himself away redress the grievances of his Christian subjects and

extend their privileges, provided that this was not done in palpable

compliance with the e.xercise of any right of interference by the Tsar.
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The Powers had each its special private interest to consider: all

desired peace and all shared in the collective purpose that the solution

of the Eastern Question should not be abandoned to a single State.

Stratford, at this time the brain and pen of the Turks, worked with

a far clearer sense of the issue than any other non-Russian statesman

against the mere adjournment of a peril which was certain to recur.

The Vienna Note was drawn up at a moment when the situation was

aggravated by the presence of the French and British fleets outside

the Dardanelles and of the Russian army upon the Danube, The
Turks had, however, refrained from declaring war, and projects of ac-

commodation from Great Britain, France and Austria were laid before

the Tsar. To the Russians the mediation of Austria was preferable,

and on July 28th Count Buol despatched to Petrograd a short Note,

based upon Napoleon’s, which the Representatives of the four Powers

at Vienna held that both Tsar and Sultan should accept. “If,” the

Sultan was to declare, “the Emperors of Russia had always shown

their active solicitude for the maintenance of the immunities and

privileges of the Greek Orthodox Church in the Ottoman empire, the

Sultans have never refused to consecrate them anew by solemn acts

which attest their ancient and constant benevolence towards their

Christian subjects.” The Sultan now declares that his Government
“will remain faithful to the letter and spirit of the stipulations of the

treaties of Kainardji and Adrianople relative to the protection of the

Christian religion,” and, besides other promises, will “cause the

Greek rite to share in the advantages granted to other Christian rites

by Convention or special grant.”

The Note had barely left Vienna, when there arrived a Turkish

ultimatum, which the Representatives of the four Powers at Constanti-

nople had approved. With the sanction of France and Great Britain,

this was returned, and the assent of the Turks to the Vienna Note
was demanded. The assent of Russia had been given so early as

August 3rd. The Tsar could welcome a document which refrained

from demanding the evacuation of the Principalities and sanctioned

the exercise of his active solicitude for his fellow-Christians in Turkey.

He seems to have contemplated placing its author, Napoleon, in the

position originally destined for Great Britain with regard to the

dissolution of the Ottoman empire. To Paskievitch, however, he ex-

pressed a doubt as to whether the Turks would consent or Stratford

contradict himself. To France, the Chancellor made no doubt of their

acceptance
;
but to Austria he spoke with more reserve.

2J.W.&G.II
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“The fatal facility of the electric telegraph,” which had secured

Clarendon’s hasty assent to the Vienna Note, placed Stratford and

the Turks in a most difficult position. No man, certainly no Giaour,

could control indefinitely the popular demand that the invasion of the

Principalities should be resented by war. The time for diplomacy was

short, and diplomacy had produced a project in which Stratford and

the Turks saw a virtual Russian Protectorate, well knowing that to

the Russians this was equally clear. In the discharge of his duty to

his Government, however, the British Ambassador recommended the

Note to the Porte, at first unconditionally, and later on condition

that they should construe it themselves and rely upon the four

Powers to support their construction. His intimates knew well that

he thought the conduct of his Government infamous^^—^an opinion

which the Opposition honestly shared; and, doubtless, the Turks

understood that an Ambassador must sometimes argue against his

own convictions. While the Representatives of France and Austria

pressed for their adhesion to the Note, the Prussian revealed his per-

sonal preference for the ultimatum. Before the end of August, the

Turks resolved to accept the Note, with three modifications designed

to preserve the sovereignty of their country from partition.

The Turkish modifications, qualified by France as insignificant

and as leaving the sense of the Note intact, and by Aberdeen, with

undoubted sincerity, as “ not of great importance,” prevented a peaceful

settlement of the dispute. The Tsar was prepared to evacuate the

Principalities if the Note remained intact. But the Turks insisted

upon declaring that

( 1 ) “if the Emperors of Russia have always shown their active solicitude

for the religion of the Greek Orthodox Churchy the Sultans have never

ceased to watch over the maintenance of the immunities and privileges of

the religion and of that Church in the Ottoman Empire, and to consecrate

them anew, etc.”

(2) “The Sultan will remain faithful to the stipulations of the Treaty

of Kainardji, confirmed by that of Adrianople, relative to the protection

of the Christian religion by the Sublime Porte.*' Finally,

(3) the Sultan will “cause the Greek rite to share in the advantages

granted now or in future to other Christian communities bemg subjects

of the Porte."

Though “ puerile,” “ wilful ” and “ wrong-headed ” were among the

epithets contemptuously showered by the four Powers upon the modi-

fications and their auffiors, the Tsar and the Chancellor were implored

^ Cf. Bapst, Les Origines de la Guerre de Crimee, p. 435 n.
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nation. Before the end of October, while the Western fleets lay off

Constantinople, Omar Pasha crossed the Danube to victory, and from

the Caucasus the news was also favourable. The most moderate

of Turkish Ministers felt the enthusiasm of a Holy War. On No-

vember 2nd, the Tsar, whose fervent appeals to his fellow Sovereigns

were always based upon their common faith, proclaimed a new

crusade to his people. “ God alone knows how and when it will end,”

he wrote to Paskievitch. In answer to Brunnow’s question, Clarendon

promised that war should not impede the export of material for the

projected Petrograd-Warsaw Railway.

At the end of November, however, it was still true to say that,

as Clarendon had phrased it four months earlier, we were drifting

into a war. The vigorous analysis of Prince Albert still held good.

“We cannot look on and see the Porte destroyed by Russia; active

assistance is European war I To leave the Porte in the lurch is death

to the Ministry; to declare war is not much else.” It was some-

thing to find all parties agreeing that Russia was in the wrong, and

almost all holding that we must not suffer her to approach Con-

stantinople. Russell’s view, “ that if we are to act in conjunction with

France as principals in the War, we must act, not for the Sultan, but

for the general interest of the population of European Turkey,” was

too powerfully supported to be overridden. The Queen’s desire that

the Turks should be informed in writing “that we have no intention

of being used by them for their own purposes ” expressed in a few

words what some of her Ministers expressed in many. But between

these dicta and a Policy there lay a gap which no Englishman could

bridge—and the Premier least of all. What statesman with a grasp

of realities could have written as Aberdeen wrote to Gladstone on

December 3rd; “We have now happily established a more decided

union and concert of the Four Powers, which will enable us to hold

a firm language to Russia, and perhaps induce tire Turks to listen to

reason
;
so that peace may still not be impossible ” ? Nesselrode, at least,

admitted that the Eastern Question had passed beyond diplomacy.

The Tsar, however, at once alarmed by the prospect of an Anglo-

French Alliance and gratified by victory in the Caucasus, consented,

on certain conditions, to accept the good offices of the four Powers;

and in December Stratford persuaded the Turks to declare their

concurrence with this plan. Aberdeen might force himself to believe

that the Tsar’s profession of willingness to make all the sacrifices

compadble with the religious sentiment of his people, his duties as
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a Sovereign and his personal dignity, would bring Russia to consent

to terms such as would induce the Turks to abandon their Holy War.

The notion was perhaps hardly more fantastic than the supposition

that his good friends Prussia and Austria would coerce the Tsar, if

Russia should refuse. Those who share these beliefs may hold that

the disaster of November 30th determined the extension of the War.

.On that day, the greater part of the Turkish naval forces was annihi-

lated in the open bay of Sinope. The squadron had sailed without a

British or French convoy, in reliance on the tacit understanding that

Russia would nowhere attack except in self-defence. The slaughter

of four thousand men made the British demand for war irresistible.

On December 27th, Clarendon notified Russia that it was not the

Turkish squadron alone which was deliberately attacked, and that

our naval forces proposed to assume control of the Black Sea. So

much had been wrung from Aberdeen by the threatened resignation

of Russell, the actual resignation of Palmerston and the fierce and

unbridled demands of public opinion. “In a case of this kind,” said

the Premier, “I dread popular support,” and the strange half-

measures that Great Britain adopted were sacrifices offered to pre-

serve a Ministry which was consciously out of sympathy with the •

nation. If war should come to pass, Aberdeen would retain the heavy

burden of office in the hope of limiting its scope and of bringing it

to an early close.

Although the new year opened without serious hope of peace, the

formal breach between Russia and the Western Powers was still de-

layed for nearly three months. The Tsar received successive affronts

which stiffened his attitude of defiance. When the notification re-

garding the Black Sea was made to the Russian Admirals, it was

borne by a British frigate into the innermost penetralia of Sevastopol.

Again, when Russia enquired whether the supplies for her forces

might be carried by sea between her own ports, she was answered

in the negative. The climax was reached, when Napoleon, in a personal

letter, urged the evacuation of the Principalities in return for that of

the Black Sea and the conclusion with Turkey of a Convention to be

submitted to the four Powers. The Tsar, on his part, attempted to

bind Austria in a manner which showed that he contemplated a parti-

tion of Turkey, while his reply to the project of mediation indicated

a considerable advance upon Menshikoff’s original demands. Early

in February, the Russian Ministers quitted London and Paris, and at

the end of the month Great Britain and France demanded the speedy
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evacuation of the Principalities. On March 12th, the two Powers

became allies of Turkey, and, on March 28th, they formally entered

upon that “ operation in support of the public law of Europe” which

is known as the Crimean War.

No historian of our Foreign Policy can well postpone beyond this

point an attempt to grapple with the question which then perplexed

our statesmen—that of the aims and prospects of a War with Russia.

According to Prince Albert, indeed, British policy was one of pure

feeling.

“The Government,” he explained to the King of the Belgians, “is a

popular Government, and the masses upon which it rests only feel, and

do not think. In the present instance their feeling is something of this

sort :
‘ The Emperor of Russia is a tyrant, the enemy of all liberty on the

Continent, the oppressor of Poland. He wanted to coerce the poor Turk.

The Turk is a fine fellow; he has braved the rascal, let us rush to his

assistance.’
”

As yet, however, the masses were not fully represented in the

Commons, while the Premier was a Scottish nobleman wholly out of

sympathy with democratic ideas. Great Britain went to war because

even Aberdeen could not contend that she could with justice refrain

from doing so. More than five months earlier, he had approved

Gladstone’s view that the absorption of power by Russia which would

follow the downfall of Turkey would endanger the Peace of the World,

and must be opposed by us at whatever cost. What had long tortured

the consciences of those charged with the conduct of our negotiations

was their belief that war might have been avoided by firm language

and a more decided course during the preceding year. It is possible

that, six months or a year earlier, a Palmerston might have induced

Russia to draw back, and it is probable that the Tsar, but for his

illusions regarding Great Britain, would not have moved when he

did. But what Stratford alone among statesmen outside Russia appears

to have adequately grasped was that the Russian movement towards

Constantinople was not the affair of a Tsar or a particular occasion,

and that, sooner or later, Europe wmuld be compelled to acquiesce

in its consummation, or to resist it in arms. Stratford perceived that

what existence was to Turkey position was to Russia, a Power itself

the result of “ national tendencies and national traditions ably directed

by a Government which, partly sympathising and partly affecting to

sympathise, employs them for the twofold purpose of dynastic des-

potism and political aggrandisement.” But even Stratford did not
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fully perceive tliat, although the Tsar might control the moment for

a new assault upon the Turk, the point might easily be passed when

he could not check such an assault without endangering his own
thrqne. Nicholas thanked God that he resembled his grandmother,

Catharine the Great, in nothing save the profile, and he expressly

renounced the dreams which prompted her to name his brothers

Constantine and Alexander. But, in fact, he, like Catharine, knew well

that the loyalty of the masses was doubtful, that grievous wrongs

existed which the Crown had not the power to check, and that the

Tsardom needed the suflrage of the educated and the wellborn.

Among these, excluded as they were from democratic participation in

home affairs, there prevailed a more lively interest in foreign policy

than among their equals in European lands, while among the active

Slavophil party, as also among the innumerable clergy, the crusading

spirit was unquenched. The War made Nicholas popular as he never

hac^een before, and he dared not surrender.

j^The British, however, with few exceptions, saw the cause and the

sustenance of the struggle in the Tsar himself. They were, mainly,

united in demanding the integrity of Turkey. Some, like Palmerston,

believed that its administration might be reformed; others, like

Russell, that this was unlikely, if not impossible; others again, like

Aberdeen, that the presence of the Turks in Europe was a disgrace.

No Englishman proposed that, if the Christian subjects of Turkey
rebelled, they should be put down by British soldiers

;
while some,

like Gladstone, definitely declared the contrary. It was impossible

that a Ministry holding opinions so varied should draw up in

advance any precise conditions which they would require before con-

cluding peace. Great Britain, of course, agreed with the decision of

the Vienna Conference of May 17th that the evacuation of the Princi-

palities and the integrity of Turkey should be the first object of the

four Powers. But, although visions of the end of the War varied, from
Palmerston’s redrawing of the map of Europe and Stratford’s in-

clusion of the Crimea among the “buffer” States down to the mere
restoration of the status quo, all British statesmen professed that the

way to peace was comprehensive violence swiftly applied. Their own
nation envisaged its sacrifices mainly as naval effort and cash pay-

ment, and might be relied on as fully as it had been against Napoleon.

The House of Commons soon became “ quite unmanageable, showing

utter want of confidence in the Government and a determination to

support nothing but the War.” Armies on the Russian scale, however,
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it was beyond our power to produce
;
and, although the Navy might

disturb the enemy at widely separated points, it could nowhere strike

a mortal blow. For land-fighting, allies were indispensable.

The Turkish Alliance at least was wholehearted and secure

against temptation. With an army kindled by the Prophet and a

Government under the eye of Stratford, the Turk refuted Gladstone’s

sneer that he was the Anchises to our Aeneas in the conflagration.

Aided witharms,money,shipsandadvice, he mightbe trusted to occupy

the Russians on the Danube,and to keep the Caucasus aflame. Alliance

with him, however, implied the covert hostility of Greece, the peril

of Christian rebellions and, above all, the determination of millions of

Russians to wage war to the last man and the last rouble. Great Britain

and the Turk could not hope for victory without the aid of France.

The wholehearted Alliance of France meant that we could employ

our entire force in the struggle, for she alone besides Russia was to

us a source of danger. A wholehearted alliance between two Powers,

each ambitious to possess the principal influence in the East, might

seem, in Palmerston’s phrase, like a compact between two men in love

with the same woman. During the past tv'o years, British Ministers

had been slowly making up their minds that, in his persistent over-

tures to Great Britain, Napoleon III was sincere. The singleness of

his will contrasted sharply with our divisions, and a feeling arose

that Great Britain never did what was obviously wise imtil prompted

by France. But Napoleon could hardly claim to impersonate the

educated public opinion of his country. Even as Emperor, Welling-

ton’s words held good of him, “He must keep up his popularity;

and then God knows what he may do.” The nation had been averse

from war, and even the Tsar’s impolitic taunt that 1854 would re-

semble 1812 would hardly reconcile her in permanence to spend blood

and treasure for remote and sentimental ends. There was, further,

the essential divergence to be reckoned witli, that Great Britain was

still wont to regard the settlement of 1815 as the Charter of Europe,

while to France it seemed an infamy to be obliterated. Our Govern-

ment could not feel perfectly at ease in the Alliance with a monarch

whose dynastic needs might compel him to cry halt, or whose personal

preferences induce him to proclaim far-reaching revolutions. Nor was

France as an ally commended to the Queen and her consort by the

manifest French longing for the Rhine frontier at the e.xpense of

Germany. The history of the War, nevertheless, is the history of the|

Anglo-French Alliance.
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up to Nicholas as the pillar of Authority against Revolution. The

unquestioned head of the Slavonic world, moreover, had it in his

power to shatter the fabric of a State so largely Slavonic, and angry

Russian nationalists declared that the road to Constantinople lay

through Vienna. The poverty of Austria’s exchequer and the in-

stability of her Italian empire constituted further arguments against

adventure.

From Prussia even less was to be expected. The scant courtesy

with which both sides strove to secure Frederick William IV by

threats attested their opinion that his State was too weak to be honest.

The King was ready to write much, and to say much, in order to break

what he regarded as the shameful alliance between France and Great

Britain
;
but diplomacyand armed intervention were separated bya gap

which he was hardly the man to overstep. Lack of immediate concern

with the Near East, the traditional obsequiousness of the Hohen-

zollerns towards the Tsars, Russian prestige at the lesser German

Courts, divided counsels at Berlin, the prospect of great financial

profit if Russia were blockaded—all these considerations dictated an

ostentatious neutrality as the profitable course for Prussia. On April

20th, 1854, she entered upon an offensive and defensive Alliance with

Austria whereby the two Powers mutually guaranteed their respective

territories for the whole duration of the War. Should Russia incor-

porate the Principalities or cross the Balkans, Prussia might be called

^upon to cover with 200,000 men the movements of an Austrian army.

Austria thus gained some addition of security in her dominions and

of weight in her admonitions to Russia, but burdened herself with a

timorous counsellor and partner, whenever any forward movement

might be in contemplation. Early in May, Frederick William assured

his Russian kinsman that he would never turn against him, adding that

he knew for certain that Austria would not attack. Prussian policy

justified the indictment of a British Ambassador at Berlin: “It is

impossible to make these people understand the duties and responsi-

bilities of a Great Power; and their chief thought in this question

appears to be the chance of playing a great card hereafter in Germany,

when the War shall have lasted a few years^.”

As a naval Power hoping to strike at her enemy from the Baltic,

Great Britain naturally courted Sweden. Kang Oscar’s policy, like

his father’s, had been to propitiate tlie Tsar and to develop the re-

sources of his own States, It might well be supposed, however, that

^ Martin, The Prince Consort, m. 12.
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the nation of a Charles XII, led by a Bernadotte, might strike a blow

for deliverance from the Russian peril and perhaps for the recovery

of Finland. Sweden, indeed, followed up a declaration of neutrality

in December, 1853, by refusing the Tsar’s requests to close her

harbours to all ships of war and to promise in no case to fight against

Russia. She, further, drew Clarendon’s attention to the aggressive

designs of Russia, especially that of securing an outlet to the North

Sea by way of the Varanger Fiord. But his blandishments somewhat

alarmed a djTiast}^ vdth so much at stake, and the IGng turned to

Austria, whose lead he was resolved to follow^.

Negotiations with Denmark and with Spain proved equally un-

fruitful, and the hour for the accession of Sardinia had not yet struck.

In France, however. Great Britain possessed an Ally, unfamiliar

indeed, but more valuable than all the neutral Powers combined.

The adhesion of France left Great Britain no potential foe save the

United States. Her nearness to Italy and to the Rhine provided the

best possible guarantee against surprise by Austria or Prussia. Her

matchless Army gave the Allies power to act effectively on land, while

Paris contributed much to the effective direction of the Coalition.

“It is our fate,” complained Russell, “never to adopt an onward

movement from witliin; but, when it comes from France, we submit

to do what is right and politic-.” The belief tliat France was the

enemy, indeed, was the less easily uprooted since important personages

and classesinFrancewere manifestlyfilled with hatred of Great Britain.

But Napoleon desired the Alliance with a sincerity often questioned,

but never successfully impugned; and the new French Constitution

placed in his hands all real authority. Great Britain, therefore, could

fight with Russia so long as the power and will of Napoleon remained

unshaken.

To state this truth is to disclose the fundamental weakness of the

Alliance; for, in the long run, the French people would insist on a

voice in its own affairs. A short and decisive War might fling away

but little money and spill but little blood, while happily erasing the

memories of Moscow and of Waterloo. Russia, however, remote and

flanked by neutrals, offered few chances of a swift decision. A pro-

longed struggle must bring home to the French the fact that they were

making material sacrifices without hope of material compensations,

that their new empire was not “the peace” which they had desired,

^ E. Hildebrand, Sveriges historia, vi. i. B. 83 etc.
" S. Walpole, Life of Lord J. Russell, n. 221 (to Clarendon, May loth, 1854).
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and that they were called upon to fight for liberty abroad without

enjoying it at home. In such a case France must either acknowledge

failure or strive for rewards that were unlikely to commend them-

selves to Great Britain.

Great Britain, on the other hand, entered the War as a nation

substantially united in an honest cause. Turkish integrity, as many

of her statesmen owned, was merely a formula for British interests.

“Nobody here,” Greville agreed with Clarendon, “would care one

straw about the Russian occupation of Moldavia and Wallachia^.”

|But British interests, primarily India and the Levantine trade, could

hardly have aroused the national resolve and passion which un-

falteringly sustained the War. It was at bottom the defence of popular

liberty against menacing reaction, incarnate and triumphant in the

Tsar, that brought Great Britain into the field. Not for the last time,

the nation, rendered vocal by its Press, pronounced a clearerjudgment

than its statesmen upon the rights and wrongs of humanity. The

Tsardom, busy in the extirpation of liberty among the Russian and

non-Russian peoples under its sway, had lately proved its ability to

dictate the same terms to central and northern Europe. It recognised

no limits to its destiny. “ Our frontiers march with us,” was the cry

of the conquering Slavs. In Europe, Bomarsund and Sevastopol

hinted plainly at the Sound and the Dardanelles as future stages on

the journey, and the men whose fathers had won Trafalgar and

Waterloo resolved to block the way.

To misapprehension of the deeper causes of the War may be

ascribed the attempts, both contemporary and of recent years, to

charge individual statesmen with having needlessly brought it on.

The part played by Stratford, a favourite scapegoat, has been vindi-

cated in a previous Chapter. Palmerston’s alleged love of fighting has

also been cited, with the amazing statement added that, if we had not

fought Russia, we should almost certainly have been made to fight

France or America instead^. It is true that Palmerston, whose optim-

ism sometimes led him to see facts as he wished them to be, had

once declared that Russia was a great humbug, and that if we went

fairly to work with her we should throw her back half a centur}' in

one campaign®. It is true, also, that Palmerston, like Russell, sup-

ported Stratford in his determination that the Eastern Question, once

* C. C. Greville, yowrjra/, i. 72 (June 22nd, 1853).
~ G. M. Trevelyan, Life ofJohn Bright, p. 187.
® Ashley, E., Life of Palmerston, 1. 316 (in 1835).
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raised, should not be adjourned on ambiguous conditions. Whatever

influence Palmerston possessed, however, lie owed partly to his know-

ledge of foreign affairs, but far more to his inborn sympathy with

the nation. It was they, not he or any other man, who really made

the War.

For nine months, war was waged under a Premier who clung to

office chiefly in order that he might limit the operation of the conflict.

Aberdeen, the faithful friend of Nicimlas, regarded war against Russia

as hardly less unnatural than war against Scotland, and his own share

in it as unfitting him to build a church^. I lis scruple.s found some echo

in the Cabinet, while Russell, wlio did not share them, was intent on

reforming the Franchise, and Palmerston had the Home Office upon

his hands. Clarendon, indeed, proved a careful and reasonable Foreign

Sccretar}', while Gladstone and his fellow Peelitcs brought high ability

to thework oftheir Departments,and Granville was an unfailing source

of mutual good feeling. But, at a time when speed and vigour were

all-important, the Cabinet lacked cohesion and resolution, while, in

matters of organisation and armament, nepotism and the long Peace

had produced their inevitable effects. During the summer of 1854,

the War was not so conducted as to further mutual confidence between

tlie Allies, or to induce wavering neutrals to join them, or to intimidate

the enemy.

Great Britain had entered the War to rescue the Turk and to

paralyse Russia. Thanks in part to her diplomacy, the former task

was substantially accomplished before the end of August. Austria,

in agreenient with the Turks, had brought 200,000 men under arms,

and thus secured the evacuation of the Principalities by Russia. These

were thencefonvard garrisoned by Austrians and Turks, the original

objective of the French and British troops being thus removed. Mean-
while, the movement in support of Russia, Christian insurreetion

against the Turks, had been checkmated by Austrian negotiation”

and Allied force. In May the Piraeus had been occupied, and without

Greek assistance the insurgents were doomed to collapse.

For the moment, Turkey had been saved—but for the moment
only. It was idle to suppose that so unwonted a combination as had

brought about the Russian retreat could stay in permanence the

onward mareh of Russia. This was clearly hinted by the silence of

^ Cp. Martin, The Prince Consort, p. 517; Stanmore, Aberdeen, p. 303 etc.

* Russian Diplomatic Study, i. 492 etc. The trustworthiness of this work may
be gauged from the statement, on p. 451, that William Palmer was an English agent
sent to show that the Russian Church had departed from the lap of Greek Orthodoxy.
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the Tsar, when called upon by Austria to join with the four Powers

in devising guarantees for the permanent inclusion of the Turkish

empire in the European system. And since a Turkey supervised by

Europe seemed to be the only alternative to a Turkey absorbed by

Russia, it became comparatively easy to formulate the further objects

of the War. Early in August, the four Powers presented to Russia

collective proposals for the settlement of the Eastern Question. These,

which became famous as the Vienna Four Points, comprised : first, the

substitution of a European Guarantee for a Russian Protectorate over

Serbia and the Principalities; second, freedom of navigation in the

mouths of the Danube; third, the revision of the Treaty of 1841

regarding access through the Straits to the Black Sea; fourth, the

abandonment of the Russian claim to protect certain Turkish subjects,

and the establishment of a collective European understanding for

safeguarding the concessions made to them in matters of religion.

It may be doubted whether even a hostile Alliance of the four

Powers would have induced Russia to make so abject a renunciation

of her political and religious ideals. Apart from the sincere belief of

Nicholas in his divine commission to dictate to Europe, the nationalist

and Slavonic currents among educated Russians ran strong. Many
regarded themselves as true crusaders. Many, too, held that the

right of Russia to protect kindred races of her own faith was a real

international right vindicated by many Wars and acknowledged by

many Treaties^. And Russians who read the history of their State as

the hard-won triumph of civilisation against Tartars and Turks could

not find it easy to understand, why they should halt or even retrace

their steps for the convenience of alien Powers. To accept the Four

Points without striking a blow would have been a national abdication.

In declaring that Russia would defend herself until more accept-

able terms could be offered, moreover, Tsar and Chancellor had good

reason to calculate that she was exposed to no great danger. From the

Principalities her armies had prudently retired. In Poland, her most

vulnerable part, she was protected by the character of the Prussian

King and by the semi-paralysis of Austria which the policy of

Prussia brought about. .On the side of the Baltic, Cronstadt had defied

the Allied fleet, and the easy destruction of the fortifications of

Bomarsund fell far short of the victory which might have overcome

^ E.g., Russian Diplomatic Study, i. 187; Khomiakoff to Palmer (Birkbcck,

Russia and the English Church, p. 168); Kluchevsky, Kratkoc posohie po russkoe

istoric, p. 147 etc.
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the hesitations of Sweden. British naval activity in many widely-

separated seas cuiscd Russia some embarrassment; but, on the whole,

the Allies had manifested a lack of preparedness for war that might

Avell encourage her resistance. In these circumstances, unable to

hector Prussia into war and forced to witness the partial disarmament

of Austria, the Allies staked all upon an attempt to draw the eye-tooth

of the Bear by a sudden descent on the Crimea.

The policy of this bold adventure was in many respects unim-

peachable. Sevastopol embodied Russian militarj' pride and trium-

phant aggression against Turkey. It lay in a conquered and alien

countr}% hardly more accessible to the Russian forces by land than

to the invaders by sea. Its conquest would protect Turkey in Asia,

give tlie Black Sea to the Allies and deeply humiliate the 'Psardom.

At Michaelmas, widiin ten days of the first landing, the place was

believed to have fallen. Next month, although this report had proved

unfounded, Aberdeen was told that his answer to a congratulatory

address ought to be a song of triumph. In six months, at small cost in

life or treasure, the menace to Constantinople Jiad been dispelled,

the Russians driven from the Principalities, the Aland Islands seized,

the Allies transported to the Crimea, the battle of the Alma won, and

Sevastopol, as was believed, brought to the very verge of capture.

These successes naturally influenced the hesitating neutrals. Sweden

held out hopes of a powerful diversion in the north, if Russia could

sustain a new campaign. It seemed that Austria was approaching a

breach Avith the Tsar, and CA'cn that the Prussian King, impelled by

fear, was shuffling in her train. On November 5th was gained the ncAV

victory of Inkerman. Before the end of the month, although Sevastopol

still held out, tlie Tsar accepted the Four Points as a basis for negotia-

tions. Thanks to his evident weakening and to the threats of the British

and French Ambassadors to leave Vienna, Austria signed a Treaty of

Triple Alliance on December 2nd. Although as yet she was bound
to no share in the offensive, her plans for mobilising 300,000 men had

compelled the Tsar to divert reinforcements from the Crimea and to

contemplate the evacuation of Bessarabia. The doubtful attitude of

Prussia, the accession of Sardinia to the Allies (January 26th, 1855),

the termination of the Parliamentary crisis by the advent of Palmer-

ston in the place of Aberdeen, the Russian failure against the Turks

at Eupatoria and the sacrifice of the Black Sea fleet—all these disasters

sapped the bodily strength of Nicholas, and, on March ist, he suc-

cumbed.
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Soon, however, the easy hopes that the exchange of Nicholas for

Alexander would bring peace were proved delusive. A new Tsar

could not begin his reign by surrendering the Black Sea. Within

three weeks, the Russian Plenipotentiary at Vienna, where the Peace

Conference was in session, had informed Russell that his country

would consent to no naval limitation. The Third Point, to which

the Allies attached the greatest weight of all, thus stood rejected,

and meanwhile Sevastopol had survived an intense bombardment. So

long as the German Powers stood aloof and the Black Sea could be

made a Russian lake, the remaining three Points would lack guarantees

and there was no alternative to a continuance of the struggle. And
the attitude of the German Powers had been the bitterest memory of

Vienna. While in April the Franco-British Alliance was cemented

by the visit of the Emperor and Empress to this country, Austria

was making grotesque proposals which showed the Western Powers

how little they could count upon her aid. Great embarrassment was

caused, however, by the fact that both Russell and the French Pleni-

potentiary, Drouyn de Lhuys, had personally approved one of Buol’s

chimaeras. This would, at best, have perpetuated that Russian pre-

ponderance in the Black Sea which the Third Point was designed

to terminate. As an alternative to artificial limitations of naval

strength. Prince Albert opined that, if the German Powers would

give a diplomatic guarantee for the future of Turkey which would

substantially place her under a European Protectorate, material

guarantees might be dispensed with. The Cabinet and Napoleon

concurred; the Austrian proposal was rejected; Drouyn de Lhuys

resigned; Russell remained in office. Early in June, the Vienna Con-

ference came to an end, and the Allies, never ceasing to rail against

Austria, continued their endeavours to conquer peace. An expedition

to the Sea of Azoff destroyed vast supplies and isolated the Crimea

from the east
;
but, on June 18th, progress towards Sevastopol suffered

a severe check. Four \veeks later, Russell, whose inconsistency Buol

had exposed, saved the Ministry by resigning. In spite of parlia-

mentary attacks by the Peace party. Great Britain remained firm for

the War, and the waning conviction of the French was sustained by

the victory of the Tchernaya and a brilliant visit of British royalty

to France, both in August. Next month, after a simultaneous French

success and British check, Sevastopol fell ; but neither this nor minor

successes in various fields brought any overture from Russia. At

the end of November, she captured Kars, “the bulwark of Asia
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Minor.” In Napoleon’s words, it became apparent to all the

world that, although the Allies “could do Russia serious mischief,

they could not subdue her with their own unaided mcans^.” A bold

appeal to her subject nationalities being out of the question, the

sole hope of conquering her seemed as of old to be the Austrian

Alliance.

In November, however, a Treat}' was signed with Sweden which

undoubtedly affected the situation. The Western Powers, England

in particular, had shown praiseworthy caution as to the promise of

Finland, in which important sections of Swedish opinion would have

found a tempting bait. Sweden, on her side, had steadily declined to

jeopardise her Army and her future for the proffered subsidy of five

million francs a month. The actual Treaty, despite the Queen’s con-

fession tliat she required some explanation as to the advantages which

it offered to Great Britain", served, beyond question, as a timely threat

against Russia and a check to her designs upon the Northern seas.

The King of Sweden and Norway pledged himself not to grant her

any territoiy' or right and to notify to France and England any Russian

proposal for such a transaction, these Powers undertaking, in that

ease, to come to his assistance with adequate forces by land and sea.

The Russian statesmen, no less wounded than surprised, were prompt

to perceive tliat in the next campaign they might expect a new enemy
in the field and Petrograd itself to be endangered. At this juncture,

Austria again produced an ultimatum. At the end of the year, after

much controversy between France, which welcomed it, and Great

Britain, which vindicated the right to amend it, the Austrian Am-
bassador laid it before the Tsar. The terms were those of the Four

Points, with the Third hardened into the complete neutralisation of

the Black Sea. A slight rectification of the Moldavian frontier was

also demanded, and the right reserved to the Allies to safeguard

Europe by an extended draft. Early in January, 1856, Russia accepted

the Four Points, but nothing further. Austria, however, stood pledged

to brealc off relations if the ultimatum were rejected, and the King of

Prussia urged Tsar Alexander to submit. On January i6th, he com-
plied, The agreement of all parties was registered at Vienna, and, on
February 25th, the Representatives of tlie belligerents and of Austria

met in Congress at Paris, The French capital was commended to

Great Britain largely by her trust in Napoleon and distrust of his

^ Martin, The Prince Consort, iii. 394.
^ Letters, July 27th, 1855 (to Clarendon).

W.&G.II 25
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Ministers, and by the advantage of the presence of Cowley, her ablest

diplomatist, as the colleague of Clarendon.

The diplomacy of the Congress proved, as had been expected,

by no means smooth and easy. The longing of the French for peace,

the indisposition of Austria for war, Napoleon’s lack of interest in

several demands which the British deemed vital, above all, the dislike

by many Frenchmen for our Alliance—these were powerful obstacles

to swift success. As so often happens to Coalitions, success aroused the-

self-seeking of the members and tended to loosen the bonds between

them. France had avenged 1812 and revived her martial renown. If

she fought on, it would be for the revision of the Treaties of 1815 and

the emancipation of subject nationalities in Europe. In any case, she

was far from desiring the permanent hostility of Russia which her

subservience to Great Britain must entail. Great Britain, on the other

hand, still smarted under her failure at the Redan. With no desire

to disturb the Treaties of 1815, she felt that her actual operation in

support of the public law of Europe would not be perfect without a

fresh campaign. She now disposed of a vast Fleet and a well-found

Army, 80,000 strong; her resources were undrained and fresh allies

were expected to join in the destruction of the weakening foe. Her

statesmen therefore watched with a jealous eye the Russian overtures

to France, and in January, 1856, bluntly notified their Ally that they

had no intention of agreeing to any conditions of peace that would

not fulfil the objects of the War^,

When Russia accepted the Austrian ultimatum, however, the

longing of France for relief outweighed the preference of Britain for

full success. “The Emperor could not, if he would, continue the

War,” ran Cowley’s prompt verdict, and he told Napoleon that, with

the exception of himself, he could not name a Frenchman who was •

a cordial supporter of the British Alliance®. “Whatever Palmerston

in his jaunty mood may say,” Clarendon opined, “we could not have

made war alone: for we should have had all Europe against us at

once, and the United States would have followed®.” In these cir-

cumstances, the accomplishment of the British diplomats in February

and March, 1856, must be pronounced admirably successful.

^ Clarendon to Cowley, January i8th.
• To Clarendon, January iSth and 29th.
* Maxwell, Sir H. G., Life of Clarendon, ir. 118 (to Canning).
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III. THE CONGRESS OF PARIS AND AFTER

The Congress of Paris between Russia, the four Allies and Austria

was opened on February 25th. Thanks to the exertions of Clarendon

and Cowley and to the reputation of Palmerston, it was preceded by

a series of British successes. The Emperor had presided at a Council

of War, and stood committed to a definite plan of campaign, in case

the negotiations failed. The British view that the admission of Prussia

to the negotiations would be an unmitigated evil had prevailed, and

she was only invited to accede to the General Treaty. Sardinia,

on the other hand, received an invitation to attend, though her par-

ticipation was nominall}' limited to matters concerning herself. Napo-

leon had been disposed to consider the admission of the Germanic

Confederation, hoping thereby to raise up a Power which with the

support of France and Britain might hold Austria and Prussia in

check. He was, however, persuaded that, unless France desired to

strengthen German}^ its States should be left to their interminable

jealousies and discords^. Russia had promised for the Aland Islands

—^what she had firmly refused when she acquired them—a pledge

that tliey should remain unfortified. Perhaps the most resounding

success, however, was achieved by Stratford, whose career in the

latest months of the War had been somewhat clouded. He was blamed

for the disaster at Kars, having, it was said, neglected to reply to

one-hundred-and-fifty despatches from General Williams, its heroic

defender. “ I only received the whole of them at the conclusion of the

siege, in one packet^,” was his indignant rejoinder; but slander was
not silenced. So bitter became lus disputes with his French colleague

that Napoleon’s Ambassador in London was empowered, in case of

need, to tell the Emperor that he would be recalled for the next fault

Four days before the Congress, however, he procured from the Sultan a

liatti-houmayown {or Decree), in favour of the subject Christians,which
left nothing to be desired but its execution. Besides the most com-
plete religious equality before the law, the Porte promised the reform

of police and prisons, of coinage and taxation. Even propaganda
against its own faith was countenanced, since the punishment of

apostates from Mohammadanism, though defended by Walewski^,

^ Cowley, February 9th (to Clarendon).
^ Higginson, Seventy-one Years, p. 329.
® Lord Fitzmaurice, Life of Granville, i. 135.

•
* Cowley to Clarendon, January 31st, 1856. Cowley insisted on something to

satisfy public opinion.

25—

2
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was now renounced. Difficulties arising out of the Fourth Point were

thus averted by a brilliant diplomatic stroke.

Fortunately for Great Britain, the real President of the Congress

was Napoleon; for his figurehead, Walewski, proved more Russian

than the Russians themselves. Cowley, though perhaps he failed to

penetrate the Emperor’s designs, was accustomed to manage him

admirably
;
while Clarendon, as one of his friends when in exile, found

his difficulties lightened by the imperial favour. The British Foreign

Secretary, well seconded by Cowley, proceeded with firmness and

caution to contend for the due registration of every point to which

the negotiating Powers had previously assented. The weight of

Austria was consistently thrown into the British scale
;
while constant

protests were necessary to keep France from turning the balance in

Russia’s favour. French lukewarmness, indeed, frustrated the British

design of an enquiry into the state of the populations east of the

-Black Sea^ and made it difficult to cope with the Russian demands

for large compensation in respect of the surrender of Kars. Buol,

happily, did not reject the idea of modifying the Bessarabian frontier;

but, on the general question of the Principalities, both he and the

Grand-Vizier opposed the national Union while many Powers desired.

Union under a hereditary Prince, it was contended, would mean

Russian influence in place of Austrian and Turkish. “A second

kingdom of Greece would in fact be created^”
;
and such an argument

had peculiar weight with Great Britain. The Congress, therefore, con-

fined itself to general stipulations with regard to the principles of their

administration, the Sultan undertaking to consult a Moldavian and

a Wallachian Assembly with regard to the wishes of the people.

Arrangements for the neutralisation of the Black Sea—a plan which

Gortchakoff had styled “so strange that one is astonished to see the

fate of nations confided to men such as those who have conceived

it®,” were rendered more difficult by the shiftiness of the Russians,

who one da}'^ asked for half-a-dozen ships within the size of corvettes,

and the next, for fifteen corvettes and six frigates'*. Clarendon, how-

ever, \vas accustomed to work for fourteen hours a day ;
and he was

well supported at home. Palmerston regarded him as the indispens-

able Foreign Secretary; the Cabinet could not but approve his

’ With a \'iew to checking Russia by securing their independence. Cowley to

Clarendon, January 27th, and passim; and Grcville, yot/njo/, ii. 33.
- Cowley to Clarendon, March 5th.
’ Rogers, Speeches ofJohn Bright, p. 508.
* Cowley to Clarendon, February 27th and 28th.
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courteous correctness; while the Royal pair were anti-Russian and

not too pro-Napoleonic. By the middle of March, the bases of the

Treaty had been agreed on, and the work of drafting its clauses could

begin.

At this juncture, the birth of the Prince Imperial made Napoleon

the founder of a dynasty and drove him half out of his mind with

delight. In the later days of the Congress, Clarendon describes him

as “enchanted with his son, dying for peace; does not care sixpence

for the terms, and is only anxious to do that which may be agreeable

to tlie Emperor Alexander^.” At a time when the Russians were

contesting every point, and when the international character of the

1841 Treaty had compelled Great Britain to sanction the admission

of Prussia, such an attitude could not lighten the British task
;
but

on March 30th the main instrument was signed. By its terms, all

occupied territories were to be restored. The Porte was admitted to

the European Concert, and its independence and territory guaranteed

by the Signatorj' Powers. Friction between itself and any among

them must be referred to the others for their mediation before resort

was had to force. The Powers took appreciative cognisance of the

recent haiii-hownayown^ but expressly renounced all right of joint

or several interference in the internal affairs of Turkey. The Dar-

danelles and the Bosphorus were closed to foreign warships in time

of peace; but each Signatory Power might send light vessels there for

the service of their Ambassadors, and two such to protect the new
freedom of navigation upon the Danube. Elaborate provisions were

made for the control of this navigation and for the neutralisation of

the Black Sea. The strip of Bessarabia which was to be ceded by Russia

to Moldavia was defined. To Moldavia and Wallachia the Signatory

Powers guaranteed their privileges and immunities under the suze-

rainty of the Porte, renouncing any individual right of protection or

interference. Their future Constitution was to be arranged at Paris,

after the wishes of their populations had been ascertained by the

Porte and the remaining Powers. They were to be protected by

national forces, the Suzerain interfering only after agreement with the

other signatories. Serbia gained a like status, impaired only by the

continued obligation to receive a Turkish garrison. Provision was

made for tracing the frontier between Russia- and Turkey in Asia

Minor, and for new treaties, especially in respect of trade, to super-

sede the old one-sided agreements. Sanction equivalent to that of the

Lord Fitzmaurice, Life of Granville, i. 173 (to Granville).
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main Treaty was also given to three appended Conventions, one for

the revision of the arrangement of 1841 regarding the Straits, another

for the policing of the Black Sea by Russian and Turkish flotillas,

and the third for the disarmament of the Aland Islands.

These attempts to settle the Eastern Question by fettering Russia

did not, however, exhaust the contribution of the assembled Powers

towards the settlement of Europe. All that could be done by generosity

towards those vanquished in the War or distressed by its continuance

was conceded without stint. The blockades of the Russian,ports were

raised without waiting for the ratification of the several Treaties, and

arrangements were made for the earliest possible evacuation of the

Crimea, the Principalities and the town of Kars. Nearly three weeks

elapsed, after the formal signature, before the Plenipotentiaries dis-

persed
;
and within that time much was done and more attempted.

Poland and Italy, “the two envenomed wounds of Europe,” had

aroused both the sympathy and the cupidity of Napoleon, who would

gladly have pledged the Congress to the revision of the Treaties of

1815. But Clarendon, imbued before the War with the belief “that

grab was in our friend’s mind, whenever the opportunity offered^,”

convinced him that revision was impossible without previous arrange-

ment with three or four Powers, while Russia warned him against

interference in Poland, a region which the new Tsar professed to

regard with favour. The British Minister, however, ardently seconded

the design of Cavour to ventilate the grievances of liis country. At

the session of April 8th, he stigmatised with vigour the misrule in

Rome and Naples, and Cavour exposed the dangers arising from the

Austrian occupations in the north. Six days later, Clarendon cham-

pioned the cause of compulsory mediation before resort to war; but

Great Britain found no real supporter among tlie leading Powers. The

resolution tliat “ States bet\\^een which any serious misunderstanding

may arise should, before appealing to arms, have recourse, as far as

circumstances may allow, to the good offices of a friendly Power”

was a confession of previous failure, tliough it might serve to facilitate

future recourse to tlie principle which underlay it.

International Maritime Law, on the other hand, underwent a

notable development in the next session. The famous Four Points of

the Declaration of Paris were subscribed by the assembled Powers,

who also undertook to invite tire adhesion of other States to the new

code as an indivisible whole. According to this pronouncement

^ Mnx^vell, Sir H. G., Life of Clarendon, ii. 208.
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(i) Privateering is and remains abolished. (2) The neutral flag covers

enemy goods, except contraband of war. (3) Neutral goods, except

contraband of war, are not liable to capture under the enemy’s flag.

(4) Blockades, to be binding, must be effective, that is, maintained

by a force sufflcient really to prevent access to the ports or coasts of

the enemy. From the point of view of British policy the Declaration

has been vehemently assailed. Lord Derby styled it “the humiliating

Clarendon capitulation of Paris,” cutting off the right arm of the

country^. It cannot be denied that the grave problems which it

professed to settle were not argued in the open, and the conclusions

were reached in secret. But tlie first and the last points condemned

practices which were notoriously the occasion of mercenary and law-

less violence, while the second and third merely registered that partial

satisfaction of neutral claims which, for the term of the War, Great

Britain and France had found it politic to concede. The Declaration

steered a middle course between the antiquated severity of full

belligerent rights and the too indulgent doctrine that private property

upon the high seas is sacrosanct. With equal sagacity. Great Britain

refused to strain the law by attempting to determine in advance the

classes of goods which a belligerent may seize in virtue of their great

utility to his enemy. The Londoners who hissed the Peace when the

heralds proclaimed it at Temple Bar were absolutely ignorant of what

their Representatives had achieved.

Clarendon had, in fact, brought back from Paris something more

than the published Treaty. At the very close of the Congress, the

long-sought Alliance with Austria had at last come into being. .In

secret, and finally somewhat to the distaste of Napoleon, Great Britain,

France and Austria bound themselves to treat as a ceisiu: belli any

future infraction of Turkish integrity and independence. Statesmen

who, like Bunsen, saw in Italy the unavoidable object of the next War
to be resolved upon by Napoleon ^ might well doubt the probability of

a lasting concord between France and Austria. For the time being,

however, any definite league to protect the work of the Congress

seemed better than none, and the Treaty, when it came home to

Russia, at least tended to keep Alexander and Napoleon apart,

v:--. ^<flas the policy of Britain in entering and in quitting the Crimean

War stood the test of time? During its course, in spite of some sharp

protests, no War was ever more popular; yet few have in after years

^ F, Piggott, Declaration of Paris, p.z6 .

^ Memoirs, ii. 259 (to Cobden, July 4th, 1856).
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received more widespread condemnation. Salisbury’s classic verdict

that we were backing the wrong horse, has been echoed by most of

those who are unacquainted with the facts of the case, and by many

better instructed. “I did not condemn the Crimean War,” he wrote

long afterwards, “because our grounds for fighting were insufficient,

but because it was not our interest to undertake the championship

of a Power so clearly moribund as Turkey^.” In 1854, however, it

may fairly be replied, the moribund condition was hot manifest. The

Turks, it is true, were Asiatics
;
but other Asiatics have proved them-

selves progressive, and a progressive Turkey might have lived on as

an invaluable unit of the great White Race. On what grounds could

the statesmen of 1854 assign to the Turk a character permanently

inferior to that which the Jews and Finns, the Bulgars and Magyars

in Europe were soon to prove themseiVes entitled? Sultans Mahmud
and Abdul-Madjid had instituted important reforms

;
Reschid, the

mainspring of regeneration, lived on; Stratford had brought about

useful changes; Turkey lay far more open to the West than Russia in

the days of Peter.

But, if Turkey, nevertheless, were moribund, it by no means

followed that her inheritance should fall to Russia. Bright, who

looked down upon most Ministers^, declared that, had the final

Russian proposals been accepted, “the whole matter would have

drifted on to its natural solution, which is that the Mohammadan
power in Europe should eventually succumb to the growing power

of the Christian population of the Turkish territories^.” Later

Russian history, however, suggests that, had Great Britain followed

Bright, those populations, barbarous and mutually hostile as they

w^ere, would have swiftly found themselves comprised within the

Russian empire. “The Sclavonians,” Palmerston judged rightly at

that moment, “ do not possess the conditions necessary for becoming

the bones and sinews of a new State The tragedy of Poland and

Ukrainia, it may confidently be believed, would have been repeated

in Roumania and Bulgaria, had Britain stood alooF.

^''To the policy actually follo%ved tliere were but three alternatives—

•

non-intervention, partition or adjournment. Great Britain might, as

^ Gooch, Life of Lord Courtney, p. 376 (to Courtney, October 2nd, 1899).
- Absalom Watkin, yowr«o/ (November 22nd, 1855).
® Rogers, Speeches, p. 454 (March 31st, 1854).
* Ashley, E., Life of Lord Pahnerston, ii. 287.
® Sec Appendix D for Lord Cowley’s sketch of the comparative state of the

Eastern Question before and after the War, and Lord Lyons’s comment.
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Bright and Cobden desired, have declared the Eastern Question no

concern of hers. To them, the isolation of the United States was

glorious, and the Peninsular War officious and indefensible. The

Russians, in their view, might seize Constantinople, perhaps even

Copenhagen, .without making it either the duty of the interest of

Britain to oppose them. An oveiwhelming majority of the nation,

however, held that duty both to herself and to her neighbour com-

pelled a more active course. “To prevent the Russians from becoming

masters of Constantinople and the Dardanelles, from employing

Greek sailors in their nav}^ and then at their will commanding the

route to India through Egypt^” seemed a worthy British object. To
guard the liberties of Europe and the Law of Nations might be judged

no less imperative. Russia, a Power often brutal but sometimes

superbly altruistic, regarded herself as the guardian “immutably,

loyally, chivalrously faithful” of the settlement of 1815 in the East.

Her position, she claimed, must be exclusive; but as to its harm-

lessness she proffered .tlie sacred engagement of tlie Tsar^. Great

Britain, on the other hand, saw in her a swollen militarist Power,

based on slavery, combating Liberal ideas, both at home and abroad;

swallowing region after region within her frontiers, wielding the

hegemony in Scandinavia and Germany, allied with cruel reaction

in Austria, coveting India, bringing on disaster in Afghanistan, de-

manding the illegal surrender of refugees, designing the subjugation

of Turkey. In most respects, she was beyond British control; but,

as Britain had protected the refugees, so she would now protect the

Sultan. Had she perceived, as Nicholas perceived, that Russian

serfage was doomed; had she known, as he dimly suspected, that no

Tsar could for long isolate an empire which Peter, Catharine and

Alexander had opened to the West; had she comprehended, as he

could not comprehend, that the Tsardom had outlived its historic

mission and was doomed—in no case would she have chosen inertia.

Her attitude towards such a revelation would have been her answer

to the diagnosis by a physician in 1853 that the Tsar had only two

rnore years to live—Great Britain must hold to facts, not speculations^.

.'Specific British interests, however, might have been safeguarded

by the partition of Turkey, and the Tsar offered Egypt and Crete.

The acceptance of such proposals honour forbade, and it seems never

to have been even talked of. Had Great Britain been tempted thus to

^ Stockmar, ii. 517. 2 Jiiissia7i Diploitiatic Study, 1. 3, and passim.
® Vitzthum von Eckstadt, St Petersburg and London, i. 31.
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break the Law of Nations, the crime might well have been avenged

by France and a general war occasioned.

The third alternative, however, the adjournment of the Question,

tempted several statesmen at the time, and many have since regretted

its rejection. By a subtle and ambiguous concession of principle,

diplomacy in 1853 might have secured the evacuation of the Princi-

palities and liberal promises for the future. This course, to their

honour, British statesmen declined to take. War, wtote Clarendon,

“for such a cause as two sets of Barbarians quarrelling over a form

of words is not only shocking but incredible^.” But, when the under-

lying realities had been made clear, neither he nor his colleagues

would shirk their duty. “Of course a patch-up would be the least

troublesome thing now,”, he declared at the beginning of the New

Year
;

“ but I believe it would be only playing the Emperor’s game

and allowing him to make monster preparations for monster objects^.”

Britain did not drift into war, but chose it. “We are drifting into war,”

was Clarendon’s definition of the position at a moment when “the

time of war had not come, but the time of measures for averting it

had expired^.”

The choice cost Britain some 25,000 lives and ^50,000,000

sterling—perhaps one-tenth part of the total sacrifice. Was the result

worth the bill? Exact political arithmetic is impossible, since in

judging a war in the light of history we cannot with certainty isolate

its effects. Half a century after the Crimean struggle ended, one dis-

passionate British statesman was tracing to it the affliction of Europe

by five great wars, while another glorified it as the source of Italian

and German Union^. A table drawn up by Cowley shows clearly

how the Allies had transformed the situation in the East®. The general

situation had been no less strikingly improved. “The Emperoq-

Nicholas,” wrote Prince Albert three years before the war, “is at|

present complete master of Europe. Austria is only an instrument p

Prussia a dupe; France a nonentity; while England... is less tham.

nothing®.” No one could deny that at its close a far more salutary

;

distribution of powder prevailed. A “usurpation as great as any

^ Maxwell, Sir H. G., Life of Clarendon, il. 26 (October 9th, 1853).
- Ibid. II. 37 (January 2nd, 1854).
^ W. E. Gladstone, Eng. Hist. Revievj, 1S87, p. 288.
* Spencer Walpole in Camb. Mod. History, xi. 324; Lord E. Fitzmauricc,

Granville, i. 99.
* See Appendix, with Lord Lyons’s note.
^ Moricr, Life and Letters, 1. 170 (from the Duke of Coburg’s Aus tneinem Lebcii).
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attempted by Napoleon” had, as Stockmar hoped, been so vigorously

opposed as to convince Nicholas and his people “that Russia cannot

alone dictate laws to Europe,” and tliis by the Western Powers with-

out what many regarded as the indispensable assistance of the

Germans^. Their bold reconnaissance in force, moreover, had re-

vealed the true character of what seemed in 1854 “that great grim

shadowy power w'hich sits brooding over Europe and Asia, and of

w'hich no man knows really whether it be strong or weak“.” Russia

might recover; but no future Nicholas -was likely to admonish Europe

wdtli “ Tremble ye nations and obey, for God is with us.” No Russian

Nationalist, indeed, could cease to think of Constantinople as Tsar-

grad, nor forget that Oleg had hung his shield upon its gate
;
and it

may well be that 1917, like 1856, has only postponed the fulfilment

of a vision W'hich in 1914 the Western Powers consented to share.

But, ostensibly and for the time at least, Russia had yielded. She

might recover Bessarabia and the Black Sea, but hardly the control

of the Eastern Question. Looking back in 1874, her Foreign Office

declared that the real fundamental causes of the War had been the

importance attached by Nicholas to the maintenance of the relations

with Turkey created by Histoiy^ and Treaties, and, on the other hand,

the wash of tlie Powers to end this tHe-d-iete by obliging Europe

in the future to intervene^. Tried by this test, it is not doubtful

by whom the War was won. A generation later, it could be laid

down that collective autliority on the part of the Powers to regulate

the disintegration of Turkey had been exercised systematically since

1856^.

It would be idle to assert that the Crimean War knitted a perfect

union of hearts between the French and British peoples. It would

be no less idle to deny that common efforts in an unselfish cause

w^eakened their old estrangement. British children in Paris found

.that to the French they were no longer figures of fun®
;
British states-

men had no longer to wrestle with their subordinates’ belief that

Francewas everywhere the enemy. The performances of thetwo armies

before Sevastopol, moreover, had dispelled the illusion that as fighting

men the French were hopelessly inferior. At a time when Napoleon

could at an hour’s notice march 50,000 men to Cherbourg and fling

^ Memoirs, ii. 507,
^ L. Wolf, Life of Lord Ripon, I. 80 (from Ripon’s youma/).
® Russian Diplomatic Study, 11. 410.
^ T. E. Holland, The European Concert in the Eastern Question, p. 2.
® Sir H. Rumbold, Recollections, i. 13.
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them upon the almost defenceless shores of England^, mutual respect

between the two peoples formed a powerful aid to peace.

.
On the Continent, the proof that Great Britain both could and

might intervene effectively to support a principle gave her some years

of high prestige. To this, in no small degree, Italy owes her freedom.

At home, on the other hand, the War left a legacy of distaste for

Continental adventure, which for nearly sixty years set free the surplus

energies of Great Britain to be exercised across the ocean. Upon Russia

the blindfold surgery of the Allies conferred the benefits which they

had vainly hoped that Turkey would receive. The military autocracy

confessed its failure, and for nearly a decade Western institutions were

showered upon the people. Meanwhile, the rise of Bismarck dissipated

for many years the fear, however well founded, of a Russian menace to

Europe. Lastly, the respite from Russian aggression, and the European

control of the Eastern Question which Great Britain and France had

secured, gave time for the Christian nations in Turkey to prepare.

Roumania and Bulgaria at least owe their ultimate independence to

the compulsory quiescence of Russia, and the Balkan League, then

as little dreamed of as the German Empire, is the offspring of the

Congress of Paris.

It is hardly necessary to say that the decisions taken at Paris

could not be carried out with perfect smoothness, especially since

two strenuous campaigns had left all the Powers uneasy and prone to

friction. The Russians, indeed, evacuated Kars; but they destroyed

its fortifications—an outrage which they repeated at Ismail and Reni in

Bessarabia. What Great Britain regarded as their chicanery in tracing

the new Moldavian frontier provoked a characteristically Palmerstonian

rejoinder—the despatch of a British fleet into the Black Sea. Austria,

for her part, delayed the evacuation of the Principalities, and Britain

tried to incite the Turks to press her to be gone^. Russia, meanwhile,

was courting France, and all the skill of Napoleon was needed to allay

British suspicions of his good faith. Those who had won the War

were naturally disappointed by the gloom which followed on the Peace.

“ I don’t at all see our way out of tlie Russian and French difficulties,’

wrote Clarendon a few months after leaving Paris, “we are in active

quarrel with Mexico and Peru; we are about to break with Naples

and to declare war against Persia^.” Others found himself and

^ Greville, Jourwa/, ii. 158.
® E.g. Cowley to Clarendon, April 3rd, 1856.
* MaxAvell, Sir H. G,, Life of Clarendon, n. 131 (September 12th, 1856).
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Palmerston “too scolding,” and charged them with having tried by

bullying to get out of difficulties caused by carelessness in the negotia-

tions^. At the Lord Mayor’s banquet of 1856, the Corps Diploma-

tique was represented by the Ministers of Mexico and Hayti—

a

striking proof of British isolation". At home, Greville noted the

reaction after the fever of the War—^“a torpor and an apathy such

as I never remember to have seen before®.”

During tlie two-and-twenty months of Palmerston’s premiership

after the close of the Congress, the Franco-British Alliance was sub-

jected to strains which sometimes threatened its continuance. By the

end of February, 1857, three such, arising respectively from Naples,

Bessarabia and Greece, had been successfully resisted. Ferdinand II

of Naples, insisting on his Divine right to govern as he pleased, estab-

lished police supervision over the French and British diplomats in

his dominions, on the ground that they favoured Revolution. Palmer-

ston clamoured for revenge
;
Russia, for non-intervention. Napoleon

admired the King’s courage and could not approve of a republican

agitation. In October, 1856, however, he brought himself to join

with Great Britain in breaking off diplomatic relations with a Govern-

ment that despised all friendly counsel.

The dispute regarding the frontier between Moldavia and Bess-

arabia proved more embarrassing; for, while Great Britain gave a

verdict against Russia on every point; the French Emperor, while

leaving her “ to act the part of the extortioner, while he acted that of the

generous victor^,” having in part approved her case. The choice of a

person orbody to arbitratewas longdebated. Finally, however, a curious

transaction suggested by Persigny, the French Ambassador in London,
solved the problein. At the end of the year, a minor Congress met
at Paris, into which Sardinia was admitted, on the understanding that

her vote would be given against Russia. Prussia being excluded, a

majority of four Powers against two was ensured. The Emperor thus

secured an excuse for giving way; while Russia had consented in

advance to accept territorial compensation. It was further agreed

that, within three months, the Austrians should quit the Principalities

;

the British fleet, the Black Sea
;
and the Russians, the ceded strip of

Bessarabia. In wishing Napoleon and the bonne entente a happy New
Year, the Queen could express her satisfaction that the difficulties

^ Fitzmaunce, Granville, i. 216.
“ Malmesbury, Memoirs, November 12th-
^ Journal, ii. 55. * Queen Victoria, in 1859. Letters, July 13th.
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arising out of the execution of the Treaty of Paris were now entirely

smoothed away

For the new year (1857), however, were reserved the problems -

of Greece, the Principalities, and the survival of the honne entente'

itself. In Greece, disappointed, bankrupt and disorderly as she was,

French and British soldiers still watched over the public peace.

Russia, the third protecting State, demanded evacuation, and at the

end of February, 1857, theyquitted the Piraeus. The three Powers then

resumed their thankless task ofbringing order into the Greekfinances

The organisation of Moldavia and Wallachia presented a far more

controversial question. From principle, and from complaisance to-

wards Russia, France desired that tlie two Roumanian provinces

should be allowed to unite. From loyalty to the Treaty and from

complaisance towards Austria and the Porte, Great Britain opposed

their union. The friction was increased by a conflict at Constantinople,

where Thouvenel, the French Ambassador, found himself opposed

by Stratford and his Austrian colleague. The latter, Prokesch-Osten,

denounced the Roumanian aspirations in unusually far-seeing terms.

“Such a country,” he declared to Thouvenel, “would be a terrible

weapon in Russia’s hands against Austria and Turkey. The Roumanians

would soon regard the suzerainty of the Porte as shameful and unjust,

and their country as too small. They would work for an independent State

embracing the Bukowina, the Roumanian part of Transylvania and the

Banate, with the Balkan for boundary A fine example for Serbia!”

A fine example, also, he might well have added, for Bulgaria and for

“Greater Greece.” British statesmen could not look on unmoved

while France and Russia thus hastened the dissolution of Turkey.

Stratford and Prokesch-Osten, however, found themselves opposed

by a solid phalanx of their colleagues. In July, the elections to the

Moldavian Assembly were duly held, but the result was a Unionist

defeat. Thouvenel, declaring that the Government had contrived that

the electorate should not represent tlie people, demanded that the

elections should be annulled forthwith. The Porte refused compliance,

and found, in August, that its diplomatic relations with France,

Russia, Prussia and Sardinia were broken off. Neither Stratford nor

Palmerston, fresh from a triumphant General Election, was likely to

lack hardihood ; but the Alliance was palpably in danger. The marriage

of Morny, tlie Emperor’s half-brother, to a Russian wife reinforced in

the inner circle at Paris that Russianism for which Walewski had long

' Letters, December 31st, 1856,
- Cf. hcloic. Chapter xiv.
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been notorious. Persigny, indeed, had almost ceased to correspond

witli a chief who hated the Court of London so heartily. Russia, of

course, neglected no occasion, whether in society or diplomacy or by

special Missions, whereby France might be won. At the same time

the rapprochement between Great Britain and Austria was becoming

daily more intimate. Palmerston had never committed the common
fault of underrating the importance of Austria to Europe, and now,

as the Saxon Minister wrote from London, nobody stood up more

frankly and firmly for the Austrian Alliance than Lord Clarendon,

who had found in Sir Hamilton Seymour a representative at Vienna

as active as he was zealous^. That this rapprochement was not directed

against Russia was proved by the welcome given to the Grand-duke

Constantine in England, and by British overtures to the Tsar re-

garding common action in China. But it was equally clear that France

would resentany threat to her own position as Great Britain’s chiefAlly.

To preserve the Alliance, to settle the question of the Principalities,

to propitiate Great Britain on the eve of liis conference with Alexander,

and perhaps to win British sympathy for his wider designs, Napoleon

pressed for permission to pay a visit to the Queen, which had been

contemplated since the spring. Four days in August were, therefore,

spent at Osborne by the Emperor and Empress, accompanied by the

Walewskis, Palmerston, Clarendon and Persigny being summoned
to' the meeting. So strict were the police precautions that unauthorised

communication with the mainland was cut off and Persigny arrested.

Considering the characters of the participants, and the fact that

two days earlier the Queen had inveighed against the evident inclina-

tions of France and Russia to dictate to us with regard to the Oriental

Question^, the quasi-Congress of Osborne must be pronounced suc-

cessful, On the question of the Principalities, Palmerston yielded

much. Stratford was instructed to press for the annulling of the Molda-

vian elections, and Great Britain undertook not to oppose the wishes

of the Assemblies for union in matters military, financial and judicial.

Diplomatic intercourse with Turkey could therefore be resumed in full.

At the same time, so friendly an atmosphere was created that, a few

days later, the Queen and the Prince Consort were able to perform the

delicate task of inspecting Cherbourg, then newly fortified at vast

expense. According to the Saxon Minister, however, the Prince

assured him in later years that Napoleon’s main object in the visit

^ 'Vitzthum von Eckstadt, St Petersburg and London, I. 220.
^ Letters, August 4th, 1857.
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had been to win Britain for his anti-Austrian plans. “I told him,”

added the Prince, “ that it was against all the traditions of this country

to bind our hands for future eventualities, especially with a neighbour

powerful enough to create such eventualities at any moment.”

Napoleon, therefore, resentfully turned towards Russia^.

Some six months later, an alien criminal attempt occasioned the

fall of Palmerston and brought France aiid Britain to the verge of

war. Through the remainder of 1857, the Government had been

fully occupied with a commercial panic which caused the Bank Charter

Act to be suspended, the outbreak of the Great Indian mutiny and the

progress of a quarrel with China^. But the popularity of Palmerston

had withstood all these shocks, which had left his foreign policy un-

affected. In the Principalities the Unionists had gained the day, and

the recall of Stratford in December paved the way for their ultimate

victory and for the decline of British influence at Constantinople.

On January loth, 1858, four Italian refugees from London arrived

in Paris, where their leader, Orsini, possessed a store of bombs manu-

factured in Birmingham. He had himself travelled by way of Belgium,

preceded by a notification from the London police of his person,

route and purpose. He was, nevertheless, able, four days later, to he

in wait for Napoleon at the entrance to the Opera. His design was to

supersede the Empire by a Social Democratic Republic which should

transform Europe : his achievement, ten persons killed, some hundred

and forty wounded, a minor Reign of Terror and most bitter attacks

on Great Britain. These last were made on public occasions by persons

in so high a position as Morny’s, and fire-eating military addresses to

Napoleon were printed in the Moniteiir. On January 20th, Walewski

sent Persigny a despatch recounting several recent attempts at

assassination which had been prepared on British soil, and declaring

it unthinkable that Great Britain should continue to shelter men who

had put themselves beyond the pale of humanity^.

Persigny, who knew both countries, almost despaired of the main-

tenance of the Alliance. Englishmen were quick to resent the threats

from across the Channel, and slow to alter their laws at the instance of a

Princewho had himself been a refugee. Derby held out no hope of ex-

ceptional legislation against foreigners who had done nothing criminal

in this countr}\ The Duke of Cambridge thought the law adequate as

it stood. Palmerston observed that it was impossible to surrender

' Vier.thum, von Eckstadt, St Petersburg and London, i. 215.
“ See Chapter ix below.
^ Quoted in S. Walpole, History of Tiecnty-fivc Years, i, 1 14,
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refugees to France and not to Austria, while, if London were closed

to Mazzini and his tribe, they could find a fresh base of operations in

New York^. Russell gave true expression to public opinion, when he

declared that tlie threats published by order of the Emperor ought to

have made any Minister who had a regard for national dignity decline

to enter into any speculative question with a view of altering the law

of Conspiracy”. On Februar)^ ist, when Persigny feared that even

the Emperor would not be able to keep the peace Granville wrote

:

"A war with France would not surprise me"^.” Malmesbury, how-

ever, judged more accurately the probable outcome of a controversy

with a well-armed neighbour, at a moment when British resources were

taxed to tlie utmost for the reconquest of India On February 9th,

Palmerston brought in a Bill changing conspiracy to murder from a

misdemeanour into a felony punishable by hard labour or transporta-

tion. “The Bill will pass,” wrote the Queen three days later, “and

Lord Derby has been most useful about it'*.” Although Russell de-

nounced it as humiliating and shameful, it passed the first reading

by 299 votes against 99. Palmerston, whose normal majority of 100

was by far the largest since the Reform Bill, received further en-

couragement when his India Bill was brought in by 318 votes to 173.

On the next night, February 19th, however, he fell a victim to one

of those parliamentary surprises wliich threaten all consistency of

foreign policy in a democratic State. The newspapers published

Walewski’s despatch of January 20th; the Radicals upbraided Palmer-

ston for cowardice; the Peelites argued powerfully against the Bill;

the Conservatives seized the chance of snatching a victory
;
and, other

grievances against the Ministry contributing, they lost their heads,

and in heat and hurry, laid themselves open to defeat. The hostile

amendment, which was carried by 234 votes to 215, had been skilfully

designed to mitigate, so far as words could, the defiance to France

involved in censuring a Government for attempting to give her satisfac-

tion. The House, according to the terms of this amendment, heard with

mueh concern that it was alleged that recent attempts upon the life of

the Emperor had been devised in England. It expressed its detestation

of such guilty enterprises. It professed readiness at all times to

^ A. Stem, Geschichte Europas, 1815-1871, viii. 287 (based on Persigny’s de-
spatches).

- S. Walpole, Life of LordJ. Russell, u. 303 (to Sir George Grey, February 2nd).
® Malmesbury, ii. 94.
^ Fitzmaurice, i. 288.
® Letters (to the King of the Belgians).

W.&G.II 26
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remedy proved defects in the Criminal Law, but regretted that the

Government had not anticipated its proposal by some reply to the

important despatch of January 20th. Thus censured, Palmerston in-

sisted on resigning office. Derby, his successor, of course, withdrew

the Bill, and Persigny quitted London. Fortunately for the Con-

servatives and for Britain, however, they possessed in Malmesbury,

a Foreign Secretary who had been from his youth a close friend of

Napoleon, and in Cowley an Ambassador who was for certain

purposes more truly his agent than Walewski himself^. The Emperor’s

desire for peace prevailed, even in face of the acquittal by a London

jury of the conspirator against his life. His nomination to the London

Embassy of the Crimean veteran Pelissier delighted both Court and

people^. In August, 1858, amid brilliant fetes at Cherbourg, the

Sovereigns of France and Great Britain once again did homage to

the bonne entente between the two Powers.

^ Cp. Greville, Journal, ii. 7, and passim.
® Greville, however, styles Pdlissier

“
a military ruffian, who knows no more of

diplomacy than he does of astronomy” {Journal, li. i8i).



CHAPTER IX

INDIA AND THE FAR EAST, 1848-1858

I. LORD DALHOUSIE’S INDIAN ADMINISTRATION, 1848-1856

The year 1856 marks the climax of a policy of Sunni Muslim

consolidation in two areas,and,in each,under British leadership^.

One area lay to the east, the other to the west of Shiah Persia. The
Crimean War had been brought to a successful conclusion by the

Peace of Paris in March, and Turkey was established, once again, as

an independent Power. In February, Oudh, the sole remaining Shiah

province of the Mughal empire, had been annexed to the dominions

under the control of the East India Company—in other words, of the

Diwan of Bengal. The Company had concluded with the Amir of

Afghanistan and the Khan of Kalat defensive alliances in 1854-5,

thereby brought into diplomatic unity botli the strength of Akbar’s

empire and the acquisitions of Aurungzeb. When Dalhousie left

India, Bahadur Shah II, through the agency of his vassal the East

India Company, theoretically controlled an empire of which Akbar

and Aurungzeb had dreamed, but which neither had achieved. Akbar

never held the Deccan; Aurungzeb lost the Northern Provinces;

neither of them conquered Burma. All three areas were controlled

by the East India Company as virtual Vakil-i-viutlaq (Lieutenant-

Plenipotentiary) of the Mughal Emperor, now disdainfully regarded

as “ the pensioner or titular King of Delhi.” For him, then, arose the

question whether the great vassal, in its hour of victory, would retrace

its technically treasonable step of 1843 (when it had refused to observe

the ritual of allegiance), by assigning sua fortia facta gloriae ^us, or

would transfer its allegiance from its Suzerain de jure to its Sovereign

de natura. A change in its Governor-General may have led to the

formation of hopes which Canning’s policy speedily dispelled^.

It is, then, from his dual position as a Mughal vassal and a British

A general reference seems convenient here to two papers by the writer of

the present Chapter. It is throughout based on (i) “ The Political Theory of the

Indian Mutiny,” in the forthcoming Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc. (Fourth Series, vol. v.),

where authorities are quoted, and on (ii)
“ The Historical Antecedents of the Khilafat

Movement,” in The Contemporary Review, May 1922. The latter article is an extra-

Indian view; while the former represents the Delhi point of view.
"
Cf. Kaye, Sepoy War, n. 29 ff.

36
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remedy proved defects in the Criminal Law, but regretted that the

Government had not anticipated its proposal by some reply to the

important despatch of January 20th. Thus censured, Palmerston in-

sisted on resigning office. Derby, his successor, of course, withdrew

the Bill, and Persigny quitted London. Fortunately for the Con-

servatives and for Britain, however, they possessed in Malmesbury

a Foreign Secretary who had been from his youth a close friend of

Napoleon, and in Cowley an Ambassador who was for certain

purposes more truly his agent than Walewski himself^. The Emperor’s

desire for peace prevailed, even in face of the acquittal by a London

jury of the conspirator against his life. His nomination to the London

Embassy of the Crimean veteran Pelissier delighted both Court and

people^. In August, 1858, amid brilliant fetes at Cherbourg, the

Sovereigns of France and Great Britain once again did homage to

the bonne entente between the two Powers.

^ Cp. Greville, yoHj-jjaZ, ii. 7, znA passim.
^ Greville, however, styles Pdlissier “ a military ruffian, who knows no more of

diplomacy than he does of astronomy” {Journal, ii. 181).
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remedy proved defects in the Criminal Law, but regretted that the

Government had not anticipated its proposal by some reply to the

important despatch of January 20th. Thus censured, Palmerston in-

sisted on resigning office. Derby, his successor, of course, withdrew

the Bill, and Persigny quitted London. Fortunately for the Con-

servatives and for Britain, however, they possessed in Malmesbury

a Foreign Secretary who had been from his youth a close friend of

Napoleon, and in Cowley an Ambassador who was for certain

purposes more truly his agent than Walewski himself 1. The Emperor’s

desire for peace prevailed, even in face of the acquittal by a London

jury of the conspirator against his life. His nomination to the London

Embassy of the Crimean veteran Pelissier delighted both Court and

people^. In August, 1858, amid brilliant fetes at Cherbourg, the

Sovereigns of France and Great Britain once again did homage to

the bonne entente between the two Powers.

^ Cp. Greville, Joimml, ii. 7, and passim.
® Greville, however, styles Pelissier “ a military ruffian, who knows no more of

diplomacy than he does of astronomy” {Jounml, il. i8i).
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The year 1856 marks the climax of a policy of Sunni Muslim

consolidation in t\vo areas, and,in each,under British leadership*.

One area lay to the east, the other to the west of Shiah Persia. I lie

Crimean War had been brought to a successful conclusion by tlic

Peace of Paris in March, and Turkey was established, once again, as

an independent Power. In February, Oudh, the sole remaining Sliiali

province of the IMughal empire, had been annexed to the cloniinions

under the control of the East India Company—in other words, of the

Diwan of Bengal. The Company had concluded with the Amir of

Afghanistan and the Khan of Kalat defensive alliances in 1854-5, and

thereby brought into diplomatic unity both the strength of Akhar’s

empire and the acquisitions of Aurungzeb. Wlien Dalliousic left

India, Bahadur Shah II, through the agency of his vassal the East

India Company, theoretically controlled an empire of which Akiiar

and Aurungzeb had dreamed, but which neither had achieved. Akhnr

never held the Deccan; Aurungzeb lost tiie Northern Provincc.'i;

neither of them conquered Burma. All three areas were controlled

by the East India Company as virtual Vakil-i-vmflag (Lieutenant-

Plenipotentiary) of the Mughal Emperor, now disdainfully regarded
as “the pensioner or titular King of Delhi.” For him, then, arose the
question whether the great vassal, in its hour of victor}', would retrace
its technically treasonable step of 1843 (when it had refused to ob.servc
the ritual of allegiance), by assigning sim foriia facta g/oriac cjus or
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Ambassador that Lord Dalhousie’s Administration derives its signifi-

cance and characteristics. Pitt’s India Act of 1784 had transferred

the control of the Home Government of the East India Company
to the British Crown

;
but it could not legally affect the Company’s

status in India. Wellesley, in 1803, asserted that, in his diplomatic

capacity as a Representative of the British Government, he had pro-

claimed British protection over the Mughal Emperor, whom he called

the King of Delhi, thereby concealing the feudal aspect of the step (the

return to the loyal service and protection of his overlord the Mughal

Emperor, from whom he concealed the diplomatic aspect ofhis action).

The diplomatic view was recorded in English, the feudal in Persian,

and later Governor-Generals were guided by the English version.

Five years before Lord Dalhousie’s arrival. Lord Ellenborough had

brought to a close the Mughal policy of the Company by stopping the

presentation of 7iazr and the acceptance of the KhiV at as derogatory

to the dignity of Queen Victoria^. Lord Dalhousie, therefore, regarded

himself entirely as a representative of the British Government, as

a Viceroy of the Queen of England while Bahadur Shah still regarded

him as his own representative, the Diwan of Bengal—a Nawab of

the Mughal empire.

But the Mughal suzerainty over the Company was not the only

concealed overlordship involved. Persia claimed the Mughal Em-

peror as a vassal, and this relationship the Mughals had concealed.

Both Babur and Humayun had entered India as Persian atm'rs. Akbar

had disowned the religious and political overlordship (1579);

whenever Persia, or one of her vassal States, was sufficiently strong to

reassert the suzerainty over the Mughal, she intervened in Indian

affairs, and usually in response to an invitation from India. Dalhousie s

arrival in India took place at a time when a revival of Persian imperial

claims was beginning to take place. Russian pressure ceased in 1S46,

somewhat abruptly, about four years after the return of Dost Muham-

mad as Amir of Afghanistan, now recognised by the Governor-

General. He was, moreover, the anti-Persian candidate. Persia, there-

fore, in the East, was suffering, as Poland had suffered in the West,

partition with the same result—a revived loyalty in the core of the

empire. For territorial recuperation she was looking to her lost

* The first overt- act of the rejection of hliiphal suzerainty had already occurred

in 1835, when the East India Company ceased to issue coins in the name of

Idnc; of Delhi, and began to coin rupees bearing the cfiigj’ of King William IV. for

the significance of the Khil'at (robe of honour, s\Tnbolic of the acceptance o

Euzcraintv’) and nazr (an ofTering symbolic of a vow of allegiance) cf. the writer s

“ Two inst.anccs of Khil'at in the Bible," in the^. Theol. Studies, xxut.

(January, J922).
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provinces—^Afghanistan, India, and those regions absorbed by Turkey^,

—just at the time that the Mughal Emperor, angered by the stoppage

of nazr, was ready to welcome the reassertion of her suzerainty. The

relations between tlie two movements were obscured by the dual

control of British Eastern policy.

Here again appeared a political illusion, Dalhousie, from, his

knowledge of Western diplomacy and his ignorance ofEastern political

conditions, regarded Persia as the tool of Russia, at the time when

she was struggling to free herself from Russian influence^. There, too,

is to be seen the parallel working of Eastern feudal law and Western

diplomacy, the fuller records of which tend to obscure the existence

of its rival. The shallow dictum that “after all, the result was the

same" is adequately refuted by the extent and ferocity of the Mutiny.

Lord Dalhousie’s administration, then, may be classified under three

heads, each having a dual significance, British and Mughal.

1 . The consolidationoftheEast IndiaCompany’sfiefs in Bengal; itappears

{a) as Mughal Diwan of Bengal, theoretically and officially a Sunni Muslim
nazvab, {b) as the agent of the British Government governing British territory.

2. The consolidation of the Mughal Emperor’s fiefs as his chief vassal,

and the reabsorption of rebel States,by means of the principle," theEmperor
is heir to all,” or of simple conquest, or of constitutional action {e.g. Tanjore,

the Punjab, and Oudh, respectively). On the other hand, it appeared to

extend, by the doctrine of "lapse,” the dominions and "protection” of

the British Government and so was as an enemy to the Mughal State.

The climax is reached in the attempt to apply the "doctrine of lapse”

{i.e. the rule that "the Emperor is heir to all”) to the Mughal Succession.

3. The consolidation of the Sunni Mughal empire against the menace
of a reassertion of Persian suzerainty, which implied a victory of the Shiah

doctrine of Islam. This was completed by the alliance of Bengal with

Afghanistan, about a year after the Mughal Emperor embraced the Shiah
creed, thus relinquishing the Sunni leadership to the Diwan of Bengal.

On the other side, the policy appears as part of the Anglo-Russian feud, as

a check to the Russian advance in Central Asia.

For convenience these three heads may be distinguished as

“ Company,” “ Mughal ” and “ Foreign” respectively, the whole being

regarded as a process of peaceful penetration.

^ R. W. Stevens to Lord Clarendon, Tabreez, August 12th, 1853 (R.O.—F.O.
60/186); November i6th, 1853 O’&iW.), November 19th, 1853 (gives Russian promises
in event of Russian victory—Sulaimaniah, Baghdad and Kotur). Lord Clarendon
to C. A. Murray, No. 2 F.O., November 20th, 1854. C. A. Murray to Lord
Clarendon (Private), January 5th, 1855.

® Sir H. Willock to Lord Palmerston, December ist, 1838 (F.O. 60/187). Lord
Clarendon toW.T. Thomson, April 20th, 1854; (F-O- 60/188) acknowledgingW.T.
Thomson, No. 19, January 2Sth, 1854. Dalhousie wrote exactly the opposite
statements only four days later, viz. January 29th,' 1854. See Private Letters of
Marquess of Dalhousie, ed. J. G. A. Baird, p. 285.
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I. Dalhotisie*s “Company’’ Administration

The internal policy of Dalhousie had the immediate effect of raising

the prestige of the India Board and the Governor-General. Always

deferential in tone when he addressed the former, he insisted on a

similar deference from his own subordinates. His masterful per-

sonality, his love of work and his official training at home drew all

Departments under his direct supervision, if not under his direct

control. Sir Charles Napier, the Commander-in-Chief, and even Sir

John Lawrence, in the Punjab, were made to understand that to

Dalhousie belonged the decision of policy. The introduction of the

telegraph assisted him in this policy of centralisation, which was to

give to his successor that unity of control which he needed for dealing

with the outbreak of 1857-8. He directed, in varying degrees, the

policies of Bombay, Madras, Agra and Lahore, while he delegated

the government of Bengal to Sir Frederick Halliday (April 28th,

1854)^. From the Indian point of view the step is interesting con-

stitutionally, since it was merely by the process of niabat (appointing

a deputy) that Dalhousie freed the Company from the local limitations

of its original position {diwan) and thus enabled it to assume an

imperial role as vahil-i~mutlaq of the Mughal Emperor. This title was

translated, in the diplomatic language of the West, as Paramount

Power. The most important effect, therefore, of the step lay in the

realm of what was termed “Foreign Affairs,” in Mughal imperial

Administration
;
for automatically the rajas and nawabs of other States,

even the King of Oudh, sank to the level of a lieutenant-governor.

The step involved no assumption of new powers on the part of

Dalhousie; it was merely an acknowledgment of his dual position

as the most powerful Minister in tire Mughal State and as the head

of one of the provincial Administrations.

The constitutional and administrative unity of control thus gained

was reinforced by more material bonds. The introduction of a regular

postal service and the electric telegraph provided a very real link

between the Governor-General and outlying provinces, while the

introduction of railways and the improvement of roads facilitated

movement and heralded an era of still closer relations", Militar}'

Boards were superseded by Departments under responsible officers,

and definite proposals W'erc put fonvard for the increase of the

* Lee Warner, The Life of Dalhousie, Ii. Z46-51.
' md. II. 191-4, 366, 381. Cf. H. Bosworth Smith, Life of Lord lAUvrence,

I. 467, 477, 479fr. and 11. passim, for their value in the Mutiny,
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European element in the Company’s service, to counterbalance the

reduction in British troops. Although he allowed British troops to

be despatched to the Crimea, he urged the maintenance of an adequate

force of Europeans to counterbalance the Sepoys^.

Throughout, the main feature of the constructive reforms was a

tendency to consolidation and centralisation. The reforms, which fall

within the realm of morality and humanitarianism, on the other hand,

had an opposite effect, for they offended the religious susceptibilities

of Hindu opinion. The suppression of sati and human sacrifices,

together with the legalisation of remarriage to widows, was regarded

as an encroachment on their religious liberty, unparalleled since the

days of jizya, now long forgotten^. In addition, education and mis-

sionary activity excited the worst apprehension as to the religious

policy of the Government. Within the Company’s provinces, there-

fore, while the Government was being consolidated, the subject

population (both Hindu and Muslim) was being alienated for reasons

which were mainly religious.

2. Dalhousie^s “MiighaV’ Policy

It was, however, in the role of vakil-i-mutlaq within the Mughal

empire that Dalhousie’s greatest work was achieved, and that work

automatically laid the foundations of future trouble. His humani-

tarian reforms had been foreshadowed in the seventeenth century,

Lis “Mughal” administration was a reversion to the law of that age.

Not since the seventeenth century had the rule that “ the Emperor is

heir to all” been enforced with such consistent success, for the

“doctrine of lapse” is but one phase of that rule. Delegations of

authority were personal and died with the recipient. A natural heir

could not succeed without a regrant
;
the automatic succession of an

adopted heir was out of the question. In Hinduism, however,

adoption has a religious as well as a political significance, and

submission of claims to a non-Hindu was an offence, while non-

recognition was a peril to the soul. Here again, the policy ofDalhousie,

characteristically Mughal, tended to drive the Hindu into the arms

of the Mughal Emperor. The plea that his actions were governed

^ His minute of 1854, which dealt with this subject was lost in a pigeon-hole
at Leadenhall Street. Lee Warner, op. cit. ii. 275.

- Sir R. Temple regarded this view as a post-Mutiny invention (Mew and
Events, p. 105). Sati was the self-immolation of a widow' on the funeral pyre of her
husband {v. Sleeman’s Rambles and Recreations, ed. V. A. Smith, pp. 18-31). Jisya
was the poll-tax levied by Muslim rulers on infidel subjects. Under the Mughals
it was levied only during the years 1680-1720. *
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by treaty-made law failed to convince those who suffered of its moral

rectitude^. Further, its main application was to Mahratta States

{e.g. Tanjore, Satara, Nagpur and Jhansi) and to Mahratta princes,

as in the case of the pension of Nana Sahib—^the sense of grievance

lingering from the Mahratta Wars being thereby rekindled^. Dal-

housie’s duty, from the Emperor’s point of view, would have been

to appoint new subahdars (viceroys)
;
but the annexation of the States

by Bengal, placed the Company in the position of a usurper. In

his “Mughal” policy, therefore, as well as in his “Company” policy,

there appears the same tendency to drive together the Hindu and the

Mughal. The Companyforgot its allegiance, the Hindu his grievances.

The policy towards the Muslim provinces was based on con-

siderations of finance or misrule. The treatment of Arcot is in

miniature the treatment of the Mughal empire. From the position

of a subordinate amaldari (toll-collector) of Madras the Company

had risen, through various grants of office and jagir lands, to that

of Diwan of the Carnatic, thereby gaining complete control over the

revenue administration. They then claimed the right to set aside the

Nawab on the grounds that he was a pensioner and a fainiaiit.

In 1801 and 1835, they failed; but in 1855 they refused to recognise

Azam Jah and set him aside^.

The case of the Deccan was similar to that of Oudh, but less

aggravated. There were two sets of claims. The Company was debtor

to the Nizam on account of pishkash (tribute) and revenue. Corn-

wallis and Wellesley had been unable to meet the demand, and, by

means of doubtful accountancy based on military forces supplied and

non-tenure of certain sarkars, they had postponed payment until they

had converted a debit balance into a substantial credit^. By Dal-

housie’s time the amount “due to the Company” stood at half a

million sterling, which the Nizam could not immediately pay. He

^ For discussions of “lapse,” sec Lee Warner, op. cit. ii. 145 ff.; Temple, op.

at. 105 fT. T. R. E. Holmes, A History of the Indian Mutiny (cd. 1885), p. 3 *5 "'

gives a list of references.
- The case of Nana Sahib was not exactly the same as the other cases. A

pension, not a State, was involved. On its effect on Nana Sahib’s conduct, see

Holmes, op. cit. p. 232.
’ “Sham kings” was Dalhousic’s expression. Lee Warner, op. cit. It. toO ff.

takes the ordinaiy’ view, which overlooks the priority of the "King of Delhi.

For Akbar Shah and Bahadur Shah’s attitude, sec Kaye, op. cit. ll. 6 S. Ajafti’’ *s

a grant of the revenues of a piece of territorj* in lieu of direct cash payments for

sert'ices.

* Cf. T.O. Home Misc. 634, p. 233. Bengal Secret. Cons. March 23rd, T7S7. A
Sarhar (lit. sor = head, har =;work) is the headquarters of any ofilce or govcnmient.

In the Mughal empire the word i^ almost invariably confined to local government.
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offered to pay by instalments and to. return the militar}'^ contingent

as an unnecessarj’^ source of expense ;
but Dalhousie insisted on the

cession of Berar whereby “the British Government. . .secured the

finest cotton tracts which are known to exist in all the continent of

India^.” The Nizam was mortally offended, and but for his death

in May, 1857, it is almost certain that the Deccan would have sup-

ported the Mughal Emperor.

The deposition of the “IGng” of Oudh should be distinguished

from tlie annexation of the province by Bengal
;
for the two acts had

distinctly different effects on Indian opinion. The Court which tried

Bahadur Shah in 1858 was unable to understand why the “ King of

Delhi ” was pleased with the deposition of Wajid Ali Shah
;
for, to

them, no other reason than revenge appeared to account for the

support given by Oudh to the Mughal. They forgot that the assumption

of royalty, by tlie Nawab Wazir, had given great offence in Delhi

and also, if Bishop Heber was not mistaken, to tlie people of Oudh.

Since the Battle of Buxar (1764), tlie Nawab of Oudh had been a

steady ally of the Company. It was not, however, until the substitu-

tion of tlie pro-British Sa‘adat Ali Khan for the anti-British Wazir

Ali in 1797, tliat tlie Company gained any real ascendancy over the

affairs of the province”. This advantage Wellesley exploited to the

full, and by tlie Treaties of 1799 and 1801 forced the Nawab to

disband most of his own forces and to maintain an increased con-

tingent of the Company’s. The necessity of large cash payments re-

sulted in the breakdown of ih^jagir system and consequent disorder

in Oudh. The pressure for payment, combined with the Resident’s

interference in the internal affairs of Oudh, rendered administration

extremely difficult, and matters drifted from bad to worse. The authors

of Dacoitee in Excelsis, or the Spoliation of Onde, were almost certainly

two of the Company’s officers, and they furnish an interesting com-
mentary on the reports of Sleeman and Outram, whose unanimity,

which proved to give the final impetus to annexation, they allege to

have been based entirely on their common use of Sleeman’s notes.

Owing to Wajid Ali’s refusal to sign a treaty which reduced him to a

^ Baird, op. cit. pp. 434-5.
^ The minute of Sir J. Shore {Papers Presented to Home of Commons

^

1806,
XV.), if read in the light of Sa'adat Ali Khan’s correspondence with Wellesley,

appears less convincing than it was to Wellesley. For convenient summaries of
the History of Oudh in its relations with Bengal, see Lee Warner, op. cit. ii. 300;
H. C. Irwin, The Garden of India, pp. 77—155 ;

Sir Henry Lawrence, Essays, Military
and Political, pp. 61-137.
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roifaineant, he was summarily set aside. The Company’s administra-

tion, never popular in Oudh, began under the injudicious guidance

of Coverly Jackson, who confirmed the worst fears of the landowning

classes, among whom were many of the Sepoys of the Company^. For

this appointment, however, Dalhousie was not responsible.

The annexation, however, produced an effect in the “Foreign”

relations of Dalhousie. Oudh was the chief representative of Persian

and Shiah influence in India and in constant communication with

Persia, where Murray had hinted in 1855 the probability of British

pressure on the Shiahs in India as a reprisal for his exclusion from

the Taziah ceremony2. For over a century, too, the Court of Oudh

had been the refuge of discontented Mughal princes from the re-

straints of Court life and British supervision at Delhi
;
so that between

Lucknow and Delhi there grew up considerable intercourse, and the

adoption of the Shiah confession by Bahadur Shah, whether a genuine

conversion or not, tended to strengthen this bond. In removing Wajid

Ali, the Company removed the “King,” the stigma of disloyalty, and

by its annexation fastened that stigma upon itself, at a time when

Bahadur Shah was fitted by creed and birth alike to lead the cause of

loyalty thus set free.

Tocomplete the record : Dalhousie had, since 1849, beenintriguing'*

with the Mughal Princes to put an end to the kingdom of Delhi and

the Mughal Succession. This rendered the annexation of Oudh

ominous. The intrigue was based on the principle of “lapse”—for

which the Mughal Emperor was the ultimate source of authority

—

but the danger was only made clear by the annexation. Dalhousie

was not to blame for his misunderstanding of the situation, which was

due to his purely English training; and Western writers, whether of

Parliamentary papers or of histories of India, seemed to have con-

spired to obscure the nature of Mughal sovereignty and the tenure

by which the various Companies held tlieir lands in India. The

Company was, indeed, a Muslim official drawing its authority from

the personal authority of the Emperor. As his authority was primarily

religious, any attack on that authority was of the nature of sacrilege.

Mughal authority was, therefore, shaken at its source and, with it, the

Company’s autliorit}^ just at the moment when the Mughal empire

had reached its fullest extent.

* Cf. N'orRnte, From Sepoy to Subadar, ed. D. C. Phillott, pp. iii-iM*
* C. A. Murray to Sndr-i-Azim, September 6th, 1S55 (end. 4 of No. 52 w

I.X5rd Clarendon). C. A. Murray to Lord Clarendon, No. 62, October jst, 1S55.

’ I.c. from Bahadur Shah’s point of view.
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3. DalhoustVs “Foreign'’ Policy

In the consequences of the annexation of Oudh is found the link

between Dalhousie’s “Mughal” policy and his “Foreign” policy;

but here an additional factor intcr\^encs in the control of diplomacy

by tlie Foreign Office, which approached the question from a pro-

Turkish point of view^. The effect of the -diplomacy is seen in the

outbreak of war in 1856. The approach of India, however, was some-

what different. The conquest and settlement of the Punjab and

Peshawar” had brought the British system into contact with Afghan-

istan and various Pathan tribes to the cast of that province. Afghanistan

comprised roughly the old Persian and Mughal suhaJis (provinces)

of Kandahar and Kabul, with pretensions to Herat. The fear of Persia

reestablishing her hegemony by Russian aid and the dissensions

between the Persian Government and British Embassy probably

suggested to the Afghans, early in the year 1854, the advisability of

an alliance with Bengal^. By the Treaty of 1855, Shah Jahan’s loss

of 1644 was made good and the whole Sunni Mughal State, under

British leadership, presented a united front to Persian aggression. For,

although Persia itself was weak, in India tlie memories of Nadir Shah

still lingered, and, in addition, Persia was believed to be able to com-

mand Russian support. Dalhousie, agreeing with the early views of the

Foreign Office, believed her to be the tool of Russia
;
but in that respect

they may have overestimated Russian influence, for Persia had not for-

gotten the Treaty of Turcomanchai (1828) and regarded the Crimean

War as an opportunity to wipe out the disgrace and indemnity and

perhaps to regain some ofher lost provinces. She therefore approached

Great Britain and France with an offer of alliance, but only to be

rebuffed and thrown back on Russian support^. Thus was lost

perhaps the greatest opportunity Great Britain has ever had, not

merely of identifying herself with the Muslim world, but of enlisting

its united support to stay the advance of the Slav. Further, it threw

Persian influence into opposition to her policy in India on the eve

^ Supra, p. 405. Also Lord Clarendon to W. T. Thomson, No. 33, April 20th,

1854-
“ Supra, p. 213. On the growing friction see Lord Clarendon to C. A. Murray,

No. 22, April nth, 1855.
® Baird, op. cit. p. 311 et passim. Lord Clarendon to W. T. Thomson, No. 6,

January 17th, 1854.
^ Lord Clarendon to C. A. Murray, Nos. 87-88, December 31st, 1855. W. T.

Thomson to Lord Clarendon, No. 7, January 20th, 1855 (and enclosures). Same,
No. 33, March i8th, 1855. C. A. Murray to Lord Clarendon, No. 9, April 23rd,

1855- .
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of a great crisis, to which, in fact, it may have contributed^. The

annexation of Oudh and the intrigues against the Succession drove

the Mughal Emperor to seek the support of his former Suzerain, as

had his ancestor Humayun in face of a similar menace from Bengal^.

Moreover, tlie reports of Crimean disasters spread to India; the

Russians, now favourable to Persia, were believed to be more than

a match for the British—so that, when Dalhousie left India, the Shah

of Persia and his vassal the Mughal Emperor were in accord and

ready to move together to reassert their authority over their “infidel”

vassal, the East India Company. Dalhousie, by his annexation of

Hindu States, by his treatment of the great Mughal subahdars of

Arcot, Hyderabad and Lucknow, and by his policy towards Delhi

had caused a revival of Mughal loyalty; but, by granting Herbert

Edwardes a free hand in his dealings with the Amir of Afghanistan®,

he had driven a wedge into the coalition growing up against lum.

In the east, Dalhousie accomplished the long cherished desire of

the Nawabs of Bengal, the defeat of Burma and the annexation of

Pegu. The Burmese and their vassals had long been troublesome

neighbours of Bengal, which was in some respects a “mark” against

their advance. But it is within the realm of British policy that the

causes of the War are to be found. It will be seen that the principle

involved was identical with that in the China War of 1857—^the

unwillingness of oriental monarchs to recognise the Western claim

of the right of protection over their natural subjects, and the like

unwillingness of the merchant to submit to the laws of the country

in which he was domiciled—for the political theory^ of sovereignty

in the East is territorial. Further, there was his inability or unwilling-

ness to accept tlie low status in native society in which his calling,

as an alien merchant, placed him^.

Difficulties with the Burmese kingdom arose very early in the

Company’s rule of Bengal, and, beyond fruitless diplomacy and the

Burmese War of 1824-6, no steps had been taken to secure the

removal of the trouble. Moreover, Burma laid claim to Bengal as a

former possession of its subject state Arakan. In 1851, the Treaty of

Yandabo had become a dead letter, and matters reached a crisis. The

^ C. hs Murray to Lrord Clarendon, No. 45, Auftust 20th, 1S55 (with end.).

Trial of the Kiaq of Delhi, p. 155. Mirza Najafs mission would arrive in Persja

early in 1S55, if the interval of one year is correct.
= W. Erskine, The History of India under liabnr and Humayun, Ji. 275 In
* Memorials of the Life and Letters of Sir H. B. Edreardes, I . 235-'59.
* l.ce Warner, op. rit. 1 . 413-6.
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cases of Sheppard and Lewis brought the Rangoon merchants to

memorialise the Government of India on November 28th, 1851, with

a warning as to the necessity for secrecy^. In January, Dalhousie

despatched Commodore Lambert with letters to the King of Ava

and tlie Governor of Rangoon; but their reception was so hostile

that Lambert blockaded the river mouth. Dalhousie, though de-

sirous of a peaceful settlement, was never very hopeful
;
but he con-

tinued negotiations, and it was not until February 28th that anything

like an ultimatum was sent. April ist was the date fixed for com-

pliance with tlie claims advanced ;
otherwise, “ the British Government

will have no alternative but immediate war.” The terms were not

complied vdth, and General Godwin opened hostilities on April 6th".

The precautions taken against cholera defeated the King of Ava’s

old ally; and Godwin’s generalship resulted in a successful campaign

and the occupation ofPegu as far as Prome. Dalhousie would not permit

any advance farther up the river. The King of Ava refused to sign a

treaty or send plenipotentiaries to negotiate, but on an indication

that he would acquiesce in the annexation of Pegu, Dalhousie issued

the proclamation declaring it to be under British Protection and

warning the King of Ava that a restoration of the old relations of

friendship formed an essential condition of the cessation of hostilities

(December 20th, 1853)^. Dalhousic’s moderation and insight in this

campaign enabled him to lay the foundations of a strong State. Pegu

at heart was anti-Burman; tlie minimum hinterland, compatible with

the safety of the ports, was occupied, and the revenue of Pegu was

the only possibility of obtaining indemnity for losses before and

during the War. The new province was connected by road and tele-

graph with Bengal and its administration entrusted to a chief Com-
missioner (Major Arthur Phayre), to be conducted on lines similar to

that of the Punjab^. When the King of Ava sent presents to Dalhousie

to mark the resumption of previous relations, “the return presents

which the G.-G. was expected to send, were alluded to in Burmese
terms which indicate the offering of an inferior to a superior” The
letter was returned and the King changed his attitude®.

In summing up the effects of Dalhousie’s administration, the

outbreak of the Mutiny is liable to deflect the judgment. The Mutiny
was the outcome of a misunderstanding lasting over more than half a

^ Lee Warner, op. cit. i. 414. Baird, op. cit. p. 187.
® Lee Warner, op. cit. i. 416-27. Baird, op. cit. pp. 185, 193 et seq.

,

® Lee Warner, op. cit. 1. 437 ff. Baird, op. cit. pp. 231, 237, 251-2, 258.
^ Lee Warner, op. cit. ii, 1-7. ® Baird, op. cit. pp. 320, 325.
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century, and its meaning was only revealed to India within the previous

fifteen 3'^ears. Hence, to assign the causes of the Mutiny to Dalhousie’s

policy, as a censure on the individual, is unjust; but in so far as

Dalhousie represented the East India Company in its diplomatic

capacity, his policy, from its sheer efficiency, was a most potent con-

tributory cause of the outbreak, which received its final impetus from

Canning’s refusal to recognise the Mughal succession, when help

seemed at hand to reestablish the Emperor’s authority. It is only

on such a background that Dalhousie’s policy could have affected

the issue
;
for in his policy, there is no step which had not been fore-

shadowed or attempted in the days of the Mughal empire’s glory

—

and then without ill-effect. It was the efficiency of Dalhousie which

rendered the Diwan of Bengal an intolerable vassal by revealing the

danger of its excessive power. He raised the prestige of the Govern-

ment of India higher than it had been for nearly three centuries,

and increased the extent of its territories beyond what it had ever

been, though by his neglect of the Emperor he threw that monarch

into the arms of discontented Princes and unemployed nobility. For

this, however, the blame does not rest with Dalhousie. The position of

the Company had been understood in England in 1813 ;
it was thirty

years later that Ellenborough revealed it to India. From that date

the challenge was inevitable, unless the Company returned to Mughal

allegiance. That the authority either of Queen Victoria or of Bahadur

Shah must succumb, Dalliousie perceived, and he advised accordingly

;

but his advice was rejected.

II. THE INDIAN MUTINY, 1857-1858

The Indian Mutiny cannot be isolated from the Crimean War

and the Anglo-Persian W’ar, for it is but the third act in a drama of

which they are the first and second^. In the Crimean War, Russia

and Turkey were tlie principals, Persia the passive and Great Britain

the active, seconds. Throughout Persia’s attitude is anti-Turkish and

her offer of alliance against Russia was only due to temporary wavering-

It was but the old Perso-Bj'zantine feud reinforced by the antagonism

of Shiah and Sunni. When the principals retired, however, the long

smouldering feud between Great Britain and Persia broke out into

open warfare. The alleged diplomatic discourtesy to the British

Crown was but the casus belli, which happened, however, to be

appropriate. If the Shah of Persia had formed a lowly estimate of

* Cf. Holmes, op. cit. pp. 70-72.
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ihc powci-s of the British Envoy, he surely had the right to tell his

Sadr-i-Azatn (Prime-Minister), though Murray’s resentment was

roused on this, and on other occasions^. 'I'he incident, however,

provided the excuse which brought negotiations to a deadlock re-

sulting in War. Persia had a real grievance in the interference of the

Embassy in its internal affairs and “tl»e attempts to imj^rove the lot

of the suffering subjects of Persia” were a menace to the State. The
desire of Persia at this time to extend an effective rule over her luke-

warm vassals raised the question of Herat, owing to its proximity to

Afghanistan and India, to an undeserved prominence. 'Phe attempt

to regain the nominal allegiance of the provinces of Kabul and

Kandahar with a view to the reestablishment of Persian control over

Delhi had aroused still further the anxiety of ihe Foreign Oflicc and

the East India Company". Hence the declaration of War in 1856

and the despatch of Outram’s expedition had a veiy real effect in

checking Persian action in India, while the extortion of a recognition

of Afghan independence placed a southern boundary on Persian

expansion and attached the Sunni Amir to British interests in India;

for he saw that he had more to fear from a Persian empire including

Tehran and Delhi in its range than from a British empire in India.

Moreover, Great Britain was the ally of the Sunni Sultan of Rum

—

the Kdialifah of the Prophet of God.

But Persia had, to some extent, prepared her attack on the British

position in India, and evidence of that preparation appears at the

close of the third stage. The Shah’s efforts to win over Afghanistan

in 1855 had ended in his betrayal to the British, who at the same time

thwarted his attempt to regain the allegiance of Muskat; and, as a

result, the Herbert Edwardes Treat}' was concluded. The Shah, how-
ever, found in the need of Bahadur Shah II an opportunity of

imitating the example of his predecessor Shah Tahmasp in Humayun’s
hour of distress. He therefore promised not only Persian but Russian

support; and a firman was sent to call the Faithful to war against the

Infidel, whose power would then be crushed Further, the ill-feeling

^ Great Britain was not fortunate in her representatives at Tehran. The Sadr-
i-A~avi wrote to W. T. Thomson that from his tenacity over trifles “the Persian
Ministers often became doubtful of the friendship of England.” C. A. Murray’s
conduct in the Taziah incident revealed a narrowness of view not conducive to

good feeling. In both cases, Persia was subjected to petty interference which no
State could tolerate.

* C. A. Murray to Lord Clarendon, No. 45, August 20th, 1855 (and end.) (F.O.

60/203); ^Iso Lord Clarendon to the India Board (Confidential), October i6th,

1855, and Shell’s comments enclosed in Murray’s letter (F.O. 60/206).
^ Trial, pp. 120 ff.
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in Shiah Oudh was opportunely aggravated by the administrative

policy of Coverly Jackson, and the distrust excited among the

natives of Oudh in the Company’s Army. Finally, Bahadur Shah

had identified himself with Persian and Shiah interests in November

or December, 1853, by acknowledging the Shiah doctrines and

placing standards at the shrine of Shah Abbas in Lucknow. His

subsequent denial enabled him to retain the loyalty of the Sunnis to

their Mughal Klialifah, while the suspicion of its insincerity prevented

his forfeiting Shiah support. The denial came through the Company’s

Resident at Delhi and the Shiah poet Ghalib^!

This aspect of the Mutiny (perhaps the most important, for it

provides the most probable solution to the question of a possible

plan), has been overlooked or belittled by historians, and it was

clearly overlooked by those who had to meet the issue and try the

King of Delhi. The fact is accounted for by the divided control of

British Foreign Policy in the Muslim world
;
for the Foreign Office

appeared incapable of coordinating the tv^o areas, Persia and India,

owing to the belief that India recognised herself to be part of tlie

British empire. The Company, too, had lost sight of the nature of

Persian interests in India—if, indeed, these were ever known to it.

The hope of Persian aid, however, vanished; for not only had Persia

been defeated, but Afghanistan and Kalat blocked tlie way.

In India, too, what the Shah of Persia had feared, the Mughal

Emperor had found in operation—^the usurpation by the British

Government of the control of the internal affairs of State. In Persia

it was under the cloak of the Embassy, in India of the Company;

and in view of the apparent absorption of his empire by the British

Power, Bahadur Shah, or his supporters, determined to strike a blow

to check the process 2. The Infidel Company seemed to be engaged

in an organised attack on religion—both Hindu and Muslim, with a

view to proselytism to Christianity; hence, any overt act would

furnish a pretext for the outbreak. That act appeared in the issue of

a new rifle and the Greased Cartridges^. Behind all lurked the propa-

^ Trial, pp. 154-5. The letters which passed on this occasion have recently been

found in Rampur State Library MSS. (Persian Histories), No. zzg. They confirm the

evidence of Hakim Ahsan Ullah. I am indebted for this information to Mr H- **•

Zaidi, Fitzwilliam Hall. Kaye, op. cit. il. 12 R*

’ Bahadur Shah summed up the situation in a quatrain;
Na Iron nc Ictya na Shah Russ stc

Angres ho tabah hiya hartoosh fie ,

[Neither Persia nor the Czar of Russia ruined the English, but the Cartridges')

Sir \V. Muir, North~Westcrn Provijices and Oudh, Records of the Intelligence

Department, !. 454.
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ganclist, whose policy was based on the deeper issues involved; in the

cartridges he had an argument which would appeal to all.

Further, the Company’s Native Army was really its feudal tabman

(contingent) and part of the IMughal Army. Padly mismanaged,

irritated by constantly changing rules of sendee, pay and drill, the

Company’s forces had developed what was almost a tradition of

mutiny, and some historians have endeavoured to trace the develop-

ment of 1S57 from the Sepoy Mutiny of 1S06 at Vellore. On the

other hand, the Sepoy had the confidence of his ofliccrs and rulers,

and later events arc held to show how far that trust was misplaced.

“At least four mutinies are recorded during the thirteen years pre-

ceding the outbreak’’; but, fourteen years before the outbreak, the

Company had renounced its loyalty to the Mughal Emperor. If the

Sepoy had changed, so had the Company. Further, the extension

of the Company’s territories had involved the Sepoy in warfare

beyond “the black water’’—the Indus and the sea, and the new

recruiting regulations threatened to make that service incumbent on

all. To the Hindu, therefore, sendee must ultimately have meant loss

of castek But one practical reason remains for the selection of the

Company’s Army for the outbreak—the ncccssaiy' supply of arms was

to be found there and there alone, for all other States had been dis-

armed. Hence, the Company had gained both financial and military

control of the Mughal empire, while it alone possessed the necessary

arrangements of staff and central organisation.

It was on these two points that the Mughal effort broke down

—

finance and staff. The authorities of Delhi were unable to control

the forces at tlieir disposal or to pay their armies ;
therefore, the whole

movement became localised either in the main efforts of Delhi,

Cawnpore and Lucknow, or in the minor outbreaks in the provinces.

Further, in overthrowing the Company’s organisation, the Mughal
Emperor was casting away his only hope of any effective control.

His choice seemed to lie between political suicide and political

suffocation^.

From this point it is possible to trace the development of a policy

for combating the Mutiny. Essentially a united protest against infidel

encroachment'*, from this cause it had resolved itself into a collection '

of local risings. Its only centres were Delhi, representing the Mughal
^ Kaye, op. cit., devotes Book ii. to a discussion of the Army and its Mutinies.

Cf. V. A. Smith,. Oxford History of India, pp. 712 ff. Holmes, op. cit. c. ii,

- Trial, pp. 39 ff., 50 ff., 161.
® This statement leaves open the disputed question of an organised outbreak.

27W.&G.Il
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interest, Lucknow, the home of the Shiah, and Cawnpore, the home

of Nana Sahib, the claimant of the office of Peshwa of the Mahrattas.

The main object, therefore, of-the Governor-General was to maintain

his advantage of central control and, by localising the main rising,

to prevent the Mughal forces- from acquiring such an advantaged

To effect this, all communications with other parts, and particularly

with the Deccan, had to be cut off. At first, though, this course was

not clear to Canning. He may, perhaps, be excused his early inabilit)'

to perceive the gravity of the outbreak and the early indecision of

his policy. Of his principal adviser, Halliday, however, the same

cannot be said
;
for, had the same nerveless policy, which characterised

the Bengal Administration, directed affairs in the Punjab, it is difficult

to conjecture the outcome. This indecision was, fortunately for the

Company, counterbalanced by the prompt decision of local officers,

and, moreover confined to those provinces which were most “Angli-

cised.”

The second object was economy of troops. Localising the area

of military activity assisted this measure; it tended, however, to blind

some to the need of disarmament of the Sepoy Army. For their

disarmament was disarmament of the Mughal forces
;
and, w'hile tliere

might be a danger of the disease spreading, the local feeling of Oudh,

the main recruiting area of the Company, tended to draw disbanded

Sepoys to that area. Wherever disarmament was promptly under-

taken—as in the Punjab and at Patna—there was seldom further

trouble, and the increased difficulties at the centre relieved the

pressure in outlying parts and reduced the outbreak to manageable

dimensions.

For reasons both geographical and chronological, the policy of

the Punjab^ takes precedence
;
for, before Calcutta was awake to the

fact that the Mutiny had broken out, the Sepoys at Lahore had been

disarmed. While Halliday advised caution, John Lawrence and his

lieutenants had acted. From the Persian point of view, the Punjab

was of peculiar interest. The Treaties of Alliance with the Khan of

Kalat in 1854 and with the Amir of Afghanistan in 1855 and 1857

had secured the west and the north of the province not only front

attacks from the Asiatic side, but also in the possession of a foundation

on which Lawrence could build up a united, anti-Mughal State to

‘ Cf. John Lnwrcncc to General Anson, May 13th, 1857, ap. Bosworth Smith,

op. Cl’/, 1. 480-1

.

* Holmes, op. cit. cc. x, xi. Bosworth Smith, op. cit. i. 478(1,
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work against Delhi. In 1857, Lawrence played a role not unlike that

ofAhmad Shah Durrani a century earlier, when working against Delhi

on tire basis of loyal Afghan support; for

there was hatred of the Sikh lor the Mohammedan who had persecuted

him and whom he had persecuted in turn. There was the contempt of

the hardy Punjabi whatever his caste or his creed, for the less manly races

of Oudli and Bengal. Finally, there was the hope of plundering the re--

volted city, the home of the Mogul, under the Ikbal of the Company. . .

.

His first duty was to secure the safety of his own province His second,

and hardly second to his own mind. . .was to make his own province the

means of retaking Delhi^.

Lawrence was at Rawalpindi when the news of the outbreak arrived

and Montgomery was in charge at Lahore. At his instance, General

Cobbett completed the disarmament of the Sepoys at Lahore. By

May 13th, however, Lawrence had stated his policy to the Com-
mander-in-Chief—concentration on the recover}^ of Delhi, disarming

of the Sepoys and the utilisation of all available Gurkha and European

regiments so that a picked brigade might march from Ambala to

Delhi without delay.

The attitude of Lawrence towards Delhi is significant; he saw

its importance in the eyes of India, for there he received his appren-

ticeship. Halliday’s training had been on the Bengal side, therefore

to him Delhi meant much less. Lawrence understood, too, the need

of unity of control and purpose. On May 19th, he wrote to General

Anson: “What we should avoid is isolation, and the commanders of

stations each looking to his own charge and not to the general weal.”

Mughal inability to avoid this danger was a large factor in the ruin

of their cause, as has been shown already.

To give effect to this policy, he organised a “movable column”
at Rawalpindi, to march to Jhelum, and thence as need demanded.
Forsyth, the deputy Commissioner of Ambala organised the Sikh

Sardars of the cis-Sutlej States—the Nawab of Karnal and the Rajah

of Jind undertaking to maintain communications with Meerut. The
mutiny of the Sepoys at Nowshera and Mardan precipitated the dis-

armament of the four regiments at Peshawar on May 22nd. The
influence of Nicholson and Edwardes was sufficient to ensure the

support of the neighbouring tribes when once a decisive blow had
been struck. With the back of the Mutiny broken. General Barnard

(Anson’s successor as Commander-in-Chief) was able to leave the

Punjab for Delhi with the first force raised by Lawrence, in less than
^ Bosworth Smith, op. cit. i. 470. Ihbal m&aus prestige.

27—
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interest, Lucknow, the home of the Shiah, and Cawnpore, the home

of Nana Sahib, the claimant of the ofRce of Peshwa of the Mahrattas.

The main object, therefore, of-the Governor-General was to maintain

his advantage of central control and, by localising the main rising,

to prevent the Mughal forces- from acquiring such an advantage^.

To effect this, all communications with other parts, and particularly

with the Deccan, had to be cut off. At first, though, this course was

not clear to Canning. He may, perhaps, be excused his early inability

to perceive the gravity of the outbreak and the early indecision of

his policy. Of his principal adviser, Halliday, however, the same

cannot be said
;
for, had the same nerveless policy, which characterised

the Bengal Administration, directed affairs in the Punjab, it is difficult

to conjecture the outcome. This indecision was, fortunately for the

Company, counterbalanced by the prompt decision of local officers,

and, moreover confined to those provinces which were most “Angli-

cised.”

The second object was economy of troops. Localising the area

of military activity assisted this measure; it tended, however, to blind

some to the need of disarmament of the Sepoy Army. For their

disarmament was disarmament of tlie Mughal forces
;
and, while there

might be a danger of the disease spreading, the local feeling of Oudh,

the main recruiting area of the Company, tended to draw disbanded

Sepoys to that area. Wherever disarmament was promptly under-

taken—as in the Punjab and at Patna—there was seldom further

trouble, and the increased difficulties at the centre relieved the

pressure in outlying parts and reduced the outbreak to manageable

dimensions.

For reasons both geographical and chronological, the policy of

the Punjab^ takes precedence
; for, before Calcutta was awake to the

fact that the Mutiny had broken out, the Sepoys at Lahore had been

disarmed. While Halliday advised caution, John Lawrence and his

lieutenants had acted. From the Persian point of view, the Punjab

was of peculiar interest. The Treaties of Alliance with the Khan of

Kalat in 1854 and with the Amir of Afghanistan in 1855 and 185”

had secured the w'est and the north of the province not only from

attacks from the Asiatic side, but also in the possession of a foundation

on which Lawrence could build up a united, anti-Mughal State to

* Cf. John Lawrence to General Anson, May 13th, 1857, ap- Bosworth Smhlt,

op. cit. I. .*,80-1.

” Holmc<5, op. cit. cc. x, xi. Bosworth Smith, op. at. r. 478(1.
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work against Delhi. In 1857, Lawrence played a role not unlike that

ofAhmad Shah Durrani a century earlier, when v.'orking against Delhi

on the basis of loyal Afghan support; for

there was hatred of the Sikh lor the Mohammedan who had persecuted

him and whom he had persecuted in turn. There was the contempt of

the hardy Punjabi whatever his caste or his creed, for the less inanly races

of Oudh and Bengal. Finally, there was the hope of plundering the re-

volted city, the home of the Mogul, under the IkhaJ of the Company

His first duty was to secure the safety of his own province His second,

and hardly second to his own mind. . .was to make his own province the

means of retaking Delhi^.

Lawrence was at Rawalpindi when tlie news of the outbreak arrived

and Montgomery was in charge at Lahore. At his instance, General

Cobbett completed the disarmament of the Sepoys at Lahore. By

May 13th, however, Lawrence had stated his policy to the Com-
mander-in-Chief—concentration on tlie recover}' of Delhi, disarming

of the Sepoys and the utilisation of all available Gurkha and European
regiments so that a picked brigade might march from Ambala to

Delhi without delay.

The attitude of Lawrence towards Delhi is significant; he saw
its importance in the eyes of India, for there he received his appren-
ticeship. Halliday’s training had been on the Bengal side, therefore
to him Delhi meant much less. Lawrence understood, too, the need
of unity of control and purpose. On May 19th, he wrote to General
Anson: “What we should avoid is isolation, and the commanders of
stations each looking to his own charge and not to the general weal

”

Mughal inability to avoid this danger was a large factor in the ruin
of their cause, as has been shown already.

To give effect to this policy, he organised a “movable column”
at Rawalpindi to march to Jhelum, and thence as need demanded

'sa"”t-sr-j" •'»
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a month from the outbreak. The rest of Lawrence’s energies and time

was spent in maintaining a steady flow of troops towards Delhi.

Bartle Frere, Commissioner of Sind, supported him with all his

available troops and maintained the communications between Karachi

and the Punjab. By the prompt action, therefore, of Lawrence and

the officers of the Punjab, the Jumna was made the western boundary

of the effective outbreak.

Two other questions vexed Lawrence, finance and the retention

of Peshawar, Definite warnings were issued on the subject of finance,

against the shortsighted policy of enlisting troops who could not be

paid. The local resources of rajahs and merchants were to be utilised,

in lieu of troops, for the raising of loans, and Edwardes in this

respect achieved a remarkable triumph at Peshawar whereby he suc-

ceeded not merely in raising his loan but in exciting the admiration

of the frontiersman, who rejoices in the humiliation of the banya

(money-lender)
;
and in securing the allegiance of the moneyed classes

by giving them a stake in British interests.

To the south of the Punjab lay the Great Indian Desert and tlie

Rajput States. Most of these States were under some agreement

of protection with the Company, which had, through its agents,

succeeded in reestablishing the authority of the Rajah over his tur-

bulent vassals; moreover, they were anti-Muslim in sympathy and

untouched by the application of “lapse.” The campaigns of Akbar

were still remembered, when Tod compiled his Annals of Rajasthan,

only forty years earlier. The oppression of the lower ranks of societ}’

by the baronage had also been reduced. The effect of the Company s

policy had been the repression of the subvassals, whereby both rajah

and ryot gained. Feudal rebellion, therefore, was the only coni-

plication to be feared and that within limited bounds. The region

was under the control of General George Lawrence, who persuaded

the rajahs that their welfare lay in the success of the Companj,

and secured Ajmer, tlie one doubtful point, by substituting a garrison

of hillmen (Mairs) for the Brahman Sepoy guard; so that, when the

mutinies at Nasirabad and Nimach broke out, they were suppressed

with case and led to no serious consequences^.

To the south and cast of Rajputana lay the Mahratta areas of the

Bombay Presidency, of the Central India States, Bcrar and Nagpur*

* Jintumscniccs of Forty-thrcf Years in India, by Lieut .-Gen. Sir

Lawrence. Ed. W. Edwards, pp. 2781!. Holmes, op. cit. c. iv, corrected ‘’y’

^

Sitowers, .'I il/isrm? Chapter of (he Indian jMutiny, pp. ti IT., 49 ft., c. vii. On

attempts of Gwalior’s Vobil to stir up strife at Udaipur, pp. “o {T.
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This area separated the two great Mughal areas of Hindustan and

the Deccan, and it was imperative that order should be maintained,

not merely for its own sake, but lest the infection should spread to

the Deccan. It was the region where Dalhousie’s policy of annexation

had been most severely felt, and it was therefore a source of anxiety.

.Gwalior remained loj^al, despite the mutiny of the Company’s

troops, mainl}’’ owng to the wise administration and tact of the

Political Agent, Charters Maepherson, whosecuredtheRajah’ssupport

of the British cause, and. a promise to keep both his own army and

the mutineers in his own territorj^ thereby limiting the drift towards

Delhi. At Jhansi, not only the garrison but the whole city rose against

the British and threatened to lead the way in a general rising of

Bundelkhand. Here, all turned on the action of the Rajah of Rewah.

Lieutenant Osborne, however, succeeded in securing from the Rajah,

not merely a promise of neutrality but an offer of troops to maintain

order. He was therefore able to repel Kunwar Singh’s men from

Dinajpur, and to quell a mutiny at Jubbulpore
;
moreover, he had

maintained intact the line of communication between Bombay and

Calcutta^,

To the east and the north of the Central Provinces lay Bengal,

Bihar and Orissa, tlie headquarters and centre of the Company’s

strength^. Here tire trouble was less complicated. In Orissa, always

an anti-Mughal region, it was almost negligible. Bengal had long

been cut off from Mughal influence, and it was reconciled to the

Company’s rule. Bihar, however, was the centre of a strong Muslim
movement and its capital, Patna, stood at the junction of the Gogra

and Ganges, two possible routes from the disaffected area. More-

over, the region was denuded of European troops. It was essential,

though, that the line of communication from Calcutta to Delhi should

be maintained. But in this region, except by Tayler of Patna, dis-

arming was regarded as undesirable
;
therefore, it was the scene of

more guerilla warfare than was necessary. Kunwar Singh, a zamindar

aggrieved by the action of a settlement officer, which the Courts

refused to reverse, led a considerable rebellion. Most of the trouble

was suppressed by contingents of troops which passed on their way to

Allahabad, at the other great junction of rivers—the Jumna and the

^ Holmes, op, cit. cc. iv, xiv, xv; T. H. Thornton, General Sir R. Meade, pp.
16-92 ;

Showers, pp. 2 fF., 68 fF., 74 fF. For danger of Mahratta League under Nana
Sahib, pp. 82-3.

® Holmes, op. cit. cc. iii, v, vi, contains an excellent account of the disputes
and useful references, particularly in the case of Tayler of Patna.
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Ganges. Tiiis stage of the conflict, together with the reduction of

Delhi, Cawnpore and Lucloiow, belongs to the realm of militar}'^

history, and the tale has often been told. In Oudh the War was both

a mutiny and a war of independence. To the north lay Nepal, which
remained pro-British throughout and placed its army at the Com-
pany’s disposal.

Outside this ring, and sheltered by it, lay the Carnatic and the

Deccan, the former looking to the latter to take the lead—a curious

survival of the prestige of Hyderabad^. Had the Deccan joined with

Delhi, there can be little doubt of the issue; but an effective Mughal
empire under Delhi was as little welcome as an effective empire

under Calcutta. So far as the Muslim population was concerned, it

was waiting for the Nizam to take the lead. Th.Qjihad was proclaimed

in a mosque in Hyderabad itself. The young Nizam would certainly,

but for Salar Jang’s influence, have thrown in his lot with Delhi.

The situation was saved, however, by the Prime-Minister’s warning

to the Resident, who was consequently prepared to check the on-

slaught of the mob when it arrived. The result was the collapse of

the movement.

The Mutiny, so far as British Foreign Policy is concerned, ceased

with the Proclamation of Allahabad on November ist, 1858, after

the trial and deposition of Bahadur Shah and the passing of the Act

of Parliament vesting the rights, territories and powers of the Com-

pany’ in Queen Victoria. Henceforth, the history of India, both

theoretically and practically, falls witliin that of the British empire.

III. THE CHINA WAR OF 1857-1858

The principle underlying the China War is the same as that

underlying the Burmese War—the claim on behalf of merchants to

maintain at the Court of the Emperor an ambassador representing

their Sovereign and therefore free from the restrictions %vhich bound

subjects and their agents at the imperial or provincial Courts. The

claim was resisted as subversive of the rights of monarchy, for oriental

kings regarded as subjects all persons within their dominions or States

under their protection-. Further, the danger of admitting merchants

to any privileges had already been seen in Asia. But the mercantile

^ Holmes, op. cit. c, xvi. Notes on the Court of Ilaidarabad (Cnkutta, n.tl.);

Syed HosFcin Bilgrami, The hife of Sir Salarywig, pp. a5fF.

- Cf. T- Wnlrond, Letters and yotinials of James, Eighth Earl of Ekin, p. 2=7

Ych to Ekin, December i-tth, 1857; ap. Pari. Papers, 1857-S, No. 232=-

H. B, Morse, The International Relations of the Chinese Empire, l. 531.
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calling was not regarded as honourable
;

if to this the defect of alien

birth and nationality were added, there could be little doubt of the

nature of tlie opposition. For this reason, it has been a misfortune

to Great Britain and the West generally that they were introduced to

the East through the persons of merchants.

If this aspect of the case be borne in mind, the incident of the

lorcha Airow is invested witli a definite political importance, which

justifies the strong line taken by Commissioner Yeh. In Canton,

the Second Article of the Treaty of Nanking (1842) was most fiercely

resented, and the policy of the Government was supported by the

inhabitants of tlie City. They not only took every opportunity of

insulting Europeans generally, and perhaps tlie British in particular,

but organised anti-foreigner riots in other treaty ports^. Further,

the Taiping Rebellion necessitated strict control of the importation

of arms and ammunition, and here suspicion fell on tlie use of

foreign flags. The European doctrine of Consular protection, there-

fore, appeared definitely as a form of alien sedition, while the claim

of a foreigner to speak on equal terms with an Emperor regarded as

divine, was an outrage.

Against this doctrine were ranged the commercial interests of

Europeans and Americans, and the increasing importance attached

to the dignity of national flags in international diplomacy. The lorcha

Airow was flying the British ensign and she had been boarded by
Chinese officials who had hauled down the flag. This action was
treated as a public insult to the British, despite the fact that the

owners of the ship were Chinese and technically at fault. But the

fact that an amicable settlement was out of the question, owing to

the uncompromising attitude of both parties, illustrates the reality of

the issues involved. The Chinese Commissioner felt that the British

were undermining his authority, while the state of the Europeans

was rapidly becoming intolerable, owing to Chinese popular antipathy

against them. But, against the British point of view, there still

remained the circumstance that the Chinese boarded the lorcha with

the object of arresting pirates who were known to be there. Resistance

to the action, therefore, on the grounds of protection appeared in

the light of aiding and abetting crime, and the support of armed
ships tended to confirm the opinion^.

^ Morse, op. cit. pp. 419-37. S. Lane Poole, Sir Harry Parkes in China, pp.
1 18 ff., 140 ff.

^ Lane Poole, op. cit. p. 150. Cf, Yeh to Lord Elgin, cit. n. i.
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The essential facts were, that the lorcha Arroza belonging -to a

Chinese—Fong Ah-Ming of Victoria, Hong Kong—had been

registered according to the provisions of the Treaty of Nanking, but

the license had expired. The Chinese Commissioner Yeh of Canton

suspected that a notorious pirate, Li-Ming-Tai, was on board and sent

four officers to arrest him and the crew. They hauled down the

British ensign under which,the lorcha was sailing and (despite the

protest of her master, Thomas Kennedy, and of the Acting Consul,

Harry Smith Parkes) carried them off prisoners.

Parkes had gone out to China almost straight from the presence

of Palmerston, whose policy was “not to descend from the relative

position we have acquired,” and he had “won his present ascendancy

mainly by never giving in, never allowing himself to be slighted, but

always resolutely maintaining the dignity and honour of his countrj'

before the eyes of the Chinese.” He had already protested against

the tenor of a Chinese patriotic “anti-foreigner poster.” He reported

the matter as an infraction of the Treaty of Nanking to the officials

involved and claimed to have jurisdiction over the prisoners. He

was laughed at and assaulted. The representation of the case to tlie

Imperial Commissioner resulted in a personal examination of the

prisoners by Yeh himself, who decided that three of them were guilty

and offered to return the remaining nine innocent persons. The offer

was refused, and the case was placed in the hands of Sir John

Bowling, wffio required a public apology and a public restoration of

the crew to the vessel. He must have known that this demand in-

volved an impasse to all negotiations, and the Commissioner’s reply

that the lorcha was not a British vessel seems incontrovertible, A

foolish reprisal took place; and when this merely produced ridicule,

Parkes visited Bowring in Hong Kong for further Instructions^.

As a result of a conference, at wliich Admiral Sir John Seymour

was present, an ultimatum was sent to Commissioner Yeh on

October 21st, 1856, requiring the public restoration of the twelve

men and an official apology. The twelve were released, but not

in the form required by Parkes’s letter of October 8th. Hereupon,

on October 23rd, hostilities were opened by the occupation of the

Barrier Forts of Canton which was effectively blockaded, so that by

1 Morse, op. cit., Lnne Poole, op. cit., c. v, n. 2. Morse advances (i. 423-4)

argument which am only be adopted on tlic assumption that the British Parhanu-nt

has jurisdiction over the Chinese empire. Similarly, Lord Clarendon to Sir Jotut

Bowring, December loth, 1856. Naval Proceedings, p. 14. Lane Poole’s apoloo’

(pp. 150-1) vanishes in face of the Chinese theory of the State.
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the 28th Admiral Seymour was able to bombard Commissioner Yeh’s

yamen (office), which he entered the following day with a contingent

of his men. The Canton authorities, however, continued to maintain

a firm attitude despite tlie initial success of British arms, as Sir John

Bowring found on his visit to Canton on November 17th. The reply

to the bombardment was a proclamation of outlawry against the

British—thirty dollars being the price laid on tlieir heads—and a

warning to other Europeans and Americans that their safety and

protection could not be guaranteed.

In tlie meantime, American and French opinion had tended to

take a wider view of the issue and to regard active intervention as

inevitable, since diplomacy seemed out of tlie question. An American

contingent had supported the assault of October 29th
;
but its action

had been official^ disowned. On November 15th, however, Sir John

Bowring approached tlie Representatives of the Powers, and from the

French and American Consuls he received sympathetic replies’-. The

result of these negotiations and of Commissioner Yeh’s request is

seen in tlie withdrawal of the French and American flags and their

troops from Canton (November 22nd). At this point, an unfortunate

incident nearly embroiled the Americans in the quarrel, but an apology

from Commissioner Yeh closed the matter. Later correspondence,

however, showed how strained were the relations between the Cliinese

and American authorities.

An appeal by Sir John Bowring to the Chinese Government tlirough

the Commissioners of Foochow and Nanking produced not only

an emphatic nonpossimiis on their part, but also two imperial Edicts

—

one testifying to Yeh’s competence to deal with the matter (December

27th), the other commanding the Commissioners to attend to their

own provinces, lest the British should advance to the north (January

15th, 1857)2.

Meanwhile, Sir John Bowring’s despatches had produced a political

crisis in England; but, on Palmerston’s return to power with an

adequate majority, it became possible to send Lord Elgin to China

with full powers to deal with the situation. Lord Clarendon was able,

too, to ensure French diplomatic and military support in consequence

of the execution (or murder) of Pere Chapdelaine, and Baron Gros,

the French Plenipotentiary, was instructed to cooperate with Lord

Elgin^.

^ Morse, op. cit. pp. 431—2. ^ Ibid. I. 437.
® Ibid. pp. 482 ff.
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At first, tlie attitude of both was inclined to be respectful to tlie

Chinese Imperial authorities, and the first despatch of Lord Elgin

to Commissioner Yeh is couched in strictly moderate terms. He was

disgusted with the Arrow incident
;
and, in all probability. Clarendon’s

influence was exerted in the same direction, for, although he supported

the action of Ambassadors and Consuls, he regarded none too favour-

ably a high-handed disregard of native prejudice and sentiment^.

Owing to the delay occasioned by the Mutiny, and the arrival

of Baron Gros, diplomatic relations were suspended and the hostilities

round Canton continued. Until a sufficient number of troops could

be supplied, it was impossible to proceed with vigour, and in face of

local opinion on the subject, a diplomatic reverse could only be

remedied by energetic operations against Canton. Both Ambassadors

therefore left arrangements, for the present, in the hands of their

countries’ accredited agents—Sir John Bowring and M. de Bour-

boulon. But, on the arrival of reinforcements, they took over charge

of the negotiations (December loth) and immediately exchanged

notes with Commissioner Yeh (December 12th).

The terms of Lord Elgin’s letter dwelt on the general observation

of the Treaties of 1842, with the sad exception of Canton, where the

Treaty nations were still refused the right of admittance. Great

Britain was not alone in her grievance, for the Emperor of the French,

too, had similar cause for complaint. Two demands were made

—

the admission of British subjects to the city of Canton and com-

pensation for losses sustained by British merchants in the recent

outbreak of hostilities. Ten days were allowed, within which either

compliance would ensure the lifting of the blockade, or an unfavour-

able answer would entail the prosecution with renewed vigour of

the hostilities already commenced.

Yeh’s answer, dated December 14th, 1857, was a clear and fair

summar}' of the Chinese case. The question of admission into Canton,

he said, had been allow'ed to drop in 1850, presumably with the

Queen’s approval; it was therefore unfair to raise it again at that

point. The misunderstanding of 1856 was due to the unreasonable

action of Parkes in obstructing the arrest of Chinese criminals. IL‘

pointed out, too, the damage done to the Chinese merchants of

Canton by Parkes’ precipitate action". The letter is a fair and straight-

* Pari. Pafjers, 1857-8, No. 2322. Lord Elgin to Commissioner Yeh, December

I2th, r857. W.slrond, op. cii. p. 209.
' Pari. Papers^ Commissioner Yeh to Lord Elgin, December 14th, 1057, p. 3 -
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fonvard account and a full answer to Lord Elgin’s, whose reply of

December 24th is a simple reiteration of the demands of his previous

letter. Yeh’s reply, on the 25th, urges a meeting for discussion and

he clears liimself of “refusal to accede to terms of accommodation,”

requesting a more careful perusal of his first letter^. This Elgin left

unanswered, and, on the 28th, after a preliminary bombardment, an

Anglo-French force attacked Canton, which was reduced b3^Januar}^ 4th,

1858, Commissioner Yeh being captured. He was succeeded by Pik

Wei, Governor ofKwang Tung, and his depositionwas confirmed byan

imperial Edict dated January 28th, 1858^. The fall of Yeh, however,

only marked the end of the first stage of the struggle. Canton was

disarmed and controlled by the Allies. The next stage was to obtain

acceptance of terms at Peking, for, as Count Putiatin, the Russian

Ambassador, had written, “nothing could be done with the Chinese

Government unless pressure were brought to bear upon Pekin itselF.”

The initial success of the French and British forces encouraged

the American and Russian Governments to abandon their policy of

strict neutrality for one of diplomatic support to the Allies to enforce

the formalities of Western diplomacy on tlie Chinese empire^. The
first step taken was the despatch of gunboats “for the purpose of

bringing pressure to bear at some point near the Capital.” The
diplomatic centre thus moved from Canton to Shanghai. Before

leaving Canton, Lord Elgin and Baron Gros despatched Notes to

the Senior Secretary of State at Peldng, requesting the presence of

Chinese Plenipotentiaries at Shanghai before the end of March, to

negotiate a treaty for the establishment of better relations between

China and their respective countries. The basis for negotiations was

arranged under three main heads: (i) the residence of envoys at

Peking; (2) freedom of trade in the interior; (3) remedy of grievances

—e.g. tolls, dues, the persecution of Christians.

These Notes were of the nature of an ultimatum, and were sup-

ported by Notes from the American and Russian Ambassadors. They
were delivered to the Governor of Kiang-Su at Soochow, and for-

malities were duly observed, the Governor returning in person the

visit of the Secretaries (Mr L. Oliphant and M. de Contades) who
then returned to Shanghai. Replies were received on March 25th®

^ Pari. Papers, Commissioner Yeh to Lord Elgin, December 14th, 1857, pp. 5 fF.

^ Morse, op. cit. i. 501—3, 505.
* L. Oliphant, Narrative of the Earl Elgin’s Mission, l. 173.
^ Ibid. I. 176-7.

- ® Morse, op. cit. I. 506-9. Oliphant, op. cit. i. 247 ff.
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from the Governor of Kiang-Su and the Viceroy of Nanking, to the

effect that the matter could not be forwarded, since Ministers of

State were forbidden by law to have any dealings with foreigners;

Commissioner Yeh had been deposed and Hwang Tsung-han had

succeeded him. The Ambassadors must return to Canton and settle

the matter there. The whole issue lay in the unwillingness of the

Chinese Government to treat what to them was merely a provincial

matter as what, in the eyes ofthe West,was an imperial affair. From the

Chinese point of view, they had no alternative
;
but the decision of

the issue in a Western sense was the main object of Elgin’s Mission.

The Notes were returned with covering letters from Lord Elgin,

quoting Article XI of the Treaty of Nanking^. On April 19th, Lord

Elgin left Shanghai for the Peiho and on the 20th the fourAmbassadors

were at Taku. Their immediate objective was Tientsin, their ultimate

object, if necessary, Peking. On the 24th, Notes were despatched

demanding Chinese Plenipotentiaries within six days either at Tientsin

or at Peking. Two days later, replies were received from the pro-

vincial Government of Chi-Li, but were returned. The wording was

corrected, and they were returned to the Allies on the 30th. In the

meantime, 'Count Putiatin had been in personal touch with the

provincial authorities and urged some abatement in the Allies’ in-

sistence on Envoys with full powders, on the ground that the proximity

of Peking to Tientsin rendered reference to headquarters possible;

thus, on May 6th, a further six days were granted witliin which the

Viceroy of Chi-Li could obtain powers similar to those enjoyed by

the Chinese Envoys of 1842. On May loth, he replied that he could

obtain no further powers. Isolated action by Mr Reed, the American

Ambassador,had met with no success, nor did further correspondence

;

and, on May lytli, the Allies received the information “that the

Emperor refuses to admit foreign envoys at Peking-.”

After the capture of the forts ofTaku on the 20th and the necessary

reconnaissance ofthe Peiho as far as Tientsin, the Ambassadors entered

that city on May 30th. Oh the previous day, however, an Imperial

Edict had appointed two Plenipotentiaries, Kwei Liang and Hwashana,

both of sufficient standing, to treat wdth the Allies. They arrived on

June 2nd, and negotiations were opened two days later, the main

work being left to secretaries and interpreters. Kiying, who, fifteen

years earlier, had negotiated several Treaties and Agreements with

Western Powers, appeared with full authority to assist in the negoua-

* Morse, op. at. I. 510 fT. * Ibid. pj>. sis-?*
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tions and power to affix, in conjunction with the other t^vo Pleni-

potentiaries, the requisite official seals. Lord Elgin and Baron Gros,

however, refused to treat with him on account of papers (which had

been found in Yeh’s yamen), by which Edying’s real attitude to the

British had been revealed. Their ostensible i;eason was that he was

“interloping.” On June 8th, he left Tientsin for Peking, where he

was sentenced to death.

On June nth the Preliminaries were signed, after some hesitation

on the part of the Chinese, who complained of the bullying tactics and

rudeness of the interpreter, Mr H. M. Lay. Their protest reached

Lord Elgin through the Russian and American Ambassadors, who
were promptly snubbed for a breach of diplomatic etiquette^. On
June 24th,- however, an understanding was at last reached; but at the

last moment the Chinese Plenipotentiaries made one more attempt to

withstand the clauses insisting on a resident Envoy at Peking and the

right to trade in the interior. At the final conference on June 26th,

Mr F. W. A. Bruce, Secretary to the Embassy, silenced the opposition

by warning the Chinese “ that any further attempt to reopen discussion

would be considered a breach of good faith . . . and that no treaty would

be signed elsewhere than at Peking^.”

The Treaty of Tientsin was signed, and ratifications were to be

exchanged within one year. The main issue had been solved. China

had been forced to recognise Western methods of diplomacy and to

receive an Ambassador at the imperial Court. By way of softening

the blow, however, Elgin used his personal influence to secure a

concession from the strict letter of the Treaty. The British Am-
bassador should not normally reside in Peking, provided that he “be
properly received when the ratifications are exchanged next year.”

Certain subsidiary matters were left to future discussion; but the

Treaty marked the end, not merely of a War, the policy of which

had been censured with great bitterness, but also of a struggle of

two and a half centuries waged by Western nations to obtain for their

Ambassadors what they considered to be their proper position at an

Eastern Court®.

^ Morse, op. cit. i. 521 ff. Oliphant, op. cit. I. 366-7, 410-7.
" Pari. Papers, 1859 (2571 Sess. 2), pp. 329-39.
® Cf. the difficulties of Sir Thomas Roe at the Mughal Court (1615-18). Lord

Elgin concluded the Treaty of Yedo (1858) with Japan, on similar lines to that of
the Treaty of Tientsin, i^other ten years, however, were to elapse before it became
really effective. See Treaties and Conventions betweenJapan and Other Powers (Tokio,

1884), p. 147; Sir R. K. Douglas, Europe and the Far East, pp. 155 ff, 205 ff.



CHAPTER X
THE FRANCO-ITALIAN WAR, SYRIA AND POLAND,

1859-1863

I. THE FRANCO-ITALIAN WAR, 1859

The Orsini affair, which, brought Great Britain and France to

the verge of war^, opened one of the most trying periods in the

history of our Foreign Policy during the nineteenth century. Despite

the fair words given to Cavour at Paris in 1856, the Powers had failed

to do anything for Italy. Austria, blamed even by Prussia and Russia,

had indeed tardily attempted to conciliate her Italian provinces; but

the mere breaking-off of diplomatic relations by France and Great

Britain in October, 1856, failed to move King Ferdinand II to show

mercy to his political prisoners, and Napoleon’s suggestion to Francis

Joseph in 1857, that they should make joint representations to Pope

Pius IX, urging him to grant reforms which might enable them to

withdraw their troops from the States of the Church, had no otlier

effect than to deepen the distrust -already felt for the French Emperor

at Rome. And the end of it all was that the state of Italy was as bad

as ever.

The truth is that, in this matter, the sentiments and the interests

of the Great Powers were at variance. On the one hand, Prussia and

Russia were willing enough to see Austria weakened by the loss of her

Italian pro\dnces
;
but they were not willing to take up arms against

her on behalf of a Liberalism with which they had as little real

sympathy as she. On the other hand, France and Great Britain,

ready as tliey were to further the cause of Liberalism, were not ready

to further that of nationalism
; and in Italy tlie two causes were now

one. For Austria, by the harshness of her rule, had opened an impasS'

able gulfbeUveen herselfand Italy,and the Italian Princes,by reverting

to absolutism and alliance witli Austria, had forced Liberals of ail

shades of opinion to understand, not only that without union Italy

could never be free, but also tliat neither union nor freedom could

be achieved save through Sardinia, the one national and Liberal State

left in Italy. Thus, in 1857, there had come into being a National

Society, with branches in every province, of which the one aim was

’ See above, c, ix.
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“the union of Italy, one and indivisible, under Victor Emmanuel as

Kang.” This change in the object of Italian aspirations could not

but give pause to France and Great Britain. Apart from the fact

tliat these were the very Powers which-, next to Austria, were most

likely to suffer from Italian nationalism—the one through its

possession of Corsica, the other through that of Malta, both essentially

Italian yet indispensable to their foreign rulers as naval Powers

—

neither of tliem could look with favour on the rise of a new State

certain to destroy that balance of power in the ^Mediterranean which

it was the main purpose of the good understanding between them

to maintain. Therefore, friendly though all parties in this country were

to the cause of Italian freedom. Great Britain was unwilling to weaken

Austria, her traditional ally against France and now her ally against

Russia also, by furthering a union of Italy which could only embarrass

herself, unless she was driven to support it by the fear of seeing

French influence predominant in the peninsula. For her part, France,

although she had for over three centuries been trying to drive the

Habsburgs out of Italy, had no intention of uniting that country unless

it might be under her own supremacy; and interest, not less than

religious sentiment, had made her the traditional protector of the

Temporal Powerwhich had ever been the chief obstacleto Italian unity.

Thus, Napoleon III, despite liis own willingness, both as a Bonaparte

and as an old Carbonaro, to help the Italians to tear up the Treaties

of 1815, was most unwilling to help Cavour in uniting all Italy under

the House of Savoy.

Orsini’s bombs changed the whole situation; for they convinced

the Emperor that his life was really in danger from his old associates,

unless he “did something for Italy.” From that moment, his course

was clear. Opposition in France to a pro-Italian policy was silenced

by the publication of Orsini’s letters
;
and, so soon as friendly relations

with Great Britain had been reestablished, Cavour was invited to

Plombieres to arrange the terms of an alliance with Sardinia against

Austria
;
while Prince Napoleon was sent to Warsaw to negotiate an

agreement with Russia, which should at least give France a free hand
against Austria in Italy. As for Great Britain, Napoleon was convinced

that, so long as no interest of her own was involved, British public

opinion would never allow a War in defence ofAustria and absolutism

;

but, lest suspicion of his disinterestedness should imperil the good
understanding on which he knew well enough that his position really

depended, he invited Palmerston and Clarendon to Compiegne, and
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tliere opened to them his mind on the state of Italy, sending home
Palmerston, at least, resolved to give him his constant support through

the Press as well as in Parliament. Then, on December lotli, he signed

the Treaty arranged at Plombieres, which made over tb Sardinia

Lombardy, Venetia, Romagna, Parma and Modena, but stipulated

that Tuscany and Umbria should form an independent kingdom of

Etruria under—^it was understood—^his cousin Prince Napoleon, who

was to marry the King of Sardinia’s daughter
;
while Rome and the

Comarca were to remain under Papal rule, and Naples (where he

expected a Muratist rising to’follow the downfall of Austria) was to be

left to herself, while tlie four States thus constituted were to form an

Italian Confederation under the presidency of the Pope, and, in com-,

pensation, Savoy to be ceded to France. All that remained was to

continue the rearming of the French Artillery, and to await the

revolution which the National Society was to stir up in central Italy

in the spring, so as to furnish the Allies with a fair pretext for declaring

war against Austria

Secret as the Emperor kept his plans, enough was known or sus-

pected to arouse the alarm of the Powers. So far as Great Britain

was concerned, indeed, Malmesbury had long been aware of the

danger. Knowing as he did the restless ambition of Napoleon and his

fixed intention to obtain a revision of the Treaties of 1815, knowing,

too, his very real sympathy wdth the nationalism as well as with the

Liberalism of the Italians, he grasped at once the significance of tlic

publication of Orsini’s letter calling on the Emperor of the French

to deliver Italy from the Austrians; and the ease with which he

settled the quarrel with France only deepened his alarm by con-

vincing him that Napoleon entertained some design to whicli this

country^’s goodwill was essential. Now, while he and his colleagues

%vere ready to do all in their power to obtain for the Italians the

Liberal institutions which they^ sincerely believed to comprise all that

most of them really desired, they were not ready to allow the Treaties

of 1815, on which the Peace of Europe rested, to be torn up, in order

to gratify the ambition of Sardinia and France. From the first, there-

fore, Malmesbury set himself to thwart Cavour's plans for provoking

war—directly, as when he induced the King of Naples to rclc-tsc the

Cagliari, a Sardinian .ship which had been captured when on her

wav to land a party of Carbonari in Calabria^; and indirectly-, as

* Malmesbury, Maitahs of oti ti. 105-13, 1 16. C’f. ante, pp-

- lin'd, pp. 132, 138-9.
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when he urged tlie same ruler to release Poerio and other political

prisoners.

It was during the negotiations for tliis purpose that Malmesbury

became finally convinced that Napoleon had no wish to lessen the

distress of Italy, because he saw in it a pretext for war with Austria. As

the ally of both France and Austria, Great Britain must by such a War
be placed in a position of peculiar difficulty; and, determined as the

British Government were to take no part in an Italian War, common
prudence urged them to do all in their power to avert a conflict

which might, only too easily, become a European War. Thus, on

December 7th, Malmesbury wrote a private letter to Lord Cowley,

which was to be shown to the French Emperor, urging that he should

join Austria in pressing on tlie Pope reforms long overdue, and

promising not only moral support, but even material aid, if required,

for establisliing an improved administration of the Roman State^.

A few days later, when the Austrian Ambassador sought an interview

with him, in order to communicate a despatch that had been sent to

Paris, in which his Government made the tone of the French Press

an excuse for declaring that Austria stood by the Treaties of 1815 and

would consent to no exchange, no cession, and no negotiation, in the

case of any part of her Italian dominions, Malmesbury took the oppor-

tunity of urging the same advice on Austria, while at the same time

warning her that, in the' event of war between her and France, Great

Britain would not interfere 2. At the same time. Sir James Hudson
was pointing out to Sardinia that Great Britain would see with dis-

pleasure a disturbance of the Peace of Europe ; that she would respect

existing Treaties, and would require the other Signatory Powers to

respect them likewise, while holding herself free to act in such a way as

she deemed best with respect to that Power which should be the first

to go to war without just cause
;
and that, while she would not permit

undue pressure on Sardinia from without, she might fairly expect

this kingdom to give no cause of offence to its neighbours

It is just possible that, although Napoleon had already signed the

Treaty with Sardinia, Malmesbury might have averted war, if the

pretence of maintaining friendly relations with Austria had been

continued, as had been intended, until the spring. But, on New
Year’s Day, 1859, the Emperor startled Europe by saying to the

^ Letters of Queen Victoria, iii. 390.
® Memoirs of an Ex-Minister, ii. 146.
® Correspondence respecting the Affairs of Italy, No. 4.

W.&G. II 28
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Austrian Ambassador that, although the relations between tlie two

empires were not all that he could wish, his personal feelings towards

the Emperor of Austria remained unchanged. This ominous speech

was probably called forth by the news that, a few days before,

Austria had, in contravention of the Peace of 1856, offered the

Turkish Governor of the fortress of Belgrade the aid of Austrian

troops against the Serbs of the city, who had risen in revolt

(December 23rd) against the pro-Austrian Prince Alexander and had

recalled Milosh^. It was, however, universally regarded as the signal

for war in Italy, and the calming effect of the disclaimer wrung from

the Emperor by a panic on the Bourse was more than discounted by

the announcement that Prince Napoleon was about to marry a Sar-

dinian princess, and by Victor Emmanuel’s declaration at the opening

of the Sardinian Parliament (January loth) that, though he respected

treaties, he could not be insensible to the cry of suffering tliat reached

him from so many parts of Italy.

In the crisis thus provoked, all eyes turned to Great Britain, as the

ally of both France and Austria. Her course was already determined:

namely, to do all in her power to preserve the general Peace, and, if

she failed, to remain neutral as long as she could. Malmesbury, there-

fore, lost no timein renewing his efforts to remove all reasonable pretext

forwarby persuading France andAustria to act in concertfor thereform

of abuses in the States of Central Italy; and, on January loth, he in-

structed Cowley to tender to tlie Emperor officially the advice given

privately amonth earlier, adding that Her Majesty’s Governmentwould

be ready to give their best consideration to any territorial changes in

Central Italy that would contribute to the peace of the peninsula*.

A letter to the same effect was sent to Vienna, together with a warning

that, in the event of war beUveen France and Austria in Italy, Great

Britain would remain a neutral spectator,and that she would in no case

aid Austria against her Italian subjects, though public opinion would

probably not take active part against Austria, unless she cither became

an aggressor, or gave France or Sardinia a fair excuse for beginning a

war^. The advice thus given was at the same time communicated 10

Prussia and Russia as co-Signatories with Great Britain of the 1 reatics

of 1815, and to Sardinia, who was once more warned against cithci'

attacking Austria or stirring up revolt in the States of her neighbour;.’.

‘ F.O. Berlin 473. Nos. 5, 14.
- CortcTpondcuce rapecthis the Affairs of Italy, No. 5,

» Ibtci. No. S. ‘ Jhid. No, 7.
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If Malmesbury ever expected his advice to be taken—^which is

doubtful—^he was quickly undeceived. France disclaimed all in-

tention of provoking war, but referred to her failure, two years ago,

to reach an understanding with Austria concerning the bases of

reforms to be proposed to the Pope, as leaving no hope of present

success , Sardiniawelcomedthe interest ofthe Powers in the condition

of Italy, but could not look hopefully on any steps for ameliorating

that of the Roman States, since any reforms, to be effectual, must

involve the separation of the Spiritual and the Temporal Power.

Austria repudiated any thought of aggression
;
if Great Britain wished

to prevent war, she must address herself to France and Piedmont.

As for the proposal that Austria and France should arrive at some

agreement on Italian affairs, she could not, similar proposals having

already come to nothing, take the initiative in resuming them; but,

apart from this, no understanding between herself and France was

possible. Russia firmly declined to give advice to those who had not

asked for it, and reserved to herself entire liberty of action in the

event of war. Prussia alone, who had her own reasons for uneasiness

at the turn of events, welcomed Malmesbury’s proposal, and under-

took to do her best to induce Austria to act with moderation and to .

refrain from interfering beyond her own frontier.

These replies only deepened the British Government’s anxiety to

avert war. That France and Sardinia were bent on it, though not yet

ready for a declaration, was clear
;
it was not less clear that Austria was

not likely to waive any of her rights. She, at least, was ready for war,

and had already strengthened her army in Lombardy (January 5th)

;

and she could hardly be expected to refrainfrompressing all her claims,

when nearly every German State had proclaimed her cause its own,

andwhen even Prussia had let it be known that, although she would not

help Austria against the revolt of her subjects, even should Sardinia

put herself at their head,she would regard the intervention of France as

a casus belli and would cover Germany^. Nor was there much doubt

that Russia stood behind France, looking to a European war, in which

she need not take part, for a chance of retrieving her losses in the Near

East^. Already, she had a sufficient pretext in the election of Couza

as Hospodar of both Moldavia (January 5th) and Wallachia (January

23rd), in defiance of the Powers; if, in consequence, either Turkish

or Austrian troops invaded the Principalities, she would assuredly

^ F.O. Berlin 473, No. 35.
- Ibid. No. 48. F.O. Russia 531, No. 46; F.O. Vienna 565, No. 62.
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Austrian Ambassador that, although the relations between the Uvo
empires were not all that he could wish, his personal feelings towards

the Emperor of Austria remained unchanged. This ominous speech

was probably called forth by the news that, a few days before,

Austria had, in contravention of the Peace of 1856, offered the

Turkish Governor of the fortress of Belgrade the aid of Austrian

troops against the Serbs of the city, who had risen in revolt

(December 23rd) against the pro-Austrian Prince Alexander and had

recalled Milosh^. It was, however, universally regarded as the signal

for war in Italy, and the calming effect of the disclaimer wrung from

the Emperor by a panic on the Bourse was more than discounted by

the announcement that Prince Napoleon was about to marry a Sar-

dinian princess, and by Victor Emmanuel’s declaration attire opening

of the Sardinian Parliament (January loth) that, though he respected

treaties, he could not be insensible to the cry of suffering that reached

him from so many parts of Italy.

In the crisis thus provoked, all eyes turned to Great Britain, as the

ally of both France and Austria. Her course was already determined t

namely, to do all in her power to preserve the general Peace, and, if

she failed, to remain neutral as long as she could. Malmesbury, there-

fore, lost no time in renewing his efforts to remove all reasonable pretext

forwarbypersuading France andAustria toact in concertfor thereform

of abuses in the States of Central Italy; and, on January loth, he in-

structed Cowley to tender to tire Emperor officially the advice given

privatelyamonth earlier, adding that Her Majesty’s Governmentwould

be ready to give their best consideration to any territorial changes in

Central Italy that would contribute to the peace of the peninsula-.

A letter to the same effect was sent to Vienna, togetlicr with a warning

that, in the event of war beuveen France and Austria in Italy, Great

Britain would remain a neutral spectator, and that she would in no case

aid Austria against her Italian subjects, though public opinion would

probably not take active part against Austria, unless she cither became

an aggressor, or gave France or Sardinia a fair excuse for beginning a

war^. The advice thus given was at tlie same time communicated to

Prussia and Russia as co-Signatorics with Great Britain of the 1 rcatics

of 1815, and to Sardinia, who was once more warned against cither

attacking Austria or stirring up revolt in tlic States of her neighbours*.

’ F.O. Berlin 473, Nos. 5, 14.
® Correspondence respecting the Affairs of Italy, No. 5.

» Ibid. No. 8. ' Ihid. No. 7-
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If Malmesburj'^ ever expected his advice to be taken—v’liich is

doubtful—he was quickly undeceived. France disclaimed all in-

tention of provoking war, but referred to her failure, two years ago,

to reach an understanding with Austria concerning the bases of

reforms to be proposed to tlie Pope, as leaving no hope of present

success . Sardinia welcomed the interest of the Powers in the condi tion

of Italy, but could not look hopefully on any steps for ameliorating

that of tlie Roman States, since any reforms, to be effectual, must

involve the separation of the Spiritual and the Temporal Power.

Austria repudiated any tliought of aggression; if Great Ilritain wished

to prevent war, she must address herself to France and Piedmont.

As for tlie proposal that Austria and France should arrive at some

agreement on Italian affairs, she could not, similar proposals having

already come to nothing, take the initiative in resuming them; but,

apart from tliis, no understanding between herself and France was

possible. Russia firmly declined to give advice to tliosc who had not

asked for it, and reserved to herself entire libert}' of action in the

event of war. Prussia alone, who had her own reasons for uneasiness

at the turn of events, welcomed Malmesbury’s proposal, and under-

took to do her best to induce Austria to act with moderation and to .

refrain from interfering beyond her own frontier.

These replies only deepened the British Government’s anxiety to

avert war. That France and Sardinia were bent on it, though not yet

ready for a declaration, was clear
; it was not less clear that Austria was

not likely to waive any of her rights. She, at least, was ready for war,
and had already strengthened her army in Lombardy (Januar)' 5th)

;

and she could hardly be expected to refrainfromprcssingall her claims,

when nearly every German State had proclaimed her cause its own,
andwhen even Prussia had let it be known that, although she would not
help Austria against the revolt of her subjects, even should Sardinia
put herself at their head,she would regard the inten'cntion of France as
a casus belli and would cover Germany^ Nor was there much doubt
that Russia stood behind France, looking to a European war, in whicli

f retrieving her losses in the Near
East^ Already, she had a sufficient pretext in the election of Couxa
as Hospodar of both Moldavia (January 5th) and Wallacllia (January
23rd), m defiance of the Powers; if, in consequence, either Turkishor Austrian troops invaded the ^

i

^ urKisn
P xuvaaea tne i'nncipalities, she would assuredly

1 F.O. Berlin 473, No. 35,
> im. No, 48. F.O, Russia S3 ., No. 46; P.0, Vienna 565 , No. Oa.
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not content herself with a mere verbal protest^, and a new War would

begin in the East from w^hich Great Britain could not stand aloof.

Almost certainly, the outbreak of war in Italy would range Europe

into two camps, Austria, supported by the w'hole Germanic Con-

federation, confronting France. Sardinia and Russia.

It was to avert this danger that the British Government, despite

its late rebuff, decided to renew its efforts to bring France and Austria

into agreement on the affairs of Italy, Thus, while Lord Derby took

advantage of the opening of Parliament (February 3rd) to declare

publicly that Great Britain would uphold all the Treaties of 1815 and,

in the event of war, would preserve perfect neutrality, Sardinia was

again sharply warned against provoking the outbreak of hostilities, and

Lord Cowley was instructed (February 13th) to offer to the French

Government his services as a mediator and to ascertain its views on the

following four points. These were (i) the evacuation of the Papal

States by both Austrian and French troops, (2) the amelioration of the

lawandgovernmentof those States, (3) a guaranteeon thepartof Austria

not to attack Sardinian territory, and (4) the abrogation or modification

ofthe Treaties concluded in 1847 by Austria with the duchies of Parma

and Modena, allowing her to interfere for the restoration of order

there. This offer was accepted
;
and, the Austrian Government having

consented to receive him, Cowley set out for Vienna on Februar}' 20th

on an unofficial Mission. His task was made easier by tlie Pope

suddenly asldng France and Austria to withdraw their troops from

his States, since he was about to form a police force of his own

(February 22nd)
;
and, wth less difficulty than had been expected,

Austria was induced to agree to join in urging the reform of the

Papal administration, and to substitute for the Treaties of 1847

either tlie recognition of the neutrality of Sardinia by tlie Powers

or at least by Austria and France—or a League of tlie Italian States

for mutual security. By this time, how^ever, both Austria and Sar-

dinia had armed, and Cowley left Vienna (March loth), in much

doubt whether Austria w'ould, after all, enter into negotiations, since

she believed that the Sardinian Arm}'- was only the advance-guard of

France, who was only seeking to gain time, and since, bcsidc.s being m

any case reluctant to grant concessions, she W'as anxious to profit by the

attitude of Germany”. Whether he was right or not was never to In*

known; for, on arriving at Paris, he was met with a proposal that tlie

* F.O. Russia 531, No. 63.
* CorrrspomJence rei^pectinn the A0<tirs ttf Italy, No, 106.
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Italian Question should be submitted to a Congress of the Five

Powers.

Beliewng that the proposal originated witli theEmperor Napoleon

the British Government agreed to it, tliough naturally resenting the

cavalier treatment accorded to Cowley’s Mission
;
and they could not

well draw back when tlie proposal was officially made, not by France,

but by Russia. They were the less inclined to do so, because they

doubted Russia’s motive. They were aware that she had promised

France an army on tlie Austrian frontier and had actively encouraged

Sardinia, in the beliefthat Russia herselfneed take no part in an Italian

War
;
and she might now be willing to propose a Congress because

Germany had taken alarm, so that, if war broke out now, she could not

remain neutral, while, if Great Britain brought about peace between

her Allies, she would herself be isolated^. But she was persistently

rumoured to have a secret treaty with Franee ,
and to be only seeking to

gain time for her Ally. The fear of such a combination made the

British Government more anxious than ever to avert war. Accordingly,

Malmesbury not only accepted Russia’s proposal, on condition that

discussion was confined to the Four Points of Cowley’s Mission, but

urged the same course on the other Powers.

But the Derby Ministry was now tottering to its fall, and none

of the Powers would move an inch until it was certain whether it

could hold on or not; since, if Palmerston and Russell, the avowed

friends of the French Alliance and of Italian freedom, returned to

power, Great Britain might be expected to range herself openly on

the side of France and Sardinia. Thus, while it became the interest

of Napoleon and Cavour to throw every kind of delay in the way of

settlement by negotiation, it became Austria’s interest either to make
terms which would leave her mistress of the situation, whether the

Congress met or not, or to precipitate war before France was ready

and while a British Government pledged to strict neutrality was still

in office. Therefore, in agreeing to a Congress, Austria stipulated

that (i) there should be no territorial changes, (2) Sardinia should

disarm beforehand, and (3) all the Italian States concerned—and

these only—should be admitted^. To the first demand Malmesbury
was ready enough to subscribe

;
but he would not allow Sardinia to

be excluded from the Congress while the satellites of Austria were

included, and he insisted that the Congress should be confined to

^ Vitzthum, St Petersburg and London, i. 331.
“ F.O. Paris 1292, No. 316. ® F.O. Vienna 567, No. 193.
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the Five Powers, the Italian States, including Sardinia, being admitted

for consultation only. Neither would he hear of Sardinia being asked

to disarm, unless she were given adequate security against attack

by Austria 1
. His first suggestion—^that France should call upon Sar-

dinia to disarm under a five years’ guarantee b)^ herself and Great

Britain against attack by Austria—shaving been rejected by all con-

cerned, he hereupon suggested that Austria and Sardinia should with-

draw their armies ten leagues from the Ticino
;
but he finally accepted,

instead, Austria’s proposal for a general disarmament.

' It was at this crisis that the Derby Ministry was defeated on its

Reform Bill (March 31st). Cavour, who had left Paris (March 30th),

whither he had been summoned by the Emperor, vowing that he

would have war in spite of the Congress^, now declared that Sardinia

would neither attend the Congress nor disarm at anyone’s bidding®;

while Austria became more insistent that Sardinia must disarm before

the Congress met, unless Great Britain and Prussia would sign a de-

fensive treaty with her, or at least guarantee her against attack by

France^. On Malmesbury’s refusal to take either step®, tlie war party

became supreme at Vienna, and it was decided (April 12th) to address

to Sardinia a direct summons to disarm, unless a general disarmament

were accepted by all parties within the next few days®.

The only chance of peace now left was that France, who had

after long delay agreed in principle to a general disarmament, might

persuade Sardinia to anticipate Austria’s summons by following her

example. Once more, therefore, Malmesbuiy% keenly as he felt that,

in his own phrase. Great Britain could not “go on running from

one to the other, like an oldaunt trying to make up familysquabbles •

,

addressed himself to the Powers and submitted (April i8th) a pro-

posal tliat there should be a preliminary, general, effective, and simul-

taneous disarmament, to be carried out by a Militarj^ Commission

separate from the Congress, and tliat Representatives of the Italian

States should be invited, after the Congress had assembled, to sit v.'ith

those of the Five Great Powers, as tliey had at Laibach in 1821 . This

appeal was accompanied by a warning that the present was the last

* Correspondence Tcspcclin^ the Affairs of Italy, Nos. ii8, 1:5, 127, t3°> '"t®'

144, 155.
- F.O. Paris 1292, No. 354.
* Correspondence respectin’^ the Affairs of Italy, No. 220.

* F.O. Vienna 56S, No. 229 (endosure); Nos. 239, 249, 261.
* Ibid. 562, No. 225.
' Correspondence respecting the Affairs of Italy, No, 315.
* Memoirs of an Ex~hlin{ster, n. 169.
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effort which Her Majesty’s Government would make for peace^.

Since Germany was now arming, and since Lord Derby’s decision to

dissolve Parliament, instead of resigning, kept Palmerston still out of

office, Napoleonatlastgave way; and,onApril 19th, Cavour telegraphed

that, at the invitation of France as well as of Great Britain, Sardinia

would disarm. But it was too late. That very night, Austria sent to

Turin, not the invitation to join in a general disarmament for which

Malmesbury had pleaded”, but a peremptory summons to disarm

and to send a reply vithin three days, as the alternative of war.

The British Government, hereupon, at once addressed a strong

protest to Austria, who, they declared, had by this step, whatever

consequences might ensue from it, forfeited all claim on the support

or sympathy of Great Britain. At the same time, they pointed out that

the only means of averting the calamities with wliich Europe was

threatened was for Austria to refer her differences with other Powers

to the friendly mediation of an impartial and disinterested ally®. This

proposal to renew the mediation begun by Lord Cowley was accepted

as between Austria and France, but not as between Austria and

Sardinia, against whom Austria duly declared war on April 29th;

and the offer was in consequence withdrawn.

It was now impossible to prevent France from entering into the

War, which she did on May 3rd; but there was still hope that it

might after all be confined to Italy, if Germany could be restrained

from coming to Austria’s aid. Fortunately, Austria had by her own
act deprived herself of the right to call upon the Confederation to

aid her
;
and Prussia, whose desire to profit by Austria’s difficulties

had hitherto made her the one constant supporter of Malmesbury’s

policy, now used all her influence to prevent the Diet from making

common cause with Austria, save on terms that would leave her rival

supreme in the Confederation. Therefore, until Austria had come to

such a pass as to be ready to buy Germany’s aid on Prussia’s terms,

Malmesbury had only to use all the influence he could command at

the smaller German Courts to prevent them from acting without

Prussia, insisting that the crossing of the Ticino by the French would

not constitute for the Confederation such a casus foederis as would

justify it in crossing the Rhine, and reiterating Great Britain’s de-

termination to remain neutraF.

^ Correspondence respecting the Affairs of Italy, T^o. 2^2-
® F.O. Vienna 562, No. 249.
® Correspondence respecting the Affairs of Italy, No. 366.
* F.O. Frankfort 185, No. 26, May nth, 1859.
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Unfortunately for their Government, the belief was general that

British influence was being used to a quite different end. From the

outset, Napoleon had been- convinced that Malmesbury had leagued

Germany against him; and the belief, baseless though it was, was

sedulously fostered in this country by the Opposition Press, It was

known that the sympathy of the Court was with Austria, while that

of the country was, as Lord Derby knew, neither with France nor wifli

Austria, but with Italy; and the belief that the neutrality professed

by the Government covered wishes, and even designs, in favour of

Austria which must be fatal to Italy’s hopes, did them much harm

in the elections. Of this Palmerston took advantage, and, when Par-

liament met, an amendment to the Address, expressing a want of

confidence in the Ministry and its foreign policy, was moved and

carried by thirteen votes (June nth); whereupon Lord Derby re-

signed, and Palmerston became Prime-Minister, with Lord John

Russell as his Foreign Secretary.

Could they have had their way, most of the Cabinet would have

followed the foreign policy of the late Ministry, as revealed in the

Bluebook on the Affairs of Italy, which was published too late to save

them : namely, that of remaining strictly neutral between France and

Austria and maintaining the status quo in Italy. But the direction of

Foreign Affairs was taken out of their hands by Palmerston and

Russell, supported by Gladstone—all three of them strongly attached

to the cause of Italian liberty. Palmerston had, indeed, no mind to

depart from a policy of neutrality—such a proceeding tvas forbidden

by the general approval bestowed upon the Bluebook ;
but the quality

of British neutrality changed with his own regard for the Alliance

with France, and with Russell’s advocacy of “ Italy for the Italians.

The new Ministry came into office at a critical moment. On

June 4th, the Austrians lost Lombardy at Magenta; on June 2.fth,

their effort to regain it was defeated at Solfcrino. Russell so con-

fidently expected tliat the allied armies would now cross the Mincio

and drive the Austrians out of Venctia, that, when Prussia, tliinking

the time for her inter\'ention to have now arrived, expressed a Msh

(July 1st) to concert with H.M. Government the means of "putting

an end to the cflusion ofblood ’’ and suggested a mediation in common

witli Great Britain and Russia, he refused to intcn'cnc, on the ground

that his Government could not take part in a mediation b.iscd on the

status quo ante helium of Austria in Iialy^. It was, therefore, with

> F.O. Berlin 47^. Ko. 18.
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dismay that he received from the French Emperor (July 4th) a request

that he should propose an armistice, and suggest terms of peace which

would add Lombardy and the Duchies to Sardinia, make Venetia

independent under an Archduke, and form the States of Italy into

a Confederation under the presidency of the Pope. The “triumvirate
”

were disposed to agree, fearing a Franco-Russian alliance, if the War
went on and Prussia joined Austria; but the Cabinet insisted on

standing aloof from the settlement as from the War^. Napoleon,

therefore, acted for himself, and, having concluded an Armistice on

July 6th, signed on the 12th, at Villafranca, a Preliminary Treaty of

Peace, by which an Italian Confederation under the presidency of

the Pope was to be created; Lombardy, except the fortresses of

Mantua and Peschiera, was to be ceded to the Emperor of the French,

who should present it to the King of Sardinia; while Venetia, re-

maining subject to the Emperor of Austria, was to form part of the

Confederation
;
the Grand-duke of Tuscany and the Duke of Modena

were to be restored, on condition of their granting a general amnesty

;

and the Holy Father was to be requested to introduce in his States

some indispensable reforms.

In thus abruptly concluding peace, Napoleon was certainly justi-

fied by the military situation. The Allies, with the hardest part of

their task before them, had lost heavily
;
Sardinia could not, and France

would not, make good these losses
;
while the crossing of the Mincio

would bring all Germany into the field against them. But the

Emperor’s decision was also influenced by a well-grounded fear that

he could no longer control the national movement in Italy in the

interest of either France or the Pope. Even before the outbreak of

war, the Revolution in central Italy had begun, and, the rulers of

Tuscany, Modena and Parma having fled, Provisional Governments

had been set up in the Duchies and the Romagna, which with one

accord proclaimed Victor Emmanuel King of Italy (June 12th). It

was no part of Napoleon’s plan to unite all northern and central Italy

under the King of Sardinia, and he had forced the latter to decline

the offer and accept, instead, a dictatorship for the duration of the War.

Inthis action he had beensupported by Russell,who,while admitting

(June 28th) the expediency of uniting under one direction the efforts

of the populations at war with Austria, stipulated that every step

henceforth taken should be regarded as provisional, until such time as

^ Vitzthum, op. cit. i. 365-8; Letters of Queen Victoria, iii. 450; Malmesbury,
Memoirs of an Lx-Ministe^-, u. 200.
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the will ofthe people, the fortune of war, and, finally ,a European treat}*

should settle the territorial arrangements and rights of sovereignty

in northern and central Italy. It was, in fact, at first no more part

of Russell’s policy to bring about a permanent union of Italy than it

was of Napoleon’s; and, if he afterwards became one of the chief

makers of the kingdom of Italy, it was only because in no other way

could he free Italy, and keep her free, from foreign control. The change

began wth Villafranca. Palmerston and Russell had relied on Napo-

leon’s repeated declaration that the Austrians must be driven be}'ond

the Alps, and that the settlement of Italy must be the work of a

European congress .j Now, the congress, if it met at all,—^^vhich was

doubtful, since the Emperor of Austria declined to submit the terms

of peace to any such assembly—would meet merely to ratify a treaty

that falsified the Emperor’s promises, destroyed the Treaties of 1815,

and settled nothing in Italy. For the Treaty in question not only left

Austria in possession of Venetia, but constituted her, through the

influence she must possess in an Italian Confederation in which she

would be supported by the restored rulers of Tuscany and Modena,

as well as by the Pope and by the King of the Two Sicilies, virtually

mistress of Italy. Russell, therefore, straightway refused (July i6th)

to enter a congress at all, until he should have been reassured on a

number of points, of which the most important was, whether French

or Austrian troops were to restore the Grand-duke of Tuscany and

the Duke of Modena against the will of their former subjects.

In refusing to enter a congress merely to ratify the Treaty of Villa-

franca, Russell had the support of the country, wliich was at one with

the Court in holding that, as Great Britain had taken no part in the

War, she must decline all responsibility for the Peace. But, when

he wmnt on to distinguish between the Treaty' as putting an end to

the War, and as forming a basis for the reorganisation of Italy, in-

sisting that in the latter aspect it must be subject to the consideration

of the Powers in congress^, and when he would have begun to

negotiate wdtli Napoleon for w’hat was in effect a revision of the

Treaty', he found himself almost alone in tlic Cabinet. Bent on

effecting at all costs a settlement more in accord with the wishes ot

the Italians, he now set about maldng the execution of the Ircaty

impossible. To this end, therefore, he privately urged that a repre-

sentative assembly .should be convoked in Tuscany, in order that

* CorrfTf'Omicncf rtspectiv.s’^ thr Affairs of Italy fro'n the Sittr.atiirs’ of the Pee

liminnries of V’illafraaca to the PoUpoxternenf of the Cor.iirtxs, Xo, lo.
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the wishes of the people in regard to their autonomy might be

"regularly and freely expressed^”; and publicly not only claimed for

the people of Italy the same right of choosing their own Sovereign as

Great Britain had exercised in 1688, but warned Paris and Vienna

(August 1 6th) that Great Britain would feel it her duty to protest

against the restoration of the Dukes by foreign forces. The hint was

taken and, by the end of August, National Assemblies had been sum-

moned in the Duchies and in the Romagna, which unanimously voted

for annexation to a Constitutional kingdom under Victor Emmanuel.

Palmerston and Russell wished the Cabinet to approve this step

officially
;
but the Cabinet refused to give advice where they would

not give active assistance Nevertheless, Russell, with Palmerston’s

sanction, proceeded unofficially to encourage the Italian central pro-

vinces to draw closer the bonds between themselves and Sardinia,

and to urge Napoleon to abandon the idea of an Italian Confederation

while accepting the annexation of the Duchies to Sardinia as the best

solution of the difficulties in central Italy. The Emperor, however,

though he undertook not to allow them to be coerced into taking

back their former rulers, since this would profit Austria alone, would

not allow them to unite themselves to Sardinia, and forced Victor

Emmanuel once more to refuse the offered kingship. He perceived,

indeed, that he could not prevent the annexation of Parma to Sar-

dinia; but he knew that, as the fear of foreign intervention declined,

the desire for autonomy was reviving in Tuscany, and he still hoped to

prevent the formation of too strong a kingdom of Italy by preserving

Tuscany, augmented by Modena, as a separate State and saving the

Romagna for the Pope, at least in name. He, therefore, refused to

admit the right of the National Assemblies to represent anything but

a violent and unscrupulous minority, and induced Austria, not only

to leave the future of the Duchies undetermined, but also to agree

that, so soon as peace was signed, the neutral Powers, the Pope and
the Kings of Sardinia and Naples should be invited to meet in Con-
gress for the pacification of central Italy.

So soon as the Treaty of Peace had been signed at Zurich

(November 10th), the invitation to the Congress was duly issued and
accepted; and it was arranged that the meeting should take place

at Paris in January. But, on December 22nd, there had appeared

^ Correspondence respecting the Affairs of Italy from the Signature of the Pre-
liminaries of Villafranca to the Postponement of the Congress, No. 9.

“ Life of Earl Granville, 1. 356-8; Letters of Queen Victoria, in. 461 ff.
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directly affected; but the Foreign Secretary avowedly regarded the

transaction as merely the forerunner of other acts of aggression which

might alter the Balance of Power in Europe to the disadvantage of

Great Britain. Hence his sudden display of regard for treaties and

treaty rights; At the time, he chiefly feared that Victor Emmanuel
might buy with the cession of Genoa or the island of Sardinia, perhaps

of both, the Emperor’s help in attacking Venetia; but, only a few

days after the Treaty of Turin had been signed, danger appeared

from a new quarter. Bad as was the state of central Italy under the

Pope, it was not worse than that of the south under the Bourbons,

and the British Government had long feared a revolution there which

might place a Murat or a Bonaparte on the throne of the Two

Sicilies. Therefore, ever since the death of King Ferdinand II (May,

1859) enabled them to renew diplomatic relations^, they had been

pressing the young King Francis II to reform the administration as

the only means of preventing an insurrection and the overthrow of

his dynasty. Their advice had been disregarded; and, on April 4th,

the expected revolt broke out in Sicily. A month later, Garibaldi

sailed from Genoa with his “Thousand,” and, by the end of July,

had made himself master of the island in the name of “Italy and

Victor Emmanuel.” If Napoleon III now demanded the cession of

Genoa and the island of Sardinia as the price of his consent to the

annexation of Naples and Sicily to a kingdom of Italy, Great Britain

might before long have to defend her possessions of Malta, Corfu

and Gibraltar^,

That Naples and Sicily were as Italian as Lombardy or Tuscany,

w'as of no consequence. Palmerston and Russell, devoted as they were

to the cause of Italian libert}', had, as has been seen, never favoured

tliat of Italian unity. The differences bred of historical circumstance,

which must make Sardinian rule almost as foreign to the Neapolitans

as Austrian rule had been to the Lombards, to say nothing of the

interposition of the Papal States between them, seemed to the British

Ministers to render tlic annexation of doubtful advantage to cither

population ;
while, beyond any doubt at all, it would be to tlie ad-

vantage of British interests that southern Italyshould remain a separate-

monarchy rather than form part of a United Italy-''. Therefore,

within a fortnight of Garibaldi’s landing in Sicily, Russell is found

’ Tlie Minister selected was I>ord John Russell’s brotI»cr-tn-la'.v, Henrj* l.ni-y-

* Jitters of Qneott Virtorin, ill. 524; Russell to the Queen, Novemt^er r,fd,

’ So Inte ns th.e end of July the Cabinet still held this view. Furlher

ettcc re!iitst;y, to the Aff(tin of/fo/v,P.artYn.No.47; Russell to Hudson, July t
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asking Cavour (May 22nd), first, to declare that neither Austria nor the

kingdom of the Two Sicilies would be attacked
;
secondly, to bind

the Sardinian Government not to yield any territory to France beyond

that ceded by the Treaty of Turin^.

Cavour, who was determined to annex’ southern Italy and was

even then winning Sir James Hudson to the cause of Italian Unity

by representing this as the only way of checking the Murat party

and the designs of France, returned an evasive answer, which in no

way lessened Russell’s fears. Therefore, while doing all in his power

to stop the revolution by urging the ICing of the Two Sicilies to

grant a Constitution which would give the Sicilians a voice in their

own government, he sought to engage the Emperor in an agreement

that, if the endeavour then in progress to “conciliate” the preten-

sions of Naples and Sardinia in Sicily should fail, France and Great

Britain would leave the people of southern Italy to settle their own
internal affairs, and would use all their influence at Turin to prevent

an attack on Venetia, which would be resisted by the whole strength

of Germany as well as of Austria^.

, Napoleon was quite as unwilling as was the British Government

•to see Naples and Sicily added to the kingdom of Italy. But he had

already in vain urged Sardinia to refrain from aiding the revolution,

and now saw the only means of checking it in the employment of

the British and French squadrons at Naples to prevent Garibaldi

from crossing to the mainland, and to impose a truce which should

give the King of Naples time for establishing Constitutional govern-

ment and for concluding an alliance with Sardinia. To this, as a

departure from the now sacred principle of Non-intervention, Russell

would not agreed. Accordingly, Napoleon, who was now absorbed in

the Syrian Question, and had made up his mind not to fight in Italy

again, unless in defence of the Pope, declined (August 22nd) to

assume any responsibility for the use that Sardinia and Italy might

make of the liberty he had done so much to win for them.

This communication deepened Russell’s anxiety, lest Sardinia, by
attacking Venetia, should undo all his work for Italy and start a

European War. He, therefore, at once sent to Turin (August 31st)

a despatch, insisting that the King of Sardinia had no excuse for

violating the Treaty of Zurich which secured Venetia to Austria;

^ Further Corresponderice relating to the Affairs of Italy, Part vii. No. 15.
“ Ibid. No. 45, Russell to Cowley, July 23rd, i860.
® Ibid. No. 50, Russell to Cowley, July 26th, i860. Cf. No. 66, Russell to

Cowley, September 7th, i860.
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he had been free to sign it or not as he pleased, but, having done

so, he was not at libertj'^ to break it when he would^. It was,

however, in vain that he enjoined on Sardinia the faithful obsen^ance

of treaties; Cavour was now quite certain that, whatever he did,

Russell would support him through fear of France. Therefore, when

Garibaldi, who had crossed the Strait of Messina on August 20th

and entered Naples unopposed on September 7th, announced his

intention of marching on Rome at once—a step which must force

the Emperor to intervene—Cavour had no hesitation in anticipating

him by marching a Sardinian army into Umbria, hard on the heels of

a messenger sent to bid Pope Pius dismiss the foreign mercenaries

—

mostly Austrian and Irish—^whom he was enlisting to take the place

of the French troops about to be withdrawn.

None of the Powders could be indifferent to such a breach of

international right, and their reply to the Memorandum (September

I2th) in which the Sardinian Government sought to justify its action

by appealing to the rights of nations, was to withdraw their Ministers

from Turin. Great Britain alone left it unanswered, until theannex’a-

tion of Umbria and the Marches, Naples and Sicily to Sardinia had

become certain. Then, and then only, Russell sent to Sir James

Pludson (October 27th) a strongly-worded despatch-, in which he

cited tire Revolution of 1688 as justifying the King of Sardinia in

assisting the people of Naples and the Roman States to tlirow off their

Governments as the Prince of Orange had then assisted the English’’’;

and declared that “H.M. Government, seeing no sufficient grounds

for the severe censures passed by Austria, France, Prussia and Russia

on the acts of the King of Sardinia, xvould turn their eyes ratlicr to

the gratifying prospect of a people building up tire edifice of their

liberties and consolidating the work of their independence amid the

sympathies and good wishes of Europe.”

The comment, “Ce n'esi pas dc la diplomatic; e'est dc la pohs-

souficric,’' maybe said to sum up the general Continental view of tins

despatch. Cavour might well shout for joy when it was read to him,

for it realised the Italy of his dreams. But, in reversing without

warning the policy hitherto pursued by the British Government,

* Further Curresporukrice rclathig to the Affairs ofItaly, I’.in V! I . Xo. 65 cl . X'o,
'•

- Ilnil. No. 1 30. .

^ So fnr bnck .^prt! 30th, haU, if) evritine to the Qtiecn, »*'*•'

nrcumi-nt to jis-itify the Kintt of Si’rdint-t in aiding an in'll) rrret-on a"ain''.t fh-"

of the Two SiciHf ; hut hi* then admitted that to act thu*'. fnr the naht* »t rn- iict; f-

aciiui-.ltior)" '..nuhi hr crimifia!. Letters of Queen Fiete.frta, tit. 505- 0 *
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and in justifying Sardinia’s action by the assertion that, in the

nanae of liberty, one ruler may lawfully assist a people in rebellion

against another and annex that ruler’s land to his own, Russell was

establishing a precedent fatal to the maintenance of treaties, which

had hitherto been the guiding principle of European policy ,and is at all

tirnes the surest safeguard of Peace. The explanation, of course, lies in

the fact that the British Ministers at Turin and Naples, themselves late

converts to the policy of a United Italy, had at last convinced the

Foreign Secretary that it was the only means of saving Naples and

Sicily from red revolution and anarchy, and of checking the French

designs on southern Italy, and that it was, therefore, the best solution

both for the people of Italy and from the point of view of the Balance

of Power in Europe. But the perception of this fact only contributed

to convince Continental statesmen that Great Britain was consistent

only in self-interest; and some at least of the failures attending our

foreign policy in the course of the next ten years may be traced to the

impression created on the Continent by this despatch.

At home, it was generally applauded
;
but it excited the indignation

of the Cabinet, to whom it had not been shown. Austria, Prussia

and Russia had been holding a Conference at Warsaw (October 20th)

and it was no secret that an attack on Venetia—neither more nor less

justifiable than that on Umbria—would bring the Austrian and Prus-

sian armies into Italy, In that event, France would be in honour

bound to come to the help of Sardinia, and the dreaded European

War would begin. Russell would have faced even this danger; but

he was overruled and not allowed to send to the Powers a despatch

(dated November 3rd) expressing a hope that RomeandVenetia, owing
to their Italian nationality, would soon share in the freedom and good

government of the rest of Italy, and declaring that, if any other Power
should attempt forcible interference, H.M. Government would hold

themselves free to act in such a manner as the rights of nations, the

independence of Italy, and the interest of Europe might seem to them
to require^. Nor was he allowed to take official notice of the Decrees

annexing Naples, Sicily, Umbria and the Marches, not to Sardinia

but to “the Italian State.” Instead, Cavour was informed (January

21st) that the votes taken in those provinces appeared to H.M.
Government to have little validity, as being nothing more than a

formality following upon acts of popular insurrection, or successful

invasion, or upon Treaties, and did not in themselves imply an inde-

^ Letters of Queen Victoria, in. 523.

W.&G.II 29
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pendent exercise of the will of the nation in whose name they were

given; and that recognition of the new State must wait upon its

establishment as such by the deliberate act of the elected Repre-

sentatives of the several States^.

Russell himself seems by this time to have come to doubt the

wisdom ofthe argument, if not ofthe purpose, of his famous despatch

;

for to this later mission he added a reminder of the duty of obser\ing

treaties and a warning that “after the troubles of the last few years,

Europe has a right to expect that the Italian Kingdom shall not be

a new source of dissensions and alarm.” It cannot, therefore, have

been without uneasiness that he read Cavour’s despatch (hlarch i6th)

announcing the formal sanction by the National Parliament of tine

votes of the people, which created one kingdom of Italy from the

Alps to Etna. For in it, Cavour, dealing at length with the Venetian

Question, maintained that Austria, by excluding Venetia from the

Liberal policy lately adopted in all the other provinces of her empire,

and by protesting against the union of central Italy tvith Sardinia,

had sensibly modified the position established between herself and

Victor Emmanuel at Zurich.

Rome was another matter; and, during the spring of i86i, Russell

busied liimself in tiying to arrange a modus vivendi which would

remove the French trobps from Italy. His last suggestion was that

the Pope’s sovereignty should be restricted to Rome and its immediate

neighbourhood for the present Pope’s lifetime, and tliat the King of

Italy and the Emperor of the French should agree not to recognise

the temporal powder of any future Pope”. But the despatch was never

sent; for, on June 6th, Cavour died, and wdtli him passed away all

danger of attacks on Venetia and Rome, and of their consequent

European complications. They were, however, to be added to the

kingdom of Italy within ten years, though not with the help of cither

Great Britain or France. Hudson was right when he wrote, “'ihc

interests of Italy turn, naturally, towards Germany rather than

France”—he might, perhaps, have added “ or Great Britain
”— pro-

\iclcd Germany will allow’ her.”

In estimating the policy pursued by Palmerston and Russell during

the two years that saw the making of Italy, there will be a general

agreement as to the rightness of the policy that made Italy one State;

though some may doubt the wisdom of treating so lightly as Ku^s^H

did the difTcrenccs between north and south—diflcrctices which made

’ I'urfhcr- C'nrri-spf/'rlc’t'r rdctlir.p; !-> thf jlff(nn t>f Italy, I’.in iX. S>k s.
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Cavour himself exclaim, “We have united Italy; we have now to

unite the Italians.” It is not, however, clear that this policy, as pur-

sued by them, was altogether the best for the interests of Great

Britain. British statesmen, zealous as they have always been to free the

Mediterranean Peninsulas from foreign control, have never been

anxious to see any one of them united under one ruler, and

Palmerston and Russell would have been justified if they had adhered

to their early policy of a divided, though free, Italy. Fear of the

French Emperor’s designs induced them to abandon it so far as to

acquiesce in the piecemeal annexations of the States of central and

southern Italy to Sardinia; but they never frankly faced the conse-

quences of the situation thus created. In particular, they never under-

stood that, while Rome and Venice remained unredeemed, the new
kingdom of Italy would ally itself with whatever Power would help it

to gain them. Great Britain might have been that Power; but, fearful

of France and Austria, Palmerston and Russell steadily discounten-

anced attacks on Rome and Venice, and the chance they threw away

was seized by Bismarck. Italy became the ally, neither of France nor

of Great Britain, but of Prussia.

The truth appears to be that, after Villafranca, British Foreign

Policy was inspired almost wholly by a fear and distrust of France,

which was in some ways the most important legacy of the Franco-

Italian War. Again and again, during the years to come, it determined

the course of our Foreign Policy, and always with unhappy results to

others, if not to ourselves. It was during the troubles which fixed the

eyes of Europe on Syria in i860 that this first became manifest.'i

11 . THE SYRIAN TROUBLES AND MISSION, 1 860-1 861

From time immemorial the coastal plain of Syria has been a high-

way for invading armies ;
but, a few miles inland, there rises parallel to

the shore a twin range of mountains, known as the Lebanon and the

Anti-Lebanon, or together as the Mountain, which has ever been a

refuge for the native populations from the conquerors of the plains

below. For many centuries the northern portion has been inhabited

by the Maronites, a group of Christian tribes deriving their name,

it is said, from a fifth century monk, John Maron, under whose

leadership they had adhered to the Latin Church, when the rest of

the land had been won to the Greek. The southern portion became

the home of the Druses, a people whose religion was derived from the

ancient paganism of the land, with an admixture of Moslem beliefs.

The Turkish conquest of Syria hardly affected the men of the

=9—2
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Mountain, who continued to live—^blood-feuds apart—quietly enough

under their feudal chiefs, until the European Powers in 1840 forced

the Pasha of Egypt to evacuate Syria. Unfortunately, the Sultan of

tlie day, Abdul-Medjid, adopted the policy of centralising the ad-

ministration and extending it into places where Turldsh administration

was still unknown. Thus, the land was soon overrun by lowbred,

ignorant Turks, ruling over small towns or rural districts and farming

the taxes. The consequent confusion and misgovernment led the

Powers to intervene
;
and, at their instance, the Sultan in 1842 divided

the Mountain into two provinces, each under a KaimaJiam, Maronitc

in the north. Druse in the south, but both subject to the Turkish

Pasha of Syria. The Turkish administration, alw^ays corrupt, was even

worse in Syria than elsewhere in the Ottoman empire. For the

governorship and other high offices, being always sold to the highest

bidder, changed hands witli a frequency which naturally resulted “in

the province being cursed with a succession of incapable proconsuls,

chosen without any regard for their qualifications, ruthless in their

oppressions, corrupt administrators of justice, and utterly indifferent

to the interests of the people'.”

The disorder inevitable in such circumstances was aggravated by

the Turkish practice of encouraging local feuds and animosities as

the only way of maintaining the supremacy of tlie ruling race over

subject peoples. In this case, religious differences made the task

exceptionally easy; and, ere long, the traditional hostility' between the

Maronites and the Druses broke out in fresh disorders. The trouble

was aggravated by the rivalries of the European Powers, France,

Russia and Great Britain each seeking to establish control over Syria

in the name of religion. France, as the protector of Latin Christianity

in the East, had for centuries had dealings with the Maronites, who

by a Charter of St Louis had been made part of the French nation:

and, during the last fifty years, Jesuit and Lazarite missions had gre-atiy

extended her influence in Syria. Russia had not fallen behind, and,

besides extending her protection to the Greeks of the coast as inenihers

of the Orthodox Church, had encouraged the emigration of

from Russia to Jerusalem and Safed. Rut her influence was confined

to the plains; and it was to Great Brit.iin that the Druses turned,

debarred as they were by their schism with their Moslem neighbour--

from seeking liclp from them ag.ainst their Christian enemies.

her part, Great Britain, uneasy at the growth of French influencr

in the Levant, liad readily extended her p.atronagc to the

Sir .V, C. I.ya!!, Lift' t f thf Monpiii of n
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and not a few Protestant missions had been established in the

Lebanon.

The trouble brewing was brought to a head by an Edict, issued

by the Sultan in 1856 under pressure from France and Great Britain,

his Allies in the late War, confirming measures that placed Christians

and Moslems on a footing of equality throughout the Ottoman

empire. This roused the bitter resentment of the Moslems, especially

of the Arabs, always more fanatical than the Turks
;
and the Consuls

in Syria soon became apprehensive of disturbances more serious than

any yet known. As might have been expected, they began in the

Lebanon, where, contrary to the spirit, if not to the letter, of the

engagement of 1842, a Druse, nominally a Christian, had been made
Kaimakam over the Maronites, and an orthodox Moslem Kaimakam
overthe Druses. A fewoutrages, inwhich, nowMaronites,now Druses,

were killed or wounded, inflamed the passions of both sects, and, on

May 29th, i860, the Druses fell upon the Maronites, slew the men and

boys, carried off the women and girls, and laid waste the whole land.

Once started, the outbreak spread quickly on either side of the

Mountain, as the Moslems joined the Druses. But the Consuls-

General of the Powers at Beyrout exerted themselves to stop it, and

through Cyril Graham, an Oriental traveller who knew the Lebanon

well, a Treaty of Peace between the Druses and the Maronites was

signed on July loth. Unhappily, on the preceding day the Moslems
at Damascus had risen against the Christians there, and, in a three

days’ massacre, in which they were aided by the Turkish troops, had
laid the whole of the Christian quarter in ashes. Where the movement
would end no man might guess.

The news of the Lebanon massacre reached Europe on June 7th

by way of Constantinople; but little attention was given to it till

M. Thouvenel approached Lord Cowley, on July 5th, with a proposal

that a Commission of the Five Powers should be sent to make en-

quiries on the spot, and suggested that the Sultan might be allowed

to borrow the troops of the Vicero^ of Egypt for the reestablishment

of order. Cowley saw in the proposal only an attempt by the Emperor
to make political capital out of the disturbances in Syria, and coldly

objected that the Maronites had been the first to attack and had

brought their fate on themselves. But the French Minister persisted,

and, on the following day, laid his proposal of a Commission before

the Powers, adding a suggestion that troops should be sent to support

them, but without producing effect beyond the despatch of a few
British and French warships to Beyrout.
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The news of the massacre at Damascus changed the whole situa-

tion. The matter at once became serious and urgent; for, if the

massacres spread to the coast-towns, France and Russia would inter-

vene without waiting for the other Powders. This happened to be the

moment when fear of French designs on southern Italy was converting

Palmerston and Russell to the policy of a United Italy
;
and it was thus

with reluctance that Palmerston signed (August 3rd) a Convention

not only appointing a Joint Commission, but authorising the landing

of French troops at Beyrout. He, however, consented to this, inas-

much as the Sultan had just announced that he was sending to Syria

an Extraordinary Commissioner, Fuad Pasha, armed with the fullest

powers for dispensing justice in his master’s name
;
and it was hoped

that, by the time the Commission reached Syria, there would be little

left for them to do but to approve the Pasha’s acts.

For his part, Fuad Pasha expected that, if he could point to a

few scores of Aloslems hanged or shot, and a few hundreds im-

prisoned or banished, the mutual distrust of tlie Powers would enable

him to save the highly-placed Turkish officials whose incompetence

or connivance was responsible for the w^orst that had happened. In

this he was not altogether mistaken. The Commission did indeed

record a unanimous conclusion that the Turkish officials in Syria

were equally responsible for the massacres with the Druse chiefs

who carried them out; but it was the chiefs tliey were asked to punish,

and, so soon as they took up the question, the differences between the

Commissioners became manifest. The Turks were quite willing that

the Druses, who after all were schismatic, should become the scape-

goats for the Lebanon massacres; and France was ready to support

Fuad in this matter, though without prejudice to the case against

the officials. But Great Britain was verj" unwilling to sec her proteges

singled out in this way, and her Commissioner, Lord Dufferin, pressed

for clemency, urging that a distinction should be drawn between a

vendetta and a deliberate massacre, and arguing, not only that the

Christians had been to blame at first, but, also, tliat the responsibility

for the chronic anarchy which made these things possible lay with the

Turkish officials. He, therefore, demanded the punishment of them

rather than of the Druses. In the end, he had his way, so far as the

officials were concerned; but there remains gro\ind fiu tlie hrench

contention that he would have taken anotlier line with regard to tise

Druses, had not the Maronites been the faithful protc^;<.V. of France,

Punislunent for the nmssacrcs having been meted out, there

remained the question of preventing their renewal. Here, again* the
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Commissioners were sharply divided by national jealousies. France,

supported by Prussia and Russia, was anxious that the whole of the

Lebanon should be placed under a Maronite, who should hold office

for life and be revocable only with the consent of the Powers. Lord

Dufferin at once opposed tliis, in the interest both of the Druses

and of Great Britain, who had no mind to see French influence

established in the Lebanon, as Russian had been in Servia. Instead,'

he urged that the whole of Syria should be placed under the rule of

a Pasha appointed for a term of years by the Sultan, in consultation

with the Great Powers. Later events have shown that this policy

was the right one
;
but it too closely resembled that which had made

Mehemet Ali hereditary Pasha of Egypt to commend itself to the

Sultan. France, of course, opposed it, seeing in it a device to create

in Syria, under British protection, a principality for Fuad Pasha. Even

the British Government, which at first approved the scheme, after-

wards rejected it as infringing the integrity of the Ottoman empire.

In the end, it was agreed to place the Lebanon under a Christian

Governor nominated by and directly subordinate to the Porte, a

stranger to the province and appointed for three years, subject to

removal only for misconduct. At the same time, mixed tribunals were

constituted; and administrative councils, nominated by the several

communities, were established.

Long before this settlement was reached, the British Government

had become anxious to end the French occupation of Syria. The
Conference which authorised it had limited its duration to six months

;

but Russell could hardly await that term. Alarmed by the strength-

ening of the French garrison at Rome and by the order given

(October 30th) to the French Admiral at Naples to prevent the Sar-

dinian fleet from bombarding Gaeta, where King Francis II had taken

refuge, he saw in the prolonged occupation of Syria by French troops

a present menace to British interests in the Mediterranean and a future

precedent for proceedings in the Balkans. Thus, on January loth, 1861

,

Cowley, under his instructions, demanded the recall of the French

expedition. Thouvenel pointed out that humanity and honour forbade

evacuation before a responsible Government had been established.

But in vain. Russell saw in the delays by which the Turks sought to

prolong the negotiations until the French troops had to leave, nothing

but the intrigues of France, bent on the conquest of Syria and Egypt.

Very reluctantly, therefore, he allowed himself to be overruled by

the other Powers, who prolonged the occupation till June—just long

enough, as it happened, to secure the appointment (June 9th) of
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Daoud Pasha, a Catholic Armenian, as Governor of the Lebanon,
which under his rule soon became the best-governed pro\nnce in

Syria, if not in the empire.

For this conclusion to the Syrian troubles, though credit must

be given to Lord Dufferin’s tact and judgment in a difficult situa-

tion, scant approbation can be claimed for the British Government.

It must, indeed, be admitted that our Foreign Policy has seldom

shown itself less circumspect than in this episode. It may be that

the French Emperor was glad enough to win back the good opinion

of his Catholic subjects, forfeited by his dealings with the Temporal

power, by taking up the cause of the Catholics of the Lebanon;

but it was pure humanity wffiich caused him to send to Syria troops

that might at any moment be needed in Italy. That he w^as right

in interposing cannot be questioned
;
nor could any interposition have

availed, if it had not been backed by armed force. Undoubtedly,

in this matter Russell was less than just towards the Emperor and

France. For his owm part, he, no less certainly, laid himself open

to a charge of having subordinated all other considerations to British

interests
;
and it is interesting to reflect that Gladstone was a leading

member of a Ministry which, for the sake of maintaining the

integrity of the Ottoman empire, w^ould have risked the renewal

of a massacre of Christians without parallel in modern times before

the “Bulgarian Atrocities,” rather than prolong the French occupa-

tion of Syria. And the end of it all w'as to establish in the Levant

more firmly than ever the influence of France, w'ho alone had inter-

vened witli effect on behalf of those w'ho looked to her for help.

III. THE POLISH INSURRECTION, 1S63

Still more regrettable w'as the course into wliich fear and distrust

of France led Palmerston and Russel! during the Polish Insurrection

of 1863. The success of the Italian Revolution made it inevitable

that a cry of anguish should go up from every' oppressed nationaluy

in Europe; and daily, insurrections were looked for in Hungary, iti

Poland, and in Turkey. The Hungarian rising never took place at all,

and that in T’urkcy came to nothing; but the Polish duly broke out in

1,863, and went near to justifying the fe.ars with which it had been

foreseen by every responsible statesman in Europe,

In many ways, the state of parties in Poland closely rtscmbh'*

that of 1848 in Italy. There was a “White,” or Moderate party,

composed of nobles and gentry who bitterly nsentCi! the rxtinesu^u

of their country’s independence and their own exchjsion Irom it'^
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administration, and whose aim was the restoration of the autonomous

Constitution of 1815. Then there was a “ Red” or Revoli^onary party,

composed of middle-class lawyers, doctors, students and clergy, who

drew their inspiration from Lelewel, and through him from Mazzini

(with whom he had so much in common), and whose aims were to

a great extent subversive of social as well as political order. Finally,

there was a group of practical patriots, whose aim was to secure for

Poland a minimum of local autonomy, and who were ready to work

with Russia for obtaining it. The Moderate party found a rallying-

point in the Agricultural Society, formed in 1855 by their leader.

Count Zamoiski, for the improvement of the condition of the

peasants
;
the activities of the Revolutionary party were directed by a

“National Central Committee,” which took its orders from the exiles

in Paris
;
and the two had little in common beyond an unreasoning

hatred of Russia and all things Russian, which made them regard

as traitors those Poles who, like Marquis Wielopolski, were willing to

take what measure of autonomy Russia would concede and make

the best of it. Moreover, while Wielopolski and his followers per-

ceived that the old historic Poland could never be restored, since

Danzig had become German and could not be retransformed into a

Polish town, while without the command of a seaport an inde-

pendent Poland could not exist; the other parties would be content

with nothing less than the Poland of 1772, including Lithuania and

the Ukraine, So far, the resemblance between the Poland of i860

and the Italy of 1848 is very close; but there was one all-important

difference: Poland had no Sardinia. Thus, the Polish revolutionary

parties had to look abroad for help—the Whites to the Catholics of

Europe, and especially of France, the traditional defender of Polish

liberty and of Catholicism
;
the Reds to the parties which in different

countries were working for a European Revolution.

Demonstrations of popular feeling began in Warsaw in i860, and

the Tsar had to choose between concession and repression. Alex-

ander IPs own tendencies were Liberal, and any policy save a Liberal

one would prevent the alliance with France for which Gortchakoff

was then working. Accordingly, in 1861, a Council of State and

Elective Provincial Assemblies were granted, and Wielopolski was

named Minister of Education and Public Worship. Unfortunately,

Zamoiski’s attitude led Wielopolski to ask for and obtain authorisa-
' tion to suppress the Agricultural Society, and riots broke out in

Warsaw which were sharply dealt with. Nevertheless, in 1862, the

Tsar’s brother, the Grand-duke Constantine, was appointed Viceroy,
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the pressure put on the French Emperor by the Liberals through

Prince Napoleonand bythe Clericals through the Empress,should after

all force Napoleon III, however unwillingly, to interv'ene at Warsaw,

induced Russell on March 2nd to address to Petrograd a very re-

markable despatch. It set forth that Great Britain, as a part}' to the

Treaty of 1815, and as a Power deeply interested in tire tranquillity

of Europe, deemed herself entitled to express her opinion on the events

then taking place in Poland, and in the most friendly spirit towards

Russia. Accordingly, with a sincere desire to promote the interest ofall

the parties concerned, the despatch suggested that the Emperor should

end the struggle by proclaiming a general amnesty, and place Poland

in possession of all the political and civil privileges granted by Alex-

ander I in execution of the stipulations of the Treaty of 1815. To

this futile missive, dictated by fear of France, Gortchakoff replied

by simply observing that, under the Constitution of 1861, the institu-

tions of Poland were both national and representative; while, for the

rest, he referred the British Government to the correspondence that

had taken place in 1831. The despatch did unbounded harm, both

by encouraging the Poles to hope for foreign aid in a hopeless

struggle and by enabling Bismarck to keep France, who might have

aided the Poles, in play, while he was improving Prussian relations

xvith Russia. It even went far to bring about the vciy' result it was

intended to prevent. For, as Lord Napier pointed out to Alexander 11

(March 14th), Protestant Great Britain had nothing to gain from the

establishment, in the rear of Protestant Germany, of a great Catholic

and military' monarchy with strong French sympatliies; and while

she desired the freedom and rvclfare of the Poles, her religious

and material interests drew her to Russia rather than to Poland k

Palmerston’s motive—for it was he, Russell tells us, who dictated

our policy and drafted most of our despatches in this business'---

was to persuade the Tsar to thwart the ambition of France by ending

the Insurrection on terms which would leave her no locus stnudt. luit

the effect was to give more influence to Prince Napoleon, who.

Bismarck informed Gortchakoff, was trying to bring about a coaliti'Ui

between the Moderates and the rebels in Poland, so .ns to mitigate,

in favour of the latter the existing impression as to their rcvrlu"

tionary and .socialist character.

The Emperor Napoleon’s first idea was to urge the t"

establish Poland as an independent State under Prince Kidiohr-

j

.
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Leuchtenberg^', and, when that project failed, to form an alliance with

Austria against Russia for restoring the unity of Poland under an

Archduke, in exchange for the cession of Venetia. But Austria, who,

although she would not tie her hands by joining the Prusso-Russian

Convention, was working with Bismarck for the isolation of the

Polish Insurrection, refused, alleging tliat she wished to preserve her

neutrality, to conciliate parties, and, so far as she could, to prevent

war^. Whereupon, Napoleon fell back on his favourite device of

a Congress. The British and Austrian Governments at once agreed,

each being anxious only to prevent France from acting alone. On
April 17th, identic Notes were presented at Petrograd, the Austrian

citing the unfortunate influence exercised on her own provinces by

the disturbances in Poland; the French pointing out that the re-

current outbreaks there must spring from some inveterate evil, which

ought to be removed for the sake of the Peace of Europe; and the

British simply repeating, at greater length, the argument of the

despatch of March and, and calling on the Tsar to grant Poland the

Constitution stipulated for in the Treaty of 1815.

As might have been expected, Russia’s answer to all three Notes

was, in substance, that the Tsar had already offered (March 31st) an

amnesty to all but a few and promised to maintain the institutions

already granted—^beyond which he would not go. The reply to

London further insisted that the reconquest of Poland in 1830 can-

celled Russia’s obligations under the Treaty, suggested that the British

Government could hardly assert that the Constitution of 1815 was

the only panacea for Poland’s woes, and pointed out that the Powers

which attached importance to the restoration of peace in Poland

should turn their attention to the party of Cosmopolitan Revolution,

whose work the Polish Insurrection was®.

Lord Napier reinforced Gortchakoff’s arguments (April 6th) by
pointing out^ the objections to reconstructing ancient Poland, the

ally of France and the tool of the Jesuits
;
and adding that an amnesty

could not include the exiles, while a Constitution could not be granted

to Poland unless one were also given to Finland, the Baltic Pro-

vinces, etc., and the Russian empire federated. He urged that,

if Great Britain could not induce the Powers to bring the Polish

Question before a Congress, her demands should.be restricted to the

following: (i) A limited amnesty to be granted after the suppression

^ F.O. Russia 630, No. 265 ;
Napier to Russell, April 24th, 1863.

- Ibid. 629, No. 191. Cf. No. 197.
“ Further Correspottdetice respecting the Insurrection in Poland, 1863, Part ii

No. I.
'

Ibid.
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while covering the failure of his policy, by dealing with the TreaW of

1815 as no longer in force, and summoning a Congress to consider

the European situation as a whole; but Russell rejected tlie suggestion

in a despatch almost discourteously abrupt. This was the Emperor’s

last effort; and, abandoned by all, the Poles at last gave in (Febniar}-,

1864) and passed under the hard yoke of servitude.

Little more need be said as to the “ diplomacy ” of Palmerston and

Russell during this crisis, which ended so differently from the Italian

of but three years earlier. It was, indeed, apart from the Polish In-

surrection itself, largely of tlieir own making. Left to himself, Napo-

leon would never have imperilled for the sake of the Poles the cuicnle

with Russia on which his policy vdth respect to Turkey was founded,

especially when, by taking up arms on their behalf, he would have

furnished Bismarckwith the means of drawing Russia closer to Prussia.

The fact that Palmerston and Russell did not perceive this, thougii

Malmesbur)'- perceived it, is the measure of their insight. Then, having

decided to intervene' lest the Emperor should do so alone, they never

paused to consider whether their doctrinaire proposals were likely to

be accepted by either the Tsar or the insurgents, but pressed these

proposals on the Tsar in a manner inviting their rejection, and per-

sisted in this course, despite the clearest warning of the harm tlicy vere

doing to those whose cause they professed to have at heart. But more

than this. Consciously or not, they helped to prevent the formation

of the Franco-Russian Alliance which alone could have held Bismarck

in check, and to call into life, instead, the Prusso-Russian Alliance,

destined to be a controlling factor in European diplomacy for over

tliirty years. And, throughout these transactions, they treated the

FrenchEmperorwithasuspicionand, at the end, with a lack of courtc.s)

which went far to impair what remained of good feeling between

Great Britain and France. Yet, in censuring the policy, wc can hard!)

blame its agents. Neither Palmerston, self-confident, higli-iiandci.

and intolerant of opposition, nor Russell, a sincere friend ol humnnitj

and a genuine patriot, but dogmatic, and impatient ol criticism, v-*'..-'

ver)’ well qualified to deal successfully with the Polish crisis; but tin

fundamentalfactisthat they alikeno longer understood the age inwhwn

they found themselves or could cope with its strongest siatcsmanshlU-



CHAPTER XI

COMMERCIAL RELATIONS, 1828-1865

1. ZOLLVEREIN NEGOTIATIONS, 1828-1865

The Prussian Tariff of 1818, upon which the Zollverem was

eventually built, was received enthusiastically at the time by

British fiscal reformers and by a large part of the British exporting

interest. As bestowed on the most rational Tariff of its day, this

admiration was deserved. Food and materials were taxed lightly or

not at all, and manufactures paid very reasonable specific duties^.

But heavy revenue duties were laid on alcoholic liquors and “ colonial

wares,” and heavy transit duties, also with an eye to revenue, on most

goods merely passing over Prussian territory for consumption else-

where. These heavy duties were, naturally, not acceptable to the

British exporting interest, which was anxious to see its reexport trade

in colonial produce undiminished, and to retain routes to the main

trade centres of Germany free of the Prussian transit dues. As almost

all German foreign trade, during the early nineteenth century, flowed

through the Hanse Towns and through the great fair-holding towns

of Frankfort-on-the-lMain and Leipzig, this implied—^when translated

into terms of commercial policy—a desire to prevent the extension

of the Prussian system to the Free Cities of the Empire, who as

trading communities kept all customs duties at a minimum, and to

preserve a route to Leipzig over which Prussia had no control. There

was an equally natural desire that a group of agricultural States in

northern and north-western Germany—Hanover, the Mecklenburgs

and some others—^whose customs system was more favourable than

that of Prussia to the import of British manufactures, should not

change that system. These are the postulates of the purely com-
mercial policy pursued by Great Britain towards the ZoUverein—
itself, after all, a corhmercial entity—during the years of its gestation

and those in which it covered only a part of Germany.
F.or some years after the introduction of the reformed Prussian

Tariff, its" destiny was not perceived even by Prussian statesmen®;

^ I.e. duties on the yard, gallon, pound, etc., as opposed to ad valorem duties.

The point is of importance in the history of the commercial relations between
Great Britain and the ZoUverein. See below, p. 470.

^ Treitschke, Deutsche Geschichte, ii. 619.

W.&G.II 30
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but by 1828 tlie possibilities of the future were becoming clesr,

Germany was dividing itself into leagues and counter-leagues, In

whose contests the British Residents at the various German Courts

were showing an active interest, though tliat taken by British Foreign

Secretaries remained rather languid. The accession of Hesse-Darm-

stadt to the Prussian system by the Treaty of February 14th, 1S2S,

marks the beginning of these contests. Prussia, at that time, was

sounding the King of Saxony, the Thuringian Grand-dukes and other

Princes,and the Elector of Hesse. Should she succeed in%vinning them,

wrote the British Charge d’affaires at Frankfort anxiously on March

24th of that year, “our commerce with the interior of Germany.

.

will be almost entirely destroyed.” He was glad to be able to report,

however, that the Royal Saxon Court was striving to form a free

trade Central Union, “ with a view to keeping open the communication

with the middle and south parts of Germany^.” Meanwhile, Bavaria

and Wiirttemberg were drawing together into a Union of the South.

All through the summer, negotiations went on, with the active par-

ticipation of the British Minister accredited to the Diet at Frankfort,

Henry Unwin Addington^. He endorsed what his subordinate had

written as to the importance of keeping open the Leipzig route, and

added that “besides their lawful commercial advantages such a state

of things will afford immense facilities for carrying on the contraband

trade in tlie dominions of Prussia, Bavaria, Wurttemberg and Dana-

stadt, and may not improbably have the effect of ultimately detaching

more than one of these States from the restrictive system^.”

September, tlie new Union, whose chief members were the Saxonie**

Hcsse-Cassel, Hanover, Brunswick, Frankfort and ti\c Hansc Towns,

came into existence by the Treaty of Casscl. Addington was present

and, in writing to his chief, expressed the hope that lie had not gone

too far in letting the Elector of Hesse know “ that Great Britain did no.

view with an indifferent eye the proceedings of the Association . ‘ n

expressions indicate tlie measure of active interest shown in Whiteha .

Its facilities for smuggling did not give life to the Ccntnil Leaituv.

Prussia, her aims now clear before her, attacked it with every wc.ip's-^

in her armour}-. She negotiated across it Mth the League of ^ '

^ Milbanke to Lore! Ducllcv, March s^ih. iScS.
^

.

- Adciineton arrivrtJ tn May. Besides the I'.O. docusiients hrr'' yog-’"'*.

ence may be made to the r.liKhtly w.nrped account of Addinf-nonV. work in 1 rn? -

o,*). ci't., V. >:qq.

* Addineton to I..ord Dudley, May syih, t.'jjs.

* To Aberdeen, September ijth, iSeS.
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South. She bribed petty Thuringian States to desert it by under-

taking to build a great road tlirough their diflicult territories southward

into Bavaria. She won over Hcssc-Cassel, and detached Saxony, who
coveted the Prussian markets for her rising manufactures. By 1831,

the League was dead; and in 1833 Bavaria, Wurttemberg and all the

Saxon States were arranging to enter the Zolhcrciu. In 1832, Great

Britain liad tried to keep Frankfort out of it by signing with lier a

Commercial Treaty which contained a ten years’ mutual guarantee

of most favoured nation treatment. Treaty,” wrote our agent

at Frankfort a few 3*cara later, "was contracted [by her] to obtain

support against Pnissia and encourage other States to take the same

course^.” But, during 1S33-4, all Frankfort’s neighbours went over

to Prussia, and tlie Prussian customhouses came “within a few

hundred j'ards of the gates of the town on ever}' side".” In 1835, the

Berlin Government told the representative of the Free City that it

“considered him in the light of an agent. . .come. . .to fight a battle

for British interests^”; at the end of the year that city, now helpless,

begged and received Great Britain’s leave to abandon its promise to

her of most favoured nation treatment^; and in 1836 it entered the

ZoUvcrcin on good terms.

From this time forward, direct British intervention in ZoUvcrcin

affairs became rare; but there was generally a British agent, with a

watching brief, at the periodical ZoUvcrcin Tariff Conferences, ready

to encourage quietly any party whose policy favoured British com-

mercial interests. In 1836, John Maegregor, an unofficial serv'ant of

the Board of Trade, was exploring the ground at the first of these

Conferences in Munich®. He had to consider among other things

tlie chances of an An^o-ZoUvercin treaty; but, being told very clearly

by the Prussian Representative, that this meant a negotiation at Berlin

and “a reduction of [the British] corn duties to a fixed figure®,” he

proceeded no further. He had already ascertained, by a visit to the

Leipzig Easter fair, that the ZoUvcrcin Tariff had nearly killed the

sale of British cottons for local consumption, but that there had been

heavy sales for transport into Poland—by Jewish smugglers—and

into Turkey, Greece and Persia. The sale of British woollens at

^ Thos. Cartwright to Palmerston, June 4th, 1835,
- 'CarUvright to Palmerston, June gth, 1835.
’ Cartwright to Palmerston, May 13th, 1835.
* The revised Treaty is dated December 29th, 1835.
^ Details and references in The English Historical Review, July, 1910, p. 490.
“ Maegregor to Board of Trade, July 9th, 1836.

30—
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Leipzig had never been good, because of the well-developed Saxon
woollen industry. On hardware and cutlery the duties were not high
enough to check sales. His conclusion was, that all Great Britain really

needed was a reduction of the cotton and woollen duties^. Next
year, again in Munich though not at a Zollverein Tariff Conference,

Macgregor was encouraged by Bavarian statesmen to agitate the

matter once more. He was led to believe that Bavaria, Saxony and

“several other states” would assist him “in regard to a Commercial
Treaty with England and a,reduction of the high duties” in the

Zollverem Tariff, and was assured that Bavaria and other “smaller

sovereignties ” were, “not without reason, alarmed” at “the influence

which Prussia was exercising all over Germany-.” But the British

Tariff being, in spite of Huskisson’s reforms, still far more restrictive

than that of the Zollverein^ any attempt to modify the policy of the

Zollverein laid Great Britain open to an easy retort. Hence, no overt

attempt was made. Had the Whig Government of the ’thirties been

as much interested in fiscal as it was in municipal or in poor law

reform, the result might have been different, and a treat}'^ might con-

ceivably have been arranged before the Zollverein Tariff began, ns it

did later, to assume a more definitely protective character. As things

were, however, tlie British corn, timber and linen duties proved an

absolute bar to effective negotiation.

Yet Maegregor’s activities in 1836-S actuall}' produced a Treaty

which marks an important stage in the relations between Great Britain

and the Zollverein : the Anglo-Austrian Commercial Treaty' of Julysrch

1838. Maegregor’s political superior, Sir F. Lamb, Ambassador at

Vienna, hoped that the Treaty, which was intended to develop the

traffic on the Danube, might “give to Bavaria and Wurttemberg a

community of interests witli Austria and counterbalance the ascend-

ancy tvhich Prussia had acquired over them^”; but those mainU'

responsible for the Treaty at the Board of Trade took a more strict!)*

commercial view—and Palmerston appears to have taken no par-

ticular view of any kind.

In form, the Treaty was merely an expansion of the Anglo-

Austrian Treaty of 1829, the last of that scries of Reciprocity Treaties

which is connected with Huskisson’s name, though Muskisson w.\s

’ To the Board of Trade, Apri! z^tb, tUjO, Letien. of Board of Tmk
Saxony, on entcrins: the Zolhrrcir., bargained with Pai>>Mu for iow

tlulie*; on goods handled at the Leipzig fairs.
^

“ XInegregor to P.'itmerston, July tzth,

" to P.ilmerston, December Z9th, >S37.
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not in office at the time of its signature. It began by guaranteeing

reciprocity of dues on shipping throughout the whole of both empires.

Great Britain, also, promised to give most favoured nation treatment

to Austrian goods “exported through the Northern outlet of the Elbe

and the Eastern outlet of the Danube ” (Art. II)—a new type of clause

in such treaties, since it applied to exports through territory not actually

Austrian. It was not in. conflict with the letter of the last revision of

the British Navigation Law (3 & 4 William IV, c. 54) ;
but its harmony

with the spirit was doubtful. A later clause (Art. IV) broke even the

letter of the law, by authorising Austrian vessels to fill up with cargo

at Turkish Danubian ports, and so carry the produce of a third

country into England, as though it were Austrian produce. Art. V
again violated the law, by sanctioning the shipment of African and

Asiatic produce to England from Austrian ports—in practice, Levant

produce from Trieste. In return for these useful concessions, Austria

substituted for her prohibitions of various English manufactures^^

—

cottons, woollens, “fire engines,” and many others—duties on them,

and in other cases she reduced her duties. This was not done by

treaty, but by a separate customs edict.

Macgregor, a utilitarian free-trader like his partner J. D. Hume,
the Secretary of the Board of Trade, was not indisposed to a breach in

the old navigation system
;
but his political chief at home had some

difficulty in regularising his action. The Article dealing with Levant

produce was regularised by a clause, “smuggled,” as a Parliamentary

critic put it, into a customs Bill on the third reading in 1839. The
Danubian clause was not made legal until 1840, when, by 3 & 4
Victoria, c. 95, Her Majesty was empowered “to declare by order in

council that ports which are the most natural and convenient shipping

ports of States within whose dominions they are not situated may, in

certain cases,” be treated as the national ports of those States for all

purposes of British navigation regulations. In discussions of the

matter, stress was laid upon the revolutionary effects of steam navi-

gation upon the river trade of the Continent and the consequent need

for a revised policy.

For ten years from the signature of the Austrian Treaty diplomatic

relations between Great Britain and the Zollverein turned almost

solely on navigation questions; but, through these negotiations, there

^ “ It need hardly be said that the prohibitions had never been effective. There
was an immense smuggling trade in English wares up the Elbe from Leipzig, to

mention only one line of fraud.” The English Historical Review, July, 1910, p. 494.
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can clearly be traced the desire of Great Britain to prevent the ex-

tension of the Zolbuerein to those northern and north-western States of

Germany which were still outside it. This desire was tlie more natural

because, in the ’forties, while British tariffs were moving do^vnwards,

Zollverdn Tariffs on manufactures were either moving upwards or

becoming more burdensome to the British trader by remaining at

the old “ specific” levels, while invention and tlie factory system were

cheapening the yard of cotton goods or the ton of iron rails.

Prussia lost no time in claiming for the Zollverein the advantages

of the modified British policy. Baron Biilow had opened the matter

in London, before the Bill of 1840 was under discussion in the House.

When the Bill appeared, he pressed it fonvard. Palmerston was busy

wth greater international questions during the summer, and Heniy'

Labouchere, President of the Board of Trade, was much out of town.

Consequently, Biilow dealt chiefly with John Maegregor, who had

recently succeeded J. D. Hume at the Board. Prussia wished to have all

the North Sea rivers, from the Elbe to the Scheldt inclusive, scheduled

as “natural and convenient” outlets for Zollverein trade. Maegregor

agreed to insert the Scheldt into his draft convention, accepting,

though with hesitation^, Billow’s argument that the Scheldt was a

branch of the Rhine, joined to it by a natural waterway”. This conten-

tion was subsequently ruled out by both Labouchere and Palmerston.

Before the end of the year, the Foreign Secretary knew of the project

for a Franco-Belgian Customs Union, which came to light in 1841^.

If Antwerp was a natural port for Prussia, it was still more so for

France, out of whose territory^ the Scheldt flows: and, if it was natural

for France, this was an argument in favour of the plan which was

being considered by the ICing of the Belgians. Palmerston was not the

man to give awa}' a point in such a game, though at an early stage

in the negotiations he had expressed the opinion that there was “no

legal objection to including the Scheldt'*.” He and Biilow signed

the Convention, excluding the Scheldt, on March 2nd, 1841.

Great Britain agreed to treat Zollverein ships and their c.argocs,

coming from any port between the Elbe and the Meuse, as thougl* they

came from ports in Zollverein tcrriior)'. British ships, from whatever

’ lie noted In'? doubt*; on the margin in pencil.

- There nre wo Memoranda on the subject from Bhlow in the I-.O. t

(Pru'isia), one of August. 1840, a rccond of Februarj-, 1841.

® lie diseus-.ed the scheme in his dcipaichw to Lord Wiliiam Ru'-r!' at

during the latter part of 1840,
. . .

‘ .V Note for the Hoard of Trade, Amtust aoth, 184®! mittaufu I

.
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ports they came, might enter Zolhcrcin ports on the same terms as

ZoIIverciu ships.' Prussia retained rights of trading with British

Colonies, guaranteed to her under Huskisson’s Reciprocity Treaty of

1824; and an}’ States whicli might in future join the Zollverein were

to enjoy the benefits now stipulated.

The Convention at once moved the non-Zollvercin States to seek

equal privileges. Concessions were made to the Hanse Towns in a

Treaty, dated August 3rd, 1841, whereby their powerful shipping was

to be at least as well treated as that of the ZoIIverciu—^tvhich, in fact,

possessed verj'^ few ships. In Hanover, Oldenburg and the Mecklen-

burgs, the negotiations with Great Britain led to trials of strength

between parties for and against the Zollverein. Tlie latter could always

put pressure on Great Britain by threats of joining the former. So

successful were the Mecklcnburgers in insisting on “ that favour which

by the accession to the ZoIIverciu could without doubt be obtained^”

that, by a Treaty of May ist, 1844, Mecklenburg-Strelitz, which

has no more sea-coast than Bohemia, found that its “ natural outlets,”

as recognised in London, extended from the Meuse to the Oder.

Three months later (Treaty of July 22nd, 1844) the
“
natural outlets”

of Hanover were even more widely defined : they extended from the

Meuse to the Niemen. She was also promised reciprocity in all

matters affecting shipping, with most favoured nation treatment in

all customs matters. As a result of the three Treaties, the Hanseates
‘

were jealous of the privileges granted to the Mecklcnburgers, and the

Mecklcnburgers of those granted to the Hanoverians.

The British Narigation Law was revised for the last time in the

year of the Irish Potato Famine (8 & 9 Victoria, c. 88)“. To the end,

it was more restrictive than the corresponding laws of any German
State. In the early ’forties, partly as a result of Frederick List’s

“national economic” propaganda, there was much talk in Germany
of a league among her maritime States which should force con-

cessions from Great Britain by concerted pressure^. Prussia took

the occasion of the great Corn Law debates, in the spring of 1846,

to come forward as tlie champion of Germany. In April, Bunsen

handed to Lord Aberdeen, in the name of the Zollverein, a Memo-
randum on the renewal of the Convention of 1841, which was really

^ Baron Liitzow to Colonel Hodges, Consul-General at Hamburg, September
30th, 1843. Hodges to Viscount Canning, October loth, 1843.

“ There -was no debate on this final “Act for the encouragement of British

shipping and of navigation.”
® See Treitschke, op, cit., v. 484 sqq.
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a reasoned attack on the Navigation Law and on the recent British

Treaties with north-German States. “ The Treaties recently concluded
. . . exclude the supposition that a strict maintenance of the Navigation

Act is intended A great principle of that Act has been given up
in order to conclude them, and, be it observed, this has been done

to the direct injury of Prussian shipping^.” Prussia could not, the

Memorandum stated, promise to renew the Convention on the old

terms. She was being constantly urged to enact a na^^gation law on

British lines
;
but she preferred to begin by friendly methods. In view

of recent events, Bunsen expressed confidence in Great Britain’s

readiness to “mitigate her Navigation Laws, or grant exception from

those laws in favour of the ZoUverein”

Aberdeen referred the Memorandum to his colleagues at the

Board of Trade, Dalhousie and Gladstone. Dalhousie pointed out

that for years Great Britain had been lowering duties on Zolkcrein

wares, whereas, from the German side, “every year brought either

heavier imposts or the threat of them.” Gladstone was more emphatic.

Prussia, he said, like most other States, pursued an anti-commercial

policy, “and only differed from them in that this course of pro-

ceedings had been accompanied with constant vapouring about the

principles of freedom of trade.” He expressed his personal doubts

of the value of the Navigation Laws, but also a strong wish that his

country should deal with them “as Prussia said she meant to deal with

her customs duties,” that is to say, as and how she herself thought

fit. Aberdeen’s reply to Bunsen’s Memorandum was made verbally

and is not on record in the British archives”. No immediate action

was taken on either side.

Within a year (Januaiy% 1847) the Navigation Law had been .su.s-

pended by the Whig Cabinet, to case the importation of food. In May,

Prussia announced her intention of not renewing the Convention of

1841, but offered provisional renewal, provided all Baltic ports were

recognised as natural outlets for Zolhcrcin trade. Palmerston replied

that he would concede the ports on the Mecklenburg list, but no

other. He would not, for example, allow Riga. He suggested that

Prussia should show her zeal for free trade and reciprocity by imit.itint;

‘ Mecklenburg, for instance, nu't’ht treat Pni'.sian Hahic port^ as her '‘ystur*!

outlets” for trade with England; Prussia did not enjoy a similar pri-.ilrye tn con-

nexion with Mccklcnburp ports.
. -

- Judidm: from the reference in Treit»chke, t>p. cu., v. 4S5-f>, thetc is ra * =

Prussian archiver, some record of Gladstone’s share in the matter.
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Great Britain’s recent wholesale reduction of tariffs^. In accepting

the offer, some months later, Bunsen reiterated what he had often

said before, that certain sections of our .Navigation Law were
“
deeply

felt” as “an infraction of German honour”; it was, he said, the

“universal conviction” in Germany that, unless Great Britain re-

pealed the Law, the Zollverein must imitate it”.

The necessity never arose. On June 26th, 1849, after prolonged

Parliamentar}^ enquiries and discussions, Labouchere’s Bill, which

practically put an end to the Navigation Law, received the royal

assent. How far the action of the Zollverein had contributed to bring

about repeal cannot, of course, be estimated. Other Powers, more

formidable on the seas, notably tlie United States, had also put

pressure on Great Britain. But, certainly, the attitude of foreign

Powers taken collectively was of great importance. Peel once said

that it was second only to the attitude of the Colonies among the

considerations which led him to favour a thorough revision of the

Navigation system^.

From 1849 to 1852, the Zollverein passed through its most critical

period. Austria under Schwarzenbcrg was working either for its

dissolution or for her own entry into it as the conscious rival of

Prussia. Prussia, therefore, was more than ever anxious to include

in it those north-western States whose exclusion was a maxim of

British policy. All through the ’forties she had been trying to

secure tliem. Brunswick, which in 1834 had joined Hanover and

Oldenburg in a Steuervcrein, had gone over to the Prussian league

in 1841. The intermixture of her territory with that of Hanover

made this step very inconvenient to the Hanoverian Government.

Offers to the latter from Prussia were frequent; but the King of

Hanover thought that his royal dignity would be impaired by a

sacrifice of fiscal independence, and continued to hold out for im-

possibly high terms. The Prussian Representatives at the Hanoverian

Court complained of his reluctance to discuss the subject or allow

anyone else to discuss it^. In 1843, the British Representative

could “perceive no symptoms of an increasing disposition upon the

part of this Government to join the great commercial league”;

although it was, “indeed, the fashion to say that ‘the Union must

^ Palmerston to Bunsen, June 14th, 1847.
® Bunsen to Palmerston, January 24th, 1848.
® In a speech of June 9th, 1848. Hansard, xcix. 646.
Mr Bligh (British Representative at Hanover) to Lord Aberdeen, December

1 2th, 1843.
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whose writings failed to suggest to them that, in this matter, indinsdoarad prmciple were m accord. The electric telegraph was linking upAe narions: telegraph forms began to appear among the diplomuc
les

, the victonous British Free Traders preached economic brother-
hood; me linked nations negotiated with one another for die fiist
time about such things as copyright Jaw, in a way which suggested
a real meamngin the phrase “the European familyofpeoples,” In i860
the Anglo-French Commercial Treaty was concluded, and Gladstone
was hewing such wide gaps in the residuary British Tariff that it could
no longer be regarded as even a small continuous obstacle to tradeh

Prussia had now but little to gain by commercial negotiation with

the United Kingdom. Ever since Bunsen’s demarche of 1848 the

arrangements guaranteed by the Anglo-Prussian Treaty of 1841 had

been maintained provisionally, subject to six months’ notice from

either side^. Great Britain was not likely to give such notice. Her

Navigation Acts had gone, and the Tariff reductions of i860 had not

been confined to France; they were a gift to the world. For Prussia,

therefore, any bargaining with Great Britain was unnecessary. With

France, who had made her concessions to Great Britain onl}', the

case was different. So, before the year i860 was out, Prussia beg.in

negotiations with France in her own name and in tliat of the Zolivcrein.

Any tariff reductions which such a negotiation might evcntunlly

secure for German goods would be extended by France automatically

to British goods, under the most favoured nation clause of the Treaty

of i860. But the Cabinet of London felt no absolute certainty

that Zollvet’dri concessions to France would be similarly extended,

since there was no general most favoured nation clause applicable 10

tariffs in the Treaty of 1841^. It was hoped, however, that, in view

of the British policy of the open door, Prussia might consent to

the extension and pledge herself by an amended treaty containing

a most favoured nation clause.
^

Lord Augustus Loftus, our Ambassador at Berlin, was in.stnicted

to sound the Prussian Government early in 1861. He was

that any concessions made to France would in due cour.se be

to Great Britain^. Later in that year, Mr Ward, Charge daUams

1 See Section II of this Chapter. ^ ^

2 Lord John Russell to Lord AuRustus Loftus (at Berlin), Febru.'.^
^

^ There was only a clause puarantecinK most favoured nation

woar and rice imported from Great Brit.'iin.
'rhJ* L’’-

^"
instructions in the despatch of Februnrv-

p,/ T,..

Prussian assurance is referred to in a letter from the Board of I mde m t..-

OfRce of July ytb, 1861.
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e Hanse Towns, was appointed his technical adviser, the Board

rade being anxious, not merely to obtain the concessions made

ranee, but, if possible, to secure “that the claims of British

merce. . .received due consideration in the tariff changes which

Prussian Government was engaged in arranging^.” Apparently,

Ward’s representations carried some weight with the Prussian

istry of Commerce^; but the draft treaty prepared by the Board

rade was put on one side at Berlin. The French negotiation was

ing slowly : Prussia, as usual, had difficulty in carrying the south-

nan States with her: she would not sign anything with Great

lin until she had made certain of France: but Lord Augustus

us was again assured that, “on the very day” on which the

ich business was settled, she would “sign a convention of the

re now proposed®,” that is, a convention guaranteeing to Great

ain most favoured nation treatment.

Che Franco-Prussian negotiation was finished early in 1862; but

did not amount to a treaty. Prussia’s colleagues in the Zollverdn

yet to approve ;
and, in these years of political tension in Germany,

lomics were but the tool of politics. At times, the Cabinet of

don grew impatient; but, being assured by an expert Agent, in the

tig of 1862, that there was no cause for anxiety, first, because the

Tariff would not “essentially change” the commercial relations

veen Great Britain and Germany, and, secondly, because differ-

al duties were never allowed by the Zollverein except to Austria^,

roceeded to watch developments with more calm.

Austria tried to block the Treaty
;
Hanover attempted to set a high

e on her adhesion to it; there was much trouble with the south,

,
in the end, Bavaria and Wiiittemberg refused to sign it. Thus,

ough the Prussian Parliament accepted it, in August, 1862®, Bern-

ff explained to Loftus that it could not come into force until the

ting Zollverein Treaties had been renewed, assuring him at the

le time that “ Prussia would never consent to the renewal of the

Iverein except on the basis of the Treaty with France®.” By the

Board of Trade to Foreign Office, July 7th.
Ward, op. cit., p. 182.

Loftus to Russell, August 24th, 1861. See also a Memorandum of Baron von
aw to Loftus of September 24th.
Louis Malet, of the Board of Trade, to the Foreign Office, from Berlin,
ch 8th, 1862.

Loftus to Russell, May 17th, May 31st, July 26th, August 2nd, August 16th.
Loftus to Russell, August and, 1862. The Treaties were timed to run out on

rary ist, 1866, and would require renewal in 1865, at the latest.
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end of 1862, no progress had been made towards breaking down the
opposition of tlic southern States, behind which Hanover and Grand-
ducal Hesse were marking time. Their motives were almost entirely

political: “they will make their adhesion to the French Treaty de-
pendent on the terms wliich may be granted to Austria,” Loftus
reported in November^.

One small step towards a freer intercourse between Germany and
Great Britain was taken during these years of abortive negotiation —a
Treaty with Hanover, signed on June 22nd, 1S61, by which the so-

called Stade Tolls on cargoes ascending the Elbe were aboHsheti.

These Tolls constituted a hoaryrimpediment to traffic, with a pedigree

which German publicists traced to a.d. 1038". So far back as 1841,

Great Britain had sent a Commissioner to treat with the Hanoverians;

but no agreement was reached, and the matter slcpt^. In 1S61 the

initiative came from Hamburg, which—lying up stream from Stade

—was of all places the one most interested in the free navigation of

the Elbe. Dr Rucker, the Hanseatic Minister in London, raised the

question, which was settled after a complex negotiation hetweett

Hanover, of the one part, and fifteen States, led by Great Britain

and the Hansc Towns, of the other part. Hanover nbandf)ncd her

rights for ever, in return for a sum down of 2,857,338,^ German

thalers, of which Great Britain and Hamburg each paid 1.033,333’,

and the remaining thirteen States the balnncc'k

Negotiations in Germany touching the I^nisso-l'rench 'JVvaty ami

the renewal of the ZoUvercin seemed interminable, and they hecatne

active in 1S64. In June of that year, Sir .A, Mnlet, British Mitd.ucr

at Frankfort, after referring to “the desperate struggle of the pro-

tectionists against the growing prcv.alcncc of frcc-iradc dc'Ctriiie ',

informed Karl Russell “with much cor.fuience, that the effort'^. f>i

this clTctc doctrine were about to cncotmter a complete tiefeat by the

nuscarriage of the attempt to break up the German C'te-torti’ Frs’nr,.

and to defeat the liberal tcmlencics of the Fr-tneo-Bru'' arm I rc.iS}.

"The AuTharii Goural dazette," he aiided, “ir.ui publi'vle.'d a

{if violent attacks against Bne'-aan commercial hbrr.dity, cotnta'drr

the virv.a of the Bi'unarck Cabinet iti this respect vrith tltr ab o'utra.j

‘ Tf) KeA-rni’ii-r

5 it S'rf-'-i liu!..'.’. ja jp- 5‘t>rri tViu r uj At. •*!;;, J - 4 ' * -
’

, , , ,

* Wirt!, -?• %'r W.if.S -A Si sh'- - -r. ip, e * ‘

|J,‘TA.rr, p. i~-i.
, ,

Tt.- JPI,; 1. U. Jff v-o . ss- j ^ 4 T) -
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of its political administration^.” A few days later, Electoral Hesse,

because of its position a ke3^stonc State in the ZoUverehi fabric, agreed

to renew tlic Union unconditionally and swallow the French Treaty".

The other recalcitrants all fell into line
;
and by the end of the year

it was knoum tliat the Treaty would begin to operate on July ist

followng®.

Therefore, in Januarj^ 1865, Russell sent a draft Anglo-Pnissian

Commercial Treaty of a most undiplomatic simplicity to Lord Napier

at Berlin. Napier had asked for it. Great Britain, he had reported,

would, in any case, obtain nearly all that she wanted, since most of the

concessions made to France had been inserted in theZo/foerem General

Tariff; but, since “a basis of right,” was preferable to " a basis of be-

nevolence,” he suggested a brief Treaty*^. By its first clause, Prussia

should undertake to extend the provisions of the French Treaty to

the United Kingdom; by the second, she should guarantee most

favoured nation treatment in all matters of commerce and navigation

;

by the third and last, she should agree to treat British subjects as

though they were her own “in regard to trade marks and designs^’.”

Bismarck, after reading the draft, said that, “ for his part, he would be

happy to sign ... in half an hour—but he owed it to his colleagues ... to

consult them®.” Also, there were his Zolherem colleagues, whom, as

he said when handing in a counter-draft three weeks later, “it was

his duty, and not always an easy one, to consult and satisfy".” This

process led to complications, and the Treaty, which started with

three Articles, ended with nine, less explicit, but on the wliole

sufficient for tire ends in view. There ought to have been ten
;
but

Hanover refused to accept an Article, representing lialf of the original

British Article II, which guaranteed most favoured nation treatment

in all matters of navigation as distinct from commerce. This Article

was dropped and turned into a minute Navigation Treaty with Prussia

alone®—though Oldenburg acceded to it—^finally signed by Napier
and Bismarck on August 16th.

The main Treaty had been signed on May 30th, by Napier and

^
Malet to Earl Russell, June 25th, 1864. F.O. Germany.

“ Malet to Russell, July 2nd.
® Malet to Russell, December 19th.
* Napier to Russell, January 13th.
® Russell to Napier, January i8th. Ward had been sounding the ground at

Berlin in the previous September. Ward, op. ciu, pp. 208-9.
® Napier to Russell, January 21st.
’ Napier to Russell, February nth.
® Russell’s despatches of April and May to Napier, especially Mav 22nd, and

May 2oth, and Napier’s telegram to Russell of May i6th.
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Ward, for Great Britain, Bismarck, von Pommer-Esche, Phillipsborn

and Delbruck for the King of Prussia, “representing the sovereign

States and territories united to the Prussian system of Customs^.”
The Contracting Parties agreed (Arts. I-III) to treat one another’s

subjects, import trade, and export trade on the most favoured nation

footing. They agreed (Art. IV) to levy no transit duties on one

another’s goods—^an echo from earlier discussions. Any trade favours

or privileges granted by either party to a third countiy were to be

extended at once to the other; no prohibitions of imports or exports

were to be made by either party with special reference to trade witli

the other; the export of coal was never to be prohibited, nor export

duties on coal levied (Art. V)^ The trade marks clause of the original

British draft became Article VI. Articles VIII and IX were formal;

but Article VII dealt with principles which were to become critical.

By it the whole Treaty was extended to the British Colonies and

possessions, and it was agreed that in these no duties were to be laid

on goods coming from the Zollverem higher than the duties on similar

goods coming from the United Kingdom^.

When the Ministers of the King of Prussia signed the Treaty

on behalf of the “sovereign States and territories” united to, his, the

Zollverein had only a short span of life before it; but the Treaty re-

mained the groundwork of Anglo-German commercial relations for

over thirty years.

II. THE FRENCH COMMERCIAL TREATY OF i860

The beneficial working of Pitt’s Commercial Treaty (1786) was

interrupted by the long wars that began in 1792. Napoleon showed

no disposition to renew it after the Peace of Amiens, and before

peace came again, the outlook of France had changed. Industries

growing up under the Empire had brought into being a small group

of iron-masters and textile manufacturers who exerted a great and

increasing influence in the narrow circles of politics under the Re-

stored Monarchy. The progressive elevation of the Tariff made it

clear that France was following a policy of Prohibition and Pro-

tection, behind which both the agricultural and the manufacturing

industries would be securely sheltered from foreign competition. The

1 Accounts and State Papers, LVii. (1865), p. 951.

® This coal reservation, it is"curious to note, was put in at the request ofWiirttem-

berg. Napier to Russell, May 23rd.
_ . . , ,

® The Article was drafted by the Prussian negotiators. Russell took it lightly,

saying he had no objection in principle. To Napier, March loth.
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regress of French industry during the reign of Louis-Philippe ren-

ered high Protection less necessary
;
but, though a few duties were

)wered and Commercial Treaties were negotiated with Sardinia and

ielgium, French policy remained substantially unchanged. Some

onversations, indeed, passed between Great Britain and France
;
but

tie time was unfavourable for. a commercial treaty, the sentiment

f the Chamber was strongly Protectionist, political difficulties arose,

nd the idea was dropped. The establishment of the Second Empire

lade a vital change in the existing conditions. Power passed from

he Chambers to the Emperor, who had leanings towards freer trade,

nd the entente with Great Britain became an Alliance, which

'Napoleon genuinely desired to preserve and consolidate.

From the British point of view it had been, as Palmerston said

n a debate on the Cobden Treaty (February 24th, i860), “the object

)f many successive Governments ” to extend our commercial inter-

course with France. Peel had hoped to do so. In 1842 (May loth),

le explained to Parliament that he did not propose the reduction of

certain duties which might be used later as instruments of negotiation^.

Phe times had not favoured his hopes
;
nor were his successors more

brtunate. In 1858, though our annual export of manufactured goods

imounted to about ,(^130,000,000, we sent but 5^688,000 to France^.

Phe prohibitions imposed by France excluded our yarns and textile

abrics, the finer sorts of earthenware, glassware, hardware, cutlery

md broadcloth, and high duties prevented the import of many other

classes of goods. By successive steps, since 1842, Great Britain had
3een freeing her own trade, and it was principally the policy of

France which restricted within narrow limits the commercial ex-

changes between two nations so near in situation, and mutually

complementary in their resources and productions.

“The commercial relations of England Avith France,” said Glad-

stone (February loth, 1860),“ have always borne a political character ”

;

and political circumstances in 1859 were to favour the rapprochement
ofwhich the Cobden Treaty was the fruit. The idea was in the air, and
what had long been economically desirable became suddenly politic-

ally possible. The state of Great Britain’s finances and the needs of

Napoleon’s policy ripened the opportunity, and the men promptly
appeared who could seize it. Napoleon III himself was both a

necessity for and an obstacle to the arrangement of a treaty. His

^
See also Peel’s speech in the debate on Commercial Treaties, April 25th, 1843.

“ Cashmere shawls made up nearly one-third of this amount.
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autocratic power and his personal leanings made the Treaty possible;

his baffling personality and the obscurity of his aims engendered a

suspicion which liearly frustrated it.

The Treaty was not initiated, like that of 1786, along the ordinary

diplomatic channels. The conception derived its original impulse

from the enthusiasm of unoffieial persons on both sides of the

Channel^. In a debate on financial policy (July 21st, 1859) Bright

made a powerful but unheeded appeal to the Government to make
an offer to France. The speech was read by M. Chevalier, an en-

thusiastic Free Trader, who thereupon wrote to Cobden, and, later,

finding that Cobden was intending to spend a part of the winter in

Paris, suggested that he might then see the Emperor and discuss

the project of a Treaty. In September, 1859, Cobden paid a visit

to Gladstone at Hawarden and “in a garden stroll” unfolded to him

the idea. He had expected sympathy and caution; but he found

enthusiasm. Gladstone saw at once the wide fiscal and political

bearings of the proposal—^the paeification of excited suspicions and

warlike feelings, and the passing of large measures of fiscal reform

in both countries. Neither he nor Cobden stumbled over the pedantic

consideration that, in such circumstances, a commercial treaty would

be inconsistent Mth the doctrines of Free Trade. The two statesmen

were so thoroughly at one in their outlook on finance and politics

that Cobden, who had not hoped to do more at Paris than make

enquiries, was able to proceed thither with a definite scheme. On
his way through London he saw Lord Palmerston and Lord John

Russell, and “spoke frankly to both of them as to the state of our

relations with France.” Palmerston’s mind was more occupied with

Napoleon’s Italian policy and Great Britain’s state of defence than

with finance and trade; but he desired good relations tvith France

and respected Cobden^, and made no objection to the proposed

Mission.

It was natural that Gladstone should have been stirred by Cobden’s

proposition. Quite apart from the temperamental difference between

him and the Prime-Minister, and their different ways of promoting

the honour and prosperity of Great Britain, it should be noted that

1 See for the negotiation of the Treaty (Lord) Morley, Life of Cobden, chs.

xxix, xxxi, xxxii, and Morley, Life of Gladstone, Bk v., chs. ii, iii, on which the'

following account is based.

® Palmerston had offered Cobden the Board of Trade in his Administration of

1859. “ I would of course rather have gone on as before wjth my old friends. I

offer you the seat because you have a right to it.” Morley, Life of Cobden, p.6gs.
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the next year was certain to be one of great interest in British financial

history. Terminable annuities to the amount of £2,146,000 were

falling in, and the Chancellor of the Exchequer Vould thus have

some elbow-room for a new stroke of fiscal policy. To Gladstone

finance offered a chief instrument of economic and social progress

;

and he was resolved that this large sum should not vanish in “the

great gulf of expenditure,” but that an opportunity should be seized

for the permanent benefit of trade and the masses of the population.

He “contemplated including the conditions of the French Treat)^

in a new and sweeping revision of the Tariff^.” The moment was

one of inspiration. He had behind him the example and the foresight

of his great predecessors. He might achieve what Peel had hoped

to accomplish, and what Pitt would have effected but for the Revolu-

tion.

Cobden arrived in Paris on October i8th. From the Minister of

Commerce, M. Rouher, he received a sympathetic hearing; but he

was given to understand that all depended on the Emperor. A few

days later he had his first audience -with Napoleon at St Cloud. “After

a few remarks. . .the Emperor. . .expressed his regret that, notwith-

standing he had for ten years given every possible proof of his desire

to preserve the friendship of the British people, the press had at last

defeated his purpose, and now the relations of the two countries

seemed to be worse than ever He asked what he could do more
than he had already done^. . .

.” This gave Cobden the desired opening,

and with all his power of persuasion and inspired conviction he urged

Napoleon to “a bold measure of commercial reform,” than which

nothing would more effectually convince the British people of his

pacific intentions. The Emperor discussed the matter straightforwardly

and freely, pointed out his difficulties—^the Protectionist sentiment

of the country and the Chambers, together with his own pledge not
to lower the Tariff before 1861—and asked for advice on practical

points. To every enquiry and every difficulty Cobden was ready with
an answer. The new duties need not come into force until 1861

the moral effect would be the same. “ In France the great primary
want was cheap iron. . .and I should begin by abolishing the duty
.on iron and coal.” The Emperor was manifestly impressed, and
Cobden pursued his advantage in long discussions with the French
Ministers. He found them timid and distrustful of one another, but

J
Morley, Life of Gladstone, i. 489.

“ Morley, Life of Cobden, p. 708.
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convinced that “something must be done” to improve relations with
GreatBritain. Mostcertainly,thesituationwas difficult, if hotalarming.

The sudden and secret manner in which the Italian War was begun
had disquieted public opinion in this country. The annexation of

Savoy and Nice increased the excitement. It was feared that Napoleon
contemplated repeating the career of his uncle. The name of Napoleon,

as Cobden told the Emperor, “which had such a charm in the cottages

of France, had still a sound which carried a traditional alarm into our

houses.” The state of British defence was causing the Government
grave anxiety. We seemed to be losing the unchallenged naval

supremacy that had been ours since 1815. There were dangers that

the Italian Question might produce a general war and fears that

Napoleon designed a sudden descent on our unprotected shores. In

November, the Secretary for War circulated a sensational Memo-
randum^ to the Cabinet. Moreover, Palmerston, who had long been

an apologist for Napoleon, had changed his views^. The information

that reached him of French military expenditure seemed to justify

suspicion and to necessitate corresponding measures of defence. The
Cabinet was divided : Gladstone traversed the statements of Sidney

Herbert and asked for facts. While matters were at this pass, Persigny,

the French Ambassador, crossed to France and warned Napoleon of

the dangerous state of British feeling. This appears to have been the

conclusive argument; and, in December, Napoleon, more anxious

for British friendship than- for commercial reform, decided for the

Treaty, though the “habit of deviating and stumbling by the way,”

which his cousin. Prince Napoleon, attributed to him, was still to

cause Cobden serious anxiety.

At this point, the matter was taken up officially, and the business

which had hitherto been transacted in a series of personal letters

between Gladstone and Cobden came formally before the Cabinet.

Gladstone seems at first to have feared some difficulty
;
but, though

Palmerston was “rather neutral,’’ Budget and Treaty were accepted,

Lord Cowley and Cobden were appointed Plenipotentiaries, and on

January 23rd, i860, the Treaty was signed at the French Foreign

Office. By its terms Great Britain undertook to abolish almost every

duty on manufactured goods and to reduce the duties on French wines

^ Detailing "some of the indications of coming mischief, and of warlike in-

tentions on the part of the French Government.” See Lord Stanmore, Memoir

of Sidney Herbert, n. ch. vi.

- See letter to Lord John Russell, November 4th, 1859, in Ashley, E., Palmer-

ston, II. 187 (edition 1876).
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and brandies, and from April ist, 1861, to fix the duties on wine

according to its alcoholic strength, while France undertook to reduce

the duties on a long list of articles of British production and manu-

facture, including all the principal articles, to not more than 30 per

cent, ad valorein^, and from October ist, 1864, to not more than

25 per cent. It was further arranged that the ad valorem duties

established within the limits fixed should be converted into specific

duties by a Supplementary Convention. Both countries agreed not

to tax or prohibit the export of coal and to confer on the other most

favoured nation treatment. The Treaty was to last for ten years and

then to continue in force from year to year, subject to a year’s notice

by either contracting party

The Treaty had the kind of reception that might have been

expected in the two countries. In the industrial centres of Great

Britain it made an excellent impression, and in general was regarded

as evidence of friendly intentions
;
but Napoleon’s popularity suffered

with the French Protectionists, who considered that their interests

had been too lightly sacrificed. In the British Parliament, it was

criticised both by Protectionists and Free Traders; but there was
little doubt of its ready acceptance. Disraeli found in it “something

of the idiosyncracy of the negotiator” and the Government were

accused of following “a double policy.” “The Treaty implied con-

fidence in peace, while the estimates implied a strong expectation of

war®.” The charge was true. The Government hoped for peace and
feared war, and their policy reflected their state of mind. On the

critical division there was a majority of 116 for the Treaty.

It now remained to negotiate the Supplementary Conventions in

which the specific duties were to be fixed, and, since the value of the

Treaty from the British point of view depended on their being re-

duced as far below the high agreed maximum of 30 per cent, as

possible, Cobden offered to go as Chief Commissioner for the more
detailed negotiations, feeling “no concern whatever about the loss of

dignity.” From April to November he was engaged on this difficult

andlaborious task,harassed all the time bythe sense that Anglo-French

^ The new French Tariffs were to come into force by the following dates:
for coal and coke from July ist, i860

; for bar and pig iron and steel from October ist,
i860; for tools and machinery not later than December 31st, i860; for yarns and
manufactures in flax and hemp from June ist, 1861; for all other articles from
October ist, 1861.

2 For the Treaty and Supplementary Conventions cf. Parliamentary Papers
1859-60 (see Bibliography).

® Morley, Life of Cobden, p. 753.
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relations were growing steadily worse^. He feared that the warlike
policy of the Government would “discredit by anticipation the
political value of the Treaty”; and, in July, he wrote at length to

Palmerston and urged him to postpone military expenditures until

the Treaty was ready, pointing out his own difficulty in negotiating

a Treaty while the Government committed itself to “a permanent
attitude of hostility and distrust.” Palmerston, who had, not long

before, written to the Queen that “it would be better to lose Mr Glad-

stone than to run the risk of losing Portsmouth or Plymouth^,” was
not likely to be moved by Cobden’s appeal, and on July 23rd intro-

duced into Parliament, in a speech bluntly directed against France,

his proposals for fortifying our naval arsenals. There was no doubt

that the Prime-Minister had the support of public opinion; but

Cobden felt that he had been very badly used, since Palmerston’s

conduct “threw ridicule and mockery on my whole proceedings,”

and he compared Palmerston’s treatment of him very unfavourably

with Pitt’s treatment of Eden in similar circumstances^. In spite

of other difficulties and delays, galling to his whole-hearted en-

thusiasm, the first Supplementary Convention, fixing the duty on

metals, was signed on October 12th, and the second, fixing the re-

maining duties, on November i6th. Herewith ended Cobden’s

labours. “I never had so tough a task,” he wrote. It was indeed a

remarkable achievement to have carried out so great a work of

peace in an atmosphere charged with the menace of war.

The Treaty thus negotiated was certainly one of the landmarks

in the fiscal history of Europe in the nineteenth century. By it Great

Britain made an end of Protection for herself and lowered her revenue

duties, while France began a new policy, which she continued in

the next few years by negotiating Commercial Treaties with other

countries. Each new Treaty recognised the principle of the most

favoured nation, so that every concession became a general and not

a particular one, and contributed to a widening of European com-

mercial intercourse. Twenty years later, when the future renewal

of the Treaty was hanging in the balance, Gladstone, to whom,

next to Cobden, its negotiation was due, thus summed up its

influence

:

^ See Cobden, "Three Panics,” in Political Writings (1868), n. 381.

® Stanmore, Manoir of Sidney Herbert, ii. 286.

® Morley, Life of Cobden, p. 795. But Palmerston was not unappreciative of

Cobden’s laborious serr'ices. See letter to Queen Victoria, November 22nd, i860

in Letters of Queen Victoria, ni. 413.
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It is quite true that that Treaty did not produce the whole of the benefits

that some too sanguine anticipations may possibly have expected from it. . .

.

But it did something. It enormously increased the trade between this

country and France. It effectually checked and traversed in the year i860

tendencies of a very different kind towards needless alarms and panics,

and tendencies towards convulsions and confusions in Europe. ... It pro-

duced no inconsiderable effect for a number of years upon the legislation

of various European countries, which tended less decisively than we could

have hoped, but still intelligibly and beneficially, in the direction of freedom
of trade^.

^ Gladstone at Leeds, October 8th, 1881, quoted in Morley, Life of Glad-
stone, II. 616.



CHAPTER XII

ANGLO-AMERICAN RELATIONS DURING
THE CIVIL WAR, 1860-1865

For many years there had been no period in Anglo-American
relations so uneventful as that which followed the settlement of

the Crampton incident in 1856 and lasted down to the close of

Buchanan’s presidency. Lord Napier was appointed to succeed

Mr Crampton only after the post of British Minister in Washington
had been left vacant for some months. No event of signal importance

marked his tenure of the appointment; but it was evident that the

political struggle in the United States was becoming very dangerous.

On Napier’s retirement in 1858, Lord Malmesbury’s choice fell upon

the recently appointed British Minister at Florence, who had shown
himself possessed of very considerable tact and diplomatic skill. The
new Minister, who succeeded his father as Lord Lyons in the very

month of his appointment, took.up his new duties on April 12th, 1859,

with the presentation of his letters of credence to President Buchanan

and Secretary Cass. The only outstanding question between the two

Powers concerned the possession of the Island of San Juan and the de-

limitation of the frontier in the Straits of Juan de Fuca, which had been

left ambiguous in the Oregon Agreement. This question pressed for

decision because of the abrupt military seizure of the disputed island

by the officer commanding the United States troops in the Washington

Territory
;
but the difficulty was averted by arranging for a joint occu-

pation, and, after unsuccessful negotiation for a settlement, Lyons

proposed a reference to arbitration. This was accepted by the United

States; and, on December loth, i860, the King of Prussia was by

both Parties accepted as arbitrator.

The perennially underlying troubles in Anglo-American relations

concerningMaritime Law and the maintenance of Neutral Rightswere

once more brought to the fore by the outbreak of war between France

and Austria. Lord Lyons’s attention was drawn to the refusal of the

United States to accept the Declaration of Paris of 1856, and he was

confidentially asked what attitude would be observed by America, if

Great Britain should unfortunately become involved in the War, and

what steps were being taken by the United States to protect tlieir
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commerce from interference by the belligerents. He replied that, in

all probability, the best way for Great Britain to avert the danger of

becoming embroiled with the United States would be

to avoid interfering in matters in which we are not sufficiently mterested

to make it worth while to raise serious questions; and, above all, in matters

directly affecting British interests and British rights to be clear and distinct

in our language, and firm and decided in our conduct, to convince them

that, when we are in the right and in earnest,,we are more unyielding,

not less so, than formerly—in short, to avoid as much as possible raising

questions with them, but not to give way upon those we raisc^.

Before many months had elapsed, he had to bring the line of conduct

thus laid down into operation in connexion with far more important

matters than the remote Franco-Austrian conflict, and the passage is

of interest as to some extent explaining the ideas underlying that cool

and admirably judicious restraint, thanks to which Lord Lyons came

to exercise a more and more preponderating influence, not merely in

the carrying-out, but also in the direction of British policy in regard

to the United States.

President Buchanan had privately proclaimed his ambition to

leave the score entirely clear between the United States and Great

Britain when he laid down his office; and his Annual Message to

Congress of December, 1859, was more friendly in tone than had

been the case in most previous Messages. But the rapidly rising

passions over the questions of Slavery and State rights in both sections

of the country were far too powerful for his ineffectual control, and
Lord Lyons had repeatedly to warn the British Cabinet of the dangers

of the situation and of the view held by politicians of influence on
both sides, that a remedy for the troubles that were tearing the nation

asunder could most easily be found in foreign war, and most probably

in a war directed against Great Britain, An excuse might readily be
found in the joint action which Great Britain, France and Spain were
contemplating in order to protect the interests of their nationals

against Mexican anarchy, or in the difficulties arising out of the

“Lynch Law” proceedings that were of such frequent occurrence in

the South against all persons suspected of Abolitionist sentiments,

and especially against British subjects. In the North, anti-British

feeling was not so prominent, and when, early in i860. Lord Lyons
was asked his opinion as to the advisability of accepting President

^ Lord Lyons to Lord Malmesbury, May 30th, 1859. Lord Newton’s Life of
Lord Lyons, i. 17.
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Buchanan’s invitation to the Prince of Wales to visit the United
States, he expressed himself in its favour. The details of the tour were
arranged b‘y him, and when it took place in the autumn of i860, he
attended throughout in his official capacity. The Prince was welcomed
with great popular enthusiasm everywhere in those of the Northern
States which he had time to visit, and the tour, though it, of course,

led to no political result, undoubtedly did much to bring out the

underlying unity of feeling between the English-speaking peoples.

As the Presidential campaign of i860 wore on and it became more
and more certain that the Democrats were destined to defeat, there

were open threats of Secession among the serious and responsible

leaders of the South, if Abraham Lincoln, the “free-soil” nominee

from the North-west, should be elected. Projects in this sense had long

been in contemplation, and the British Consuls in the South had from

time to time reported efforts on the part of the Southern extremists

to trade on England’s supposed dislike of the Yankees in order to

secure her approval and help^. Lord Lyons was particularly careful

to warn the Consuls to preserve an entirely non-committal attitude

towards such overtures, and the Consular correspondence bears testi-

mony to their deference to his Instructions. In the speeches of

Northern leaders throughout the campaign there was little reference

to foreign affairs
;
but William Henry Seward occasionally indulged

his usual propensity to play upon anti-British sentiment and pro-

tested loudly against European, and especially British, interference

in American affairs. The campaign resulted, as was foreseen, in

Lincoln’s election on November 6th. The threatened schism was

at once precipitated, and on December 20th a freely chosen Con-

vention of the people of South Carolina unanimously declared their

connexion with the Union dissolved, a lead that was soon followed

by other cotton-growing States. Lord Lyons could offer little

guidance to the Home Government as to what was likely to happen.

It has been repeatedly asserted that the reports ofthe foreign Ministers

in Washington in i860 were coloured in favour of the South, owing

to their social connexions
;
but this was certainly not the case with

Lyons, for he took up a noticeably impartial attitude and reported

the progress of the Secession movement with scrupulous accuracy.

Like Seward, he was in the beginning optimistic as to the existence

of a conservative element in the Slave States that would avert any

1 Bunch, British Consul at Charleston, to Lyons, February 2nd, i860, and

other letters. Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc. xuaii. 199-202,
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break-up of the Union
;
but he believed that, if Secession were really

accomplished, it must result in final separation. The views of so

capable an observer on the spot naturally had great weight with the

British Cabinet, and their attitude may be described as that of hoping

against hope for a peaceful solution of the troubles. Ministers were

not alone in feeling that, if Secession were insisted on, it would be

impossible for the North to coerce tlie Southern States into remaining

\vithin tlie Union. Similar views were shared even by such pronounced

friends of the North as Cobden, who, in his desire for the preservation

of peace went further. Writing to Senator Sumner in February, 1861,

wWle matters were still in the balance, he said: “Were I a citizen of

a free state in your Union, I should hold up botli hands for peaceful

and prompt separation. My earnest prayer is that you may avoid

civil war, from which no advantage to any party can accrue. Let your

voice be raised for peaceful separation^.”

The first official step taken in consequence of South Carolina’s

Secession had reference to the payment of customs dues by British

ships at Charleston, from which port the Federal officials had been

extruded. No guidance in the matter could be obtained from Presi-

dent Buchanan, and Lord Lyons had therefore to direct the Consuls

to pay the duties “under protest,” when they were demanded in the

name of the State of South Carolina. In Januar}^, 1861, the Consuls

were directed to remain at their posts, but to take no action in com-
pliance with any demands made upon them for any formal act of

recognition of Secession. Though it still appeared not unlikely that

a way of compromise might be found, prudence dictated that prepara-

tions should be made for what might happen, and careful enquiries

were instituted by the Foreign Office through the British Consuls in

the South as to those who would direct the policy of the new Con-
federacy of Seceded States that was brought into being at Montgomery,
Alabama, on February 8th, 1861. Similar information was sent home
by Lyons concerning the better known personalities in the North and
their views. As to the President-elect it was impossible to ascertain

much, but his new Secretary of State, William H. Seward, whose
appointment was generally known about the middle of January, was
in Lord Lyons’s view likely to be a very dangerous Foreign Minister.

British statesmen did not fail to remember his extraordinary volte-fac&

on the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty, and how, having been foremost in

1 Cobden to Sumner, February 23rd, 1861. Quoted by T. F. Rhodes, History
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Confederate recognition in the near future. Any such intention was

entirely absent from tlie designs of the British Cabinet; but they

were, rightly, not prepared to bind themselves as to their action

regardless of whatever circumstances might occur.

The need for direct action came immediately after the inaugura-

tion of President Lincoln, in tliejnatteiijDf-±he_treatment-o£,British

ships in-Soutliem ports.- Three courses were considered by Lincoln

and Iris advisers—^the proclamation of tlie closing of the ports and

the.jxeatment as smugglers of tliosc who entered or left them
;
the

collection of United States customs dues by cruisers stationed off

the_coast and the confiscation of ships tliat refused to pay; or, finally,

the imposition of a strict blockade governed by the rules of inter-

national Jaw, which necessarily involved a recognition of the Con-

federates as belligerents. Seward was in favour of the one or the

other of the first t\vo courses
;
but Lyons boldly told him by word of

mouth that the actions contemplated would be nothing but gigantic

paper blockades and would place foreign Powers in the dilemma of

recognising the Confederacy or tamely submitting to an interruption

of their lawful commerce^. All the foreign Ministers who heard

Seward’s tirades at this inteniew, strongly suspected that the Secre-

tary was seeldng to pick a quarrel; but they did not know how true

were their suspicions, and that within a week he would be maldng a

written proposition to the President of a plan that was calculated to

force the European Powers into war. Categorical explanations of their

conduct were to be demanded from Spain, France, Great Britain

and Russia; and if these were refused, the United States was to

declare war against them. The Memorandum in which this plan was
outlined was presented to President Lincoln on April ist, i86i^; but

he entirely ignored its reckless suggestions, and its existence remained

secret for many years. Lyons and Russell were not at fault in their

judgment of the situation and in the distrust they felt both of the

Secretary’s intentions and of the soundness of his statesmanship.

But both Lincoln and Seward had been impressed by Lyons’s

arguments, and had come to the conclusion that the only safe way
of closing the Southern ports was by the application of a strict

blockade, because the rules governing it were positive and well-known,
and would involve less difficulty of interpretation with foreign Powers

^ Lyons to Russell, March 26th, 1861. Life of Lord Lyons, i. 33.
“Thoughts for the President’s Consideration,” April ist, i86i. (Section 2)

Foreign Relations. Lincoln’s Works, li. 29.
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than any other method. It was determined, early in April, to take this

step, though some of the Cabinet must have perceived that it implicitly

admitted the Confederates to be belligerents. The first act of war,

however, did not come from the Union Government
;
for on April 12th,

Fort Sumter which guarded the entrance to Charleston harbour was
bombarded by the Confederate batteries and its garrison of Federal

troops compelled to capitulate. The President replied to this overt

act of war by calling for an army of 75,000 volunteers. Simul-

taneously, he learned that the Confederacy was taking steps to grant

letters-of-marque to privateers, and, on April 19th, he issued a pro-

clamation of blockade, directed against the ports of the insurgent

States in pursuance of the Law of Nations, and stating that a com-
petent force would be posted so as to prevent entrance and exit of

all vessels^. Lord Lyons had been warning the Foreign Office for

some weeks of the naval. activity in Northern ports wliich seemed to

portend a blockade
;
but the news of the proclamation did not reach

England until May 2nd, two days after that from Fort Sumter.

The actual terms of the proclamation were received on/May 5th,

though it was not officially presented by the American Minister until

May nth. The actual dates are important, because the charge was

afterwards made, and pressed with much vigour by Seward, that the

British Government was unfriendly to the Union cause in precipi-

tately recognising the Confederates as belligerents. The accusation

was unworthyand could onlyhave been proffered by censorsunfamiliar

with the usages of maritime war. When the blockade had once been

proclaimed, no other course lay open to foreign Powers but to

recognise its existence by the proper formal action or to disregard

it—an act that would imply support of the blockaded States. On
May 6th, Lord John Russell in tire House of Commons intimated

that Great Britain would take steps to enforce on her subjects respect

for the blockade, as it was her duty to do, and, on May 9th, Sir

George Cornewall Le\vis formally announced the issue of a pro-

clamation of British neutrality in the struggle and the enforcement

of the provisions of the Foreign Enlistment Act. The Proclamation

was signed by the Queen on May 13th, and on the same day Charles

Francis Adams, the new American Minister, arrived in Liverpool,

bringing with him most explicit and detailed Instructions from

Secretary Seward as to the conduct of his Mission. He was extremely

^ For text of this Proclamation sec M. Bernard, T/ic NnitraJity of Great Britain

diiring the American Civil War.
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chagrined to find that the formal steps for the recognition of Con-

federate belligerency had already been taken, and endeavoured to

secure their reversal. He failed to see the essential necessity of the

British Proclamation as a recognition of the blockade proclaimed by

tlie American authorities, and, somewhat perversely, took it to mean

a gratuitous and premature recognition of the Confederacy—^the same

^^ew that was insisted on by Seward to the American public. The
matter was one not of sentiment, but of hard practical importance,

for in many of the Southern parts tlicrc were large amounts of

British propert}'. British ships more than any others frequented

those ports, and many were at sea on their way thither. It was there-

fore essential that the Government should instruct its naval officers

in American waters as to the course they should pursue in relation

to the proclaimed blockade and should do this without delay, since

it would take twent}* days, at least, for their Instructions to reach them.

Precedents were strictly adhered to, and the British Proclamation

was closely modelled on that issued in 1S59, on the outbreak of war

between Austria and France and Sardinia^. British ships at once

avoided the ports of the Confederacy, and the supply of foreign goods

to the South from the early weeks of June, 1861, was largely cut off,

save by means of blockade-runners, which knowingly risked capture

and confiscation.

Jefferson Davis had, before tlic actual outbreak of war, appointed

Commissioners to proceed to Europe in order to secure the recognition

of the ne\v Confederacy as a Sovereign Power. Messrs Yancey, Rost

and Mann arrived in England almost simultaneously with the news
of the fall of Fort Sumter, and applied for an interview with Lord
John Russell. The Foreign Secretary sent for the American Minister

and informed him of this application, and that Great Britain and
France had agreed upon a common course of action. They would
not recognise the Commissioners or receive them as Envoys

;
but it

was thought advisable to see them “unofficially” as private persons

and hear what they had to say. Lyons had advised that they should

not be too directly rebuffed, in view of Seward’s suspected desire to

pick a quarrel, but Russell’s reception of the Commissioners was
very cool. He listened to what they said almost without remark, but
on their dismissal left them in no doubt that Great Britain would

^ For an authoritative summing up of the evidence which concludes in favour
of the propriety of the British action, see J. F. Rhodes, History of the United States,
1860-62, pp. 420-1. Bernard comes to the same conclusion.
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bearing directly or indirectly on the struggle then proceeding^. At
the same time, unofficial communications on the subject were opened
by Great Britain and France with the Confederate Government
through Bunch, the British Consul at Charleston. He incautiously

went further than he had any right to go, and, after the Confederate

Congress had passed resolutions adhering to all the Articles of the

Declaration of Paris with the exception of the First (for the abolition

of privateering), he sent an account of his negotiations through the

Federal lines to Lord Lyons. His messenger broke the provisions of

his safe-conduct by carrying with him a large number of private

letters, and, when he was arrested and these were confiscated, the

whole of the secret negotiations were revealed to Seward. He seized

upon the incautious words of the Consul as indicating that formal

diplomatic relations had been entered into with the Confederacy by

the British and French Governments, and he used the incident to

divert the public mind as far as possible from the serious defeat which

the Union forces had suffered at the battle of Bull Run (or Manassas)

on July 2ist. In the conduct of his negotiations with the two sides

with regard to the Declaration of Paris, Russell has been accused

of evasion and of acting with an ulterior and concealed end—^the

disruption of the United States. Such seems to have been tlie

suspicion of the American Minister in London and of the American

public^ at the time; but the considered opinion of subsequent in-

vestigators is quite adverse to the conclusion. Adhering strictly to liis

policy of neutrality in the American conflict, Russell was compelled

to have recourse at times to what in the eyes of Adams seemed to

be disingenuous evasions
;
but this cautious handling was inevitable

in order to avoid committing the British Government in the way

designed by Seward. Lord Lyons quietly warned his chief of what

was going on; but neither France nor England could ever have

been so imprudent as to tie their hands unwittingly^, and, writing some

years later, Adams confessed that his suspicions of Russell’s ulterior

purposes were unjust and that, on the whole, he was actuated rather

by a balance of good-will rather than of hostility to the United States.

The news of tlie battle of Bull Run arrived in London early in

^ Bernard, op. clt. p. 179. For a full discussion and documents relating to these

negotiations sec C. F. Adams’s paper in Mass. Hist. Soc. Prac. x'Lvr. 23-S4.

* See C. F. Adams’s Life of Charles Frauds Adams (1900), ch. xii.

“ For a full discussion of these negotiations and the documents relating to them

sec C. F. Adams’s paper in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc. xi.vi. 23-84. For Charles Francis

Adams’s view in 1872 sec Papers relating to the Treaty of Washington, iv. 162.
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August, and on the 14th the Confederate Commissioners addressed

a long letter to Earl Russell praying for recognition as a Sovereign

Power and pointing to their victory as a proof of strength. But the

British Cabinet’s policy had been firmly decided upon; they had no

intention of departing from the straightforward position they had

taken up, and on August 24th, Russell replied positively, in terms

incapable of being misunderstood, that Her Britannic Majesty de-

clined to acknowledge the independence of the Confederate States.

When Seward Mthdrew the exequatur of the British Consul at

Charleston (Bunch) for his share in the privateering negotiations

—

but ostensibly on personal grounds—Russell acquiesced, but stated

that his actions ought not to be regarded as in any sense implying

a recognition of the Confederacy. Her Majesty’s Government had

not recognised, and was not prepared to recognise, the “so-called

Confederate States” as a separate independent Power^. Nothing

could be clearer, and Seward had distinctly gained a point in securing

so open and definite a disclaimer.

The noisy bellicosity of the Press on either side of the Atlantic

was regarded by many observers as far more decisively indicative of

the real condition of opinion than it was in reality. It had little

influence on the action of the United States Government and practi-

cally none on that of the British Cabinet, wliich in the main steered

a steady and cautious course that commended itself to the mass of

thinking British people. Everyone longed for an early termination

of the struggle and a cessation of the interference with trade which it

caused
;
but very few had any idea that Great Britain by her action

could bring that end any nearer, and public opinion was utterly

confused as to what would be its nature when it arrived. The great

majority of the House of Commons was contented to leave the

conduct of affairs in the hands of the Government, and whenever
throughout the War opinion was really tested, the general attitude

was always found to be the same. There was a small, but extremely

active, group of members who sympathised strongly with the South
and did all they could to urge the Government to immediate re-

cognition of the Confederacy, regardless of consequences. The
most prominent members of this group were W. H. Gregory and
W. S. Lindsay, but their influence was small; and, whenever they

succeeded in bringing forward a motion in the House, they invariably

found the overwhelming sentiment against them. At the opposite

^ U.S. Diplomatic Correspondence, i86i, pp. 156-7.
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Charleston,Mason and Slidell reached British territoryin the Bahamas,
but failing to find passage thence they went to Havana and there
booked passages on the British mail-steamer Tretit for Southampton
without any concealment, intending to transfer themselves to the
trans-Oceanic steamer at the Danish port of St Thomas. Capt. Charles
Wilkes, of the United States Navy, in the Sa?i Jacinto sloop, having
served two years on the West African Station, on his way home via
the W^est Indies, heard that Confederate privateers were infesting

the Florida Channel. Arriving there in order to take action against

them, he learned Mason and Slidell’s intention to sail by the

Trent and determined, admittedly without orders, to intercept that

vessel and seize the Commissioners. On November 8th, he carried

his intention into effect, by shots across the bows of the Trent which
forced her to stop, though she was showing British colours, and bore

off the Envoys and their two Secretaries as prisoners. With them, he

arrived at Fortress Monroe a week later (November 15th); but the

nev^s of his exploit did not reach England for another fortnight

(November 27th). This eventful interval of three weeks was marked

by an almost unprecedented outburst of rejoicing throughout the

North and extravagant estimations of the triumph over Great Britain

such as had rarely been seen. Lord Lyons was placed in a position

of extreme difficulty. The utterances of unofficial persons, however

eminent, might be neglected but when the Secretary of the Navy

publicly informed Wilkes that his action had the emphatic approval

of his superiors and when the House of Representatives on De-

cember 2nd unanimously passed a resolution of thanks, little was

wanting to show that the attack on Britain’s Maritime Rights had

behind it the full weight of the United States.

In these circumstances, Lyons determined that his best course

was to maintain an attitude of complete reserve, and he wrote

both officially and privately to Earl Russell to say that he should

take no action until he received full Instructions. In Washington he

refused to say a word either officially or unofficially and explicitly

imposed a similar course on all British officials in the States. He

feared that this might seem to imply Britain’s complete insensibility

to insultsL but he was undoubtedly right in alloAwngthe excitement

to spend itself, for shrewd American observers soon began to see

that the incident threatened the embroilment of the United States

not only with Great Britain but Mth all the neutral nations.

1 Lyons to Russell, November 22nd, 1861. Newton’s Life of Lord Lyons, r. 56.
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The ne\\^ of the seizure reached England on November 27th and

was almost immediately followed by aceounts of the outburst of con-

gratulation in the United States. A few days before, the Cabinet had

been considering what course should be taken if an American warship

that had put into Soutliampton Water were to arrest the mail steamer

from the West Indies in the Channel and, as was supposed to be her

intention, seize the expected Envoys. Tlie opinions of the law officers

were taken and found to be in favour of the legality of such a course

according to British precedents in the Napoleonic Wars. Palmer-

ston on November nth wrote to Delane, editor of The Times

^

in-

forming him of these opinions and stating that the Cabinet had

determined not to interfere with the exercise of her rights by the

American vessel beyond the three-mile limit of territorial juris-

diction^. On the following day, he asked the American Minister to

call upon him and told him that, while the Government would not

interfere with tire exercise of any American rights to seize the Con-

federate Envoys, if this was contemplated, the seizure was really not

worth while
;
for the arrival of additional Confederate Commissioners

would scarcely make a difference in the action of the British Govern-

ment, after it had once made up its mind”. A more patent hint that

Mason and Slidell’s Mission was doomed to failure could hardly have

been given; but Adams failed to see its importance and did not

properly report the interview to Seward.

As the story of ^yilkes’s action became public, the greatest indigna-

tion at his deliberate insult to the British flag was expressed on all

sides. Men of every partywere unanimous in its condemnation and the

majority looked upon it as confirming the suspicions long entertained

by them that the United States had determined to force Great Britain

into war, in order to seize Canada. The Cabinet held long meetings on

November 29th and 30th to determine on its course, if Wilkes’s action

had been designed by Seward to flout the British flag and was officially

supported, in which case the' danger of war would be very near, or

had been unauthorised and would be disavowed. The general tenour

of the Secretary’s policy had been quite recently revealed by the

publication of his despatches, and General Scott, lately in command
of the Federal army, was said to have stated in Paris that he had been
present at the Cabinet meeting where the seizure of the Envoys had

^ Palmerston to Delane, November i ith, i86i . Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc. xlv. 54-5,
Diary of Charles Francis Adams, November 12th, 1861. Mass. Hist. Soc.

Proc. XLV, S3-4.
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been decided on, and that Lower Canada was to be offered to France
in return for her aid in a war against England^ The Duke of New-
castle, who as Colonial Secretary was responsible for the defence
of Canada, retained vivid memories of Seward’s exposition of his

anti-British policy to him when in the United States in i860. He,
therefore, pressed for the immediate despatch of reinforcements and
secured the approval of the Cabinet so as to guard against the worst.

There were historical reasons to support the view that the seizure

of the Commissioners must have been the unauthorised act of Captain

Wilkes; for, though it might perhaps be supported by a strained

construction of the most extreme British Maritime Claims as main-

tained fifty years earlier, yet it was undoubtedly inconsistent with the

doctrines governing Neutrality for which the United States had gone to

war in 1812 and which had often been reiterated by that Power on sub-

sequent occasions. This view commended itself to the Cabinet as the

more likely one, and at its long meetings on November 29th and 30th

two despatches were decided on
;
one of these being for presentation to

Secretary Seward and designed so as to afford him the easiest oppor-

tunity to withdraw if he wished to do so, the second a secret Instruction

to Lord Lyons to govern his action in either event. When they were

finally passed by the Ministers, the drafts were sent down to Windsor

for the Queen’s approval, and she discussed them fully with the

Prince Consort. Though he was very ill and hardly able to work,

the Prince gave the night to thinking the matter over. Early next

morning, he submitted to the Queen the last Memorandum he ever

wrote, in which, while approving the general course proposed by

the Cabinet, he suggested an amplification of the somewhat meagre

and brusque terms of the public despatch. He urged the addition of

clauses stating the unwillingness of Great Britain to believe that the

United States wished wantonly to put an insult upon her and ex-

pressing the expectation that redress would be spontaneously offered.

These alterations were readily accepted by the Cabinet, and the

main despatch was amended so as to follow the lines of the Memo-

randum very closely 2. The French Government was informed of

what was being done, and almost simultaneously with the sending

of the British despatches, M. Mercier, the French Minister in

Washington, was instructed to support Lord Lyons’s representations.

» Palmerston to Queen Victoria, November 29th, 1S61. Letters ofQueen Victoria,

t^Thc Memorandum-is given in facsimile in Sir T. Martin’s Life of the Prince

Consort, v. 432.
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Somewhat later the Austrian, Prussian and Russian Governments

also lent their support^.

In his secret Instructions Lord Lyons was directed to offer

Seward seven days for consideration of his reply, and in a private

letter Lord Russell told him to inform the Secretary verbally of the

purport of the main despatch before presenting it, thus allowing the

President and his Cabinet further time for consideration before the

term of the indicated delay began to run. This made it possible for

moderating counsels to take effect; but, even before the despatches

arrived in Wasliington on December 18th public excitement had

rapidly evaporated, and saner views of the situation precipitated by

Captain Wilkes had begun to prevail. Lord Lyons performed his

duty with the utmost tact and courtesy, but he took the opportunity

to let Seward know that England was in deadly earnest in demanding

the surrender of the prisoners
;
and, looking back on the affair at a later

date, he expressed the opinion that this intimation had a great deal to

do with its final result. Seward, at last, came to see thatthe relations of

the United States with England were not safe pla)^hings to be used

for the amusement of the American people", and, on Christmas Day
and the day following, he managed to convince the President and the

Cabinet that it was right to comply vith the British demand^. Plis

despatch conveying this decision, ingeniously but justly, claimed the

surrender of the prisoners as a vindication of principles that were

professedly American; and in both countries his claims to statesman-

ship undoubtedly gained with thinking people. Lord Lyons pointed

out in private letters that the Secretary had now constituted himselfthe

most anxious guardian of good relations with Great Britain, and that

it behoved British Ministers to smooth his path as much as possible

Lord Russell acquiesced, and official relations improved. For his

admirable conduct of the affair Lord Lyons received the Grand Cross

of the Order of the Bath, with a warm letter of commendation from
Lord Russell. He was naturally pleased with this approval and the

honour conferred on him; but he modestly maintained that liis

principal merit had lain in resisting the temptation “to do something,

which always besets one when one is anxious about a matter.” In
his view, it was the British military preparations in Canada that

turned the scale in favour of peace^.

^ For their despatches see Bernard, op. cit. pp. 193-200.
® Lyons to Russell, December 23rd, 1861. Life of Lord Lyons, i. 69.
® Seward to Lyons, December 26th, i86i. Bancroft’s Life of Seward, ii. 241-2.

Life of Lord Lyons, i. 77.
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The absorption of all the energies of the United States in the

War for the time being neutralised American influence in the lands
to the south and left the field clear for the unchecked ambitions of
those Powers who had never willingly accepted the doctrine laid

down by President Monroe. Spain took the lead by reasserting her
sovereignty over the republic of Santo Domingo in May, i86i, and
sent an army to enforce the annexation, in spite of Seward’s warning
that the United States would regard it as an unfriendly act^. During
the four years of the Civil War, the royal forces persisted in their

attempt to conquer the republic, and they were only withdrawn when
the United States was again in a position to speak with unimpaired
authority. The most serious disregard of the Monroe Doctrine took

place in Mexico. Anarchy had progressed so far in that unhappy
country that in 1859 President Buchanan had seriously considered

armed intervention by the United States to secure reparation for the

outrages committed on American citizens, and had discussed the

matter with Great Britain, France and Spain, whose nationals had

also suffered numberless injuries. British policy was consistently

averse from the use of armed force for the collection of debts to private

bondholders^; but the robbery of legation premises and the repudia-

tion of agreements concluded by the national Government for the

payment of claims seemed to warrant some drastic action. In Sep-

tember, 1861, the Foreign Office learned that Spain had determined

to take possession of the Mexican port of Vera Cruz to enforce the

claims of her subjects, and it was confidently asserted that Queen

Isabella’s Government were preparing to assist in the reestablishment

of a monarchy acting under her protection in Mexico and in concert

with a strong party in that country. Russell was strongly opposed to

any such project of European interference in the domestic quarrels

of an American republic, especially as he had reason to believe that

France was furthering the Spanish plans and was secretly proposing

joint action on a grandiose scale, in defiance of the well-known policy

of Great Britain and the United States.

To avert the danger of undesired intervention Russell took advan-

tage of the news of fresh outrages in Mexico to force on the negotiation

of a Convention providing for joint and strictly limited action for

1 State Papers, I.U. 1221 and 1351-6.
~ The principle on which the British Government ou^ht to take national action

to enforce the payment of debts was discussed by the Under-Sccretar>' for Forcicn

Affairs (A. H. Layard) in the debate on Mexican Affairs of July i sdi, 1S62. Hansard,

eexvm. 363-74-
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the enforcement of Mexico’s legil obligations. Great Britain, France

and Spain mutually bound themselves to go no further, and to abstain

from interference with Mexico’s right to choose freely her own form of

government^. The assistance and adhesion of tire United States were

to be invited in any military measures that were undertaken
;
but an

identical invitation by the three Powers was declined by Seward, and

Great Britain was left to restrain by herself the ambitions of the other

partners in tliis Tri-partite Agreement. Spain took precipitate action

in sending a considerable militar}' force to Vera Cruz without warning

to Great Britain
;
and Russell was much concerned to learn in January,

1862, that Napoleon III proposed to follow suit, and that in flagrant

disregard of the recently made agreement the Throne of Mexico had

been offered to the Archduke Maximilian of Austria, with a promise

of ample French support. The Austrian Government was officially

informed of Great Britain’s disapproval of any such plan and of the

provisions of the Tri-partite Convention against interference in

Mexico. But it was all of no avail. Napoleon III was determined

to take action. The French troops who had landed in Mexican territory

marched up into the interior, and Great Britain thereupon withdrew

the small force of marines which she had employed at Vera Cruz,

and left the Emperor to pursue his suicidal Mexican policy alone.

By the exercise of considerable diplomatic pressure at Madrid, the

withdrawal of the Spanish forces was also secured, after the conclusion

of an agreement with the Mexican Government for the settlement of

the claims that had been in dispute. Throughout the whole affair,

the Government of the United States was kept informed by Lord
Russell of what steps were being taken, and no doubt seems to have

been entertained by- Seward of the friendliness and correctness of

British policy^.

The arrival in England of the Confederate Envoys after their

release attracted little attention, and they found it quite impossible

to enter into official relations with the Foreign Office. Slidell went
off to Paris, to takewhat advantage he could of the Emperor’s notorious

readiness for intrigue, while Mason was left in London. Lord Russell

saw him privately in February, 1862, in order to hear what he had
to say, but gave him clearly to understand that Great Britain had no
intention whatever of changing her policy of neutrality. Mason fed

^
Convention of London, October 31st, 1861. Pari. Papers (1862), LXiv. 103-6.

^ Lord Russell’s vindication of his policy in the House of Lords, June 19th,
1862, will be found in Hansard, CLXVII. 720—4.
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of the tricky game the Emperor was playing, and even Adams had his

suspicions and was dreading that the public utterances of Ministers

against intervention were mere pretence.

The sudden wavering of Palmerston and Russell from their line

of policy during the recess is almost inexplicable save by their fear

of the designs of France and a desire to keep step with her. This
phase of its history marks the real crisis of the Civil War in the sphere

of international affairs, and its beginning was brought about by
military events. The high hopes of Northern victory which had
filled the early summer of 1862 had been exploded by the utter

failure of McClellan’s campaign in the Peninsula, Pie was superseded

by General Halleck and his army withdrawn to its original positions

covering Washington. There the Federal forces were severely defeated

by the Confederates on August 29th and 30th at the second battle

of Bull Run. The news of his defeat reached England a fortnight

later and was published in the Sunday papers of September 14th

witn forecasts of the immediately impending fall of Washington. The
dominant clause in Palmerston and Russell’s speeches about inter-

vention or mediation had always been, “The time has not yet come.”

On the very day on which the news of Bull Run arrived, the Prime-

Minister wrote to the Foreign Secretary, who was then in attendance

on the Queen at Gotha

:

[The Federals have had] a very complete smashing, and it seems not

altogether unlikely that still greater disasters await them, and that even

Washington or Baltimore may fall into the hands of the Confederates.

If this should happen, would it not be time for us to consider whether in

such a state of things England and France might not address the con-

tending parties and recommend an arrangement upon the basis of separa-

tion^?

The question was tentative, suggesting that, if Washington were

captured, the right moment would have come; but Russell’s reply

slurred over the condition and pointed to immediate action.

Whether the Federal army is destroyed or not, it is clear that it is

driven back to Washington, and has made no progress in subduing the

insurgent States. Such being the case, I agree zoith you ihai the lime is

come for offering mediation to the United States Government with a view

to the recognition of the independence of the Confederates We ought

if we agree on such a step to propose it first to France, and then, on the

part of England and France, to Russia and other powers as a measure

decided upon by us".

» Palmerston to Russell, September 14th, 1S62. Walpole’s Zr/e of Russell, n. 349-

= Russell to Palmerston, Gotha. September 17th, 1S62. Ibid. il. 349.
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1

This was going too fast for Palmerston, and in his reply he

emphasised the need of waiting to see tlie result of the new battle before

Washington which was understood to be imminent. The news of what

was under discussion was circulated to members of the Cabinet who

apparently had heard little of France’s eagerness to press on inter-

vention. Only Gladstone, tlie Chancellor of the Exchequer, attempted

to influence the judgment of the Prime-Minister and on September

25tli urged the immediate abandonment of a waiting policy in view

of the suffering in Lancashire^ The British Ambassador in Paris

was instructed to sound tlie French Government privately; but, on

the very day on which Palmerston received Gladstone’s plea for

immediate action, he learned the news of the Federal victory at

Antietam and the repulse of the Confederate invasion of Pennsylvania.

Three or four days later, a long and carefully reasoned argument

arrived from Lord Granville, the Minister in attendance at Gotha,

who strongly urged the continuance of our waiting policy". It is

uncertain whether in expressing this view he spoke only for himself

or after discussing matters with the Queen. She was in veiy poor

health at the time and had to be spared as much business as possible

;

but it seems unlikely that in a crucial matter of foreign policy which

Her Majesty and the Prince Consort had always regarded as coming

peculiarly within the royal sphere, her opinion should not have been

sought. In all probability, tlierefore. Lord Granville’s letter embodied

the result of his conversation with the Queen, and therefore could

not but have great weight witli Lord Palmerston. The capture of

Washington, too, had not been achieved and the contingency con-

templated by him had, therefore, not arisen.

Russell, who, as Clarendon remarked, always loved to do some-
thing when to do nothing was prudent®, could not be content to

wait, and set to work on the preparation of an elaborate Memorandum
for the Cabinet urging early action and the offer of joint mediation

with France. Lyons, who was on leave in England for a few weeks,

^ The story of the crisis was worked out on a basis of partial information by
C. F. Adams in Mass. Hist. Sac. Proc. (1904), xvni. 147-54. He returned to it

after access to very much fuller material, and in Mass, Hist. Soc. Proc. (1913-4),
XLVii. 372—4241 greatly modified his conclusions and those he had expressed in his
Oxford lectures of I9t3- the light of what was happening at this time it is in-
teresting to note that on July nth, 1862, Cobden wrote to Sumner: “It is during
the recess that all the mischief is generally done m our foreign relations.”

Granville to Russell, Gotha, September 27th, 1862. Fitzmaurice’s Life of
Earl Granville, i. 442-4.

® Clarendon to Sir George Cornewall Lewis, October 24th, 1S62. Maxwell’s
Life of Clarendon, n, 265.
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advised extreme caution; but, on October 7th, Gladstone in a public
speech at Newcastle threw caution to the winds and made a declaration

that at first sight appeared decisive. “Jefferson Daws and other

leaders of the South,” he said, “have made a nation. We may
anticipate with certainty the success of the Southern States so far

as their separation from the North is concerned.” The speech was
received with consternation as portending immediate intervention,

and it produced a sensation in the mercantile and manufacturing com-
munity thatwas not far removed from panic. But the Prime-Minister at

once informed his colleagues that the Chancellor had spoken entirely

without authorisation and the Foreign Secretary,uponwhose preserves

he had trenched, wrote sharply to rebuke him saying that the Cabinet

as a whole was not prepared to grant recognition^. This was un-

doubtedly the case, and certain Ministers were not long in indicating

that, if the dangerous change of policy were decided on, it would be

without their assent. The Secretary for War, Sir George Cornewall

Lewis, took the lead, though he was not specially marked out as a

sympathiser with the Union. It has been suggested that he acted

on Palmerston’s prompting; but in all probability this was not the

case^. In a public speech at Flereford on October 14th, Lewis

severely condemned any departure from Great Britain’s neutral

attitude, and he circulated to the members of the Cabinet a carefully

argued Memorandum in reply to Russell’s Circular recommending

recognition.

Palmerston, who, above all things, wished to maintain the unity

of his Cabinet in view of the difficulties of the European situation at

the time, had arranged for a Cabinet meeting on October 23rd
;
but

he was impressed by the public reception of Gladstone’s and Lewis’s

speeches and by the opinion of Lord Derby, the leader of the Oppo-

sition, whom he had sounded through Lord Clarendon^. After

consultation with Disraeli the Conservative leader pointed out that

the recognition of the South could be of no benefit to Great Britain,

unless she were prepared to undertake hostilities against the North

and break the blockade by force. He would in no way pledge himself

to support such a course. Lord Russell was obstinate; but even he

was shaken, and when Adams asked for an interview to make en-

quiries about Gladstone’s Newcastle speech, he fixed the appointment

1 Morlcy, Life 0/ Gladstone, n. 80.
- C. F. Adams examines the arguments and evidence in detail in Mass. tJtst.

Soc. Proc. XLVii. 407.
= Palmerston to Clarendon, October 20th, 1S62. Life of Clarendon, il. ao"-
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for the afternoon of the decisive Cabinet. But the decision was already

inevitable, the Prime-Minister did not come up from the countr}^

to meet the assembled Ministers, and only an informal consultation

could take place^. Only Russell and Gladstone advocated a change

of policy
;
Lewis in the contrary sense received the support of Grey

and Newcastle and was strongly backed by the Northern sympa-

thisers, Arg^dl, Villiers and Milner-Gibson. No room for doubt was

left; and, when later in the day Adams asked categorically if he were

to understand that Britain’s policy was to remain unchanged, the

Foreign Secretary answered with an explicit assent and stated that

the Government were determined to leave the struggle to settle itself”.

Gladstone alone remained unconvinced and circulated to his fellow

hlinisters a rejoinder to Lewis’s Memorandum.
The Emperor kept his promise to Slidell to take action for inter-

vention, and on October 30th he ordered the French Ambassadors

in London and Petrograd to make proposals for the joint tender of

their good offices to the belligerents b}^ the tliree Powers. The
proposal came before the full Cabinet on November loth, and

Russell then stated that Russia had already declined to be a party.

He advised that the Emperor’s proposal should be accepted, for he

believed that if Great Britain refused, Russia would reconsider her

decision and join forces with France in order to effect a rupture of

the entente. Palmerston gave this advice a perfunctory support, but

only Gladstone could be found to speak strongly in its favour. Every

other Minister was firmly adverse to acceptance, and finally the

Prime-Minister closed the discussion by arranging for the despatch

to France of a definite refusal®. The crisis had been at last safely

weathered and henceforward Great Britain’s neutrality was assured^.

Napoleon, knowing that he could not obtain the cooperation of Great

Britain, determined to proceed alone and proposed his good offices to

the belligerents in January, 1863; hut he was politely rebuffed by

Walpole, in his Life of Russell, n, 352, calls the meeting of October 23rd a
Cabinet; but Clarendon’s letters show that this was not the case.

® Russell was under no illusions as to the course the North would take if inter-
vention were forced. Adams had received confidential instructions from Seward
to break off diplomatic relations and he let their tenour be known to W. E. Forster
for communication to the Foreign Secretary through Milner-Gibson.

® Lewis gave a report to Clarendon of what had happened in the Cabinet, and
it was thus known to the Opposition leaders .-.{Lewis to Clarendon, November nth,
1862. Life of Clarendon, ii. 268.

^ A motion in favour of recognition was brought forward in the House of Lords
by Lord Campbell on March 23rd, 1863; but it secured no support, and Lord
Russell spoke strongly against it.

W.&G.II
33
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Seward with impressive finality. His despatch left no further opening

of which the Emperor could make use for his designs and in

March, 1863, both Houses of Congress passed resolutions stating

that any further attempt at foreign interference in the direction of

mediation would be regarded by the United States as an unfriendly

act.

It was one of the bitterest complaints of those who were fighting

for the Union that Englishmen were blind to the greater issues of the

struggle and did not perceive that the downfall of Slavery was at

stake. This failure was chiefly attributable to the complexity of

American Constitutional conditions
;
but, when Lincoln and Seward

could free themselves from their difficulties in securing the border

States for the Union, the fog was gradually dispelled, and the great

moral issues of the conflict stood forth clearly from the puzzling

half-truths that had hidden them from view. Seward proposed to

Lyons on March 22nd, 1862, that a new Treaty for the suppression

of Slave-trading should be negotiated, and his overtures were at once

accepted. The negotiations were conducted at Washington and met

with no difficulty. The Treaty provided for joint action by specially

commissioned officers of both countries and for mixed Courts at

Sierra Leone, the Cape of Good Hope and New York. It was signed

on April 7th, 1862, and ratified unanimously by the Senate without

delays. The publication of the Treaty provided Seward with the

opportunity he desired of showing to foreign countries that the

Federals were sincere in the anti-Slavery views. The next step forward

in the conversion of British opinion was the publication of President

Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation of September, 1862. Seward

circulated this with explanatory comments to the American Ministers

abroad. His utterances in the past had been too inconsistent for his

practical appeal for sympathy to meet with much result at first; but

all doubts were set at rest by the Proclamation of January ist, 1863,

declaring that all slaves in the States in rebellion were hencefonvard

free. The news created extraordinary interest in England and a rapid

growth of sympathy with the Union cause. Direct and organised

attempts to encourage this growth were made with the approval and

help of Seward and Adams. The Confederates complained bitterly

of Governmental complacency towards tliis agitation and of the action

of Cabinet Ministers, such as the Duke of Arg}41 and Mr Milncr-

* U.S. Treaties and Conventions, pp. 454-66. State Papers, ui. 50-64. Corre-

spondence concerning the negotiations. State Papers, uti. 1424-38.
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Gibson, in postering it; they loudly proclaimed that such actions were

unneutral, but tliey could obtain no satisfaction; the tide of en-

thusiasm steadily rose and great meetings were held in all parts of

the countr}^ to wish success to the Northern arms in their crusade

against Slavery. The debates on the Address in both Houses of

Parliament at the opening of the session of 1863 contained many

references to the American struggle and gave occasion for utterances

from responsible leaders more friendly to the cause of the Union

than any heard from tliem since the outbreak of the War. Lord

Palmerston made no reference to American affairs
;
but Russell spoke

at some length in support of his refusal to join France in any attempt

at mediation. He expressed no regret for the way in which tlie

policies of the two Powers had drifted apart, but he pointedly took

occasion to express liis cordial wishes for the preservation of the

unity of the United States^.

The main stream was flo\ving strongly towards friendly relations,

when its progress was stopped by the outbreak of difficulties of the

most untoward sort that were caused by the activities of Confederate

agents in England. The recurrent practical difficulties of the War
period fall under three heads—^the first, concerning the treatment of

British subjects in the States under Federal control, the second,

matters connected with the blockade and the third, troubles arising

out of the British Foreign Enlistment Act of 1819. All three involved

a great deal of work and anxiety for Lyons and the Foreign Office;

but only the third gave rise to questions of firstrate international

importance, and can find consideration here.

The blockade of the Confederate ports by Northern cruisers

wliich was at first very incomplete, became rapidly effective and its

pressure upon the Confederation grewso great as to cause an enormous
rise in the price of all imported commodities. On the other hand,

the need of Europe for the cotton that was shut up in Southern ports

was acute enough to render it highly profitable for any ship that

could elude the blockade and escape with a cargo. Ship-owners
willing to take the risk began to organise blockade-running in a

systematic way, and since their enterprises were largely carried on
from British ports, they led to incessant discussions between the two
Governments. Adams protested against the inefficacy of the laws

of Great Britain for applying any adequate policy of prevention of

the fitting out of blockade-runners; but Russell maintained that

^ February sth, 1863. Hansard, CLXIX. 42-3.
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it was not the duty of a neutral Government to enforce, or assist

in enforcing, either by its laws or by executive action a blockade

instituted by another Power. The preparation of warlike enterprises

on neutral soil was a different thing; but the only penalty risked by
an unarmed blockade-runner was capture and condemnation by a

prize Court^. This answer was certainly in accordance with the

generally accepted principles of international law, and Adams had
to accept it. In replying to his protests and in their general action in

regard to the blockade the policy of the Government was to adhere

to certain broad principles which had been established or acknow-

ledged by British jurists. On these Britain had acted when she was

herself at war, and in them the United States had generallyacquiesced.

The case of every vessel affected by the blockade ought, in the

opinion of the British Government, to be determined by its own
time, place and circumstances and decided by the proper Prize Court^.

In adherence to these principles the majority of the instances of

maritime difficulties were settled
;
but they were difficult of application

in the most dangerous cases of all.

In 1819 on the motion of Canning Parliament had passed a

Foreign Enlistment Act^ prohibiting the equipment of ships of war

in British ports for a foreign Power engaged in a war in which Great

Britain was neutral. The Act was drawn up to deal with the circum-

stances arising from the War of Liberation in Spanish America, and

a similar measure was about the same time passed in the United

States. The Acts had been undoubtedly evaded in both countries

at the time of the troubles in Texas, and suggestions were made for

increasing their stringency
;
but nothing was done, and they remained

as the sole safeguard against the preparation of warlike enterprises

on neutral soil. In the late summer of 1861, tlie Confederate Govern-

ment sent Capt. James Bulloch to England to arrange secretly for

the purchase or building of several fast steamers to be employed

against American commerce; and by October he had succeeded in

placing contracts on the Mersey for two such vessels. His intrigues

were suspected at the American Legation; but Adams could obtain

no definite information, and when he first protested to Russell

against certain vessels supposed to be fitting out as warships, each

proved to be an-unarmed blockade-runner and his protests were of

^ Russell to Adams, Maj’ 6th and loth, 1862.

- These principles were laid down, as governing his advice, by the Solicitor-

General, Sir Roundell Palmer (afterwards Lord Selbome). Mamriah, ii. 403.

’ 59 Geo. Ill, c. 69.
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no avail. Bulloch’s precautions for disguising tlie real purpose of the

first vessel for which he contracted were successful in preventing her

arrest when the Government made enquiries, and in March, 1862,

she sailed, as the Oreto^ ostensibl)'^ for tlie Mediterranean. Four

months later she made her appearance in the Bahamas, but attempts

to arrest her there as contravening the Foreign Enlistment Act were

unsuccessful. She ran the blockade into tlie Confederate port of

Mobile and, having been fully armed, was renamed the Florida. She

again ran the blockade and succeeded in doing great damage to

American shipping before she was destroyed by the Federal forces

in Bahia harbour in October, 1864.

The second vessel was at first known as Number 290 and was

launched in May, 1862^. Adams had long suspected her purpose

and, at the end of June, his agents had collected sufficient evidence

for an appeal to Russell for her detention until it could be proved

that her purpose was not inimical to the United States. The Foreign

Office made enquiries through the Customs officials at Liverpool;

but the local authorities there were obstinately insistent on techni-

calities and reported that there was no direct evidence of an intention

of contravening the Foreign Enlistment Act. Russell, therefore, de-

clined to take immediate action and did so in a rigid official way
which the Americans found particularly offensive and wliich they

regarded as a sign that the Government was sympathetic towards

the Confederate designs. However, Adams at last succeeded in

obtaining unmistakable evidence and, having secured the authorita-

tive legal opinion of eminent Admiralty counsel that this proved

Number 290 to be intended for the Confederates, he, on July 21st,

forwarded the whole of the papers to Lord Russell with a request

for immediate action. Orders were sent to the Customs officials in

Liverpool to prevent the vessel’s sailing, but once more they found
excuses for delay, while Bulloch pressed forward his preparations

with speed. In London, the Foreign Office forwarded the new papers

concerning the case to the Law Officers on Wednesday, July 23rd

;

but, owing to a series of minor accidents^, they did not reach the hands
of the Attorney-General until late in the afternoon of Monday,
July 28th. The decisive opinion that the vessel ought to be seized

^ At her lavmching she received the name Enrica and became the Alabama after
her escape.

® Certain of these accidents were attributable to the ignorance of the ^Foreign
Office of the lapse into insanity of the Senior Law Officer, then the Queen’s Advo-
cate, to whom the papers were first sent.
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without loss of time was given next morning, but the mischief was
already done. The Enrica, or as she soon came to be called, the

Alabama, had left the Mersey that morning (July 29th) on what was
ostensibly a trial trip, but was really the beginning of a cruise of

depredation against American commerce that in two years practically

drove the flag of the United States from the high sea. A further

chapter of small accidents prevented her stoppage off the Welsh
coast before she left British waters. A United States warship ordered

by Adams to intercept her in the Channel failed to do so, and ulti-

mately the Alabama got clear away to the Azores, there to receive

her arms and equipment from a British vessel that had been loaded

in the Thames under Captain Bulloch’s direction. Her crew comprised

a large proportion of British sailors and, during her longand extremely

destructive career, she was on several occasions received in the ports

of British colonies with every courtesy, and indeed in some cases

with undisguised admiration of her exploits. Round the controversies

aroused by her escape and her subsequent career the difficulties of

Anglo-American relations were for many years to circle.

Russell was much chagrined over the failure
;
but, when in October

Adams began his long series of complaints concerning her depreda-

tions, the Foreign Secretary entirely disclaimed responsibility. His

reply was written at a time, when, as was shovm above, he was

seriously contemplating intervention. Its tone was regarded by the

Americans as curt and unfriendly; but he was sincerely anxious to

prevent any further mishaps ofthe sort. He proposed to the Cabinet an

immediate amendment of the Foreign Enlistment Act, but the Lord

Chancellor (Lord Westbury) gave his emphatic opinion that it was

unnecessary and the Ministers shrank from an attempt to force through

Parliament a measure that would undoubtedly arouse fierce con-

troversy. The Confederate sympathisers in England were elated with

the news of the Alabama's exploits and a loan of 3,000,000/. launched

upon the London market for the provision of further supplies was

well subscribed. When Forster and Bright, having been provided

with evidence by Adams, attacked the Government for negligence

in enforcing tlie Foreign Enlistment Act and in failing to amend

it, the Solicitor-General’s defence rested on such narrowly legal

grounds as to ignore entirely the moral responsibilities of neutrality^.

Palmerston followed with a flippant speech that treated the protests

of the American Govenunent as insincere, and when these speeches

^ Debate of March 27th, 1863. Hansard, CLXX. 33-72.
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were reported across the Atlantic they did great harm, so that Anglo-

American relations seemed to be drifting from bad to worse.

But Adams’s incessant protests were rendering Russell profoundly

uneasy, and he was determined not to be deceived again. On the

very day of the Solicitor-General’s unfortunate defence he privately

admitted to Adams that the cases of the Alabama and the Oreto were

a scandal and reproach to Britishlaws^, and, a few days later ,he ordered

the arrest of another vessel, the Alexandray which was suspected of

being fitted out for Bulloch. When this order was attacked in the

House of Commons Sir Roundell Palmer defended it in a speech of an

entirely different tone to that adopted by him a month before and when

the case was brought to trial he did his best to secure the condemnation

of the Alexandra. But Lord Westbury’s opinion of the efficacy of

the Foreign Enlistment Act was shown to be fallacious, Chief Baron

Pollock summing up most adversely to the case for the Government

and interpreting the Act as in no way designed for the protection of

belligerents but solely to prevent conflicts in British waters. The case

was dismissed and by the obstinacy of Pollock any appeal against

his judgment was prevented so that, in spite of Russell’s wishes, the

Alexandra had to be released.

The Government had really placed itself in an impossible position

by its weak reluctance to press upon Parliament an amendment of

the imperfect Act, and Adams was not far from the truth when he

wrote that the most extraordinary circumstance attending the history

of the whole business was the timidity and vacillation of the officers

of the Crown in the assumption of a necessary responsibility 2. Strictly

legal means were of no avail in the face of an unprecedented situation,

and nothing but the exercise ofthe supreme political power could save

the countryfrom a very real danger ofwar . The climax came in the case

of two powerful ironclad rams that were being built by Messrs Laird

ostensibly to the order of a French merchant. Rumour persistently

maintained that they were intended to break the blockade, but in

view of the acquittal of the Alexandra the Law Officers advised that

their condemnation could not be obtained from the Courts®. Russell

was in the greatest perplexity as to what course to take, for Adams
^ Russell to Lyons, March 27th, 1863. Russell’s Official Correspondence re-

specting the Alabama, p. 67.
" Adams to Seward, September 8th, 1863.
® The story of the Laird rams is worked out in detail but with some anti-English

bias by Brooks Adams in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc. XLV. 243-333. J, F. Rhodes also
deals with it in detail in History of the United States, iv. 377-94. Each agrees that
the seizure of the rams was vital for the maintenance of the blockade.
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told Mm with unmistakable frankness that the United States would
regard the release of the rams as virtually tantamount to the par-

ticipation of Great Britain in the War^. Every enquiry that was made
during the month of August tended to prove that the ostensible

ownership of the vessels was notMng but a legal fiction, but the

Foreign Secretary could notbringhimself to decide what action to take.

In a menacing despatch which Adams luckily kept secret Seward
threatened to pursue the commerce destroyers into British ports re-

gardless of consequences, and he ostentatiously went on with prepara-

tions for the issue of letters-of-marque to privateers whose sole object

for attack must be British sMpping. It has been frequently asserted

that Russell at last 3delded to these threats what he would not concede

to right, but a comparison of the dates of a very tangled correspon-

dence reveals that such was not the case. On September ist the

Foreign Secretary wrote from Ms Scottish seat defimtely declining

to take action against the rams
;
but, before he had received tMs refusal,

Adams on September 3rd wrote a threatening despatch couched in

terms that were clearly anticipatory of a declaration of war. When at

last on September 5th Russell’s refusal reached Mm he replied that

he was awaiting instructions and implied that these would mean tlie

severance of relations. Had the refusal been persisted in, there is no

doubt that war would have resulted, for the great Federal victories

at Vicksburg and Gettysburg had given to Lincoln and Seward

complete confidence in the nearly approacMng success of the Union

armies.

But while Adams in London was begimiing his preparations for

a diplomatic rupture, Russell in Scotland was taking second thoughts

entirely on his own account and not in retreat before the American

tlireats of wMch he was ignorant. Material is lacking for an explana-

tion of his sudden change of attitude between September ist and 2nd,

but on the 3rd Layard, the Foreign Under-Secretary, wrote to the

Treasury stating tliat he had been directed by Lord Russell to request

that orders should be at once ^iven for the detention of the rams.

On the same day Russell himself wrote to the Prime-Minister stating

that he had given these orders and two days later (September 5tlt)

Adams was informed that tlie desired action had been taken. From

his own despatches we can learn what a terrible wrench it had been

for Russell thus to use the prerogative of the Crown outside tlic

bounds of strict legalit}-
;
but, having once decided that public policy

^ Adams to Russell, July nth, 1863.
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demanded the action, he displayed no lack of vigour in carrying it

through. Into the further details of the affair it is unnecessary to

enter. Having been detained for some time under the charge of a

naval force, the rams were purchased for the British Government

and the builders compensated. The most acute danger of the Civil

War to Anglo-American peace had been at last averted. Though the

last two years of the War were filled with diplomatic difficulty, they

gave rise to no question that came within the sphere of policy. Only

the bitter controversies aroused by the events of its earlier years

remained, and they had to await a settlement until long after the

War was over.



CHAPTER XIII

THE SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN QUESTION,
1852-1866

I. RECAPITULATORY: BEFORE THE TREATY OF LONDON

L
ord PALMERSTON’S celebrated gibe, after (if one may say

so without uncharitableness) serving its purpose, has at all

events had its day. In his circular despatch of December 28th, 1863,

at the time when the Schleswig-Holstein Question had, by the death

of King Frederick VH of Denmark, suddenly come to the forefront

in European politics, and after, under most competent guidance. Lord

Russell had, in his turn, familiarised himself with some of that

Question’s most important features, he declared that “nothing is

more embarrassing or more intricate than it, if examined in detail.”

But he was convinced that “a broader and more general view of the

Question would perhaps lead to a more just appreciation of facts,

and possibly furnish a clue by which we might escape from the dark

labyrinth into open daylight.” In the present Chapter, any attempt

would be out of place either to summarise what may be called the

antecedents of the Schleswig-Holstein Question, wliich could not be

coherently treated without a careful survey of them from, say, tlie

twelfth century onwards, or even to enlarge upon the account already

given in the present work of the revolutionary movement and of

the subsequent reaction in the Duchies (by which collective name

we may here venture to call Schleswig and Holstein, with Lauenburg

when occasion arises^). Nor do we propose to furnish a general

summary of the political history of Schleswig-Holstein within the

period extending from the Treaty of London of 1852 and tlie negotia-

tions leading up to it, to the Gastein Convention and its collapse,

after which what had been a dominant European problem sank into

a subsidiar}’’ element in the conflict between the t^vo Great German

Powers—^till, in our own day, it formed an all but insignificant item

in the dealings of the Allies and their Associates with vanquished

‘ The “ Danish duchies” and the "Elbe duchies” are, though in difTerent ways,

misleading terms.
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Germany. Our more restricted theme is the share taken by British

Foreign Policy in what may, with perhaps sufficient accuracy, be

called the penultimate phase of the Question—a far easier, but by

no means more inviting, task. For the story of that share is one of

interference, very diversely received and ultimately ignored, on the

part of a diplomacy showing “little real interchange of thought

between the English Government and Foreign Powers^” and of a

statesmanship of good intentions: a story, in a word, of failure^.

From the point of view we have indicated, it will be desirable to

recall very briefly some of the chief phases in the earlier history of

British Foreign Policy towards Denmark and the duchies. Before

the eighteenth century, our Foreign Policy had found little or no

occasion for concerning itself with the fortunes of Schleswig and

Holstein (Lauenburg, till the Peace of Amiens, remained a possession

of the House of Hanover). Affinities of race had ceased to be regarded

as the dominant element in the struggle between Danes and Germans

which, nevertheless, lay at the root of a large proportion of the

dynastic vicissitudes of more than six centuries, and which, after

reaching its crisis in the nineteenth century, has ended in a partition

of probable stability. When, in the earlier part of the eighteenth

century, the Great Northern War ended- with the breakdown of the

ascendancy of Sweden, against whom, and against whose ally the

Duke of Holstein-Gottorp, the owner of half Schleswig, Denmark
had carried on a perennial contest, neither of the two Scandinavian

Powers any longer ruled the Baltic, and Great Britain, under the

influence of Hanoverian interests, was found ready to take part in

holding the balance between them. Thus, by the Treaty of Stockholm

(1720), in which Great Britain and France acted as mediators, and
by which Denmark restored to Sweden part of Pomerania, Denmark
obtained from the two mediatory Powers a guarantee of the “ Ducal ”

or, strictly speaking, younger Gottorp portion of Schleswig, on which
Denmark had now laid hands, and which, already in 1715, King
George I had guaranteed to King Frederick IV and his descendants.

Much play was made, down to a late date in the discussions on the

^ The phrase is Lord Beaconsfield’s, applied by him to the whole of this period
of our diplomacy in a letter to Lord Salisbury, November loth, 1876. See Lady
G. Cecil’s Life of Robert, Marquis of Salisbury (1921), ir. 95.

As to the authorities on the history of the Schleswig-Holstein Question before,
and more especially after, 1848, see Bibliography. For an attempt to summarise
the course of the Schleswig-Holstein Question up to 1852, see vol. ii, ch. ii, of the
present writer’s History of Germany, 1815-1890 (Cambridge Historical Series,
1917); and cf. ante, pp.^22-4.
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Schleswig-Holstein Question, with the guarantees of 1720^. It is

clear, however, from the words actually used in them, Aat, in any

case, they extended only to the “Ducal” portion of Schlesvdg, and

not to that duchy at large; and it is equally clear that they could

have no application to any changes in the order of Succession, as

determined by the laws of that duchy itself, or prejudice the rights

of any claimants on the occasion of a vacancy in its sovereignty-.

The Treaty of Copenhagen, in 1727, was, admittedly, only a general

undertaking to maintain the King of Denmark in peaceable possession

of the “Ducal” portion of Schleswig. Finally, the Treaty between

Denmark and Russia by which, in 1773, the Grand-duke Paul, on

coming of age, confirmed the cession to Denmark in 1767 of the

rights of the Russian, or elder, branch of the Gottorp line, of which

he was the Head, to the Ducal-Gottorp portions of Schleswig and

Holstein, involved no waiving of the eventual reversionary claims of

the Russian line, among the agnati of the King of Denmark, to the

whole of both duchies®.

Denmark and the Duchies alike enjoyed a golden age of peace,

with freedom from outside intervention in their affairs, while the

foreign policy of the united monarchy was in the master-hands of

Count Andreas Peter von • Bernstorff,
one of the most farsighted

statesmen of his age (1773-80 and 1784-97). But, before his days

^ The Danish Minister Hall referred to them at Copenhagen in 1863 in his

conversations with Lofd Wodehouse, who, however, very sensibly obser^^ed that

it seemed useless to refer to a transaction carried on in quite different circumstances

(see his despatch to Lord Russell of December 21st) ; and de Bille solemnly appealed

to them as still in full vigour in his despatch to the same of February iith, 1864.

The arguments against acting upon these guarantees were well summed up by
Drouyn de Lhuys, in a statement communicated by Lord Cowley on February 13th.

* The argument based on the statement that the Prelates and Knights of

Schleswig did homage in September, 1721, seamdum tenorem legis regiac falls to

the ground, unless the lex regia referred to be assumed to be that of 1665, which

had never acquired a legal force by being published in the Duchies.
® It has seemed well to mention in this place the agreements in question, and

to estimate their political value, inasmuch as, at the critical period when the Western

Powers were faced by the design of incorporating Schleswig as a whole with the

kingdom of Denmark, it was attempted to induce them as " guarantors ” to give it

their support. The historical meaning of these antecedents is therefore of enduring

importance—all the more so that the late Lord Salisbury in a note to his essay on

“The Danish Duchies,” which first appeared in Januar>% 1864 (reprinted in his

Essays: Foreign Policy, 1905), stated th.at the British guarantee (July, 1720) .applied

to the Danish possession of the whole of Slesvig and was concluded in the strongest

terms “against all and cvcry'one who may attempt to disturb it directly or in-

directly.” Much earlier, in his treatise On the Relations of the Duchies of Schlestag

and Holstein to the Crown of Dcynnark (1848), the late Sir Travers Twiss, though

he subsequently (p. 177) cites the precise text of the guarantees of 1720, had quoted

(p. 126, note) Art. IV of the British Convention as guaranteeing peaceable enjoy-

ment by Denmark of the duchy of Schleswig. In C. F. ^Mien’s standard History
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drew to a close, liea\7 clouds had been gatliering round the endeavour,

consistently pursued by.him, ofpreserving Danish neutrality, especially

as the maritime policy ofGreat Britain,and perhaps the great Minister’s

personal tendencies, rendered him unwilling to throw in Denmark’s

lot vith the adversaries of France. Under BernstorfT’s son and

successor, Count Christian Giinthcr, the tension with Great Britain

increased; and, in 1801, the Danish Government having uncondition-

ally joined in tlie Armed Neutrality, tlic well-known collision with

Great Britain followed, but ended, in the same year, with the restora-

tion of peace. It was not broken again for six yearn; since there was

no reason for Great Britain to trouble herself about the ill-advised

attempt, after the dissolution of the Germanic Empire in 1806, to

unite Holstein permanently with tlie kingdom of Denmark (by the

Royal Patent of September of that year). But in 1S07 began a series

of events which, while jeopardising the future of the entire monarchy,

and involving it in a seven years’ war w'ith Great Britain, brought

tlie Duchies to the brink of national ruin. King Frederick VI, liow-

ever, continued to cling to the fortunes of Napoleonic France, at

first in the sanguine hope of becoming the Sovereign of a Scandinavian

Union, and then with the sheer fidelity of despair. Not till January

14th, 1814, the day of the Dano-Swedish Peace of Kiel, was peace,

also, concluded between Great Britain and Denmark, who now joined

the Coalition against Napoleon^. The Duchies had suffered severely

from the long struggle, after the close of which a “ liberating” Russian

army jemained in Holstein till 1815.

Neitlier resentments nor regrets refuse to die out in politics, if left

to themselves—and still less was the remembrance of the long conflict

with Denmark likely to affect the attitude of British statesmanship

towards the submerged, but not extinct, question of the relations

of Denmark (French translation, ll. 138) (1878), France and Great Britain are said
to have guaranteed to Denmark, the mkre patric, the possession of Slcsvig in per-
petuity. The work of Sir Travers Twiss cited above criticises at great length, and
beyond doubt with much learning and acumen, the view taken by Bunsen in his
celebrated Memoir to Lord Palmerston (published in 1846 with J. von Gruner’s
Essay on the Succession to the Danish Monarchy), which, while in the main un-
answerable, seems to go too far in asserting (p. 56) that the guarantees of 1720
“clearly lost their object in 1773, when those claims of the House of Gottorp were
removed against which the guarantees had been demanded and given.”

^ In this Peace, while Great Britain restored the Danish possessions occupied
by her in the course of the War (though not the captured fleet), she ceded in return
the island of Heligoland, hitherto forming part of the duchy of Schleswig ahd
included in the guarantee of 1720. This last statement is made on the authority
of R. Schleiden, Jiigenderinnerungen eines Schleswig-Holsteiners (Wiesbaden, 1866)
a notable work of a very distinguished and high-minded author, whose account of
the Duchies in the earlier part of the nineteenth century is full of interest.
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between the Danish kingdom and the Duchies. The latter had, in

trying times, continued loyal to their Danish connexion
;
and in the

Peace of 1815, it was the Danish Government itself that had brought

about a closer relation between Holstein and Germany. The entrance

of Denmark, on behalf of Holstein, into the Germanic Confederation,

was intended to strengthen the security of the Danish tenure of tliat

duchy by means of the mutual guarantee of their federal possessions

binding the members of the Confederation; although it must be

allowed that the Vienna Final Act of 1820, together with certain

Organic Laws, so enlarged the range of intervention by the Federal

Diet in the internal affairs of the several Federal States, as to be

unfavourable to the maintenance of an autonomous conduct of its

affairs by the Holstein Government^.

In reconstituted Europe, demands for the separation of both

Duchies from Denmark, and their union with some German State

(such as Prussia or Oldenburg) remained quite isolated,—and, though

in the University of Kiel and elsewhere, the beginnings of a con-

troversy on the historic rights of the duchies were taking literary

shape, they can hardly be said to have as yet commanded the

attention of foreign Goveriunents. Yet it was an open secret that,

apart from the principle of nationality, whose paramount claims were

still very imperfectly recognised in European politics, the solid argu-

ment of Constitutional rights, which neither Schleswig nor Holstein

had ever renounced or forfeited, and, above all, the chartered con-

dition of indivisibility as between the two Duchies, which had taken

deep root in the life of both^, were certain to come into conflict with

the assertion of the corporate unity regarded at Copenhagen as in-

dispensable to the safety of the entire monarchy. The reign of

Frederick VI, however, came to an end in 1839, without incidents

in the dispute more decisive than the protests of the Schleswig-

Holstein knightage {Ritterscliaft), the appeal of the Holstein section

of that body to the Frankfort Diet (1818) and its rejection at the

instance of Austria and Prussia (1823), followed by the institution of

Provincial States for each of the two Duchies (and other chief parts

of the monarchy), which could thus at least make known their views

as to the renewed promise of a common Constitution. King Fre-

derick VPs personal popularity and their innate loyalty had held out

* Cf. C. A. Gosch, Denmark and Germany since 1815 (1862), pp. 3--1.

- The quibble as to the mcanint: of unscdeclt may be safely left unnoticed, thounh

it commended itself to Ix)rd Salrsbur\' {uj. p. 76, note).
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" with his Schleswig-Holstein subjects at large, and there had been

no serious internal agitation in the Duchies, in spite of the trials (not

wholly unconnected with the British Corn-laws) undergone by their

agricultural interests. Under the new King-Duke, Christian VIII,

who had begun his reign at a comparatively advanced age and without

the prospect of any successor of his own line after his only son, the

question of the Succession, which, presenting as it did the possibility

of a separation between the component parts of the present monarchy,

inevitably came to the front in both Danish and German political

life
;
and with it the nationalities question could not but assume pro-

portions to which it had hitherto failed to attain. In July, 1846, the

“Open Letter” of King Christian definitely adopted the views which

Parliament and public had come to hold at Copenhagen, and

announced to the world that the union between the kingdom of

Denmark, Schleswig, and part of Holstein was permanent and in-

disputable. There followed protests from the Holstein States (feebly

responded to by the Frankfort Diet), the Duke of Augustenburg, the

Grand-duke of Oldenburg and others; but the year 1847 passed very

quietly, so far as open action was concerned, and the British Govern-

ment was, not unnaturally, content, as to the Succession Question,

to await events^. In January, 1848, Frederick VII, the last Danish

ICing of the elder—or royal—^line of the descendants of Christian II,

mounted the throne; and, two months later, the Revolution had

broken out at both Copenhagen and Rendsburg. The dissolution of

the historic union between Schleswig and Holstein and the incor-

poration of Schleswig in the kingdom of Denmark, announced by
the “March” Ministry at Copenhagen, were the immediate cause of

the rising of the Duchies and the setting-up of a Provisional Govern-

ment at Kiel, which led to the outbreak of the War carried on by the

Schleswig-Holsteiners with the support of Prussian and other Federal

troops, until the abandonment of the duchies by Prussia and the

Confederation in the Peace of Berlin (July 2nd, 1850).

The course of these events marks the first intervention of British

Policy in the Schleswig-Holstein Question. The Memorandum* on
Foreign Affairs and on the general line of policy which seemed to

be incumbent on this country, drawn up by Lord John Russell as
^ A Memorial on the Succession, explanatory of the history and state of the

entire question, was transmitted to Lord Palmerston by Mr John Ward, then
H.M. Consul-General at Leipzig. Lord Palmerston accompanied his acknowledg-
ment of it by the remark that he had forwarded it to the Prince Consort, by whom
he believed it would be duly appreciated. The conclusions reached in it are stated
in Mr Ward’s Experiences of a Diplomatist (1872), pp. 66-8.
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Prime-Minister in October, 1848, indicates that no part of his

“system” had been less closely considered byhim than thatwhich con-
cerned Denmark and the duchies. While Great Britain’s “obvious

policy” was “to dissuade from all violent invasions of territory. . .she

did not, as advised by some, interfere to prevent the Prussian invasion

of Schleswig; but she advised an armistice and terms of agreement to

Denmark and Germany^.” But the policy carried out by Palmerston

as Foreign Secretary at this time was neither purely pacific nor con-

sistently directed to the matter-of-fact solution of Ae quarrel by the

partition of Schlesmg, which was, so early as 1848, suggested by
him^. British as well as Russian policy—Russian as the inspiring,

British as tlie directly active, influence—contributed to render King
Frederick William IV of Prussia, never strong in resolve, unwilling to

push on the invasion
;
so that when, after the expiration of the Malmo

Truce, the War had been renewed, and before the Danes had gained

the memorable victory of Fridericia (July 6th, 1849), peace negotiations

(prepared at Petrograd and London) had opened at Berlin. In these

negotiations Great Britain took part as Mediating Power; but the

moving force was obviously the determination of Russia to maintain

the “integrity” of the Danish monarchy and, in conformity with the

policy afterwards carried out at Warsaw and Olmiitz, to frustrate

the aspirations for a united Germany. There can be little doubt tliat

Palmerston, never cordially inclined towards the German Powers,

was at this time anxious to conciliate the goodwill of Russia which,

together with that of France, his recent policy in Greece had of late

severely tried®. Hence, the London Protocol (brought forward im-

mediately after the Peace of Berlin between Denmark and Prussia

as representing the Germanic Confederation), to which reference will

be made immediately, and by which Great Britain and Russia, with

France and subsequently Austria, joined with Denmark and Sweden

in accepting in principle the maintenance of tlie integrity of the

Danish monarchy, while charging the King of Denmark with the

preparation of a new Order of Succession designed to compass this

cnd"^.

The seal was set upon the abandonment of the Duchies by the

* Cf. Spencer Walpole’s Life of Lord John Russell, ii. 43-4.
® Memoirs and Letters of Sir Robert Morier, i. 385. ® Cf. infra, chap, xiv,

* Cf. Morier, u.s. I. 363 sqq., who rcfcr.s to Aus meincm Lebcn (Memoirs of

Duke Ernest of Saxc-CoburR-Goth.-i). The situation at the time of this "Protocol”

is very well described in the essay " Schlcswig-Molstein scit Mittc 1849,” in Die

Grgenu'art (vi. 1851).
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German Great Powers in the Peace of Berlin (facilitated by the

previous appointment of an Administrative Commission in which a

British official as represcntant de la Puissance Mddiatrice had been

appointed as arbitrator between his Prussian and Danish colleagues)

by the punctation of Olmiitz (November 29th, 1850). On July 5th,

1850, the Earl of Westmorland, then at Berlin, is found congratulating

Lord Palmerston on the termination “under his auspices,” and with

the aid of the good offices of Russia, of the “prolonged and arduous

peace negotiations.” But, though the evacuation of Schleswig was

completed in the course of 1851, and the authority of the King-Duke

was reestablished in Holstein, he and his wisest advisers were not

blind to the necessity of a reorganisation of the Danish monarchy as

a whole, if a recurrence of tlie shock undergone by it was to be averted,

and the approval to be secured, botli of tlie Duchies, not yet absolutely

irreconcilable, and also, through the Austrian and Prussian Govern-

ments representing its interests, of the Germanic Confederation. The
sagacious and conciliatory statesmanship of C. A. Bluhme, who, after

becoming Minister of Foreign Affairs in 1851, in January of the

following year formed a Ministry of his own, essayed to bring about

such a reorganisation on what may be called moderate “ whole-State
”

(Helestai) as distinct from Eider-Danish lines^. The negotiations

which ensued proceeded on the twofold understanding that, while

the King of Denmark should undertake to abstain from any step

towards the incorporation of Schleswig, no union beyond that already

in existence in respect to certain non-political institutions should be

countenanced between that duchy and Holstein, but that, on the

other hand, the King of Denmark should definitely promise to secure

and protect an equal treatment of the German inhabitants of Schleswig

with that enjoyed by his Danish subjects there. To the agreements

—

or engagements—contracted on these lines. King Frederick VII gave

definite expression as such, in his Proclamation dated January 28th,

1852, and they were subsequently (on June 3rd of the same year)

confirmed by the Diet^. As to the binding nature ofthese engagements
This was Colonel Hodges, at that time British Charg6 d’affaires at Hamburg,

who had been British political agent in Serbia and in Egypt, and who had no
German sympathies—hence Bunsen’s “perborresco Hodges.” In June, 1851, he
was sent by the Foreign Office to investigate the condition of things in Schleswig; ’

but his Report was not made public.
* Those desirous of following the internal changes in Danish politics in the

period from 1848 to the beginning of 1852 may be referred to the essay “Das
Konigreich Danemark,” in Die Gegenwart, viu. 1853.

® For a list, with dates, of the most important documents containing the much-
vext “ engagements ” in question, see The Home and Foreign Review (1864), pp. 50—1

.

W.&G.Il
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no reasonable doubt can be entertained, notwithstanding the Danish

attempts to call it into question
;
and no such doubt was at any time

expressed by the British Government. Austria and Prussia had made
themselves responsible for the execution of these agreements to the

duchies as well as to the Germanic Confederation; although the

subsequent assertion of the two German Great Powers that it was

on the faith of the Danish promises that they became parties to the

Treaty of London of 1852 may not be documentarily demonstrable.

In any case, no supposed settlement of the kin,d has ever been clothed

in a less satisfactory form, and among the many diplomatic short-

comings in the history of the Schleswig-Holstein Question this may
be regarded as one of the most notable. ^

The side of the Question which, naturadly enough, had from the

first commanded the attention of the British Foreign Secretar)^ was

that of the Succession. On February iqthl, 1850^, Lord Palmerston,

with lus usual directness and force, urgeol his views on Sir H. W.
Williams Wynn, our active Minister at (Copenhagen, in a passage

worth quoting at length, inasmuch as it aonveys the essence of our

anything but complicated (or circumspect ^ policy in the matter, both

before and after the Treaty of London:

I have to instruct you to press strongly oi'.-i the Danish Government
the great importance of settling without delay, the question as to the

Succession to the Crown of Denmark, which is Vthe key to the whole of

the questions pending between Denmark and GeLj^any. For, as long as

there is a likelihood that, in consequence of the Q^ifference which exists

between the law of Succession in Denmark and the\ ]aw of Succession in

Holstein, Holstein will, after the termination of the present reign in Den-
mark, be separated from the Danish Crown, and becoiT^e a purely German
duchy, so long will the Germans strive to the utmost\ attach as firmly

as possible to Holstein as large as possible a portion^ Qf the duchy of

A full Memorandum on these undertakings as to which Hall^ afterwards sought
to repudiate the view taken by the great German Powers was drV^^.,^ up by Count
Bemstorff, just before he was superseded by Bismarck in the conV Qf Prussian
foreign affairs. See State Papers, Lxxiv., under the date of Noven^^f^gj. j^th, 1862.

It is worth pointing'out that Count Rcchbcrg explicitly stated to G-^ount Apponyi,
on February' 18th, 1864 (communicated by him to Russell, Febnia 24th), that

in 1851-2, “in exchange for promises given by Denmark not to incorpo, rateSchkswig
with the kingdom, Austria and Prussia gave up the maintenance ofl.‘jbc intimate
union formerly subsisting between Holstein and Schleswig.” He t, claimed
that the outbreak ofwar had invalidated the whole understanding. See Pt. ^fUatner.tnry
Papers, i.xv. (1864).

^
t The despatches to which reference is made in the text with dates •„ belonging

to the period from February' 19th, 1S50, to August 5th, 1S53, are, unless s^thersvise

specified, to be found in Correspondence respecting the Affairs of Denmark, - 1550-3,
in State Papers, LXV. (1S64).
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Schleswig, in order that such portion of Schleswig may, on the dis-

memberment of the Danish monarchy, follow the fortunes of Holstein,

and become essentially German; and, as long as there shall be foreseen

a likelihood of such a result, so long will the Danish [5tc, Eider-Danish?]

party at Copenhagen not only strive to make the separation between

Schleswig and Holstein as complete and final as possible, even to the

injury of the material interests of the two duchies; but so long will they

also endeavour to escape from the plain meaning of the basis adopted by

the preliminary treaty for the final settlement of these matters, and try

to connect Schleswig and Denmark as intimately as possible. But,

he continues, foreseeing the sort of solution approved by the London

Protocol of July, 1850, but not the special difficulties of the choice

sanctioned by the Treaty of 1852,

if once the continuance of the political union between the two duchies

were secured by a settlement of the Crown of Denmark [on a Prince]

who would equally succeed to Holstein and Schleswig, these motives for

such conflicting endeavours would cease, and the contending parties would
be more likely to concur in some equitable arrangement.

The way out of the difficulty here clearly pointed out lay, not less

clearly, in at all events an attempt to reconcile the conflicting interests

of the kingdom and the Duchies. But on this head, or on the expe-

diency of an immediate understanding with Prussia, as the German
Power most nearly interested, Palmerston did not trouble himself

greatly, falling in at once with the suggestion that King Frederick VII
should make overtures on the subject to the Hereditary Prince of

Oldenburg, though, already at this point, Nesselrode had stated that

the King would prefer Prince Christian of Gliicksburg. The Duke of

Augustenburg’s protest (May) against his name being excluded from
consideration in the prospective arrangements. Lord Palmerston

answered by a simple acknowledgment. The Prussian Government,
though not from the first treated by the Danish Government with

the same confidence as was the Puissance Mediatrice, agreed, indeed,

in a Secret Article of the Berlin Treaty of Peace to “take part” in

negotiations, the initiation of which was to be left to the King of

Denmark, for regulating the Order of Succession in the Danish
monarchy. But, on the actual eve of the meeting at the Foreign Office

in London for signing the Protocol approved by the Representatives

of Great Britain, France, Russia, Sweden and Denmark, which
“recognised the wisdom of the initiative of the King of Denmark to

regulate eventually the Order of Succession in his House, in order

to facilitate the arrangements by which the integrity of the Danish

34—2
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monarchy should remain intact,” Prussia’s refusal to sign was notified

to Palmerston by Bunsen. He complained of the exclusion of Prussia

from the previous negotiations, and stated that tlie proposed Protocol,

while violating the rights of the Germanic Confederation in Holstein,

ignored the claims of a German princely House concerned in the

Succession. More fundamentally, the Prussian Foreign Minister, on
the day before the second meeting of the Conference (August 2nd)

at which the Austrian Representative appended his signature, but

from which the Prussian was absent, informed the British Charge

d’affaires at Berlin that before signing, “it would be necessary for

Prussia to arrive at a decision on the preliminary question, whether

it would be more for the advantage of Germany that the integrity of

Denmark should be maintained, or whether, on the extinction of the

present male line, the Danish dominions should be divided into two

parts, the one Danish, the other German’-.” The Austrian assent

was in so far ambiguous, that, according to information sent to

Palmerston from Vienna on August 6th, Prince Schwarzenberg

claimed consideration for Austria’s responsibility both as a European

Power and as a member of the Germanic Confederation, though he

avowed that “we desire, in fact, the same thing as the other Powers

taking part in the Conference.” At its meeting on August 23rd, the

Austrian Representative expressly reserved the rights of the Ger-

manic Confederation, and, a week later (August 31st), Schleinitz

instructed Count Perponcher to lay before Palmerston the frank

declaration that Prussia regarded as “at best dubious” the novel

expression “the integrity of the Danish monarchy,” and that the

first object of the contemplated negotiations, to which political ex-

pediency, even if it should prevent the preserv^ation of this integrity,

would have to be subordinated, must lie in ascertaining what is “the

disputed documental law.” Although Olmiitz was to put an end to

the fears, by which Queen Victoria was at the time distracted, of

Prussian resistance to the Protocol policy and a possible Russian

armed intervention against the continued resistance of the Duchies,

and altliough Palmerston had left her quer}^ as to what course he

would in that case pursue, without a positive answer-, peace had

* Schleinitz, who at this time seems not to h.ave been disinclined to favour the

.A.URUstcnburf' pretensions, was careful to arpuc that the action of Prussia in the

interests of Germany could not be prejudiced by the Secret Article in the Dcriin

Treaty of Peace. As to this Secret Article, by which Sir A. II. Laynrd afterwards

assened that Prussia had from the first bound herself, see Count Usedom’s letter

to Paron G. von Bunsen mentioned below.

- Cf. Sir T. IM.artin, Life of the Prince Consort, ii. 309-10.
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been with his aid .preserved, the point was now, whether and how

further efforts of diplomatic statesmanship could render it per-

manent.

In the negotiations of the following fortnight Austria is found

exhibiting the same diffidence as to taking a view of her own on the

Succession problem. Without any interest of her own in the state of

the Duchies, beyond unwillingness to allow Prussia to stand forth

any longer as their chief champion, she, as an essentially conservative

Power could not be otherwise than favourably disposed to what

Nesselrode (September 7th, 1850) described as the essentially con-

servative policy of the Peace and the Protocol. Prussia’s, now more

shifting, but already carefully calculated course was rendered more

difficult by the inconsistencies in her Sovereign’s attitude towards

the claims of the Duke of Augustenburg. Russia, while at first de-

clining to put forward any preference of her own, favoured a further

conference of the Powers that had signed the Protocol of August 2nd,

over the heads as it were of the supporters of the Augustenburg or

other claims; and, by June 5th, 1851, Nesselrode signed at Warsaw
a Protocol of Arrangement with Denmark, agreeing to the designation

at such a Conference by King Frederick VII of Prince Christian of

Gliicksburg and his Consort as his heirs presumptive. Indeed, in

order to facilitate the success of this arrangement, the Russian Govern-

ment undertook such further renunciations as might be necessary

on the part of the Tsar in the name of himself and his line (the elder

branch of the House of Gottorp), while reserving the rights of the

younger branches, and of the elder in the event of the extinction of

the House of Gliicksburg^, On behalf of Great Britain, Lord Palmer-

ston, so late as March 8th, 1851, declined to take any active part in

the discussion of the Succession in Denmark and the Duchies, and
even, on May 24th, described it as one which ought to be settled by
internal arrangement. But it was not long before he arrived at the

conclusion desired by Denmark. On July 2'4th of the same year, he
informed Sir Edmund Lyons (then at Stockholm) that, in the opinion

of Her Majesty’s Government, the choice of Prince Christian of

Gliicksburg, or of his eldest son, would be a good one. On September
8th, Count Reventlow, on behalf of the Danish Crown, laid before

This compact was, on May ist following, stated by Baron Brunnow to have
been concluded in London between himself and de Bille. See the State Paper
on Danish Succession presented in return to an Address to the House of Commons
dated February i8th, 1856, in Parliamentary Papers, LXi. (1856).
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Lord Palmerston an elaborate (though by no means closely ar^

survey of the present position of the Succession Question, decb
it indispensable that the Succession to the entire monarchy sh
fall to a Prince possessed at the same time of unquestionable r

and safeguarded against doubtful pretensions to any part or par

it. From this point of view, reference was made to the gracious a(

of the Emperor of Russia, while the pretensions of the Augusten
line wfere ruled out at once. It was described as unnecessar

reiterate the groundlessness of the appeal to the lex regia of i

while Schleswig, always an integral part of Denmark, had since '

acknowledged to be so by new proffers of fealty and homage,

guarantees of the Great Powers. What was now required was

the Powers who signed the Protocols on August 2nd and 23rd, she

together with Prussia, authorise their Representatives in Londo
secure by an act of European reorganisation a furtlier pledg

stability for the arrangement naming Prince Christian of Gliicksb

with his Consort and their male descendants, heirs to the Da
monarchy. This invitation was accompanied by a private letter {

King Frederick VII to Queen Victoria, appealing to Her Majei

friendship in a matter which covered the highest and most prec

interests of his Crown.

Palmerston, while apparently reserving a reply to the Dai

Memorandum, was, as has been seen, by this time predispose*

adopt its policy as his own. On September 25th, he instructed I

Bloomfield at Berlin to inform Manteuffel (President of tlie Coui

that the Succession in the Danish monarchy could not be regai

by Her Majesty’s Government as a purely German question, s'

it involved European interests and might lead to European confl'

“It is for the general interests of Europe that Denmark, Schles

and Holstein should remain united under the same sovereign, an

was for many reasons manifestly impossible that they can be

united under a member of the House of Augustenburg.” To

Augustenburg claims, concerning which nothing further need be !

here (except that even tlie Kang of Prussia had asked Duke Chris

August, who with his brother had identified himself with tlie risin

1848, to “ compromise ” matters with tlie Danish royal family at lar

and to the extraordinary national current in their favour, Palmers

w'as wide awake. While, therefore, declaring that Her Majes

Government felt incompetent to pronounce an opinion as to tl

legal foundation, he pressed the elimination of tiiem by granting
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Duke compensation for his sequestered estates^. Of ulterior designs

by Prussia as to the acquisition of the Duchies for herself—Bismarck

was not as yet in a position calling for the utterance of such thoughts

—

Palmerston cannot have had more than a vague suspicion, or he could

hardly, in the same despatch of September 25th, 1851, have loftily

assumed that the Prussian Government was “too enlightened and

high-minded to wish to pursue what must be acknowledged to be a

doubtful scheme of separate advantage for Prussia at the expense of

Europe,” by declining to join in the scheme of the Protocol. The

language held by Bismarck as to the Holstein Question, to Lord

Cowley on a visit to Frankfort on September 30th, was, the latter said,

all that Palmerston could desire, for the Prussian Envoy held it to be

more for the interest of Prussia to uphold the Danish monarchy as it was
than to see Holstein separated from it and annexed to Germany; that

Denmark, as at present constituted, was sufficiently strong to inspire

respect without having resources to make her possession of the key of

the Baltic a source of fear; that, were Holstein taken from her, she would
become so weak that she must become an easy prey either to Russia or

to England.

At all events, Manteuffel now conveyed to the Danish Minister at

Berlin, in most cordial terms, the formal assent of the Prussian

Government to the principle of the integrity of the Danish monarchy,

and to the King’s choice of Prince Christian of Gliicksburg as his

successor; and there now seemed every prospect of the policy which
Palmerston had almost from the first supported being adopted by a

European Concert.

It was at this time (December, 1851) that the conduct of the

Foreign Affairs of Great Britain passed temporarily into the hands

of Earl Granville, from whom no change in his predecessor’s line

of action was to be looked for. In his courteous and most friendly

official reply to Count Reventlow’s Memorandum noted above, the

new Foreign Secretary exhibited a caution which at first filled

Nesselrode with dismay, and which was to be fully justified by subse-

quent events. But he did not persist in this attitude^, and, on

^ Partly, perhaps, by way of meeting the sympathies of Queen Victoria and
the Prince Consort, he was glad to hear of this transaction being entrusted to M. de
Bismarck, the Prussian Envoy at Frankfort, by whom it was in the end successfully
accomplished. It is worth while noting, to Lord Malmesburj'’s credit, that he as
Foreign Secretary steadfastly refused to have anything to do with the negotiations
in question. (See Lord Stanley’s despatch of August 31st, 1852.)

^ Her Majesty’s Government, he told Sir H. Wynn on January 29th, 1852,
had uniformly declined to take part in the arrangements as to the Succession in
the Danish monarchy, and had limited their obligation to the promise of recognising
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January 28th, 1852, King Frederick VII issued the Proclamation re-

ferred to above, which announced the important changes agreed upon
in the negotiations with the two German Great Powers, together

with a Constitution in contemplation for the monarchy at large. An
expression of satisfaction from Nesselrode at the clearing of the

horizon followed; and when (February 27th, 1852) the Earl of

Malmesbury took over the seals of the Foreign Office, the chief

remaining difficulty in the Schleswig-Holstein Question seemed to

be the still unfinished bargainings with the Duke of Augustenburg,

which the British Government was supposed to be influencing in

his favour, but with which it was in reality anxious to have as little

as possible to do^. But what was actually intended to be the first step

in the settlement of the Succession Question was near at hand. The
wish of the British Government to take no directing part in laying

down the conditions of the contemplated Treaty was shown by

Malmesbury’s ready assent (March 26th) to the Danish proposal that

such arrangements when they should have been completed to the satisfaction of

the Parties concerned. But—and it was to this reserve in the reply that exception

was taken at Copenhagen—they could not but consider that arrangements affecting

the Succession to German as well as to Danish territories would require the assent

of the Germanic Confederation before third parties could regard it as settled. Lord
Granville, at the same time, repeated his predecessor’s advice to bring about the

renunciation of the Duke of Augustenburg by a liberal compensation, and thus to

anticipate any objections on that .score to the choice of Christian of Gliicksburg,

in a European sanction of which, if accomplished. Great Britain would have great

satisfaction in joining. Bluhme having, somewhat superfluously, protested against

the change which the adoption of this advice would effect in the position of the

Duke of Augustenburg as showing the British Government’s view of his claims.

Sir H. Wynn (on January 17th) "tried to pacify him’’ by arguing that the consent

of Austria and Prussia, as holding the mandate of the Confederation in their

negotiations with Denmark—which mandate was not resigned by them to the Diet

till about the beginning of April following—^would be considered by Her Majesty’s

Government to imply the consent of that Body. And, with the aid of the depre-

catory language of Manteuffel (a statesman unsurpassed in tlie quality of knowing
how to wait), he soon relieved the fears of the Danish Cabinet. While, he wrote

to Sir H. Wynn on January 28th, Her Majesty’s Government "have a right to

expect every precaution to be taken to prevent the revival of the [Succession]

question by persons considering themselves entitled to express an opinion, [their]

expectations would be satisfied if Austria and Prussia, as holding the Diet’s mandate,

considered the arrangement to be definitely concluded, and would in such case

be prepared to join Her Majesty’s Allies in giwng to that arrangement” a European

sanction. Bluhme was now, to all intents and purposes, satisfied
; the Rit’sdaf’

acquiesced and was speedily prorogued, and tlic Government could take action.

* Nor, though much goodwill was felt towards him and his family at tlie British

Court as well as at those of Coburg and Berlin, is there any re.ason for supposing

that the delay in the settlement of the claims, which was a very troublesome businc.ss

and even, as Lord Bloomfield wrote on March iith, 1852, suggested the necessity

for a special Protocol on the subject, was due to the interest taken in the matter

by Queen Victoria and the Prince Consort. On the contrary, the Prince gave the

Duke very good advice, (Cf. Sir T. Martin’s Life of the Prince Consort, li. 311.)
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the draft “Protocol” or Convention (both terms are on this occasion

employed) should be first approved at Berlin before being signed in

London; but on the same day it was sent to Malmesbur}^ by de Bille.

As to the concurrence of France there was no doubt; and, at Vienna,

Schwarzenberg was chiefly anxious to have the matter settled. When,

towards the close of the negotiations, Manteuffel expressed the desire

to consult him as to laying the draft Treaty before the Diet, the

British Ambassador, Lord Bloomfield, as he reported home on

April ist, told the Prussian President of the Council that “it would

be time enough to communicate with the Diet when the affair was

completed.” Thus, the Danish Government pressed on their project,

and Nesselrode (in a despatch written on April 3rd for communication

to Malmesbury) expedited its passage by describing the draft as

satisfactorily corresponding to the legitimate wishes of the Copen-

hagen Ministry, and specially commending its careful avoidance (as

in the Protocols of August, 1850) of the word “guarantee,” which

would imply “binding engagements of which the object is not clearly

defined.” From the same point of view, he suggested that the clause

making provision for the event of the extinction of the male line of

Prince Christian’s and his consort’s descendants should be so worded

as to limit it to an engagement to consider the ulterior proposals

made by the King of Denmark in that event. This change, which was

ultimately "adopted, though of Russian origin, certainly relieved the

British Government, which was to identify itself with the maintenance

of the Treaty, from a possible future responsibility of importance.

On the other hand, Bloomfield reported on April 22nd, Nesselrode

objected strongly to any reference in the Treaty to the Germanic
Confederation, to whose “meddling in any European question” he
objected as “an unwarrantable pretension.”

On April 28th, 1852, on which day Bloomfield could inform his

chief that a telegraphic message had reached Berlin announcing
(though prematurely) the acceptance by the Duke of Augustenburg
of the Danish offer of compensation and its conditions, a Conference
of Ambassadors was held at the Foreign Office in London, before

which was laid the Danish project of the Treaty. The Austrian
Charge d’affaires had received no power to sign; but held himself
authorised to intimate the acceptance of it by Ms Government. The
Prussian Ambassador, on the other hand—Bunsen—^who was also

without Instructions, announced that he must wait. Malmesbury,
well aware of Bunsen’s determined adverseness to the draft, but
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encouraged by information just received by himself from Berlin,

represented to the Ambassador the importance of his signature, and
that a longer delay would necessitate the signing of the Treaty tvith-

out him. The draft was, hereupon, initialled by those present at the

Conference, but was afterwards returned to Malmesbury by Bunsen
as not implying his concurrence with it. The following days were full

of profound trouble for the high-minded Prussian statesman, whose
attitude towards the Draft had hitherto been one of unfaltering re-

sistance on the broadest patriotic grounds; but, in the end, he gave

way as an act of duty, of which neither friends nor opponents doubted

the conscientiousness, towards a Sovereign whose express command
his sense of loyalty—and, it may be added, his personal devotion

—

forbade his disobeying. On May 8th, there was, accordingly, signed

between the Plenipotentiaries of the Five Great Powers and Sweden
on the one part and the Danish on the other, the Treaty of London

—

in some of its consequences beyond all doubt one of the most un-

fortunate of the achievements of European diplomacy^.

The Danish Government was fervent in its expressions ofgratitude

for the support given by Great Britain on this critical occasion; and,

since the Russian Plenipotentiary at the Conference, Baron Brunnow,

whose services during the progress of the Treaty had been as signal

as those of Bluhme in its initiation, was authorised to repeat the re-

nunciation in the Warsaw Protocol (not of course omitting its reser-

vations), while the Augustenburg claims were regarded as out of the

way, the document was judged satisfactory by the Powers who had

accorded it their sanction. As a matter of fact, few treaties have ever

been subjected to an amount of criticism so hostile in its tone and

almost beMldering in the variety of its objections, that it is the

reverse of surprising to find the veteran Stockmar, already in 1854,

declaring his conviction that this compact would fall to pieces of itself".

Passing by what may be fairly described as formal shortcomings

which tire British Government never showed itself prepared to con-

sider^, we come to those points as to which fault was found Mth the

^ For the text of this Treaty, with a brief historical commentary, see ch. vi of

Oakes and Mowat’s Great European Treaties of the Niuetcenth Century. As to

Bunsen’s signature, the fullest and clearest account which it is impossible to read

without something more than interest in the crisis of the public life of an illustrious

man will be found in Count Usedom’s letter to his son. Baron G. von Bunsen,

dated August 23rd, 1S64, and reprinted in the Memoir nj Baron Bunsen, by his

widow, if. 280-4 (1S6S). - Moricr, uj. I. 366.

* Von dcr Pfordten, the Bavarian Envoy at Frankfort, and the mouthpiece of

the secondary’ States upholding the .Augustenburg claims in the Diet, and ti'.osc

associated with him, made a point of mentioning the Treaty of London as the
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Treaty in direct reference to the significance of its contents. The Diet

of the Germanic Confederation had not been consulted as to the

application of the declared order of Succession to the German duchies

of Holstein and Lauenburg, although Art. VII had stipulated that

its rights and obligations with regard to them should remain unaffected

by it^. Nor had the consent of the Schleswig or the Holstein States

been asked to the contemplated Succession in these Duchies—^though

it has been contended (by the eminent German historian who has

summarised these transactions) that the Succession Law for the

Danish monarchy promulgated on July 3rd, 1853, which had no

reference to the rights of the States of the Duchies, was not, during

the lifetime of King Frederick VII, held by them to require their

assent^. Finally, the Duke of Augustenburg had not signed away

—

and did not sign away, when on December 30th of this year (1852),

the bargain about his compensation for his estates was actually com-

pleted—^the claims of his sons and their descendants after them, to

the Schleswig-Holstein Succession. These claims were precious to the

Schleswig-Holsteiners, who regarded them as part and parcel of their

historic rights. They were of value to the German Princes of the

secondary and petty States, who saw in them the symbols of the

principle of legitimacy, and they had, already in 1848-9, figured in

the forefront of the German national movement on behalf of the

duchies. National approval had, indeed, not yet come to be recognised

as an indispensable element in international agreements. But public

opinion in Europe—central as well as western—had made and was

making large strides in that direction. 'Moreover, Austria and Prussia

had, under the mandate of the Germanic Confederation, secured

promises from Denmark to which King Frederick VII had given

“ Protocol ” (Prince Christian being popularly designated as the “ Protocol Prince ”)

;

so that Earl Russell felt bound to enjoin upon Sir A. Malet and others the avoidance
of "that nickname” (December X4th, i863;Pa7'/iaffzentar3;Pa^er5,LXiv.(i864)). While,
however, the non-ratification of the Treaty, except as between the several Signatory
Powers and Denmark, was not formally pressed as a plea against its possessing a
mutual binding force upon the Signatory Powers in general—a view expressly dis-

puted by Russell (to Bloomfield, July loth, 1864-, Parliamentary Papers, nxiv.)

—

Bismarck had in the Chamber denied to the Treaty the character of one between the
Great Powers inter se (Buchanan to Russell, December sth, 1863). Of a guarantee
to Denmark there had been no question.

^ According to the Bavarian Minister, Baron Schrenck, it had, on second
consideration, been agreed not to submit the Treaty to the Diet as a Body, but to

ask the several States of the Confederation separately for their adhesion to it. (See
Lord A. Loftus to Russell, November 23rd, 1863; Parliamentary Papers, lxiv.)

“ Sybel, Die Begriindung des deutschen Reiches (popular edition). III. 6i
; cf. ibid.

p. 233, where Bismarck’s transitory' adoption of this objection is described as one
of his few inconsistencies in the treatment of the whole question.
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publicity in his Proclamation of January 28th, 1852, and which,
though they had thus not been given under the Treaty, could no
more be dissociated from it than could the Order of Succession pro-

claimed by him on July 31st, 1852. As it stood, the Treaty, after, in

its preamble, stating its object to be “the maintenance of the integrity

of the Danish monarchy, as connected with the general interests of

the Balance of Power in Europe,” merely settled the Succession in

the whole of the present dominions of the King of Denmark upon
Prince Christian of Gliicksburg and his Consort and their male issue,

adding that in case of the extinction of this line the Signatory Powers

would take into consideration, under the above-mentioned reserva-

tion, any further proposition addressed to them by the King of

Denmark. Before, on July 31st, 1853, the King of Denmark’s Pro-

clamation of the new Order of Succession went forth, a number of

accessions to the Treaty had been signified. Russia, which had from

the first identified itself with the accomplished settlement, had taken

a direct part in these invitations, and at first encountered difficulty

in a closely connected quarter—^the Grand-duke of Oldenburg. The
Germanic Confederation had, after some hesitation on the part of

Russia, not been included in tlie list, the British Government (as

Malmesbury wrote on October 21st) being of opinion that the middle

course of a simple notification would meet this case^. The British

Foreign Secretary took advantage of the occasion to repeat to the

Danish Envoy (de Bille) that under no circumstances would Her

Majesty’s Government consent to reopen Conferences on any matter

connected with the Treaty; and (on November ist) Bluhme gave

words to the unqualified satisfaction of the Danish Cabinet at this

announcement. For political feeling was running high at Copenhagen

;

and the conduct of the ICing and his Ministers was sharply criticised.

A few days later, they expressed a hope that British support would

not be wanting to them, even if, after all, they should find themselves

compelled to invite the accession of the Germanic Confederation to

tlie ITeaty. Hereupon, Lord Malmesbury felt himself compelled to

go a step furtlier on its behalf, by loftily pointing out to King Fre-

derick VII (through Sir H. Wynn) that, whatever might be thought

* The list of accessions will be found in a separate paper presented to Parliament

in 1864 (ParUainaitcry Papers, lxv.). They include several Gcminn, together with

several Italian States, Belgium and Portugal. Bavaria and some smaller States

refused; Oldenburg and Saxony accepted with reservations; Beust, while signing for

.Saxony,' chnractcristic.-\lly substituted “ assentiment” for “ adhesirm" (cf. Murray to

Russell, November 30th, 1S65).
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of its terms by an important section of His Majesty’s subjects—^i.e. the

Eider-Danes, on whose pro-Scandinavian aspirations it had put a

damper—he was bound to Great Britain and the other Signatory

Powers to carry it into execution, and that from this obligation Her

Majesty’s Government had no intention of releasing him. Bluhme

accepted the intimation with a “Je m'en servirai” (December 23rd),

and, inasmuch as, on December 30th, the AugustenBurg renunciation

at last reached Copenhagen, Lord Malmesbury’s first tenure of the

Foreign Office came to an end without any change on the part of the

British Government towards the affairs of Denmark and the Duchies.

II. FROM THE LONDON TREATY OF 1852 TO THE WAR OF 1864

Before the year 1852 was quite out, the seals of the Foreign

Secretaryship came into the hands of Lord John Russell (De-

cember 28th). Fie had, with his usual courage, assumed the control

of a Department of which he had no special knowledge, and the

direction of British diplomacy—an art or science in whose methods,

as he once confessed^, he was himself inexperienced. But the rapidity

of his mental processes, and his high-minded readiness to meet the

fullest responsibilities of any public position in which he found himself,

gave promise that the problems occupying British Foreign Policy

while under his guidance would be met alike with intelligence and

with independence ofjudgment. As to his treatment of the Schleswig-

Holstein Question, however, these qualities hardly had time to become

apparent during his first tenure of the Foreign Secretaryship, which

in February, 1853, passed into the hands of the Earl of Clarendon,

who held it for five years. The constant pressure of Nesselrode was

hardly needed to induce the British Government to refrain from
inviting the accession of the Germanic Confederation to the Treaty

of London, which the Bavarian Government demanded as a previous

condition of its own accession; and, on January i8th, 1853, Lord
John administered (through Sir J. Milbanke) to Bavaria, as the leading

secondary State in Germany, one of those admonitions which ran so

easily from his pen but left an enduring sting behind them. Clarendon,

though he at once(May20th) professed his sympathywith thepatriotism

. of Denmark, and his freedom from fear that she would preferentially

trust to Russian advice, contributed none of his own to the Con-
stitutional discussions at Copenhagen, which led to the promulgation
of a common Constitution for the monarchy in July, 1854, and to

^ See Spencer Walpole’s Life of Lord John Russell, ii. 262.
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the substitution for it of another in October, 1855, when the newly-
formed Rigsraad scornfully rejected the proposal that it should be
referred for revision to the States of the Duchies. The tension which
in these years existed between the two German Great Powers,

accounts for their relative disregard of the interests of the Duchies,

though the dissatisfaction of the Schlesvdg-Holsteiners with the

proffered “great boon” (to use Lord Salisbury’s expression), was
shared by national and democratic sympathisers in Germany at large.

Meanwhile, practical grievances continued to accumulate and to lend

substance to the complaints of political hopes deferred. These griev-

ances were the inevitable consequence of the administration of tlie

Duchies as dependencies of the Danish Crown, instead of as parts

of the monarchy with rights and traditions of their own. The)^ con-

cerned, therefore, not only the general question of the relations be-

tween the common expenditure of the monarchy and that apper-

taining to the several parts of it—^the Budget Question—but also the

various branches of the financial and otlier administration in the

duchies, the management and revenues of the domain-lands and tlie

customs, and the coinage and postal system. And in Schleswig,

whose inhabitants were suffering under the same grievances as the

Holsteiners, the German-born or German-speaking half of the duchy

had, in addition, to submit to the master-grievance (as it may fitly

be called) of tlie oppression of their language in School and Church,

the Danisation, in other words, against which their Government had

promised the German Great Powers, as mandatories of the Con-

federation, to protect them.

The British Government, in these years ofaccumulating grievances

on the part of the Duchies, and growing bitterness among all who

sympathised with their cause, had reason enough for abstaining from

anytliing like hasty interference. Within the earlier of the eleven years

of tribulation undergone by the Duchies after the Treaty of London

falls the struggle of the Western Powers Mth Russia and their failure

to obtain in it material support from Austria, or from Prussia even

moral or diplomatic countenance; and, subsequently, the approach of

the Franco-Ttalian conflict with the former Power aroused much

animosity to her, too, in the friends of the Risorgmenio. To this was

added, in some English minds, an apprehension of Germany's—or

Prussia’s—aspirations in the direction of Baltic supremacy, and, in

many, a growing assumption tliat this countr)" was bound in honour

to carry through the role of protectress of" little Denmark." Palmer-
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ston’s leanings in the Question partly were influenced by, partly

themselves stimulated, these tendencies of British public opinion. But,

for a considerable time, the Foreign Office continued to maintain a

watchful attitude. It was not in Clarendon’s way to intrude himself

i'into the internal affairs of other Powers; but, when he took a political

problem into consideration, he was wont to enter into it fully, and

to provide himself with sufficient materials for arriving at a well-

considered judgment. In 1857 he sent a specially qualified official

to report on the political condition of the Duchies, and, though the

Government persistently refused to publish tlie Report till nearly

seven years later, when the crisis in the affairs of the Duchies had

been reached, the Foreign Office, at least, was well aware of the

conditions of the Question and of the suggestions presenting them-

selves for its solution
;
Lord Clarendon, whose present tenure of office

came to an end in February, 1858, thus had it in his power to balance

facts and arguments with those abundantly supplied by our diplo-

matic agents from Copenhagen and Frankfort.

It was not till after Lord Malmesbury’s second appointment to

the Foreign Secretaryship, that the relations between Denmark and

Germany again reached a more acute stage of difficulty^. Though, as

^ Mr John Ward, whose opportunities of observation were soon afterwards

increased by his appointment as H.M. Representative at Hamburg. Mr Ward’s
Report, dated May 28th, 1857, presented, together with that of Vice-Consul
Rainal’s, dated February 15th, 1861, to the House of Commons in pursuance of

an Address dated March 28th, 1864, moved by Sir Flarry Verney, the steadfast

upholder of the claims of the Duchies. From the earlier of these Reports the
remedies proposed in it were omitted

;
but it speedily fell into the hands of critical

readers (including Bishop Monrad) at Copenhagen, where it created some alarm.
(See Manteuffel’s Denkwiirdigkeiten, 1901, in. 225-6; and cf. Ward’s Experiences

of a Diplomatist, p. 150.)
^ In April, 1857, the Scheele Ministry at Copenhagen had to make way for

that of K. C. Hall, the leader of the Eider-Dane party, a politician of both capacity
and daring and supple as well as pertinacious. Austria and Prussia, which had
hitherto alike shown themselves indisposed to allow matters to be pushed into an
actual conflict, and desirous of continuing to act together, now (February, 1858)
approved the passing by the Frankfort Diet of a resolution refusing to recognise
the Common Constitution of the Danish monarchy dated October, 1855, and calling
upon the Danish Government to fulfil the engagements into which it had entered
with them as Mandatory Powers in 1851-2. On the refusal of the Danes, the Diet
had, by the advice of Prussia (July) threatened Federal Execution in Holstein and
Lauenburg; whereupon the Danish Government had resolved to give way so far
as to abrogate the application of the Common Constitution to these two duchies—but not that to Schleswig, and to summon the Holstein States to a discus-
sion of the whole subject (November, 1858). But neither this compromise nor a
counter-project of the States having proved acceptable, the Danish Government
(September, 1859) proposed, as the only way out of the difficulty, a provisional
arrangement (provisorium) slightly improving the financial position of the Holstein
States

,
and leaving the adjustmentof theCommonBudget to be settledby a conference
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yet, Federal Execution was not carried out in Holstein and the pro-

visoriiim established there by the Danish Government had tided over

the financial dispute, the Schleswig grievances continued to accumu-

late. Lord Malmesbury (October 20th, 1858) clung to the view tliat,

since the questions at issue between Denmark and the Diet were

“purely German,” he had no claim to interfere, except in a friendly

way, with “ proceedings purely local ” and discouraged the idea (which

he attributed to Count Manderstrom) of referring “the Holstein

Question” to a European Conference (October 26th). But, as to

Schleswig, while coimselling the Danish Government to exercise

“strict justice and conciliation” (January 12th, 1859), declared

that duchy to be under “the full and complete exercise of sovereignty

by the King of Denmark,” while “any attempt to aclmowledge a

union between Schleswig and Holstein would lead to complications

which it would be most desirable to avoid” (February i6th, 1859)^.

The situation, unmodified by such contributions to the discussion

of it, was more likely to be influenced by the appointment onJune 1 8th,

1859, of Lord John Russell to the Secretaryship for Foreign Affairs,

which he held till he became Prime-Minister, for the second time, in

October, 1865. The period was one in which British Foreign Policy

was to attest, through both the head of the Government, and the

Minister directly responsible for the control of our Foreign Affairs,

the broad and deep national sympathy \rith the cause of freedom and

national self-government which pervaded the British nation, though

neitlier to the liberation of Italy nor to unhappy Poland’s abortive

struggle could it afford more than “moral support.” The case of

Schleswig-Holstein demanded careful investigation of its previous

history and a freedom from prepossession, such as had hitherto,

however naturally, coloured the popular view in favour of the w^caker

side. Lord John Russell, greatly to his credit, was one of the few'

British politicians of his time—and one of the few' Ministers in the

Government to which he belonged—who applied himself, w'ith his

usual courage, if not with exceptional thoroughness, to a study of

between them and the Rigsraad (the representative Council of the monarchy).

This failed to satisfy the requirements of the Diet; but when (July, i860) a Common
Budqet for the monarchy was imposed on Holstein without the approval of tlic

States, the Diet, though it had resolved to carry out the Execution, should such a

step be taken, under the influence of the Great German Powers still paused, and

the provisaritim continued. But. manifestly, it could not be expected to endure.

‘ For Lord Malmesbury’s despatches of the years 1S5S and 1859 sec Carre-

sponda:ce respretirtg the Stole of Affairs in tiie Duchies of Holstein, l^uenhurg and

Schlesn-ig 1858, presented to Parliament in 1864, ParlianientarY Papers, J.XV. (1.H6*).
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the matter in hand; and, when he had convinced -himself of the

justice of his revised opinion, he showed no hesitation in urging its

adoption by the parties to the conflict^. On the other hand, his

failure to apprehend in their entirety the conditions of the greater

German proWem which in this period came to have a decisive in-

fluence on the progress of the Schleswig-Holstein Question, or to

discern the relations of Austria and Prussia to one another, and to

the Germanic Confederation to which they alike belonged, prevented

the success of his efforts in the present connexion even more dis-

tinctly than his lack of any close acquaintance with the internal details

of Transalbingian annals'.

For some time after the taking over of the Foreign Office by Lord

John Russell, its action in regard to the dispute was confined to what

may be called general advice; and, in the matter of Schleswig in

particular, no advance was made. Our indefatigable Minister at

Copenhagen, Mr (afterwards Sir Augustus) Paget, whose sympathies

were (notwithstanding his German marriage) unmistakably on the

Danish side, reported, on March 27th, i860, that the situation in

Schleswig was as hopeless as ever. He pointed out, in the same

despatch, that some of the Schleswig grievances were undeniable,

but that no attempt on the part of the Danish Government to redress

them would be successful, so long as a restoration of the cherished

political union between the two Duchies—^the very essence of

Schleswig-Holsteinism—^were not bond fide accepted by the Danish

Government. Hall showed no disposition to yield to a demand so

contradictory to the spirit of Eider-Danism; and, inasmuch as, on

March 14th, Sir A. Malet had reported from Frankfort that the Diet

seemed prepared to delay the Execution, till informed as to the

views of the non-German Great Powers, Lord John found himself

in doubt as to what specific advice to offer at Copenhagen. On
April I ith, he suggested that, if, on the Danish side, a fair proposal

was made as to the fulfilment of the engagements of 1851-2, the

British Government might succeed in inducing the Germanic Con-
federation to pursue a moderate course, and instructed Paget to

express his hope that Denmark “would go almost any length in the

way of conciliation.” More specific recommendations he avoided,

and, meanwhile, the situation became more critical. In May the

^ The references, accompanied by dates (extending from February i6th, i860,
to March iith, i86i) in the pages which follow, are, if not indicated as made to
other sources, to Parliamentary Papers, LXV. (1864).

W.&G.II 35
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Berlin Chamber of Deputies, with quite unwonted unanimity, urged
upon the King’s Government the support of the duchies in their

struggle for their violated rights (of which the reunion of the Duchies

was treated as part and parcel)
; and Rechberg, at Vienna, announced

the intention of Austria to join Prussia in demanding the fulfilment

of the Danish engagements of 1851-2. For, as yet, the relations be-

tween the two German Great Powers (whose common anxieties were

still largely directed to the west) were friendly, and their cooperation

as to the Danish trouble continued. The Danish Government pro-

tested to Lord John, through de Bille (July 23rd, i860) that it did

not hold itself to have contracted any international obligations as to

the administration of Schleswig, and, so late as September 26th, Hall

persisted in the same view, though not denying the binding force

of the King’s spontaneous declaration in the Royal Patent of Januar}%

1852. Lord John’s “mediation” (not yet technically to be called by

that name) up to this point stood on ver}^ uncertain foundation; and

his advice, on August 2nd, to let the British Government propose to

the Germanic Confederation, on behalf of Denmark, a settlement of

the Constitutional (financial) dispute wth Holstein on reasonable

terms, and, as to Schlesuag “the modification or repeal of any laws

in existence there as to the nationalities which were in conflict with

the Royal Patent of 1852” proved, therefore, of proportionately little

value. For the actual concessions to which Hall hereupon agreed,

and which Lord John then communicated to the Prussian Govern-

ment, had no chance of acceptance at Berlin or Franlcfort; and,

manifestly, no settlement was possible, so long as the objects ulti-

mately in view were held to be, on the one side, the incorporation of

Schleswig in tire kingdom of Denmark, and, on the other, tlie

separation of the duchy from the Danish monarchy at large. Prussia,

therefore, fell back on the claim of the unfulfilled engagements of

1851-2, while the Germanic Diet made preparations for further action.

On December 6tli of the same year, Lord John addressed a

despatch to tlie British Secretary of Legation at Berlin (Mr W.
Lowther), which he, two days afterwards, also sent to Copenhagen,

but which proved equally fruitless. As to the Constitutional difli-

culties in Holstein, the writer duly expressed himself in favour of

the claim of the Holstein States to a voice in the appropriation of the

common expenses of the monarchy. As to the actual grievances and

ulterior fears of the Schlcswigcrs, while declaring it to be the wish

of the British Government to avoid any step likely to weaken Detimark,
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and pointing out that Schleswig was a “Danish Duchy,” he made

no decided pronouncement concerning Austria’s and Prussia’s right

to interfere in the affairs of that duchy by virtue of the Danish engage-

ments of 1851-2. The icing of Denmark’s reply to the Austrian

despatch of December 6th, 1851, and his declaration of January 29th

following, seemed to warrant the interpretation given to his action

by Austria (and Prussia), This despatch (if its substance be correctly

“interpreted”) is as unsatisfactory as a half-consent could be; and

its effect was not improved by the supplementar})- assertion that

neither in form nor in substance were the German Great Powers

entitled to interfere in the details of administration in the German

duchy of Schleswig, or the Germanic Confederation to challenge the

sovereign rights of the King of Denmark by seeking to regulate the

management of churches and schools there^. Although the British

good offices so far proved abortive, notwithstanding that the Prussian

Government had seemed to encourage it by partial approval (see

Gruner’s despatch to Count Bernstorff of December 29th, i860),

Lord John had the satisfaction of learning that his general views on

the Danish Question had the approval of the French Government,

though the information as to them conveyed by M. de Thouvenel

would not appear to have been very precise.

The question of the threatened Federal Execution in Holstein

now greatly occupied the British Foreign Office^. It cannot be said

to have been precipitated by the Frankfort Diet, although urged by

von der Pfordten and the Envoys of the other secondary States (with

the exception of Hanover, where the standstill policy of Count Platen

was encouraged by the ceaseless efforts of Mr (afterwards Sir Henry)

Howard, one of the busiest of our diplomatists). But the Danish

Government persistently refused all substantial concessions, and
Paget could not hope for anything further (January 17th, 1861).

Indeed, while Hall was at last thinking of seeking a guarantee for

Denmark from the Great Powers, in case of her being subjected to

further encroachments after making the full concessions demanded
on the German side, Baron Blixen-Flinecke was calling into life at

Copenhagen a club for resisting any foreign interference in the affairs

^ Of course, Schleinitz (see Lowther’s despatch of December 15th, i860) de-
precated the supposition that any such claims had been advanced.

^ A chronological summary of the chief diplomatic transactions in the Dano-
German dispute from January, 1861, to January, 1863, will be found in Lord John
Russell’s full Memorandum contained in his despatch to Paget of January 21st,
1863, State Papeis, Lxxiv.

35—2
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of the Idngdom of Denmark (Paget, January i8th, 1861). Yet while,

both here and in Germany, public feeling rose higher and higher,

both France and Russia continued to regard the threatened Federal

Execution in Holstein as an internal German matter, though the

carrying-out of it was to be deprecated^; and nothing could have

exceeded the self-confidence of Hall’s assertion of Denmark’s right

to manage her own affairs in the despatch (of January 19th, 1861), in

which he assented to Lord John’s perfect appreciation of the situation.

Lord John Russell, as the opening sentence of Morier’s letter to

him, begun on January 26th, shows^, seems about this time to have

^ Indeed, at Petrograd, where very friendly relations were at the time main-
tained with Berlin, Gortchalcofl frankly told Bismarck that the Execution was an
immediate menace to the preservation of peace, and the Prussian Ambassador had
to agree that, as to Schleswig, any action by w’hich Denmark might be compelled
to fulfil her engagements could be international only. (See Politische Berichtc des

F. Bismarck aus Petersburg mid Paris 1859-62, ed. by L. Raschdau, ii. lo-ii.)

It maybeworth pointing out that Bismarck’s Reports—withwhich it is interesting

to compare for more intimate expressions of his opinions, though reticence was
not his weakness at any time, his Briefwecksel mit dem Mmister von Schleinitz

(1905—cover nearly the whole of the period from 1859-62, and elucidate, better

perhaps than our own Blue-books, the position taken up by Great Britain and the

other non-German Great Powers to the relations between Denmark and the Duchies
in those years. Towards the close of the series, we are specially interested in noticing

Bismarck’s personal impressions as to Palmerston’s and Russell’s attitude towards
a Question which to him, undesirous though he long continued of pushing it to

the forefront in cither German or European politics, was of the greatest significance

for the development of both. In the first W'cek of July, 1S62, he called upon the

two Ministers in London, when he discussed with them—besides the general

condition of things in Prussia, where the military ser^'ice quarrel was still aflame

—

the Danish difficulty, and was in some measure surprised by the defective insight

under which they seemed to him to labour on both these heads. As to the Danish
Question, the two British statesmen alike expressed themselves in an Eidcr-Danish
sense, nor was there, evidently, any prospect of a change soon taking place in their

views. Indeed, Russell, shortly afterwards, intimated to Bismarck that there was
no necessity for any concession by Denmark beyond the grant to Holstein of inde-
pendence on the lines of a personal union like that of Luxemburg with Holland,
and it had to be pointed out to him that the most difficult part of the dispute was
the political incorporation of Schleswig with the Danish kingdom and the satis-

faction of the Germans in the duchy. When Bismarck observed that he could .sec

no practical solution of this part of the problem but the partition of Schleswig,
Russell replied that Denmark would never listen to such a proposal, and that

Austria disapproved of it; while Bismarck’s—rather “casual"—suggestion that

the German part of Schleswig might be integrally united with Holstein without
being included in the Germanic Confederation seems to have been lost on his

interlocutor. -As for P.almcrston, Bismarck seems to have thought him too imper-
fectly acquainted with the facts under discussion to make it easy to pursue it far

with him. But it is noteworthy that, when observing in both .Ministers “ a suspicion

that Prussia entertained designs of acquiring possession of both duchic.s," Bismarck
mo' t dirtinctly contradicted it, insisting that, if the action of Pnjssia were due to any
such intention, •'he V. mild not heat pains to bring alxnit a • tate of things which might
tcn<!er the inhahit.inis of the Duchies contented to remain under their present ru 1 cr'=,

* Sec Mttnmri mu! letters e/ Sir Rnbrrt .IfonVr, 1. iMorier had iri the prrvioir.

May remonstrated with G. S. (nficrv-ards Sir (J, S.) Dasrnt, .Asssttant Hditor oi
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come to contemplate a more definite line of intervention in the whole

quarrel, which should endeavour by amicable representations, if

possible, still to avert Execution in Holstein, while oficring direct

“English mediation” in respect of Schleswig. By way of clearing

the ground on the former issue, he appears to have wished, by means

of a Circular (Januar}- 22nd, 1861) to the British Representatives at

the chief German Courts to inform himself—rather late in the day

—

as to what would be the precise objects of the Federal Execution in

Holstein, should the Danish Government not yield to the demands

of the Germanic Confederation. The enquiry elicited a variety of

answers^; but Count Rcchberg quite explicitly told Mr Fane that the

object would be to occup}^ Holstein with Federal troops, under a

Commissary appointed by the Diet, until “Denmark should agree to

make die administrative changes in regard to the duchy which were

deemed equitable by the Germanic Confederation.” The real diffi-

culty of the situation, as already indicated, lay in the fact that, while

logically, die Holstein and the Schleswig troubles called for separate

treatment in both form and matter, neither the patriotic population

of the Duchies, nor their supporters at the Diet and in Germany at

large would consent to separate the interests of Schleswig from those

of Holstein; while the Danish Government at the same time refused

to abandon a policy “tending to the incorporation” of the former

duchy with the kingdom of Denmark. Lord John, however, in reply

to an enquiry^ from Lord Cowley (Februar}' 23rd, 1861), while

approving of the plan that die Holstein States (quite recently sum-

moned to an extraordinary session) should have the right of voting

part of die expenditure proposed in the Common Budget, said nothing

about Schleswig, except that both the honour and interest of Denmark
required the equitable treatment by her of that duchy, though die

King “could not without danger treat with Germany respecting the

terms to be given” to it. Intervention on behalf of “principles” so

vague could hardly prove effective; and neither the French nor the

Russian Government showed any disposition to interfere with the

Execution in Holstein, wliile the Danish Government declined to

The Times, on the view taken by that journal in the disputes between Denmark
and the duchies (see ibid. pp. 371 sqq.). His still more notable letter to Lord John
himself (printed ibid.pp. 374 sqq.) was begun on January 26th and ended on March
3rd. It was written in remembrance of conversations held in the autumn of i860
at Coburg, where Lord John had, when in attendance on the Queen, met Morier and
had been invited by him to talk German politics “ a coeur ouvert.”

^ The British Minister at Dresden, Mr Murray, was referred by Baron Beust,
for elucidation of his reply, to Meyer’s Corpus Juris Confederationis Germanicae.
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follow the collective advice of Great Britain, France and Russia (see

Paget’s despatch of March 3rd, 1861), and submit to the Holstein

States the Holstein share of the Common Budget for 1861. The
financial dispute with the Danish Government—^the chief motive

cause of the Execution—^thus remained unsolved, while the concomi-

tant demand for a restoration of the former union between Holstein

and Schleswig was, as a matter of course, left unsatisfied.

On March 30th, 1861^, accordingly, Lord John took a further

step in the direction of plain-speaking, reminding the Danish Govern-

ment through Paget, that, in the opinion of the British, French and

Russian Governments, the assent of the Holstein States to the annual

Common Budget of the monarchy ought to be explicitly asked, and

adding that nothing short of the frank acceptance of this advice could

bring the dispute to a peaceful issue. Hall, hereupon (see Paget’s

despatch of April 1st), proposed to submit to the States their share

of the Common Budget; when their decision on it would be accepted

by the IGng, save in the event of an xmsurmoimtahle obstacle presenting

itself
\
and then fell back on the assertion that the 1861 Budget had

already been virtually submitted to them. This was, however, denied

by the States^.

As the course of the above transactions indicates, the pacific

efforts of the British Foreign Secretarj^ had, from the spring of 1861

onwards, found support at Petrograd, where the arrival of Lord

Napier as British Ambassador at once attracted the notice of the

most keen-sighted amongst his diplomatic colleagues®. This support

favoured the method, at this time followed by the British Minister, of

seeking as complete as possible an understanding between the three

non-German Great Powers before communicating it to the Copen-

hagen Government and thence, if accepted, transmitting the joint

recommendations to Berlin, Vienna and Frankfort.

The sincere anxiety of Lord John Russell for peace cannot for

a moment be called into question
;
but his temperament was sanguine

and his conclusions were at times all too rapid
;
so that he ojicncd iiis

now deliberate attempt at mediation by expressing his conviction,

^ l*}ie dnted references in the to:t concernintT the period from Miirch i 8 th,

iS6j, to Janunry, 1863, onwards are, unless oihenvisc noted, to Corrtspondence

respretinp, the Affairs 0/ IJi’istrirs, Laumhuf^ mu! Sdiiesrci!:;, presented to ParliumctU

in 1S63, in State Papers, i.xxiv. Moricr's letter, it will be noticed, must have reached

i^rd John early in March.
* .-Vs to the allefred “virtual’* submission by way of the arrangement formintr

part of the pri.t-isnriiir:. sec Moricr’.s Memonindum enclosed iti Lord Aueostif'

Loftus’s despatch to Russell of .-Vpril 13th, tS6j . * Cf. IH*-!narck’siier;</jle, ll, 5 «

.
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first, that there was no sufficient ground for a Federal Execution,

and further, tliat, if the demands of the German Confederation were

well founded, they yet admitted of an amicable settlement. The

scheme which he now submitted, through Lord Cowley, for the pre-

liminary approval of the French Government, was, so far as Schleswig

was concerned, simple to a fault. It suggested, among other things,

that the proper functions of the Schleswig States were to provide for

the expenses of church and school, and to pass laws ensuring tlie

equal welfare of the nationalities in the duchy. When tliese conditions

and tlie terms of the representation of Schleswig in the Rigsraad and

in its own States had been laid down and approved by the King of

Denmark, the friendly Powers, Great Britain, France and Russia,

with Sweden, should guarantee the possession of the duchy to the

Danish Crown. This last notion momentarily possessed him, notwith-

standing Schleinitz’s assurance to Lord Augustus Loftus (April 19th,

1861) that his chief was wholly mistaken in supposing that Germany,

or Prussia, coveted the duchy. Ten days later, he declared to Paget

that, after all, as to Denmark and Holstein, there seemed no solution

but a personal union; while, as to Schleswig, tlie Powers ought to

provide a security for Denmark’s hold on it, as the connexion between

the kingdom and Holstein was relatively loose. As usual, there was

a difference of opinion between the friendly Powers with regard to

the significance of the suggested new guarantee in its relation to

earlier engagements
;
and, in the end (May 29th), Lord John proffered

a simple statement that the Signatory Powers of the Treat)' of 1852

“continue to recognise as permanent the principle of the integrity

of the Danish monarchy in accordance with that Treaty”—a con-

firmation which hardly added to its strength. Thus, though a com-

promise was reached for the present year as to the Budget and

Holstein, in return (it was hoped) for willingness on the part of

Prussia to postpone the Execution there (Paget to Russell, June 20th),

the Schleswig problem remained open; and as to this, although their

mandate on behalf of the Confederation had expired, Austria, under

Rechberg’s guidance, and Prussia were more clearly agreed than

ever to adhere jointly to the engagements under which Denmark
had, in 1851-2, placed itself to them, and through them to the Ger-

manic Confederation. Earl RusselP expressed his satisfaction (De-

cember iith) at what seemed a simplification of the quarrel, not per-

ceiving the impossibility of passing by Schleswig in the negotiations

;

^ He had accepted a peerage in July, i86i.
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and Paget, who perceived this, had to content himself with the hope

that the Danish Government would spontaneously put an end to the

Schleswig grievances.

By the beginning of the new year (1862), it had become necessary

for British policy, if it aimed at eifecting a settlement between

Denmark and Germany, to induce Denmark to include the Schleswig

side of the Question in the final negotiations. Mediation on any

other basis was futile. Count Bernstorff, for the time at the head

of the Berlin Foreign Office—where he was very effectively preparing

the way for Bismarck—told Lord Augustus Loftus (see his despatch

to Russell of January 25th, 1862), that any illusion on the subject

was useless. The question of Holstein could not be settled apart from

that of Schleswig, or while Schleswig remained under the control

of the Rigsraad as at present constituted
;
the question of Schleswig

was therefore not an international one, inasmuch as the binding

engagements involving its equality of rights and independence might

be insisted on by the Germanic Diet. If, however, the ICing of

Denmark had actually violated his engagements to the Confederation

(or to Austria and Prussia acting on its behalf), a castts belli might

arise between Denmark and the Confederation as international Powers,

when the mediation of other Powers would be the only applicable

remedy. Whatever view may be taken of the logic of this twofold

contention, it is not a little strange that in this very conversation with

the British Ambassador, Bernstorff should have designated a partition

of Schleswig according to nationalities as perhaps the only way of

bringing about a satisfactor}' solution of the problem. Lord Russell’s

reply to this notable despatch passed by this suggestion, except that,

on March 14th, he mentioned it to Hall (through Paget) as an

alternative to which Denmark might find herself compelled to

submit, if she did not fulfil her engagements^. On the general

question, it harked back to the necessity of enquiring whether the

kingdom of Denmark had actually incorporated Schleswig, while

making a .special point of the impossibility of restoring the former

union (or comicxiti, as it was called by the Danes) between the two

Duchies. Lord Russell seems on this occasion, as perhaps on others,

to have more readily seen Jiis way into a difficulty tlian out of it; and

‘ ItcchbcrR, nccordinp to BlonmficUl (see hin dcspntch to Ru"!cn of ivlitrclt tjt'ij.

1S62) Nva") rntich surprised by it; but Bloomfield thought thnt Austria tnifdit nect-pt

it if Prussia did, in order to prevent utir. Itall fsce PapetV despatch to Ru'':d! of

.April 9th) bluntly rejected tb.c proporal in any form. .Some time afterwards (vec

Lord A. Loftus, July jyth), Bc,»-n«torfr withdrew the suRijcstcd ‘‘comprombe."
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a renewed suggestion by him (March 26th) to Thouvenel of making

joint representations with Russia at Copenhagen in favour of the

fulfilment of tlie Danish engagements was put aside by the French

Minister as a useless repetition of advice already declined. Gortcha-

koff’s experience having suggested “some objections” to the pro-

posal, the furtlier prosecution of it was postponed, and the quarrel

continued to run its course. In an elaborate despatch (August 22nd,

1862)—followed by an Austrian Memorandum of similar purport

—

Bernstorff summed up to Balan (Prussian Minister at Copenhagen)

the demands made in common by tlie two great German Powers

upon Denmark. An independent and equally privileged position as

to their separate affairs must be granted to tlie several parts of the

monarchy, none of which were to be incorporated in, or made sub-

servient to, another; and on this requirement, involving tlie settlement

of the Budget question and tlie treatment of Schleswig on the same

principles, Austria and Prussia insisted on behalf of Germany, as

in accordance with the agreements of 1851-2 on which the entire

dispute turned.

Our Ambassadors at Berlin and Vienna were both on holiday,

and from the former capital Mr Lowther could only report (Sep-

tember 20th, 1862) how M. Quaade, the Danish Minister at Paris,

had, when passing through Berlin, told him that the Danish Govern-

ment would certainly not agree to the above-mentioned demands,

and that he looked upon the present state of things as highly critical.

Lord Russell was himself in attendance on the Queen at Coburg,

where Morier was acting as his Secretary, and where was drafted

the celebrated despatch^ from Russell (dated September 24th, 1862),

an important document in the history of British policy, though it

may not possess the momentous significance of the same statesman’s

Italian despatch of October 27th, i860. It stated that,

^ The despatch was addressed to Mr Fane at Vienna, and identical copies were
sent to Mr Lowther at Berlin and Mr Paget at Copenhagen. It is reprinted by
Morier in Memoirs, i. 385 ff., where he gives an account of the origin of its pro-
posals. There can be no doubt that he correctly describes himself as, morally, their
author. We may, also, accept, though with less certainty, his statement that he
persuaded Bernstorff, who had at first been inclined to reject the scheme, to accept
it, inasmuch as Denmark would certainly refuse it and Prussia would thus obtain
gratis the credit of showing herself fair. His own purpose, Morier says, was to give
Great Britain the chance, if Lord Russell’s mediation were refused, of withdrawing
from the Treaty of London and from the eventual obligation of going to war for
the succession of Prince Christian. This, he adds, Russell perceived; but “the
rest of the Cabinet pooh-poohed it”—^with the result that, in the end, we abandoned
Denmark in spite of the Treaty.
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finding that the negotiations between Germany and Denmark as to the

obligations of the latter Power had merely embittered the contention

between them, Her Majesty’s Government had resolved to furnish their

Ambassadors at Vienna and Berlin, and their Minister at Copenhagen,

with Instructions designed to promote the long-desired settlement. The
imposition of taxes or enactment of law's in Holstein and Lauenburg
without the consent of the representative bodies of those duchies, and

the validity for them, without such consent, of the Common Constitution

of 1855 had alike been definitive!)' disallow'ed. It remained to arrive at

a decision as to tw’o further points—^the future treatment of Schleswig

by the Danish Government, and the future conditions under which both

Schleswig and Holstein would be included in the Common Constitution

of the Danish monarchy. The despatch declared that, for the present,

complete autonomy should be granted to Schleswig, and that, in par-

ticular, since the nationality grievances in Schleswig w'ere patent, the best

way would be to allow the States of that duchy to arrive at a decision

concerning them. As for the future Common Constitution, since it w'ould

manifestly be absurd to require the assent of four representative bodies

to all (including financial) legislation, a less unwieldy but more complicated

distribution of expenditure was recommended^.

Bernstorff (see Lowther’s despatch of September 27th) w'ho at

this time seems certainly to have been working for peace, though

unwilling to engage his Government to premature action, accorded

a favourable first reception to the British manifesto as a w'hole,

pointing out, however, that it W'ould be useless for eitlrer the Prussian

or the British Government to display their goodwill to these pro-

posals, unless the Danish could be induced to accept them on their

approval by the Germanic Confederation. Thouvencl, hereupon, con-

sented, w'hile reserxlng liis owm view's, to recommend the acceptance

of Russell’s proposals at Copenhagen; w'hile Gortchakoff believed

that they would be supported by the Russian Government and that

some practical result might follow. Austria was, on the w'hole, favour-

able, and, by October i ith (sec the despatch of Lord Augustus Loftus

of that date), BcrnstorlT (who was about to give up tlie direction of

Prussian Foreign Affairs to Bismarck) felt able to express himself in

the same sense. But the Danish Government remained unwilling

to pledge itself to a seulcment implying, in a word, the abandonment

of the Eidcr-Danish policy to which they were pledged, and llal!

(sec Paget’s despatch of October 14th) professed himself staggered

* The four hodii-; were to ajacr on n nomm! for ten yei^rs, while tli'-y

were to ’.otc irxtraordinary expenditure annually and leave its di-aribution to t’e

yettled by n Covincil compo'^ed two-tlurds of Dane i, and one-thitd of tJennany.

To thi'. suype^tion, caidc as it wah, Bernaorg took immediate objection.
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by Russell’s action. He had not, he said, expected that from the

British Foreign Minister would emanate a plan which, if pressed,

must (by the abolition of tlie existing Common Constitution) lead to

absolutism and by the embodiment of the Prussian views as to

Schleswig to a dismemberment of the monarchy. As to Holstein,

the Danish Government would jdcld
,

to the demands of the Con-

federation; but, as to Schleswig, he would (to put it briefly) not

renounce the present Danish position. The maintenance of the

Common Constitution, he declared to de Bille (October i5tli), was

a matter of life and death to Denmark, and from this conviction the

Danish Government was resolved not to budge. On October 27th,

before a final reply from Copenhagen reached Russell, upon whom
Count Manderstrdm had pressed the desirability of waiting for the

eounter-project which Hall stated he was preparing, the Prussian reply

was sent, through Bernstorff, from Bismarck (he had been placed

pro tern, on September 23rd at the head of the Ministiy, of ,which

he was appointed President, with the eonduct of Foreign Affairs,

on October 8th)
;
and with this a despatch from Rechberg to Count

Wimpffen (October 29th) virtually concurred.

Bismarck observed that the question was, properly speaking, one for

settlement without foreign interference between Denmark and Germany,
as resting upon treaty stipulations between them; but that, inasmuch as

the present state of the question might lead to serious results, it being

impossible for Germany to give way as to what affected her whole political

position, a proposal from a friendly Power such as Great Britain called

for the fullest consideration, should it be unreservedly accepted by Den-
mark. Of the two main points in the British despatch, the provision to

Schleswig of security against incorporation and of protection to the

German nationality was beyond cavil; as to the financial relations of the

duchies to the monarchy. Lord Russell’s suggestions might prove a point

of departure {Ankniipfungspunkt) for satisfactory arrangement^.

But the Danish Government before whom the proposals had now
been finally laid and for whose “counter-project” he was—naturally

enough—^unwilling to wait, was not to be moved to send any response,

although (on November 6th) they had intimated to the Austrian and

Prussian Governments that they were prepared to allow the Holstein

States concurrent authority as to common expenditure with the

Rigsraad, but that they could not regard the administration of

Schleswig as open to investigation by the Germanic Confederation.

^ Bernstorff’s elaborate Memorandum on the engagements of 1851-2—his last

act as Foreign Minister—^was communicated to Russell on November 14th, 1862;
a rather earlier retrospect had been addressed by Hall to Quaade on November 6th.
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Their reply to a British transmission of Schleswig grievances was

described by Russell as insufficient and illusory (November 20th,

1862)^. Thus, on the same date, he declared his opinion that, unless

the present state of things were to be allowed to continue till it ended

in an explosion, or a Common Constitution W’ere to be adopted giwng

more weight to the German element than it could derive from mere

numbers, or the expedient of a partition of Schleswig were fallen

back upon—it only remained to adopt his proposals. A policy so

replete with alternatives, and so devoid of decision, was hardly to be

called a policy at all
;
though the adoption of his own way was stated

by Russell to be approved by Russia and held worth)’’ of consideration

by France. For, though Gortchakoff was sympathetic, he showed no

desire to relieve -the British Government of part of her mediating

task, and the attitude of France was uncertain. Meanwhile, Prussia,

seconded by Austria, was—it would not be appropriate to say, losing

patience, but preparing for a final pressure upon tlieir adversary.

At Copenhagen, tlie feeling of combative determination was run-

ning high, and on Januar)’ loth, 1863, an explicit answer by the

Danish Government to liis proposals was at last communicated to

him. It professed its readiness to grant to Holstein the rights de-

manded for its States by the Diet, but with the reservations necessary

for preventing the duchy from becoming the arbiter of the destinies

of the monarchy; while, as for Schleswig, it meant union outside the

action of the Germanic Confederation, its Constitutional relations with

the kingdom as to common affairs being maintained. On January 24tli,

a royal message announced to the Holstein States that, on the present

occasion, drafts of laws concerning the common affairs of the

monarchy would be laid before them; but, in tlieir Address on

Februar}’ iSth, while referring to the advice of a British statesman

“whose wishes for the welfare of the Danish monarchy could not

be doubted” they expressed the conviction that “a return to a real

and lasting peace could only be effected by tlic reunion of the duchies

of Schleswig and Holstein^.”

^ Bjsmnrck’s ominou'; i^ni ct ferro menace \vns uttered .at .a sitting: of the Budget

Commi'yion .at Berlin on September 30th, a week .after he had been made ^T^nbter.

* In n ver>’ remark.ablc Memorandum (communicated by ^^r Ho'.vard from

Hanover on Februnr)* 26th, 1863) B.rron Charles von Schecl-l’lc^sen, BresiderU of

the Holstein States and n statesman of cvccptional sagacity (he was opposed to

the Autjustcnburtt claims and ultimately bcc.imc tb.c first Chief-president of the

Prussian province of Schlesv.'it’-Hobtcin), approved Lord Bus-.eirs propo*aU as

extendinR the enfrapements of 1851-2, the chief deficiency in which w.-’s that they

neither cst.ablishcd a clo’.c union between Sci!le->v,i!^ and Hohtein nor made for

a federative relation of Iwth Duchica «ith tbe kinf,-Jon», s.uc.b at v.-ould perhaps

protect the intcfrrity of the whole monarchy Wttcr than any other err-intrcnjcn?.
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It would have been well if British Foreign Policy could, before

the eleventh hour had passed, have availed itself of such counsel as

was still at hand, and if Lord Russell had recognised wherein his

well-meant and well-received proposals, though they went too hir for

the Danish Government, fell short of the demands as to Schleswig

which, as Prussia and Austria were coming to perceive, must, sooner

or later, be satisfied—the federal relations which must be permanently

established for Holstein, being so established for the sister duchy

also. As it was, the proposals, belated as they were and only feebly

supported by the two German Great Powers, while only in part

—

and that not the crucial part—accepted by Denmark, virtually broke

down
;
and the Memorandum of January 21st, 1S63, with which Lord

Russell furnished Mr Paget and our representatives at Paris, Vienna

and Berlin, and which in the following month he laid before Parlia-

ment, tliough it forms an interesting account of transactions extending

over more than Uvo years, tells a talc barren of results.

On March 7th, the Plolstein States, whose address the King of

Denmark had refused to receive, voted a Memorial to the Frankfort

Diet, expressing a hope that it would succeed in taking the proper

steps for securing the privileges and interests of the duchy. This

was (as Tslr R. Lytton' wrote from Copenhagen on March nth)

equivalent to an invitation to the Germanic Confederation to institute

an Execution in Holstein against the King-Duke. The real question

now was no longer, whether, before resolving, formally and finally,

to carry out the measure first threatened by it so far back as 1858,

the Diet would even now attempt to induce the Danish Government

to yield at least so far as was suggested in Lord Russell’s proposals

of September, 1852. In any case, the Danish Government resolutely

pursued the line of policy on which it had determined^; sending

forth, on March 30th, a Royal Proclamation excluding Holstein from

the Rigsi'aad and avoiding all reference to Schleswig, as to which the

Common Constitution of 1855 was, therefore, maintained, and with

it, in defiance of the engagements of 1851-2, the incorporation of

Schleswig with the Danish kingdom.

In other words, Scheel-Plessen, whose desire was still to preserve the tie between
Denmark and the Duchies, perceived that the requisite solution lay in inducing
Denmark to adhere to the engagements of 1851-2, but to go further and accept

Lord Russell’s proposals, and, as to Schleswig (and its union with Holstein) even
exceed them. As to Scheel-Plessen and his views in 1861, cf. Ward, Experiences of
a Diplomatist, pp. 178-9. 1 Afterwards first Earl of Lytton.

- In what follows, the dated references are from the middle of March, 1863,
onwards, unless otherwise noted, to Parliamentary Papers, Lxiv., Denmark and
Germany, Nos. 2 and 3, presented to Parliament, 1864.
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, Eider-Danism was thus writ large on the banner of the Danish

Government^, which would hardly have ventured on so provocative

a manifesto, had it not been for the fact that the Constitutional con-

flict was then at its height at Berlin, where, in the great debate of

April 17th, Bismarck flung upon liis adversary Twesten the declaration

that, if the Prussian Government thought it necessar}’’ to wage war,

it would do so with or wthout the approbation of the Chamber.

Russell’s (April 22nd) and Thouvenel’s warnings were in season
;
for

in Holstein separation from Denmark and repudiation of the London
“Protocol” was being openly called for; in public meetings at

Hamburg and, under the auspices of the Nationalverein, at Liibeck,

a settlement by force of arms was virtually demanded; and at Frank-

fort, where Austria and Prussia were urging the Diet to offer Denmark
a final six weeks for compliance, Bavaria and Oldenburg were de-

manding a repudiation of the London Treaty, as a compact never

sanctioned by the Confederation.

Lord Russell, who rightly perceived a satisfactory settlement of

the Schleswig Question to be indispensable, seems, instead of seeking

to influence Bluhme and the Moderate party at Copenhagen in this

direction, to have been so much alarmed by the attacks upon the

Treaty of London (to which he had pinned his faith) that he insisted

upon the affairs of Schlesvig being an international concern and not

one for the decision of the Diet (to Bloomfield and Malet, May 27th).

But, for the present, notwithstanding the polite reception given to

the idea by Bismarck, he did not press further the settlement of the

Schlesvag side of the question by a Conference or Congress; and tlic

next noteworthy stage reached in the matter was a Report.

This Report presented to the Diet on June iSth by its Committees®

analysed the whole course of the dispute since the Diet’s first notice of

Execution of July, 1S58, including Lord Russell’s despatch of September,

1S62, rejected by the Danish Government, and culminating in the Pro-

clamation of March 30th, 1S63, which it described as consummating the

incorporation of Schleswig. Hereupon, the Report recommended the Diet,

though it might simply have gone back to the Peace of 1S50, to adhere to

the unfulfilled .agreements of 1851-2 as the basis of any future transaction,

distinguishing between the rights of Holstein as federal, and those of

Schleswig in so far as they did not refer to institutions commorj to both

duchies, as international in character.

* Aticntion slioukl pcrlwps be directed to t!ic reported intention of nn tiitcrior

conciliators* policy on the part of the Danish. CJoverninent, mentioned by Con'id*

General Crowe, ft well-ittfonned Arcni, in hi", despatch of April lath.

^ It was drown up by the Haswrian von der I’fordten, n pt nuincly " prtgc-'snria!
’

stfttrom.tn, thotiph not itUruv.v'^cnt'.t lihe rotnr <}thcrt> of that ebtss.
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This important Report, which was communicated to Lord Russell

from Frankfort on June uQth by Mr Corbett (who added that the

President of the Diet, Freiherr von Kiibcck) referred to Lord Russell

as having by a despatch dated ten days earlier materially helped to

bring about the distinction drawn between Holstein and Schleswig

interests, was adopted by the Diet on July 9th. The Danish Govern-

ment was to be informed by the Prussian that a six weeks’ delay was

allowed to it for the -wathdrawal of the Proclamation of March 30th

and tlie acceptance of the demands of the Confederation, before

further action was taken

—

i.e. before the Execution was actually set

on foot. In the Assembly of the Schleswig States, convened as if for

a discussion of the future of the duchy, the German majority seceded

;

and the deadlock was complete.

British public opinion on the quarrel, now tliat its issue was be-

coming simpler, seemed to the Head of Her Majesty’s Government

to warrant tlie plain speaking which he loved. On July 23rd, Lord

Palmerston made a speech in the House of Commons which seemed

to signify something more than a “gesture” (as tlie phrase is) in the

relations of Great Britain to the Schleswig-Holstein Question^; for

he stated his conviction that, if any violent attempt were made to

overthrow the rights and interfere vith the independence of Denmark,

“those who made the attempt would find in the result, that it was

not Denmark alone Mth which they would have to contend.” Lord

Russell, when, on July 31st, he communicated to Lord Bloomfield

at Vienna a Swedish avowal of alarmed sympathy with Denmark,

might well write that “these matters are becoming serious”; though

he overshot the mark in suggesting that “ if Germany persists in con-

founding Schleswig with Holstein, other Powers of Europe may
confound Holstein with Schleswig, and deny the right of Germany
to interfere with the one any more than she has with the other, except

as a European Power.” Rechberg, in reply (see Lord Bloomfield,

August 6th), pointed out that the interests of the two Duchies could

not be separated, although he still explicitly denied that any question

had arisen as to the Succession or the London Treaty
;
while Bismarck’s

subordinate (Philipsborn, see Lowther, August 29th) though appre-

hending that the Frankfort Diet could no longer be prevented from
taking action, opined that there was no reason why the entrance of

German troops into Holstein should be regarded by Denmark as a

^ Disraeli referred to this often-quoted speech in the Vote of Censure debate
of July 1864. {Hansard, n.s., for 1864, p. 91.)
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hostile invasion. On the contrary, the Danish Government (see Paget,

August 27th) now maintained that, since it proposed to accord

political autonomy to Holstein, an Execution there could only proceed

as an international measure. The controversy was becoming one of

sophistries; and Russell, recognising (to Lowther, August 31st) the

uselessness of any communications to the Danish Government on

the subject of his proposals, was reduced to warning the Austrian

and Prussian Governments (as controlling the action of the Diet) that,

if they invaded Holstein in order to compel the Danish Government to

fulfil engagements concerning Schleswg, they were raising a European

question on which any European Government was entitled to pro-

nounce a judgment. This view he carried further in a later despatch

(to Mr Grey at Paris, September i6th^), when he asked for the opinion

of the French Government as to a proffer of the good offices of tlie

Western to the German Great Powers and the Confederation, or at

least an admonition against any act at variance \vitii the maintenance

of Danish independence, in accordance \Hth the Treaty of 1852.

But tlie mutual relations of the European Great Powers in the

autumn of 1863 were not in favour of such a cooperation on the part

of France. Austria and Prussia, whose rivalr}' for the lead in German

affairs had vei-y openly declared itself on the occasion of the Frankfort

Fiirstaiiog (August, 1863) were alike anxious to court the goodwill

of the secondar}' States and the nation at large by a forward policy

in the Schleswig-Holstein Question. Moreover, after the recent

rebuff experienced by the Western Powers from Russia in another

European question—the Polish—^Drouyn de Lhuys (see Grey, Sep-

tember 1 8th) was convinced that the Emperor would refuse to join

in the proposed remonstrance to Germany, unless Great Britain and

France were prepared, this time, to go further titan the mere pre-

sentation of a Note followed by the return of an evasive reply,

Earl Russell was thus brought face to face with the considerations

which, as the event proved, finally determined the result of British

policy in the matter of the Dano-German quarrel. In the course of

September, the Committees of the Diet in Frankfort agreed on a motion

for imposing on Denmark a final term of three weeks, on the expiration

of which without a satisfactorj' reply Hanover and Saxony were to

carr}‘ out the Execution by nominating Commissioners and supporting

* In this despatch, anxious to see clearly even so L-ste in the dny, he ex-

pressed s\ wish that Ite mipht he precisely inforsned what riidui were claimed for

ihr Gcnnan Sddeswiyers, nn-l in wh.at way these had iMren viol.ttrd i»y !>e.nmaf5-.
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them witli a force of 6000 men, Austrian and Prussian troops fur-

nishing reserv^es sufficient to overcome any resistance to the transfer

of the control of the duchy The Danish Government showed no

sign of any desire to arrest the progress of events: indeed, tlieir

announcement, on September 28th, of a new Constitution for the

kingdom and Schleswig meant adherence to the policy of the

Proclamation of March 3otli. Russell, while declaring to Lord

Bloomfield and Sir A. Buchanan (September 30th), that the question

of a Common Constitution could never be the subject of a Federal

Execution, wandered further into tlie mists of botli future and past,

by expressing a hope that Austria’s and Prussia’s participation in the

Execution would not be regarded as an act of war against Denmark,

and thus cause their efforts in the interests of Schleswig to clash

with the primary engagements of those Powers under the London

Treaty of 1852. And, on the same date, he took refuge in his favourite

expedient of “ enquirj^ ” by recommending the German Great Powers,

instead of associating themselves with the Federal Execution, to

demand from the Danish Government an elucidation of the terms

of the Proclamation of March 30th; while once more proffering the

good offices of Her Majesty’s Government for terminating the dispute.

On October ist, the Diet formally resolved to adopt the motion

of its Committees as a resolution of its own, Baden (which would

have preferred the repudiation of the London Treaty and the actual

union of Schleswig and Holstein) voting in the minority with Holstein

and Luxemburg, There was, however, no wish on the part of Prussia

(or Austria) to precipitate action; indeed, on October 8tli, Bismarck

told Buchanan that, if Her Majesty’s Government were to inform the

Diet that Denmark had accepted their mediation and to invite the Diet

to do the same, the Execution might, he thought, still be prevented^.

^ So late as September 2Sth, we find Russell, in a despatch of character-
istic ingenuousness, informing Count Wachtmeistcr that Her Majesty’s Govern-
ment, setting as they did the highest value on the independence and integrity of
the Danish monarchy, were ready to proffer their good offices to the two parties

to the dispute, either in conjunction with the French Government or not. Her
Majesty’s Government were not prepared to assert that Denmark was altogether
in the right, or that Germany had not some grounds of complaint as to the treatment
of the German inhabitants of Schleswig. But these differences should be the
subject of negotiation either in Conferences or otherwise, and should not be
allowed to end in war. At the same time. Her Majesty’s Government were
ready to remind Austria and Prussia of their obligations under the Treaty of
London.

2 Buchanan to Russell, F.O. Prussia, 158. At this date begins, in frequent
sequence to January 6th, 1864, an important series of telegrams and letters from
Sir A. Buchanan at Berlin to Lord Russell, preserved at the Foreign Office (Prussia,

36W.&G.II
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The Danish Government, hereupon (as Russell informed the

President of the Frankfort Diet through Malet on October i4tli),

offered to allow the Proclamation of March 30th to remain provisional

only, if the Diet agreed to suspend the Execution
;
but even this offer

was illusory, in view of the new Constitution announced on Sep-

tember 28th for the kingdom and Schleswig. And the concession

(as Hall explicitly stated to Paget in a long interview on October 14th),

was, in any case, to be conditional on the proposed negotiations being

strictly limited to the legislative and financial position of Holstein.

Paget taking this as a refusal to withdraw the obnoxious Proclamation,

Hall obser\'ed that there was one other condition on which this might
be done, viz. that Great Britain and France should formally promise

Denmark to support her against any further demands of Germany.
Paget suggested that it would be more to the point for the Danish

Government to refuse to negotiate with Germany as to the non-

federal parts of the monarchy without the cooperation of all the

Signatories of London; and the interview came to an end with a

promise by Hall that, if the Proclamation were not withdrawn by

the Danish Government it should be regarded as provisional only,

till Germany and Denmark had come to an agreement on tlie Holstein

part of the question. This provisional limitation Bismarck (October

17th) was certain the Diet would not accept; and he blandly informed

Buchanan that, tliough the engagements of 1851-2 were accepted

by Denmark as tlie basis of negotiations, they might be kept distinct

from the Federal demands in Holstein, yet that, if war were to ensue,

the stipulations of the London Treaty would in no way prevent

Prussia from taking part in it. Russell’s formulation to Paget (on

the same date) of the opinion of Her Majesty’s Government on the

situation was, therefore, futile, the more so that the President of

546-S nnd 553), copies of wliich I owe to the kindness of Professor Hollnnd Rose.

Sir Andrew Buchan.T,n, certainly one of the ablest of our diplomatic Agents in this

period, vigilantly noted the communications, then, as a rvile, both conciliatory and
versatile, of Bismarck, whom he was well capable, when it seemed desirable, of

meeting in argument. In the course of preparing this volume, I has'e, ns mentioned
in the Preface, been favoured by the loan of some private correspondence of Sir

Andrew Buchanan’s of the years 1S63-4, including a long scries of letters from I>ord

Bloomfield, a diplomatist of a very pleasant type, but less initi.atisc of view. 'Phey

are valu.able as showing Rcchberg’s change into an nccepr.mce of Ih'.rnarck’s views,

while they freely complain of the writer's uneasiness at tiic " lecturing” propensities

of his Chief, and the growing practice of publishing e.arly Blue-books. As to !./<-»rd

Russell, Lord Bloomfield tell;- Sir .-Xndrew, on October 7th, iStty.that th.e I'orcign

Secretary ” gave himself a great deal of trouble to get up the Danish Qurstion, and

de>^ervcd better of the Cabinet of Copenlwgctt ; luit they and ilw wisrhe.tds st

Frankfort were equally ursre.i'’onabIe.”
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the Diet (see Malet, October 23rd), while he recogaised the excellence

of Russell’s motives, stated that the Diet must decline any in-

tervention \vith its action concerning the treatment of Holstein.

This was tlie. rebuff direct, and its effect might have seemed to-be

enhanced by the attitude of the French Government, whose advice

to Denmark (as Cowley informed Russell on October aytli) had been

altogether pacific, Drouyn de Lhuys recommending acquiescence

in the Federal Execution, should it take place. Yet, even now, the

British Foreign Secretary, encouraged by a telegram from Bismarck^,

continued to press the Danish Government tlirough Paget (October

28tli) to yield the Holstein claims as to the Common Budget vote of

the Duchies, while urging the Diet tlirough Malet (October 30th)

that the Signatory Powers of the London Treaty should be invited

to mediate on the international side of the question.

So late as November 5th, Bismarck still advised the proffer at

Frankfort of Great Britain’s sole mediation, though Rechberg was

less sanguine as to the assent of the majority of the Diet. Russell,

who failed to perceive that it was the popular view upheld by the

secondary and petty States which both Great Powers shrank from

offending, scouted the notion tliat Austria and Prussia could not

prevail in the Diet if they chose. But, though the Danish Govern-

ment (see Paget’s despatch of November iith) was making ready to

yield, under many reserves, on the Holstein financial question and

to accept British mediation, the Frankfort Diet had resolved (as Malet

reported on November 13th) to insist, as on a condition sine qua non,

on the absolute repeal of the March Proclamation. On the same day

Russell informed Buchanan, that, while the Diet had a perfect right

to refuse British mediation (as this decision in fact implied), Great

Britain likewise had the right of reserving any future interference, till

there was a prospect of its proving salutary and sufficient. Already,

a different method of reaching a settlement was under discussion;

the Emperor Napoleon had, on November 5th, opened his legislature

with a denunciation of the Treaties of 1815, and with an appeal to

Europe, in accordance with an invitation issued by him to her

Sovereigns on the same day, to decide in Congress all doubtful issues^.

The protracted but barren interchange of advice, subterfuge and

^ October 27th, F.O. Prussia, 548.
“ For Bismarck’s views on the French proposal of a Congress see his ciphered

letter to Russell of November 15th, F.O. Prussia, 548. It considerably reduced
the proposed scope of the Congress, and insisted on its acceptance of all the Powers
being required.

36—
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refusal, to which some reference could not be avoided here, migh
have come to a fit ending \Hth the adoption b)' the Rigsraad, oj

November 13th, of the new Constitution for the kingdom of Denmarl
and the duchy of Schleswig. On recehing the King’s signature, i

was to come into force on January^ ist, 1S64, when the provocatioi

to combat would be complete. Mediation, Bismarck on the following

day informed Buchanan, would henceforth be a mocker}'; anc

Napoleon’s Congress lay in dim distance. But one more inciden

was to supervene. On November 15th King Frederick died, leawnj

to his successor the legacy of the unsigned document. RiisscH’s

advice (November 17th) that, though he could not urge King Chris-

tian IX to take a course which might prove unpalatable to his subjects

the prospect of successful mediation would be greatly improved b}

the suspension of the new Constitution till the international questior

had been settled, was hardly left time for falling flat. After delaying

for a couple of days, on the ground diat it behoved him as a Con-

stitutional Sovereign to consider the situation, the new ICing on

November i8th appended his signature. On the same date, tJic

Hereditary' Prince of Augustenburg, in whose favour his father had

at once renounced his rights, issued a Proclamation announcing that,

as the first of the agnati in hereditary' sequence, he had assumed the

rulership of Schlcswig-IIoIstein as Duke Frederick VIII, and started,

via Gotha, for Berlin. It remained only for Paget to inform Russell,

as he did on the 19th, tiiat the King of Denmark, having accepted the

Congress, could not now answer tire question whether he would

accept the (sole) mediation of Great Britain. It was well, he took

the liberty of obscrvdng on iris own account, that, pending the result

of the Augustenburg manifesto, King Christian had at least made

sure of his subjects in the home kingdom. Bismarck, at once con-

ciliatory and dilator}', regretted the improbability of the Diet’s re-

curring to British mediation; if it did not, the Execution would have

to proceed. On the iqtli, and again on the 21st, Buchanan reported

that Prussia was making military preparations. In these, ns

Russell was warned on the 20th by Air Ward, lay the real danger

threatening the Danish monarchy; for the object now in view was

ulterior to tfie carrying-out of the Federal Execution.

In other words, tltc question of the Succession and ut the %'nlidtty

of the Treaty of London, on which the Succession and the mtim-

tcnance of tlie integrity of the Danish monarchy depended, once

more stood in the front. On November 23rd, Ibissell sent forth a

Circttlar Note to the British Rcprcsetuatjvcs at the German O'nrrs,
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great and small, in which he gave vent to the regret with which Her

Majesty’s Government had heard of the Augustenburg claims having

been brought by an accredited agent of the Hereditary Prince before

the Diet, whereas no course was actually open to those States which

had signed or acceded to the London Treaty but to recognise King

Christian IX. On the same date, he, in identical despatches to

Bloomfield and Buchanan, though approving of the requirement of

the withdrawal of the March Proclamation, insisted that international

difficulties should be settled between the disputants and the Signatory

Powers, and appealed to the Austrian and Prussian Governments to

act in unison, thus affording to Germany “ the best chance of averting

from it the danger of democratic revolution.” Meanwhile, Paget

(November 21st) had repeated that the Danish Government would

•welcome British mediation
;
but that the King had already accepted

the French invitation to a Congress. As to the latter proposal, the

British Government, on November 25th, finally declined it, the

Austrian following suit. Prussia demurred to so wide a proposal.

Unless some temporary expedient could be found, by which delay

at least could be secured in the operations of Gerqaany and the

German Great Powers, the British Government believed the be-

ginning of the end to be at hand
;
for, on November 26th, a Council

of State was held at Berlin, in which King William, though declaring

himself, notwithstanding a vote to the contrary in the Chamber of

Deputies, still bound by the Treaty of London as to the Succession,

announced that the Federal Execution in Holstein must take place,

and that Prussia must arm, in view not only of its requirements but

of its possible consequences^.

On the same day, Russell informed Bloomfield that the British

Government agreed to a proposal by Gortchakoff that the Five Great

Powers, with Sweden, should send to King Christian Special Envoys,

to congratulate him on his accession and to inform him that, while

1 The position (Malet reported on the 30th) was, indeed, taken iro by Prussia
and Austria that the Treaty of London was a supplementarr nar: of'the engage-
ments of 1851-2.—It would be beyond the present purpose to*cscrfbe the way in
which the lesser German Governments, headed by Bararia and Eansx. outvied one
another in urging a forward policy in accordance with the sen^i-nerit But

Governments
attention should be directed to Lord Russell’s tone in addr
as those of Saxony and Wiirttemberg, if we are to understand ttn= oahnnines of
anti-Bntish sentiment in Germany. About this time (Xoremb—
out to Bloomfield that the presence of a Federal armvin ht
revolutionary movements among the excited part of the '**

As to the apprehensions of the Duke of CambridveVT' r.u
Secretary for War) in November and December — - A"!, ^
Memorandum to the former, see
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their Governments adhered to their treaty obligations for maintaining

the integrity of the Danish monarchy, they considered that the Danish

Crown was bound to fulfil its engagements and to make the Con-

stitutional changes requisite to that end^.
?

In December, 1863, accordingly, a new negotiation began, con-

ducted by Baron Ewers on behalf of Russia, and on that of Great

Britain by Lord Wodehouse (afterwards Earl of Kimberley), a poli-

tician of Liberal views and (as his later career proved) of administrative

as well as of parliamentary ability, but whose acquaintance with the

Schleswig-Holstein Question was not more intimate than that of most

of his contemporaries in Lords or Commons^. He reached Berlin

on December nth, armed with Instructions not of course taking

the Austro-Prussian view of the full significance of the Danish en-

gagements of 1851-2, but treating them as binding; while at the same,

time insisting on the validity of the Treaty of London.

Of course. Hall expressed great satisfaction on hearing of the

Mission of Wodehouse. Thus (after the manner of Special Envoys),

he started in a hopeful mood, in possession of the elementary fact

that Schleswig was not part of the Germanic Confederation, but not

otherwise provided with expedients for bringing about the satisfaction

of the several obligations indicated in his Instructions. Before he

reached Berlin on his way to Copenhagen, Bloomfield (December 30th)

had informed Russell that Austria would only hold to the Treaty of

London if Denmark fulfilled the “connected” engagements, and the

Emperor Francis Joseph (King William following suit) had refused

to receive Admiral von Irrainger, the Danish officer sent to notify

to him King Christian’s accession. On the same date, Buchanan had

transmitted Bismarck’s opinion that, unless Wodehouse at once in-

duced the Danish Government to prevent the new Dano-SchlesMg

Constitution from coming into force, his Mission was foredoomed to

^ These Instructions will be found in the Blue-book {Parliamentary Papers, LXIV.

1864), under date December 9th, 1863. They begin by asserting that the London
Treaty of 1852 is open to no sort of question, and clearly forms part of the public law

of Europe. Her Majesty’s Government cannot admit the correctness of the view that

the Treaty must be read in connexion tvith certain anterior arrangements conducted

by diplomatic Notes interchanged between the German Great Powers and Denmark
in 1851—2 ;

but, when those Powers urge that Denmark has not kept faith with them

as to these engagements, Her Majesty’s Government is prepared to consider this

allegation fairly and impartially with the other non-German Powers, and, should

it be prov’ed, would seek to induce the Danish Government to carrj’ out the engage-

ments in question. The result to be aimed at is the fulfilment of the Treaty of

1852 and of the engagements of 1851-2; but the mode of arriving at the result

cannot be laid down, though patience and impartiality will contribute to this end.
• General Fleury’s Mission from France seems to have been mainly complimentarj'.
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failure. On his way to Copenhagen Wodehouse had a very long

interview with Bismarck at Berlin on December 12th, the results of

which he reported home on the same day. After much preliminary

fencing, a definite point was reached when Wodehouse, who thought

tliat his language had “made some impression” upon his interlocutor,

obtained from him a Memorandum, afterwards initialled by the

Austrian Ambassador, Count Karolyi, and Sir A. Buchanan, as well

as by Bismarck himself, of the actual German demands on Denmark.

It purported that immediate steps must be taken to prevent the

Constitution of November, 1863, from being carried into effect as to

Schleswig at the New Year, and that, this having been done, Denmark

should furnish Austria and Prussia with proposals as to the fulfilment

of the engagements of 1851-2. With this statement, which left un-

. touched the question of the Execution in Holstein, and the Federal

demands the non-fulfilment of which had provoked it, Wodehouse,

on December 14th, betook himself to Copenhagen. On the previous

day^, Buchanan at Berlin was authorised to inform Russell that,

within six days after the Special Envoy’s arrival at the Danish capital,

the Federal Execution would commence. Although both Bismarck

(whose own position was at this point of time rumoured to be doubt-

ful^) and Karolyi seemed to have considered that Wodehouse might

possibly still prevail upon the Danish Government to change its

policy as to the Constitutional position of Schleswig, he found, on

his arrival at Copenhagen on December i6th, that, while the Danish

Government was prepared to let the Execution in Holstein take its

course, it was equally resolved not to put an end to the Dano-Schleswig

Constitution®. Russell’s insistence to Wodehouse (December 17th

and 20th), and his argument that this step and the general fulfilment

of the engagements of 1851-2 would ensure the maintenance of the

integrity of the Danish monarchy in accordance with the Treaty of

London, were as ineffective as they were belated. The situation had,

as he had reported on the previous day (i6th), become an impasse',

the Execution was now a certainty, or at least nothing would induce

the German Powers to arrest it except a compliance with the whole

of their demands by Denmark, which was “out of the question^.”

^ Buchanan to Russell, December 13th, 1863. .

“ December istb, 1863. F.O. Prussia, 548.
® From tbis point onward see Correspondence respecting the Affairs of Holstein,

Lauenburg and Schleswig, No. 4, presented to Parliament 1864, in Parliamentary
Papers, LXiv. (1864).

* Bismarck, it may be suggested, was doing bis best to confuse the issue, de-
claring (according to Buchanan’s despatches to Russell of December 21st) that the
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Meanwhile, the French Government, at cross-purposes with the

British, was renewing its call for a Congress, which Austria, with

obvious reasons of her own, regarded as premature (Bloomfield,

December 17th).. On December 19th, Wodehouse called on M.
Dotezac, the French Minister (who had been instructed to take no

part in the Russo-British negotiations with the Danish Government,

but to warn it explicitly that, if it became involved in war with

Germany, France would not come to its assistance), to enquire

whether he would join with Ewers and himself in insisting on the

repeal of the Dano-Schleswig Constitution.

On December 21st, however, Wodehouse, supported by Ewers,

and sure of Swedish support, while Fleury had intimated the assent

of France, though announcing that she would not go against Denmark
in a war against Germany, made a final attempt to induce Hall to

consent to a change of policy and abandon the maintenance of the

Dano-Schleswig Constitution. He begged the Danish Minister to

understand that this by no means implied any recognition of Austria

and Prussia’s right to make their adherence to the Treaty of London

dependent on the fulfilment by Denmark of her engagements of

1851-2; but Hall was unsatisfied that the cancelling of the Constitu-

tion, on which the German Powers insisted as indispensable, and

which Great Britain and Russia pressed, would not be followed by

further demands. Holstein had been duly evacuated by the Danish

Government
;
and the repeal of the new Constitution would have no

further effect, as that of the Proclamation of March 30th had had

none!. ^ days later (December 25th), Wodehouse informed

Russell that Hall had resigned, rather than be a party to persuading

the reconvoked Rigsraad to repeal the Constitution. But Bishop

Monrad, who, after a few days, took his place (the highly capable

Quaade soon assuming the conduct of Foreign Affairs), showed no

signs of giving way, and, as reported by Wodehouse on December 30th,

engagements of the Signatories of the Treaty of London were to Denmark only;

and, again, that, if Austria and Prussia should, as they had a perfect right to do,

declare war against Denmark, the Treaty of London was at an end so far as they

were concerned. At the same time, he was anxious that the view solemnly stated

by Russell in identical despatches to Buchanan and Bloomfield (December 17th),

that any departure from the Treaty of London on the part of any of the Signatories

would be deemed by Her Majesty’s Government extremely inconsistent with good

faith, should be known to the German Governments and people, since it could not

but have an important influence on the action of the Confederation. (He was at

this time anxious to let it be seen that he himselfwas not subject to British influence.)

^ Wodehouse to Russell, December 2ist, 1S63. Cf. Paget to Russell, December

22nd, 1S63.
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declared that, if the Danes were attacked, tliey would resist to the

last man. On December 27th, Buchanan had regarded tlie advance

of Austrian and Prussian troops into Schleswig as certain, if the

Constitution were not at once repealed. Thus, with the advent of

the New Year, the extension of military operations was a certainty.

On the last day of 1863, Buchanan avowed to Russell his belief

that, if German troops entered Schleswig, they would not leave it

again until the southern part of the duchy at least had been united

with Holstein, and the port of Kiel included in the territories of the

Germanic Confederation^.

On the same da}^ Russell issued a general request, preceded by

a long preamble, to the British Embassies and Legations at Paris,

Vienna and Berlin, Petrograd and Stockholm, as well as Frankfort,

Dresden and Stuttgart, asking, in the interests of peace, that a Con-

ference should be held bettveen the Signatory Powers at London or

Paris, to treat of the differences between Germany and Paris, the

status quo being maintained till this Conference should have finished

its labours. The invitation implied the beginning of a new stage in

the efforts of the British Government fpr a settlement.

By January 7th, 1864, both Wodehouse and Ewers, whose coopera-

tion with him he described as cordial throughout^, were preparing

for immediate departure from Copenhagen; and two days previously

to this® Russell had once more, through Cowley, placed the imperative

necessity for a Concert between the non-German Powers before

Drouyn de Lhuys and his master. The Franlcfort Diet was hesitating

between the Bavarian and Saxon proposal to place the Augustenburg

claimant in possession of both Holstein and Schleswig, and the

Austrian and Prussian counter-suggestion that, while definitely re-

fusing the repeal of the new Constitution, they should occupy

Schleswig as a pledge for the fulfilment of the Danish engagements.

Russell condemned the former demand as tantamount to the

dismemberment of the Danish monarchy; the latter he desired to

submit to a Conference of the Signatories of the Treaty of London, or

to leave to the mediation of the non-German Signatories, or some other

method of amicable arrangement. Christian IX had been but two

months on the throne, and some time ought to be allowed him. The

^ The notion mentioned by Buchanan to Russell on December 26th, of
keeping Kiel for purposes of war as a Danish port, can only be described as

unintelligible.
^ Wodehouse to Russell, January 7th, 1864.
® Russell to Cowley, Napier and Jemingham, January 5th.
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attitude of France had for some time been doubtful; but.Drouyn de

Lhuys was not indisposed to a Conference as such. Bismarck, however,

considered that this was not to be accepted, if it should interfere

with military operations that might in the meantime have been

decided on, Russell hereupon, though willing (January 9th) to post-

pone the opening of the Conference till the repeal of the Constitution

should have been accomplished—in which case the invasion of

Schleswig should likewise be postponed—persisted in his efforts to

bring about the meeting he desired. At no period in the history of

this Question had British diplomacy been more active, and at no

time had it had less effect. Malet reported to Russell (on January 8th)

that his elaborate appeal of December 31st had been received with

disfavour by the majority of the Diet, where the opinion prevailed

that Great Britain would in no case “interfere materially,” and where

British counsels had accordingly no weight. Bismarck, on the other

hand, while expressing himself personally in favour of a Conference,

urged Her Majesty’s Government to withdraw their opposition to

the occupation of Schleswig, though aware of the support the August-

enburg pretensions had received in Holstein (Buchanan, January 9th).

On the other hand, the Danish Government (as Russell informed

Bloomfield and Buchanan on January nth) applied to all the Signa-

tories of the London Treaty to meet in Conference on tlie bases of

the Treaty of London, of securities (as promised in 1851-2) for the

fair treatment of the German subjects of the King of Denmark, and

of a promise on his part to endeavour to induce the Rigsi'aad to repeal

the November Constitution, so far as SchlesMg was concerned^. So

much Wodehouse had achieved, and the British Government^ readily

accepted this proposal. But to what did it amount, when, on the same

date, Malet reported the view of the leader of the national majority

at Frankfort, the Bavarian von der Pfordten, that the invalidity of the

Treaty of London must be voted by the Diet, and that, for the rest,

he saw no sounder basis for a permanent settlement than a partition

of Schleswig ? And (as Buchanan reported to Russell on January 12th)

Bismarck and Karolyi were agreed that the obnoxious Constitution

must be repealed and that there was time enough to do so before the

German troops could actually cross the Eider.

^ For what follows from January 12th to 31st, 1S64, see Parliamentary Papers,

IJCIV. Denmark and Germany, No. i (Session 1S64). Also, Correspondence respecting

the Ajfairs of Holstein, Lauenburg, and Schlcsmig, presented to Parliament 1SG4, in

Parliamentary Papers, Lxv, Denmark and Germany, Nos. 5-7 (Session February 4th to

July 29th, 1864). See Russell to Cowley, January 15th, 1S64.
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In face of the continual menace of the immediate occupation of

Schleswig, Russell’s efforts for averting it by a counter-concession

were beginning -to be submerged in impatience. On January 14th,

w^hen telling Bloomfield of his conversation with Bernstorff, he had

described it as by no means surprising that the King of Denmark

should be ready to defend Schleswig and to look upon the hostile

occupation of tliat duchy as a blow to the integrity of liis dominions.

But he (Russell) could not doubt that in the defence of Denmark,

the King would be “assisted by Powers friendly to” his country.

Bernstorff at once dwelt on the danger to Europe, should hostile

relations ensue between Great Britain and Germany, and Russell

could only repeat that his warnings to the same effect had passed

unheeded, since but little time W'as now left for counsel, wisdom

and moderation. The danger was not an illusion, for Bernstorff was

circumspect and far from ill-disposed to Great Britain, and Russell

meant to be just. His sense of the seriousness of the situation could

only be heightened by the receipt of Mr Grosvenor’s Report on the

state of feeling in the duchy, forwarded by Buchanan on the same

date (January i4th)^. Meanwhile, the proposal of a Conference (com-

plicated by the side issue of the presence of a representative of the

Germanic Confederation) continued to be discussed, mainly on the

same lines, Russell adhering to tlie twofold bases of the integrity of

the Danish monarchy and the fulfilment of the engagements of 1 85 1-2

;

France slowly moving towards this more restricted scheme; Russia

cautiously agreeing but desirous of keeping tlie action of Austria and

Prussia separate from that of the Confederation. The Frankfort Diet

having, by a majority, declined to approve the method of action pro-

posed by the Austrian and Prussian Governments on January 14th,

the two Powers had on the i6th concluded a Convention binding

them to cooperate on the lines agreed upon between them, and had
at once telegraphed to Copenhagen, demanding the revocation of

the November Constitution within forty-eight hours. Thus, though

this Convention was kept secret, and though by January 17th Russell

could regard the terms proposed by him as accepted by all the Great

Powers except France, he could not, even now, look forward to the

avoidance of bloodshed, if Austria and Prussia crossed the Eider;

1 Holstein, he reported, was for Augustenburg from end to end, and confident
of the success of his claims

; Schleswig generally so in the middle-class population
of the towns. Austrian and Prussian intervention was feared more than anything
else in the Duchies; British public opinion was held to be regrettably ill-informed.
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and upon this they had determined unless the Dano-Schleswig Con-
stitution were suddenly repealed^. Of any such repeal there was no

prospect; for the pertinacity of the Danish Government under

Monrad was fundamentally the same as it had been under HalP.

And, even if Austria and Prussia agreed to a delay, the Diet might,

in response to irrepressible popular feeling, interfere on its own
account, while the two Great Powers would not be able to hold

themselves aloof from such a proceeding. But war would put an

end to all treaties, and the preservation of peace, Conference or no

Conference, seemed improbable.

Towards the end of the month, matters having made no progress

and Bismarck’s attitude towards the Treaty of London continuing to

become more and more doubtful®, it occurred to Russell to resort

to the expedient of a Protocol to be signed in London by Repre-

sentatives of the Signatory Powers, notif^ng the King of Denmark’s

intention to summon the Rigsi’aad and propose to it the repeal of

the November Constitution, and Austria and Prussia’s willingness

to delay the occupation of Schleswig till the result of this endeavour

should be known. To Drouyn de Lhuys this suggestion—in which

he could see nothing objectionable, if accepted by the German
Powers, but also nothing really new—only seemed at the same time

to necessitate a protest against its being, if accepted, considered to

involve France in ulterior measures, for which she was unprepared

(Cowley, January 27th). Gortchakoff was willing to agree to the

Protocol, though he saw little chance of its being signed by tlie

German Powers. And, in fact, Bismarck declined it,‘on the ground

that it was impossible for the Austrian and Prussian troops to remain

stationary for six further weeks, without any assurance of Denmark’s

giving way in the end^. And he followed up his refusal by declaring

that, though by her non-fulfilment of the obligations contracted in

1851-2 and intrinsically connected with the Treaty of 1852, as well

as by directly contravening those obligations tlirough tlie November

Constitution, Denmark had given the German Powers the right of

releasing themselves from the Treaty—they proposed to insist on

the aforesaid obligations by their own action, leaving over the question

of tlie Treaty and the principle of the integrity ofthe Danish monarchy

to be dealt witli in the future. Within a week, they would occupy

^ Russell to Buchanan, January’ 17th, 1864.
- Paget to Russell, Januarj* 13th and 14th, 1864.

' * Buchanan to Russell, January 23rd, 1864.
* Buchanan to Russell, January 29th, 1864.
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Schleswig. Two days later (February ist) “ the future ” was practically

settled by the transit of the Austrian and Prussian troops under the

supreme command of Wrangel into the duchy of Schleswig.

III. THE WAR OF 1864 AND THE LONDON CONFERENCE

The German Great Powers and Denmark were now at war. The
actual conflict had, indubitably, been brought about by'the obstinacy

of Denmark and it would now certainly be carried on for the deter-

mination of issues beyond the Danish obligations for the enforcement

of which, together with the repeal of the November Constitution,

the German Great Powers professed to have undertaken it. The
policy of Great Britain had failed to induce the Danish Government

to give way to demands which it had recognised as unavoidable, and

it now only remained to seek to avert the consequences of this

failure. The necessity became more pressing when, by February 5th,

the Danish army had abandoned the defence of the Dannewirke, and

Jutland lay open to the German advance. The Diippel forts had still

to be captured, and the island of Alsen; but the self-confidence of

the Danish Government, or their trust in foreign support, was at

last giving way. They had, on January 30th, accepted the British

proposal of a Conference, if possible at London, of the Signatory

Powers, with a representative of the Germanic Confederation; and

a successful Danish resistance might conceivably affect its delibera-

tions, should it meet before the land-war had crushed out all such

attempts, while Danish action by sea failed to exercise any important

counter-effect. 'The efforts of the British Government, with the

support of Russia, to obtain an armistice, had, although not altogether

discountenanced at Vienna, met with no success at Berlin. It was

felt at Copenhagen that a final catastrophe might be no longer

distant; and, on February nth, de Bille addressed to Russell a formal

appeal confessing that “if reduced to her own strength, Denmark
must in the end be crushed ” ;. and that it was therefore necessary,

while there was yet time, that the Powers friendly to her should

come to her help, among whom there was none the Danish Govern-

ment addressed with greater confidence than Great Britain^. The
appeal was not unwarranted nor its tone undignified, though the argu-

ment of Great Britain’s guarantee of 1720 was a weak link in the chain^.

^ Drouyn de Lhuys was not slow to point this out. See Cowley to Russell,
February nth, 1864.

= Cf. ante, pp. 523-4.
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• Far more impressive must have been the reference to Palmerston’s

more recent vaunt in Parliament (July 23rd, 1863) that, in case of

an attack on the integrity of the Danish monarchy, Denmark would
not stand alone. Neither the author of that warning nor British

public opinion could remain deaf to the Danish monition; and Russell

privately submitted to Palmerston for his approval the suggestion

that France and Great Britain should categorically offer their media-

tion to Austria and Prussia on the basis of the integrity of the Danish

monarchy and the engagements of 1851-2, and that, if it were refused,

Great Britain should despatch a squadron to Copenhagen, and France

a coj'ps d'armee to the Rhenish frontier of Prussia^. Palmerston, who
“fully shared Russell’s indignation,” hesitated to engage Great

Britain—^unsupported as she was—to enter into a conflict witli

Germany on Continental soil, and to suggest to France an attack

upon the Prussian Rhenish territory. As to sending a squadron into

the Baltic, he observed that this could not in any case be done for

several weeks
;
nor would it have much effect on the Germans, unless

understood to be only a first step. Altogether he doubted whether

either the British Cabinet or British public opinion was prepared for

active interference. Nothing, therefore, came of the proposal for the

moment; but Palmerston wrote to the First Lord of the Admiralty

(the Duke of Somerset) to advocate the despatch of a squadron into

the Baltic, when the season should permit, with a view to prevent

any attack upon Copenhagen. But these utterances remained con-

fidential only. On February 19th, Russell replied to the Danish

Government, tlirough Paget, that Her Majesty’s Government would

take no steps towards arresting the progress of the present unhappy

contest, until after full consideration and communication with France

and Russia. But this concert was, more especially with regard to

France, far from being a matter of course, and fell far short of the

completeness of that reached by Austria and Prussia on January 16th,

which, in Bismarck’s opinion” (February 27th) had, in all probability,

prevented Great Britain from affording material assistance to Den-

mark. The discussions as to holding of a Conference between the

Signatory Powers, with a representative of the Germanic Confedera-

tion, pressed by the British Government, and the armistice which

was to accompany it, were in the last degree tedious. For, while the

Austrian and Prussian Governments, trusting to the strength of their

‘ See E. Ashley’s Life of Palmerston, ir. 246 sqq. (187S), for this correspondence.

- Buchnnan to Russell, February- 27th, 1S64.
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position which could not change except for the better, were willing,

and the Russian Government (indeed, tlie Tsar himself) urged the

Danish Government to concur, it held back, refusing to relinquish

the hope, unreasonable as it was, of direct foreign interference on

behalf of Denmark, and at first pleaded for delay. In this request

it was momentarily supported, without obvious reason, by the British

Government^. On March nth, Russell stated that Austria and

Prussia were ready to agree to an armistice, either on the basis of a

mutual evacuation of Jutland and Schleswig, or on that of the

military status quo, as well as to a Conference. But inasmuch as, on

the 17th, the Danish Government still insisted that the Conference

must be restricted to the question of tlie engagements of 1851-2

—

a condition to which the Austrian and Prussian Governments refused

to agree, in view of the changes already brought about by the War“,

Russell had consequently to fall back on the proposal tliat, to avoid

controversy, the purpose of tlie Conference, unaccompanied for the

present by an armistice, should be defined simply as the discovery of

the means of restoring the blessings of peace to the north of Europe.

The Danes (Monrad), while not abandoning the restriction of the

basis insisted on by them, had argued that it was impossible to prevent

the discussion of other modes of arrangement; and this appeared to

reduce the difference to a matter of form^. Such was the slender

diplomatic substructure contrived for the attempt to terminate the

War, which had meanwhile continued its course. The advance of

the Germans in Jutland was slow; the occupation of Alsen remained

unachieved; and the Diippel forts were not captured till April i8th^,

two days before the date first fixed for the meeting of the Conference

in London. It actually met, after the belated arrival of Baron Beust,

the Plenipotentiary of the Germanic Confederation, on April 25th.

The London Conference, which had been brought about with so

Napier to Russell, February 28th, 1864.
“ To Bloomfield, March 20th, 1864.
^ Russell to Paget, March 2ist, 1864.
* By sea, the Danish position had not been so unchallenged in its predominance

as to preclude the possibility of the despatch of an Austrian squadron into the
Baltic. This possibility Palmerston, in a confidential interview with Count Apponyi,
denounced in no measured terms, declaring that such a naval movement would
be treated as an “affront and insult to England” (see his letter to Russell, May ist,

in E. Ashley’s Life of Palmerston, ll. 250). He wrote in the same sense to the First

Lord of the Admiralty (the Duke of Somerset), adding that “by forbidding the
Austrians to enter the Baltic during the War, we should be rendering valuable
assistance to the Danes, without any great effort to ourselves” {ibid. p. 252). The
Austrian ships, however, proceeded no further than Deal; for Rechberg was very
sensitive to British opinion.
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large an expenditure of effort, cannot be said to have opened with

great expectations; but neither was its success altogether hopeless

for the weaker side. The entire Continental portion of the Danish

monarchy was under German control; but Denmark maintained her

superiority at sea and continued to trust in it as the certainty grew

that no Austrian fleet would be seen in the Baltic. As to the Neutral

Powers, public feeling in Great Britain had. never been in more
general sympathy with Denmark, and the goodwill of the Court to

the Augustenburg pretensions was, as Palmerston took occasion to

point out, making no difference in their favour. Of the friendliness

of Russia,Denmark could likewise entertain no doubt, though dynastic

interests could not but suggest caution in dealing with the Treaty

of London, for which Russian statesmanship was largely responsible.

Sweden was purely anxious to uphold Danish interests'; France, with

aims of her own in view, was indisposed to take a prominent part in

the present transaction. Of the belligerents, Austria had not as yet

openly withdrawn from her treaty obligations to maintain the in-

tegrity of the Danish monarchy; and it was hardly known how "far

she had for the time subordinated her policy to that of Prussia. The
Germanic Confederation was bound to uphold the interests and the

choice of the duchies. The action of Prussia on the other hand, would

be guided by ulterior considerations, or calculations, which could

not reveal themselves at once. Elimination of the issue or issues she

desired to avoid must be the course she would follow at the Con-

ference, before her own purposes could declare themselves. As to

the Plenipotentiaries sent by the several Powers to the Conference

and the part taken by them in its proceedings, it may perhaps be

worth adding that Russell necessarily depended much on Clarendon,

who with great charm of personality combined the gift of clearness

in debate, and who was at no time prepossessed in favour of the

diplomacy of Bismarck. Prussia was represented by Bernstorff and

von Balan, whose capacity and experience were alike uncontestable.

Austria had sent to Apponyi’s assistance Biegeleben,an official strongly

antipathetic to Pmssia
;

tlie Russian Plenipotentiary tvas Baron

.

Brunnow, discretion itself, but whose friendship to Denmark had

been constant and w'ho might justly claim to have been one of the

authors of the Treaty of London. Denmark was represented by three

Plenipotentiaries, ofwhom Quaadc was a statesman ofnotable modera-

tion, though, like his colleague de Billc, in principle a steadfast Eider-

Dane. Beust, whom the Germanic Confederation had chosen to
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advocate its claim, did so with the self-confidence which deserted

him in none of the vicissitudes of his versatile career’^.

The British Plenipotentiaries began proceedings by calling upon

the belligerents, in the interests of humanity, to agree to a suspension

of hostilities; but, since the Danes objected to a cessation of the

blockade as tlie condition of an armistice, on which Prussia and

Austria insisted, it was not till the third sitting (on May 9th) that

the compromise proposed by Prussia of a short Armistice to last,

\vith such cessation, to June i2tli, was accepted. At the fourth sitting

(on May 12th) the first step in the Prussian process of elimination was

taken, and the root of the contention laid bare, by the Declaration

of Bernstorff, couched in diplomatic language, which called into

question the validity of engagements founded on the Treaty of

London. The protest of British Plenipotentiaries and their request

to loiow what was to take the Treaty’s place were followed by similar

expressions from Brunnow; and the Declaration of Bernstorff (on

tlie 17th) that the only satisfactory guarantee of peace could be found

in the complete political independence of the united Duchies—^which

left the Succession Question and the idea of a merely “personal

union ” between the kingdom and the Duchies open—was absolutely

rejected by Denmark, and fell dead. At the sixtli meeting (on

May 28th), a combined Austrian and Prussian proposal, as unexpected

as its predecessor had been, carried the Bismarckian series a step

further. The two Powers now demanded—^with what respective

measure of s3TOpathy it is unnecessaiy to estimate—a complete

severance of the Duchies from the kingdom, and the union of

Schleswig-Holstein as a single State under the sovereignty of the

Hereditary Prince of Augustenburg^. Russia inevitably objected, pro-

nouncing the question of the Succession to the Duchies not an open

one to those Powers who still regarded the Treaty of London as

binding; and Denmark considered the proposal impossible. As
Bismarck had foreseen, it fell to the ground.

Russell’s moment, as it seemed to him, had now arrived. The
agreement which he hereupon proposed, and with regard to the

intrinsic reasonableness of which as a basis of peace there could, in

the existing state of affairs, hardly remain a doubt, left aside all

^ For the following see Protocols of Conferences held in London relative to the

Affairs ofDenmark, presented to Parliament 1864, in Parliamentary Papers, Protocols,
etc., Lxv. (Session 1864).

“ As to this move—playing for a fall—cf. Sybel, u.s. III. 223. It must be re-
membered that Napoleon had already approved annexation to Prussia.

w.&G.ll 37
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reference to the violated engagements of 1851-2, and sought to

secure the elements of a solid peace which alone could justify the

disregard of a solemn treaty. Holstein, Lauenberg, and the southern

part of Schleswig were to be separated from the rest of the Danish

monarchy, their future destiny as Danes or Germans not being settled

without their consent. (No fortresses or harbours of war were,

however, to be constructed there—a clause to which the German

Powers at once took exception.) The Danish compensation for the

sacrifice demanded was to be a guarantee by the Great Powers of

Europe of the independence of the kingdom (with, no doubt, the

northern portion of Schleswig, as it might be ultimately settled).

The plan, previously communicated to France and Russia, and

conditionally (France much approving the plebiscite clause) was

now accepted, in principle, by the German Powers. At the next

sitting of the Conference (June 2nd) it was reluctantly accepted by

the Danish Plenipotentiary, but also in principle only. The reser\^a-

tion was momentous; for, as the Danes pointed out, limits must be

found for the sacrifices to be imposed on their country; and the

question of the new frontier-line therefore became one of vital

importance^. Should an equitable arrangement on this head prove im-

possible, Denmark must be free to fall back on the Treaty of London,

on the maintenance of which by the Powers she had originally counted.

As British Policy was repeatedly to experience in dealing witli the

Schleswig-Holstein Question,the detailswere to prove a fatalstumbling

block, as they are apt to do in an atmosphere ofmutual ill-will. Already,

the task of the Conference ran the risk of being rudely interrupted

by the resumption of hostilities. The Armistice was to end on

June 1 2th, and it was only reluctantly that the Danish Government
assented to prolonging it to the 26th, while the German Powers,

who had time on their side, would have preferred a truce of several

months. ' Quaade repeatedl)’’ declared that his Government would

prefer to submit once more to the decision of arms rather tlian to

continue a hopeless dispute; and, desirous of avoiding a breakdown

of his endeavour, Russell, at the sitting of June i8th, made a last

attempt at conciliation. Referring to the memorable desire (vocii)

expressed at the Congress of Paris in 1856, that Cabinets, in the

event of a serious misunderstanding, should, before appealing to

force, have recourse to the good offices of a friendly State, he proposed

* The conditionni cession of Lauenburp, ^vhich formed no essential clement

in the dispute, may be passed by here.
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that tiie belligerents, Austria, Prussia and Denmark, should appeal

to a friendly Power to trace a frontier-line passing south neither of

tlie line designated by tlie Danish nor of that preferred by the German

Plenipotentiaries.

It u^as understood at the time that France was tlie Power in the

minds of the British Plenipotentiaries—a notion which can only have

been intended to assure the support of that Power, of late little dis-

posed to a ready cooperation with Great Britain. But Russell’s last

proposal was doomed to failure. Austria and Prussia, between whom
tliere was no real agreement as to the future of the Duchies, could

concur only in offering an evasive consent; and at Copenhagen the

infatuation of the ruling part}' was resolved on refusal, though the

King, and even Hall, were for acceptance. On June 22nd—almost

on the eve of the end of the Armistice—this refusal was notified to

the Conference, the Danish Plenipotentiaries adhering to the line

accepted by them on May 28th (Eckernfdrde—Friedrichstadt)^;

while the Germans declared themselves unable to approve of an

arbitration on the final decision. Prince de La Tour d’Auvergne,

hereupon, intervened with a suggestion that a vote of the communes
in the mixed districts should be taken as decisive; but, though

the British Plenipotentiaries, rather than tlirow up the game,

assented to this, conditionally on the acceptance of Denmark, Quaade

could only take it ad referendum^ as in conflict vith his Instructions.

Thus, as the sand in the glass had virtually run out, the efforts of the

neutral Powers, and those of Great Britain in particular, and with it

the Conference of London, were at an end, and its final sitting on

June 25th was formal only. The Danes had resolved on rejecting

any partition; and the German Great Powers had agreed upon

securing the whole of the prize, leaving tlie future of the Duchies still

open. So far as the non-German Powers were concerned, Bismarck’s

scheme of action had been successfully carried through
;
and British

intervention by consultation and advice had reached its terminus^. Of
^ The final Austro-Prussian suggestion seems to have been the line north of

Flensburg to Hoyer, leaving Alsen to the Danes.
® To the Protocol of the last sitting (No. iz) is annexed an account agreed upon

by the Plenipotentiaries of the neutral Powers, but involving no responsibility on
the part of those of the belligerent Powers and of the Germanic Confederation.
These reserved to themselves the right of comment or reply, and exercised it in
the letter of Bernstorff and de Balan and that of Beust, printed with the Protocols

presented to Parlianaent. As to Monrad’s defence of the Danish action at the
Conference “which step by step followed the advice of the neutral Powers, and
especially that of the English Cabinet,” see his letter to de Bille, June 28th, 1864,
in Parliamentary Papers, Lxv. (1864), Denmark and Germany, No. 7.

37—2
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its zeal, while it had lasted, no doubt can exist, nor of its remoteness

from considerations of self-interest, which had, to say the least, long

fallen out of sight. Its final effort had been a Conference begun in the

midst ofwar,withthepurposeofsecuringtherecognition ofthe principle

of the integrity of the Danish monarchy, and ending in an unsolved

dispute as to the extent to which that integrity should be impaired.

British intervention was at an end; and the War, as to the final

purpose of which the Austrian and Prussian Cabinets had arrived

at a formal agreement on June 24th, the day before tliat of the last

sitting of the London Conference, ran its inevitable course. Alsen

was occupied, a landing on Fiinen would follow, and the Danish

fleet was no longer to be depended on for the protection of Copen-

hagen. The debate, which occupied the British Parliament from

July 4th to 9th, and which ended in the Commons with a majority

of eighteen in favour of the Government’s policy of peace—in the

Lords they had been left in a minority of nine—extinguished the

last glimmer of hope of British interference, against which a majority

of the Cabinet was known to have decided. In the Lords, Clarendon

declared that an amicable settlement would have been brought about,

had the efforts of the Government been met in an equal spirit “not

only by the parties directly interested, but also by the other parties

who were equally parties to the Treaty of 1852”; while Russell, on

this occasion with less ingenuousness, maintained that the Govern-

ment had chosen and acted on the principle of non-intervention as

in the case of Italy, and in that of the American Civil War^. In the

Commons, Disraeli and Lord Stanley for die Opposition, alike de-

precated the conclusion that they advocated war; and Palmerston,

in a speech wliich took away the breath of all who heard it", rested

the defence of the Government on what, during their five years'

tenure of office, they had done for the national prosperity. On the

same day as that on which tliis speech was delivered, Bluhme suc-

ceeded Monrad as President of the Council at Copenhagen; twelve

^ On July 6th (to Paget) he thought it well to remind Monrad that, though

“Her Majesty’s Government were unwilling with the other neutral Powers, to

urge upon the Danish the acceptance of terms which it deemed incompatible with

the safety and honour of Denmark, they had never engaged themselves, mr could

they noxo engage thenuelves, to support the D^anish Crown by force of arms, or to

impose upon .Germany the conditions suggested in the Conference.” This fast

clause would appear to refer to the frontier-line finally insisted upon by Denmark.

See Denmark and Germany, No. 7 in Parliamentaiy' Papers, ijcv. (1864).
^ 'i'he present writer was one of them. For the deliatc sec The Annual Peghtcr

for 1 86.1, pp. 88-102.
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da34 later a new Armistice began, and on October 30th peace was

signed at Vienna with the two German Great Powers. The cession

to them of the three Duchies of Schleswig, Holstein and Lauenburg

was yielded by the vanquished without much discussion
;
and in the

Treat)^ tlie financial arrangements of which were the results of long

debate, neither the future government of Schleswig-Holstein, nor

the treatment of the mixed districts in Schleswig, found any mention.

In the settlement of this Peace the British Government, it is

needless to say, had no share. After the Preliminaries had been con-

cluded, Bismarck had communicated to Russell through Bernstorff

(August 5tli) his hope that the British Government would not refuse

to recognise the moderation and placability which Bloomfield had

counselled at an interview between them at Vienna. The entire

cession of the three Duchies was indispensable. The Danes them-

selves had declared any relation of the nature of a personal union

impossible
;
and the retention bythem ofpart ofthe duchy of Schleswig,

which.had formerly seemed conceivable, was manifestly out of the

question now. But Austria and Prussia had not extended their

original demand, and had not asked for the cession of any part of

the kingdom of Denmark, though Jutland was in their hands. By
way of reply (through Mr Lowther, August 20th),' Russell, though

he would have preferred to have observed total silence, could not

but once more repeat the opinion of Her Majesty’s Government

that the aggression of Austria and Prussia was unjust, and deeply

lament that their success in war should have enabled them to dis-

member the Danish monarchy, which it was the object of the Treaty

of 1852 to preserve entire. Specially objectionable was the transfer

of 200,000 or 300,000 loyal Danish inhabitants to a German State.

For the rest, he had the satisfaction of noting that the cession by
King Christian IX implied his previous right to rule over them, and

hoped that they would be fairly and fully consulted in the choice

of their future Sovereign, failing which Her Majesty’s Government
“ could not feel at all secure of the prospects of lasting peace^.”

Into the progress of the relations between the European Powers,

and the Great German Powers in particular which ensued, and to-

wards, which Great Britain stood almost in the position of a witness

with averted eyes, this is not the place to enter. In these relations,

though the destinies of Schleswig-Holstein continued for a short

^ Correspondence respecting the Affairs of the Duchies, February 7th to July 6th,

1865, in Parliamentary Papers, lvii. (1865).
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time to occupy the forefront both before and after the Convention

of Gastein (August 24th, 1865), they were only an element in the

relations between Austria and Prussia, and one with which British

policy had ceased to have much concern. The Gastein Convention

itself greatly troubled French political designs, as seeming to promise

a good understanding between the Partitioning Powers; but Great

Britain had no interest in promoting dissension between them, indeed,

so late as the very eve of the final rupture, Clarendon made an abor-

tive attempt at mediation. The rupture itself was rendered certain

by the Prussian demand (January 26th, 1866), left virtually un-

answered, for a change in the administrative methods of Austria in

Holstein; and when war ensued between the two Great Powers, it

was on the definite double issue of the acquisition of the Duchies by

Prussia and the reform or transformation of the Germanic Confedera-

tion. But for British Foreign Policy the Schleswig-Holstein Question

had fallen out of cognisance, though the moral effect of the con-

nexion between them could hardly be described as a thing of the past^.

^ It may be worth adding, in a note, that, when after the Nikolsburg negotia-

tions, the French intervention in which had met with no countenance on the part

of either Russia or Great Britain, the Peace of Prague (August 23rd, 1866) trans-

ferred all the rights of Austria in Schleswig-Holstein to the Prussian Crown,
provision was made for the retrocession of the doubtful North-Schleswig districts,

if so desired by the inhabitants. For the rest, Baron Charles Schcel-Plessen, the

first Prussian administrative chief of the new Province, managed to induce the

Schleswig-Holstein population as a whole to acquiesce in the Prague settlement,

and in the judicious Act by which (on January 2nd, 1867) Duke Frederick of

Augustenburg released all who were, or felt themselves to be, under engagements
of allegiance to his person or successors. The stipulation as to North-Schleswig
was by an understanding beuvecn Austria and Prussia (October nth, 1874) con-

verted into an engagement to be carried out by the latter Power at her own dis-

cretion. The Prussian Government postponed any action on the matter, notwith-

standing pressure put upon it even in the National-Liberal Press, thus leaving over

the question for settlement in the Treats' signed at Versailles between the Allied

and Associated Powers and Germany (section XII, Articles 109 ff.) on June 28th,

1920. See History of the Peace Covfercncc of Paris, cd. by H. \V. V. Temperlcy,
vol. Ii. ch. iv. part i :

“ The Schleswig Question ” ; where the results of the Plebiscites

taken in February' and March, 1920 are added. They were not one-sided, and it

may be noticed that British policy had not striven to make them such. For the

rest, althoui'h according to the Treaty of Versailles no fortifications were to be

allowed along the roadway between the North Sea and the Baltic, the inter-

nationalisation of the Kiel Canal was not contemplated by the Peace Conference,

except with regard to trade, which the Treaty declares open in the Canal and its

points of access to all nations at peace with Germany, disputes on this head being

referable to the League of Nations.



CHAPTER XIV

GREECE AND THE IONIAN ISLANDS, 1832-1864

I

F REEjintiie main,from uncertainties such as it exhibited in the case

of Denmark and tire Duchies, the policy of Great Britain in that

of Greece and the Ionian Islands in this period was of a piece with her

general policy in action as well as in principle, and, more distinctly

than our intervention north of the Elbe, one of which self-interest

in no sense besides that involved in the advancement of peace and

freedom of government formed an essential element. The outbreak

of the Greek Revolution had, in the words of the foremost British

liistorian of later Hellas, been “viewed until more aversion’* by the

British Cabinet than by any other Christian Government^. But the

British Government had no power of coercing the sympathies of the

British people; and. British love of freedom, impelled by British Phil-

hellenism,may claim a principal share in having brought about, though

within too narrow limits, the establishment of Greek Independence.

The incorporation in the Greek kingdom ofthe Ionian Islands, effected

as it was through the goodwill—and, even more distinctly, thanks to the

goodsense—of the British Government, not only harmonised with the

internal policy Great Britain had consistently recommended to Greece

;

but, so far as it went, corrected the shortcomings of our dealings with

her external relations; and the result, though only of secondary im-

portance in the progress of European affairs, redounds, unlike its

Schleswig-Holstein failure, to the credit of contemporary British

statesmanship.

The purpose of this chapter being to indicate the general character

of British Policy towards Greece from the accession of King Otho
to the Union of the Ionian Islands with the Greek kingdom, it seems

necessary to point out that during the whole of this period the his-

tories of these two communities, though never out of touch with

one another, ran each its separate course, and in the interests of

clearness, as well as fairness to those concerned, call for distinct

treatment. From this point of view, the political relations of the

See G. Finlay, History of Greece from the conquest hy the Romans to the present
time (1874) (new edition, edited by H. F. Tozer), vii. 2.
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Islands to Great Britain, as under her sole Protection, should be

noted in the first place. Tn June, 1863, when the question of tlie

Union of the Ionian Islands with the Greek' kingdom had become

a matter of practical politics and the Queen had declared her willing-

ness to assent to that step, if (as was of course known with certainty)

it were desired by the Ionian Islands themselves, Earl Russell very

appropriately sought to clear other minds besides his own by means

of a statement to the British Ambassadors to the Four Great Powers

on “the position, rights and future condition of the Islands^.” They
were not, he pointed out, “as some persons appear to suppose, a

part of the possessions of the British Crown.” They formed, added

Earl Russell, “the Republic” of the Ionian Islands—a not quite

correct description
;
for the Paris Treaty ofNovember 5 th, 1815, which

he cites and which placed them under the Protection of the British

Crown, designated them as “forming a State, under the denomination

of the United States of the Ionian Isles^.” The conclusion of tliis

Treaty, as Earl Russell reminded his readers, had not been reached

at once; for Austria had, through her Plenipotentiary, declared her

willingness to charge herself with the Protection of these Islands, in

view of the importance of the question of the possession of them for

that of the tranquillity of Italy and the provinces formerly, like the

Islands themselves, under Venetian sway. But Russia, professing to

desire nothing but the happiness of their inhabitants, had endeavoured

to promote their wish to remain under the Protection of Great Britain,

into whose hands tliey had recently come; and Count Capodistrias,

himself of ancient Corfiote descent, who at tliis time stood high in

the favour of the Tsar, and was specially charged witli the conduct

of this transaction, favoured the same solution, as most likely to

ensure to his countr}'men tlie measure of liberty and independence to

which tlicy must limit tlieir aspirations. In the Treaty of November
5th, 1815, between Great Britain and Austria (and Russia and

Prussia), which, in order to assure to the seven Ionian Islands their

^ Sec his Despatch rcspcctiiifi the Union of the Ionian Islands teith Greece, pre-

sented to P.nrHamcnt, 1863, in Parliamentary Papers, Lxxiv.
® Cf. Finlay, vil. 312, note, and see S. Xenos, East and West, pp. 219 sqq.

The Islands had in 1797 (at Campo-Formio) exchanged the Venetian for the

French rule, which they had in 1798-9 easily thrown ofl' with Russian help. In

March, 1800, Russia and the Porte concluded the Treaty of Constantinople, which
c.stablished the Republic of the Seven Islands, under the suzerainty of the Porte,

while Russia guaranteed their territory and Constitution, and Great Britain re-

cognised the republic (1801). By the Secret Treaty of Tilsit (1S07) Alexander I

handed over the Islands to Napoleon, from whom they were reconquered by Great

Britaiit in 1809—Corfu in i8l.|
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“independence, liberty and happiness,” placed them and their Con-

stitution under the immediate Protection of Great Britain^, Earl

Russell accordingly signalised Article IV as declaring that the Lord

High Commissioner of the Protecting Power should summon a Legis-

lative Assembly, of which he should direct the procedure for drawing

up a new Constitutional Charter for the State, which the King of

Great Britain and Ireland should be requested to ratify. Great

Britain obtained the right of garrisoning the Islands, of command of

their militar}' force and of jurisdiction over their ports. The Constitu-

tion, which was duly considered and approved by an Assembly called

for the purpose in the course of 1816, and became law on Januaiy ist,

1817, made at least adequate provision for the maintenance of a

strong executive.

The Commissioner was to reside at Corfu, with Residents in the other

Islands. The legislature, likewise sealed at Corfu, consisted, with the

Commissioner, of a Chamber of forty and a Senate of five members, the

election of the latter being subject to his veto, while the former was chosen

by a high suffrage for five years, during which it was to hold two sessions,

when it would be prorogued for six months by the High Commissioner.
As a matter of course, the Constitution contained nothing as to the relations

of the Seven Islands with tlic Greek world at large, of which it formed
no inconsiderable part"; though, in his despatch, Earl Russell notes that

Article IV contained a provision that “the established language of the

States is Greek”; the intention of Capodistrias to develop a Greek nation-

ality being thus openly kept in view by Great Britain, the State entrusted

with the Protectorate.

The hopes founded, or proposed to be founded, on the establish-

ment of the British Protectorate were, however, disappointed under

the sway of Sir Thomas Maitland and his successors. “King Tom”
fully established his reputation as a Constitution-maker and an.

administrator, notwithstanding his unconciliatory ways and the un-

toward episode of the restoration of Parga to the Turks (1819), and

his immediate successor, Sir Frederick Adam, was able with the

enthusiastic aid of Lord Guildford to bring about the inauguration

(1824) of the University of Corfu. But the British Protectorate, with

It is given in full by Xenos, with the Constitutional Charters passed by the
Legislative Assembly and ratified by the Sovereign Protector 1817, and the Sultan’s

firman recognising the Protectorate 1819.
^ In 1863 its population was estimated at 235,000 (Finlay, u.s. vii. 316, note).

The population of the Islands however comprised, especially at Corfu, a large

non-Hellenic, including a large Jewish, element. The total number of the Greek
race, at the time of the outbreak of the Insurrection, was reckoned at not much
beyond two millions, of whom not much mpre than a million were estimated by
Col. Leake to inhabit Continental Greece {ibid. VI. 2, note).

.
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whose aid through the High Commissioner and the Residents in the

lesser Islands much that was beneficial was effected b}'^ the establish-

ment ofpublic security and the advance of material prosperity, failed to

secure the goodwill of the population, mainly in consequence of the

want of mutual understanding
;
though the preference shown to Corfu

over the other Islands, an’d perhaps also (though this was hardly

noticed at the time) a neglect of the interests of the peasantry, may

have contributed to the weakness of British tenure on the sympathies

of the Islanders. And at the root of the growing disaffection to the

existing relations, lay the enduring sense of nationality. Strengthened

as this feeling could not but be by the outbreak of the Greek Revolu- >

tion, any support of which from the Ionian Islands was vigilantly

prevented by the Protecting Government, it was not less inevitably

rebuffed by the limits fixed in 1830 for the new Greek State^. While

Philhellenism was on the wane, the Near Eastern policy of the British

Government v/as steadily intent upon safeguarding the interests of

the Porte
;
and for the lonians there remained during the earlier years

of the Greek monarchy no resource but that of hoping against hope,

or promoting political reforms which might bring ulterior aims within

the range of possible fulfilment.

II

Meanwhile, the new kingdom of Greece had passed through its

first experiences
;
Prince Otho of Bavaria—the son of the most ardent

of royal Philhellenes—shaving been chosen King by the Protecting

Powers (Great Britain, France and Russia), and the Quadruple Con-

vention of May 7th, 1832, having established the bases of his govern-

ment". Till his coming of age on January ist, 1835, it was to be carried

on by a Regency composed of Bavarian officials, and supported by

a force 0L3500 German troops, pending the organisation of a sufficient

Greek army. On February- 6th, 1833, King Otho, escorted by a

numerous fleet, and accompanied by a considerable armed force,

landed in Nauplia from the British frigate Madagascar^ under the

command of Captain (aftenvards Sir Edmund and finally Lord)

* Cf. ante, ch. ii. section \'iii.

* The originator of titc choice seems to have been the eminent scholar and

educationist Friedrich Thierscli, %vlio had advocated it in 1829 and been sent into

Greece in 1831 to prepare the f;round. Thouch the Greeks called him “preceptor

Bavarioc," he was not asked to accompany King Otho to Greece, Kim? Lewis

havioK been prejudiced atrainst him by von Ileydeck, and also by the British

Resident Dawkins’s opinion artainst his further employment in Greece. He laid

down views on the Government in a notable French work, De IVtat actuel de la

Grece (1833).
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Lyons, and the Regency whicli liad landed with him entered upon its

administration. It consisted of Count Armansperg, who when in ofiicc

in Bavaria as Tv'Iinister both of Finance and of tlic Interior, liad been

credited ^^^th Liberal tendencies but who owed his personal ascend-

ancy as Regent mainly to his liospitality and general qualities as a

man of the world. On the other hand, the services of the eminent

jurist G. L. von Maurer to the organisation of judicial and other

reforms in Greece were unquestionable and in part enduring^; but

he had not bestowed sufficient consideration on the existing condition

of the country', and his personal inffucnce was hampered by liis

jealous irritability, so that his activity in the Regency came to an

end before it had had time to unfold itself fully. The remaining

Regents were K. von Abel (afterwards well known as the leader of

die Ultramontane part)' in Bavaria) and Major-General K. W. (after-

wards Freiherr) von Hcydeck, who had held a command in the Greek

War of Liberation and took a strong interest in military matters, but

whose posirion was due to his being regarded as representing the

personal views (as well as the artistic sympathies) of King Lewis.

The task of the Regency and of the first period of monarchical

government was necessarily one of extraordinary difficult)'. The
numerous problems confronting it—the establishment of an adminis-

trative system at once effective and workable, resting on a sound

financial basis and secured by an honest judicature, die extinction of

brigandage, and the formation of a regular native army—all demanded
accomplishment within the narrow territorial limits, and from die

consequent restricted resources, assigned to die countr)' by a fiat

not its own. And, even within these limits, neither the administration

.

of the new State by the Regency and by die Government succeeding

it, nor the policy both internal and external determining its course,

could be easily carried on without the goodwill of the more or less

vigilant Protecting Powers. Moreover, it should not be overlooked

that the Ti'eaty, or Convention, of May yth, 1832, which had estab-

lished King Otlio on the throne of Greece had guaranteed to her a

loan of ;^2,40o,ooo, of which by 1835 only two instalments had been

paid and that the date of the payment of the third depended on
the joint decision of the Three Powers, though the loan had been

“specially” guaranteed by Great Britain. Hence, it depended on the

^ They were expounded by himself in his three volumes on The Greek People
in its Public, Ecclesiastical, and Private-Law Relations before and after the War of
Liberation tip to July 3isf, 1834.
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will of each of these Powers—in other words, upon its disposition

towards the Greek Government of the time—^whether it would insist

upon its final claim on the Greek Treasury as superior to that of any

other expenditure^.

Thus, during the Regency and in the early period of monarchical

government which ensued, when Bavarian counsels, as a matter of

course, continued to have their weight with the well-disposed, but

far from circumspect, young King, those responsible for or interested

in the conduct of affairs and of their followers were constantly

actuated by a desire to secure the support of the diplomatic repre-

sentatives of the Protecting Powers. At the same time, the use in

this connexion of the expression “the Russian,” “the English,” “the

French ” party (except perhaps, at times, in the first of these instances)

should not be throughout accepted too literally, since it often merely

means the politicians in frequent and active contact with the Legations

in question.

In the course of the quarrel which very soon divided the Regency,

and which, in July, 1834, led to the recall by the King of Bavaria of

Maurer (whose place was taken by von Kobell, an official of no par-

ticular significance) and Abel, the British Minister, E. J. Dawkins,

had been accused by tliem of using his influence against them and

in favour of Armansperg and Russian counsels. Yet Palmerston, who
consistently held fast by Armansperg, accused his adversaries of being

the “dupes of Russia.” Dawkins, who had held his present appoint-

ment since 1828, was an experienced public servant; but the position

was by no means an easy one, and his relations with Armansperg

himself seem to have become strained. When, therefore, the Regency

dissensions had been settled in favour of the latter, who thus became

master of the situation, Palmerston (again Foreign Secretary) was

well contented to recall Dawkins, substituting for him Sir Edmund
Lyons, who in April, 1835, was sent to Atliens on a Special Mission

to congratulate King Otho on the attainment of his majority (June)

and to take over (in the following month) the Legation at Athens.

Here he was pcrso?ia graiissima both witli the King and with Armans-

' Cf. Finlay, «.j. vii. 239; Eardlcy-Wilmot, Life of Vice-Admiral Lord Joyous,

p. 79. See also Parish, Diplomatic History, etc., pp. 337 sqq. No reference is here

neccssnrj' to the assertion of Parish, that the Convention of 1832 unwarrantably
iqnorcc! the claims of the Britisit bondholders of the loans of 182.} and 1825, to

the payment of whose debentures the Greek (Provisional) Government had then

appropriated all the resources of the country*—at the verj* moment of pivinn

Greece to understand that *' of tvhatcvcr cxtravaRnnce.n she mipht be puilty, .she mipht
reckon upon more money from England ” {ihid, p. 356).
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perg, who till February, 1837, remained in absolute control of the

Government'. A passage in tlie letter which, early in August, 1835,

Palmerston addressed to Lyons is worth quoting as impressing upon

him the necessity of insisting on the one thing (in the opinion of the

British ^Vhig Government) needful for Greece

:

Pray press on Armansperg and the King the absolute necessity of

establishing some form of representative Government in Greece. The
habits and genius and geographical distribution of tlie nation ; their ancient

historj' and recent struggle; their National Assemblies during the War of

Independence; the expectations they have been encouraged to form—all

these things combine to render it impossible that they can be contented

to go on under an absolute monarchy. King Otho has it now in his power
to give them Chambers moulded and organised according to his view of

what is best. If he delaj's, Chambers will be extorted from him moulded
and organised according to what the most violent and least enlightened

of his subjects may think best".

Palmerston certainly had fair grounds for assuming tliat ICing Otho

would play the part of a Constitutional Sovereign*'; for lus father,

King Lewis of Bavaria, had not yet broken with Liberalism, and tlie

pledge given by his Minister for Foreign Affairs, Baron von Gise,

in July, 1832, declared that it would be one of the first cares of the

Regency to summon a National Assembly to assist in preparing a

Constitution for the kingdom, which had been guaranteed in a Pro-

clamation of the Protecting Powers, published at Nauplia to announce

their choice of King Otho^. Sir Edmund Lyons, from first to last**,

followed his chief’s Instructions both in the letter and in the spirit,

and found a ready listener, at all events to his representations in

Armansperg, who had himself come from Bavaria with a “Liberali-

sing” reputation. Writing to Lyons on December ist, 1835, Palmer-

ston says, in that mood of confidence which at once secured the

implicit compliance, and gained the hearts, of his agents, “There is

a grand European cabal against Greece and Count Armansperg
; but

^ Life of Vice-Admiral Lord Lyons, pp. 77 sQq. " Ibid. pp. 77 sqq.
“ “I certainly,” Palmerston wrote to Sir Edmund Lyons in September, 1841

(ibid. p. 91), “made a great mistake when I persuaded France to give way to the
wishes of Russia in favour of Prince Otho ; but we heard a good account of him as
a boy, and we thought a Bavarian Prince would be more likely to be imbued with
constitutional ideas and feelings than a prince taken from States where the form
of government was more despotic.”

^ Finlay, u.s. vii. 115.
® In 1849, when his Mission came to an end. Sir Edmund Lyons would not

hear of any Greek policy but that of fully and fairly carrying out the Constitution
(brought about in 1843). See Mr Ward’s account of an interview with him in
April of that year (Experie?ices, p. 92).
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you may be quite sure that I shall neither give in to it nor give way

to it, and if Count Armansperg is true to his promises and stout in

his purposes I v/ill engage that England shall bring him and Greece

through all difficulties^.”

The financial side of Armansperg’s administration was not the

most satisfactory; but even as to this Palmerston (in 1836) supported

him by asking power from Parliament to guarantee the British pro-

portion of the third instalment of the loan promised by the Three

Powers without inviting the assent of France and Russia^. The
diplomacy of Lyons, who remained at Athens till 1849, was, as

befitted a naval officer brought up in the traditions of the Senior

Service, absolutely straightforward and perhaps, in the phrase of

Palmerston’s biographer^, too apt to “fire off very big guns at very

small affairs.” Thus, after having, early in his residence (1833), begun

a series of complaints and reclamations in the first of which the King

had to take his part against the Court, he ended by utterly alienating

the goodwill both of the King himself and of his surroundings. But

Palmerston’s confidence in the zealous agent of his policy remained

unabated, and, on Lyons’s return to England before taking up a new
appointment at Berne, the Foreign Secretar}' expressly testified to

his own and Lord Aberdeen’s approbation of the sersdces rendered

by him during tlie whole of the fourteen years of his residence in

Greece^. He had throughout the cordial support of Sir Richard

Church, who after his services in the War of Independence had

retained the office of General-in-chief of the Greek forces, to which

he had been appointed in 1827.

In the summer of 1836—a year after ICing Otho had come of age,

and before any material improvement had taken place in the dis-

turbed and brigand-ridden conditionof Greece, while political intrigue

clouded the atmosphere of Athens under Armansperg’s continued

sway—King Otlio started on a tour through his kingdom, proceeding

thence on a visit to Germany. On his return, he brought back with

him a consort, Princess .Amalia of Oldenburg, “ e.xcecdingly proud

' P.nimerston was at the same time quite willinc to allow a reasonable time for

the enrryint; out of his recommendations as to a Constitution. He had, he adds,

antiicd mucit with Count Sebastiani in lx)ndon “about the third instalment. I find

from Itim that I'rancc wants as a condition to that the ttrant of a representative

Constitution. I pointed out that this would be to set up a new condition. . .that

1 was convinced Count .A.rmansperp meant to Rive n Constitution; but that some
preparatory mc-nsurer. were requisite.’* Life nf V'irf-AdtrJrnt Lord Lyartt, p. Ho.

= I'inlny, u.s. vn. 143. ’ K. .Ashley, J.ifr t\f PcJtna tints, 11. 130.
* Life 0/ Vice-Adimtal I.nrd Lyont, p. jifi.
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of her connexion with the reigning family of Russia,” and a new

Minister suggested to him hy King Lewis of Bavaria, Ignaz von

RudhartL a youthful Professor of Law at Wurzburg, who, though

progressive in his political and economical views, and formerly

desirous of advancing the development of national life in Greece, was

adverse to the premature grant of a Constitution, and thus soon fell out

witli the Reform party at Athens and with the British Minister. Lyons,

who had regretted Armansperg’s withdrawal from a post to which

he at last felt unequal, denounced delay and urged the commitment

of the conti'ol of aflairs to A. Mavrocordatos and S. Tricoupis, the

Constitutionalist leaders. In the end, the dissensions in which Lyons’s

acti\’ity against the Bavarian interest had played an important part,

resulted in tlie resignation of Rudhart (end of 1839), and for some

time two native politicians of less importance undertook the direction

of Foreign Affairs and of Finance, no Prime-Minister being appointed.

In “foreign” affairs—though the designation may be deemed a

misnomer—^the question of the incorporation of Candia (Crete) had

since tlie establishment of the Greek kingdom never been allowed

to slumber; and in February, 1840, Lyons mentioned to Palmerston

King Otho’s particular wish to purchase that island with the remainder

of the British loan. Palmerston replied (March) that, in the first

place, neither he nor any other British Foreign Minister could ask

Parliament to take upon itself the payment of tlie interest on the

sum in question, and, secondly and most decisively, that neither

would the Porte agree to the sacrifice of so important a military

posidon, nor would Her Majesty’s Government advise it. In 1830,

when the limits of the Greek kingdom were about to be fixed, he

had been strongly in favour of the transfer of Candia to Greece
;
but

at that time Greece was expected to be under the rule of Leopold

of Coburg, and to become possessed of a representative Constitution.

At present, the kingdom was generally regarded as under the sway
of the Russian faction and the Bavarian camarilla, and the Greek

subjects of the Porte were practically in better case than those of the

King of Greece. Finally, the British Government knew what to

expect from the Sultan, while the uses to which Greece might put

her changed position were uncertain, though in many cases not

difficult to guess

^ See the interesting notice of Rudhart by K. Heigel in Allg. deutsche Biographic,
XXIX.

“ Life of Vice-Admiral Lord Lyons, pp. 86-89.
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At the beginning of 1841, Alexander Mavrocordatos became for

a second time Chief Minister; but the hopes of the Constitutional

party were thwarted by King Otho’s aversion from their ends
;
and

British influence, owing partly to the numerous disputes in which

Lyons’s zeal exerted itself in the interests of British commerce—^then

more than ever preponderating in the Levant—^was on the wane

at Athens. Moreover, Lord Aberdeen, when he superseded Lord

Palmerston at the Foreign Office (1841), expressed aMsh from him,

that our Legation would show more moderation in its demands on

the Greek Government, and if possible place itself on a better footing

\wth the Representatives of other foreign Governments at Athens.

Among these, the Austrian and Prussian had (no doubt in the Bavarian

interest) with the undisguised concurrence of the Russian and the

French and of course the Ottoman, demanded the recall of Lyons.

Before long, while the active French diplomatist Piscatory was sent

on a Special Mission of enquiry to Athens, where he aftenvards

became Minister and later a constant opponent ofhis British colleague.

Lord Aberdeen directed Sir Stratford Canning, who had (at the end

of 1841) been appointed Ambassador to the Porte, to visit Atliens on

his way and give ICing Otho’s Government the benefit of his counsel

(Januar}% 1842). It was freely imparted and courteously received, but

no change ensued and a Conference of Ambassadors held in London

in 1842 on Greek affairs, chiefly financial, led to no practical results.

The evils which beset the country remained unabated—^brigandage was

rife, justice largely a mockery, financial reform represented by ex-

penditure on tlie Bavarian army, and the remedy of Constitutional

self-government left in entire suspense. It was consistently urged

by British, while too speedy a recourse to it was deprecated by

French, advice; Russia supporting the demand for change in the

interests of the Orthodox party in the Church, as opposed to the

establishment of a Hellenic Patriarchate. King Otho was W'holly

unable to initiate strong measures himself in any direction, or to

entrust responsible Ministers with promoting them
;
he had no con-

fidence in the very Bavarians who still surrounded him, and among

the foreign Ministers at his Court whom he had at one time favoured

he had now conceived a bitter animosity against I^yons, on account

of a libel upon the King imputed to members of his household and

unwarrantably supposed to have become known through the British

Minister.

Outbreaks had occurreti and been su[>pressed in the earlier years
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of this period in various parts of tlie country
;
tliat which took place

on September i4tli and 15th, 1843, was, by the directness of its pur-

pose and the completeness of its results, entitled to be designated the

Greek Revolution; for on the 15th, or on its morrow, Greece became

a Constitutional monarchy. The Ministers of Great Britain, Russia

and France, who had repaired to the royal palace took their departure

thence on being assured that the King was in no present danger;

and the Austrian and Prussian were with difficulty persuaded to

follow suit. The King then signed the requisite documents, and the

cry of Zi']TU) to -vin-ayfia which greeted his surrender announced the

triumph of the rising.

The national character of the Greek Revolution of 1843 was

marked by tlie unanimity witli which all Bavarians were expelled from

tlie Army and (vith a few exceptions) from other Services of the State^.

Andreas Metaxas, an old adherent of Capodistrias and thus, as a

“Nappist,” disposed to follow Russian counsels, was appointed Head

of tlie Ministr}^ and held the office till early in 1844. In the National

Assembly, which betsveen November and March, 1843-4, accom-

plished its task of drafting the Constitution thereupon accepted by

the King, an understanding was for the time maintained among its

leading members, of whom Alexander Mavrocordatos was in the

confidence of Lyons, and Kolettes favoured by Guizot. Russian

influence was mainly c.xercised on behalf of the maintenance of the

connexion between national and orthodox aims; British, in consistent

adherence to its standing Constitutional demand
;
and French, in order

to secure the ascendancy of the particular politician on whom the

French Government had concentrated its support. The result was

a Constitution based (as was to be expected in this period of European

Liberalism) on modern conceptions of liberty and equality rather

than on the claims of inherited or traditional interests, but forming a

declaration of national self-government as well as of personal freedom

which, naturally enough, seemed to open a new chapter in the history

of the country and to promise well for its future as the centre of

Hellenic life, though expressly excluding the Heterochthones, i.e. (with

certain exceptions) Greeks not born in the kingdom from public

official service. In ecclesiastical matters, a compromise was arrived

at which held out to the Hellenic Church the prospect of freedom from

the control of the Constantinople Patriarchate. For the rest, the

^ This measure, as Hertzberg points out (p. 673) was the deathblow of German
Philhellenism.

W.&G.II 38
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suffrage for the Chamber of Deputies was settled on a democratic

footing
;
but the Second Chamber, or Senate of not less than t«'enty-

seven members, was to be nominated by the King.

The first period of the history of Greece as a Constitutional

monarchy was, however, one of disillusionment both for the country

itself, and for the Powers which had so consistently urged the panacea

now actually adopted. The social evils needing cure were not such as

to be healed at once
; brigandage continued in the shape of the shameless

use of robbers {khphtury) for political party purposes, and formed

part of the general system of corruption that had become inseparable

from party contentions. And, no sooner had the National Assembly

of 1843-4 come to a close, than these struggles entered into a more

than ever embittered and violent phase, and led to varying relations

with the Protecting Powers and their several aims which could not

but deeply affect the foreign policy of Greece herself.

Thus, by the early part of 1844, the parties led respectively by

Metaxas, Mavrocordatos and Kolettes had fallen back into their

former state of contention, and with it into their accust()med practices

and intrigues. Such a rivalry could not be permanently carried on

in a divided Cabinet; and, on March 29th, 1844, Mavrocordatos was

called by tiie King to the headship of the first Gre^k Constitutional

Ministry. With liim Spiridion Tricoupis (who had in 1825 presented

in London the Address appealing to the protection of Great Britain

for Greece) took office. The Ministers thought it absolutely necessar}'

to secure a majority in the elections which ensued—if need were,

without regard to Constitutional legality
;
and,with this result achieved,

it might seem as if British influence would be established on a secure

footing, especially as Lyons, the policy of his Government ha\dng

been successfully asserted, now sought to abstain from excessive inter-

ference in the conduct of affairs. Great Britain and Russia were at

this time in accordance as to their Turkish policy, and little interested

in the progress of Greece; while the object of the policy of Russia

(and of the Tsar Nicholas in particular) was to prevent cooperation

between Great Britain and France. But Kolettes, seconded by the sup-

port of France and encouraged by the King’s dislike ofMavrocordatos,

as well as benefitting from the dissension among that Minister’s

adherents on the subject of Church Government^ prevailed, and,

in August, i8.p}., he was called upon to form a Ministr)'. This he

could only do by entering into a Coalition, Metaxas being appointed

* Finlay, W.J. vn. loH.
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^Minister of Finance. The downfall of British influence seemed to

be signalised by the removal of General Church from his military

offices—a step which called forth a strong protest even from the

unimpassioned pen of Lord Aberdeen. But Metaxas resigned in

August, 1845 ;
and, in that year, the Russian Government supported

the pressure exercised by the British upon tlic Greeks for tlie payment

of the annual interest due on the loan of 1832. In general, however,

tlie friendly influence of tlie British Government in Greek aflairs

diminished ag-ain, though Lyons was abundantly encouraged by Sir

Stratford de Redcliffe from Constantinople, and hopeful, as he wrote

to Palmerston in July, 1845, when, congratulating him on his return

to tlie Foreign Office, that “ King Otho would lose his throne before

tlie Greeks lost their Constitution.”

The relations between the British and Greek Governments con-

tinued in the main far from cordial during the administration of

Kolettes and after his death in September, 1847. The long period

of peace and better wa3's at home 'enjoyed by Turkey during the

ascendancy of Sir Stratford Canning in the councils of the Porte

was unfavourable to Hellenic aspirations, which had begun to trouble

it on the side of Thessaly, and when, after an interval of a year and a

half, Canning in the spring of 1848 returned to the Constantinople

Embassy and was specially commissioned by Palmerston to visit

other Continental capitals on the way (not to the unmixed satisfaction

of the British Embassies or Legations where he put in an appearance),

liis sojourn at Athens had no particular effect in reviving moi*e satis-

factory relations with Court and Government, especially as it led

to an unfortunate rupture between Canning and Lyons^. Before the

death of Kolettes his party had been joined by several politicians^

hitherto in touch with British influence, and the Ministerial changes

which ensued after Iiis death implied neither a revival of it nor an

effort at a more Constitutional order of things, but merely tlie eleva-

tion of popular figureheads^. When Lyons took his departure from

Athens in 1849, he still enjoyed the confidence of his chief; but

British interference in Greek affairs, and the tone in which it was

^ According to the Life of Vice-Admiral Lord Lyons, p. 113, when the Am-
bassador and the Admiral met again at Constantinople in 1853, they at once entered
into cordial cooperation.

“ Among these was S. Tricoupis, who was rewarded by the post he no doubt
most desired, the Legation at London, where he was already favourably known,
and where he and his family were to become familiar figures.

® One of them was the veteran Admiral Kanares, whose acquaintance I made
at Athens in his green old age in 1877.

38—

2
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conducted, had only succeeded in attaching something like popularity

to King Otho for resenting it. British influence had, however, been

wrongly suspected of fostering efforts of brigandage taking the form of

petty insurrectionary movements, and especially the garrison revolt at

Patras (in December, 1847), the perpetrators of which had departed

in a British schooner with a ransom extorted from the inhabitants.

And, before long, certain open disputes arose between tlie Greek and

the British Governments, in which the tension between them found

definite expression, and which attained for themselves a political

celebrity out of proportion to their intrinsic importance. If the be-

ginning of these disputes reflects discredit on the Greek Government

by the defective sense of both honour and justice which it displays,

neither can the bearing of the British Government in their course

be acquitted of an insistance on its legal position neither reason-

able nor generous, or the French intervention defended as based on

an either judicious or consistent appreciation of the conditions of

the quarrel.

The diplomatic management of the British claims in question

was in the hands of Mr (after\vards Sir Thomas) Wyse, an accom-

plished scholar and educationist, who had been associated ' with

O’Connell in the struggle for Catholic Emancipation and, after being

appointed Secretary^ of the Board of Control in 1846, was in 1849

sent as British Minister to Greece, where he remained till lus death

in 1862. The first of these private claims, that of tlie historian George

Finlay, was of long standing, and referred to a piece of land which he

had purchased from a Turkish proprietor in 1830, but which King

Otho had enclosed in the royal garden at Athens, the Government

declaring in 1837 that the British purchaser had no claim for com-

pensation, the land not being wanted for any purpose of public utility.

The second was put forward by Dom Pacifico, a Portuguese Jew born

at Gibraltar, for the looting in 1847 of his house at Athens and the

devastation of his property by a mob, while the police remained

inactive, 'Phe remainder of the five private claims concerned grievances

of subjects of the Ionian Islands then under the Protection of Great

Britain, as to illtrcatmcnt and denial of justice by the Greek authori-

ties. To these private claims was added a sixtJi of a public character,

for the possession of the Islands of Ccr\d and Sapienza, which had

been in Greek hands since tlie e.xpulsion of the Turks from the

Morca, but had already in 1S39 been claimed by Lyons as properly

appertaining to the Ionian Islands. 'Phe Greek Government (under
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Kanares) having declined to meet Wyse’s demand for a settlement

of the claims in question, as it had previously refused similar demands

by Lyons, Palmerston resolved to carry out the intention which, in

August, 1847, he had informed Lord Bloomfield at Petrograd that

he might find himself compelled to execute^, and to use force. On
December 3rd, 1849, he notified Wyse tiiat Sir William Parker had

been instructed to stop at Athens on his way back from the Dar-

danelles, and that “if the Greek Government does not strike, Parker

must do so,” taking on board the British Legation, and tlien beginning

by reprisals—preferably by the seizure of the ICing’s little fleet—and

proceeding to “the blockade of any or all of his ports ” and such other

steps as might be requisite. “ Of course, Pacifico’s claim must be fully

satisfied”; and it should be intimated that “altliough we do not this

time come to levy the amount due to us on the Greek loan, yet we
abstain from doing so in order to give them an opportunity of doing

the right thing on their own merit-.” On January 17th, 1850, the

complete satisfaction within twenty-four hours of all pending claims

was accordingly demanded from the Greek Government, with the

alternative stated. On the receipt of this ultimatum, the Ministry

of Admiral Kriezes, with the approval of the Assembly, sent an

evasive reply, and on January'- 19th Admiral Parker began the blockade

of the Piraeus, seized the Greek man-of-war Otho as a “material

guarantee,” and proceeded to the detention of other Greek vessels

(at Salamis), continuing this even after the blockade of the Piraeus

had been for the time abandoned in reply to French representations.

The Foreign Ministers at the Greek Court had, very naturally, agreed

in advising King Otho to restrict himself to a passive resistance; but

the French Minister, Thouvenel, proffered what he termed his good

offices which were declined by Wyse on behalf of the British Govern-

ment.

The further course of this deplorable conflict cannot be followed

in detail here. The French Government, whose good offices had been

in the first instance refused, pressed for explanations from the British

—whether or not with the purpose of displaying the energy of the

new (Presidential) regime; and though the resort to “material

guarantees” was not contrary to the principles of international law,

and precedents might have been found for its recent or contemporary

^ See E. Ashley’s Life of Palmerston, n. 133. He had then added that “we are

too palpably in the right to render it possible for France to oppose us by force of
arms; and we are stronger than she is in the Mediterranean.”

“ Ibid. pp. 135-6.
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use, Palmerston was unlikely to press his defence of it too far. More-

over, the seizure of Greek public property was a proceeding open to

question by the two Protecting Powers who, together vdth Great

Britain, had a still unsatisfied claim upon the complete payment of

the loan of 1832, Finally, in tliis year 1850, when, in view of the

more important struggle for influence in progress in Eastern Europe,

Great Britain had every reason for avoiding any dispute of secondarj*

importance in that quarter, it was manifestly undesirable to .prolong

a controversy which might range the other two Protecting Powers

decisively on the side opposed to British policy. Thus, Palmerston

resolved on a moderate course, though not in the essence, but in the

measure, of his demands; and on February 12th the British Govern-

ment accepted the good offices of the French in the matter. Baron

Gros was sent to Athens on a Special Mission—not, as it proved,

to dispute the right of Great Britain to establish a blockade, but to

review the terms of the settlement of the British claims already sub-

mitted to arbitration. His pronouncement, assessing the whole

amount of the claims at 150,000 drachms^, was rejected by Wyse,

and tlie blockade, with Palmerston’s approval, temporarily resumed.

King Otho then gave way, and agreed to 180,000 drachms for tlic

whole of the claims, accompanied by an apology, while the Greek

Government waived any counter-claim for the detention of its ships.

This was, however, resented by France, which had been arranging in

London through Drouyn dc Lhuys for a definitive convention under

French guarantee; the French Ambassador was recalled, and in Paris

the French Foreign Minister openly censured the double-faced action

of the British Government. Since, on Februarj’^ 19th, 1850, Nesselrode

had, through Brunnow, likeMse sounded a note of protest", against

the assumption by the British Government of tlie right to blockade

Greek ports wtliout the assent of tlie otlier Protecting Powers, the

situation was becoming hazardous^, and tlie director of British

Foreign Policy could not feel assured of the requisite Parliamentar}^

support at home. On June i8th, a vote of censure was carried by a

* Under £(1000.
* It has been suiTKCSted that Russia was induced not to press her objections by -

Palmerston’s acquiescence in the Russian policy ns to the Danish Succession and

the integrity of the Danish monarchy which brought about the London Protocol

of iKca. See llertv.berg, iv. 69 1 ; and cf. Mendcissohn-Rartholdy, in

biicher, tij. p. 3S6, where Palmcr^ston js stated to have never denied this imputation.
* According to Malmesbury, of or. f'x-Mirister, i. 3<n, feeling on the

other ride of tlie Channel was ‘o strong that "the French talhed of going to wat

with us.”
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majority of thirty-seven in the liouse of Lords, and Palmerston now
announced to the French Government that the Government was pre-

pared to abide by the arrangement signed in London on April 19th

with Drouyn de Lhuys and thus to satisfy the self-consciousness of

France as having brought about the settlement^.

This, in fact, no longer presented any material difficulty, and the

episode might be regarded as virtually closed. When, accordingly, on

June 29tli, Palmerston faced the House of Commons (where it had

been arranged that Mr Roebuck should propose a vote of confidence

in the foreign policy of the Government), though he was aware of a

want of unanimity regarding his earlier action in his own Cabinet

and of the disapproval of it by the Court^, he not only could meet

the House in a spirit of Ifigh confidence, but achieved, as all students

of our Parliamentary histor}^ know, the greatest parliamentary triumph

of his life. Though his apologia was long and elaborate, the gist of

his appeal was addressed to tlie patriotic pride of his fellow-country-

men, and proved absolutely irresistible”.

Ill

In the years 1848 and 1849, the feeling in the Ionian Islands

against tlie British Protectorate and the desire for Union with the

Greek kingdom had led to risings at Cephalonia and elsewhere, which

were at first met by certain concessions, and which Sir Henry Ward,

on his arrival at Corfu as successor to Lord Seaton, would it was

hoped bring to an end by the amnesty proclaimed by him there

August ist, 1849. But at the end of the month, an agrarian outbreak

of a more serious character followed in Cephalonia, and had to be

^ As for the private claims, their settlement, as detailed by Finlay {u.s. vil.

314, note) showed no disposition on the part of the British Government (or, with
regard to a section of Dom Pacifico’s, on the part of an Anglo-French Commission
to which they were referred) to bear hard on the Greek Treasury. The futile pre-

tensions to Cervi and Sapienza were dropped.
“ Lord John Russell’s support in the whole affair was given to Palmerston under

great difficulties, caused in the first instance by the objection taken by the Queen
to the absence from Palmerston’s omission in the critical despatch to Wyse and
Parker of the grant to them of the discretionary powers which Russell and the

Cabinet had approved, and increased by the Foreign Secretary’s leaving the Prime-
Minister to vindicate the action which had led to the recall of Drouyn de Lhuys.
As a matter of fact, Lord John, as he had written when the quarrel began, did
not think the complaint “worth the interference of the British Lion.” (See
S. Walpole, Life of Lord John Russell, il. 53.) But, though Palmerston had jeopar-

dised his position with both Queen and Cabinet, his will had prevailed
; while, at

the last, he had been supported by his cliief and his colleagues, and the enthusiasm
of the House of Commons and of the country had identified them with his action

as a manifestation of the guiding principles of British Foreign Policy.
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severely repressed by the Lord High Commissioner on the spot^.

Although Sir Henry Ward, an administrator of much ability, kept

good order in the Islands during the remainder of his tenure of office,

the “Constitution” of November, 1849, by a democratic extension

of the franchise tended to augment the activity of the General

Assembly, to put an end to the ascendancy of the old Venetian families

and to intensify the desire of the inhabitants to administer themselves,

and to be rid of an alien, however beneficent, Protectorate^. In

December, 1850, Palmerston is found® answering a letter from the

High Commissioner, “ enclosing a copy of the resolution of the Ionian

Assembly for Union with Greece,” in an altogether unyielding mood,

to the effect that it would serve the lonians right to take them at

their word; but that it would be a great act of folly to give up Corfu,

a very important position for Mediterranean interests, and to allow

it to fall into the hands of Russia or France. A year later (November,

1851)“*, he writes that he would not object to an arrangement by

which Corfu should be annexed to the British Empire and the other

islands added to Greece, but that, as it was not very likely Austria

and Russia would agree to the former, or perhaps Russia to the latter

suggestion, “all this was a speculation in the clouds.”

The Anglo-Greek embroglio of 1849-50 could not have acted as

a sedative to Greek aspirations in this direction; but greater issues

would soon have to be decided which might affect the future of

Greece with tliose of the near Eastern world at large, while bringing

about a new phase in her relations to the Great Powers of Europe.

To the Greeks of the kingdom, which owed its existence and the

guarantee of its continuance to the three Protecting Powers, the

Eastern Question, as to which those Powers were already at issue and

must before long find themselves in open conflict, presented itself

in the form of a national expansion—in other words, in that of the

erection of a Greater Greece on tlie ruins of the Ottoman empire in

Europe. In the struggle which was preparing itself for the overthrow

or preservation of that empire, Greek goodwill could not incline to

its British or its French defender; from the former they had been

* It vv.ns the severities then u*-cd with whicli Prince Schwnrzcnbcm taunted

I^rd Ahertlccn in the counr-c of the controversy ciiused by Glndstonc'c letters on
NcapoUt.tn nfFairs.

- For a trencral description of the system of covernment obiaininp in the Island--

in the period precedinR tlse close of the British Protectorate, sec Ansted, TV:/* (oKfCtn

Jslandi in the yetir 1863, ch. xvi,

* K, A«h!cy, JJfe of Pahnmtftn, tt.

* JhiJ. p. iKf>.
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effectively alienated, against the latter Orthodox prejudices were

stirred in the Holy Sepulchre discussions, in contrast to sympatliies

with Russian claims, Greek statesmanship, if it deserved the name,

merely followed the popular impulse. The Emperor Nicholas, as he

had told Sir Hamilton Seymour, had no intention of bringing about

the creation of a new Byzantine empire, or of contributing to the

aggrandisement of the Hellenic kingdom; but of his actual aims

King Otho and his advisers were ignorant, and to the cautions of

Austria and Prussia they paid no attention. Thus, in the period

immediately preceding the Crimean War, Greece was more or less

openly preparing to take part, in her own obvious interest, in the

approaching conflict; and from the time (July, 1853) onward when a

Russian army crossed the Pruth, Western diplomacy at Athens could

no longer prevent a Greek participation in the War. Naturally, the

movement began in the southernmost provinces of the Ottoman
empire, and early in 1854 Epirus and Thessaly seemed to be wit-

nessing the opening of another War of Liberation. In February, the

Greek Minister of War, S. Soutzos, who enjoyed the confidence of

the Court and had been in command of the regular forces on the

frontier, allowed them to join the armed bands that had crossed it,

and though the King, his Government and the Greek Minister in

London (Tricoupis), shrank from no prevarication on the subject,

neither Wyse nor the British Government were deceived, and open

war prevailed. Beyond doubt, the numbers of Greeks who took part

in it were grossly exaggerated, especially by the Augsburg Allgemeine

Zeitung, eager to encourage Bavarian and Greek hopes
;
but, though

the Turkish Government had only a very small protecting force with

which to resist the invasion, its progress was too disorderly to prove

effective, and came to an actual close even before the Allies interfered.

The first interference—by Great Britain—^was well warranted enough

in form, but not of a nature to compel deference while the crisis was
still prolonged—^being in fact a threat to enforce the engagement of

the Treaty of 1832 binding Greece to expend her annual receipts

on the interest of the loan^; and it fell through as a matter of course.

But. the time for such remedies had passed. While the Porte had

ordered all Greek subjects to quit its territory and a stampede followed,

in which many Hellenes contrived to become lonians, piracy was
rife in the Aegean and attacked even British vessels. In May, French

^ Parliammtary Papers, lxxii, Greece and Turkey (1854). The date of the warning
is April 22nd, 1854.
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of the Protecting Powers, of either the whole of the Heptanesos, or

at least of the five southern Islands, in the Greek kingdom, Corfu

and the small Paxos to be in the latter case converted into a British

colony. Sir John, who seems to have been out of sympathy with the

desire for simple Union of all the Islands to Greece, though his

administration had been mild and conciliatory, had a few days later,

in a private letter, withdrawn these recommendations; but tlie un-

altered despatch, having been stolen and published in the Daily News,

stood on record, and, of course, while it made his own position im-

possible, rendered Gladstone’s Mission really unworkable. At Vienna,

Gladstone saw Count Buol, whom he informed that his Mission had no

concern with any proposal of annexing the Ionian Islands, either as

a whole or in part, and who in return declared Austria’s Eastern policy

to be in the strictest sense conservative.

Though thus more than hampered at the outset, Gladstone began

his visitation of the Islands (November), of which he can have

possessed little or no previous Icnowledge, and having completed it

on January 25th, was appointed Lord High Commissioner in the

place of Sir John Young, whose recall he had recommended. He
now began to consider the reforms which his enquiries had suggested

to him
;
but the Assembly, which had been summoned to discuss them,

opened its proceedings by a vote declaring Union with Greece to

be the absolute will (^g\7/crt9) of the Ionian people. Gladstone en-

deavoured to persuade himself that the expressive \vord used could

not signify more than a disposition to change the Constitution to

which the Assembly ow'ed its existence, and that this disposition

could only be notified to the British Government as the Protecting

authority in the form of a petition to the Queen. By allowing this

petition, which the Queen was neither able to grant nor to favour,

there can be no doubt that Gladstone encouraged tlic lonians to

look forward to the ultimate fulfilment of their prayer. For the

moment, however, he busied himself w’ith Constitutional reforms in

his capacity as Lord High Commissioner, till the arrival (I'cbnian,’

iqlh, 1S59) of Sir Henry Storks as his successor, it having been found

necessar}- for him to return precipitately in order to resume his scat

before it was formally declared vacant. Thus, this episode, which

may well have seemed to the lonians diflicult to understand, came to

an end with its various picturesque and characteristic incidents; and

Gladstone’s visit to Homeric regions remained with no tangible result,

his refonrts !)eing buried in a voluminous series of reports wJiicli
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were never to see tlie light of publicity. Its effect on the Islanders,

whom the display of his personality and powers had charmed into

momentary enthusiasm, had been to confirm their “disposition,”

tliough not to give effect to tlicir “will”; and the opportunity had

not yet presented itself for accomplishing their desire, which British

policy had ceased to regard as adverse to its interests, while in avowed
harmony wntli its principles^.

iNIeanwhile, before the Ionian Islands at last saw their Union with

the Greek kingdom become an accomplished fact, a change had

taken place in tlic political life of the latter to which Palmerston

had long looked forward. At first, after the disappointment of

aspirations which the Russian conflict with Turkey had at first en-

couraged, a time of tranquillity followed, in which Greek commerce

advanced and Ministerial ser^dlity found little reason for interference

Mth Court rule. But in 1859, as has been hinted, public opinion in

Greece began to be impressed by the course of events on the other

side of tlie Adriatic, and to oppose itself to the sympathy with Austria

manifested by tlie Court. When some unrest was the consequence,

and the French Government, with the support of both the British

and the Russian, intimated to the Greek that no act of hostility must
be attempted against Turkey, the Minister of Foreign Affairs (Rhan-

gabe), admitted, awkwardly enough, that “under the pressure used”

Greece felt it her duty to observe a strict neutrality. In i860 and 1861

the course of events in Italy could not fail to strengthen the opposition

to the policy of the Court. A dissolution ofthe newly-elected Chamber
and a change of Minis tr}^ followed; and, early in 1861, another

election, in which the Government so recklessly used its influence

on behalf of the Ministerial candidates (mainly petty officials) that

the new Chamber was called “the Chamber of Demarchs,” besides

illegally packing the Senate, proved that King Otho and his high-

spirited consort still had no thought of yielding. In vain Sir Thomas
Wyse warned them of the risk they were running. Certain Ministerial

changes took place
;
but the spirit of public disaffection was intensified

by a growing disorganisation in the Army, shown by the share taken

by officers of it in a plot discovered against the dynasty. In addition,

the interests of the Court itself were divided. King Otho was sup-

posed to wish that he should be succeeded on the throne by another

^ Lord John Russell’s well-known declaration to the British Minister at Turin,
in hisdespatch of October 27th, i860 (cf. ante, p. 448) undoubtedlyencouraged Greek
aspirations for unity. Ionian Islands, Parliamentary Papers, Lxvii. (1861). Sir H.
Storks to the Duke of Newcastle, January i8th, 1861.
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member of the Bavarian family; but the followers of Queen Amalia

hoped, by supporting her, to bring about a change of dynasty by

the Succession of an Orthodox Sovereign. The question of the

Succession (as is so often the case when personal considerations play

their part) had long taken a most prominent place in Greek political

life, especially since in 1844 the Constitution had provided that the

successors to the Crown must profess the Orthodox religion; and a

Decree of the National Assembly of the same year had appointed tlie

Queen Regent if King Otho’s successor should be a minor. The

Article of the Constitution in question and the Decree, though un-

welcome to King Otho and the Bavarian Court, had been embodied

in a Treaty betsveen the Protecting Powers and Greece in 1852, to

wliich Bavaria had, with a reservation, acceded. When acting as

Regent during the King’s absence in Germany in the latter part of

1861, Queen Amalia had lost her popularity; and, though an attempt

at assassinating her (September) momentarily revived it, the spread of

revolutionary agitation was shown by fanatical manifestations in some

quarters of approval of the crime.

The veteran Admiral Kanares having failed to form an effective

Ministry, the ICing seemed left master of tlie situation in dealing

with his distracted people; but self-deception only could have per-

suaded him that the reins were actually in his hands. In April, 1862,

the royal troops succeeded in suppressing a revolt of the garrison of

Nauplia; but other risings followed, and the Court, divided in itself

on the question of tlie Succession, had no card left to play for the

recovery of even an ephemeral popularity, except the encouragement

of declamations of enmity against tlie arch-enemy, tlie Ottoman

Porte, and professions of sympathy witli the lonians in their chronic

aspirations for Union. Now, anti-Turkish demonstrations were in

opposition to the present policy of the British Government and

cession of the Islands to its treaty obligations; and the result was that

invectives against Great Britain had become part of the ordinar}'

pabulum offered to its readers by the Athenian Press, with tlie

approval of the King and his Court.

IV

It was in these circumstances that after the death of Sir Thomas

Wysc in .April, 1862, the lion, (afterwards Sir) Henry George Elliot,

who in 1S59 had been appointed Envoy Extraordinaiy' to the King

of the 'fwo Sicilies, ‘‘to congnittdatc him on his accession to the
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throne,” and whose duties had come to an end at Naples in i860,

was sent by his brother-in-law Earl Russell on a Special Mission to

Athens^. His Instructions” were vague, but while they bore on all

the main causes of the prevailing discontent tliey made it clear that

tlie British Government had resolved to adhere firmly to their engage-

ments whetlier to Greece or to Turkey. The words of warning which
the Envoy publicly administered to die King and for which he was
thanked as “excellent advice” by tlie King’s Private Secretary,

Wendlandt,proved perfectly useless. King Otho changed his Ministry,

of wliich step Elliot before leaving Athens in June was authorised

by Russell to declare his approval, though one of the most prominent

members of the new Cabinet, the War Minister Spiro Melios, was
an advocate of aggressive policy against Turkey. No change ensued

in tlie relations bet^veen the Court and public feeling was effected

by the new (Kolokotronis) Ministr)’’, as the King would not dissolve

the servile Chamber of Demarchs and preserved a stolid trust in the

continuance of things, sustained by the Queen’s high spirit and her

scorn of British counsels. Thus, when on October 13th, 1862, the

royal couple had started on a tour in their kingdom, and an insur-

rection broke out in Acarnania and Aetolia, nobody was surprised.

A Provisional Government was started at Patras, and formally pro-

claimed under Bulgaris, Kanares and Rouphos on October 23rd,

before the King and Queen could land at the Piraeus which they

had reached on their sudden return. The reign of King Otho was
declared at an end, the provision for the Regency of Queen Amalia

abolished, and the speedy convocation of a Constituent National

Assembly announced. On the following day, the King took his de-

parture on a small British ship of war, without, in the Proclamation

which he issued, announcing his abdication.

To the Protecting Powers this catastrophe was anything but un-

expected, and least of all so to the British Government, which had

^ To Elliot he had written on November 12th, i860: “the triumph of Italy is

death to your Mission” {Life of LordJohn Russell, ii. 438, note). Sir Henry Elliot's

reminiscences, edited by his daughter under the title of Some Revelations and other

Diplomatic Experiences, have appeared as this work was passing through the press.
They tell with perfect franicness the story of a diplomatic career, which might be
held to owe something to the accident of birth, but which at a critical point brought
upon him unmerited discredit. (See below as to the “ Bulgarian Atrocities of 1876.”)
Sir Henry Elliot’s cheerful sincerity and candour seem never to have deserted him,
and account for the personal goodwill with which he met at Naples and Athens as
well as Vienna. To his courtesy at Constantinople I may venture to bear incidental
testimony. •

.
® See Some Revelations and other Diplomatic Experiences, pp. 114 sqq.
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long warned tlie Greek Court of its imminence. On Elliot’s departure

P. Campbell Scarlett (who had had a varied diplomatic experience

and was especially familiar with Petrograd) had been appointed

British Minister at Athens, and to him Russell, on November 6tli,

felt able to communicate his opinion, both that the Greeks had had

“good and sufficient cause” for overthrowing IGng Otho’s rule and

that, as an independent nation, they had a right to change tlieir

governing dynasty accordingly. Her Majesty’s Government dis-

claimed any desire of influencing their decision, but felt boimd to

remind them that “according to the agreements and engagements of

1832 no person connected with the royal or imperial families of tlie

three (Protecting) Powers could be placed on tlie throne of Greece^.”

Consequently, the candidature of either Prince Alfred of Great

Britain or of the Duke of Leuchtenberg, which had alike been men-

tioned, became an impossibility.

This communication and reminder clinched the action of the

British Government in the matter, which had tliroughout, both on

its own part and on that of its Representative at Athens, been perfectly

straightfonvard. It had lost no time in asking the Russian and French

Governments to join in a declaration excluding members of their

reigning families from tlie Greek tlirone, in accordance with their

engagements of 1827 and 1830. For itself, it had cherished no designs

in favour of a British candidature either open or secret; but the

Provisional Government, in which the most effective influence was

exercised by Rouphos—reputed one of tlie wealthiest men in Greece

—had made no secret as to the quarter where it hoped to find the

most effective support for the new phase which had opened for the

political annals of tlie countiy^; and the population at large, with

more than its habitual impulsive responsiveness to a definite sug-

gestion, had sci/.cd with the utmost rapidity on the notion of the

candidature of the second son of the Queen of Great Britain”. Russian

* Rus'sell to Scnrlett, November 6th, 1S62. Correspoudmee rcsprctinc; the Rn <>-

luthm iu Greece, Octo\)er, 1S63, in Portiamenlary Papers, I.XXIU. ('rite Duke of

Leuchtenbenj was the trrandr.on of Eugene dc Bcauhamai';, the first Duke, and son

of the third, who married a daughter of the Emperor Nicholas and received the title

of Imperial Hit'hncs-; for himself and his descendants. The third Duke had in 1S44

been held up as a sort of Inichcar to Kintt Otho by the Orthodox. The finirth Duke.
Nich.ol.e. Maxlmilianovitch, succeeded his father in and was cre.ited Prince

KornnnolTfky. He was a Genera! in the Russian service.)

It fih.ould perhaps l.'e no!e<l iluu the name of Prince .Alfred had become knov.n

in Greece in 1850 on the occasion of a wild loni.tn rcherne for a *cp.>ratc kinrtd'un

of rise lottian Islands, Epirus and AlKmia. This seems to he the same ii< thu iru-

puter! by la'aorrnant (cited by I'inl ly, rr.r. vii. 477. rnUe) to laird jtib.n fUrwH,
an intri.nw he.aitt by Lord Jolin Ruv'clt irt that }e.ir v. tth Corfu a*, its ff?cu'-.
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statesmanship, which for tlie moment had believed, or professed to

believe in the existence of a British Government scheme in favour

of Prince Alfred, displayed considerable caution till no doubt re-

mained as to die veto of the National Assembly; and delayed a

distinct adherence to die declaration proposed by Great Britain, or

even a statement whether or not the Duke of Leuchtenberg was
considered a member of the imperial family in the sense in question.

On November 6th, Russell put forth the Declaration of his policy

to Greece noted above; on the 20th, the French Government, with

a not very ingenuous resen^adon, signified its willingness to join in

the Declaration; and on the 28th the British Government definitively

informed the Russian that its objections to the candidature of die

Duke of Leuchtenberg could only be met by his being distinctly

excluded, definitively instructing Scarlett, on the folloiving day, that

“it was Her Majesty’s final determination not to consent to accept-

ance of the Greek Crown by Prince Alfred or any other of her sons^.”

The situation had by tliis time become clear to all concerned
;
and, on

December 4th, Baron Brunnow had die satisfaction—for it must
have been such—of informing the British Government that Russia

maintained in all its force the engagement by which all members of

the reigning families of France, Great Britain and Russia were

excluded from die Greek throne; so that the election of Prince

Romanoiffsky, the nephew of die Emperor of Russia, to it, should it

take place, would be null and void’. A joint declaration of the Three

Powers to the same effect, but including a corresponding announce-

ment as to Prince Alfred, was presented to the Greek Provisional

Government on December 13th. In the National Assembly, which
on the 3rd had proclaimed its responsibility for the election of the

King, the voting had begun on the 6th, on the 1 5th it came to a close

with the choice of Prince Alfred by an absolutely overwhelming

majority®. On February 3rd, 1863, the National Assembly ratified

the election, without paying any attention to the Declaration of the

Protecting Powers.

While it would be quite erroneous to attribute the result of this

series of transactions to the diplomatic sldll or persistency of Russell

^ Russell to Scarlett, November 29th, 1862. Correspondence respecting the Revolu-
tion in Greece, presented to Parliament, 1863, in Parliainentary Papers, Lxxiil.

^ Brunnow to Russell, December 4th, 1862. Ibid.
® According to Finlay, u.s. vii. 280, out of 241,202 votes 230,016 had been

given to Prince Alfred and 2400 to the Duke of Leuchtenberg. The rest were more
or less ‘'scattering.” According to Elliot, the Due d'Aumale had three supporters,
and the ex-King Otho one.
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and his agents—^for it was nothing more or less than a victory of popular

feeling, mainly dictated no doubt by a popular sense of the countr}'’s

interest—^yet it had vindicated the British Government’s loyalty to

its undertakings, and the candour and the courage \vith which it and

its agents had upheld the only existing basis of the independence of

Greece. They had deserved well of Great Britain’s reputation for

good faith and steadfast championship of national independence;

and, though what was to follow was not throughout in full accordance

wuth the principles her policy had helped her to assert, she was

enabled by tliis assertion to make a contribution of her own to the

beginning of a more hopeful period in Hellenic political life.

With this object in view, Mr Henry Elliot was, before the year

1862 was out, sent to Athens on a second Extraordinar}-^ Mission.

He informed the Provisional Government that, if Greece undertook

to uphold Constitutional monarchy and refrained from all acts of

aggression against her northern neighbour, and if they chose a king

acceptable to the British Government as prepared to rule in accord-

ance \vith their principles and policy, the Queen would hand over

the Ionian Islands to the new kingdom of Greece, provided that tlic

neutrality of the Islands was recognised by tlie Great Powers and the

fortifications of Corfu demolished. Palmerston had concurred in this

offer, both the conditions of which were in tlic end observed^. But

there seems no reason why it should have been so swiftly made,

unless it was intended as a recognition of the international goodwill

shown by the election of Prince Alfred, which had actually become

an impossibility. On the question of the desideranda in tlie person of

the new King the British Government were not called upon to pro-

nounce; and the recommendations with which it began did not imply

any close study of the problem".

’ E. Ashley, Life of Polmerstoti, ii. i86.
- .‘\ccortUnt; to Sir H. Elliot’s recently publis’ned Rerollcetioin (pp. i.^o ff.),

thoui;h his Instructions on his second IVlisrion were perfectly explicit ns to die

choice of n Kinp and the contintjent surrender of the Ionian Islands, riich was

not the cn'^c with the intimation they contained that it was desirable to improve

the relations between Greece and 'Furltcy, and that, if he saw any probability of

effretimt this, he was to proceed to Constantinople for the purpose. In laandon he

learnt that it was desired to induce the Sultan to cede 'I'hessnly and Kpiru- m
Grceic, nnd P.dmerston told him that '‘Turl.ty would no doubt do this, if v.f

sitha-ed it.” Kllint perceived that “the pniund for such a prnceerlini' had nor been

frit*'; nrul, thouph the notion had not rr-m'iiner! a secret either at Athena or at 0»n-

it.rntinoplr, it vs as “quietly dropped.” As it stnruH, the eircunrtancr-. of thi-

inform ’1 addition to tlw Itnvoy's Instructiont sre hardly to the credit of the {•urewn

Offu'e.
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The first clioice made by the Greek political managers and approved

by tlie British Government before the consent of the Prince on whom
it had fallen had been secured, was singularly unfortunate. The
titular King Ferdinand of Portugal, widower of Queen Maria II,

by birth a Saxc-Cobiirg-Gotha Prince^ and ancestor of the Coburg-

Braganza series of Portuguese Kings, satisfied the requirements de-

fined by Russell to Scarlett as being “a Prince of mature years and

some experience in tlic world” (he was forty-six years of age and had

acted as Regent for a short time on his Consort’s death). But as a

Roman Catholic lie could not be welcome to the Orthodox in Greece

or to Russia nor could the choice of iiim as member of a House so

intimately connected with the British Court, and already once, and

nearly twice, before called upon to furnish an occupant of the Greek

throne", be regarded without jealousy by France. Tiierc were other

objections besides the religious question, and the vague fear diat

Great Britain’s desire was to make Greece a vassal State to herself;

but, fortunately, though the offer to King Ferdinand had the

fervent sympathy of Queen Victoria, he showed no hesitation in

declining it.

After some more or less futile negotiations with other Princes,

Elliot was able to hold out a prospect at Athens of his being able to

announce that the candidature would be accepted by another Coburger

’ He was the son of Prince Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha (brother of Duke
Ernest) and Antoinette Kohary, an Austrian title conferred in 1815.

On December ist, writing to his nephew, Duke Ernest II, King Leopold
opined that, while it was very natural that the Greeks should have wished to secure,
with Prince Alfred, a good deal of British money and probably the Ionian Islands,
it would have occasioned great complications for Great Britain. What might have
been possible in 1830, if Wellington and Aberdeen had not spoilt the situation,

would have been far more difficult now (Ernest II, Atis inemcm Leben, m. 249).
(“ If the English had granted the Arta-Volo frontier, I should have been caught,”
ibid. p. 258.) As to the proposed candidature for the Greek throne in 1830 of
Prince Leopold of Coburg (afterwards IGng of the Belgians), cf. an<c,p. 104, note, and
of. below p. 612, note. It may, perhaps, be added here that Prince Leopold’s reasons
for his inconsistent action in 1830 cannot reasonably be connected with any prospects
of his in the possible event of a regency in Great Britain

;
while the statement of

Mendelssohn-Bartlioldy (iv. 185) that the abandonment of the Greek candidature
implied that of a scheme, fonned by the leading Whigs, of a transfer of the Ionian
Islands to the Greek Crown, seems to rest on an unconfirmed supposition. In a
letter to his nephew {Aiis meincm Leben, i. 56) King Leopold states that in 1831—2
he suggested the choice of his brother Duke Ernest I of Coburg, who made the
same conditions which he (Leopold) had laid down in 1830, and that the negotia-
tions were broken off by the pressure put upon the Powers by IGng Lewis of
Bavaria on behalf of Prince Otho. The history of the offer to Duke Ernest II
bimself is given by the latter with frankness and luciditj'^ in Axis meinem Leben, iii.

246 sqq.
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—but this time one not only of special personal pretensions, but who
might possibly before long exchange dominions wdth Ms nephew and
heir-presumptive, the much-desired Prince Alfred of Great Britain.
Duke Ernest II of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha was a Prince ofhigh ambitions,
great imaginative power, with Liberal tendencies and unmistakable
political capacity; but it is useless to speculate what would have been
the fate of Greece under his rule. He had at one time been believed
to have aspired to be chosen “by acclamation” Head of the Germanic
empire of the future; but of late (1862—3), in the period preceding
the Frankfort Fiirstentag, he had ranged himself for the time on the

Austrian side in German politics and had perhaps helped to point

British diplomacy for a time in the same direction in its attitude

towards German affairs. In any case, however, he after some hesita-

tion made up his mind to decline the offer. By the beginning of

December, 1862, it had become manifest that the question of the

selection of any candidate belonging to any of the families of the

Great Protecting Powers was at an end
;
while Prince Alfred could not

accept, though all but unanimously desired by the Greeks, and

neither the Duke of Leuchtenberg nor any other candidate connected

tvith Russia or France would find support even in Greece itself.

Palmerston, therefore, in a Memorandum addressed to Queen

Victoria on January 2nd, 1863, and promptly approved by her de-

clared for Duke Ernest II, more especially as he held it to be indis-

pensable that the candidate chosen should be a man of experience in

government and therefore of relatively mature age and of Liberal

Constitutional principles. The highly interesting correspondence be-

tween Duke Ernest and his uncle King Leopold who (if the expression

may be used of a man of his temperament) kept a warm corner in

his heart for Greece^), shows that the Duke was prepared to accept

the offer in so far as to undertake the Regency of Greece, with the

exercise of all Sovereign rights, until his successor should be of age

and capable of independent rule, while in tlie meantime his own

Sovereign rights in his German duchy should remain intact. This

proposal found no favour in London, Avhere Earl Rus.scll w;is pre-

pared to cany the Duke’s Succession, if he accepted the aindidanirc

for tlie throne, but not to adopt the proposed compromise. iMean*

wEile, the Duke (as he declares) adhered to the demand of a previoir-'

1 At the close of a letter furnishintr a remarkablv comptet

whole ouestion of the Greek Succession Question 45h, th6,i) Kin« I

writes After all, Victoria is much fl.attcre<l th.at you arc c-illed So a thronr.

e r\positi'>?i of thr
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abdication by King Otho, whereas Russell (January 5th) would not

agree to an implied denial of the right of the Greeks to depose a

Sovereign to whom they objected. Thus, a Conference at Brussels,

at which General Grey represented the British Government, separated

rc infecta, although, on December 27th, Russell had informed the

Greek ProUsional Government tliat the Duke would accept the offer

of the Greek Crown if he might at the same time remain reigning

Duke of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. But, on February 2nd, he definitively

declined; and, as the enthusiastic election of Prince Alfred, ratified

on the following day was at once declared futile by the British

Special Envoy, the Succession in tliis montli once more became

an open question.

There seems no necessity for cataloguing tire names of other

Princes favourably thought of by the British Government, or for

adding that the claims of the Due d’Aumale were for a time advanced

by friends of France against the wishes of the Emperor. Nor is there

any reason for amusing our fancy with other suggestions due to the

enthusiasms, humours or calculations of the hour. One other name,

however, should not be passed by which about this time occurred to

the British king-makers; though to it tlie objection of religion most

distinctly attached, and it is difficult to understand their having

entertained such a suggestion. The name in question was no other

than that of the younger brother of the Emperor Francis Joseph,

Archduke Ferdinand Maximilian Joseph, already known by his enter-

prise and ability, but who had since his withdrawal from the Governor

Generalship of Venetia in 1859 been living in retirement at Miramar.

Before obtaining a reply from Vienna to his enquiry through

Bloomfield, accompanied by a statement that all the influence of Her
Majesty’s Government would be in favour of the Archduke—con-

vinced as it was that the Ionian Islands would be safe in his hands

—

Russell had obtained an assurance, through Cowley, that the French
Emperor was quite favourable to the proposal. But Rechberg’s

answer was that the relations between the Austrian and Bavarian

Courts placed an acceptance out ofthe question
;
and,when Bloomfield,

in accordance with his Instructions, reluctantly secured an audience

on the subject, the Emperor Francis Joseph could not be moved from
this position: “/e cote du droit , he said, est avec le roi Othony
Inasmuch as the Archduke clearly viewed the question from the same
point of view, it fell to the ground, though Russell, in his rapid way,

thought it “a pity the Archduke did not accept the Greek Crown;
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had he done so, there would have been greater security'’ for Austria
in the Adriatic^/’

After the Duke of Coburg’s and Archduke Maximilian’s refusals

—

tlie chronological sequence of which is not quite clear and which
would not appear to have been known at Athens—the British Govern-
ment made only one further attempt to compass their object, though
leaving out of sight its previous conditions of maturity and experience.

Prince William of Denmark, -who was now invited to accept the Greek
Crown, was the second son of Prince Christian of Schleswig-Holstein-

Gliicksburg, who by the London Protocol had been declared heir

to the Danish throne—to which he was to succeed, very^ soon, on
November 13th, 1863—and the younger brother of Alexandra, since

March 10th Princess of Wales. He was seventeen years of age and a

Lutheran. But the Greeks still continued docile, and, so soon as diey

had learnt that the offer was accepted on behalf of the Prince at

Copenhagen by his guardians (his father and the King of Denmark),

were anxious to lose no time in settling the matter and making arrange-

ments among the parties for the distribution of the governing power.

On March 30th, Prince William was, under the name of George I,

unanimously elected King by the National Assembly, it being at the

same time decreed that his lawful heirs should profess the faith of

the Eastern Orthodox Church. On June 27th, 1863, the new King

was declared of age
;
but the vehemence of the strife of parties in the

National Assembly and the utter disorganisation of die army whicii

left the maintenance of public security in the bands of the National

Guard prolonged the inten^al of civil conflict. The Ministers of the

Protecting Powers, while, after an earlier frank protest, abstaining

from interference in the struggle between the factions, and between

the adherents of Assembly and army, at last, on July 2nd, brought

about an Armistice for fort}'-eight hours, by tlireatening to retire

on board their ships in the Piraeus if tlte fighting were renewed. On

tlie following day, the National Assembly, under the protection of

tlic National Guard, reconstituted the AIinistr\' on wider lines, thvis

^ As to this episode, intcrcstinj; from several point« of view, sec n vniualile note

bv Mr 11 . Dawson, “The Archduke Ferdinand Maximilian and the Crown of

Greece,” in T/ic IJUtorkal Jia ictc, >;.KXvn. (Januars-, 19:2). From the private

correspondence of Lord Bloomndd with Sir .A. Buchanan, where the former

that the Court of Vienna did not smile upon the proposed candidature of ih.e Duf e

of Coburg, thouph refraining, out of coasidemtion for Queen fro.’n r.non^

anv objection to it, wc may safely condttde Bloomfield never to h.me thnunh.t tim

the Emperor Francis Joseph would assent to the c.mdidaturc nf hi' own Catlaihe

brother, the Archduke. Bloomfield mention-^ other Prince v.h.n',c n.'m." h.‘d i-r'-o

“started” for t)ic doubtful prire.
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making possible the withdrawal of the disorganised army (July 5th),

and the gradual restoration of a state of public security in the capital

and the country. King George arrived in Athens on October 30th,

and after a period in which Ministers had succeeded one another in all

but innumerable sequence, the National Assembly could now address

itself to the task of preparing tlie new Constitution of the kingdom.

Before finally indicating the nature of the consummation thus

reached by tlie Revolution to which Greece owed the beginning of

the new chapter in tlic history of her independence—a chapter of

which, even at the present day, there would be sufficient reasons for

declining to attempt a conclusive summaiy—it is necessary to recall

the steps by which the Protecting Powers, largely responsible as they

were for the recent course of events, had sought to safeguard the new

position of tilings. On May 27th, 1863, they agreed to a Protocol

declaring tliat King Otho and his dynasty having lost their rights to the

Greek throne by events over which they (the Powers) had no control,

they were released from their undertakings to him and his, but that,

nevertheless, they were resolved, in tlie general interest of order and

peace, to watch over the maintenance of tranquillit}^ in the Greek

kingdom. The responsibility thus assumed by them they met with

notable promptitude on June 5th, after being notified by Prince

Christian of the acceptance of the Greek Crown by his son Prince

William, on condition that the Ionian Islands should be united to

Greece, by recognising him as King George I, the elected Sovereign

of the Greek people
;
and the following engagements were entered into

the Protocol announcing his election and recognition^. Great Britain

undertook to recommend the Ionian State, before voting for the Union

to appropriate ^10,000 to the increase of the new King's Civil List.

The three Protecting Powers severally agreed to bestow upon him
an annual sum of ,£4000 a year for his private expenditure, to be

deducted from the composition of one million drachms owing by
Greece, in accordance with the Convention of i860 for the interest

due on the loan of 1832. The manifest object of these conditions

was to secure to the nominee of the Powers some additional income

;

but they had no right to appropriate this without the consent of the

representatives of tlie Greek people of which the lonians were to

form part, and whose fulfilment of its obligations the Powers had
no claim to control. These financial arrangements were tlierefore

^ Protocol, June sth, 1863, Papers relating to Greece, No. 2 fi863). In Parlia-
mentary Papers, Lxvii and Lxxm (1863).
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constitutionally objectionable, though they might commend them-
selves to the personal interests of the King. A furtlier condition,
binding the successors of the Crown to profess tlie creed of the
Orthodox Eastern Church, was, of course, intended to conciliate
national feeling; but it was, nevertheless, a usurpation of the rigiit

to assert what the representatives of the nation alone had power to
determine. A Declaration followed to the effect that the Crowns of
Greece and Denmark should never be united in the same head; and
the Protocol ended by engaging tlie Protecting Powers to endeavour
to obtain the adherence to it of all States with which they were in

relations of amity. The Treaty of London of July I3tli, 1863, between
the three Protecting Powers and Denmark recognised the succession

of George I and the union of the Ionian Islands with the ICingdom of

Greece under the guarantee of the Protecting Powers^.

V
It remains to recall briefly the process by which, witliin little

more than five years since Gladstone’s visit to the Ionian Islands,

when he had so coyly resisted the 6iX'q<Tt<; of the population to put

an end to its political dependence on Great Britain, that “will” or

“wish” had reached fulfilment. The petition to the Queen had been

rejected; and Gladstone’s proposals of Constitutional reforms had

been ignored by all parties in the Assembl)\ It met again, early in

1861, to concentrate its action once more upon an attack on the

British Protectorate. An Address to the Governments and peoples

of Europe at large against its continuance was placed on the Order

of the day; and, when die Lord High Commissioner had sent down

a message requiring the obliteration of the proposal, a majority refused,

and he could onty have recourse to a prorogation of the Assembly for

six months (March nth)". On May 7th following, Gladstone, now

Chancellor of the Exchequer, declared that the abandonment of the

Ionian Protectorate would be a crime against the safety of Ivurope, In

other words, nothing tvould justify this step but a complete change in

the general aspect of Greek affairs, ofwhich there seemed no immediate

likelihood.

* This Treaty is printed in IlcrtsIetV. of lUtropf by Trenty, u, ''y

Protocols preceding it. The Trc.aty renews the Guarantee of the '1‘hrce Foyer., in

the Guanintcc of .May 7th. iS.ta/of Grecre ns an Independent Mon srehy. tn 1

includes in this Gu.ir.intcc the Ionian Isl.ind-, when united with the Idn;:v!om.

* .Sir Hcnrv Storks to the Duke of Kcwcs'.tle, .M.nrch iith and i.-ih,

Papers mu! Correspmuhnee it: Refner.rr So nr {r, Cnmuainr. teith the Pr.,f, '-Uv >> <

she Lfifslath'p Assembly of the Jot:iar. Islmuh, ordered hy the llou-e of t J

he printed, .‘\pril ihf.i, in Parlimiuntary Papers, t.NVli
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But the oppoitunity was not long in coming, and the British

Government was quick in seizing it, so as to testify to its sympathy

with national feeling in a case which admitted of no dispute, and at

the same lime to take part in contributing to the settlement of the future

of the Greek kingdom after a fashion which must add to the goodwll

towards Great Britain that was about to find so nearly unanimous an ex-

pression tlierc. Before the Greek Revolution broke out in October, 1 862,

the Ionian Assembly had (in May) communicated its unaltered view

to the Great Powers and to the British Parliament; and, in December,

1862, the Prowsional Government was informed that if the ICing

elected by tlic Greeks to their vacant throne should be approved by

her, the Queen of Great Britain would take measures for uniting the

Islands to the kingdom. The oflered cession was stoutly opposed by

Lord Derby and Mr Disraeli in the debates on the Address which

took place in February, 1863, at the opening of the session; but in

neither House was any division taken. The unanimous election of

King George by the National Assembly on March 30th fulfilled the

conditions required by Great Britain, and a Protocol recognising

his accession having been signed by the Protecting Powers on

June 5th, Russell in a long despatch to Bloomfield and our diplomatic

Representatives at the Courts of the other Great Powers, dated

June loth, supplied a historical summary of the relations of the Ionian

Islands and Great Britain; and a unanimous vote of the Ionian

Assembly, speciallysummoned for the purpose, having on October 7th

signified its assent, a Protocol was signed by tlie Five Great Powers

on November 14th for transferring the Ionian Islands to Greece and

regulating the conditions of the transfer. Inasmuch as Austria and

Prussia had not yet recognised King George, the Protecting Powers

undertook to conclude the Treaty with Greece for carrying the above

Protocol into effect and to communicate it to the two German Powers.

The final Treaty was signed in London on March 29th, 1864, after

negotiations which owed their final success largely to the conciliatory

efforts of Baron Brunnow. This Treaty^ declared that Greece,including

the Ionian Islands, should form a monarchical, independent and
Constitutional State under the rule of King George and under the

guarantee of the three Governments of Great Britain, France and
Russia. It further declared that the Islands of Corfu and Paxos should,

after their union with the Hellenic Kingdom, enjoy the advantage of

perpetual neutrality, which the King of Greece, on his part, engaged

^ Printed in Hertslet, «.s., iii. 1589 sqq.
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to maintain. The Greek protests against the demolition of the fortifi-
cations of Corfu had only partially succeeded, and die engagement of
neutrality had been restricted to the Uvo Islands instead of covering
the entire groupE The provisions for the ICng’s Civil List and
personal delation remained as settled by the Protecting Powers; for
the rest, the Ionian Islands retained their existing system of piivatc
law, taxes and duties. The whole negotiation, which Russia did not
allow to close without a confirmation on behalf of Kang George of
his successor’s obligation to profess the creed of the Orthodo.x
Eastern Church, was thus brought to a close; tJiough it was not till

April 8th, 1S65, that the Sultan acceded to the Treaty by an Act
signed at Constantinople 2.

On May 28th, 1864, Sir Henrj^ Storks, the last of the Lord High
Commissioners, delivered up the Ionian Islands to the Greek Com-
missioner; in the following month. King George received die homage
of his new subjects, and in July eightj-four Ionian deputies took

their seats in the National Assembly at Athens. If it may be said

that in the long and not ver)'^ self-consistent story of the relations

between the British Government and the Ionian Islands while under

its Protectorate, nothing became it better than the closing page, the

remark may be added that the accession of strength derived by the

Hellenic kingdom from the cession was not inconsiderable, and that

the facility with which, when made, it was carried out proves it to

have been a judicious measure, as well as one reflecting honour on

the Liberal spirit of British policy which was its principal motive^.

The Constituent National Assembly met at Athens on December

22nd, 1862; but when King George arrived in his capital at the end

of October, 1863, he found tliat, owing to die party conflicts and

tumults to which reference has been made, little or nothing had been

accomplished towards the accomplishment of its main task. I'or the

better part of a year progress had been slow, and the Assembly had

’ The !onC' correspondence on the ejnestions of ncutmiky rind i\cnw\tU'>n of

fortifientions between the Grech Forcipn Minister. P. DcK:'nni<^ t'.nd Cht'rilsoi

Tricoupis, who wns .sent to London as Plenipotcniiarj* on the Ce.'.iofi Onfcrmce'i

with the Protcctinft Powers, v.il! be found in .S. Xeno;, J-'asl and Wt'i!, 15. i- jf'O.

C. Tricoupi-s w.^s Secretary of f-epntion under hii father.

' For tlic Suhnn’.*; accession to the Treaty, and the tetrtts of ttu' Tuaty

see Correspnndcntc rdaUn; lo the Affairs tf Crtece, j>rewnted to P.irh'.rni-n!

in Parlinvuiilftr^' Papers, \yn.
^

^ The Unisetsity of .Athens I venture to third:, rnu-.f Jiavr bef-n n rrunr: o*

tire incorporation '-'f that of Corfu, which h.ad already duplrjid nna-h sfttM'o.,

The eminent Philh'dlene, I.r’rd Guildford, it wiU he rrmenshered. tnul .-e, prr;*.

interest in it's found.ation, and tree”, itn first Ch.ineeltor (tHr.tb
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already begun to lose public confidence. On September ist, 1864,

Count Sponneck, a Danish ex-Minister who had accompanied King

George to Greece in order to assist him with his counsel, but who
though an experienced statesman^ on this occasion showed little tact,

approached the new British Minister-Plenipotentiary Mr E. M.
Erskine, with a singularly ill-put request. Would he appeal to Russell

to employ the legitimate influence of the British Government in

Greece for inducing the National Assembly, and especially the so-

called English Party, to proceed at once to discuss and settle the

Constitution? In reply, the British Foreign Minister, wliile scorning

the imputation of relations between Her Majesty’s Government and

any political party in Greece, stated that he had no objection to an

expression of opinion by Mr Erskine to any deputy in favour of an

early settlement of the Constitution^. This despatch, with a copy of

which the King and Count Sponneck had been furnished by Mr
Erskine, found its way into a French paper {La Grhe) published

at Athens, in a highly embroidered—or what Russell termed a

“grossly perverted,”—form®, and necessitated the publication of tlie

original, Sponneck apologising for his inadvertence and the agitation

which it had caused in the Austrian papers and The Times. But, in

the meantime, the King had acted on Sponneck’s advice. On
October i8th he had invited the National Assembly to vote the re-

mainder of the Articles of the Constitution during the next ten days,

promising to ratify all the Articles already adopted by the Assembly.

Well aware that public opinion was in favour of such a course, the

Assembly, however reluctantly, approved the proposal, and signified

its acceptance to the King on October 31st. On the 14th, his Danish

adviser persuaded him to take a further step, by announcing to the

Assembly that he accepted the Constitution as now completed, but

without the power of revision as proposed in it, and inviting the

Assembly to vote the Budget of 1865 without further ado. This latter

proposal was as unreasonable as it was unconstitutional (for there

would have been ample time for summoning an ordinary Assembly

for voting supplies), and, being negatived together with the modifica-

tion as to revision, had to be abandoned. On November 28th, King

^ He had been a colleague of Bluhme.
^ See his despatch, dated September ist, 1864, with the subsequent letters, in

Correspondence relative to the Affairs of Greece, presented to Parliament 1865, in

Parliamentary Papers, lvii.
® He had been represented as deprecating any anarchical demonstration, and

promising to proceed, if necessary in concert with France and Russia, to effective

measures for establishing order and the new dynasty in Greece.
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George ratified the Constitution essentially as drafted and with die
original clause as to revision included, and dissolved the National
Assembly. On December 2nd, Count Sponneck had to quit the
country.

There is no need to carry this outline further; for the test of the
efficiency of die Constitution which the Greek National Assembly
had called into life lay, it cannot be gainsaid, in response to Great
Britain’s constant insistence on this as the sovereign remedy for

the country’s ills—in a future which w'as not diat of the morrow.

The Constitution of 1864, though not in essentials ver}' different from
that which it superseded, represented a sincere attempt to increase the
power of municipal and local authority at the expense of that which by
corruption and other means the central administrative authority had under
Otho sought to secure; but the end was secured rather as the result of

actual subsequent practise than by the declaration of the equality of all

Greeks under the law', which the Constitution once more placed in its

forefront. In other respects, it settled the relation between the powers of

the people and of the Sovereign on a basis only partly democratic; for,

w'hile it declared the judiciary irremovable by the will of the King, and

his power of pardoning political offences conditional on the assent of the

Assembly, it failed to establish the principle of Ministerial responsibility

to the Assembly representing the people, and laid it down that no public

official could be prosecuted without the permission of the King’s Govern-

ment, For the rest, the representative Assembly, as a genuinely popular body,

was to consist of not less than 150 members elected by universal suffrage

and allow'cd a salary' of 2000 drachms* for each session, from which paid

officials—even the democrats on whose servility King Otho had so success-

fully depended—were excluded, together with officers of the -Army and

Navy, though these were granted important privileges in the naming of

candidates-. The Senate of 1844, which had become a scr\'ile body of

higher officials, had come to an end in the Revolution of 1862; but the

Committee of the Constituent Assembly, itself largely consisting ofsuperior

otficials, attempted, with Sponncck’s support, to reestablish it, but without

success; and the Council of State once more substituted for it had little

beyond drafting functions. 'I’lic royal income was settled on the lines de-

manded by the Protecting Powers; and the freedom of the Press w.ts .‘Mfe-

guarded except in the case of attacks upon religion or upon the persop.

of the King.

The problems of w’hich Greece, with her new' Constitution, thus

awaited the solulion under the watchful eves of the Great Powers

* A little over /!Sc.
^

,

* Attention m ly he directed to the .'snomaly of the reyre<;erit:ui<'n t>>

citiren‘5 Hvina abroad, accorded on a liberal *calc. but in rjnly-"'' opinion n;r-iris-

fnetory in its results, ac formiin: the election of < tovernrnesi! ofneub.. 'rius^.

cider q’ricotjp!'-- wa'> elected .u ^>i.lncbcstt•r after failing at Niejottinchi.

It.-
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were good order, free government and the cessation of the rule of

faction which had proved inseparable from that of corruption at home
and abstinence from aggression beyond her frontiers. Was the desire

for recurrence to the latter—a recurrence in other words to the active

championship of the Hellenic nationality, where still under Turkish

sway—to continue dominant, or was the Peace of Europe for the

present in no danger from this point of view? Though the relations

of the dynasty both with the British and the Russian Court continued

of the friendliest (in October, 1867, King George married the Grand

Duchess Olga, the niece of Tsar Alexander II) there was always an

element of uncertainty in the irrepressible tendencies of national

feeling. Nor was it to be long before one of the Great Powers them-

selves took the initiative in affording the Greeks an opportunity of

reviving the “grand idea” of Hellenic expansion. In 1866, an in-

surrection broke out in Candia, and, early in 1867, the French

Government, fired by one of those impulses to which the Napoleon

regime was subject, quite unexpectedly proposed the cession of the

island to Greece. Lord Stanley, then at the Foreign Office in his

Father’s Government, would not listen to the proposal; and, in 1869,

with the aid of a Conference, the difficulty was settled by a com-

promise leaving the hopes of the Greek Government, which had

openly aided the Cretan insurgents unfulfilled. But these events and

transactions lie beyond the range of the present chapter. As Lord
Stanley (who was believed to have himself refused the throne of

Greece) wrote to the second Lord Lyons, then our Ambassador at

Constantinople^, the old Philhellenism was dead. The transfer of

the Ionian Islands remained an isolated instance of Great Britain’s

willingness to meet the aspirations of the kingdom for whose weakness

she was largely responsible, and the destinies of the future of Hellas

in the Near East were still left uncertain.

^ See Lord Newton’s Lord Lyons, i. 163.
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APPENDIX A
See Chapter I, p. 38, note 2

LORD CASTLEREAGH’S CONFIDENTIAL
STATE PAPER OF MAY 5TH, 1820

This State Paper was partiall}^ printed in 1823, but only in a very

truncated form. It has been thought well, therefore, to give it here

in toto. All suppressed passages are enclosed toitlnn square brackets.

The Paper was drawn up by Castlereagh, in order to define his

policy with regard to Spain, on May 5th, 1820, and then circulated

to the Principal Governments in Europe. It was recognised at once

by Gentz {Depeches Inedites, ii. 56-7) as of considerable importance.

But what entitles it to even greater consideration is that Canning

always declared it to have been the origin of his own policy (see above,

p. 53) and published some extracts from it as a Parliamcntar}’ Paper

in the spring of 1823’. He referred to it at length in Parliament on

April 14th, 1823. “ It was not \rith the intention of separating himself

in any degree from those who preceded him...nor with the desire of

claiming to himself any merit that belonged to them, that he now
felt himself called upon to repeat what he had stated on a former

day and what had been much misunderstood—narrowed by some,

and extended by others—that, applicable to the considerations on

which the Congress was to be employed, he had found in the

records of his office (and it was also in the records of the

country, and known to all the world) a state paper, laying down

the principle of non-interference, with all the qualifications properly

belonging to it. When, therefore, with whatever degree of courtesy,

it had been ascribed to him, that he had applied new principles to a

* The question has been raised as to whether Canninq influenced Cni-tfercaefs

in (Innvinx: up this Sl.atc Paper. Its rentimrnts hear a strikint’ re-etnblancr to

those uttered by Canning in the Cabinet in October, iSiS f-.ee above, p. 54 nete.

nndCa<iticrcn'4h's/}fJ/>.Tre/i!'c,>:u.5f>-7). Cannint' certainly cbitne.f at the time to base

}i:id some influence upon it (taV/e Poole’s /.tjc r/ Stratford «'. hlrddifje, l. eyt). Put

this evidence is not sumcient in take the main rc?ponsibii!ty from Cbstfrrc'oh.

probably, .Stapleton is rieht when he rays {Prddticai af Coes-.b-c fiK.tt), t, tttft

“Whether or not Mr Canning had any hand in the drav.tmr up of th'i* p.sriic-abr

paper cannot be podtivcly affirTnrJ; biu T.nrd I.nndoTu!erry lu'n'.AfU' v.,niis! oerf!".**

srarccly have dented that there had !>een occasions on v-hich h'- receised <!•-.*.
m.---

from Mr CbntniH'.’'
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new case, he had thought it but just to remind the House of a fact

of which it was indeed already in possession. The principle of non-

interference with the independence of foreign States, was laid down

in the document to which he alluded, as broadly, clearly, and definitely

as it was possible for any statesman to wish to lay it down” {Speeches,

V. 5-6). Canning in these words definitely claimed this State Paper

as the basis of his own foreign policy. It will be found of value to

compare this State Paper in its entirety with the more guarded

Circular of January 19th, 1821, which was made public in toto at the

time (see above, p. 37 note)^.

The text that follows is from Parliamentary Papers, vol. x.

pp. 71-4; while the suppressed passages are supplied from F.O.

Austria, 7/148 through the Idndness of Professor Webster.

The Events which have occurred in Spain have, as might be expected,

excited, in proportion as they have developed themselves, the utmost

anxiety throughout Europe. [The Russian Despatch of March the 3rd,

written when the first News of the Military Insurrection in Andalusia had

reached St Petersburgh, invites the Allied Powers confidentially to discuss

what measures they should adopt, or what attitude they should assume

:

I St. In case the King’s Government should be unable to suppress the

Revolt.

2nd. In case the King should spontaneously solicit the support of his

Allies.

3rd. In case the Insurrection should be protracted. The Despatch
from Mr Rose of the 31st March, referring to a later period of the In-

surrection, reports that the Russian Minister at Berlin, M. Alopeus, bad
suggested to the Prussian Government the necessity of referring the

whole Question of Spain to the consideration of the Allied Ministers at

Paris, including the Minister of France.

Prince Hardenberg in a Letter to Lord Castlereagh of the 31st ult.

refers to M. Alopeus’s suggestion and appears to approve of the discussion

being referred to Paris. It is also understood that the Language held at

Paris by some of the Allied Ministers is that the Moment is arrived when
the sovereigns themselves should assemble, under the extraordinary

Provisions of the Treaty of Alliance.]

The British Cabinet upon this, as upon all other occasions, is ever

ready to deliberate with those of the Allies, and will unreservedly explain

itself upon this great Question of common interest; but as to the form
in which it may be prudent to conduct these Deliberations, they conceive,

they cannot too early recommend that course of deliberation which will

excite the least attention or alarm, or which can least provoke jealousy in

the minds of the Spanish Nation or Government. In this view, it appears

^ A good deal ofcommentary on the State Paper ofMay sth, 1 820, is to be found in

F.O . Austria, 7/148 ;
and for the January Circular and its resultsee F.O . Austria, 7/158

.
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to them advisable, studiously to avoid any reunion of the Sovereigns;—
to abstain, at least in the present stage of the Question, from charging any
ostensible Conference with commission to deliberate on the affairs of
Spain. They conceive it preferable that their intercourse should be limited
to those confidential Communications between the Cabinets, which are
in themselves, best adapted to approximate ideas, and to lead, as far as
inay be, to the adoption of Common Principles, rather than to hazard a
discussion in a Ministerial Conference, which, from the necessarily limited
powers of the Individuals composing it, must ever be better fitted to

execute a purpose already decided upon, than to frame a course of policy
under delicate and difficult circumstances.

There seems the less motive for precipitating any step of this nature
in the Case immediately under consideration, as, from all the information
which reaches us, there exists in Spain no Order of Things upon which
to deliberate; nor as yet any Governing Authority with which Foreign

Powers can communicate.

The King’s Authority, for the moment at least, seems to be dissolved.

His Majesty is represented, in the last Despatches from Madrid, as having

wholly abandoned Himself to the tide of events, and as conceding whatever

is called for by the Provisional Junta and the Clubs.

The authority of the Provisional Government does not appear to extend

beyond the two Castilles and a part of Andalusia :—Distinct Local Authori-

ties prevail in the various Provinces, and the King’s Personal Safety is

regarded as extremely liable to be hazarded, by any step which might lay

Him open to the suspicion of entertaining a design to bring about a Counter-

Revolution, whether by internal or external means.

This important subject having been referred to, and considered by,

the Duke of Wellington, his Memorandum accompanies this Minute.

His Grace does not hesitate, upon his intimate experience of Spanish

affairs, to pronounce, that the Spanish Nation is, of all the EuropeanPeople^,

that, which will least brook any interference from Abroad: he states the

many instances in which, during the last War, this distinguishing trait of

national character rendered them obstinately blind to the most pressing

considerations of public safety : he states the imminent danger in which the

suspicion of Foreign interference, and more especially of interference on

the part of France, is likely to involve the King;—and he further describes

the difficulties which would oppose themselves to any military operations

in Spain, undertaken for the purpose of reducing, by force, the Nation to

submit themselves to an order of things, to be either suggested or pre-

scribed to them from without.

Sir Henry Wellesley has, in coincidence with this opinion, reported

the alarm which the intended Mission of M. de La Tour du Pin had excited

at Madrid, the prejudice which, in the opinion of all the Foreign Ministers

at Madrid, it was calculated to occasion to the King’s interests and possible

safety. He also reports the steps which it was in contemplation to have

. adopted, on the part of the King, to endeavour to prevent the French

^ (Sic.)
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Minister from prosecuting his journey to Madrid, when the intelligence of

the abandonment of the Mission was received from Paris.

At all events, therefore, until some Central Authority shall establish

itself in Spain, all notion of operating upon her Councils seems utterly

impracticable
;
and calculated to lead to no other possible result, than that

of compromising either the King' or the Allies, or probably both.

[The Emperor of Russia, in the several Cases which H.I.M. has

successively suggested for deliberation is altogether silent upon the par-

ticular case which has really occurred: It may therefore be inferred that

His Imperial Majesty’s reasoning is not meant to be applied to that total

Change in the order of Things previously existing in Spain, which has

been effected with the avowed concurrence and under the formal Sanction

of the King. This Change, no doubt forced by Circumstances, has been

regularly notified by His Majesty to all Foreign Powers, and is apparently

acquiesced in, if not adopted by, the great Body of the Nation.

In these Circumstances can the other States of Europe, in prudence

proceed publickly to deliberate upon the King’s Acts, much more to call

them into Question ? If not, would it be wise to give adviee, wholly unasked,

which, is very little likely to contain any suggestion for the salutarj^ modi-

fication of the Constitution of 1S12 other than such as will readily occur to

those publick Men Mtiiin the Country who have good Intentions, and

whose influence and means of effectuating an amelioration of the Con-

stitution are likely to be weakened rather than strengthened by an inter-

ference from abroad?]

The present state of Spain, no doubt, seriously extends the range of

political agitation in Europe, but it must nevertheless be admitted, that

there is no portion of Europe of equal magnitude, in which such a Revolu-

tion could have happened, less likely to menace other States with that

direct and imminent danger, which has always been regarded, at least in

this Country, as alone constituting the Case which would justify external

interference. If the case is not such as to warrant such an interference;—if

we do not feel that we have at this moment either the right or the means
to interfere with effect by force ;—if the semblance of such an Interference

is more likely to irritate than to overawe, and if we have proved, by ex-

perience, how little a Spanish Government, whether of King or Cortes,

is disposed to listen to advice from Foreign States, is it not prudent at

least to pause, before we assume an attitude which would seem to pledge

us in the eyes of Europe to some decisive proceeding? Before we embark
in such a Measure, is it not expedient at least to ascertain with some degree

of precision, what we really mean to do? This course of temperate and
cautious policy, so befitting the occasion and the critical position in which
the King is personally placed, will in no degree fetter our action, when,
if ever, the case for acting shall arise.

In the mean time, as Independent States, the Allied Powers may
awaken, through their respective Missions at Madrid, with not less effect

than would attend any joint representation, a salutary apprehension of the
consequences that might be produced by any violence offered to the King’s

W.&G. II 40
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Person or Family
,
or by any hostile Measures directed against the Portuguese

Dominions in Europe, for the protection of which Great Britain is bound
by specifick Treaty.

In conveying any such intimation, however, the utmost delicacy should
be observed; and though it is to be presumed that the views and wishes
of all the Allied Powers must be essentially the same, and that the senti-

ments they are likely to express cannot materially dilfer, it does not follow
that they should speak either in their Corporate Character, or through any
Common Organ,—both which expedients would be calculated rather to

offend, than to conciliate or persuade.

There can be no doubt of the general danger which menaces more or

less the stability of all existing Governments, from the Principles which
are afloat, and from the circumstances that so many States of Europe are

now employed in the difficult task of casting anew their Governments upon
the Representative Principle;—but the notion of revising, limiting, or

regulating the course of such experiments, either by Foreign Council or

by Foreign Force, would be as dangerous to avow, as it would be impossible

to execute; and the illusion too prevalent on this subject, should not be

encouraged in our intercourse with the Allies —That circumstances might

arise out of such experiments in any Country directly menacing to the

safety of other States, cannot be denied, and against such a danger, well

ascertained, the Allies may justifiably, and must in all prudence, be on

their guard; but such is not the present case,—^Fearful as is the example

which is furnished by Spain, of an Army in revolt, and a Monarch swearing

to a Constitution which contains in its frame hardly the semblance of a

Monarchy, there is no ground for apprehension that Europe is likely to

be speedily endangered by Spanish Arms,
[The Argument against any ostensible step whatever being taken by

the Allies to interpose even their good offices in the affairs of Spain and

the serious difficulties that must present themselves to an armed Inter-

ference under any Circumstances in that Country, have been so forcibly

detailed in the Duke of Wellington’s Paper as to exhaust that part of the

Question.

*It remains to be considered what Course can best be pursued by the

Allies in the present Critical State of Europe, in order to preserve in the

utmost Cordiality and vigour the Bonds which at this Day so happily

unite the great European Powers together, and to draw from their Alliance

should the Moment of Danger and Contest arrive, the fullest extent of

Benefit of which it is in it’s nature susceptible,'*^]^

In this Alliance, as in all other human Arrangements, nothing is more

likely to impair, or even to destroy its real utility, than any attempt to

push its duties and its obligations beyond the Sphere which its original

conception and understood Principles will warrant.—It was an Union

for the re-conquest and liberation of a great proportion of the Continent

of Europe from the military dominion of France; and having subdued

the Conqueror, it took the State of Possession, as established by the Peace,

1 p scratched through in pencil.)
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under the protection of the Alliance.—It never was, however, intended as

an Union for the Government of the World, or for the Superintendence

of the Internal Affairs of other States.

[It provided specific.ally against an infraction on the part of France

of the state of possession then created : It provided against the Return of

the Usurper or of any of his Family to the throne: It further designated

the Revolutionary" Power which had convulsed France and desolated Europe,

as an object of it’s constant solicitude, but it was the Revolutionary power
more particularly in its Military Character actual and existent within France

against which it intended to take Precautions, rather than against the Demo-
cratic Principles, then as now, but too generally spread throughout Europe.

In thus attempting to limit the objects of the Alliance within their

legitimate Boundary, it is not meant to discourage the utmost frankness

of communication between the Allied Cabinets; their Confidential Inter-

course upon all Matters, however foreign to the Purposes of the Alliance,

is in itself a valuable expedient for keeping the current of sentiment in

Europe as equable and as uniform as may be: It is not meant that in

particular and definite Cases, the Alliance may. not (and especially when
invited to do so by the Parties interested) advantageously interpose, with

due Caution, in matters lying beyond the Boundaries of their immediate

and particular Connection
;
but what is intended to be combated as forming

any part of their Duty as Allies, is the Notion, but too perceptibly prevalent,

that whenever any great Political Event shall occur, as in Spain, pregnant

perhaps with future Danger, it is to be regarded almost as a matter of

course, that it belongs to the Allies to charge themselves collectively with

the Responsibility of exercising some Jurisdiction concerning such possible

eventual Danger. One objection to this view of our Duties, if there was
no other, is, that unless We are prepared to support our interference with

force, our judgment or advice is likely to be but rarely listened to, and
would by frequent Repetition soon fall into complete contempt. So long

as We keep to the great and simple conservative principles of the Alliance,

when the Dangers therein contemplated shall be visibly realized, there is

little risk of difference or of disunion amongst the Allies.

All will have a common Interest: But it is far otherwise when We
attempt, with the Alliance, to embrace subordinate, remote, and speculative

cases of danger; all the Powers may indeed have an interest in averting

the assumed danger, but all have not by" any means a common faculty of

combating it, in it’s more speculative Shapes, nor can they all without
embarrassing seriously the internal administration of their own Affairs

be prepared to show themselves in jealous observation of transactions,

which, before they have assumed a practical character, public opinion,

would not go along with them in counteracting.

This principle is perfectly clear and intelligible in the case of Spain:

We may all agree that nothing can be more lamentable, or ofmore dangerous
example, than the late revolt of the Spanish Army : We may all agree that

nothing can be more unlike a monarchical Government, or less suited to

the wants and true interests of the Spanish nation, than the Constitution

40—
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[of the year 1812; We may also agree, with shades of difference, that the
consequence of this state of things in Spain may eventually bring danger
home to all our own doors, but it does not follow, that We have therefore
equal means of acting upon this opinion: -For instance, the Emperor of
Russia, from the nature of his authority, can have nothing to weigh, but
the physical or moral difficulties external from his own Govt, or Dominions,
which are in the way of his giving effect to his Designs; If H.I.M.’s Mind
is settled upon these points, His Action is free and His Means are in his

own hands. The King of Great Britain, from the nature of our Constitution,

has on the contrary all His means to acquire through Parliament, and He
must well know that if embarked in a War, which the Voice of the country
does not support, the efforts of the strongest Administration which ever

served the Crown would soon be unequal to the prosecution of the Contest.

In Russia there is but little public sentiment with regard to Spain, which
can embarrass the decision of the Sovereign; In Great Britain there is a

great deal, and the Current of that Sentiment runs strongly against the

late Policy of the King of Spain.

Besides, the People of this Country would probably not recognise

(unless Portugal was attacked) that our Safety could be so far menaced by

any State of things in Spain, as to Warrant their Government in sending

an Army to that Country to meddle in it’s internal affairs; We cannot

conceal from ourselves how generally the Acts of the King of Spain since

His Restoration have rendered His Government unpopular, and how im-

possible it would be to reconcile the People of England to the use of force,

if such a Proceeding could for a moment be thought of by the British

Cabinet for the purpose of replacing Power in His hands, however he

might engage to qualify it. The principle upon which the British Govern-

ment acted in the discussions with respect to the Colonies, (viz : never to

employ forcible means for their reduction) would equally preclude them

from any intervention of such a character with regard to Old Spain. The
interposition of our good offices, whether singly, or in concert with the

Allied Govts., if uncalled for by any authority within Spain, even by the

King Himself, is by no means free from a like inconvenience as far as

regards the Position of the British Government at home. This species of

Intervention especially when coming from five great Powers, has more or

less the air of dictation and of menace, and the possibility of it’s being

intended to be pushed to a forcible intervention is always assumed or

imputed by an adverse party. The grounds of the intervention thus become

unpopular, the intention of the parties is misunderstood, the public Mind

is agitated and perverted, and the General Political situation of the Govern-

ment is thereby essentially embarrassed.

This Statement is only meant to prove that We ought to see somewhat

clearly to what purpose of real Utility our Effort tends, before We embark

in proceedings which can never be indifferent in their bearings upon the

Government taking part in them. In this country at all times, but especially

at the present conjuncture, when the whole Energy of the State is required

to unite reasonable men in defence of our existing Institutions, and to
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[put down the spirit of Treason and Disaffection which in certain of the

Manufacturing Districts in particular, pervades the lower orders, it is of

the greatest moment, that the public sentiment should not be distracted

or divided, by any unnecessary interference of the Government in events,

passing abroad, over which they can have none, or at best but very im-

perfect means of controul. Nothing could be more injurious to the Conti-

nental Powers than to have their affairs made matter of daily Discussion

in our Parliament, which nevertheless must be the consequence of Their

precipitately mixing themselves in the affairs of other States, if We should

consent to. proceed pari passu with them in such interferences. It is not

merely the temporary inconvenience produced to the British Government
by being so committed, that is to be apprehended, but it is the exposing

ourselves to have the public Mind soured by the effects of a meddling

policy, when it can tend to nothing really effectual, and pledged perhaps,

beforehand against any exertion whatever in Continental Affairs; the fatal

effects of such a false Step might be irreparable when the moment at which

we might be indispensably called upon by Duty and Interest to take a

part should arise.

These considerations vail suggest a doubt whether that extreme degree

of unanimity and supposed concurrence upon all political subjects would
be either a practicable or a desirable principle of action among the Allied

States, upon Matters not essentially connected with the main purposes of

the Alliance. If this Identity is to be sought for, it can only be obtained

by a proportionate degree of inaction in all the States, The position of the

Ministers at Paris for instance can never be altogether uniform, unless

their language upon Public affairs is cither of the most general description,

or they agree to hold no public language whatever. The latter Expedient
is perhaps the most prudent, but then the Unanimity of the Sentiment,

thus assumed to be established, will not be free from inconvenience to

some of the parties, if the Cabinets of other States by their public docu-
ments assign objects to that Concert, to which, at least as described by
them, the others cannot conveniently subscribe.

The fact is that we do not, and cannot feel alike upon all subjects. Our
Position, our Institutions, the Habits of thinking, and the prejudice of our
People, render us essentially different. We cannot in all matters reason or

feel alike
;
we should lose the Confidence of our respective Nations if we

did, and the very affectation of such an Impossibility would soon render
the Alliance an Object of Odium, and Distrust, whereas, if we keep it

within its common Sense limits, the Representative Governments, and those

which are more purely Monarchical, may well find each a common Interest,

and a common facility in discharging their Duties under the Alliance,

without creating an Impression that they have made a surrender of the
first principles upon which their respective Governments are founded.
Each Government will then retain it’s due faculty of independent Action,

always recollecting, that they have all a common Refuge in the Alliance,

as well as a common Duty to perform, whenever such a Danger shall really

exist, as that against which the Alliance was specially intended to provide.
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[a Doctrine shall be distinctly abjured as forming in any Degree the Basis
of our Alliance, the better; in order that States, in calculating the means of
their own Security may not suffer Disappointment by expecting from the
Allied Powers, a support which, under the special Circumstances of the
National Institutions they cannot give:—Great Britain has perhaps equal
Power with any other State to oppose herself to a practical and intelligible

Danger, capable of being brought home to the National Feeling:—^\\^hen

the Territorial Balance of Europe is disturbed, she can interfere with effect,

but She is the last Govt, in Europe, which can be expected, or can venture
to commit Herself on any Question of an abstract character.

These Observations are made to point attention to what is practicable

and what is not. If the dreaded moral Contagion should unfortunately

extend itself into Germany and if the flame of Military Revolt should for

example, burst forth in any of the German States, it is in vain for that

State, however anxiously and sincerely we deprecate such a Calamity,

to turn it’s Eyes to this Country for the means of effectually suppressing

such a Danger :—If external means are indispensable for it’s Suppression,

such State must not reckon for assistance upon Govts, constituted as that

of Great Britain but it is not therefore without it’s Resource.

The Internal peace of each German State is by Law placed under the

protection of the Army of the Empire:—The Duty which is imposed by

the Laws of the Confederacy upon all German States, to suppress, by the

Military Power of the whole mass. Insurrection within the Territories of

Each and Every, of the Co-Estates, is an immense Resource in itself, and

ought to give to the Centre of Europe a sense of Security which previous

to the Reunion of Vienna was wholly wanting;
—

^The Importance of

preventing the Low Countries, the Military Barrier of Europe, from being

lost, by being melted down into the general Mass of French Power, whether

by Insurrection, or by Conquest, might enable the British Govt, to act

more promptly upon this, than perhaps upon any other Case of an internal

Character that can be stated; But upon all such Cases we must admit

ourselves to be, and our Allies should in fairness understand that we are,

a Power that must take our Principle of action, and our Scale of acting,

not merely from the Expediency of the Case, but from those Maxims,

which a System of Government strongly popular, and national in it’s

character, has irresistibly imposed upon us.]

We shall be found in our Place when actual danger menaces the S3^stem

of Europe ;
but this Country cannot, and will not, act upon abstract and

speculative Principles of Precaution. The Alliance which exists had no

such purpose in view in its original formation.—It was never so explained

to Parliament ;
if it had, most assuredly the sanction of Parliament would

never have been given to it; and it would now be a breach of faith, were the

Ministers of the Crown to acquiesce in a construction being put upon it,

or were they to suffer themselves to be betrayed into a course of Measures,

inconsistent with those Principles which they avowed at the time, and

which they have since uniformly maintained both at Home and Abroad,

[and which were more fully developed in a confidential Memorandum
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delivered in by the British Plenipotentiaries to those of the Allies, at

Aix la Chapellc, bearing date in October rSiS, to which Memorandum
they now refer as more fully Illustrative of their Sentiments],

APPENDIX B

(See Chapter II, pp. 67-S and notes)

THE SUPPRESSED PARTS OF THE POLIGNAC
MEMORANDUM, OCTOBER 9TI1, 1823

The pvibiislicd part of the Conference between Canning and Polignac

is printed in British and Foreign State Papers, 1823-24, vol. xr,

pp. 49-53, but described as “ an extract.” It was laid before Parliament

bn March 4th, 1S24. The actually published parts of the Memo-
randum arc only here given in so far as ncccssar}' in order to make
clear tlie meaning of tlie suppressed parts. These latter are enclosed

icilhin square brackets'^.

The Memorandum begins by Canning slating that the forcible

recover}^ of the Spanish American Colonics by the Mother Country

was hopeless, but that Great Britain would facilitate any negotiation

between Spain and her Colonies; that, however,

the junction of any Foreign Power, in an enterprise of Spain against the

Colonies, would be viewed by them as constituting an entirely new question

;

and one upon which they must take such decision as the interests of Great

Britain might require

Great Britain disclaimed any desire for territorial advantage or

exclusive commercial privileges. British recognition of the Colonies

might be delayed or precipitated by circumstances, but could not be

made dependent on that of Spain.

It (Great Britain) would consider any Foreign interference, by force or

by menace, in the dispute between Spain and the Colonies, as a motive
for recognising the latter without delay.

Great Britain regarded the Ancient Coast and Commercial Laws
of Spain for the Colonies as “tacitly repealed.” Great Britain was

not prepared to go into “a joint deliberation upon the subject of

Spanish America, upon an equal footing with other Powers whose

* France, Embassy Archives, F.O. 146/56. The corrected Draft is enclosed in

Desp. no. 84 of November 9th, 1823, Canning to Sir Chas. Stuart. The original

draft was destroyed. There is no copy of this Memorandum in F.O. France 27/285.
References to the Memorandum are also to be found in Paris, Affaires Etrangeres,

Angletcrre, Tome 617, f. 162, and in Vienna, Staats-Archiv, Weisungen nach
Frankreich, 1823. Mettemich h. Vincent, Nov. 26th, 1823.
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opinions wore less formed upon that question and whose interests

were less implicated in the decision of it;

She (Great Britain) thought it fair therefore to explain beforehand, to
what degree Her mind was made up, and Her determination taken [so far
as Mr Canning had explained it].”

The Prince de Polignac declared that France thought forcible

recovery by Spain impossible, and disclaimed exclusive territorial or

commercial advantages for France

;

Lastly, that She (France) abjured, in any case, any design of acting

against the Colonies by force of arms.

[Mr Canning having alluded to certain reports in the newspapers, of
some attack, or intended attack, by a French Naval Force against the

Independents in Columbia, the Prince de Polignac said, that so far from
intending any hostile act, the French Government had recalled the only line

of battleship in those seas, the “ Jean Bart,” which is on its return to France.]

Polignac suggested that he preferred a Conference to settle the

whole question.

In observing upon what Mr Canning had said, with respect to the

peculiar state of Great Britain, in reference to such a Conference [Concert]^,

the Prince de Polignac declared [that] he saw no difficulty to prevent

England from taking part in the Conference [Congress]^ however she might

now announce the difference in the view She took of the question, from

that taken by the Allies.

The Prince de Polignac added that in the interest of humanity, and

especially in that of the Spanish Colonies, it would be worthy of the

European Governments to concert together the means of calming, in those

distant and scarcely civilised Regions, passions blinded by party spirit, and

to endeavour to bring back to a principle of Union in Government, whether

Monarchical or Aristocratical, People among whom absurd and dangerous

theories were now keeping up agitation and disunion.

Mr Canning, without entering into any discussion upon [these] abstract

principles, contented himself with saying that—however desirable the

establishment of a Monarchical form of Government, in any of those

Provinces, might be, on the one hand, or whatever might be the difficulties

in the way of it on the other hand—his Government would not take upon

itself to put it forward as a condition of their Recognition.

The words following ^'Provinces, might be,"" are only a summary.

The following is the full text

:

[He (Mr Canning) saw great difficulties in the way of it, nor could his

Government take upon itself to recommend it.

Mr Canning further remarked that he could not understand how an

^ These words were altered because Canning admitted that Great Britain

might enter a Conference (i.e. of subordinate Ministers) but would not take part in

a Congress (i.e. of leading statesmen).
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\European Congress could discuss Spanish American Affairs without calling

to their Counsels a Power so eminently interested, as the United States

of America^ while Austria, Russia and Prussia, Powers, so much less con-

cerned in the subject, were in consultation upon it.

The Prince de Polignac professed hims?lf unprovided with any opinion

of His Government upon what respected the United States of America,

but did notfor himself see any insuperable difficulty to such an association.

He added, ffiat he saw the less difficulty in a Congress upon this subject,

as such a mode of treating it had been proposed at Verona by the Duke of

Wellington.

Referring to the Convention said to have been concluded between the

Government of Buenos Ayres and Commiss’''® from Spain, and especially

to the declaration of the Buenos Ayres Legislature accompanying that

Convention which promised a subsidy to Spain in the War against France,

the Prince de Polignac was not prepared to say, how far such a declaration

might be considered by his Government as an act of hostility against

France :—But, upon Mr Canning’s observing that the declaration was only

eventual and conditional, that it depended for its confirmation on two

circumstances ; ist the ratification of the Convention by the King of Spain

;

and andly the acceptance of the live terms and the conclusion of similar

conventions w'ith Spain by all the otlier States of Spanish America, neither

of which had yet occurred, and further that, even if carried into effect,

such a subsidy would have done no more against France than the Colonies

might have been bound to do, if still under the control of the Mother
Country ;—The Prince de Polignac was willing to admit that this case was
not one which would be expected to change practically the views of his

Government, with respect to the general question of Spanish America, or

much to influence the general principles of Policy, by which the question

must be decided.

But upon this point the Prince de Polignac said, that he was speaking

only his own individual opinion, and that opinion not formed upon mature
reflection.

P.S. Oct. isth, 1823.

Mr Canning, in transmitting to the Prince de Polignac a copy of the

foregoing Minute (according to agreement) on the day after it was written,

accompanied it with an official note in which he observed “that he had not

yet had an opportunity of looking back to the Prince of Wellington’s

correspondence at Verona, but that the impression on Mr Canning’s mind
was not that any proposal was made by the Duke of Wellington for treating

the subject of SpanishAmerica in Congress, but that the Duke ofWellington
certainly communicated (or offered to communicate) to the PlenipoV^®®

there assembled the views and opinions of his Govern^ upon that subject,

which were then in substance no other than they are now, except so far

as time and events have since contributed to mature and confirm them.”
Having afterwards referred to the Duke of Wellington’s correspondence

at Verona, Mr Canning addressed on the 15th October the following note

to the Prince de Polignac: “Mr Canning having referred to the Duke of
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[Wellington’s correspondence at Verona has the honour to state to His
Excellency the Prince de Polignac, that the impression which was upon
his mind at the moment of his Conference with the Prince de Polignac on
Sunday as to the nature of the Duke of Wellington’s Communications to
the Congress at Verona on the subject of Spanish America is by that

reference entirely confirmed.—The Prince de Polignac will see by the
enclosed extracts from the Duke of Wellington’s note of the 24th of
November and from the Proces Verbal of the 28th of November 1822
that both the substance of the Duke of Wellington’s declaration on that

subject and the sense in which it was made and understood were con-

formable to Mr Canning’s recollection.”

Extract.

His Majesty has apprized the Government of His Catholic Majesty of

these measures, and in the true spirit of the union existing between Him
and His Allies^ having before had occasion to communicate to them what
had passed between Him and Spain upon this occasion has directed that

these additional circumstances should be made known to them.

Verona, Nov. 24th, 1822.

Extract.

Proces Verbal de la Conference du 28 Novembre 1822.

A la fin de la discussion qui s’est engagee sur ces pieces M. le Due de

Wellington a declare que les* Mesures que son gouvernement desiroit

adopter dans cette affaire etoient le resultat necessaire de la position ou il

se trouvait place par les relations multipliees des sujets de S. M. Brit'i’^®

avec les Pays en question.

Que ses Mesures ont toujours ete limitees par la necessite et qu’elles

n’ont aucun rapport avec les questions des droits relatives a ces Pays.

M. le Due ne se dissimule pas, que cette espece de relations etablies, ou

a etablir, entre le Gouv* de S. M. Brit^J^® et les nouveaux Gouvernements

de I’Amerique pourra nuire aux demarches que le Gouv^ Espagnol seroit

encore dans le cas de I’entreprendre pour les ramener a la mere Patrie.

Mais il a observe en meme temps que cet inconvenient est une suite

des circonstances et ne pent point etre attribue au Gouv* Brit^“®, Sa

Majeste le Roi ayant au contraire constament {sic) exprime, et conservant

encore le desir de favoriser autant qu’il est en lui la reconciliation de

I’Espagne avec ses Colonies.

Signe

Metternich
(etc.)]

Certain comments by Canning, not contained in the Polignac

Memorandum, are subjoined.

The published passage. State Papers xi. 50-1, that: “It (the British

Government) would consider any Foreign Interference, by force or by
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mcJiace, in tlic dispute between Spain and the Colonies, as a motive for

recognizing the latter without delay,” was explained by Canning in his

desp. no. 84 of 9 November^ as "inserted to obviate an apprehension of

the Prince de Polignac, that the mere assembling of a Congress in which
he might refuse to join, Avithout any reference to the nature of the pro-

positions entertained by it, AA’ould be held by us to be a case calling for

our instant recognition of the Spanish Provinces ” The Avords (v. State

Papers xi. 53): “howeA^er desirable the establishment of a Monarchical

form of Govh might be,” contain an admission of AA'hat is undoubtedly

tlie opinion entertained by His Majesty’s Gov^, as to Avhat AA^ouId probably

be the most satisfactoiy arrangement of the Gov^ in some, at least, of the

New ProA'inces, and perhaps in Mexico especially, the one most suitable

to the state of chnlization, the Avants and the habits of the People.

The other additions are only to the Prince de Polignac’s part of the

conversation, and the sentiments being those Avhich he really expressed

I could make no objection to their being recorded.

Such as the Paper noAV is, it may be considered as M. de Villele describes

it as a full and free explanation of the vieAvs of both Courts on this most

important subject: and if the French Gov* have therein declared them-

selves as unrcserA'edly and mean to adhere to their declaration as sincerely

as AA'e do, the danger of collision betAveen this Country and France upon
a question Avhich perhaps more than any appeared to threaten it is, I

trust, almost entirely done aAvay.

With respect to the proposal of a Congress,Your Excellency AA'ill maintain

the same caution and reserve as hitherto; keeping the determination of

your Gov* entirely unpledged until that proposal shall, if CA'^er, be brought

forAvard in a regular shape, and AA'ith AA'hateA'er accompaniments and qualifica-

tions may belong to it.

Canningwrote to Sir Charles Stuart,Desp. No. 85 of Novemberqth,

1823^, in ansAA^er toVillMc’s enquiry as to whether the sentiments of

Great Britain applied to Brazil, as well as to Spanish America, as

follows

:

Our sentiments are the same, "though the case is different.” Any
attempt at force by the mother country “Avill be productive of a danger

in Brazil Avhich does not equally belong to Spanish America, that of risking

the existence of a monarchical form of government We attach great

importance to [its] continuance in Brazil By consenting in the first

instance to leave the province independent in Brazil the Monarchy might
be preserved in that country in his person, and a federal union established

betAveen that country and Portugal which might perpetuate the descent of

both Crowns in the Royal House of Braganza.”

^ F.O. France, Embassy Archives, 146/56.
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APPENDIX C
I

(See Chapter IV, i, pp.. 164 sqq.)

MEMORANDUM ON THE TURKISH QUESTION SENT
BY STRATFORD CANNING TO LORD PALMERSTON

F.O. Turkey, vol. 21 1.

Paris, Dec. 19, 1832.

The Turkish Empire has reached, in its decline, that critical point, at

which it must either revive and commence a fresh .era of Prosperity, or
fall into a state of complete dissolution. To Great Britain, the fate of this

Empire can never be indifferent. It would affect the interests of her trade

and East Indian Possessions, even if it were unconnected with the main-
tenance of her relative Power in Europe. Nearer and more pressing Duties
may forbid H.M. Government to take an active part in the Contest which
now agitates Turkey

;
but the issue of a struggle so likely to prove decisive

of the- Sultan’s independence can hardly be overlooked and left to chance

on any sound Principle of English Policy

The principal difficulties with which the Sultan has to contend in

directing his operations against Mehemet Ali, arise out of the distant and
insulated position of Egypt, the ease with which Syria can be defended

against an army’invading it from the North, and the disadvantage of having

a Fleet, which though superior in numerical Force to that of Egj'pt, is by
no means so well manned and manoeuvred.

With the assistance of the British Squadron, there is great reason to

believe, that the Sultan would easily surmount these obstacles. Instead

of attacking the Egyptian forces in Syria, he might send an expedition by
Sea against Egypt itself. To the East of Damietta the coast affords Facilities

for landing Troops, and an invasion properly directed on that side would

not only compel Ibrahim Pasha to retreat, but would also menace Cairo,

and bring into the field all those, who, secretly attached to the Sultan’s

cause, are nevertheless kept down at present by the want of support and

fear of Punishment. . .

.

It is obvious that, as far as Great Britain is concerned, the only ground

on which this Plan could be recommended, is the necessity of interfering

to rescue the Turkish Empire from a War, which threatens to lay it at the

feet of a Power already too great for the General Interests and liberties

of Europe^

In one respect, however, the prospect is clear. Let Mehemet Ali suc-

ceed in constituting an Independent State, and a great and irretrievable

step is made towards the dismemberment of the Turkish Empire. That

Empire may fall to pieces at all events
;
and he must be a bold man who

would undertake to answer for its being saved by any effort of human

policy. But His Majesty’s Government may rest assured that to leave it

to itself is to leave it to its Enemies.

^ [In the margin of this paragraph there is a pencilled note by Palmerston:

“This is most just and true.”]
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F.O. Turkey, vol. 234. PALMERSTON to PONSONBY.

Foreign Office, Feb. 15, 1834.

The Prince of Lieven having communicated to me a Copy of the Treaty

concluded between Russia and the Porte, on the 8th of July, 1833, together

with its separate article, I now transmit to your Excellency, for your in-

formation, Copies of these Documents in the shape in which His Majesty

delivered them to me; and I have to direct the attention of your Excellency

to the remarkable difference which exists between the Copies of the

Instruments in question thus communicated by the Russian Ambassador,

and those w'hich were delivered to your Excellency by the Ministers of

the’ Ottoman Porte. No other instance can, I apprehend, be found, in

w'hich two Contracting Parties to a Treaty have respectively communicated
to a Third Po\Yer separate Copies of their mutual engagements exhibiting

such important discrepancies [Palmerston knew quite w'ell that the

copy of the Treaty of Unkiar Skclessi of July 8, 1833, which the Porte

communicated to the British Government, was defective. On July 12,

1833, Ponsonby had, from unofficial sources, transmitted a true copy both

of the Patent Treaty and the Secret Article (F.O. Turkey, vol. 224,

Dispatch No. 35). Palmerston, of course, could not refer to this unofficial

copy in his correspondence with the Porte. But he insisted upon the

doubtful points in the Porte’s version of the Treaty being elucidated, in

order to bring home to the Porte the fact that Great Britain knew them to

have become vassals of Russia.]

F.O. Turkey, vol. 394. PONSONBY to PALMERSTON.

Therapin, June 23, 1840.

I am entirely convinced that it will be most easy to destroy the power
of Mehemet Ali, and that it is necessary to destroy it to avoid the many
dangers, particularly to the preservation of peace, that must spring from
concessions to him in the spirit of French Policy.

It may, perhaps, not be thought as important by others as it is by me,

to preserve some English influence in this Country, but still it is my duty

to declare my Conviction that it wdll be reduced lower than zero by the

success of the French in obtaining for Mehemet Ali what they have

demanded. The French by their Agents, MM. Cor and others, including

an Armenian Banker Doz Aglon, have been incessant in urging to Reshid
Pasha and to all influential Turks, that England is too weak to protect or

to give aid to Turkey—that England will hereafter, as hitherto, give nothing

but words—that unless Mehemet Ali be not conciliated, Turkey will be
his victim, unless saved by France.

All who know the Turks know that they bow to success, that they are

ignorant and do not distinguish between the real and the apparent sources

of it. They will see Mehemet Ali triumphant, and will conclude that he
has baffled the power of England and Austria, and even Russia. He will

be an irresistible hero in their eyes, and all will be prostrate at his feet. His
will and pleasure must govern the Divan, and the Sultan be a Puppet—but
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of the difficulties in which the altered circumstances of the Government
have involved us, and invite your kind attention, as we have every reason
to believe that the numerous annoyances which we have had to endure
will be greatly increased on your departure from Tahiti.

I. The first subject to which we would draw your attention is the
tenure of Mission property. We have refrained from obtaining documents
(which would have been willingly granted) that we might in the early

history of the Mission incur no suspicion of wishing to possess ourselves

of the land. The only tenure of our property hitherto has been the goodwill
of the people; but the altered circumstances of the Government call upon
us now to bring the subject under your notice that we may obtain a

guarantee of our rights, and have our property secured, particularly as

one of our Mission houses has been wrested from us. . .

.

The Same to the Directors of the L.M.S.

Jan. 19, 1848.

“The Churches all round Tahiti have been re-established, and are

visited regularly. . . . Many members who were suspended at the time of

the wars, have returned and have been admitted.”

[On Feb. 9, 1848, the French Authorities recognised] “the properties

at present occupied by them [the Lond. Miss. Soc.] as ‘ inalienable national

properties exclusively for the exercise of Protestant worship, the education

of the people, and the residence of the ministers of the Protestant religion.’
”

III

(See Chapter IV, iii, pp. 196 sqq.)

THE SPANISH MARRIAGES

F.O. Spain, vol. 694. PALMERSTON to BULWER.

Foreign Office, July 19, 1846.

[This is the celebrated “ Despatch of July 19th” which precipitated the

double marriages. Extracts from it are printed in “Correspondence re-

lating to the marriages of the Queen and the Infanta of Spain,” Parlia-

mentary Papers, LXix, 1847. The despatch offended Louis Philippe by

its mention of the Coburg Candidature, and it offended the Spanish Govern-

ment by its severe strictures on their unconstitutional conduct. These

strictures were not for communication to the Spanish Government
;
but as

Palmerston read the whole despatch to Count Jarnac and actuallygave him a

copyto take home, the French Government had cognisance of it,and through

them, the Spanish Government (see Palmerston to Normanby, Sept. 22,

1846, in Parliamentary Papers, lxix, 1847, p. 295). The strictures on the

Spanish Government’s unconstitutional conduct are printed in the extract

in the Parliamentary Papers : but another offensive passage, which accuses

General Narvaez of chiefly trying to amass money, and of engaging in

speculations on the Stock Exchange, is not printed. In the manuscript

copy Palmerston has drawn a pencilled line alongside the passages and

written “omit.”]
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Ibid. Palmerston to Bulwer.

Foreign Office, Aug. 22, 1846.

[An extract of this is printed in Parliamentary Papers
;
but the

following passage is omitted.]

It is said that there are strong personal objections which render the

Duke of Cadiz entirely ineligible as Husband of the Queen. He is repre-

sented as being deficient in understanding, destitute of Instruction, devoid

of Manly Habits, and ridiculous and mean in Personal appearance. In all

these aspects he is the Reverse of what the Husband of a Queen of a great

Country ought to be.

Ibid. Palmerston to Bulwer.
Separate, same date.

[Palmerston points out that the British support of Isabel and the

constitutional party was not due to chivalry or political sympathy,

but meant to prevent a foreign Power from getting control of Spain.]

The British Government know that Foreign Influence can best be

exerted over the Court of a despotic Monarchy, and that such Influence

becomes far weaker, if not entirely paralysed when it has to act upon the

constitutional Representatives of a free People.

The British Government therefore saw that in aiding the Spanish

People to establish a Constitutional Form of Government, they were

assisting to secure the Political Independence of Spain; and they had no

Doubts that the maintenance of that Independence would be conducive

to important British Interests.

F.O. Spain, vol. 699. BULWER to PALMERSTON.

[Secret and Confidential.] Madrid, Sept. 2, 1846.

When the Court [of Spain] began to fear that there were small proba-

bilities of a Prince of Saxe-Coburg, it looked out for the means of con-

ciliating the French Government. A negotiation, I have reason to believe,

was then commenced, either directly through M. Isturitz, or indirectly

through M. Mon, on this basis: if the Queen takes a Bourbon, Count
Trapani, or, if that is impossible, Don Francisco de Asis, for instance, will

France sustain me against Don Enrique, England and the Progressistas,

by marrying the Due de Montpensier to the Infanta?. .

.

Thus at midnight was consummated this important act, consigning a

young Queen of sixteen for the rest of her life, to a husband by whom, it

was said but a month ago, that she was not likely to have children, and
marrying her Royal Sister, in better health, and with fairer prospects, to

the son of the Monarch of that powerful State, which has so long domineered
over this country.

41—2
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What M. de Talleyrand said in one case {i.e. in enticing the Royal

Family to Valenzay] may be applied to the other—cc n'estpas prendre me
couronne, c’est Vescamoter.

Ibid, Bulwer to Palmerston.

Madrid, Sept, 22, X846.

[Reports an interview with the Duke of Cadiz,]

I am inclined to form a more favourable opinion of him in some respects

than is generally entertained.

APPENDIX D
I

(See Chapter V, iii, p. 392, note 5)

LORD COWLEY’S MEMORANDUM RELATIVE
TO THE PRESENT AND FUTURE STATE

OF TURKEY. MARCH 1856

F.O. 27. 1125. Public Record Office.

Charles Greville writes in his Journal for 3 March 1856, at Paris:

I found Cowley. . .engaged in drawingup a statement of the comparative

state of Russia, as to her aggressive power against Turkey before the war

and now, after peace has been made. He is doing this for Clarendon and

to assist him in making his case good in Parliament when the peace is

attacked, as he says it is quite certain it will be.

In 1878 (March 2nd) Disraeli directed that the copy preserved by

the Foreign Office should be shown to Lord Lyons. It returned with

the endorsement, “ Reverse the headings and we have very nearly the

actual state of things resulting from the new treaty” [San Stefano],

Present State

I. Existence of onerous treaties

imposed on Turkey by Russia, and

so interpreted as to give Russia im-

mense power within the Sultan’s

Dominions.
Refusal on the part of Russia to

admit the intervention of any Foreign

Power in her disputes with the Porte.

Future State

I. Admission of Turkey into the

international engagements ofEurope.

Abolition of all former Treaties

with Russia.

The Powers engage to respect

the integrity and independence of

Turkey, and in case of disputes be-

tween one of them and the Porte, to

appeal to the others before having

recourse to arms.
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2. Black Sea all but a Russian

lake. Difficulties thrown in the way
of commerce. Sevastopol and the

Fleet which it contained a standing

menace to Turkey.

3. Russia claims and exercises a

protective power in the

No defences of any kind exist.

4. Mouths of the Danube in the

hands of the Russ"® and every diffi-

culty made to its free navigation.

5. Russia claims right to inter-

fere for the protection both of the

religious and civil immunities of the

Sultan’s Greek Subjects.

6. The Aland Islands menace to

become another Cronstadt.

7. This has been a subject of

litigation for 27 years and might at

any time have been converted into a

serious quarrel.

Commerce all but prohibited.
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2. Neutralisation of the Black

Sea. It is open to the commercial
Flag of every nation, but closed to

Ships of war with the exception of

six Russian and six Turkish Avisos

of the length of 50 metres, at their

water line, armed at the most with

4 guns each,—and of two small Ships

of war, which each of the con-

tracting powers may station at the

mouth of the Danube.
No military or naval arsenals to

be erected or restored in the Black

Sea.

Renewal of Treaty of 1841.

3 . The organisation of the

Conversion of Russian protec-

torate or guarantee in the P‘'®® into

general guarantee of Europe.
Defensive system in Principalities

against foreign aggression assured.

Restitution of a part of Bessarabia

to Moldavia and consequent an-

nihilation of Russian Fortresses on
the Danube.

4. Free navigation of the Danube
and participation of contracting

Powers in regulating the same.

5. Immunities granted by the

Sultan to his non-Mussulmah Sub-
jects after consultation with his allies,

to the exclusion of Russia.

Engagement of Contracting Powers
not to interfere in internal administra-

tion of Turkey.
6. Engagement not to fortify the

Aland Islands.

7. Mixed commission to revise

line of frontier between Russia and
Turkish possessions in Asia.

Freedom of commerce with Pro-
vinces East of the Black Sea.

8. Evacuation of Turkish Terri-

tory by Russian Troops.

9. TreatybetweenAustria, France
and Great Britain guaranteeing in-

tegrity of Ottoman Empire and
making any infraction by Russia of
the stipulations of peace a casus belli

10. Treaty with Sweden.
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Hanover; 46, 1821, From the Marquess of Londonderry, Hanover; 47, 1821,
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CHAPTER II

THE FOREIGN POLICY OF CANNING, 1822-1827

References to MSS. are given in the text. The titles of books mentioned

in the Bibliographies in The Cambridge Modern Hhlory, vol. x, are very

seldom repeated here. An asterisk (*) distinguishes exceptionally valuable

books or those containing new documents.
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Monroe Doctrine, etc. : Channing, E., Hart, A. B., Turner, F. J. Guide to Study and
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Guide to Archives of the Government of the United States. Washington, 1908.
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Washington, 1913. PP- 47. 61-7, 233-5, 237-9, 241-2, 244-5, 266. Golder, C. A.
Ib. Russian Archives. Washington, 1912. Perez, L. N. Ib. Cuban Archives.
Washington, 1907, pp. 36-7, 57-9, 67-8, 108-11. Shepherd, W.R. Ib. Spanish
Archives. Washin^on, 1907, pp. 50-2, 70-1.
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Rio and Paris, 1901,
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sources is to be found in Temperley, Life of George Canning, chap. xi. 1905.
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of Nesselrode, Lieven, etc.]
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CHAPTER III

BELGIUM, 1830-1832

The Foreign Office Papers in the Record Office are the best source of

information on the Belgian Question bettveen 1830 and 1839: F.O. 10

(Belgium), vols. i et seqq. and F.O. 37 (Holland), vols. clxx et segq. The
despatches from Brussels ofMr Cartwright, Lord Ponsonby, and Sir Robert
Adair are of special interest. The Archives of Legations at Brussels

(F.O. 123) and The Hague (F.O. 238) contain communications passing

between the Foreign Office at London and the Legations in Belgium and

Holland. De Lannoy,Les Origines diplomatiques de ITndependance Beige:

La Conference de Londres, Louvain, 1903, is a useful guide to these

transactions. The author, however, occasionally shows a prejudice against

Talleyrand.

Among the Records for 1856, F.O. 27 (France), 1140, is a collection of

documents disclosing Prince Jules de Polignac’s plan for the annexation

of Belgium as part of a general reconstruction ofEurope. After the'Crimean

War, relations between Great Britain and France were strained in conse-

quence of difficulties connected with the execution of the Treaty of Paris

of March 30th, 1856; and it appears from a despatch, of December 28th,

1856, from Lord Cowley, British Ambassador at Paris, to Lord Clarendon,

that the Comte de Bois-le-Comte, who had been Chef du Cabinet in 1829,

sent to the Emperor Napoleon III documents giving a complete account

of Polignac’s plan, Avith the suggestion that it might be revived as a means

for checking the power of Great Britain. The Emperor, who disowned all

thoughts of such territorial changes as Polignac had contemplated, lent

them to Lord Cowley, who had them copied and sent to London. Baron

Stockmar had apparently seen the documents, extracts from which are

printed in his Memoirs (E. Tr.), 1. 136-142. On this subject see also Ollivier,

L’Empire liberal, and Louis Blanc, Histoire de Dix Ans. Cf. as to Polignac’s

“great design” A. Stern, Geschichte Europas, 1815-1871, iii. 189 seqq. and

the references on p. 190, note i.

“Papers relative to the Affairs of Belgium” were presented to Parlia-

ment in 1833. They contain: A. Protocols of the Conference of London

(with a translation into English). B. Communications with Ministers of

Foreign Powers, and with British Ministers at Foreign Courts. Parlia-

mentary Papers, 1833, xlii. i.

There is no complete official report of the debates in the Belgian

National Congress; but M. Huyttens, Clerk of the Chamber of Deputies,

compiled from various newspapers Discussions du Congres National de la
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Brlpici'U', 1^30-1831, which he published ii5 five volumes, Brussels, 1844“

1845. A list t'lf riKMubcrs of the Congress is {^iveu in Bnlau, Suixantc-Dix

Ans iniistoirc Conictnporaitjc, 4th cdri. p. 3()i}, l.oiivain, 1890. For the

debates in the Bclpiati Cdiauiheis fiojn 1831 to 1839 see lluymans, Histoirc

r.irlcnicntairc <!e la Behtique, 1831-1880, Bnisjitls, i877-ii88o.

Buhver’s Life of Bahnerston {1870); the C‘(»rrcspondancc diplomatique

dc ‘rallevrand: Amb.v .-ade dc 'r-aUeyraml a Londres 1830-1834, Baris,

rSoi ; the Memoirs of Mcltcrnieh(i88o), and of Stoebnar (1872); and the

volumes of Lotd Grey’s C’oircspoiulence, jxiriicularly Ids correspondence

with the Bnnccvs Lieven furni‘d» materials of the first importance.

Amoiu: tb.c papers of lAirl (Ley at 1 louic!;, there is a colicciion of hitherto

unpubHshcdi letters, of which tho>.e to and from Kiiut Leopold, Lord
(jr.mviHc. .5fui Lon! lIo!!and arc mo..t in iruetive. 'Phe (Lcviile Memnins,
f'liin'ri from vol, tJ. p. 41, and the Memoir;*, ot the Ducliessc dc Dino
(i9io),t'!<iow some intcrcstisut hyh.t oti the state of jniblie fcciinp in London,
between 1830 and 1834. on the Belgian Qut-uicjn.

Baton XothtunbV lm'..n idstoritptc ci politique r.nr la Revolution Beige,

Bni'oc!?, 1870, is the le.uiiug Brlgi.iU W(>r';. Other eontcmjiorarywriting.sare

B.aron iic( icr];>,che. Hi^-toirc du Roy.mmc dc'. Bays-Bas depuis 1814 jusqu’au

1830. Bfir-mi'., 1840; Bartel^ Doennu-nt;'. historiques sur !a nb'ohuion

hcii'c. Brtis'jd''. iKyfi; L. tic Bottc:. Souvetiim Bcn:ottnels, Brussels, 1839;

Lehcau, Souvenir;. l'er;-onnel'- ct Corrc;']'>ojui.ince diplomatitjuc, Brussels,

1833*, Baron tic Keverberp, Du Koy.mmc des IGys-Bas, 'Bhe Hague,

183.'.*, Van Hogciulorp, Dc Ontwil.kclin?; 1830-183}, 'Bhe Hague, 1831;

Vcrstf'll. van 8oelen, Uccucil dc piece-;- thplomatique .rclativc.sauxafTaircs de

i.a Holi.-uuicct tic i.a Bch,;it]uc i830"t83a, The Hague, j83t-'iiS33; Bylandt,

Verhaal van fse; oprocr tc BniS'c! 25 Amtust 1830, 'I’hc Hague, 1834;

La Vilic rcbdic, on ic.' Beiges au tribunal tic I’Lurope. [Thi.s is a virulent

attack on tlic Bdgi.ms, published at 'Bhe I laguc in 1831 by Lil>ry-Bagnnno,

a journalist of ’o.ul repute, who edited the Xational, a Govermneni paper.

His house v.-ac s.ackcd by the rnnh at Brussels on the night of .August 25th,

1830.3 In 1835 Charles \\'htte ptiblished 'I'he Bclgic Revolution, of which

there is a French translation. [He acted as Lord Bonsonby’s secretary, and

wrote from persona! knowledge of what happened down to 1833.]

Among later publications are Theodore Juste’s well-known volumes,

Ln Revolution Beige tie 1830, Brussels, 1872, and Le Congres National dc

Belgique, Brussels, 18S0; Discaillcs, Charles Rogier, d’apres des documents

inedits, Brussels, 1902; 'Bcrlinden, Guillaume Icr, roi des Pays-Bas, ct

I’Fglisc Catholique cn Belgique 1814-1830, Brussels, 1906. This work,

written from the Catholic standpoint, is ilic result of original research at

Brussels, Malincs, The Hague, Rome (Vatican) and London (British

Museum). In 1919 M. dc Kidder, of the Belgian Foreign Ofiicc, published,

from materials found among the Archives at Brussels, La Belgique ct la

Prussc cn Conflit 1834-1838, which gives an authentic account of the cir-

cumstances which involved Belgium in disputes with Prussia and Austria.

Henri Pirenne’s Bibliographic dc 1 ’Histoirc dc Belgique, p. 226, and The

Cambridge Modern History, vol. X. p. 848, enumerate tlie principal works
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The Foreign Office Papers in the Record Office are the best source of

information on the Belgian Question between 1830 and 1839: F.O. 10

(Belgium), vols. i et seqq. and F.O. 37 (Holland), vols. clxx et seqq. The
despatches from Brussels ofMr Cartwright, Lord Ponsonby, and Sir Robert

Adair are of special interest. The Archives of Legations at Brussels

(F.O. 123) and The Hague (F.O. 238) contain communications passing

between the Foreign Office at London and the Legations in Belgium and

Holland. De Lannoy,Les Origines diplomatiques de Plndependance Beige:

La Conference de Londres, Louvain, 1903, is a useful guide to these

transactions. The author, however, occasionally shows a prejudice against

Talleyrand.

Among the Records for 1856, F.O. 27 (France), 1140, is a collection of

documents disclosing Prince Jules de Polignac’s plan for the annexation

of Belgium as part of a general reconstruction ofEurope. After the'Crimean

War, relations between Great Britain and France were strained in conse-

quence of difficulties connected with the execution of the Treaty of Paris

of March 30th, 1856; and it appears from a despatch, of December 28th,

1856, from Lord Cowley, British Ambassador at Paris, to Lord Clarendon,

that the Comte de Bois-le-Comte, who had been Chef du Cabinet in 1829,

sent to the Emperor Napoleon III documents giving a complete account

of Polignac’s plan, with the suggestion that it might be revived as a means

for checking the power of Great Britain. The Emperor, who disowned all

thoughts of such territorial changes as Polignac had contemplated, lent

them to Lord Cowley, who had them copied and sent to London. Baron

Stockmar had apparently seen the documents, extracts from which are

printed in his Memoirs (E.Tr.), 1. 136-142. On this subject see also Ollivier,

L’Empire liberal, and Louis Blanc, Histoire de Dix Ans. Cf. as to Polignac’s

“great design” A. Stern, Geschichte Europas, 1815—1871, iii. 189 seqq. and

the references on p. 190, note i.

“Papers relative to the Affairs of Belgium” were presented to Parlia-

ment in 1833. They contain: A. Protocols of the Conference of London

(with a translation into English). B. Communications with Ministers of

Foreign Powers, and with British Ministers at Foreign Courts. Parlia-

mentary Papers, 1833, XLii. i.

There is no complete official report of the debates in the Belgian

National Congress; but M. Huyttens, Clerk of the Chamber of Deputies,

compiled from various newspapers Discussions du Congres National de la
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Belgique, 1830-1831, which he published in five volumes, Brussels, 1844-

1845. A list of members of the Congress is given in Balau, Soixantc-Dix

Ans d’Histoirc Conlcmporainc, 4lh cdn. p. 399, Louvain, 1890. For the

debates in the Belgian Chambers from 1S31 to 1839 sec Huymans, Hisioire

Parlementaire dc la Belgique, 1S31-1SS0, Brussels, 1877-1880.

Bulwer’s Life of Palmerston (1879); the Corrcspondancc diplomatique

de Talleyrand: Ambassadc dc Talleyrand h Londres 1S30-1834, Paris,

1891 ;
the Memoirs of Mcttcrnich (1S80), and of Stocl:mar(i872); and the

volumes of Lord Grey’s Correspondence, particularly his correspondence

with the Princess Lieven (i8go), furnish materials of the first importance.

Among the papers of Earl Grey at Howick, there is a collection of hitherto

unpublished letters, of which those to and from King Leopold, Lord

Granville, and Lord Holland arc most instructive. The Grcville Memoirs,

passhn from vol. ir. p. 41, and the Memoirs of the Duchesse dc Dino

(1910), throw some interesting light on the state of public fcelitig in Ijondon,

between 1830 and 1S34, Belgian Question.

Baron Nothomb’s Kssai historique ct politique sur la Revolution Beige,

Bnisscls, 1S76, is the leading Belgian work. Other contcmporarj'writingsarc

Baron dc Gerlachc, Hisioire du Rojauunc dcs Pays-Bas depuis 1814jusqu’au

1830, Brussels, 1840; Bartels, Documents historiques sur la revolution

beige, Brussels, 1836; L. dc Potter, .Souvenirs Personnels, Brussels, 1839;

Lcbcau, Souvenirs Personnels et Corrcspondancc diplomatique, Bni.ssels,

1833; Baron de Keverberg, Du Royaume dcs P;iys-Bas, 'Phe Hague,

1834; Van Hogendorp, Dc Oniwikkcling 1830-1831, The Hague, 1S31;

Vcrstolkvan Soelcn, Rccucil dc pieces diplomatiquesrelntivesauxafiiaires dc

la Hollandc ct dc la Belgique 1830-1832, 'Phe Hague, 1831-1S33
;
Bylandt,

Verhaal van bet oproer tc Brussel 25 Atigust 1830, 'Phe II:igue, 1834;
La Villc rcbcllc, ou Ics Beiges au tribunal dc PFiirope, ['Piiis is a virulent

attack on the Belgians, published at Tlic Hague in 1831 by Lilu^'-Bagnano,

a journalist of bad repute, who edited the National, a Government paper.

His house was sacked by the mob at Brussels on the night of Augnist 25th,

1830.] In 1835 Charles White published 'J'lic Bclgic Revolution, of which
there is a French translation. [He acted as Lord Ponsonby's .secretary, end
wrote from personal knowledge of what happened down to 1S33.]

Among later publications arc Theodore Juste’s well-known volurne,s,

La Revolution Beige de 1S30, Brussels, 1S72, and Lc Congres Nritiorud <le

Belgique, Brussels, 18S0; Discaillcs, Charles Rogicr, d’.apres des documents
inedits, Brussels, 1902; Terlindcn, Guillaume Icr, roi des Pav.s-Bas, ct
PBglise Catholique en Belgique 1814-1830, Brus.sels, 1906, This work,
written from the Catholic standpoint, is the result of original rc-sc-arch at
Bmssels, Malines, The Hague, Rome (Vatican) and London (British
Museum). In 1919 M. de Bidder, of the Belgian Foreign Office, published
born materials found among the Archives at Brussels, La Belgique et ]:<
Prusse en Conflit 1834-1838, which gives an authentic account of the cir-
cumstances which involved Belgium in disputes with Prussia and Au.stri'i

HennPirenne’s Bibliographic dePHistoirede Belgique, p 226 and 77^
Cambridge Modern History, vol. x. p. 848, enumeratf ?hc^rminc.>.rlrb
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dealing with the general history of the Netherlands from 1814 to 1839.
An exhaustive bibliography on the question of the Scheldt is appended to
an article by Professor Terlinden in History (the quarterly journal of the
Historical Association) for April, 1920, p. 9.

CHAPTER IV

THE NEAR EAST AND FRANCE, 1831-1847

I. The Egyptian Crisis and its Sequence, 1829-1841’

Abundant information concerning the Eastern Question is contained in

the volumes of Foreign Office Correspondence in the Public Record Office.

A selection from these volumes has been published in three volumes of

Parliamentary Papers: these are (i) 1839, vol. L. This contains despatches

of Mandeville to Palmerston, relative to the pacification of Kutayeh in

1833, and also Colonel Campbell’s correspondence in 1838 relative to

Mehemet Ali’s intention to renew hostilities against the Sultan. (2) 1841,

vol. XXIX (Parts I, II). The whole of this volume is devoted to “Affairs of

the Levant.” It contains correspondence of Ponsonby, Hodges, Campbell,

Beauvale, Granville, etc., and covers the period from February, 1839, to

November 2nd, 1840. (3) 1841, vol. viii (Correspondence relating to the

Affairs of the Levant, Part III). This covers the period November, 1840, to

April 9th, 1841.

For the history of the Eastern Question, 1831-1841, the most important

sources on the English side are the despatches of Stratford Canning and of

Lord Ponsonby, to Lord Palmerston. Stratford Canning’s correspondence

on the Eastern Question ceases, during this period, after the year 1832.

Ponsonby’s letters cover the rest of the period, and are full of interesting

and valuable material. Included in Ponsonby’s correspondence are letters

of Count Pisani the Dragoman of the Embassy, and also of a French agent

in Paris, M. Coste. The Private Papers of Lord Stratford de Redcliffe

(F.O. 352) also contain useful information. AppendixC (p.638) gives a brief

selection from unpublished material in the Public Record Office, illustrating

the arguments in the text of this Section.

A full account of the unpublished and published sources is to be found

in three separate Bibliographies in The Cambridge Modern History

^

vol. x:

viz. General Bibliography, pp. 785-6; the Orleans Monarchy, pp. 844-7;

and Mehemet Ali, pp. 852-5.

II. Tahiti

The “affaire Pritchard” has been treated—rather summarily—^by

various French and English historians. For the French side of the question,

see Guizot, Memoires pour servir a I’histoire de mon temps, Paris, 1865,

t. VII, and Thureau-Dangin, Histoire de la Monarchic de Juillet, Paris, 1884,

t. V. The English side is very fairly presented by Spencer Walpole,

History of England since 1815, vol, v. Two books which give first-hand

evidence on the subject are (i) George Pritchard, Queen Pomare, and her
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Countrj' (1878), and (2) W. T. Pritchard (son of the former), Polynesian

Reminiscences (1866). The whole affair was extremely controversial as it

was a national question, stirring up the ancient jealousy of the French and
English, an imperial question, involving the command of the Pacific, and

a religious question, in which Catholicism and Protestantism were sharply

brought up one against the other.

Fortunately a fairly complete documentary picture can be put together

from the Foreign Office Correspondence which was published in two Parlia-

mentary Papers, and from the archives of the London Missionary Society

(see Appendix C II). The published correspondence will be found in

(1) Parliamentary Papers, 1843, folio lxi. pp. 363-90, Correspondence

relative to the Proceedings of the French in Tahiti, 1825-1843; and in (2)

Parliamentary Papers, 1844, folio li. pp. 95-106, Correspondence relative

to the Society Islands, 1S43. These volumes together cover the period,

rather sketchily, to October 9th, 1843. The letters stop before the most
important part of the Pritchard affair begins, i.c. before his seizure and
expulsion by the French. This episode must be investigated in the archives

of the London Missionary Society, which contain the reports of all the

resident Protestant missionaries in Tahiti. There is, however, only one

letter from Pritchard himself, probably because by holding the position of

British Consul at Tahiti (1837 1843) he had ceased technically to be an

agent of the London Missionary Society.

III. The Spanish Marriages, 1829-1846

There is a considerable amount of material concerning Spain and
Portugal in the Foreign Office Correspondence deposited in the Public

Record Office. A small selection of this will be found in two volumes of

Parliamentary Papers
:
(i) 1839, ^ (Papers relative to the War in Spain).

This contains, among other things. Returns of Supplies of material and
money furnished for the Queen of Spain by the British Government;
correspondence with the Spanish Government concerning atrocities, 1830-

1839; correspondence concerning officers of the British Legion. (2) 1847,
vol. LXix, correspondence relating to the marriages of the Queen and the

Infanta of Spain, 1842, 1847.

The relations between Great Britain and Spain are dealt with in the two
volumes of Parliamentary Papers already mentioned: 1839, vol. L, and 1847,
vol. LXIX. Palmerston’s private correspondence is given in E. Ashley,

Life of Viscount Palmerston, vol. ii, 1879, but has very little on the

Spanish Marriages. Bulwer’s Life of Viscount Palmerston, vol. iii, 1874,

is rather a defence of the writer than an exposition of Lord Palmerston’s

policy; it contains numerous documents. Among general histories,

Spencer Walpole’s History of England (1890), vol. v, will be found to be

extremely,useful, being a full narrative, with numerous references to docu-

ments. Major John Hall’s England and the Orleans Monarchy, 1912, is a

good account, founded upon original research in the Public Record Office.

On the French side the famous Revue Retrospective (documents copied

from the Archives during the Revolution of 1848 and published by
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Taschereau) and Guizot’s Memoires pour servir a Thistoire de mon t

are the most important. These and others will be found in the Bibliog
in The Cambridge Modem History, vol. x. pp. 844-7. Spanis
Portuguese sources see the same volume, pp. 808-11, and pp. 822-5

CHAPTER V

INDIA AND THE FAR EAST, 1835-1849

A. Indian affairs and Anglo-Indian relations with Russia,

Persia and Afghanistan

Cf. Bibliography to vol. xi, Chapter xxvi of The Cambridge Modern History
and Afghanistan).

I. Manuscript Authorities.

India Office Records: Despatches from the Secret Committee of the East
Company, 1785-1858; Political Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1825-

Secret Letters received from Bengal and India, 1778-1859.
Broughton Papers: Additional MSS. 36456-36484, British Museum.
Public Record Office, Foreign Office Papers ;

relating to Russia and Persia (c

as P.R,0 ., F.O.).

2

.

Published contemporary authorities: State Papers,

Collections of Letters and Personal Memoirs.

Parliamentary Papers referring to East Indian affairs. Specially importai

Correspondence relating to Afghanistan, and Correspondence relati;

Persia and Afghanistan, 1839; Correspondence relative to Scinde,

Papers relating to the Punjab, 1849; East India (Cabul and Afghani

copies of the Correspondence previously unpublished, 1859.

Aitchison, Sir C. U. Collection of treaties, engagements and sanads. R<

edition. Calcutta, 1909.

Baird, J. G. A. Private letters of the Marquis of Dalhousie. (Written to Sir G
Couper.) 1911.

Bumes, Sir A. Cabool; being a personal narrative of a journey to and residei

that city in the years 1836, 1837, 1838. 1842.

Lord Colchester. Indian Administration of Lord Ellenborough. (Letters.) 1

Durand, Sir H. M. The first Afghan War and its causes. 1879. [A posthu

work, written before 1848.]

Greville, Charles C. F. A Journal of the Reign of Queen Victoria from 1837 to

Greville Memoirs, Part II. 3 vols. 1885.

3

.

Secondary Works.

Cunningham, J. D. History of the Sikhs. New and revised edn. 1918.

Kaye, Sir J.W. History of the War in Afghanistan. 3rd edn. 3 vols. 1878.

Keene, H. G. History of India. New and revised edn. 2 vols, Edinburgh,

Lee-Wamer, Sir William. Life of the Marquis of Dalhousie. 2 vols. 1904. [

rations from private family papers will be found in this work.]

McNeill, Sir John. Memoirs of the Right Hon. Sir John McNeill, G.C.B., ai

his second wife, Elizabeth Wilson, by their grand-daughter, “ F. M.” :

[The numerous letters published in this work may be regarded as contempi

authorities.]

Rulers of India Series, Oxford, 1890-1899- The biographies of John Russell C
by Sir Auckland Colvin, and of Sir Henry Hardinge, Viscount Hardinge, b

son, Charles Viscount Hardinge. [Both these works contain quotations :

private family papers.]

Sykes, Sir Percy. History of Persia. 2nd edn. 2 vols. 1921.
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B. “Russophobia” and the Central Asian Question

Conte7npoyary opinion :

Evans, Sir George de Lacy. On the designs of Russia. 1828.

On the practicability of an invasion of British India. 1829.

McNeill, John. Progress and present position of Russia in the East. 1836,

Urquhart, David. Diplomatic transactions in Central Asia from 1834 to 1839.

1841. [The character of this work is indicated by the sub-title: “Exposition
of transactions in Central Asia through which the independence of states, and
the affections of people, barriers to the British possessions in India, have been
sacrificed to Russia, by Henry John, Viscount Palmerston, Her Majesty’s

Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, constituting grounds for the

impeachment of that Minister.”]

The Portfolio, or A collection of papers, etc., illustrative of the history of our
time. First series, 6 vols. 1836-1837. Second series, 4 vols. 1843-1845. [Only
a portion of these papers refers to the Far East.]

For an account of David Urquhart’s activities, see

Robinson, G. David Urquhart. Blackwell, Oxford, 1920.

For general information reference may be made to the bibliography in

Curzon, George N. (now Marquess Curzon of Kedleston). Russia in Central Asia
in 1889 and the Anglo-Russian question. 1889. See pp. 444-50.

C. China: Anglo-Chinese relations : the Opium Question

See also Bibliography to The Cambridge Modern History, vol. xi. Chapter xxviii

(The Far East).

I. Mamiscripts.

Public Record Office. Foreign Office Papers relating to China.

2. Published contetnporary authorities: State Papers, Collections

of Letters and Personal Memoirs.

Parliamentary Papers. China Papers, especially the Correspondence relating to

China and the Additional ditto, 1840.
Correspondence relative to the affairs of China, 1839, 1840, 1841. (Noted on the

title page as “Private and confidential....Printed solely for the use of the Cabi-
net.” In British Museum Library.)

The Chinese Repository. May, 1832-December, 1851. Ed. by E. C. Bridgman
and S. W. Williams. 20 vols. Canton, 1833-1851.

Hertslet, Sir E. Hertslet’s China Treaties....third edn., revised. ..by G. E. P.
Hertslet. 2 vols. 1908.

Morse, H. B. The international relations of the Chinese Empire, the period of
conflict, 1834-1860. 1910. Appendices, pp. 621-92, comprising Foreign
Office Despatches.

3. Secondary Works.

Boulger, D. C. History of China. New edn. 2 vols. 1898,

Davis, Sir J. F. China during the war and since the peace. 2 vols. 1852.
Gvitzlaff, K. F. A. The life of Taou-Kwang, late Emperor of China; with memoirs

of the Court of Pekin.. ..1852.

Morse, H. B. The international relations of the Chinese Empire, etc. Work men-
tioned above. [Far the best general authority on the subject.]

4. Public opinion with reference to Anglo-Chinese policy

and the Opium Question.

No comprehensive bibliography is possible. Some idea as to popular

feeling at the time may be obtained from the nine pamphlets mentioned

at the head of an article entitled “ Chinese Affairs,” in The Quarterly Review,

vol. lxv. p. 537. An elaborate criticism of the British policy is given in an
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anonymous pamphlet entitled “Review of the Management of our affairs

in China, since the opening of the trade in 1834; with an analysis of the
Government despatches from the assumption of office by Captain Elliot

on the 14th of December, 1836, to the 22nd March, 1839.” Smith, Elder
and Co., 1840.

See also Hansard, Parliamentary Debates, House ofCommons, April 7th,

1840, for a debate on Palmerston’s action; and April 4th, 1843, for one on the
opium traffic. The characteristic speech of Lord Ashley (afterwards Earl of
Shaftesbury) on the latter occasion was printed and published as a pamphlet
by Houlston and Stoneman, 1843.

CHAPTERS VI AND XII

THE UNITED STATES AND COLONIAL DEVELOPMENTS, 1815-1846

THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
For a more complete list of materials see The Cambridge Modern History,

vol. VII, Chaps. XI and xii. pp. 800-7, especially the section, pp. 803 if.,

on Foreign Relations. See also The American Guide to Foreign Office

Records (especially for new light on the Oregon Question). The following

works have, in the main, appeared since the compilation of that list.

Adams, Charles Francis, the elder. A Cycle of Adams Letters, 1861-1865. Ed.

W. C. Ford. 2 vols. Cambridge, Mass., 1921.

Adams, Charles Francis, the younger. “The British Proclamation of May, 1861.”

Massachusetts Historical Society Proceedings, 1914-1915, XLViii. 190-241.

“The Negotiation of 1861 relating to the Declaration of Paris of 1856.”

Massachusetts Historical Society Proceedings, 1912-1913, xlvi. 23-84.

“The Affair.” Massachusetts Historical Society Proceedings, 1911-1912,

XLV. 35-148.
“ Lee at Appomattox,” and other Papers. (Including “ The Treaty of

Washington: Before and After.”) Boston and New York, 1902.

“A Crisis in Downing Street.” Massachusetts Historical Society Proceedings,

1913-1914, XLVii. 373-424.
Adams, Ephraim Douglass. British Interests and Activities in Texas, 1838-1846.

Baltimore, 1910.
“ The Ashburton-Webster Negotiations.” American Historical Review (1912),

XVII. 764-82.
Bancroft, Frederic. The Life of William H. Seward. 2 vols. New York and

London, 1900.

Buchanan, James. The Works of James Buchanan, comprising his speeches,

state papers and private correspondence. Collected and ed. by John Bassett

Moore. 12 vols. Philadelphia, 1908-1911.

Callahan, James Morton. American Relations in the Pacific and the Far East,

1784-1900. Baltimore, 1901.

Cuba and International Relations, a historical study in American diplomacy.

Baltimore, 1899.

The Diplomatic History of the Southern Confederacy. Baltimore, 1901.

Tie Neutrality of the American Lakes and Anglo-American Relations.

Baltimore, 1898.

Du Bois, William Edward Burghardt. The Suppression of the African Slave Trade

to the United States of America, 1638-1870. Cambridge, Mass., 1896.

Dunning, William Archibald. The British Empire and the United States: a review

of their relations during the century of peace following the Treaty of Ghent-

London and New York, 1914.
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Fish, Carl Russell. American Diplomacy. New York, 1919.
Johnson, Willis Fletcher. America’s Foreign Relations. 2 vols. New York, 1916.
Moore, John Bassett. American Diplomacy : its spirit and achievements. New York

and London, 1905.
History and Digest of the International Arbitrations to which the United
States has been a Part>’. 6 vols. Wasliington, 1898.

Newton, Lord. Lord Lyons: a Record of British Diplomacy. 2 vols. 1913.
Reeves, Jesse Siddall. American Diplomacy under Tyler and Polk. Baltimore, 1907.
Robinson, Chalfant. A History of t^^'o Reciprocity Treaties. New Haven, 1904.
Schuyler, Eugene. American Diplomacy and the Furtherance of Commerce. 1886.
Travis, J. D. History of the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty. (Michigan Polit. Sci. Ass.

Publications.) Michigan, 1910.
Wheaton, Henry. Elements of International Law. Sixth edn. Ed. W.B.Law'rence.

Boston, 1855.
Enquiry into the validity of the British claim to a right of %nsitation and search

of American vessels suspected to be engaged in the African Slave Trade.
Philadelphia, 1842.

Williams, Mary Wilhelmine. Anglo-American Isthmian Diplomacy, 1815-1915.
Washington, igi6.

BOOK III

FROM THE OUTBREAK OF THE FEBRUARY REVOLUTION
TO THE DEATH OF PALMERSTON AND RESIGNATION

OF RUSSELL, 1848-1866

CHAPTER VII

THE EUROPEAN REVOLUTION AND AFTER, 1848-1854

See also Bibliographies to The Cambridge Modem History, vol. XI, especially Chap. I

(i A and D).

A. Foreign Office Papers in Public Record Office

I. Despatches, 1848-1854.

Austria; F.O. 7, vols. cccxliii-ccccxlv
;
Bavaria: F.O. 9, vols. xcix-cxxiii; Den-

mark; F.O. 22, vols. CLX-CLXXXI; France: F.O. 27, vols. dccxcvii-mxlix;
Germanic Confederation; F.O. 30, vols. ciii-CLXix; Greece; F.O. 32, vols.

CLXXv-ccxii ;
Italian States: F.O. 43, vols. xlii-lIx; Italy: F.O. 44, vols. i-v;

Prussia: F.O. 64, vols. cclxxxii-ccclxxxv
;
Sardinia: F.O. 67, vols. cxlviii-

CLix; Sicily and Naples; F.O. 70, vols. ccxix-ccLXXiv
;
Turkey: F.O. 78,

vols, DCCCxrv-DCCCCLXXVi ;
Tuscany: F.O. 79, vols. cxxix-CLXXxi.

II. Archives, 184S-1854.

Austria: F.O. 120, vols. ccxx\'-ccci; Bavaria: F.O. 149, vols. xxxix-xlv; Den-
mark (not yet transmitted)

;
France: F.O. 146, vols. cccxxvii-dxlix; Germanic

Confederation; F.O. 208, vols. xxxiv-LXi; Greece (not yet transmitted);

Italian States and Italy: see Sardinia, Sicily, Tuscany, etc.; Prussia: F.O. 244,
vols. Lxxxix-cxxvi

;
Sardinia : F.O. 167, vols. Xxxviii-Lxxvii

;
Sicily and Naples

:

F.O. 165, vols. c-cxxiii; Tiurkey (not yet transmitted); Tuscany: F.O. 170,
vols. XLVl-LXVI.

III. Supplementary Papers (F.O. 97).

Austria, 1848-1855, vols. LXlv-LXV; Denmark, 1851-1859 (Schleswig-Holstein),

vols. cxx-cxxiii; France, 1849-1854, vols. cxcviii, cci, cciv; Prussia, 1853
{Zollverein), vol. cccxxvii; Sardinia, 1848-1854, vol. cccLXiv.

IV. jP. O. Treaties.

Protocols and Ratifications under several countries in chronological order.

w.&G.n, 42
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B. Published Documents
Annuaire Historique (Soc. de I’Hist. de France). Paris, 1848-1854,
Annual Register, The, 1848-1854.
Hansard: Parliamentaiy Debates, vols. xcv et seqq. 1848-1854.
Parliamentary Papers: Correspondence relative to Austrian Affairs, 1847-1849; to

the Affairs of Hungary, August 15th, 1850 ;
to the Affairs of Spain, 1847-1848

;

to Demands made upon the Greek Government, 1850 ;
to the Affairs of Switzer-

land, 1847—1848 ;
to the Affairs of Italy, 1848—1849 ;

Eastern Papers, 1853—1855.
Recueil de Trait^s de la Porte Ottomane avec les Puissances ^trangferes, vol. iv.

Paris, 1864-1898.

C. Secondary Works
Ambfes, Baron de. Intimate Memoirs of Napoleon HI. 2 vols. 1912.
Argyll, (8th) Duke of. Autobiography and Correspondence. 2 vols. 1906.
Bapst, Edmond. Les Origines de la Guerre de Crimde; la France et la Russie.

Paris, 1912.
Bengesco, G. Essai d’une notice bibliographique sur la Question d’Orient. 1897.
Beust, Count F. F. von. Memoirs by himself, with Introduction by Baron de

Worms. English translation. 2 vols. 1887.
Blum, H. Die deutsche Revolution, 1848-1849. Florence, 1897.
Chownitz, J. F. J. Geschichte der ungarischen Revolution, 1848-1849. 2voIs.inone.

Stuttgart, 1849.
Coxe, W. History of the House of Austria: continuation. 3rd edn. 1907.

Crimean War. Etude diplomatique sur la Guerre de Crimde. Par un Ancien Di-

plomate. 1878. English translation. 2 vols. 1882. [Russian official publication

;

the literary execution is attributed to Baron Jomini.]

Croker, J. W. Correspondence and Diaries. 3 vols. 1S84.

Cromer, Earl of. Political and Literary Essays. 1913.
Dasent, A. I. Life of J. T. Delane, Editor of The Times. 2 vols. 1908.

Debidour, A. Histoire diplomatique de I’Europe, 1814-1878. 2 vols. Paris, 1891.

Dilke, C. W. The Eastern Question, 1827-1877. 1878.

Driault, Edouard. La Question d’Orient depuis ses origines jusqu’& nos jours.

2nd edn. Paris, igoo.

Droysen, J. G. Beitrage zur neuesten deutschen Geschichte. Brunswick, 1849.

Fitzmaurice, Lord. Life of Earl Granville, z vols. 1895.
Francis, G. H. Opinions and Policy of Viscount Palmerston. 1852.

Friedjung, H. Oesterreich von 1848 bis i860. Vol. i. Stuttgart, 1908.

Der Krimkrieg und die oesterreichische Politik. Stuttgart, 1907.

Gamier-Pages, L. A. Histoire de la Revolution de 1848. ii vols. 1861—1872.

Gladstone, W. E. “The History of 1852-1860 and Grenville’s Journals.” English

Historical Review, vol. Ii. 1887.
Gorce, P. de la. Histoire de la Seconde Republique frangaise. 4th edn. 2 vols.

Paris, 1904.
Histoire du Second Empire. 7 vols. Paris, 1894-1895 and later edns.

Goriainov, S. Le Bosphore et les Dardanelles. Paris, 1910.

Greville, C. C. F. Memoirs: especially vol. iii. 1885.

Guizot, F. P. G. Memoirs of a Minister, from 1840. English translation. 1864.

Hall, Major J. England and the Orleans Monarchy. 1912.

Hertslet, Edward. Recollections of the Old Foreign Office. 1901.

The Map of Europe by Treaty. Vol. ii. 1875.

Holland, T. E. The European Concert in the Eastern Question, 1826-1885.

Oxford, 1885.

Jasmund, J. von. Alrtenstiicke zur orientalischen Frage. 3 vols. Berlin, 1855-1859.

Kinglake, A. W. The Invasion of the Crimea. Vols. i and ll. 1863.

La Farina, G. Istoria documentata della Rivoluzione Siciliana. 2 vols. Milan, 1851.

Laugel, A. Lord Palmerston et Lord Russell. 1877.

Loftus, Lord Augustus. Diplomatic Reminiscences. 4 vols. 1892-1894.

Lome, Marquis of. Palmerston. 1892.
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Malmesbury, Earl of. Memoirs of an Ex-Minister. 2 vols. 1884.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE CRIMEAN WAR AND THE FRENCH ALLIANCE, 1853-1858
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Modern History, vol. xi, Chaps, x and xi.
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'
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CHAPTER XI

A. ZOLLVEREIN NEGOTI.ATIONS, 1834-1866
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Ashley, P. ModernTariff History (France). See Bibliography, p. 3 56. 3rdedn. 1920.

Cobden,R. The Three Panics. Political Writings of Richard Cobden. Vol. ii. 2nd
edn. 1868.

CHAPTER XIII

THE SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN QUESTION, 1852-1866

The following Bibliography is not intended to note documents or secondary

works relating to the history of the Schleswig-Holstein Question before

1852, unless of signal interest for the study of the Question as a whole.

A. Parliamentary Papers

State Papers, Vol. Lxin (1864). Austria, Prussia and Denmark. Correspondence

between Austria, Prussia and Denmark, 1851-1852. Presented to Parliament,

1864.— Vol. Lxi (1856). Danish Succession. Protocol of Warsaw, relative to Danish'

Succession, and of Renewal of that document by Russia 1852. Return to an

Address of House of Commons, February i8th, 1856.— Vol. LXiv (1864). Denmark and Germany. Correspondence respecting the

Maintenance of the Integrity of the Danish Monarchy (No. i). Presented to

Parliament, 1864. Correspondence respecting the Affairs of Holstein, Lauen-

burg and Schleswig (Nos. 2, 3, 4). Ditto.

— Vol. Lxv (1864). Denmark (Schleswig-Holstein). Correspondence respecting

the Affairs of the Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein, 1860-1861. Presented

to Parliament, 1864.

Denmark and Germany. Copies of Letters from the Prussian and German
Plenipotentiaries, respecting the Summary of the Proceedings ofthe Conferences

on Danish Affairs, annexed to 12th Protocol. Ditto.

Correspondence respecting the Affairs of the Duchies of Holstein, Lauenburg
and Schlesw'ig, 1858. Ditto.

Denmark and Germany. Correspondence respecting the Affairs ofthe Duchies

of Holstein, Lauenburg and Schleswig. Nos. 5-7. Ditto.

Denmark. Correspondence respecting the Affairs of Denmark, 1850-1853.

Ditto.

Denmark. Protocols of Conferences held in London relative to the Affairs of

Denmark. Presented to Parliament, 1S64.
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State Papers. VoLlxv(i 864) . Danish Crown. Accession to tlic Treaty of London
of M.ay Sth, 1852. rclntinp to the Succession to the Danisli Crown. Ditto.
Sclileswip and Holstein. Reports from Mr Ward and Vice-Consul Rainals,

respcctinp the Duchies of Schlcswiir and Holstein, dated respectively May 28th]
tS57, and Fcbroar>’ 15th, 1S61. Presented to House of Commons in pursuance
of their .-Xddress dated IMarch Sth, 1864.— Vol. I.XXJV (1S63). Correspondence rcspcctinc the Affairs of Holstein, Lauenburg
and Schleswig. Presented to Parliament, 1S63.

Foreign Office, Prussia. Oct Sth, 1S63 to Jnn. 6th, 1864, 546-553.

B. Otiimu Puni.icvrioN.s

Cf. Bibliography to Chapter vti (period 1848-1854), ante.

See also Bibliographies in Tiie Canihrufqe I^fodern'llistofy, to vol. xr, Chs. Vii and xil
and XVI.

See also Bibliographies to W. Ward, Germany, 1S15-1S52, vols. l and II, for
Rccapiuilatory Section ; vol. n for the years 1S52-1871

.

Allen, C. F. Histoirc dc Danemark. French translation by E. Beauvois from
7lh Danish edn., completed to 1S66. (Vol. t contains a Bibliography.) 2 vols.
Copenhagen, 1S7S. Gentian edition by N. Fnlck, Kiel, 1842.

Bcselcr, W. Zur Schicswig-IIolstcinischcn Sachc im November 185S. Brunswick,
185S. fP.amphlct.]

Bismarck, Prince. Politisebe Berichtc nus Petersburg und Paris, 1859-1862, Ed.
L. Raschdau. 2 vols. Berlin, 1920.
Briefwcchsel mit dem Minister von Schlcinitz, 1S58-1S61. Stuttgart, 1905.
Gednnken und Erinnerungen. Ed. H. Kohl. 2 vols. Stuttgart, 1 898, Anhang
2u G. und E. 2 vols. Jb. toot.

Bun.scn, Baron C. K. J. von. Memoir on the Constitutional Righf.s of Schleswig-
Holstein, presented to V, Palmcr.ston April Sth, 1848, with a Postscript of
April 15th. Published, with J. von Gnincr, Essay on the Succession in the

Danish .^^on^rcl^y, and the ofiicial documents from 18.44 to April 1848, by
O. von Wenkstcin, London, 1S4S. (Several answers to the above, including

Germany Unmasked.]
Droysen, J. G. and Samwer, K. Die Hentogthumer Schleswig-Holstein u. das

Konigrcich Dfincmark. Hamburg, 1S50,

Esmarch, K. Die Legitimitiit in Schleswig-Holstein. Prague, 1863. [Summarj' of

historical events on which the legal succession in the Duchies is based.]

Gebauer, J, H. Christian August, Herzog von Schlc.swig-Holstein. Stuttgart and
Leipzig, 1910.
Herzog Friedrich VIH von Schleswig-Holstein. Stuttgart and Berlin, 1912.

Gegenwart, Die. Essays on the Schleswig-Holstein Movement, 1848-1851 [the

first three at least by the same author] in vols. 11, ni, v and vi, and Denmark,

Jan. 1832 in vol. vni, Leipzig, 1S49-1S53.
Gosch, Charles A. Denmark and Germany since 1815. With two maps. 1862.

Home and Foreign Review, The, The Constitutional Question in Schleswig-Hol-

stein and the Schleswig-Holstein Movement in Germany (1863-1864). Vol. iv,

1864.
Jansen, K. and Samwer, K. Schleswig-Holstein’s Befreiung. Wiesbaden, 1897.

[Numerous documents.]
Jessen, F, dc. La Question de Slesvig. Copenhagen,

Muller, Max. “The Schleswig-Holstein Question and its Place in History.

The Nineteenth Century’, May, 1897. Reply by A. D. Jorgensen, “’The Danish

view of the Schleswig-Holstein Question.” Ih. December, 1897. Both reprinted,

withaPrefacebyW.Lindholm. November, 1915-

Origines, Diplomatiques, Les, dc la Guerre dc 1870-1871. 9 yols. (Especially

vols. i-vi ) Published by the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Pans, 1910-

Salisbu'4; Marquis of. The Danish Duchies, 1864. Reprinted in Essays; Foreign

Policy, 1905.
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Schleiden, Rudolph. Jugenderinnerungenaus Schleswig-Holstein. Wiesbaden, 1866.
Springer, A. von. Friedrich Christoph Dahlmann. 2 vols. Leipzig, 1870-1872,
Sybel, H. von. Die Begriindung des deutschen Reiches. 7 vols. Popular (2nd) edn.

Munich and Berlin, 1901-1908. (Especially vol. iv.)

Twiss, Sir Travers. On the Relations ofthe Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein to the
Crown of Denmark and the German Confederation, 1848. (Especially Chap, vi.)

Ward, John. Experiences of a Diplomatist. 1872.
Wemyss, Mrs R. Memoirs and Letters of Sir Robert Morier. 2 vols, 1811.
Wolf, L. Life of the First Marquess of Ripon. Vol. i, 1921.

CHAPTER XIV

GREECE AND THE IONIAN ISLANDS

Cf. the Bibliography to The Cambridge Modern History, vol. xi, Chap, ix

(pp. 924-5).
A. Parliamentary Papers

State Papers. Vol. cii (1852-1853). Greece. Treaty relative to the Succession to

the Crown of Greece, signed at London, November 20th, 1852. Presented

to Parliament, 1853.— Vol. LXXii (1854). Greece and Turkey. Correspondence respecting the Relations

between Greece and Turkey, 1853. Presented to Parliament, 1854.— Vo1.lxviii(x86o). Greece. General Report of Commissioners appointed to enquire

into Financial ConditionofGreece, 1857. Presented to House ofCommons, i860.

— Vol. LXXiii (1863). Correspondence with Russia relative to the Affairs of Greece

previous to the conclusion of the Treaty of July 6th, 1827. Presented to Parlia-

ment, 1863.— Vol. LXXIII (1863). Greece. Correspondence respecting the Revolution in Greece,

October, 1862. Papers relating to Greece, Nos, 2 and 4. Correspondence

respecting the Election of Prince William of Denmark. Correspondence rela-

tive to the Affairs of Greece previous to Treaty of July, 1863. Presented to

Parliament (or House of Commons), 1863.

— Vol. Lxvii (1863). Protocol of June 5th, 1863. Ordered to be printed, 1863.

— Vol. Lxvi (1864). Treaty relative to the Accession of Prince William of Denmark

to the throne of Greece, signed at London, July 13th, 1863.

— Vol. LVil (1865). Correspondence relative to the Affairs of Greece, Printed and

Published, 1865. ^
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Cf. also as to both parts of the subject of this chapter, vols. Liii (1868)
and Liv (1869) of British and Foreign State Papers (F.O.), and E. Hertslet,

The Map of Europe by Treaty, vols. ii and iii (1875), where the Tables
of Contents specify the documents of special interest.

B. Secondary Works

G. Finlay’s History of Greece from the Conquest by the Romans to the

present time, new edn., ed. by H. Tozer, vol. vii (from 1827 to 1864, The
Establishment of the Greek Kingdom, 1874), likely to remain the leading

authority for the period treated in this chapter. By the side of Finlay’s

great work, in re-reading any part of which one seems once more to stand

under the very shadow of the Acropolis, vol. iv (1878) of G. F. Hertzberg’s

Geschichte Griechenlands seit dem Absterben des antiken Lebens bis

zur Gegenwart (Gotha, 1879), an admirably constructed and condensed

narrative, cannot fail to secure the attention of the historical student. Karl

Mendelssohn-Bartholdy’s in some parts brilliant, in others very elaborate.

History of Greece from 1453, vol. ii (1828-1835) (Leipzig, 1874), could

unfortunately (owing to the state of health of the lamented historian)

not be carried beyond the close of the Regency, and may not have

been thoroughly revised by him in its concluding portion. See, however,

his excellent summary of the reign of King Otho, Die Verwaltung Kdnig
Otto’s in Griechenland und sein Sturz, in Preussische Jahrbiicher, vol. xiv

(1864).

In the Diplomatic History of the Monarchy of Greece, by H. H. Parish,

whose varied diplomatic experience had begun by accompanying Sir

Stratford Canning to the United States in 1820, and who was Secretary

of Legation in Greece from 1830 to 1834, will be found an impassioned

comment, in the Urquhart vein, on Russia and on Palmerstonian policy in

Greek affairs in those years.

East and West (The Annexation of the Ionian Islands to the Kingdom
of Greece) by Stefanos Ilenos (1865)—to whom, at the time of the Crimean
War, the British Government refused an exequatur as Greek Consul in

London—^is a strongly coloured attempt to place Greece in a favourable

view before the English public, and, by furnishing earlier documentary

material, usefully supplements the Blue-books.—^An interesting description

of the Ionian Islands, with a brief connecting sketch of their recent

political history, is given in Professor Ansted’s The Ionian Islands (1863).

See also Kyriakides, E. K. ‘lo-ropta toO a-vy)^p6vov 'EA.A.iji'kt/aot), 1832—

1892. 2 vols. Athens, 1894.

For the first Lord Lyons’s share in Greek afltairs, see Sir S. M. Eardley

Wilmot’s Lord Lyons (1898), Chaps, in and iv. For Sir Henry Elliot’s

Special Missions in 1862 and 1862-1863, see his Diplomatic Experiences

edited by his daughter (1922).

Since the above was in print, Mr William Miller’s History of the

Greek People (1821-1921) has appeared in the History of the Peoples

Series, with an Introduction by Mr G. P. Gooch, and 2 maps.
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Abd-uI-Mejid, Sultan, 321, 342, 345,
368, 387, 392; and Syria, 4S2ff.

Abel. K, von, 587-8
Abercromby, R. (Lord Dunfermline),

306, 310
Aberdeen, George Hamilton-Gordon,

Earl of, 100; policy of (Greece), 103;
(Belgium), 126-7, 138, 151; 175;
(Tahiti), 184-5, 263-4; (Spain), 191-

5; 209; 219; 291-4; (U.S.A.), 245,
248-51, 255 ff., 276; (France), 291-4;
(Turkey), 322, 34off.; ministry of

(1853), 340-58, 365-76; and Nicholas
I, 343 ff., 362-70; characterised, 357;
and Prussia, 471-2; and Greece, 590,
592, 595

Acamania, 105, 607
A’Court ;

see Heytesbury
Acre, 177
Acts of Parliament: Government of

India Act, 215; of 1825 (colonial

trade), 233 ;
Abolition of Slave-trade,

235; Foreign Enlistment, 494, 515-9
Adair, Sir Robert, 143-4, 156-7
Adam, Sir Frederick, in Corfu, 585
Adams, Charles Francis, 494-521— John Quincy, President of U.S.A.,

14, 15; and the Monroe Doctrine,

70-2, 223, 226-34; 77, 117; 239
Adana, 165
Addington, Henry Unwin, 466
Aden, 182
Adrianople, loi— Treaty of (1829), loi, 123, 161, 164,

369
Adriatic, 614
Aetolia, 105, 607
Afghanistan, 200-1; war in, 209-14;
403,411,415-6

Agnew, Vans, murder of, 213
Agra, 406
Ahmad Shah Daurani, 200, 419
Ain-tab, 175
Aix-la-Chapelle, 155— Conference of (1818), 14, 15, 22-31,

35, 38, 44, 54”-
. ,

_— Secret Protocol of (1818), 30— Declaration of (1818), 30, 37
Ajmer, 420
Akbar, empire of, 403-4
Akkerman, Convention of, 93, 102

Alabama {Enrica, No. 290), case of the,

„ 5i7ff.

Aland Islands, 383, 387, 390
Alaska, 66, 229-31

Albert of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha,
Prince Consort, 288; 323-4; 326ff.,

353, 359, 371-2, 374, 384, 394, 399;
and U.S.A., 504

Alexander I, Tsar of Russia, 3, 6ff.
;
and

intervention, 15-45 passim] Memo-
randum of (1818), 25, 27, 35;
American claims of, 45, 66, and
Canning, 54, 72; at Verona, 55 ff.;

and Greek Independence, 87-90, 93

;

and Poland, 460; and Austria, see

Austria
;
see Alliance, the Holy

;
death

of, 90; 109; 112-4; 161
Alexander II, Tsar of Russia, (Tsare-

vitch), 173; accession, 384; and Con-
gress of Paris, 385, 389; and Poland,
457ff.; and Denmark, 533 ff., 575,
621

Alexandra of Denmark, Princess of

Wales (Queen Consort of Great
Britain and Ireland), 614

Alexandra, case of the, 519
Alexandria, Question of, 162, 165, 170-1

;

179— Convention of (1840), 179
Alfred, Prince, of Great Britain (Duke of

Edinburgh), the Greeks and, 608 ff.

Algiers, 191— Dey of, 12; see Barbary Pirates

Allahabad, 421— Proclamation of, 422
Alliances and Leagues:

Anglo-Austro-French (1856), 383, 391— accession of Sardinia to, 383
Anglo-French (1834), 168, 173, 180;

(1854), 376ff.; (1856), 395-402
Anglo -Spanish -Portuguese (1833),

(Triple), 188
Anglo-Turkish (1854), 376
Austro-Prussian (1854), 378; (1859),

435
Austro-Prusso-Russian (1822), 59;

(1846), 294-6
Austro-Sardinian, 9
GreatBritain, projected league against

(1847), 297
GreatBritain, FranceandTurkey, 377;
and Sardinia, 383 ; see Crimean War

Holy Alliance, the (1815), 3-16, 24 ff.,

55, 82-3 ;
Great Britain and, 22-34,

54, 64, 69, iio, 113-S, 2S9; and
South America, 72 ff.

League of Laibach (Triple), 40
League of Nations (1919), 4
Northern Powers (Austria, Prussia,
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Alliances and Leagues;

—

cont.

Russia) and Belgium, 147-53, 158;
and Eastern Question (1S33), 167

Prusso-Russian (1864), 464
Quadruple Alliance (1815), 3, 23-32;

Article VI of, 3, 24-6— (1834), 168, 188-9, 2S9-90; ruin

of, 294-8; and see Anglo-French
Alliance above

Quintuple Alliance (1819), 33
Russo-French entente, 457-9 ;

and see

under Italy, ch. X
Alma, battle of the, 383
Alsace-Lorraine, 153; see Rhine
Alsen (island), 573, 575, 580
Ambala, 419
America, see Canada, Oregon, South

America, United States, etc.

American Independence, War of, 65

;

see United States

Ancillon, Johann P. F., 150; 168
Ancona, 317
Anderson, Lieutenant, murder of, 213
Anglo-American Conventions. (1815),

Temporary, 222, 224, 233 ;
General

(1818), 17, 223-5, 228; (1824), 238;
(1826), 239; (1827), 259— Austrian Commercial Treaties

(1829, 1838), 468 ff.

^ rapprochement, 391, 399— French Commerical Treaty, Pitt’s

(1786), 480; Cobden’s (i860), 476,
480-7

Convention (1832), 154
Entente (1853), 395-402— Hanoverian Navigation Treaty

(1844), 474— Persian War, 414— Prussian Convention (as toZollverein)

(1841), 470, 472
Treaty (1865), 479-80
Navigation Treaty, 479— Russian Protocol (1826), 93-5— Turkish Treaty (1809), 167

AngoulSme, Louis, Due de (Dauphin),

55, 62; 122; 186
Anson, George, General, 419
Antietam, 51

1

Antwerp, 119, 122,125, 130-1,142, 146-

7. 151, 153-5. 159; and Zollverein,

470
Apponyi, Count Rudolf, 576
Arabia, 181
Arabs, in Syria, 453
Arakan, 412
Aral Sea, 200
Arcot, 412
Argentine Republic, 263; see Buenos

Ayres
• Argyll, George Douglas Campbell, 8th

Duke of, 494-5. 513-4
Arlon, 147
Armansperg, Count, Regent of Greece,

587-91

Armed Neutrality (1801), 525
Aroostook, river, 243
Arrow, the lorcha, 423-4
Arta, 102, 104
Artois, Comte de; see Charles X
Ashburton, Alexander Baring, Lord

248-53— Treaty; see Webster-Ashburton
Asia, Central, 199-214— Minor, 122, 389— Russian, 10

1

Aspropotamos, river, 103
Ath, 149
Athens, 330, 596 ff. et al.

Atlantic Ocean, South, 263
Attica, 104
Auckland, George Eden, Earl of

Governor-General of India, 201—10
215

Augsburg Allgememe Zeitung, 601
Augustenburg, Christian August, Duke

of, 323, 527. 533-41*. 464-5, 569^-
AumSle, Henri, Due de, 613
Aupick, General, 342
Aurungzeb, 403
Austria and France, Prussia and Russiaj

1-50; Bavaria, 4, 9, 601; Italy, 5,

34ff., 40, 1 16; Great Britain, passim]
Eastern Question, 92-101, 161-5:
Portugal, 80-1; and the Zollvereiii,

473 ff.; Schleswig-Holstein, 526-82;
breach with Prussia, 545 ; Con-
vention with Prussia, 571 ff.; war
on Denmark, 573 ff.; and Eastern
Question, 161, 165; in 1848, 287,
300 ff.; and Pius IX, 315-^; and
Hungary, 318-21

;
and Crimean War,

346ff.> 369!!., 377-8, 382; and Con-
gress of Paris, 38511.; 396; and Italy,

430-51 passim-, and Polish ' revolt,

459-63 ; and U.S.A., 505 ; and Greece,

592, 601, 613, 617; see Alliances

Austria, Archduke F. Maximilian of,

and Mexico, 507; and Greece, 613-4
Austro-Prussian Convention (1864),

57iff.

Ava, King of, 413
Ayacucho, battle of, 73
Azoff, Sea of, 384
Azores, the, 188; 518

Babur, Mughal Emperor, 404
Baden, Hochberg line in, 4, 9— (1848), 307, 309; 561
Bagot, Sir Charles, 16, 43, 63; 223
Bahadur Shah II, King of Delhi, Great
Mughal, 403-22

Bahamas, 246-7; 502; 517
Bahia, 517
Balan, H. L. von, Prussian diplomatist,

553. 576
Balance of Power, idea of, 3, 51; 260,

319. 336, 446, 449
Balearic Isles, 7
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Balkan States (European provinces of
Turkey), proposals as to, 344; 358

Balkh, 209
Baltic Sea, 324, 378, 542, 574, 576
Bank Charter Act suspended, 400
Bapst, E., 353
Baraksai Clan, 200, 208, 209
Barbary Pirates, 7, 13, 95 ;

see Algiers
Baring, financial House of, 22
Barnard, General, 419
Barrier Towns, the Netherlands, 121,

144-6, 149 •

Basilan (Sulu Island), 263
Bathurst, Henry, 3rd Earl, 26, 27, 28,

94
Bavaria, 4,19 ;

and Zollverein,^^6(>S., 477;
and Schleswig-Holstein, 541, 558, 569

Bay Islands in G. of Mexico, the, 268-9,

271, 273-4, 278
Beaconsfield, Benjamin Disraeli, Earl of,

and Palmerston, 292-3, 326 ; 485, 512,
580; cited, 194, 276-7

Beauharnais, Eugfene, 5, 9
Behring Sea, 45, 229
Belgians, Louise of Orleans, Queen of

the, 151; see Leopold I

Belgium, 119-60; History of, 159; and
the Dutch, i2off.; revolt and inde-
pendence of, 123-60 ;

final settlement,

159; neutrality of, 132!., 157, 160, in

1848, 287; Napoleon III and, 339
Belgrade, 84, 434
Belize, 265-6, 271 ff., 278
Belliard, Count A. D., 137
Bengal, 403-22 passim
Bennigsen, Count L. A. T. de, 9
Bentinck, Lord William, 112, 202, 265
Benton, American politician, 253
Berar, 409, 420
Bergara; see Vergara
Berlin, 309, 352— Peace of (1850), 324, 527-9, 53i
Bernstorff, Count Albrecht von, 477— Count Andreas Peter von, 524— Count Christian Gunther von, 22,

24; 525, 547, 552-4, 571, 576-7, 581
Berry, Charles, Due de, 33
Besika Bay, 349, 350, 354, 367
Bessarabia, 9, 383, 388-g, 395, 397
Beust, Count F. F. von, 575-6
Beyrout, 178, 453-4
Bias, river, 212
Bidassoa, Pass of the, 62
Biegeleben, L. M. von, Austrian states-

man, 576
Bihar, 421
Bikkesy, Colonel, 320
Bille-Brahe, Count, Danish statesman,

537, 546, 573, 576
Birmingham, 400 -[77
Bismarck-Schonhausen, Otto E. L.,

Prince von, 396, 451 ; 459^-5 478-8o;

535, 539 «•, 548"., 554, 5S6 h., S58-8 i

passhn

Black Sea, loi, 354; 373, 383-4, 388,
395 ; 463

Blanc, Louis, 333
Blewfields

;
see Greytown

Blixen-Flinecke, Baron, 547
Bloomfield, Lord, 534, 537, 558-71
passim; sgT, 613, 614 w., 617

Bluhme, C. A., Danish Minister, 529-80
passim

Board of Control (for India), 201, 209-
10, 406

Bodega Bay, 229
Boghas Bey, 179
Bohemia (1848), 309, 313
Bokhara, 201 ,

BolivaryPonte ,
Simon, 73 , 75 , 76; 232, 234

Bomarsund, 380, 382
“Bomba”; see Ferdinand IV
Bombay, 406— Presidency, 420
Bonaparte, Joseph, King of Spain, 13
Bosnia, 458
Bosphorus, loi

; 165, 173, 350, 362, 389
Bourbon Powers and dynasties, 7, 41,

186, i92ff., 292
Bourboulon, French Minister in China,

426
Bourqueney, Baron, 171 180
Bowring, Sir John, 424-6
Brabant, 122, 130
Brazil, 6, 12, 65, 76, 113; and Portugal,

78-80; and Slave-trade, 238
Bresson, Count Charles, 127, 134,

136-7, 195-7
Bright, John, 326, 392-3, 482, 500, 518
British Columbia, 13, 66
Broglie, Achille-L.-V.-C., Due de,

153-4; 165-6, 169
Brougham and Vaux, Henry Peter Lord,

49, 181; 326
Bruce, F. W. A., Envoy in China, 429
Bruges, 142
Brunnow, Baron, Russian diplomatist,

I73> 175; 208-9, 361, 372; 538,

576-7 ; and Greece, 598, 609, 617
Brunswick, and ZoUverein, 466, 473 f-

Brussels, 119, 120, 123-4 ^^d passim;

national Congress at, 129-42— Conference at (1863), 613
Buchanan, Sir A., 561 and 572 passim— E. (London Missionary Soc.),Ap.C. ii

— James, President of U.S.A., 253,

259; 267, 271-8; 488-92, 506
Bucharest, Treaty of (1812), 6, 12, 93
Buenos Ayres, 13, 66, 113— British treaty with (1824), 73, 75. 77
Bulgaria, 362, 392, 396, 398; 458
Bulgaria, Greek Minister, 607
Bulloch, Captain James, 516-9
Bull Run (Manassas), first battle of, 498,

501— second battle of, 510
Biilow, Freiherr Heinrich von, 127,

175, 180; and ZoUverein, 470 ff.
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Balkh, 209
Baltic Sea, 324, 378, 542, 574, 576
Bank Charter Act suspended, 400
Bapst, E., 353
Baraksai Clan, 200, 208, 209
Barbary Pirates, 7, 13, 95; see Algiers
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Barnard, General, 419
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144-6, 149
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94
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;
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and ScUeswig-Holstein, 541, 558, 569
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271, 273-4, 278
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and Palmerston, 292-3, 3265485, 512,
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;
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1848, 287; Napoleon III and, 339
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Bengal, 403-22 passim
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Berar, 409, 420
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1

Bemstorff, Count Albrecht von, 477— Count Andreas Peter von, 524— Count Christian Gunther von, 22,

24; 525, 547. 552-4, 571, 576-7, 581
Berry, Charles, Due de, 33
Besika Bay, 349, 350, 354, 367
Bessarabia, 9, 383, 388-9, 395, 397
Beust, Count F. F. von, 575-6
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man, 576
Bihar, 421
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537, 546, 573, 576
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Prince von, 396, 451 ; 4591?.; 478-80;

535, 539«-, 548 w., 554, 556«., S58-8i
passim

Black Sea, loi, 354; 373, 383-4, 388,

395 ; 463
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Blewfields

;
see Grej^own

Blixen-Flinecke, Baron, 547
Bloornfield, Lord, 534, 537, 558-71
passim; 5g7, 613, 614^., 617

Bluhme, C. A,, Danish Minister, 529-80
passim
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10, 406
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Bohemia (1848), 309, 313
Bokhara, 201
BolivaryPonte, Simon, 73, 75, 76; 232, 234
Bomarsund, 380, 382
“Bomba”; see Ferdinand IV
Bombay, 406— Presidency, 420
Bonaparte, Joseph, King of Spain, 13

Bosnia, 458
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; 165, 173, 350, 362, 389
Bourbon Powers and dynasties, 7, 41,

186, igzff., 292
Bourboulon, French Minister in China,

426
Bourqueney, Baron, 171 w., 180

Bowring, Sir John, 424-6
Brabant, 122, 130
Brazil, 6, 12, 65, 76, 113; and Portugal,

78-80; and Slave-trade, 238
Bresson, Count Charles, 127, i34>

136-7. 195-7
Bright, John, 326, 392-3, 482, 500, 510
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Broglie, Achille-L.-V.-C., Due de,

153-4; 165-6, 169 „ T J
Brougham and Vaux, Henry Peter Boro,

49, 181 ; 326
Bruce, F. W. A., Envoy in China, 429

Bruges, 142
Brunnow, Baron, Russian dip]om''t'

173, 175; 208-9, 361, 372:

576-7 ; and Greece, 598, 609,

Brunswick, and ZoUverein, 466,

Brussels, 119, 120, 123-4 and

national Congress at, 129--'

— Conference at (1863). 61

Buchanan, Sir A., 561 and .— E. (London Missionai

'

— James, President of

259; 267, 271-8; 48'''’

Bucharest, Treaty of

Buenos Ayres, 13, 6— British treaty v,

Bulgaria, 362, 39f
Bulgaria, Greek
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Bull Run (Mr

501— second 1
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175, 1'
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Greece, 76, 5S8
Decazes, Elie, Due, 20, 35
Deccan, the, 403, 408-9, 4i8ff.— Nizam of the, 408, 422
Dcdel, Baron, Dutch diplomatist, 157
Delanc, John T., editor of The Times, 503
Dclbriick, Martin F. R. von, 480
Delhi, 403, 410-22 passim— King of; sec Bahadur Shah
Democratic party, U.S.A., 253, 256, 26S
Denmark, and Slave-trade, 235-6; 310,

314; contest as to Schleswig-Holstein,

322-4. 379, 522-73 ;
Austro-Prussian

War on, 573-82; and Great Britain,

523— Prince William of; sec George I,

King of Greece
Derby, Edward G. S. Stanley, 14th

Earl of (Lord Stanley), 86, 276, 280;

331 ;
prime minister, ssSff.; 361,

400-2, 436-40, 512, 580
Deveaux, Belgian Commissioner, 139-41
Dhulip Singh, 210, 212, 214
Diderot, Denis, 341
Diebitsch, Ivan, Count, Russian General,

101-3
Dino, Duchessc de, 132
Dobrudscha, the, 362, 377
Dost Mohammad, 200, 202-14, 404
Dotdzac, Monsieur, 568
Dover, 142
Drouyn do Lhu>*s, fidouard, 331, 339,

384, 560-72 passim; 598-9
Druses, 451-6
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DOppcl, forts at, 573, 575
Dufferin and Ava, Frcdk. T. Hamilton-
Temple-Blackwood, Marquis of,

454-6
Dufour, G. H., Swiss General, 2S7, 297
Duhamcl, Colonel, Russian Envoy, 207,

209
Du Petit Thouars, Admiral, 182-4, 262,

264
Durham, J. G. Lambton, 1st Earl of,

129; 151, 271
,

Dutch, tlie, 120, 157; see Plolland

East, the Far, 215-9, 422-9— the Near, 310, 340, 435; ice Turkey,
Eastern Question, etc.— India Company, 21 1, 214; and
China, 215; 403-22; treaties with
Afghanistan and Kalat, 403; powers
transferred to Crown, 422— Indies, the, 16

Eastern Question, the, Castlereagh and,
II, 4iff.; (Greece), 83-106; Canning
and, 1 14; (1830-41), 161-82, 290;

(1849), 321, 395-6; see Crimean War,
Turkey

Eckernforde, 579
Edward VII (Prince of Wales), 490

Edwardcs, Sir Herbert, 412, 419, 420;
Treaty concluded by, 41

5

Egypt. 97; t22; i64ff., 177.' 344; see

Mchcmct Ali— Abbas Pasha of, 338
Eider, river, 571 ct al.

Eidcr-Danish party, 529(1., 541, 543 ”•>

545, 554, 558, 576
Elbe, river, 469, 47S
Eldon, John Scott, Earl of, 75
Elgin, James Bruce, 8th Earl of, 272,

425-9— Treaty (1854), 273
Eliot, Edward Gran%'illc, Lord, 190
Ellcnborough, Edward Law, ist Earl of,

209-12, 404, 414
Elliot, Captain (Sir) Charles (Admiral),

217-9— Sir Henry G., 606-S, 610-11
Ellis, Henry, diplomatist, 202
Elphinstone, (Sir) Mountstuart, an
Eric, Lake, 223
Ernest Augustus, King of Hanover, 473
Erskinc, Mr E. M., 619— Thomas Lord, 87
Espartcro, General Baldomero, 190
Eszterh^zy, Prince Paul Anton, 37, 88-9,

96, 127; intrigues of, 107-9; t8o
Etruria, kingdom of, 432
Eu, royal meeting at, 192-8, 292
Eupatoria, 383
Europe, Central, 310
Evans, General Sir George do Lacy, igo
Everett, Edward, 245, 248-50, 270, 492
Evora, Convention of (1834), 189
Ewers, Baron, Russian Envoy, 566,

568-9

Falck, Baron, 126, 147-8
Falkland Isles, 263
Fane, Julian H. C., diplomatist, 549
Fath Ali Shah of Persia, 201
Faucigny, 445
Ferdinand, Emperor of Austria, 299, 318— VII, King of Spain, 6, 22, 33, 41,

55, 61-2; and the Succession, 186-7— IV (II) ("Bomba”), IGng of the
Two Sicilies, Secret Treaty (1815)
with Austria, 34; and revolution, 304,
314-6, 397, 430, 432; death, 446

Ferrara, 317
Ficquelmont, Count, Austrian states-

man, 312
Fillmore, Millard, President U.S.A.,

268, 272
Finland, 379, 385 ; 461
Finlay, George, 583 n., 596
Fishery Question, Anglo-American,

224-5, 271
Fitzgerald, Wm Vesey (Lord), 210
Flanders, 130-1— Dutch, 130, 134, 137, 139
Flemings, Flemish, 120, 123, 134-S
Fleury, General Andr^, 568
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Florida, Treaty as to (1819), 226, 229,
231, 254

Florida {Oreto), case of the, 517
Floridas, the, 13
Fong Ah-Ming, Chinese merchant, 424
Fontainebleau, Treaty of (1814), 5
Foochow, 425
Forster, W. E., 500, 508, 518
Forsyth, Sir Thomas D., 419
Fox, Charles James, 235
France, and Great Britain

;

royalist
reaction in, 5, 19, 31; evacuation of,

2off
. ; joins Alliance, 23-5 ;

and Belgium,
121-37, i43~s8; and S, America, 13,

15, 66-78; and Portugal, 79, 82,
296; and Spain, 33, 41, sS-64. 77.
82, 1 16; (Spanish Marriages), 185—
98 ; 292-5 ;

and Eastern Question,

87, 95. 100, 122; (1829), 161-82;
34off.; and Tahiti, 182-5, 262-5 ;

and
Haiti, 227-8; and Slave-trade, 235-9;
and Italy (1848), 3i2ff.

; July Revolu-
tion (1830), 123, 238; warlike temper
of, 178 ; Revolution of 1848 in, 306-8

;

Second Republic, 333 ;
Second Em-

pire, 339, 342, 481 ;
see Napoleon III

;

and Italy (1859), 431-51 ;and Crimean
War, 361-85; and Syria, 452-6; and
Prussia, 476-8; and Schleswig-Hol-
stein, 528, 531, 542, 548 if.. 568-82
passim-, and U.S.A., 504, 513; and
China, 425-9 ;

and Commercial Trea-
ties, 481 ; and Greece, 605, 613, 621

Francis II, King of the Two Sicilies,

446-7. 455— Joseph (Francis II or I), Emperor of
Austria, 10, 22; 114-5; 167; 318;
329. 352, 377. 430; 566; 613

Franco-Belgium Customs project, 470,
481— Prussian Treaty {Zollverein) (1864),
476-8— Russian rapprochement, 389, 397-8

Frankfort-on-the-Main (1848), 323— Diet of, 466, 526-7, 535, 545-82
passim— Treaty of (1819), 31— and Zollverein, 465-7, 478

Fraser, river, 257, 260
Frederick IV, King of Denmark, 523— VI, King of Denmark, 525-6— VII, Kling of Denmark, 323-4; 522,

529 ff., 540-64— William III, King of Prussia, 22, 72
IV, King of Prussia (Crown

Prince), 167; 289; 308-9; and Frank-
fort Parliament, 325 ;

and the Tsar,

350,352; 378, 382, 385 -,488; 528,533.

538, 546
Free Trade, doctrine of, 472, 475-6. 482
Freedom of the Sea, theory of, 225, 246
Fremont, General John C., 500
Frere, Bartholomew, 10, 11

— Sir Bartle, 420

Fridericia, battle of, 528
Friedrichstadt, 579
Fuad Pasha, 454-5
Fiinen, 580
Fundy, Bay of, 224

Gaeta, 316, 455
Galicia, 459
Gallatin, Albert, 220, 222if., 239-40
Ganges, the, 422
Garibaldi, Giuseppe, 299, 446, 448
Gastein, Convention of, 522, 582
Gendebien, Belgian politician, 135, 139
Genoa, 446— Prince Ferdinand of Sardinia, Duke

of, 315
.

Gentz, Friedrich von, 28
George I, 523— IV (Prince Regent), 17, 43, 46, 47,

75, 98, 182
;
personal intrigues, 107-9

;

death of, 124— I, King of Greece (Prince William
of Denmark), 614-21

Georgia Strait, 260
G6rard, Marshal, 143-4, ^54
Germanic Confederation, the, 4, 32, 51

;

130-1, 137-40, 146, 150, 154-5, 158.

325. 387. 436, 438; and Schleswig-
Holstein, 527-82 ;

Austro-Prussian
rivalry in, 545; Diet of; see Frankfort

Germany, 19; 115; national feeling in,

178; (1848), 322ff.; see Bavaria,

Prussia, etc.— Commercial Leagues in, 466 ff.

Gettysburg, battle of, 520
Ghalib, Shiah poet, 416
Ghazni, 200
Ghent, 119— Treaty of (1814), 6, 16; described,

220 ff.; 239, 240; 243
Gibraltar, 330
Gioberti, Vincenzo, 299
Gise, Baron von, 589
Gislikon, battle of, 297
Gladstone, W. E., 86; 272, 277; 326,

349, 372, 374. 440 ;
financial policy of,

472, 476, 481-7; and U.S.A., 51 1-3;
and Greece, 603-5, 616

Gliicksburg, Prince of; see Christian IX
Goblet, General, 152-3
Goderich, Visct. ;

see Ripon
Godwin, General, 413
Gorce, P. de la, 353
Gordon, Sir Robert, 39, 43, 100
G6rgei, Arthur von, 318
Gortchakoff, Prince, 353-4, 371; 457-

64; 553 ff.. 565. 572
Gotha, 510-1
Gottorp, House of, 323, 523, 533
Gough, Sir Hugh, Lord, 213
Goulburn, Henry, 224
Gouvion St Cyr, Marshal, 31
Gracias k Dios, Cape, 265
Graham, Cyril, 453
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27.}, 278
Gro-., n.tton Jean-B, L., 425-9; 59S
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(trutc, Cieort'c, i8t
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and Corfu, 5S5
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(Btiroi, E,-B.-G., and l-hvm rn Question,

161, j6ti, 175-Ho; and 'Pnliiti, lH3"5,

262-4; and ,Spani'>h niarriiutcs, 193-8,

202-4; 255; 288; 304 -7, 326; 592
fJuiar.u, haule of, 2.13

Gulah Sinph, ruler of Kn'dnnir, 212
(Jurldiai, the, 410
(JuitaviK. IV, Kirn; of Sweden, 115
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Greece, insurrection of (1821), jn, 4J ft.,

45; Canninp and. 76; War of Inde-
pendence, 83-106, 16:, 164; freedom
of, !OJ ff.; 397-8— .Amalia ofOldcnhiirp,Queen Con''ort

31 1 !T.; 431 ; jrr Austria
n.tpuc, the, 120 r/ nl.
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Hull, K. C., Danish politician, 524(1,,

530(1., 543(1., 572 ptittin, 579
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617
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128; ministry of, 235
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306, 309, 337, 397 ^ ,
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212-4
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U.S..A.. 244
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Hav.ana, 226, 254, 502
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Helena, Russian Grand-duchess, 362
Heligoland, 525 «,

Herat, 200, 204-9, 41^1 1 4^5
Herbert, Sidney, cited, 359; 4S4
Herzegovina, 458
Hesse, 51
Hcssc-(5asscl, 467, 479

Darmstadt, 466, 478
Heydcck, Freiherr, K. W. von, Greek

Regent, 587
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Heytesbury, Wm A’Court, Lord, 57,
149, 151 ; 201 ; 248

Hillebrand, Karl, cited, 132
Himalayas, 119
Hindu, the, 407-22 passim— Kush, 209
Hobhouse, Sir J. Cam, 201, 209, 213, 214
Holland, 160; separation of Belgium

from, 120, i24ff., i34ff., 146-60;
and Slave-trade, 236; see William I

and William II, Kings of the Nether-
lands— H. R. V. Fox, Lord, 63, 129, 135,
151-2, 175

Holstein, 475 ;
525 ff.

Gottorp, 523— States of, 549 ff., 557 ff.; and see

Schleswig-Holstein
Holy Places in Palestine, contest over

the, 338-9, 345ff., 361, 366, 6or
Honduras, 268, 271
Hong, the Chinese, 215-6— Kong, acquired, 219, 263
Hope, financial House of, 21
Howard, Sir Henry, diplomatist, 547
Hudson, Sir James, diplomatist, 433,
^^447-8, 450
Hudson s Bay Company, 257, 262
Hximayun, 404, 412, 415
Hume, Joseph, 181 ; 253— J. D., 469-70
Hummelauer, Baron, Austrian diplo-

matist, 312
Hungary (1848), 309, 313, 317-21; and

see Magyars
Huron, Lake, 243
Huskisson, William, 238; 468
Hwang Tsung-han, 428
Hwashana, 428
Hyderabad, 412, 422
Hypsilanti, Alexander, 41-2

Ibrahim Pasha, 90—2, 95-100, 104;

164, 171, 173
Illyria, 309
India, Great Britain and (1835-55),

199-214; (1848), 58, ree Board of Con-
trol, Canning, Charles, Dalhousie— routes to, 162, 181, 393— Act (1784). 404— Bill (1858), 401

Indian Mutiny, the, 400, 414-22
Indians, the American, 220, 225-6, 229!.

Inkerman, battle of, 383
Ionian Islands (republic of), 7; under

British protection, 583-6, 599 ff.; an-

nexed to Greece, 602-5, 610, 613,
616-18

Ireland, 119, 287; potato famine in, 471
Irminger, Admiral von, 566
Isabella I, Queen of Spain, 186
— II, Queen of Spain, 186-98; 287,

292-5— Donna, Regent of Portugal, 79

Ismail, 396
Italy, 5; in 1848, 287-8; revolution in,

299-317; 390-r> 396; a7id see Naples,
Tuscany, Venezia, etc.; war of libera-
tion in, 431-51; National Society of,

430; kingdom established, 449-51— Princess Clotilde of, 432, 434

Jackson, Andrew, President of U.S.A.,
226; 239— Coverly, in Oudh, 410, 416

Jacobins, 124
Jalalabad, 200
Jamaica, 254; 265
Jamac, Comte de, French diplomatist,

185, 196-7, 293
Java, 236
Jefferson, Thomas, President of U.S.A.,

70; 227
Jerusalem, 452
Jews, in Syria, 452; in Poland, 458
Jhansi, 421
John II, King of Castile, 186— VI, King of Portugal (Regent 1807),

78-9, 106; 187
Joinville, Francois d’Orleans, Prince de,

307
Josephine (Beauhamais), ex-Empress of

the French, 135
Journal des DSbats, Le, 463
Juan de Fuca, Straits of, 488
Juanna, Queen of Spain, 186
Jubbulpore, 421
Jumna, the, 420, 421
Junot, General, Due d’Abrant^s, 78
Jutland, 323, 573, 575. 581

Kabul, 200, 203-9, 41 1, 415
Kalat, 403, 416
Kamran Mirza, 200, 205
Kanares, Admiral, 595 n., 597, 606-7
Kandahar, 200, 203, 41 1, 415
Karachi, 420
Karolyi, Count A., Austrian diplomatist,

567, 570
Kars, siege of, 384, 387; 390, 396
Kashmir, 212
Kavalla, 164
Kennedy, T., Master of the Arrow,
424

Kharak, Island, 207
Khiva, Khanate of, 201, 203, 208-9
IGang-Su, Governor of, 427-8
Kiel, Treaty of (1814), 236, 324, 525;

revolt at, 323, 527 ; University of, 526

;

port of, becomes German, 569, 582 h.

IGnglake, A. W., cited, 357
Kijdng, 428-9
Knighton, Sir Wm, Physician, 108
Kobell, von, Greek Regent, 588
Kohandil Khan, 119, 203
Kolettes, Greek politician, 593-5
Roller, Baron, 319
Kolokotronis, Greek Minister, 607
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Konieh, battle of, 164, 169, 180
Kossuth, F. Louis, 318-9; in Turkey,

321 f.; 332
Kotzebue, A. von, 32
Kri6zes, Admiral, Greek Minister, 597
Kubeck, Freiherr K. von, Austrian

statesman, 559
Kumvar Singh, 421
Kutaya, Convention of (1833), 165
Kutchuk Kainardji, Treaty of (1774),

341, 346, 368-9
Kwei Liang, 428

Labouchere, Henry, 470, 473
Labrador, 17
Lacour,Edmond de, French diplomatist,

345, 348, 364, 371
Lafayette, Marquis de, 127
Laffitte, Jacques, Ministry of, 136-7
La Grece, French journal at Athens, 619
Lahore, 119, ao6, 210, 406, 418; see

Ranjit Singh
Laibach, Conference of, 39-42, 85
Laird, Messrs, 519
Lamartine, Alphonse de, 308, 333
Lamb, Sir Frederick, diplomatist, 150;
46S

Lambert, Commodore, 413
Lancashire, 511
Landau, 122
Lannoy, C. de, cited, 132
Lansdotvne, H. Petty-Fitzmaurice, 3rd
Marquis of, 175

La Plata, republic of, 77 ;
a 7td see

Buenos Ayres
Latin America ;

see South America
La Tour d’Auvergne, Charles Prince de.

579
Lauenburg and Hanover, 523 ;

see

Schleswig-Holstein
La Valette, Charles J.-M.-F., Marquis

de, 345
, ^

Lawrence, General Sir George, 420— Sir John (Lord Lawrence), 406, 418
Lay, H. M,, 429
Layard, Sir Austen Henr^'-, 520
Lebanon, 178, 451-6
Lebeau, Jean-L.-J., Belgian Minister,

137-43
Legnano, 311
Leiningen, Neu, -Westerburg, Field-

marshal Count C. S. V. von, 345
Leipzig, route of trade and Zollvereiit,

465-8
Lelewel, Joachim, 457
Leo XII, Pope, 262
Leopold I, IGng of the Belgians (Pnnce

of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha), 104; and

Belgium, 133, 138-60: 189; in 1848,

287-8; and Greece, 591, 612

Leuchtenberg, Auguste Beauhamais,

Duke of, 134-6; 45S, 460
— Nicolas Maximiliano%’itch, Duke of,

the Greeks and, 608 ff.

679

Levant, the, 263 ; trade of, 469, 592; see

East, the Near; Eastern Question,
Syria, etc.

Lewis I, King of Bavaria, 309, 587,
58911.— XIV, King of France, 192— XVIII, King of France, 20, 55-6, 61— Sir George Comewall, 494, 512-3

Liberalism, Liberals, 83, 86, 124, 288,

430; Belgian, 121; English, 129;
French, 300

Li6ge, 1 19, 130, 143, 146
Lieven, Christophe Andreievich, Prince,

33, 94, 99; intrigues of, 107-9; on
Canning, 117; 167 and n.— Princess (Countess), 107, 141, 169

Lillo and Liefskenshoek, forts, 154-5
Li-Ming-Tai, pirate, 424
Lin, Chinese High Commissioner, 218
Lincoln, Abraham, President of U.S.A.,
490-520

Lindsay, W. S,, and the S. Confedera-
tion, 499, 508-9

Lisbon, 79, 82, 187-8
List, Frederick, German economist, 471,
475

Liston, Sir Robert, diplomatist, 84
Lithuania, 457, 462
Liverpool, 517— R. B. Jenkinson, 2nd Earl of, 20, 48,

73
Loftus, Lord Augustus, 476-8, 552ff.

Logrono, Convention of (1835), 190
Lombardy, 300, 303, 307-13, 317-8;

432, 435, 44off.
London, City of, 276— Conference of Maritime Powers at

(1818), 237
the Five Powers (1829), ^oo;

(1830), 126-7, 131-61
Protocols of [on Belgium] (Nov.),

127; (Jan. 1831), 133-4, 136; (1838),
158

18 Articles of, 140-2, 144, 146;
24 Articles of, 147 ff., 158

of Four Powers (1841), 180;
Protocol of, 180

of (April 1864), 573-80 [on
Denmark]— Convention of the Three Powers
(1833), 155, 158— Treaty of (1827), 45, 96, 98, 101 ; 121

of the Four Powers (1840), 177;
Protocol of, 180

of (1852), 522, 530, 538-81
passim; Protocol of, 528, 531 ff.,

558 ff.

of (July 1863), 616
of (March 1864), 617— rvlissionaiy Society, 182, App. C. il

Londonderry', 2nd IMarquis of, see

Castlercagh
— Charles Wm Stuart, 3rd rvlarquis

of, 191
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Londoners, and Peace of Paris, 391
Louisiana, 13 ; 225, 226-7, 254
Louis-Napoleon

;
see Napoleon III

Louis-Philippe (Duke of Orleans), King
of the French, 123 ; and Britain, 127

;

182-5; and Belgium, 134-6, 144-58;
and Eastern Question, 169-74; 178-
81 ; and Spanish marriages, 189-98,
291-5; and the Pacific, 183-5, 261-4;
and Revolution of 1848, 288, 306-8;
and Palmerston, 290-4, 333 ; 481

Louvain, 120, 142
Lowther, W., diplomatist, 546, 553

581
Lucknow, 410-22 passim
Ludiana, 200, 207
Liibeck, 558
Lun^ville, 123
Luxemburgand Limburg, grand-duchy

and duchy of, 122, 130-2, 134-40,
146-58; 561

Lyiidhurst, John S. Copley, Lord, 282
Lyons, city of, 342— Admiral SirEdmund (ist Lord), 533,

586; Minister in Greece, 588-95— Richard B. P., 2nd Lord (Earl), 278

;

and American CivilWar,488-520 ;
621

Lytton, Robert Bulwer (Earl of Lytton),

557, 603

Maanen, Cornells F. van, Dutch states-

man, 148'

Maastricht, 125, 134, 140, 146
Macao, 215-6
McClellan, Federal General, 510
Macgregor, John, Board of Trade agent,

467-70
Machiavelli, The Prince of, 2H
Mackenzie, Wm Lyon, rising of, 240 ff.

Mackintosh, Sir James, 34, 63
McLeod, Alexander, case of, 241, 244,

McNeill, Dr John, diplomatist in Persia,

199, 202-9
Macpherson, Charters, political agent in

Gwalior, 421
Madison, James, President of U.S.A.,

70 ; 220
Madras, 406, 408
Madrid, 15, s6ff., 62, 76 et al.— Treaty of (1814), 236

(1817), 237
Magenta, battle of, 440
Magyars, 318 ;

and see Hungary
Mahratta States, the, 408, 418
Maine Boundarj^ 225, 239-40, 242-5,

247-53, 271
Mairs, the (hillmen), 420
Maison, Marquis, French diplomatist,

166
Maitland, Admiral Sir Frederick Lewis,

218— Sir Thomas, at Corfu, 585
Malcolm, Admiral Sir Pulteney, 167-8

Malet, Sir A., 478, 545, 558, 562-3, 570
Malmesbury, James Harris, 3rd Earl of,

179; and D. Webster, 269-70; pacific
policy of, 278-83, 326; foreign
minister, 338-40; 347, 360, 401-2,
432-40; 464; 489; 536-40; 543-4
and n.

Malmoe, Truce of (1848), 324, 528
Malta, 346, 364, 431, 446
Manderstrom, Count, 544, 555
Mann, Confederate Commissioner, 495
Manteuffel, Baron Otto von, 534-7.
Mantua, 31 1, 441
Marcy, W.L., U.S.A. Secretary of State,

271-4, 276, 281
Mareuil, Comte Joseph de, Greek diplo-

matist, 153
Maria da Gloria, Queen of Portugal, 79

;

i8y-g, 2S7, 296, 61 r

Marie-Louise, ex-Empress of the
French, 5

Mariembourg, 121 ; 133, 149
Maritime Law, 390-1 ;

U.S.A. and,
516-21— Rights and Claims, the British, 220,

230-47; 269!!.; U.S.A. and, 279-83,
488ff., 502-5, 516-21

Maron, John, monk, 451
Maronites, 451-6
Maroto, General Rafael, 190
Marquesas Islands, 183, 262
Martin, Sir Theodore, 252, 326
Mason, James M., 501-5, 507— American Envoy to France, 274
Massachusetts, 240, 249, 271
Matuszevicz, Baron, Russian diplo-

matist, 127, 132, 148
Maurer, G. L. von, in Greece, 587-8
Mavrocordatos, Alexander, 299, 591-4
Mazzini, Giuseppe, 299, 317, 401, 457
Mecca, 181
Mecklenburg, 465-7
Medem, Count, Russian diplomatist, 209
Medina, 181
Mediterranean, British fleet in, 167,

169, 171; 290; 331, 346, 364, 366-7;
balance of power in, 431

Meerut, 419
Mehemet Ali, Pasha of Egypt, 90, 100,

161-82; 290-1; described, 164; 341;
452, 455

Melbourne, Wm Lamb, Visct., 155,

156, 168, 181; and Prussia, 157; 191;
201 ; 209; 217-9

Melios, Spiro, Greek Minister, 607
Menin, 149
Menshikoff, Alexander G.,- Prince,

346-9, 351, 356, 363-8, 373
Mercier, French diplomatist, 492, 504,

509
Mersey, river, 516-8
Mesopotamia, 181
Messina, 304— Strait of, 448
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Jvletaxas, Andreas, 593-5
jMettemich-Winneburg, Clement W.
N. L., Prince of, 577., 7ff., 19, 22-6;
and inter%'ention, 31—40; 161; and
Castlereagh, 49, 52 ;

and Canning, 54,
72, 86; and Eastern Question, 41-3;
and Greece, 87 f., 95; and Spain, 55,
58-60; 102; loS; 114-7; 150; 2S7-9;

309 ; and Italy, 300-17
Metz, 154
I^Ieulenaere, Belgian iMinister, 152, 155
Meuse, river, 2t; 122, 155; 47off.

Mexico, 73-5, 1 13 ; British Treaty with,

77; 244; and U.SA., 223; and Texas,
254ff.; and Central America, 268;
2S0, 396-7, 488; Napoleon III and,

462— Convention on (1861), 507
hleyendorf, Russian diplomatist, 377
Miguel, Dom, Prince of Portugal, 79-^2,

115, 187-9; 287, 289
hlilan, 10; 302, 309, 312
h'lilbanke. Sir J., 541
IMilner-Gibson, Thomas, 277, 513-4
hlilos Obfenovic, Knez or Prince of

Sen-da, 84, 434
Mimanlt, French diplomatist, 165
Alinciaky, Russian diplomatist, 93
Mincio, river, 440-1
jN'Iinorca, 13
Alinto, Gilbert Elliot, 2nd Earl of, 217;

302-5, 314, 316, 328
J^Iiramar, 613
Missionaries, in Hawaii, 261-5; bi

Syria,_452-3
jNEssouri, 500
iNIobile, 517
Modena, 310, 432, 441&
hlohammad {Mirza), Shah of Persia,

201 ; 204-9
Moldavia, 4r ;

see Wallachia
M0I6, Count Louis-iMatthieu de, 135;

169
Moltke, Fieldmarshal Coimt Helmuth

von, in Turkey, 169, 171,.
Monrad, Bishop, Danish iSIinister, 56S,

572, 575 r T- o »
Monroe, James, President ot U.b-A.,

69£[.; 220, 223, 227; Message ated, 71— Doctrine, the, 15, 6^73, 75, 113;

227-34; 260, 263; 267m, 273-S
— fortress, 502
Mons, 149
hlont^embert, Charles-F., Comte de,

293. 342 o -0
Montenegro, 343, 345.- 34®> 3°! 45°
Montevideo, 6

^lontEomer^', Alabama, 491— Sir Robert, 419 . _ „ ,

Montmorency, ISIatthieu J. F. ae nl.-

Laval, Due de, 5S-60
hlontpensier, Antoine, Due de, I93 j

197-8, 292-4
Morea, rising in the, 41—2, 45> 596

Morier, Sir Robert, 54S, 553
Morning Post, The (1856), 276
Momy, Charles-L.-J., Due de, 398, 400
hloskito Indians, 265^
Motley, John Lothrop, 497
Miinchengratz

, Conferenceof( 1833 ) , 167
Munster, Treat}* of (1648), 152
Multan, 213
Munich, 309
Muratists in Naples, 432, 446-7
Murray, C. A., British Envoy in Persia,

410,'4I5
Muslim, the, of (Mughal) India, 408-22
passim

Nadir Shah, 41

1

Nagpur, 420
Nahr-el-Kelb, battle of, 178
Namur, 130
Nana Sahib, 40S, 418
Nankin, Treat}* of (1842), 219, 4236^,
Napier, Admiral Sir Charles, 178-9;

188—

9

— Francis, 9th Lord, 304, 314; 460-3

;

479;48S;550— General Sir Charles James, 213,406—Wm John, Sth Lord, naval captain.
Superintendent of affairs in China,
216

Naples, 5s 6, y, 34s 35s 36s 4°s 55s 57s
84, 112; 124; 176, 281; (1848), 310,
314-6; 390, 396-7s 432, 446; 455

Napoleon I, 20, 115-6, 161 ;
ashes trans-

ferred to France, 176; and Slave-
trade, 237— the cult of, 178, 290; 525— Ill, Emperor of the French, 264—
3i5s 317-8; coup d’etat of, 328, 333,
342; Emperor, 338-g, 342; and
Turkey, 345 ff.; and Nicholas I,

350-6, 369; and CrimeanMar, 353ff.,

365s 373; and Congress of Paris,

3S6-91; and Naples, 397; 399, 400,
402, 426; and Italy, 430-51; and
Poland, 46off., 560; and commercial
treaty, 481-4; and U.SA.. and
hlexico, 493, 507, 509-13; and
Schleswig-Holstein, 528ff., 563ff.;
and Greece, 613, 621— Prince Imperial (Prince X. Eugene
I.nuis J. J.), 389— Prince (Prince N. Joseph Charles),

43 iff.: 45S, 460; 4S4
Nasirabad, 420
Nassau, 130— (Bahamas), 246
Nauplia, 105, 586, 6c6
Navarino, battle of, 45, 98
Navigation Laws, the British, 469,
471-3; 479; abolition of, 271, 473

Nemours, Louis, Due de, 134-6, 307
Nepal, 422
Nesselrode, Charles Robert, Count von,

Russian Minister, 22, 24; 90, 93, 99,
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102, II7, 132, 149, 168, 173, 176;
204, 343, 349, 360-4, 371-2; and
Schleswig-Holstein, 531-41; 598

Netherlands, Kingdom of (the reunited
1839), and Prussia, 91; conditions
after the War, 119!?,; partition of, see
Belgium, Holland

Neufchatel, Prussian claim to, 340
Neumann, Baron, Austrian Envoy, 175,

180
Neuville, de, French Envoy, 79
New Brunswick, and boundary line,

24off., 248— Caledonia, 264
Newcastle-on-Tyne, speeches at, 50 1 , 5 1

2

Newcastle-under-Lyme, H. P. F. Pel-
ham Clinton, 5th Duke of, 504, 513

New England States, U.S.A., 253
Newfoundland, 17, 225
New Granada, 265-6— Orleans, 226, 269, 508— South Wales, 264— York, 240-2; 275, 401, 514— Zealand, 262, 263
Ney, Marshal, execution of, 20
Niagara, river, 240
Nicaragua, 265-6, 269, 273-4, 278
Nice, 484
Nicholas I, Tsarof Russia, 90; and Greek

independence, 92fF.; 592; 594, 601;
and France (1829), 122; and Poland,

131; and Netherlands, 131, 145, 149-
51; and Turkey (to 1853), 165-82;
201; 204; 224; 287; 299; 321 f.; 341;
and Austria, 31 1, 319!?.; and Ger-
many, 322ff. ; and the Holy Places,

340-8; and Balkan States, 344, 358,
362; and Napoleon III, 342-53; and
Crimean War, 346-83 passim' death,
383;393ff.

Nicholson, General John, 419
Nimach, 420
Nisib, battle of, 171
Noer (Schleswig-Holstein-Noer), Fre-

derick, Hereditary Prince of, 323
Normanby, Constantine Phipps, Mar-

quis of, 197-8, 306-7, 313, 317, 333;
342

North America, British, 16; Great
Lakes of, 17; 223 ff.; frontier in, 222,

252; see Canada, United States, etc.

Northomb, Baron Jean-Baptiste, 139-41
Norway, compulsion on, 112
Nouri EflFendi, 175-6
Novara, battle of, 314, 318
Nova Scotia, 272

O’Brien, William Smith, 287, 308
Oceania

;
see Pacific

O’Connell, Daniel, 596
Odessa, 362
Oldenburg, 47i-5, 479, 558— Paul Frederick Augustus, Grand-
duke of, 527, 531, 540

Oliphant, I^aurence, 427
Ollivier, Emile, 353
Olmiitz, 352, 371 ; Punctation of, 528-9,

532
Omar Pasha, 343, 345, 354, 372
Ontario, Lake, 223
Opium Question, 215-9
Oporto, 106, 188, 296
Orange, House of, 129, 131
Order in Council (on U.S.A.), 233 (on

Portugal), 235
Oregon Territory and Boundary, ques-

tion of, 6, 13, 17; 225-6, 228-31,
239-40; 250; 256 ff.; 265; 488

Orenburg, 200, 208
Orissa, 421
Orleans,House of, 192 f., 291,297-8 ; 333— Fer^nand, Duke of, 169— Louis-Philippe, Duke of, 13 ;

see

Louis-Philippe, King of the French— Louise of ; see Belgians, Queen of— Philippe, Duke of {'Sgalit^, 291
Orloff, Count, 149-50; 165, 356
Orsini, Felice, 400, 430-2
Orthodox Church and Greece, 592ff.,

616, 618 et al.

Osborne, 399— Lieutenant, 421
Oscar I, King of Sweden, 378, 385
Ostend, 125
Otho, Prince of Bavaria, Kang of Greece,

105 ; 583-608,613 ;
Regency for, 586ff.

OthOf seizure of the, 597
Ottoman Empire, 42; see Turkey
Oudh, 403-22 passim-, annexation of,

408-12
Oudinot, General, 313 n., 317
Ouseley, SirWm Gore, diplomatist, 278
Outram, Sir James, 409, 415
Oxus, river, 201, 209

Pacific Islands, Britain, France, U.S.A.
and, 261-5— Ocean, access to, 75; 182; 226, 229

Pacifico, Dom, 330-1, 596-7
Pageot, French envoy, 191
Paget, Sir Augustus, 545-73 passim

Pakenham, Sir Richard, diplomatist, 257,

259
Palermo, 304, 316
Palestine, 343
Palmella, Pedro de Souza Holstein,

Duke of, 79
Palmerston, H. J. Temple, Visct., min-

istry of (1846-51), 288-336 ; (1855-8),

383-402; described, 163, 291, 29S,

327; and Russell, 332-8; and the

Crown, no, 327-9, 334-5; foreign

policy of, 336; (Greece), 104, 106,

289, 528; (Belgium), xzr, 128-60,

289; (Turkey), 162-S2, 289; (Syria),

342, 454ff-; (Portugal), 188, 295-6;
(Spain), 191, 195-8, 293-4; (France),

169-82, 290-s, and passim', 333-5,
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342, 481-6; (India), 201-9, 218;
(China), 217-9, 424!!.; (U.S.A.),

241-S, 252, 254-S, 265-76, 500-20;
(Austria), 301-3, 317-22, 33 iff.;

(Italy), 299-317, 43 iff., 437-51 ;

(Poland), 456-64; {Zollverdn), 468,

470; (Schleswig-Holstein Question),
322ff., 522-80; (Greek Idngdom),
588-92, 600-3; 340, 349 . 354-5 , 357 ,

368, 380
Panama, Congress at (1826), 76, 113,

232-4— Isthmus of, 26511.; railway on, 266;
278 ;

see Central America
Papal States, 300, 314, 316-8, 434
Pape, le, et le Congres, 444
Papeete, 182, 184
Parga, 585
Paris, 81, 134, 400 et al.\ politics at,

292-3, 351— Congress of (1826), 72, 113 ; (1856),

279, 385-91, 602; (minor Congress),

397 ;
Conventions of, 390— Declarationof (1856), 280, 390-1 , 497— Peace of (1856), 279, 391 ;

infringed.

434— Treaties of (Nov. 5, 1815), 584-5— Treaty of (May 30, 1815), 236— Treatyof (Nov.20,iSi5),ArticleIII,

29— and Vienna, Treaties of (1815), 3, 4,

25, 29, 31, 343, 434 ^
Parish, Sir Woodbine, Consul-General,

6771.

Parker, Admiral Sir William, 597
Parkes, Sir Harry Smith, diplomatist,

424, 426
Parma, 310, 432, 441 ff.— and Piacen2a, duchies of, 5 ; 9
Paskievitch, Marshal Ivan Feodoro-

vitch, 362, 369, 372
Pathans, the, 41

1

Patna, 418, 421
Patras, 98 ; 99 ; 596, 607
Patriarchate, Greek, 592-3
Paul I, Tsar ofRussia (Grand-duke), 524
Paulet, Lord George, 263
Pakos (Island), 604, 617
Pedro IV, King of Portugal, Emperor

of Brazil (Dom Pedro), 78-81, 115;
187-9

Peel, Sir Robert, 155; 184-5; 191-4;
201; 209; 213; 216; 219; 291-2; and
U.S.A., 248, 258, 481, 483

Peelites, party of, 340, 381, 401
Peerless, case of the, 497
Pegu, annexation of, 412-3
Peiho, river, 428
Pekin, 215, 427-9
Pdlissier, General A.-J.-J., 402
Peloponnese, the, 164; see Morea
Pennsylvania, 51

1

P^rier, Casimir, Ministry of, 137, 147;
death of, 153

Perovski, General, 208-9
Perponcher, Count, Prussian diplo-

matist, 532
Perry, Commodore M. Galbraith, 272
Persia, and Russia, Peace of 1828, loi

;

and France, 182; and Afghanistan,
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VOLUME I

P« vi, I. 4. For “whole” read “earlier part.”

p. ix, 1. 15. For “Junto” read “Junta.”

P* X, 1. 5. Insert: Book I. From the Peace of Versailles to the Second
Peace of Paris, 1783-1815.

P* 25, 1. 8 from bottom. For “Vera Cruz” read “Santa Cruz.”

P*
,
33 > 1* 8. After “at Cologne,” read “(1673), in which, till its collapse, an

English Embassy took part. In the meantime, while.”

p. X07, 1. 16. For “Corsica” read “Minorca.”

p. 278, 11. 18 and 19. For “Talleyrand as Plenipotentiar}',” read “Talley-
rand; no change occurred.”

p. 279, 1. 13. For “Talleyrand” read “Le Tourneur.”

Ib, 1. 14, For “Talleyrand becoming Foreign Minister
”

“

representa-

tives of the extremists,”

p. 280, 1. 16 from bottom. For “12th” read

P* 353> !• 6. For “12th” read “17th,”

P‘ 364, u. 2. Delete last four words and add\ “Limits of space preclude

notice of the expeditions to South America in 1806-7.”

P* 358, 1. 12. For “James” “John.”

p. 361, 1. 3 from bottom, and p. 364, 1. 9 from bottom. For^s^ rear. rS.

P‘ 452, 1. 9. After “ Mauritius” read “ ; she also acquired.”

P- 527, 1. 5 from bottom and p. 528, 1. i. For “Democrats” read “Republi-

cans.”
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